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*The mission of our inseructional staff is.to promote the growth,and.development of every boy
..and girl, grades K-12, through good instruction. We believe: (1) that schools should help students,
ai individuals, io become comPetent in the basic 6ki1ls, to become resourceful and responsible for
theic, own dec,isWns, and to become self-respecting contributing members of a democratic society;
(2) that teacherinshould have high academic competence, an enthusiasm for learning and teachirif;,
and a sincere respect ifor the wath and dignity of .each person; (3)' that an environment should be
available' to each school-age child in which adequate resources are provided and used to optirtal ad-
vantage, in Which there is a belief that all students-can and should learn to the degree they are able,
and in which each student will experience Oticcess which will spur hint or her on to greater aChieve-
ment; (4) that " the people have a right to the privilege of an education and that it is the duty of the
state to guard and ma,intain that right." . . .

With this philosophy and our knowledge of the er.lkleipletAf* child groWth and developmedt,
we ean then plan approprrate eurriCUla*and imPlement soundintitructionalprograms which addr ss
the varied needs, abilities, and aspirations of the youth.Th out schools: ,' .

In March of 1977, the State Board of Education approved the Course of Study for Elementary
and Secondary Schools K-12. as North Carolina's official program of studies for each of the various
subject areas and courses tiught in the elementary and secondary schools of the state. Its format
emphasizes learning otitcorpesknowledge/content and learning-objectives in terms of attludes.
concepts, and. skills.

This publication of Competency Goals and Performance Indicators is designed as a fo owr-tip
and companion to the Course of StudY, offering more specificity to the content of the curriculum
and some suggestions to .instructional personnel as they, Make more definitive curricultim,and in
structional plans for their students. It is part of out' full spectriim of curriculum Materials and.ser-
vices which includes: .

°

Curriculum-5-Peripectives, Relation6hips, Trend concepttial frameWork fOr
,and program de elopment;

2. Course of Study for Elementary and Secondary Sawois K-12/an out,line q.f cdn.ten.6,ta. ughr
in the several subject areas and courses offered by our schools; ,

3. Competency Coals and Performance tndicators, as, presented in .this pphticatioh..
4. The curriculum and/or instrUctional guides and various other resOurce materials provided
; by the divisiOns of the Instructional Services area of the Department.of Public Instruction.

Using these and other locally available resources, school systems, schools; and teach,ers tiin plan
curricula and instruejional programs aPpropriate for students .they- serye: "

This publication represents the collective,work of hundreds of North Carolina teacher& ad-
ministrators, college educators, and Depafimett of Public Instruction' staff who havedevoted time
and effort over a long period of time. The assistance of these people' and the, ideas from students,
parents, and laymen 'are gratefully acknowledged. Special appreciatiortis..eXtended 'to the Instruc-
tional Services staff. y

$1

raig
Sta\Superintendent of Pub ic'Instructioti

.1
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This collection of -Competency Coals and Performance Indicators for North Carolina students
presented as stipplementary material to follow up the Course of Study for Elementary and Secon-

dary Schools K-12. It reflects the involvement and best thinking of hanctreds 'of our ,state's
educators who have worked diligently to identify the.goals of a balanced K-12 curricular core and
some indicators of achievement. As schools use this material to implement programs', its value will
be.measured in terms of the increased abilities of students to learn, think; and perform as.healthy,
happy, and productive citizens. . .

An explanation of the terms used in this publication follows:
. (1), Competency Goals are the ends toward which a student's learning is'directed. These aKe

broad statements of general direetion or purpase. -While every studink, Ill noebicoff
competent in every skill nor master every concept, goals must be estaltlished for the lear-
ner. The goals stated in this publication answer these:questions: What a we want the stu- s'

. dent to learn? What do we want the student to be able to do?
(2) Performance Indicators are reasonable measures of progress toward the stated goals. Theie '

are,Stated in quantitative measures of achievement, as sample test items, or as activities.
They answer the question: What can student do to demonstrate that he dr she is moving
toward the attainment of the stated oal or the mastery of the- skill or concept?

j The statement which appears od ekkr page above the performance indicators is worthyof at-
tention: lach indicator is one of many 'which can assess. a student's performance. Others may be
used if they are more appropriate for the learner.".This statement not only reflects oui knowledge
that students have different learning molalities, but it also recognizes and respects teachers' varied
methods and techniques, of instruction. A -comprehensive listing oE performance indicators would
be endless, for teachers will certainly add others.

Competency goals and performance indicators are identified in most program areas by grade
level categories (K-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10,12) and significant secondary level courses. While some students
will not become competent in all the goals, others will io far beyond. It is believed, however, that
the majority of students can achieve these goals through good instrucdon. Additionally, the use of
goalsdnd indicators from a grade level category below or above the category in which the student is
presetilly placed may be necessary and more appropriate, depending on the abilities and special
needs of some students. be through' ale selection of the appropriate goals and indicators and-
their 'modification that a teacher -can tailor classroom idstruction to meet the individual needs of
studerk§.

This material is .hot intended to create a static, mechanical curriculum, for that would be
detrimental to students and 'to the educational proceos. It should not be considered the maximum,
the minimum, nor the rotal curriculum. It is not to be viewed as an effort to destroy.a local school.
system's initiative to develop its own curricular material nor to replace the material which a school
system has already carefully designed for RS students. Its purpose is not to label students, measure
teacher competence, nor deterrnine promotion and retention. ,

The major purpose of this material is to assist educators in planning ctirriculum and instruc-
tional programs which will help all students learn to their maximum potential. It can help parents
and laymen have a better knowledge of what our schools are trying to teach, and with this under-
standing ,they will be better able to help us Wish our work as well as;provide the necessary
resources.

The Instructional Services staff of the Depaftment of Public Instruction welcomes' the opporr
tunity to Collaborate with school personnel in the further development, refinement, and use of this
material and to supply other resource materials. Remember, our mission is to promote the growth
and development of every bay and girl, grades K-12, .through good instruction. Let us all war*
together to attain,this goal. '

I.

George A. Kahdy
Assietant.State Superintendent for Instructional Services

'
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To 'create an effecqve instructional design, three fundamental questions; why?, what? and
.how? should be asked;The answer to the question "why?" is an expression of philosophy in that
area.of instruction. likewise, the response to "what?" relates to.program, and involves a detailino

. of the things to be done and the outcomes expected from. them. Finally, the response tO "how? '
leads to curriculunihow the program -and philosophy are to be implemented.

,

The goalS and indicators for the'cultural' arts are intended to aid locaLunits in clarifj/inthe,
PROGRAM asjiect of instruction. That is, exactly whafis.torke done anti hOWttidetertitiftrWhen it ,

has t4n accomplished. This Program content is fully defined in, the COURSE OF STUDY.FOR., .
EL IvIENTARY ANO UCONDARY SCHOOLS which has'been apProved by theState.BOard of .

Ed 'ation. These goals andindicators are not intended to include either broad philosophical state-
ments or detailed.information as' to how they .can be achieved. Eachlocal unit can detertnine the.
most effective ways in WhiCh art instructional prOgram in cultural arts can braccOmplished with the

. m.eans at hand through the developmenr of ;:utriculum guides. ..,' ' f ,

The goals and indicators a.re intended t c represent a sta. tenient of what shOuld take place in a -

i fully-functioning K-12 cultural arts program. ecause of the fact that many units do not have com-
pletely developed offerings ill cultural arts, tht3ere maY be some difficulty iivapplying all phases-of.
the goals ,and' indicators to these programs or to the students in them.

The oprimum use df these goals -arid indicators is two-fold. They-shQulcrprovide the basis Eor
program planning and evaluation and a means of as-sessing student progress itt theie progearns. In
carrying this out two cautions should be observed: 1) students should not, be evaated by an in-,
dicatOr which re

a
ect9 a'portion .of program riot previously, available to them, and 2)th1e expecta-

-tions of a prog am should be realistically determined. For example, a '10-12 progriam 'should not
necessarily be evaluated according to the indicators for that level if adequAte program cOntent has,
not 'been carried out in preceding years. Likewise, it mpy be more realistic to assess a junior high
program in terms of Level II .or even Level L'acCording to the extent of progranvprior to that level.

Taken as a whole, the competency goal9 and indicators, in company with the,CQURSE OF
STUDY, will, provide the optimum m*ans for achieving 41 overall uniformity. of prArant
throughout the local units without imposing' unneiegsary conformit

I

1. 4,
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COMPETENY GOAL(S)

culturalirts

PERFORMANCE INDICAtOR9'.
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

.. The learner will develoep
positive attitudes toward
self

4

2. The learner will develop
positiye attitudeg toward
others

\\
1

j..The 'learner wi rbdevelop
concepts of elem nts-o art-
(line, texture, col , shape/
form, 'space)

4. The learner. dev
'concepts 'of princfPles of
design. (rroportion, bal

,

-
ance rhythM, unitY)

5c The.. learner will develop
concepts of. art imagery

Level 1 (K-3)
.1.01 Show self-esteem in visual and verbal communication through art imagery

and expression
1.02 Show confidence Arough an uninhibited cersonal inVolveMent
1.03 Show spontaneous enthusiasm toward activitie's and relationships
1.04 Show iQependent behavior

, Level II (4-'6)
1.05 Realize t t all persons are unique
1.06 Show awareness of being unique.through, jecognition of-individual dif- .1

ferences (in the .art..work)
- 1.07 Accept and appreciate work of other's.

1.08 Perform self-motivated tasks

Level III (7-9)
1.09 Show involvement in .the art processes
1.10 Show tangible evidenee of personal experience and visual expression 1
1.11 Develop a personal standard of quality
1.12 Involve others in personal tasks :k

Level IV (10-12) .

1.13 Show involvement in the, ail products
1.14 Show selectivity in choosing to express an idea
1.15 Develop a personal standard of q'uality
1.16 .Assume leaclership

Level I (K-3) ,

2.01 Shoiv tolerance and sharing through 'acceptance and appreciation of otherg

Level II (4-6)
202 Show cooperation through sharing and accepting responsibility

Level III (7-9)
2.03 Show coo-peration and"compromising,of kleas in group involve ents

Level IV (10-12)
. 2.04 Demonstrate ability to accept crificism

a4

Level I (K-3T
3.01 pse the elements of 'art ,

Level '1I.(4-6)
3.02 Recognize the use of the elements of art

Level flI (7-9) ..
3.03 Understand relationships in thR use of the elements of aft

,
.Level IV (.10-12) I

t 3.04 Analyze art using terms ot the elements of art

,

Level I (K.3)
4.01 Use principles of wlegign

Level 11,(4.6) . `.
4.0Z Aecognize the PrinciPles

) Of design anetheir applicatiOn in nature and
manmade objects . '

,
.

,

Level HI (7.0. ,".7- .

.

4.03 Understand and,use 'prin0p14s ofdesign
, , , ,

. . ,

Level IV (10-12)
, 4.04 :Analyze the use

Letel I (K.3)
'5.01 Demonstrate

experiences

iirAt .

of principles of design inothir works ,of art

observabje use of. imagery , through relating personal

-4



Cultural Arts

6. The learner wi4 develop
. concepts of discrimination

.

.

7. The learner will develop
concepts of art hisfory
(cultural difference)

'41

.
8. The learner will 'develop

perceptual skills .

at. .

,.

9. Tbe 'learner will develop
cpative skills .

5.

IT

Level Il (4-6).
5.02 Understand imagery in 'terms of human expression

Level III (7-9)
5.03 Understand and use imagery in expressing human valites (faith, love,-

truth,:beautir, justice)-

Level IV (10-12) . ,

5.00 Understand the occurrence Of imagery of values in social/historical'pat-
terus Of expression .

Level I (K-3)
. 6.01 'Give vista] interpretation to written or spoken word

level II (4-6),
6.02 Give visual interpretation to written or spoken work

'Level' III (7-9)
6.03 Express abstract ideas in art form

q Level IV (10-12) :
6.04 Develop artistic inclin'ation and specialization of individuality through art -

Level
7.01

Level II (4-6)
7.02

media

I *(V-3) .
Exercise judgment through personal preferences

*5

Retognize and accept tire preferences orothers

Level III (7-9)
- 7.03 Make critical judgments in art.preferences

Level
7.04

5

IV (1042)
Understand the aesthetic, historiCal, and monetary values in art

Level I (K-3)t
. 8.M Express ideas and feelings in visual art forms

8.03 Demonstrate use of syMbols and. images ,
8.03 Observe examples of art related items
8.04 140veldp perception as mode of knowing

Level II (4-t). . ' .

8.05 Show wareness of symbols and images in visual art ,

8.06 Explklit'use of symbols and images to express persorOl exPeriences,
.. 8.07 Recognize and relate to visual qualities'

8.08 Use concepts of intuitive knowmg

level' III (7-9) .

. .

1. .

8.09 Understand...and use symbol; aiid images in visual art.
8.10 Demonstrate abilityto -fabricate visual representation two,or three dimen-

sionally .

8,11 Compare/contrast visual qualities t

8.12 Recognize the role of sensing beyond th'e visu-al observation

Level IV (10-12). .

8.13 Illustr-ate diversity of ideas and feelings througk' personal imagery and..
symbbls in visual' art .. . -

.8.14 Creatively combine imagesand symbols in, vistial expression
# ,.15 D iS,(4 ate in use of' visual qualities . .

8.16 Unci and and apply concepts of Gestalt and closure,

Vvel I (K-3). . .

9.01 6hoW spontaneous creation of imaginative solutions
9.02 Ijiscovet possibilities for creative expression .

9.01 Express sociAl differences

Level II (4:-6)'
- .9.04 Demonstkite indiviatjallty in self-motivated decision making

9.05 Use media fof- creative interprqtation .

.9.06 Explore sociaLdifferences throfigh creative expression

' Level. III (729)
.9.07. Demonstrate flexibility`in relating creative effort tn.organized thought
.9.08 Show comprehension.of julterial integrity t 5 .

9.09 511se alternativesolutions to, SOCial 'differences and presSures

5. 5

1

,



1CUlturar Arts
'

10. The leather deve.lop =
'manual skills

7./
11. Ttie learner will develop

observational skills

'II

it

12. The learner will develop
communicative skills

01.

13. The learner will develop
vocabulary skilld

. ,

1:evel IV (1012)
9,10 Establish independent challenges for art expression
9.11 Make independent c'hoices of aft media

. 9.12 Adapt solutions .to sdci41 comment

Level I (I(73) .

10.01 De;ielop manipulatory tontrok of th
10.02 Develop eye/hand and.lnd,Y,c99rOin

atuttfitdir VC' t7" V'
Level II (4-6)

tools used in art activities
nb.rotugla manipulation.of

. 4 1,

10.03 Demonstrate continued eye/hand coordination development
10.04 Develop controlled manirwlatioti

Level III (7-9) .

,..
10.05 Demonstrate additiOn';I. imaginative development of manual dextetity
10.06 Explore possibility and limitation 'of manipulation

Lioel IV.(10-12) .

:
.10.07 Demonstrate a creatiVe sophisticated use of ,art media and tools
10.08 DemonsWate recognition and appreciation of physical requirements 'for,

..4):
specific art tasks

Level I (K-3)
11.01 Demonstrate a recopition of art works as unique objects

11.02 Recognize ability ,tb relate himself to works of art
11.03 Show ability to develop personal images and to recognize differenCes in

imagery
.Level II (4-6)

11.04 Recognize art works and artists styles from ,various cultures
'11.05 Demonstrate ability to relate personal experiences to wOrk of art
11.00, Use visual images in formal compositions

LeVel III (74)
1107 Recognize cultural preferences in architecture, fashion,.furnirure.design,

transPortation,. life slyles, etc. 1

11.08 Use self and others through art experiences as a measurement of social
identifiCa-tion r

11:09 Recognize and discriminate images, caws, moods
Level IV (10-12) \.
11.10 Demonstrate knowledge of, historical context and significance of art
11.11. Use artigtic ic,clinations to pursue broader,personal endeavors
11.12 Make aesthetic choices . .

Level I (K-3) .
.

12.01 Verbalize about,personal art and the art of others
12.02 Comprehend images and values in art much as books are read r

12.03 Use arhprocesses as communication which djffers' from verbalization
Le;vel II (4-6) ,

.. .

,

1e04 View and discuss art.forms ' t
, .

1205, Comprehend the role of .th in-expressing cultural values and meaningi in
. lives of people ...A.

12.06 Devdlop a personal art imagery for communicaiing ideas and -feelings. 0,
Level III.(7-9)..

, 13.05 Expand'art vocabulary .'and 'vocabulary of aesthetics
13,06 Relate terms to process
12.09 Apply technical skills for}rprnmuniCation through art

Level IV (1042)
12.10 Use art vocabulary in critique
1Z,11 Use historical context and art analysis in discourse and/or essay on ar't
12.12 Adapt art processes to express life style and/or'career preference :

Level (K-3.)
t.

13.01 Demonstiite ability to use primary art terms
13.62 Relate terms to,objects

Level, II (4-6)
13.03 Demonstrate functidnal vocabulary of 'Aft temp
13.04 Relate terms to function

.
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# Cultural Art,
.

Level (7-9)
Expand art vocabulary and vocabbtlary of aesthetics

13.06 Relite terms to process

Level IV (10-12):
13.07 Apply appropriate, art, aeslhetit., and art history.teripin ology
13.08 Relate- terms to products s' 7
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'COMI/ETENCY GOAL,

1. The 'learner, will develop:a 4
positiVe attitude Itoward
self

. ,

%,

,2. The learner will develop a
yositive at,titude 'toward
others

;

3. Thelearner will develop a
p sitir ,attitude toward

nce as 'a huinan experi-
et ce

,

PEREbRMANCE INbICATORS
- Each indicator ie one (if manY which can astiess 4-student's performance.

hrrs may be used if Meylare more appropriate for th; learner:
. i

. - . . ..- 1

Level I (k-3). '". \.. , . ! 's

1:01 Recogniz the sinificanc-e of his/her own contributions
s 102 Show, ari awareness Of capabilities arid limitations of the human body

Level III (74)
0., ,...,,, '''. *.,..

. ,.

1.03 Parti4pate willingly , .

ikir 1.04 Develop 'a,sen4e qt pride and' integrity

:level II (4-6)" , .

, ,

. . ..
, ,,, -1.05.Aeggenize.the significance df Ilis/her own coneributions `

1.06 Show an awirenesS' a.--Capabilities and lirnitatipns of, The human body
1.417 RespOnd freely tO his/her, thoughts'i., feelings.and-idgas throygh mOvernent

. , ,

1.08 'RecognIth't e significance of his/her Jowl cOitributions .

1.09 Show an awareness of capabilities add limitations of the human bidy
1,10 Become aware of the relation between movement and feeling
1.11 Begin to understand -the 'need 'for personal inlolvement In , danca aS a

Dance
s

,

creative process
.

.Level IV (10-12)
1.12 Recognize the significance alibis/her own contributions

. 1.13 Show an awarehess of capabilities andlimitations of 'the humak,body (
1.14 Become aware of the telation between movement and feeling.
1.15 D'evelop confidence in his/her own personal style

.

.Level I (K-3)
2.01 Show tolerance of others and reclOgnize their lpirk
2.02 Work well with ()filers

gvel II (4.-6)
2.03 Become supportive of others' work
2,04 Work well alone as well, as with others

4. The learner wilkdevelop a
. positive attitude toward

dance as an art form

'

Level III-(74) t '
2,05 Value the. diffeiences and similarities milting people t
2'.06 Share responsibility in,producing quality -work throAgh,indivithia .and

. group effort' .`"

Level IV (1q42) I rs

2.07 Value and support the personal style of others
2.08 Share responsibility in prioducing quality3\work through ikdividual and

. group effort
1

Levet I (K-3)
3.01 Understandlhj different people dancein different ways

4

3.0,Z Unelerstand,dance as a valid way of communicating for males and females
."

.
1,evel II44-6-).. ,, ;0., , .5

-,
3.93 -Understand There are many, ways to`form 'and pitesent dance

Level III (7-9), , .
,

.. . .. .

s 3.0.4 Understand dancp as a ref.leFtion bi'M%;al:berttage
3.05 Show c fidence in his/herown small
3.06 Understand clince in its historical PerspectiVe. :

Level IV (10-12) i N t

3.07 comprehend the Versaliti/ of.dance .

3,08 Understand dan in its historiCal perspective,

Level I ?K-3) .

.4.01 Understand tha
tevel.II (4-6)

-4.02 Understandthat dance is sele,ctecilmOvie o produce a desired-effect
1

Level III (7-9)' . I I.
4.03 understand dance as a creative,art with many different-fams,and styles

I.:eeIN-V.110-12). .4.

4.04 Devetop confidence in kis/herown aesthetic judgment about dance
. , 'k

nce is selected movement) .

-

, I.

'0,

, _



5. the. Warner will Under-
stand tile concept of ;the
body (kinetiC. awareness)

,

a

0°1* ,e ..

ithe .laarner Will uncle'r-
stand the Concept of space

44

.a,
.. . .

Cultural Arts .
i .

Level .1(1c,-3i t',' k , 71.

., '5.01 understanof The Doay as'ine instrument for dancq,I5.02 Understand thre ire. ferent body parts
c,8.03, Underatapd that.Move ent has range ,

,5.04 Understand that one. ld respect the body .

5.05 U erstand that body catfir is imPortant1:1

I..4e1 II., 4-6) : : '; ; , .

., .
04 Understand athal 9-Afyrent body erarts have'differerlt Capacitielr,formove-:-e

,. F k ment ','!` , ... - ,

-- -.0,07 Understand thatrange of -movement cleali:with flexion,..e)<Mnsion'.and
rotation .' ,, "

. ..... .5.08 Understand that prdper j)ody maintenance is essential,f.or dance
. 5.09 Wnderstand that body cardage tsmportant

. . . .
Level. Ill (7-9) . ; i .- ,

.5:10 Understand 'that ,tlie body has unlimited poSsibilities wheri.we trained and .-
.' cared for ' , % . .,

5.11 lindefstand tile significance of the body 'parts to the whole
542 'Understand that range helps to define the 'intent gf moyeént,
5.13 Understand that one must take responikility for his/lker own 'body°
5.14 Understand that body carriage ivimportant 1 , .

Level IV .(10-A).
. .

5.45..Understand that the vyelil trained bodye;dends potential within the treative

5.1.6 narlitand,'thi significance of.the.bo parts to the whole
.,

5.17 nderstand that the use of. range is i want to quality dance
5.18 Understand the need for a lifetime prograMita f care for the body. is-essential.

, .

5.1'9. Underst6d that body cardage iV important.
.

A ."

Level I (I(-3Y ,
6.01 Understand versonal space

'.. \
.6.02 Understand general space .

6.03 Understand.shaPe (angles, lines and carves) . /., .
6.04 Understafid dircection (forward, backward, right and lef.t,- etc.)

tt 6.05 Understand pathways (curving; zig-zag, ete.)
6.06 Understand focus (centering attention)
,6,07 Understand 'open .and 'closed 'space . l .

-

:11

rocess ofi dance .

Level it (4-6)
, 6.08 Understand personal space, ,

6,09 Understand general space , ,
.

6.10 Understand Shape (angles, lines and curves)
6.11, Understand direction (forward, backward; side, etc.)
6.12 Understand pathways (curving, zig-zag, etc.)
6.14 Understand open and closed 'space N .

6.15 'Will combine the elements of space,into dance

,Level III '(7-9)
r 6.16 Understand, personal space

6.17 Understand general space ' ...

6.18 Undefstand shape (angles, lines and curves)
6.19 Understand direction (forward, backward,, side, etc.) t
6.20 Understand !pathways (curving, zig-zag, etc.)
6.21 Understantl focus (centering attention)
6.22 Understand open and closed space .

.
.

643 Develop an aWareness of the relation of space to ., time and ,energy' in... _ .
composition ,...../

.

. 4vit

Level IV (10-12)
6.24 Understanid ,personal space
6.25 Understand general space
6.26 Understand' shape (angles, lines and curves)

.6.27 Understand direction (forWard, backward, side, etc.)
6.-2,8 Understand pathways (curving, zig-zag, etc.)
6,29 Understand focus (centering attention)
6.30 Understand 'open and closed apace
6.31 Develop An.intuitive.'sense pf space which promotes qualitV dance

.1



Th'e levner will under-
stand the concept of erfergy"
(amount of effott used) ,

114

tl

1. /r

. ,
.8. The learner 'witt4-6nd,ei;.'i.:::.;,,

culturalbArtso
.

, Level 1 (K4) .

7:01 Vnderstanot sustained energy (same amount of, energy OuVotop):, .':,:.
7!02 Understand' percUssive (burgt of energy'and.top) . .....% J

...7,03 lUild)ers.tanclawingint(giving way to gravity, filowitrougWend suspen-
. ' . f 1

. .7.04 Understand- vibratory (shakim), . '
' 7,0§ Understand collapsing (giving way to g.rav/ilY)
,. 0.06 Understand that one can move with different amounts cif energy Theayy/ ...

light, .soft/hard, sharpY - , : .
t. A,

.Level. Il 44eit 1 : . ; 4' -

N7.07 Und and sudtainectenergy (same.ainount of energy, and Stop)
7.Q8 Understand percussfve (burst- of.,energy :artd.stcli)/ ; N '1, .

.

. 7.09 Understand mingini (giving way to gravity, fol ow'thraugh.atid'suapen- -:
vsion) , , ,
.. .

*100%.

A14:stand the concept of time
., metric (foot fall, Counting -

etc.) and b.reath
(non-counted or natural...,

1, ,,

7,10 Understand vibratory (shaking;
7.11 Understand collapsing (giving way to. grallty)
7.12 Understand that okne can move with different amounts of energy (heavy/

light, soft/hard,sharp)
7.13 Begin to combine the elements of energy into' da4e

devil III (7-9)
7.14 Understand sustained energy (same amount of energy.and stdp)
7.15 Understand:percussive (burst of enetgy 'and stop)
7.16 Understand swinging (giving way gravity, follow through and sus-pen-

sion).
7.17 Understand vibratOry (shaking)
7.18 Understand collapsing (giving wa to gravity) '1 A
7.19 'Understand that lane can move with diflerent amoyills of energy (heavy/

llght, soft/hard, 'sharp)
7.20 Develop 'an awareness of energy ai it ielates to 'time and *spos...lom-
, position
7.21 Develop an awareness of own energy and its-controlas'it affects oneself.

and others

.

7 -.

. ,
Level IV (10-12). ,.'
s 7.22 Understand sugtained energy (szine amount of energy and stop),

7,23 Understand percuSsive (burst of 'energy and sAlp) '
7.24 Understand swinging (giving way to gravity, follow. througlliand'suspen-

sidn) . ' ^,

725 Understand vibratory (shaking)
7.26 Understand collapsing (giving way to i$raVity)
7,27 Understand, that one can move with di ferent amOunts of energy (heavy/

Jightlksoft/hard, sharp). ,

7.28 Develop an awarenesapf energy as it relates to time and spke in coni-
position , .

A,,.

7.29 'Develop an awareness of own energy and its control as it 'affects oneself
and others

lore! I (K-3) .. .

8.01 Understand tempo (fait and'sloW).
8.0 Understand\ even and uneven time
8.03 'Understand
8.04 Understand

Level II (44)
.8:05 Understand
8.06 Understand
8.07'.1Jnderstand

imihg
8108 Understand

a natural sense of timing
pattern (repeat) '

rhythrh as mea'sured and unmeasured time

e

rhythm'as acCented and unacCented time
.that clifferent individuals have a different, sense of natural>.

pattern (i'epeat)'
.

1.,Ce11111 (17-'9)*
8.09 ,J.Jn eistand rhythm as tneasUred and unrn6sured time
8.10 Understand-rhythm as accented and Unaccented time /

.8,11 Understand that different indbiiduals have a different 'sense of natural.
8.12 linderstin attern (repeat)
8.13 Develop a awareness. of the relagon of, nine to 'energy and Rpnee in

com,positi

ievel' IV (101
8,14 Understan :rhythm as measured and unmeasured .time

,

'
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,

4

4

. kMtural Artii
. *4 :

9. Thele'arner' Will under-
stand the concept of cOm-

: positidni (making a,dance)

11.

111 The reamer will develop
skills in hon-locomotor
mov.e,ment Amovement
which t*es,Place.in Per-,
sonal spice).

8.15" Understandvhythin as Lcented and Unaccented Hite
8416 Un.detstand that different individuals have a.differerni sense, of natural

timing
8.17 Understar4pattern (repeat).

Level I (K-3)
9.01" UtIdeistand that:dance has A beginning, rniCidle and end

. ,9.02 Understand that one can translate ideas into moy,ernent '
9.03 Understantthat sequence is a sdries of nigvements it
9.04 Understand e need of personal commitment from start to finisp of com-

position ,

944 Understand e importance of, making his/her own dance
. .

Level II (4-6) ,. .
.

--

9.06 Understand that expanding movement voc-abulory in. the body:supports
° the devclopmept of form . .

1 ,

9.07 Understand that ideas and th9ir relation.to other ideas strengthen coin,

I
.

,,. josition
9.08- nderstancl the,relaponship of the parrs to,the awhole in composition ,
9.09 linderstand the need of peponal commitment from..start,to finish of cant-

. . tpovition' . . -
910 Understand the role of finding movement material through' self-improvi-

sation
9.111.Understand the importance of repetition for retention of composition.

(learning to repeat) , .

9.12 'Understand the imporiance of individual, partner and groups in creating
*dance , ,

jAvel 111,,i7-9)

1.

11.

. .

9.n..Un erstand that selected movement supports thii quality of form
9.14 UnderStand that theselection of ideas is a part of the creativeproCeds in-: .

.hefent:.to dance .

9.15 Unthistand the'relationship of the parts to the whole in' composition
. 9.,16 Undetrand the need of personal commitment from,start to finish of. corn- -

.
'position\ .

. . .

9.17 Appreciate.himself/herself as a creator, not an imitator of dance
9.18 Understand.. the importanee of repetition for retention' of composition

(learning to..rerpeat) ,

. 9.19 Assume responsibility for partner and group effort.1 . . . .

. ,..
Level IV 00-12y, .

.

'9.20 UnderOand that composition involv aesthetic judgment °.. e

0.1,..Understand th4t ideas presented with Megrity lead to quality composition
9.22 Understand' thrdationship of the j rts,,to the' whole in composition..

9.23 Understandthe need of perWnal co mititent from start to finish .com:-
,..,, . , , -'7-position C?

9.24 Understand that one .controls the creative process to. create own style of
'dance

9:25.understand tile importance of repetition for retention of composition
(learning 'to repeat) .

9.26 I.Jnderstand that .datIce -..ap be, a part of the total, theatre experience'
1, 1

r
. Level I (K-3) , ,.'

10.01 Explote the following rioti,locomotor movement in body parts and in the
whole. body:. . ,,, , ..% °

.::':....

- bending .' ,, -'tWisting: .. - extending
- sh'aking - bouncing . ...,.:.,..,'..

. - swinging ',, pushing/13610g ..

10.02 Begin to,ornbine.non-lomotror movement in _the body. to maim.. dan e

10.03 Expkire The follovs4ng nonlocomotor movement flAg
tim(!, spate .and energy:.i.., .'.\

nts of

i bending .:-. tWisting ' t'extending
- shaking. 4 bOu"pcing. -,undtilating. ,

swinging . - f)4hinWpOing " ,, sinking and falling
1Q.03 tLxpinre the" folloWing rion-kicOrAFtor movement:, using the elements of

time, space And energy: ''.., .'
.

- expanding and - -flicking
contracting.' %. ;dodging

. , ..4striking
10.04 Begin lo combint tion-locomothr movetMent in the body to makeAance.

AS



;,.

11..The learner will develop
skills in tocomotor move-.

ment" (movement which
takes' place

. in gener
k space) ipp

4.

'4

ib
Cultural Arts '.

Levebill (7-9)
10,05,1 Expiore the following non-locornOtOr movemen t using the elements'sof.

time, space,pd rergy;
-.bending bouncing - sinking and fallitig
- shaking - pushing/pullillg - expanding and
- swinging . , extending - cantracting

- docigir%

- 'undulating - striking
fliCklrig

- twisting

10 .06 Begin to combine non-locomotor movement wirn tne various elements to ,
produce quality'clance.,

Level IV (1042) 1 .

10.07 Explore the following non-locomotor movement using-the elements o
time, space and energy; ,

bending
..,

- pushing/pullin§ A. ekcpoanntdriancgtinfignds

- shaking - extending
-

- swinging undUlating - flicking
- tWisting - sinking arid falling =lodging
- bouncing - striking

10.08 Begin to cortibine non-locanotOr Movement with the various elements to
produce quality dahce

Level I (K-3)
'11.01 Explore the following

- walk ,

`- hop (one foot)
skip

- roll

Level II (4-64
11.02, lo,Combine tomotor 'movement using

energy:
- walk
- hop (one foot) .

locomotOr movement:
run

- jump (bOth feet)
- slide
-.turn

- run
jump.(both feet)

- ski - slide

- leap
- gallop
- cram

the -elem'ents of time, space an

rolr .. turn
11.03 C:ombihe locomotor movement using pattern and rhythm
11.04Usé locomotor movement with various pathways And levelst

Level'111 (7-9) . o k.-.

- leap
- gallop
- crawl '

11.05 'Combine. locomotor movement using the' elements of time, spac e and
energy:f
, - walk - run - leap

. - turn ,

cgraaliow
- roll

loP

,- hop (one foot) - - jump (both feet)
, - skip , , - Slide ,

11.06 Cornpirre locomotor movement using pattern and rhythm
11.07 Use locomotor 'movement with various pathways and levels

Level IV (10-12)
no Comliine locoMoior

energy:
walk

movement uéing the elements' .of! tithe, space and:.

- run
- jump (both feet) - gallop'

crawl. , . . roll
- hop (one foot) -slide

leap
7 s,kip
- turn

11,09 Combine locomota movement using pattern and rhithrm
11.10 Use locomotor movement with various pathways and levels

12. The korner will develop
skills in sequence (the or-
der, the 'way tIte thing goes
1,2,3, T ajb,c) .0 v.

12.01 Make simple movernent seqUenc
12.02 Repeat simple moN4inerit serences
.12.03 Use Simple sequence as it re ates to sounds

Level 11 (4.-6)
.

12.04 Form and extend giquence .
.

12.05 Utilize repetition to retain sequence, .
, 12.06, Use 'simple, ,nquence as it relates to sounds

12.07 Use sequence.aa.it relates to'rhythm "

Ii

' .

.r

A

a

11 1 fi,
SF
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CuhuralArts."
.

Level HI (74)
s: 1108 USe sequence rea.dily in relatjon 'to the ,:othv, elemen!s to form danCe
'12,09Utilize repetition to retain
12.10 Use simple sequence as it ,relates to'S'iotinds:
12.11 Fit sequence"to different durationsiof .

A .
4LeVel IV <10.12) . .

. 12.'12 Use selected- seq9Tnce to, aefine kdeas; ihciii0149; and feelings 4nto quality
da ce r , ,

: ^.! I . 4.

412.13 Uti ize re etition to' retain seqUence
'12.14 U 'Simp e, sequence; as, it ,rvi'ates,a sounds
1215 Fit sequence to different duratioris of ,sourid

,

-77,-777
''";,

U. The I-learner will develop
skills in technique (means
of getting our'bodies to do
What we want them to.clo)

r

. 4

'tevel.I (K-3)
13.01 Use simple'technique tO, warM. and ;prepre the :rung body for dance

.''LeVel (4-6? t y! .

13.02 14se teg nique to prorriote'flexibilitYi's6ingth,*ordination, 'stamina and
bal,ance, i;

13.oa Remember siMple tichni9oe,and begin, (4 kalcikeSponsibility for warming,-
ur.the bOcly

LeVel ti (7-9)

! r

. I

,
14. .The learner will deVelop

skills time.

r\

A

15. The learner will.. delvelop
skills, in composition

. ,

I, .

Of

;
13.04.-/ evelop technique as supportive,to.lha 'creative process to prodoce dake
13.95, Extsnii technique fo become a basic Preparatorylstep for readying oneself

. . ., . . .

to aanCe
.

'Lev lIV (1042). . ,

. ,13. 6 Dev,elop technique to. tune and. tiOn 'the 'bodYlk'for his/her. own. style of
dance . , ,

1 .07 txtend teChniique to becom e preparatorYptepror:tpaa ying oneself to dance
.13.08 Develop an eye for coirection to strengthen technique

- evel I (K73)
14.01 Use.even and uneven sense of time .,:

114,02 Develop tht use of his/her own.sense of tline
14.935DemonStrate fast and,slow

i'Level II (4-6)
14.04 "Use meas ured time (accented/unaccented)114.,4/4.,', 4/4,. 6/8
14.05 'Be attentive to the Use of his/her oWn senie of:5EMle

14,06 DemOhstrate the use.of varying speed in mocrencett 6:define intent
t4.07,. Contrast mOvement against sound (move shAv to'raPid.sound,-etc.)

Level III (7-9) '
14.08 Use measured time (accented/unacCented) 5ja, '7/8; etc.
1409 A? attentive to the ufre of' his/her own sense of tinzto.-
14.10 Control tempo in composition
14.11 Contrast moventent against sound (move sloW tojaPid'soOd, etc)

Level IV (10-12) y

14.12 Use measure'd time(accented/unaccented) in ail meters, ,

14.13 Be attentive to the use of his/her o%Ntrl sense of time'.
14.14 Work 'With tempo in relation to the other elements to produce 'Glance

' 14.15 Contrast movement against sound (move slowgoto rapid so;opa,'etc.)
.

Level I (K-3) ,

fa, 15.01 Maki.simple dances which have a beginning, middle,, and endi
45.02-Freely translate simple, ideas into dance

,
.,,.15.03 Combine simple sequdnee to make dance

'15.04 Demonstfate personal cornmionent .from start to finish of one'i.,dinWs
15.05 ;Make his/her own dance
15.06 Use repetitiorr'f.or retention of composition .

Level_ll (4-6). ,

15.07 Extend the movement vocabulary in his/her body to alit*" for varleiy ixt
composition 1

.15.08 Use ideas in Telation to other' ideas to make dance .

15.09 Use the parts in relation to the wriole to make dance .

15.10 Demonstrate the necessary concentration to promote quality dance
15.11 Use improvisation to find movement material

Level III (7-9) ,.

15.12 Select movement to strengthen quplity bf form
15.1a 'Use the ?election of ideas ,and materials which best defineintent

( 1
5

. \,, 12 7
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16. ihe learner will develop
ills in ,improvisation

15:' ; ,
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Cultural Arta .
4' t, .'.7;

15.14 Use repetition for retention 'of dance
.. ..

p.11.5 'Demonstrate the necessary concentration to:promote quatity °lance
,

15.16 Participate as A creator of &ince ., . ,.

15.17 thill repetition and other various ways (syrrtbdts, etc.) to'retain composition
. . ,

Level IV (10-12) ' - . .
,.

15.15' Make aesthelic judgments to help form dance composition
-.

15,19 Present ickeas with confidence and integrity whioh ldicts to, quality dancl i,... ..
15.20 Use rehearsal to strengthen danteproducts .

'..41)a, ,' '

15.21 Demonstratt the necessary .concentratkin to promote qualiv dadce 're, I
15.22 Use personal control over the creative process'to develop,his/Ar own styltr.'

'Level I (K-3)
16.01 Iipprovise alone ..

, ...

16,02 Use improvisation to form dance
1116.03 Appreciate the improvisation of others

, Level.II (4-6) - .
16.04 Improvise alone f.

16.05 Use improvisation to form dance
16.06 Use improvisations to (orm dance with .partneK and small group

Level III (7-9) .
, 1 ,

..

16.07 Improvise alone r. f

16.08 USe iMprOvisation tci form dance
16.09 Use improvi6ation in large group .

Level IV (1042),
16.10 Improvise alone . ,

1'6.11 Use improvisation, to form dance -

16.12 Refine large group improvisation. to strengthen somposition
'.' . .

. .

5.

4.

1.
13



co.M.PpINCY GOAL(Si .

PERFORMNCEINDICATOR
Each indicator is bne al many which- can assess a fitudent's performance.

Others may be used if they are more jappropriate for the lear4er,

The learner v'vill deVelop
c'onfidence in Visual and
V6rbal communication .

,

2. The learner will deVeloP
, confidence in personal

powere of observation and
understanding

f

3. The* learner .. will develop
concepts of the character-'
Wire of objects, animals
and 'people

.LeVel I (K-3) ,, . i

1.411 Display awareness of' the effectiveness df: a) posture b) eye contact c) con-
trol of body movetnents' d) appropriate expression e) vocal development ' >
(breathing, loudness, 'softness, rate, pitch, quality) '1) learning through

' listening g) shaking cooperatively in group experiences h) experiencing
success.in creative activities .

. ..
,.

teveL II (4-6) .
. ..

, .

1.02 Mirk easily and Purposefully M creative dramatics activities
1.03.Incorporate life experiences. into dramatic conce tion
1.04 Draw from classroom activities iri stories and icjeas .

01.05 Demonstrate awareness Of' speech articulation p oblerns and exercises
l

1.06 Participate readily in body movement exercises comnfon to theatre
1.07 Handle .ritedia equipment with c9tdente. '

.Level III '(7-9)
1.08.POject characterization and story line with clarity and confidence
1.09 Use body, yoke, supporting properties and equipment effeetively

Level-IV (1042). .

1.10 Perforin original. or prepared scriptswith confident use 'of
bal processes.

Level I (K-3)
2.01 Display awareness of each of the five' settees.
2.02 Display increased awareness of surroundi

visual and ver- .

,

2.03 Begin to Oct and assimilate aesthetic valu s which form personal tastes
Level II i4-61 4

2.04 Share ideas, recognizing and accepting dif erences in opinions and ;eac-
tions , .

2,05 Pretent effective interpretations of life.experiences and classroom materials
2.08._Alle_comrnart materialsin_lint. ..f.

-Level III (7-9)
2.07 Display independence and understanding in relation to peers
2.08Display muttial support for peers
2.09 Readily accept responsibility ,

2,10 Initiate new activities or ideas
2.11 Exhibit pride in individual or group accomplishments,

fo, .
a

Level IV (10-12)
242 Display awareness of, the-interdependenee of tile performer's rcile and the

'technician's expertise c.
2.13 Criticize intelligently perfornk li. an 4 dtancesby se iiers
2.14 1?emonstrate devotion to A qthtlity end product

.1.:Oel I (K-3)
3.01 Describe characteristics verbally
3.02 Display knowledge of e variety of characteristics
3.03 Imitate characteristics realistically

- , . I
'Level II (4-6) "--

4.Q4.DesoribéiLtcharàctepIStics of objects, --animals. and people 'with ac-
ciitacy and uncle/standing,- - , +

. 305 Produce characeristks in stylized forins
,

Level III (7-9), . .
.,.

3.06 Categorize a wide variety of characteristiCs for .dramatic purposes
t 3.07 Develop characte'rs with anunderstandingoof inner Motivation
'Level IV (1042) - , ...

,

.3;08 Display understanding of, and to' lerarice foe diEfering human charac-
teristics

3.09 'Adapt, as an actor', to a wide range of dramatic demands
,

V.



4:The learner will deVelo A

concepts .of emotional di
ferences t

I 4

5. The lea, n r will cieveloP
theatre /ar

i

4

CultUral Arts
, .

I I (K-1)
,4,01 Recognize personal and individuadifferences throUgliself and group ex-*

.
. . ,.. pression ..

4.02 Recognize dIfferent.emotional reactions:of other(
..

4.03 Portray believably a variety of emotionsin own way (happiness, sadness,
fear, etc.)

4.04 Demonstrate .Varying degrees of Word me;nings (upset, angry, furious,
etc.) , -, ,

4.05 .Demonstrate the rthtionship between words and.the actions' arll moods
,

generated.by them ,....
4.06 inferpret with increasing clarity the degrees of word meaning; (big, huge,

enormous; happy, haRpier, happiest)
Level III (7-9) . .

4.07 Display awareness that drainakan help the understanding of life situations
4.08 Recognize regional and ethnic differences in word usage ,...

Level IV
4.09 Refl ct awareness of theatre as a practical, human reflection of the coin-

,

Amon lity of man 4

Level I (K-3) , ...,

5.01 Convey without Words 'the meaning of an action
5.02 Convey the presence of simple objects (imaginary or real) with clarityand

a sense of size and space relationship (a pencil, a beseball bat,, a featherl
etc.) .

5.03 Communicate emotions visibly .
-I5.04 Participate in individual,.and group activities deSigned to stimulate the

'story-telling process . , .

5.05 Participate in individual and group story-telling I
. L.

5.06 Re-create imaginary or real situations, and/or written materials using
masks or puppets .

5.07 Create and use simple masks and puppets in spontaneously improvised
situations . c c,

-.',.....

5.08 Begin to employ the concepts of time, space.and action (who?, where?, .

why?, etc.)- . .

..: .-8.09 Identify and describe character types and traits
-5:10.*Portray..characters as, described and identified
5.11 Move with confidence and control in action situations
5.12 Utilize real or imaginary props in portraying a given situation
5.13 Use music and'sound Weds 'to heighten dramatic effects

Level If (4-6)
. 5.14 Plan ahd present gffectively a story in pantomitee, individually and with a .

group
5.15 Plan and present effectively sYructured dramatic situations
5.16 Illustrate ,the use of "who, what, when, where" to plan dramatic inter-

pretation .
L

5.17 Present an improvised story or speech with vitality, clarity and imagination.

5.18 Dramatize' "everyday" school subjects effectively c ... . .

5.19 Write, adapt OR improvise a puppetry presentation . .

5.20 Contribute.,to construction.of puppets and stage settings
5.2f Use et ting techniques with control and effectiveness ,

5.22 Recognize, understand and use vocabulary employed in dramatic activity
such as: 1) plot (beginning, conflict, iesolution, ending) 2) tragedy,.com-
edy 3) pantomime and related terms 4) charncteritation ,

'5.23 Display 'awareness of the range and suitability of propg for defined Periods
and styles .

:.---5-:14 Use tape-ret-ordersi-invfeotefs,±rand-trober-medie-equipm**-- w itlrenfidence
and effectiveness ,

5.25; Begin tO work With the technical aspects of thearical produetion
,

Level'III (7,9) ,f. .
,

5.26 Develop and display pantomime techniques of classic origin
5.27 Display awareness ofi techniques for extending dr3matic situations

. 5.26 Recreate with voice and body a variety of emotional. states
, .

5.29 Consciously use .projection, articulation, variety and timing to dramatize
believably.

5.30 Apply dramatic skills-to achieve variety in routine assignmentS
5.31 Demonstrate physical skills and conditioning exercises appropriate for act-

.

. .ing ,, %t

Level rl (4,6)

15 9 0
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Cultural 'Arts

532 Display knowledge of Fundamentals of'make-up -to achieve' desired charac7%
. .. terization

: 5.33 Digplay skill in performing
544 thle vocabularY of the theatre with growing .undersAtiding
5.36 Understand the significance of theatre hi6torY (Greek and 1Romon theatre, ,

commedia dell' arte etc.) ....

, I.. , 506 Use simple proPerties with credibtlity' , .. .

<5.37 Actaptf.artd perform simple written materials,in 'the 'style of Readers'
, ' Theatre .

5.38 Participate, in creatii and ?producing simple', original scripts
. I ''' 5.39 Follow Or issue simp e .stage 'directions ,with eise and accuracy (upstage;

ceriter stage,. etc.) . '%.-:
.

. , . .. ,

.- 5.40 ',Utilize stage ,Vocabulary '. .. k. , ..,

, 5.41 UtilizeAndamentals of technical theatre .

-

. . 5.42 Displayl'underseinding of .the basic television and film-making, procitSs
.. ...

t ,Level IV (1042)

-,-;, :,_1,,*
If

543% Corgate an extended .range of pantomimic effects'an4 episodes ,

5.44,Analrze written dramas aS to meaning,literary technique,ityle, theatrisal' II Iprob ems, etc ... ,
5.45 Construct or collaborate in preparing an original script (Inay adapt,frorn

. .. 0 .
. previously written materials or from personal eiperience)

5.46 DemOntrate synthesis of suitable voice and movement techniques
,5.47. Use theatre vocabulary With preciSion and accurity k .. ,*,

5.4.8 Interpret the history of theatre A S it applies to style
5.49 Block stage movement and direct others profiCiently
5.50' Aes'earch and design costuming .for characters in assigned .script

. .. 5.51 Research and design makeup for Characters in any.assigned script'
" 5.52. Re,search and Asign an effective set for ariassigned'script

.

5.53 'Plan and/or 'execitte effective lighting for an assigned- or sele6ed script
5.54 Plan and execute effective music and sound effects for an assigned script
5.55 Portray effectively the characterization of an assigned role
5.56 Perform adequately inctechnical theatre tasks (set design and construction,

lighting, make-up, costumes, house management, etc.)
5.57 Discuss job"opportunitics in drama and related fields (broadcasting, public

...
relations, etc.) , .

, /

4.
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:CbMPrANCY GOAL(5)
. .ER RM C I DICA OR$
4, Each indicator is one of many which can winos a'student's performance.

Otherii may be Used.if they'are more appropriate for the learner.
. . .

Leyel I (Ki3)
,

. . i. .

4.0f Understand .the importance. of .his/her cdntributions .

' 1.02 Be aware of caPabilities and 'limitations
,. 1.03 Participilte enthusiastically in total4rograM

, Level II.(4-64' e.

.1.04.-Perform with confidence g ,

,

.1.05 Make choices and be aware- of preferences
40 .:. 1 06 FM comfortable in -musk activities

, .,
:Level III (7-9)

_1(07 lirse music as ab im-portant. adjunct to life
1.08 'Feel if ree to express likes and dislikes in Music; give reasons and make-

chokes',freely . . . . .
1.09 Subordinate personal wighes ,to Welfare of

.

'group _ .
Level -IV (10-12) .

,

1.10 ShOw personal commitment to music
: 1.11 how,petsonal discrimination in total music process
1:.12 Take pride in-musical accompli,shments

,

The learner will de'velOp
. positive attitudes toward

self . .?

As .

2. The leariet. will develop
positive ilttitudes toward,
otheW

.1.

Th9 ,:karriet will develop
coricepts.;of. melody

r."

The learner y4?ill develop
concepts of rhythm

-

.4!

, .

Level I (K-3)
2.01 Show tolerance of others' musical efforts
,2.02 Cooperate 'with others in making arid receiving music

'Level. ll (4-6)
, 2.03 Actproash music as a hUman experience with emphasis on human values
2.04 Give and receive directions for Music activities. .

Level III (7-9)
2.05 Value contributions of others for their individual characteristics- . .,.
2.06 'Work treeiy with owers in the music process, contributing and receivine

Level IV, (10-12) S.

2.07 be awate thatthe strengtikgroup Performarice comes from the contribu,
: tion 'of indiViduals ,

-2.08 'Evidence a feeling Of professionalism mith a strong emphasis oil respon-
.

-sibility and.lOyalty -tb th2 group

1

Level I' (K-3)
'3.01-Demonstrate: high-low .

4.4

.3.02 Follow melodic movement (updown-same) t

3.03 Distinguish, between, melOdic. movement by step and by skip
8

Level.:II (4-6)
3.04 Demonstrate' sequence' in. melody, ,
3.05 Show how the character of a melody is' chatiged When Olythm, teinpo,

dynamics, etc. are- altered .1
3.06 Show how twO or more melodies may-move together
3.07 Shotv that the structure of melodies may be harmonic
.3.08 Show how harmony may be created from melody -

Level III (7-9) .1

3.09 Identify variations of a melody .
110 Identify national and historical characteristics in melodies ahd words
3.11 Identify contrapuntal melodic usages '
3.12 Identify major and minor modes in melodic moVement
3.13 Identify the relationships between melodic movement and tektst

Leyel IV (1042)
3.14 Identify "inelbdic-extepsiOns
3.15 sidentify basic Ornamentation
3.16 Identify multiple melodic lines in two, three and four part counterpoint
3.17 Identify major, minor and ch4tnatic scales .

.3.18 Jdenilfy all intervalg. within the octave

Live! I (K-3). :' . .'". -,,
4.01 Relate thy'thm to bodily-movement:through 'walking, ruhning and holding
4:02 Demonstrate a basic steady .beat



5. The learner will develop
concepts of expression /

6. The learner will develop
concerts; of harmony

`\

7, The learner will develop -

concepts of tempo

rk

Cultural Arts

4.03 bethonstrite patterns and groups in rhytlyn
. 4.04 Demonstrate wcird rhythms

Level II (4-6) "

E 4.05 'Use the meter in music to measure rhythm
4.06 Pemonstrateyaried rhythmic combinations within a kiven metric schetne
4.07 Show how changes of meter occur within a composition
4.08 Demonstrate polyrhythms ,

Level III (7-9)

4.09. IdentifY repeated rhythmk patterns and produce Nariations
4.10 Identify duple, triple'and compound meters on-hearing ."
4.11 Identify by name commonly used rhythms

Level iy (10-12)
412 I entify national characteristics of rhythm patterns
4.13. Demonstrateisyncopation and 'other types of Off-beat stress

Level I ((-3) ,
5.01 Show tempo, dynaMics, tone:color, etc. as expressive elerrients in music
5:02 Understand thaLmusic can comMunicate feelings and ideas

. Level II (4-6)
5.03,;Relate.expressive elements tb moods or feelings
5,04 Demonstrate a variety of moods through music

Level III (7-9) ; 4
5,05 Understand the relation or music expression to the useid music by society
5.06 Project varied moods with intensity

Level IV (10-12)
5.07 Accept with an-openiind a wide range of musical expressions
5.08 Show evidence of frevelopIng a deeper emotional empathy With the music
.5.09 Understand the relationship between the teXt and the desired expression

Level I (K-3)
6.01 Distinguish aurally between single tones and tones sbunded .simultan-

. eously
6,02 Sing and play first, third and fifth tones of the scale, separately and to-.

gether

Level IL (4-6) ,.\ ,
6.03 Understand-That when the structinv of a melody changes, the harmony

changes accordingly
6.04 Understand that harmony may be an accompaniment to' melody

.

Level III .(7-9)

6.05 Understand that choids are construeted and used according-to plan
6.06 Be aware that a given melody may be harmonized in -different ways

Level IV (1042) . .

,6.07 Understand that composers experiment with combinations of ,tones to
produce different Musical effects

6.08 Undeistand that thehaxmonic nature of-mitsic varies with different ethnic
groups

Level I (K-3) _ . .

7.01, Understand that movementmay be faster or slower ,

7.02 Demonstrate faster or slfwer tempos with body movement and percussiOn
. , ,.

instruments
7.03 Sing the same song at different tempos

4
Level II (4-6) ,

.
. -%

7,04 Understand that tempo is relative rather than absolUte
7.05, Understand that tempo may change within a composition for expressive'.
, pufposes , ./ . ..

Level III (7-9)
.

.,

2

07.06 Be aware of the relation of tempo to the c.I..iar_a. er of music
,. 7.07 Understand that tempo may be generated from the text' of a, song

Level IV (10-12) ,

7,08-Understand subtle variations in.tempo (rubato, thardando,rallentandb,
allargando, etc.)

7.09 Understand that tempo 'derives f'trom the pe4Ormer's interpretation
,

t

23
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8. The learner will' develop
concepts of form

a 1.

9., The le
1.

arner will develop.
concepts of dynamics

10. The learner will develop
concepts of tone vlor

11., The learner will develop
concepts 'of acoustics

ott $

. Culturi4fArts

Level I (K-3)
.

8.01 Demonstrate like and unlike ph.raies
8.02 Indicate where phrases repeat
8.03 Differentiate between identical end ,contrasting phrases, patterris arid

sections " -
Level II (4-6)' .

8.04 "8nderstand that each composition has a form of its own
8.05 nderstand.that form is kuilt by repetition, contrast' and.variation
8.06 ,Undeistapd that the organization of basic eleMents creates form

Level III (7-9)
0:07 Be aWate of a`variety of forms, vocal and instrumental
,8..08 Be aware of. ways of analyzing form. .

Level IV (1042)
8.09 Be awarq of varied treatments oi form'within the same structure (ev. dif-,..

fererft composers wo;k with thp symphony)
8.10 Understand that all 'the arts 'contain similar principles of design and

structurc

Level I (k-3)
9.01 Understand that Music exists at many levels of volume
9.02 Understand' that mfliic may change volume level gradually or suciclency'

Level II (4-6) ,

9'.-03 Understand that dynamiC contrasts provide variety .and expressive
meaning H

.9.04 Understand what is indica ted byN;ariOus-dynamicr arkings (9,f;mp,etc.)

.Level III (7-9)
9.05 Be aWare of a wide giadation of dynamic levels ,...
9.06 Understand -that dynamic markings are relatiVe

Level IV (1042)
9.07 'Be aWare of the effect of subtle dynamic variations

Level I (K-3)
io.01 Be aware of the differences in tone color 'between instrunients and voices
10.02 .Differentiate between.speech and song

' 10.03 .,Differentiate between environmental and musical sounds

Level II (4-6)
10.04 Understand that when instruments are played in differertt ways, different

,

.. kinds of sound are produced
10.05 Be aware of the different tone colors produced in different registers of the

same instriiment or voice .

10.06 Be aware that combining voices.and/or instruments produces varied tone .

colors ,

Level III .(7-9) .

10.07 Be aware of a wide variety ofsdunds , nateral, vocal and in rumental
10.08 Be aware'of varied tone colors produced by electronic instru ents

: 10.09 Be alliare of various standard and non-standard combination of voices .

a'n-lor instruments , ,.' '.

Level IV .(10-12)
10.10 Be aware of subtle 'differences-in tone color (the sound of two otherwise

similar trumpets)
10.11. Develop an understanding of a personal and distinctive vocal and/or in-

- strumemtal production of tone ,
10.12 Be aware that musically useful tone colors may be produced from natural

or manmade objects
. .

Level I (K-3).
11.01 Be aware that sounds are produced in many way's
11.02 Be aware that large instruments produce' sound of a differentAtality"than

.do smaller ones

Level II (4-6)
11.03 Be aware of the pliysical principles of sound produCtion.

Level III (7-9)
MO Understand )lzie relation of sqentific study to the productiOn of musical

souvd.

$4.

S.

..,.:
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12. The learner will' develop
concepts of musicality

13. The learner will develop'
concepts of ensemble

14. The learner will deVelop
concepts' of phrasing '

, Cultural Arta/

,Leygl IV (10-121 (
1100,11e aware ot'th% role pkacoustics In peeformanceragdJistening

Livol 1 (K-3)
12,01 Understand that fhere are ranges Of quality' in musicaletcomes

0.

Level II (4-6) " .

.
4

12.02 Understand that music is a discipline wifich leads tb a specific kind of
thinking .

Level III (7-9)
12,43 Develop an awareness of thinking mmically

Leel IV (10-12)
12:04 Reflect .concepts of musicality in performance

1
Level Io(K-3)

ai

13.01 Be aware of the need to begin and end inconcert with` the group
13.0213e, aware of the need for careful' attention in order to produce a group ,,.

effect

Level II (4-6).
13.03 Be aware, of the need to control dynamic levels in order to produce 4 group

13:04 B. aware of the need to vary tempo in order' to pr-Oduce a group effect
13.05 Be able to follow A condUctor or lead& ,

Level III (7-9)
13.06 Be aware of the nqed to balanee personal efforts tO those,of the group

Level IV (10-12)
13.97. D'evelop a feeling of phrasing and *articulation in cOmmon purpose with

the perfikming group

4. .

I

evel I (K-3)
-14.01 Show overall shape of melody or song
14.02 Indicate movement in the musidal line

Level II (4-6)
14.03 Demonstrate awareness of phrasing

Level III (7-9)
14.04 Apply concepts of melodic movement in sisaping. phrases

Level IV,r0-122

15. Tlie learner will develop
-concepts of creativ.ity

.

,
.t,

14.05 Un erstan the shaping of a phrase so that,it has a specific beginning,
cliinactic point and ending

14.06 Understand the shaping of a given phrase. in relation to others in'the
composition

Level J (K-3) ,

15.01 Unclersiancr that music can be created either by plan or spontsneOuSlY
Level II (4'16)
15.02 Be aware of personal. creative capability

Level III (7-9)
15.03 Be aware of the necessity for revision in creative work

level IV (10,-.12)
15.04 Be aware that creations of length can be made from shorter musical ideas,

.

. tev,el .1 (K-3) . I I/

1.6. The learner will develop 16,01 Distinguish betweelk familiar styles' such as mar.ch, waltz, soilg, etc,.concepts of style Level 11 (4-6) . ,

16,02 Distinguish belween voCal and institiMental 'styles
, , .

16.03 Distinguish, between rockdcjassicat country, etc, styles ,, at
. )

.. .Level III (7-9) ...
16.04' Umderstand style in .terms of pertods of history, i.e. baroque, romantic,

contemporary, etc, % ..

.1 i(1.05 Distinguigh. between geographic and ethnic styles, i.e. oriental, Afrcan,
near-eastern, western', etc. ,

'16.06 Understand style in terms of individual creators
. Level 1\4(10-122 , .

,

10,07 Understan how general musical ideas are treateridifferently,Sccording to,
the style of the composer "' ,..

. 20 :25
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17. the learner will deVelOp
# skills in singink ,k?

.

. it

p. r
.

18.. The learner will develop
skills in rhythm

;,

e,.

19. The learner will develop
littening

.1 CultUrai Ark.k,..

,,d., - , f , .
!, ,

t.Leve.1 1.(K.3) %., . ii.
\ 17.01 Sing in tttne'withlall3leaStPt tone quality.
'17.02, Match 'pitches . .

..1740, aevelop -.the range pf :th; voice coititriet,Urate With ag

Level 11 (4-6) : ,t, '' ' .. t , ,,.'' -.
417.04 Sing with control of:the yob*,
.17.05 Sing,indiitidUally and 1Lgroups -, ,;
17.06 Sing. with or 'withotiraMompanimeht

4 17.07 Sing viunA, d'escants aild two-part sohgs.
'olk 1..08 Sins standard vowel sounds with.clarity.

Le'vel 111 (7-9), ..,,,..,' .. ... .

17.09 Demonstrate varied tone' production17a4 tone, chest tone, falsetto, etc.)
17.10" Demonstrate varied tone placeme . .1. I

1,7.11. Give evidence of developed breath ontpol
17.1,2 Sing with clear diction.,(pronuncia n'aniEl enuRciation).i.

.- 17.13 Sing win? expressive'yhrasing ;
.Level IV (10-12) . (1

1744 Sihg with consisteni Ontrol cif the Voice
17.15 Use breath control'toPrOject,the,.voice
17,16 Readily adapl. the 'voice to varied stYlei. of mUsic
17.17 Sing with aWareness qf personal Vocalsrange

Level' 1 (K-3);
18.0i March; clap and skiP, freely.-and stfadily
18,02. Express Mood, and,movement of muSic through body, movements

Level 1114-6) . . 4 , '
18.03 Respond to.basic oases of rilyth& in' grOmps of two, three and four
18.04) Recognize rhythm patterns by.sight andSound
10.05 Deal with rhythms and meter signatures 'InvolVing'2/4, 3/4, 4/4, er/8 and

2/2., , .,..
Level 111 (7-9)
18.06' Change accented beats in common thythm patterns

,

18.07 Perform readily dotted-note rhythins, compound meters,and the like,as the
literature indicates -

Level! IV' (1042) ,; .

10.08 Create.and notate rhythms
j8,09 Produce <fariations on giVen rhythms
18:10 .Prodtrce strioothly, a variety ofcommon rhYthms

V

Level I (X-.3) I..
. . i

0.0 ecome aware of all sounds
.19:Zrk tl-k. ability:, to discriminate between sounds
19.03 ReCognize familiar melodies onchearing!. ; , ''.

..
.

,,.
, ..

Level it (44,) ,,, .: ,

t

19.04 fflentity,the distinctive tOne qualities'of &wide variety of musical instru-.
ments -

- 1905,
Idenl tify,e1ectionictal4i produced sounds

19.06 Recognize mairi ar)d subordinate themes in music .

, 1,9.67' Identify modesof,rnelodies and/Or compOsitions heatd (majOr,Minor, pen-
' tatonic) :

19,08 Identify When a chord changes .

-.19.09' Identify,Avariety of cultures thtough their 'music

Level III (7-9)
1910. Identify.muiSkat foims (rondo, theme ana-vs-aii'ations, sonata, kr.r-

_

19.1.1 4ecognize .balance, blenFl and 'accurate -intonation in ensemble perfor- .\ rnances .,.., -., - ,; - , .

19.1-2 Identify a variety oi sinall ensemble combinations
:19.13 Ahalf e recorded music in terms of thematic usage and overall form
19.14 Identi comiton national, Oink, and stylistic devices , .

14.15 ldentg many, kinds of mullc and,relate them to social usage
..

Level: IV (1042)
19.16 Demonstrate sufficient discriminatèry skills to make independent judg-

, ments .. .

. 19.17 Identify music'by major historical periods
14:18 :Identify major comPosers on hearing
19.19 Critique perfOimances,lboth)ive and recorded, including own perfortnah,C

. ,

e'
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20. The learner will develop 61-
strumental °performance
skills

4 .

'Level
20.01 Play a steady beat on a'rvallety of 'rhythm ',instruments to accompany.

' 20.02

20.03

20.04

Level
20.05
20.06
20.07

20.08
20.09,
20.10
20.11

.Lever
20.12
20.13
20.14

20115

4

21. The learner' will develop
creative skills

,

22. the learner °will deVelop
skills in Mink reading

.., 9 -

Level
20.19

2030
20.21
20.22
20.23
20;24
20.25

20.2p

2 1.02
21.03

21.04

Level

21.06
21.07
21.08
21.09
2110

recordings and Classroom si ing'
Play the melodic rh'Sfthm on a variety of rhythm4nstruments ac&mpany
recordings or classrpom singing
Demonstrate phrase and section.divisiorii by using contrasting instru-
ments
Perform with resonator bells, piano, and the like V; addition to.rhythin
instruments

.*

II (4-6), Ai ' 9 4
Play.imple chord accompataiments on the autoharp
Use 04rumente to create sound.efiects for songs or stories .
PerfirM on-melody flute and/or recordeetwith appropriate fingering and'
breath control o

Play major and.minor sales tin kens, piano or other,melody instruments
Perform with ease, on seiciaUnstruments and autoha p
.Perform on brass, wind arWor stringed instrumeé (where offered)
Play simple melodies by ear oniamiliar melodic. intfuments

t.III (7-91 . ..
Demonstrate basic tone production '(attack-sustaini-elease S

.1
Demonstrate gOrrelation between, embou*chure and tone produced ..
Dernimstrate tone control (use of proper breath support bowing tech
niques, strurnming and picking techniques, an4he -like) ..

Demanstrate common articulakions With fluenc5r .(winci/brass tonguitAs
single, double; triple, legato,.staccato, etc; string bowings: straight, spec

v.cato, Mattel& etc. plucked instruments: a variety qf itfunis ! .

Demonstrate alternate fingerings: winds, cross-fingefings; strings,pos
tions ''.
DemonsWate varied mallet and stickipg techniques on percussion ins.tr

,

ments 7 #
dr- -4, d

Demonstrate effective vibrato.
IV (1012) , . "

Perform witivloccuracy' and appropriate articulation 'all major and
scales and arpeggios through a two.).ocfasie range
Perform chromatic scale throughout usable: range
Produce varied qualities of sound pertinent to the style pf the
Demonsetrate idiOmatialcharacteristics of chottn, instrument
Play expressively both alone and in concert with othees
Carry out the shaping of pitrases as- conceived

.
.

Execute pertinehi afticulationsf with clarity: legato, staccato, nnartilia-,to,
,

sforzando; eta.,
Execlite pertinent ortiaments.With sty-litic understanding: trills, nuns, ap-
pogiatnras, and .the like

4,4

I (K-3)
.

,8"'
;

Create rhythmic responsea-lo musical stimuli
Cfelite new-sounds,.and organize them _ .
Develop simple compositional skills'and communicate them through the
wr,itten score 4

-Irhprovise rhythms 5nd melodies

II 44.6)* A -

Create original melodies
Create additional verses'to songs
Create chants, descants and ostinati
Create introductions and Codas*.
Create accbmpaniments ,
Create original compositions for varied media including electronic ones

0..

'Level III (7-9) . ..
21.11 iocus creative efrints to achieve spedfic results
21,12 communicatrintentions clearly through written score

"Level IV (1042)
21.13 Create music foitspecific media: any combination of voices and/owinstry-

ments (traditional' or ekctronic) or non-standard instrumentalitiesJ

(

II

'22.01 I ead simpleerhythm patterns.by using pictnres or symbols
22 02 elate -the soundepf a. Ritch to its notate:1 plikement

1

Level I (K-3)

22 9 -y
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23. The learnbr will develop
skills' in form and analysis

24; The learner will develop a ,

knowledge of music ter-
minology

p.

,29. The learner will develop a
knowledge of music litera-
ture -

A

CulturakArti , i.' ,":,
, i, ,,

.. ... .. ..

.. 22.03. Follow simPle natation of a"melody using' pietures, contour lines, line ncfr
tation and itoff.'hotaticirt ' . .' '

22.04 -Reed 'simple rhythm patterns associating note symbols 'with bodily move,
ment-(Wak run and ,kild) .'

L'evel 11 (4-6)
. ,

22.05 Read, melodies using syllables, numBets., and letter.names
. 22;06. Use the nthoical pulse foineasure rhythm
2Z.07 Write simple 9telodrand rhythm .patterns from dictation
22.08 Identify' and Functionally Use key aignatures

-.22.09 Use meter signatures and 'fractional denomitiations
- 22:10 -Incorporate expreisive phrasing Into the readihg-process

.411-Read parts. in vocal and instrumental,muste
.22.12:Read .chord syMbols with .autoharp, . . . . , .4.
Level,III (7-9) ..."
22.13 Read music appropriate to tirade level with fluency

, . 22,14 Read treble or-bass clef as tieeded ..
22.15 Interpret tempo end expressive markings accurately
22.16 . Use' knoWledge.of -rhythmic relationships to reproduce complex rhythm

patterns' front 'hotation Al

22,17 Apply understanding a scale and interval relationships ipMelodk reading
. . .- , st ,: . ..
Level IV (10-12) . . ,.
22.18 Incorporate'stykstic indicAtions into' the reading process . ,,

22.19 Read with appropriate articulation, bowings ,. phrasing, and ,the like
.

22.20 Read with appropriate fingerings, breath indications, and the like s

Level 1 (K-3) ' - '
2101 Recognize like and unlike phrases
23,02 Recognize contrasking sections, melodies and-trhythms .

23.03 Recognize repeated sections, melodies and tone colors

Level II (4-6) 4 1

23.04 Identify phrases by ear and by sight . ,
23.05 Identify repetition., contrast and variation

.23.06 Know characteristics of compositiOnal forms: sonata, symphony, concerto,
, etc. a . i

% .

Level III 47-9)
,

. .

. :23.07 Identify common formal structures: ABA, Rondo, etc. *
23.08 Recognize characteristics of itieces such as scherzo, nocturne, etc.

,Levei IV (10-12) .

. ,23.09 Analyze music as ait aid in preparation for performance
23.10 Use analytic procedure to understand alternate interpretative possibilities

Level.; (K-3) _ .
A,

24.01 'Recognize, read and spell basic music. tesms suitable for grade level

Level II (4-6) .

...

24.402 Identify terms and symbols encountered in perforrnance sand analysis
4.03 'Know names 'of, pertinent compositions, composers and Performers

, ,
Level III (7-9) : .

v
.

24.04 .1..1se appropriate terminology in discussing music
24.05 itelate music terminology to general language usage

Level IV (10-12) / .

24.06 Know and correctly apply a broad range of terms inyolved in music

Level I (K-3) A

25.01 Demonstrate basic knoWledlge of the uses a various kinds of music
25.02 Be familiar with a wide variety of music ..

Level II (4-6) . .

25.03 Know music of yaried styki periods including the present .. .

'25.04 Know some of the .contributions to music ot varivi ethnic and cultural
groups . s0, 0 w'25.05 Know some experimental music

25.06 Know some of the effects of social, Olitical, and other forces on the,.
development of music literaturer .

to
Level III (7-9) .
25.07 categorize music by use, style, national 5baracter .and performance

medium ,

25,08 Know the extensiveness of music literature and routes for futther
, exploration '

.
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26. The learner will aevek.
skills in conducting

?Jr

.3

27\ The. learner WI develop
roordinatiVe skill

CP

4

V

A r ,;

Cultural. Arts

,Level IV (10-12)
25.09 Identify exarnples of music from the major periois aid culture?
25.10 Know sources kir furtber study and.eXperienote

.,Level I (K-3) ',

. 26.01 Respond to siMple conducting gestuies
Level II (4.6). )

26.02 Focus attention on tonductor, and follow ,expressive directions
26.03 Understand tortductor'e beat indications and follow them
26.04 Lead classroom singing and rhythm *aotivities'with*simple motion to keep

group together with ,the beat
-Level 41-1-(74)-

26.05 Demonstrate basic cofiducting techniques, including the preparatorybeat,
downbeat, up-beat, release,.ett. .

26.06 Demonstrate techniques for conveying expression
Level IV (10-12) .

ArP;

e 26.07 Coriauct effectively, with clear indications of beat and exPression

Levirel I (K-3) ,

27.01 Handle music eqiiipment with care and effectiveness
. LeveLll (4-6)

27,02 Show proper .physical approach to playing instruments
27.03 Show proper physical approach to singing .

.27.04 Understand . necessity for and ,use technical exercises to :improve
a. proficiency

Level III (7-9) . .,
27405 Sustain gpgen dynamic levels for extended periods

Level IV (10-12) 1 ,

27.06 Peiform rapid passagOk with dexterity (fluent fingerings and tonguings'on
wind instruments; hands and arms with strings, percussion,. and the like;
vocal .dexterity)

kt
.

27.07 Execute sudden and decisive shifts in tempo and dynamic level
'27.08 Draw together many composite skills _to project music as a_means_of

munication at a high level

2 9..
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Educational Media

. Good* educationtrmedia Programs are designed to assist learners in finding, generating,
evaluating, and applting information that helps them to function effectively as individuals and to
'participate successfully in AoCiety. Quality media programs. serve students by Providing a well-
-.chosen collection of-media at different levels of maturity, ability, and interest; providing guidano
in thelocation, selection, evaluation, and use of these materials; contributing to the development of
skilla'fin reading, vieWing, listening, evaluating; and communicating; developing skills ip.the
production of special learning materials; and. teaching them how to relate 'to and use. otnide
Tosources.

Two integral components or good edaicational Media programa are a sequential media study
program and a balanced literature and literary enrichment program: Librarilmedia skills in-

.

structron should be 'initiated wjth the shy:lents' ,first usevof. books rtnd continued consistently
through a unified plan (K-12), the ultimate goal being to help children become independent users of
all types of resources. A carefully planned literature program (K-1.2) provides students with ex-
periences enabling them to understand theinselves and their universe better and' affording themja
basis for developing their, own values and standards.

,.

MAJOR COMPETENCY GOALS OF ECUCATIONAL MEDIet
Orientation and Organization: The learner will demonstrate a workio knowledge of the media

center's organization and of procedures required to iuse the center and its collections

Selection and Utilization: The learner will select and use isterials and .equipment appropriate to
persOnal needs and classroom assignments

Comprehension and Alklication: The learner will identify 'concepts presented in media, interpret
and organize inforination, and develop evaluative skills for understanding media at school and
elsewhere

Productio and Presentation: The learner will design, produce and/or select a variety of media for-
mats to present information

A preciation: The learner will value, use, and enjoy a variety of media throughout life for personal
growth, vocational pursuits, anji recreation
Students learn and deve,lop at 1)arying rates depending on background, abilities, needs and in-

tereils. Few skills can be acquired with one4brief exp'osure. Therefore, continued reinforcement of
skills previously introduced intensifies the gtudent's ability to be an independent user of all types or
media resources. It is the joint responsibility of teachers and media petsonnel, working together as
an instructional team to ensure that each student haS these experiences. it is imperative that the
teaching of media skills be integrated with and relevant to curricular needs rather than in separate,
unrelated units. The nonavailability of equipment and materials may hamper the process in some
situations; however, iris strongly recommended that a continual effort be made toexpand and im-
prove facilities, equipment, and materials necessary to implement a strong edticational media skills
program (K-1.2).

31
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COMPETENCY GOALiS).
PERFORMANCEINDICATORS

Each indicator is on. of many which can:aisess a student'. performance.
Othersmay Ie used,if .they are.mote appropriate hr 'the learner.

, Grades Ica
1. The learner wilr demon-
,* strate a working know-

ledge of the Media center's
Organization and of proce-
dures required to doe' the
center and its collections "

v

.1.01 Afteran introduction to media Person'nel, a tour of *the media center, 'and
dimilision of the center's policies and procedures, the 'learner will:

naine media center pitrsonnel
locate and identify vatiouwareas of .themedii center, types of materialsi

. and serviceq avaable , s.
,

follow Oral and simple written instructions for using the center
check out arid return materials and eqitipment

.1.02 Identify 'simple library/media terms after having been introduced.to them(
.Loaite and identify various materiali and equipment in the media center,.
such as! o.

books
-records/recwd players' .

filmstrips/filmstrip projectors and viewers
cassettes/cassette 'players and .recorders
sound lilmstrips/projectors and viewers

4s- transparenciep/overhcad projectors
filmloops/filmlobp projectors

o ITV programs /TV nionitors and receivers
headsets and jack bokes .

opaque projectors
films/film projectors

1.04 Locate specific title. or type of library/media reference
card catalog

-dictionaries
general encyclopedias
magazines

1.05 Identify some services and -resotirces avIlilable at the publiC library, after a
discussion and/Or tour of a public library-

material, such as:

SELECTION AND UTILIZATION

tokOETEN161 GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may be used if they are more agpropriate for the learner.

0 0

Grad& K-3
2. The learner will select and

'use' materials and .equip-
menf appropriate to per-
sonal' needs and classroom
assignments

g.

4

.Z.01. Select a variet9.of media and begin to use reading, writing,listening, and
viewing skills to obtain information .

202 Use alphabetical order to locate materials and be'gin to find information in
/Sources such as dictiOnaries, indexes, and the card catalos

2.03 Follow oral and/or simple written instructions for uSing ?terials and
eq uipment

2.04 Use materials requiring equipment for listening and/or viewing iand
operate accompanying equipmente.g., record players, filmstrirkprojectors
and viewers, overhead projectors, cassette players and, recorders, sound
filmstrip viewers and Projectors, TV monitors/receivers, headsets and jack
boxes, Som loop projectors, radios' k

2.05 Use the following features of print and nonprint materials to find informa-
tion: spine, covers, title .page/frante, table of contents, illustrations, index, f
captions, and superimposed words

2.06 Begin to select information based on the 10 main classes of the Dewey
Decimal Classification System' as keys for locating areas of interest or need

2.07 Begin to select materials in various formats from the card catalog iv
aothor, title, and subject

2.08, Select and,use print and nonprint materials guided by personal interestand
an awareness of the' availability 'of diverse- forrnats

2:09 Identify, select, and use simple fiction and nonfiction in a variety of
formatse.g Easy book, simple fiction

2.10 Select and use Me following general reference sources: card catalog, dic-
tionaries, general encyclopedias, and magazines

Pi:I' 32
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COMPREHEI4ION.. ANP APPLICATIQN

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator ls one of many Whiai canassias a studenes performanc61
Others may be used if they'are more appropriatelor the learner... ,

Grades K-3
3. The learner will identify

Concepts preSented in me-
.dia; interpret.and organize
'information, and develop
evaluative skills rot un-
derskanding Tettfria at-
school arid elsewheret .

1.

, ., , .

,

. :An Follow. oral instructions for using the media center 'ancl its resoutcesrand
. . ., .

be to follow simple written instructions3t.02 Al abetize through two letters . and demonstrate` an understanding Of ,

., .

guide leiters and.words on Me spines and pages of encyclopedias and dic-
. .,

. tionaries - . ...

. 3.03 Demonstrate an understanding of thefolloWi4ng featUres 'of print materials:

' arrangement of table of ontents as a reference to spetific cluipters and .
purpose of title pagese.g., title, author, publisher i

their page numbers . .
illustrations in relation. to passaget in the text

,i 'arrangement of index as an alphabetical reference .to specific words and
their page numbers .- , , ,

intormation in simple maps, charts, and grapt i. . . .

3.04 Demonstrate an understanding of call 'numbers p at og cards and spines
of books by finding Easy books and simple fictiorOonfittion through the
use of call numbers on catalog cards

3.05 Understand bY the third grade thatIthe card catalog is anralphabetical index
to materials in :the media center and begin- tb. locate information by:

recognizing that author,,title, and subject cards exist as keys for locating
resources and thakaUthor cards. are filed. by surnames .

, using guide letters to. select correct catalog drawer ,

. : .

using guide cards to locate entries in catalog drawer ,

disregarding "A," "AN," or "THE" when used.as 'articles at the begin
ning of an entry . . .

using call numbers from the cardocatalog tolocate fiction'oand nonfiction
. 3.06 Begin to comprehend the unique properties of nonprint media and their ac-

companying equipmenterg., a recorded bird sound versus a . written .

description
. 3.07 Restate information-from-brief, factual articles in one 'sentence- or, one

Paragraph, naming the source. orally or in .writing
3.08 Apply reading, writing, listening, and/or viewing skills to identify

sequences, main ideas, relationships, and specific informatian'in a variety.
of media'. r,

3.09 Begin to differentiate between fact and fiction, nOnprint commercialsand
ptint advertisements, verbal and nonverbal communica,tione.g., spoken
word versus facial, expressionencountered in various media

.,

PRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMINCE INDICATORS,

Each indicator is one of 'Thy which can assess a student's performance.
Otbers may be used if they are rtijre appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3 r

4. The , learner will design,
0Yroduce and/or select a ,
variety of media formats to"
present information

'4.01 Follow a specified ppocedure for producing materials.which communicates
inforniation or ideas by:
sr stating the purpose for a production activity

prepating a simple oral or written plan
4.02 Operate simple equipment for production and presentation, such a's:

cassette recorders and overhead projectors -
4.03 Prestnt inforination and c:reative ideas through periohally'designed and

produced media, such as;
student produced bOks
audio cassettes
puppets
dioramas
simple maps
charts
posters

, tio flannel board stories
mobiles '

handmade transparencies

28 3 3
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COIVTPUENCY 'GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

, Each indicator is one of manywhich can assiss a sttolent's performance.'
Otliers may be used if thpy are more appropviate for tile learner.

Grades 1(-3
5. The leainer will, value, use,

add enjoy a variety of me .
dia throughout life for per-
sonal growth, vocational

Itoursuits, and recreation

si

.$.01 Select rniterials for pleasure and personal information.as Well as incon-:
junction with classroom aisignments 4 ;..

5,02 Denlonstratt appreciatiod by Choosing titles of Varied forms and genres
if ter an introditction to aWaid-winning titles, classies4nd other outstancl,,-
ing Children's literary, selections . .

5.03, Identify award-winning authors and illustrators, and be familiar With.their
.. . ,Works after an introduction 'to outstanding children's literature . .

5,04 Communicate ersonal enjoyment of.pleasurable- experierices in readingfr
listening, and ewing to others

-5.05 Choose to bro se through easY print and nonprint, Children's periodicals,.
: A .

aild participate in educatiOnal games and puzzles during leisure time
5.06 Recognize television prosrams and motion pictures of educational Alue
5.07 Begin to understand and acknOwledge the concept of authorahip
5.08 Demonstrate an understanding of the rights of others; while performing

study tasks in the media center, by Working individually or in ,a group
, -,without disturbing those nearby .

5.09 Share knowledge in using the media center with others
'.5.10 Treat the facility, materials, and equipment with care and show respect for

media personnel ,when using_the media center independently
5.11 Choose to- assist with simple. media center tasks

..1

ORIENTATION AND ORGANIZATION
,

CCiMUTENCY GOAL(5)

Qrades 4-6
I. 'The learner will demon-

strate a working know-
ledge oE the media center's
organizaation 'and of proce-
dures required to use the
center and its Collections

5_

PERFORMANCE IND1CAToks
Each indicator is one of man,yUthickcan assess a student's performance.

Others 'nay be used if they are more appropriate for the-learner.

..

1:06 After an introduction to, me ia personnel, a tour pf the media center, and
discussion of the center's licies and procedures, the learner will:

name media center perso nel
locate, and identify various areas of the media center and the

2
materials/services available
follow oral and written instructions for using the center
check out and return materials and equipment .

1.07 Identify library/media terms after reviewing. slinple terms and being in-
troduced to more advanced terms .

1.08 Locate and identify more .specializedz'materials and accompanying epuip-,
ment, such as audio tapes/reel-to-reel recorders, slides/slide projectors,
sound-slide programi/soundislidt eqUipment, and simple production
equipnient

1.09. Locate and identify:
general periodkal indexese.g., SUBJECT INDEX TO CHILDRE 'S
MAGAZINES
special reference materialse.g., atlases and almanacs
single-volume reference books
periodicals (current and bad( issues)
infgrmation/picture files
maps, charts, and globes
community resourcef.' ,

1.10 Locate and identify a range of materials available fr'om the local public
library useful-for recreation, information, or school assignments '11

' 29
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COMPETENcY GOAL(S.)"
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator Is one ot many which can assessa:student's perforrnane.
Others may be used if theyiire more appropritne for the learner.

Grades 4-6
2. The learner will.select and

use materials and equip->-
ment appropriate toe Per-
sonal needs. and,classroom
assiggineWs

1
11 ACquire additional skills in reading,- writing, listening, and viewing to find

. .information in all curricular areas . .

2,12. Use subject headings, cross-references, and suide words to find infOrma- ,

tion in sources such as dictionaries, indexes, encyclopedias, and the carcr :-
catalog .

,
2.13 Follow oral,and simple written instructions for using nia;terials and equip-

ment
214. Operate more complex flstening and/orviewing equipment,e.g:, slide pro-

: jectors, 'reel-to-reel tape 'recorders, ,film projectors, opaque projectors
2.15 'Select pertinent information 'from the following features of print and trn-

prfnt materials: preface, foreword, introduction, glossary,appendix, maps,
charts, graphs, credits, and legends and scales

2.16 Begin to select information sources based on the divisions Within the ten
main.tlasses of the Dewey Dedmal.Crassification 'System .

2.17 Select materials in various formats from the card catalog by author, by .

title, by subject, and by specific inforthatiOn'on the a.ta1og carde.g.,*an-
notation, copyright ..

,.2.18 Select and use print and nonprint Materials based on level of difficilty,
relevance to needs or interests, and advantages of formats

2.19 Begin to select and use print and nonprint materials acpording to basic
literary 'forms and genres, such as: 'fatale, biography, autobiograPhy,
newscast,' drama, science fiction, and mystery and detective stories:

2.20 Select and use, is needed, spedal reference materials, such as:
'general periodical indexese.g,, SVBJECT INDEX FOR CHILDREN'S
MAGAZINES or. ABRIDGED:READERS'
specialized reference sourcese.g., 'atlases, almanacs, indexes

. single-volume reference books .

fio periodicals (current and back issues)
information, picture,and community resource files.
'maps, charts, globes

2.21, Select. and use current periodicals for up-to-date information
' ,

COMPREHENSION AND APPLICATION

COMpETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's per fortnance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the'learrier.

Grades 4-6
3.The learner w,ill identify

concepts presented in me-
dia, interpret and' ptanize
information, and odevelop
evaluatke 'skills for un-
d.erstanding media at,
school and elsewhere

.16

v

3.10 -Follow oral instructions and comply with directions on simple signs in
. .

using the media center and its resourCes.and in obserying its policies
3.11 Demonstrate increased understanding of guide words and letters on the

spines and pages of reference materials, and alphabetize through fourlet-
ters in using the card catalog and locating materials on shelves and infor-,
mation in material's' , ..

3.12 Understahd and/or use the following features of print and nonprint .

materials: s.. ,

purpose and information available in forewords, prefaces, introductfons
copyright dates as indicators of ownership and of how up-to-date
materials are .

arrangement and kind of information available in glossaries
su'pplementary information available in appendices
information visualized on maps, outlined, in charts, plotted on graphs, as
it extends and clarifies content I
purpose and information available inli e fraries and credit frames of
nonprint media .. .

3.1$ Demonstrate an understanding of call 'numbers on catilog cards, spines of
books, and labels on nonprint media by locating fiction, nonfiction, and
special collections '''' .

3.14 -Understand apd use the card catal4 to locate information by:
applying ,the 'ule that "nothing precedes something"e.g., "BIRDS"

S. 30
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.precedes "BlItbS OF PREY"
distinguishing readily amOng author, title, and subject cardie.g.,
recpgnizing subject card because top line is capitalized, distinguishing
boo'ks. by a person from-books about a person . #

selecting audiovjsuai materials by format designated lei call,number.
,using key words when searching for. inforniation

-'6. S,
. .

originating alternative key words for those not .appearing in' card.
cataloge.g!, "EskiMos" if "igloos" does not appear
referring to additional titles indicated by "see" and '.'see also" 'references
'understanding and applying. special filing rulese.g., 'realizing that
numerals are filed aslf spelled out

3.15...Perceive the advantages of certain nonprint media over others in obtaining
s information and preparing assignmentse.g., a trantiparencY for demon-

stration purposes ih,.an oral report .

3.16 Begin to' gather ana organize information from print, visual, aria auditory _

resources as follows:. .

collect and record bibliographic information'
skim or'scan for specific item

so. take accurate, notes
paraphrase. it In logical order
outline

. generalize ,

4,summatize.without plagiarizing

,t.

3.17'Combine data from more th n one .source, print and nonprint, for brieft..
. reportse.g., nonfiction books, encyclopedias, filmstrip-4nd acknow-

Hedgor/producer,
title, and Medium

e sources in simple, alphabeti4ed bibliography showing
aut

3.18 Apply'reading, writing, listening, and viewing skills to identify and define
sequences, main ideas, relationships, and sRecific informationin a variety
of media 4

3..,? Begin to distinguish facts and. fruths fromliction, opinion, or propaganda'',
encountered in various arms of media

AND PRESENTATION

CO6MPETENCY GOAL(S)

Griades 4-6 et

4. The learner will, design,
produce and/or select a
variety of media formats to
present information

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each hidicator is one of many which can assess.a student's perArmance.

Others may be used if they are rtiare appropriate for the learner.

A

APPRECIATION
..

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

4.04. FolloWa specified procedure for PrOducing materials which commtinicates
jrrformatiQn -or ideas by:

stating the purOose.for a production activity,preparing a written plan for the pfoauction, e,g., script or storyboard
listing equiOment and materials required for the* production

4405 .0perate equipment for production and Presentation, such as: cassette
recorders, overhead,projeotors, reel-to-reel tape reCorders, thermal copiers,
supple' cameras, lettering devices, drymount press, slidei projebors,
filmstrip projectors

,4.06 Present information and creative ideas thrOugh personally designed and
produced media, such as: audio cassettes or.tapes; thermal transparencies;
slias or firmstrips without a camera; siniple photographs; simple news.

`Lpapers; bar, line, and circle graphs; displays and bulletin boards
. r

PERFORMANCE INbIcApoRs
Each indicator Is one of many whichvan assess a student's performance,

Others may be uied if they ,gire more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 4-6
5. The learner will value, use,
, and enjoy a variety of me-

4i throulhout life for per-
'tonal growth, vcicationah
pursuits, and. rgcreation '

.1

. ,.

5.12 SeleCt materials ior pleasure 'arid personal Information as well as in con
tnctioffith classroom assignments

-

, 5.13
ti
fad an view mare widely and discriminately.following an introduction

r .
i )

,

to award-winning titles/ilassics, and orher outstanding children's literary
selections ,

,

5.14 Express and support opinions regarding literature read, when tke op-

: portunity .

,
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5.15 Communicate personal Enjoyinent of pleasurable experiences 'in r4ading,
listening, and viewing to others .

5.16 ChoOse to browse through cuirent newspapers, magazines, books, paper-
backs, and otker media during leisure time 4

5,.17 Choose television programs anti motipn pictures valuable for education
and/or entertainment, when given the opportunity

5.18 Demonstrate respect for ownership rights' and exhibit intellectual honesty
5.19 Demonstrate an understartding Of the ritts of others, while performing

study tasks in the media ceater, by wor ing individually or in a ,group
. without disturbini5 those nearby
5.20 Choose .to share knowledge in using the media center with othets when

given the opportunity
5.21 Treat the facility,, materialS, and equipment with care and show resOect for

. media 'personnel when using' the media center independently
5,22 Choose to assist with responsible media center taski, when given the

opportunity

ORIENTATION AND ORGANIZATION

. .

COPOENCY GOAL(S)'
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS .

,

Each indicator is' one
.

of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

.Grades 7-9
1 The learner will demon-

strate a working know-
ledge of the Media center's
organization and of,,proce-
dures required to user the

. 'center and its collections

1:11 Name media..center perSonnel; locate and 'identify various' areas of the
media center and materials/services available; follow oral and written in-
structions for using the center; and checkout/return materials and equip- ,

ment following an appropriate orientation
112 'Define specialized media terms. after being introduced to them
1.13 Lbcate and identify videotapes/videotape e44pment, more, coMplex and

specialized production equipment, and compuAbr terminals whereavailable
1.14 Locate and identify:

periodical indexes e.g., ABRIDGED READER'S GUIDE TO
PERIODICAL LITERATURE
specialized reference materials` e.g., geograPinical and biographical dic-
tionaries, scientific encyclopedias; gazetteers, thesauri,e specialized periodicals (current and back issuTs)
special bibliographies

1,15 Locate and identify a range of public library media useful for re&eation,
information, or. school assignments

SELECTtON AND'UTILIZATION

COMPETENCY GOAL(S).

SACries 7-9
2. The learner will select anFl

use materials and equip-
ment appropriate to per-
sonal needs and classroom
assignments

A.A.,

hRFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of mahy which can assess a student's performance.

Others may be.used if they are more appropriate for the learner...
41,

2.22 Acquire and use more advaInced skills in wading, writing, listening, and
yiewing to find information in all curricular areas

2.23 Demonstrate competency in the USe of alphabetical order, subject headings,
cross-references, and guide words to find information in dictionaries, in-
dexes, encyclopedias, and the catd catalog

2.24 Follow oral and written instructions for using materials and equipment
2.25 Operate increasingly intricate listening and/ox viewing equipment

video tape equipment
2.26 Find specific information in special elements of materials such as

bibliographies, footnotes:and legends and scales
2.27 Select more skcialized information based on sections within the divisions

of the Dewsy Decimal Classification System
2.28 'Increase ana strengthen card catalog Skills
2.29, Select and-use 'print and nonprint materials that are accurate, authoritative

and current
2'.30 Select and use materials based on an understanding of finer distinctiOns

among literary forms and genres, such as short glory, editorial, Wegitk'n,
cOmedy, and documentary



Educitional MOW.

2.31 Exhibit competency' in-itylecting,and using, -for 'special reference needs,
such sources as:

periodi5a1 indexes e.g ABRIDGED.READER'S GUIDE
specialized reference sources= e.g:, geographical and biographical dic.
tionaries, scientific encyclopedias. .

specialized periodicals (current 'and back issues). 'e.g., 'AMERICAN
HERITAGE
bibliogiaphies

2.32 Select and use a Wilier variety-,or ctirrent periodicals for 1w-4o-date infor.
mation

2.33 Select and use a combination of relevant Materials in a variety of formats
and disciplines in developing a research tppic .

COMPREHENSION AND APPLICATION

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

r
Each indicator is one of many which can assessa student's performance.

Others may be used if they'are more appropriate for the learner.

Gradei 7-9-
3 The learner will identify :

concepts presented in me- ;
dia, interpret and organize
infohnation, and develop
evaluative skills for un-
'derstanding media at
school and ersewhere

. Al

.1

4 t,

3.20 Follow directions' for operating audiovisual equipment and instnictions
provided inside pdnted reference works and index services

3.21 'Demonstrate increas'ed pooficiency in alphabetiling, including word-by-.
word and letter-by-letter arrangements k

3.4 Refine skills:necessary for scanning and extracting relevant information
from Varipus features of print and nonprint media. e.g., photograph cap-

.tions, paragraph headings
3.23 .Demonstrate growing understanding of call numbers on catalog cards,

spines of books, and labels on nonprint media by lo ming fiction, nonfic-
,- tion, and special collections a

3.24 Use the card catalog more comprehensively as a1JAdex to print and non-
print resources 'by:

using cross-references with ease .

using subject headings and simple subheadings eg., "INDIANS OF
NORTH AMERICAN LEGENDS"
understanding and applying speCial filing rules "es., knowing that un-
der the history of a country, historical periods are filed chronologically,
so that "U.S. HISTORk 1492-1776" is filed before "U.S. HIS-
TORY, 1865-1918."'

3.25 Use more sophisticated and diverse multimedia, selecting those'best suited'
by, their special properties and adapting them appropriately to complete
assitnments and produce projects

3.26 Gat er and organize information from print, visual, and auditory, re-
sources as follows:. collect and record bibliographic Information

skim or scan for specific item ,

take accurate notes . -
paraphrase
put in logical ilider
outline
generaliit
summarize without plagiarizing

.

bine selected data from print*and nonprt-Zatirials, including .

t sources (e.g., periodicals, information files), iftloncluding research
aper or reporti,-,and credit sources in properly organized footnotes

ographies
3:28 e sophisticated reading, writing,. listening, and viewing skills in

nd defining sequences, main ideas, relationships, and specific
nformanon n increasinglz complex media

3.29 Identify and define biase and stereotyped presentations encountered -in
various media a'4 recognize some obvious behavioral influences of mass
media e.g., natio al popularity of products promoted in clever television
commercials
Compare and contrt points of view from at least two sources'selected
from print, visual, an uditory resources

3.30

33
4



COiAPE-1.ENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCç INDICATORS

ach indicator is one ormany whichlan assess a student's performance.
Others mak .be used if they are more appropriate fa, the.learner. .

Grad.es1 7-9
4. The learner will design,

produce and/or select a
variety of media formats to
'present information

.4

APPRECIATION

4.07 Follow a.specified procedute for producinimaterials which communicates
' information or ideas by:

4 Stating the purpose for a productiVactivity
.

.

determinibg the production format 'Most effective in achievini. the
puSpose
.preparing a written plan for the production e.g.:, script or stbryboard. ,

listing equipment, and materials iequired For "the production anclibi
presentation

Is selecting an4/or creating appropriate ,viS als, music or sound. eqects
evaluating the resulting production

4.08 Operate, equipment for ptoduction and iii sentation, such as: cassette
' '',.! .

recbrders, overhead projectors, reel-to-reel tape recorders; thermal Copiers,
cameras, copy camera with cbpy stand, sUper 8mm cameras and pro ciectors;
slide projectors, filmstrip projectors, ,drymount press, lettering evices,

, .tape and 'film splicers, videotape. equipment
4.09 Present' information and. creative ideas through personally designed end'

prodUced media, such as:audio cassettes and tapes, thermal tonsparencies,
photographs, slides, 8mm filmsisound/slide programs, videotapes

v .

.

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicptor is one of many whickcan assess a stu.drnt's performance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriatefor tke learner.

Grades 7-9 .

5. The learner will Value, use,
and, enjoy a variety'Ohne-
dia throughout lifefor per-
sonal growth, vocational
pursuits, and lecreation4

. 5.23 Select materials for pleasure and personal inforniation as well as in cbn-
junction with classroom assignments '4, .

5,24 Appreciate the literary merits of classic titles and Cead and view more selec,
tively following an intrOduction to award-winning titIeS, classics, and other
Outstanding literary selections ,.. ,

.5.25 ExPress ancl support opinions regarding literature read, when given the op- :

portunity, as well as be able to analyze literature, including plot, character,
setting, etc. t, 4

41> 5.26 Choose to share information on print and nonprint titles especially enjoyed
.

5.27
an& appreciated
Choose to browse through current newspaperg, magazines, books, paper-
bpcks, and other media during leisure time

5.28 Develop evaluatiie criteria needed.to determine strengths and weaknesses$
in television programs and film productions

5.29 Demonstrate respect for ownership rights and exhibit intellectual honesty
5.30 Demonstrate a concern for the rights of others, While performing study

tasks in the media, center, by workinioindividually or in a group withdut
disturbing those nearby .

5.31 Choose to share knowledge in using the media' center with others
5.32 Treat the facility, 'materials, and equipment with care and show respect for

media .personnel when nsing .the media center independently p,
5.33 Choose to assisrwith reponsible media center tasks

ORIENTATION AND ORGANIZATION
. .

I 0

COMPEfENCY GdAL(S)
4

I5EkFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicatO4 one ofitany which can cissess a student's performance.

Others mapb used if they are more apprckpriate for the 'learner.

Grades 1042
.1. The learner will demon-, ,

strate a working know-
ledgi of the media center's

1.1.6 Identify media personnel; tocate various areas of the center and the
materials/services available; follow instructions for the center's Also; 'and .

checkOut/return media followin$, an 'appropriate orientation



74777

organization and of pr9ce-
dures reciuked to use the
centap-and its collections

.

Educational Media

Define a comPrehensive list of library/mediit,terms afteNan Appropriate
troductionto them,' '
tocate 'and.'idetitify microforms/inicroform,..smpaipirient and audio/video
retrieval' egiiipnfent uhere availabld
,Irocate arid identify: . ' .

eyiodicat indexes, such as:' ABRIDGED, REAPERS'O GUIDE or,
READERS' GUIDE TO PERIODICAL LITERATURE .
more specialtzed and comprehensive reference materials 'poetry
and ihort story indeXes; guidebooks,'specialized dictionaries, and.otber
books,of facts 14 ,

specialized encyclopedias. and laibliograpiiie's
1.20 Locate an'd` identify both public library and4;$pecial library reference
' retpurces for school research papers and .projects, as well as vocational and

avocational ma,terials available through other information systems

711

SELECTION AND UTILIZATION

COMPETENCY OAL(S)
s, PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Oth1iayj used if they are mo,re appropriateforihe learner.

Grades 10-12
2. The learner will select and

use materials and. equip--
ment appropriate to per-
sonal needs and classroom
assignments

2.34 'Exhibit increased cdmpetencies in more advanced reading, 'writing, listen-
ing, and viewing skills

2.35 Demonstrate proficiency in alph'abetizing and using subject headings,
cross-references, and guide words needed to find information

2.36 Follow-oral and` written.instructions for uOng materials and equipment
2.37 SeleCt and use with prqficiency*.a variety'of specialized listening, and/or,

viewing equipment, Rift as. microform eqttipment, audio/video retrieval
equipment, and computer terminals

2.38 Exhibit greater competency' in isolating and,textracting
specializeid information from all components of print and nonprint media

2,39 Identify, locate, and retrieve needed information solarCes readily through
practial 'knowledge and application of the Dewey Decimal Classification
Systeni- , ,

2.40 Demonstrate increased compFte4y in using relevant inforrhation on
'catalog .cards

2.41 Show increased proficiency in.using the.follOwing evaluative criteria when
selecting and . using print .and nonprint . materials: level of;..difficulty,
relevance, accuracy, authoritativeness, authenticity, and advantages of
format

2.42 Dis.criminate, knowledgeably aniong literary forms aza4 genres in both print
and tionprint materials, selecting and using:those applicable to needs or in-

terests, such as novel, sati're,.' critiCal essay, travelogue,- sonnet, and
. historical fiction

2.43 Show capability in selecting and' using a comprehensive range otresearch
toOls, including the 'following

p,,eflodical indexes erg., ABRIDGED READERS'. GUIDE or
READERS' GUIDE TO PERIQDICAL-LITERATURE

,. more specialized and'comprehefisive'reference materials e.g., poetry
and short story indexes,'Oidebooks,4specillized dietionaries; anqi other
books of facts .

specialized encyclopedias and bibliographiei
2.44 Evaluate impOrtent issues with increased critical skills thrOug h seleCting

arid using a variety of current'periadicals expressing different viewpoints
2;48 ShoW proficiency in selecting, and using' a 'co mb ination or materials in

variety of formats and disciplines related to a specific topic

COMPREI-IENSION AND APPLICATION.

COMPETENCY .GOAL(S)

Grades 10-1/,
3. The learner Will identify

concepts presented fn me-
interpret and organize

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicatoi is oneof many which can assos a student's perforrqa*-

. .

Pthers.may be used if they are more appropriate for the Wainer.

. .
, et

3.314,follolt oral and written instructions for using 'the' media center and its
s condficting independent research and completing. classrimn
ents .

35 10,
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f
information, and develop
tier al uative skills, fgr sun-

-4erttanding media at
0 school and elsewhere

-v

14

. .

.9

..

73'

PRO4CTION' AND PRESENTATION

S
.

. Educational 'Media ipt

3.3 Demonstrate proficiency in:alphbetizing and other locater.skills necess;ry
for more independent use of the.library/media center

3.33- Use selectively and itideperidentty any or all components of print end ruin-
4, 'print materials in identifyinglelevant information sources e.g.,. cassette

tape labels, tables of contents, filmstrip guides
A.34 Demonstrate a sound tinderstanding'd call' numbers, catalog cardi, and

nonFirint labels for locating fiction, nonfiction, and special collections
3.35 Review and refine previrsly introduced card.catalog skills ancttse the

card catalog as. the.major index to.all library resources' by: -
using .rodre inclusive .subject headings and mdre precise' subheadings,

. and vice versa, as furthr clues in.identifying aPpropriate sources -'e.g.,
if nothing appears underc"SICKLE CELL ANEMIA," vthe learner .will
searth, under 'BLOOD"
locating iMportant chapters or sections pf materials by using -analytic .

cards and contents notes
locating trials by the card'catalog e.g., BEST Si-IORT,STORIES OF

.

3.36 lIse'more sophi.iticated and diverse multlimedia,.selec,tint:those best suited
by theippspecial prosperties and adapting. them appropriately to comPlete..,.
assignments artd produce projects .

3.37 Demonstrate greater ipdependence in applying researeb-skills needed in
gathering and organjzing inforririation prope4y for written,--oral; or mul-
timedia pre ntatidhs, as follows: /

collect arid tecord bibliographic inforMation
skim.or an for specific item .

take accurate 'notes

A

paraphrase
put in logical Order
outline
generalize,
summarize without plagiarizing

3.30 Combine selected data from a variety pf comolex,m in conctuditig an
in-depth research paper, crediting itleas as well as spec facts in complete
footnotes and bibliographies confirming. to,an authoeit lye style manual,

.3.39 Apply reading, w,ritingHistening, and viewing skills necessary fqr com-
prehending basicj content , e.g., sequence of events, rnain ideas;
relationships, details in diverse media lased in conjunction with

1

classroom assignments dr indepenantly .

3.40 Identify and define fore subtle forms of propaganda and bias in mass
media eig., the use of name-bfand products (among stageprOps of televi-

. sionydrarnas; the strategict location and length of- front page news stories to
support a particular ediwrial viewpoint .

T:11 Compare and 'contrast points of view from several sources and diverse
formats

.

,

'COMPETEN.CY GOAL(S).
r PERFORMANCE INDIcATORS .

Each iAdiciator is one of many which can asSess astiNent's perfrmunce..
Other'Ssmay be used if they are more appropriatt for the learner.0

'Cracles4 0-1 2
4 4. The leatner will deSign,'

produtv and/or .select a
' variety of media 'formats to

present ,infiirrnation.

0
:

..

., .. .
4 .. ' . ,,, .''

, 4

0.10
Follow a specified proceduze for" producing matetials wh7ch communicates ..
information or ideas b: . '

stating the purpose Ior..a production activity
determini g the prodUction -format most effective
purpos .

.

-II prparig a written plan ,for the production e.g., script or storyboard
listingt ,equiPment. and materials require& for file production and presen-
tation , . .

selecting 'and/or creating appropriate visuals, mu'sk or sound- effects
.

evaluating the resulting production .

4.11 Operatt equipment for produ lion and presentation, Rua as: cassette
reeordes, overhead projector. el-to-reel tape recorders,,thermal copiers.,
.cameras, copy tanacra with cop starid, suptir trnm (.:amerds and .projectEs,
slide projectors, fihnstrip projwtors, drymount' press, lettering devrs,
tape and filni Splkers, videotppe equipment )

4.12 ['resent information and creative ideas through personally designed .and
produced Media, such as:audio.cassettes bnd tapes, therMal transparen4es,..
photographs, slidesi-8 vm filrnsopundIslideprograrn§: videotapes

..

aChieving tbe

,. 36 44.
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APPAECIATION

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

.11Irel.

. .EilFORMANCE INDICATORS
Eackindicatoris one of many which can assess a student'. performanci

Others may be used If they are mdre appropriate for the learner.

Grades 10-12.
5. The learner will value, use,

and ,a vAety of
'Media t roughout life for
personal growth, vocation,
al pursuits, and recreaticm

.4

It V,

A

.
.f.

.,

5.34 Select matrials for pleasure and personal information as well as in con-
,

junction with classroom assi nments
'5.35 Choose good literature ti d, view,end listen to for pleasure and infor-

mation following an intr . ction to classics and other outstanding literary.
.selections u.,

5.36 Express and support opinions regarding literature read, when given the op-,
pornmity, as welt as be able to analyze critically 'various types of litera.
,.tur.e, including their styles, themes, characterizations, etc. .

5.37 Choose to share pleasurable reading, listening, and viewinp experiences
with other's ,

5.,38 Choose to browSe throu0 print:and nonprint media tor recreation or in-
formatiof during leisure time 0Develop personal and school'influenced criteria in odder to become more
sophisticated and discriminating in televi on apd film viewing .

emonstrAte respect forownership right and exhibit intellectual honesty
Demonstrate a concern for the rights ol others, while perfarming study
tasks in the media center, by working individually or.in a group 'without
disturbing those nearby
Share knowledge in using the media centee with others.
Demonstrate a responsible attitude* toward maintenance of the 'media
facility, its materials and equipMent, respect for personnelfand greater un.
derstanding of the 'media .program , ..... ,

5.44 Choose to assist with a variety of roponsible media center tasks

.5.39

5.40
5.41

5.42
5.43

Or

'

6 Aft

0

4,

p.

4
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Health 9

The purpose of the Healthtducatlon competency goalif is to assist administrators and teachersin
the planning and evaluation of children's *knowledge and skills in the an of health. The
perfdrmance h\dicators represent the core learnjng outcomes that most children should attain as a
resuli of a cbmprehensive 'health education program.
, Comprehensive health education is defined as including dental health; disease contro4.

environmental health; family life and human development; mental health; nutrition; safety and-
accident prevention; use of alcohol, drugs and °tobacco; consumer health and communicable
diseases, It is not suggested that 'all topics be taught at every grade level; rather a few topics should
be taught in depth at a given grade level. The health education consultants recommend that ea&
'grade level include the.following subjects:

K.3: Dental Health, Nutrition,*ilental Health, Communicable Diseases, Safety, Family
Life, Growth and Development

4-6: Consumer Health, Dental Health, Mental Health,. Cheinicals, Chronic Diseases,
Fainily Life, Growth and' DevelOpment, EnvironmentaL Health .

7-9: Consumer Health, Nutrition, Mental Healih, Chemicals, Communicable Diseases,
Health 'Services, Family Life, First Aid

1042: .Mental Health, Chronic Diseases, 'Health Careers, Family Life
The competency goals and performance indicators-that follow correspond to these-emphases.

t.

r

A.

*

q

`.



HealthfUltivIng

'MENTAL lisEALTH

COMPETENCY GOAL(S.)

Grades Ko'
1. The learner will recognize

his own uniqueness

\ 2. The learner will be aware
of similarities between.:
.hirnself and others,.

3. The learner will be aware
of his own power

4, The learner will feel proud
of his own abilities

5. The'learner' will be aware
.of his .iyortance to others

6. The learner will appreciate
, the importance of self-

cdncept to 'himself and
others-

7. The learner will be sensi-
tive to the role of grouRs in
daily living

13. The learner will respect
rights and property ,of
others

9. The learner will 4clemon-
strait an awareness of feel-
ings in himself and others

.10. The learner will identify
possible ways people can
make constructive chang-
es in the Way the9 feel

.

,s

Healt
PERFpRMAN INDICATORS

. Each indicator is one of many uihi can assess a student'S performance,
Others may be used if they a e more appropriate for the learner.

*r,

r
e

1.91 DesCribe in pictures or woicis some ways in which you are different from
. every other person'

2,01 Discuss in words five ways in wkic..11 you arelike every other person in the
class 6

ci'

3.01 Identify at least three things you have power over (e.g., an animal's
behavior, ability to make another feel goocl or bad)

4.01 Complete this sentence in pictures or wórds, giving at least iitree different
answers: "Some things I do well are. . . :"

4.02 Complete this sentence In words: "An important thing' about me is. . .."

5.01 Complete these sentences: "One.thing I can do to make My family happy
is. . . ." "One thing my teacher depends upon me for is. , ."

6.01 Define the term self-concept
6.02 Naiiie five specific arts that you could do to help a'ncither persoh; feel good

about himself (es., compliment, listen carefully)
6.03 Name five specific acts that one person might do to`another thai might

,make the other person feel bad about himself.(e.g., laugh at, leave out of a
group)

7,01 Name at' least five groups of which you are a member (e.f., class, family)
7.02 Describe ohe thing important to yourself which you cou d not achieve or

have without help from a group that you are part of
7.03 Explain three behaviors that are not helpful bo groups (e.g., bossiness,

selfishness)
(

8,01 In response to ddescription of a school rule (e.g., presence at starting time
of school day), describe at least one specific problem that could occur if the

--, rule did not exist, and describe how' that problem might affect you or other
tudents

8,02 Name one possession that. is valuaile to you, and describe how you would
feel if that pbsseasion were damaged or stolen by another person

8,03 Explain three "rights" thaf you have (e.g., the right to like or dislike
anything you wish, the right to feel anyway you want to) and three rights
that you don't have (e.g the right to behave any way you like)i

9.01 'Nee at least five different feelings (e.g., anger, happiness, hurt, joy)
9.0AGiven pictures or roleplays depicting specific feelings, tell about an inci-

\dent in which you have had thes feelings,
9.03 Given pictures depicting specific feeli4s,, identify possible xaus,es for

these feelings
4 , k. r

10.01 Natie two people you can discuss a prbblem with
10.02 Given a story or.roleplay of' a child with a problem, identify methods tck

change the negative feelings (e.g., directing energiy toward hobbies, talk-
ing to someone, changing attitudes) b.

10.03 List or roleplay constructive and destructiVe methods of getting rid of
angry feeliv , '

AK_

41

.

1
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.11. The learner, .will cOmpre-
hend that behavior and
.feelInge .8P

Grades 4.6
12. The learner will demon-

strate realistic self-ap-
praisal skills

13. The 'learner will exhibit
positive interpersonal . re-.
lations skills

ji

e'

1 The learner will be Aware
of emotions in himself and

there
.. 4

15. The rearner will demon;
strate skill in dealing with
emotional. stress,:

I ,

I, Healthful Living

11.01 "Givilit a list of feelings or pictures depicting feelings,' ident y one potenlial
behavior or a. person haifing that feeling. For exaMple:

f
happy ,* laughing

is smiling
Jumping up and down

feeling left out I crying
bullying

0, moping

'

12.01 Pcepare an advertisement listing qualities about yourself that other people
Miglit like to acquist

. 12..02 Identify. a person (e.g., actor, sports figure, hiskorical.charocter crtoon-
character) whom you admire, and relate at least one way that yott are like''
that person

12.03 Write two. lists 'of at least three items With each under the headings:
"Things I don't like about myself.that I.could change" and "Things I wish
I could change about myself,..but can't" . -71

12.64 Identify three personal characteristics .that you like in other pedple and
that you also have, and three characteristics that you also have but don't
admire '

.

12.05 Identify at least one way that your personality baschatagid in the:last year,
and one way yOu wodid like for it td change in the next. year. State tivee
things you are capable of doing to .help bring abOut this change

13.01 Define the term "stereotyping" as applied to interpersonal relations, and
describe how stereotyping can impede interpersonal relations

.13.02 Relate three personal qualities that yoti value in a friend, and .evaluate
yourself in terms of those qualities

13.03 Given a short story involving several different characters, select the .

character you would moat like,for a friend and explain your reasons for
your choice .

.13.04 Identify "common courtesies" that you have performed in the last week
3.05 List two positive behaviors and.two negative behaviors that aperson might

engage in to meet each of the following needs:
(1). Attention
(2) Belonging to a group of' peers
(3) Independence

136 tCiven three short interpersonal problem 'Situations( indicate a possible
cause for each problem and suggest ,two' lternative solutions ., `

13.07, Define the difference between praise and criticism, and state a hypothetical
situation in which youtould use praise as a métholl for changing a bother.,
some 'behavior in another person.

13.08 Describe one regular behavior of your own 'that you are not happy abOut,
and discuss the steps you could taketo chAnge that behavior, if you wished

14.01 Given three pictures depicting persons experiencing strong emotions:
(1) Identify the emotions for each pitture
(2YDescribe a time when you experitnced the same emotion

. 14.02 Cmplete the following sentences:
(1) A person can make me angry when he. . . .

(2) The first thing I dq when I am angry is. .

(3). Three ways I can show love are. . .

(4) Sometlyinif abotit sChool that botbers me sometime is. .

(5) The last time .1 felt frightened was when. .

(6) nip thing that bothers Me the most is.
Complete the following sentences:
(1) The last time I made solneone else togry was when I. . .

12) One time wh'in I Made my mother or father worry was when I. .-.
(3) The time when the students, in my class were .the most excited twas

when. . . .

,,*

15.01 Describe a situatiOn that can make you nervous and discusethree different
ways you might peevent pr handle the nervousneis

15.02 'Given a paper divided intp three columns entitled "Feeling," "What'
gatksed lt, and "What !Aid' About It," fill in the paper with three exam-
ples, limiting youreslQo negative feejings

42
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Grades 7.9
16. The learner will us,e com-

pAricstion effec- .
tively to promote better in.
terpersonal relations.

17. The learger will effective-
ly contribute to group de-

' cision7making

18. The learner will be aware
.pf positive persanal attri-
butes

19, The earner will demon-
, stra goal-achieving skills

.

Tfr learner will be aware
.common psychological

'cruse mechanisms'
r

21. The learner will be aware
of the affect of emot4ns on
behavior,

22.. The learner will be aware
. of methods of, coping with

emoti 41' stress

Hea)thful LiVing ,

.16,01 Demonstrate bort? language indicating:
(1) Interest in w at another person says
(2) Disinterest iet the other onion

16.Og Accurately summarize. a three-rninute 'statement by another person '
.16.03 List five shortvverbal. statements that invite another person to continue a ,

discussion
16.04 Paraphrase, withotit indicating approval or disapp4roval, .a three-minute

statement ;bout an emotional, controvehial subject :

k 16.05 List four ways, of starting a sentence intended to clarify what another per,
son has said .. ...: ,

. , .

4, ...

16.06 For each of the following statements, identifY one possible Feeling that the
speaker might be. experiencing and ,writes a "Listening fort. Feeling"
response: . ,. ?

(1) 'MY parents juit don't understand me'f. _.,
(2) "She aslways givee . me loW grades ,.. Iowa'. than anyone else; I don't ..

Ahink he likes inejnat she's not. honest enoughtkl.sayX- _ . _ _ . ._ ____._

(3) -"My classmates Make fun of, me because brilat. TheY don't. invite'nke :
to their parties or anything" ..: . . .

(4) "hoeing that test is the 'luckiest thing, that iver happened to tne"
16.07 Write 'a "Behavior.Feedback" statement responding to..each of thesesitua-

tions: . . . ,
.

(1) Your father helps yctii with your honiework.an.4.yOu,g4t sa,gOOdgrade
. (2) Your assignment in.class is to.work with a Blinn group to draw a map,

but John refuses totooperate with the rest'ofthe group!and keeps try-
.ing 0 tell jokes . ..

(3) Your sister borrows. your recotd,player to take, to.a partY.without ask.
'Mg *you first

14

4

' .

17.01. Lila three. " roles" that members of -groups often assume
17.02 Describe three- factors which tend to,help group Members feei, satisfied

with group decisions .

'..17.03 D'escribe, in a paragraph Or two, the characteristics of groups that; you:like
to be a part of .

. I
...-. '

16,01 List five things about yourself that you admire.

\mgr.
1

. . ,

.19.0,1 Ideniify a personal goal .that you have for yoUrself and describe in one or
two paragraphs methods of achieving that goal .,

20.01 State an example illustrating each of the following psyqtological.defense
mechanisms: , .

,

(1) .Rationalizatio
12) Projection
(3) Conversion
(4) Compensation
(g) Daydreaming
(6) Regression 7

21.01. Given the following behavior/emotion.pairs, write an example of how.,the_
emotion might affect.the.behkior:

. . (1) Driving a car/anger .
(2) Babysitting/boredom .
(3) Chopping. wood with a "dull 'ax/fruettation .. ,

. s.,

2,01 List two common sources of 'emotional stress for each of the following,age
groups: . .1..
(1) 12 - 15 yrs. 1,4) 3,0 - 50 yri.
12 16 4. 19 yrs. 15) 5.0 - 65 yrs.
(3 ) 20 - 0 'yrs.' "(6) above 65 yrs.

22.02 GiverKA ñçwspaper article or short story deicribing an ineffective Tar
dangerous thoci by which. a person has attempted to cope with an
emotiolial st ss, dot ibe the situation causing the, stress, the emotion in-
volved the Thason w y the coping method was unsatisfactory, and two

-alternative methods of coping, which the person might have used
22.03 Ilgscribe a recent situatilin which you flit anger, fear, or some other

pOtentially distressing em tion; indicate how yoif actually behaved to
,resolve the distress; and analyze your behavior as to its appropriateneas,
and succesefulness 4

4 4.1

4



Az,
23. The !Omer till demon-

strate constructive prob-
lem-resolving skills

Grades 10-12---->,
24. The learner will use com-

mimicit-fon skills effec-
tively to proMote better in-
terpersonal relations

25. Thei( learner will be aware .
of his/her own., values

26. The learner will demon- .

strate 'constructive prob-
lem-solving skills

CONSUMER HEALTH

llealthful Living .

23.01 Identify three important dnisions that you expect to have to make in the
next three or four years . .1

23,02 Given a HO oLl_nort7constrUctiVe;' methods of resgiving problems (e.g.,
suicide, alcohol abuse), write an example of aproblem or need which might0

result in each non-contitructive behavior IN

23.03 Given a "Dear Abby" type letter describing a personal problem and asking
for advice, briefly outline the dkeision-making steps you /would recom-
mend.to the person with the problem so that the person Could solve his
own problems. State 41 example, appropriate to the context of the letter,.
,for 'each decision- eking step I

24.01. During a idur-minute interaction with another person who discusses a per-
soul problem, exhibit verbal and non-verbal communication techniques

. whrch show acceptdnce, interest, and caring; and which illustrate your un-
derstanding of the other person's feelings

24.02 Define the ternis "positive reinforcement" and "negative reinforcement",
and write an example of each as it to ight occur in verbal behavior. .

25.01 Draw a simple pictUre of a' vehicle that is in some way like yourself (a vehi-
'- cle that represents you), and then describe in three,or four paragraphs a

few things that your vehicle s'ays.about you that are ver4important to you
25.02 Thinking in terms of what is important to .yourself, identify yourself as

one of each of the following pairs of words and then describa what it is that.
irnportarlt to you that caused you to identify yourself as you did:

I am more like.
(1) -Summer
(2) Country
(3) Tortoise ;

Winter
City
1-lare

26.01 FOr each of the folloWing situations, identify three alternative ways of han-
dhng the situation, and-list a few potential consequences (both positive and .

negative) of each alternative: .

(1)-You are a parent and you have jur found marijuana in your thirteen
year old daughter's room

,

(2) You aee a teacher and you afe almossrpositive that one of your students
cheated on an exam w \

.

(3) You are yourself and you and your'. friend, are ready to leave the party
- where you'have been:You rode to thelSarty with your friend, but you

; believe your friertd has consumed a great deal of alcohol at the party.
What do you do .

,
..

,

COMPtrENCYGOAL(S)

Grades 4-6
.1. The' learner will distin-

.guish betWeen commercial
and non,commercial health
infôrrnation

2. The learner will distin-
..iguish botweOn health pro-

moting products and cos-
metic :produds

3. The learner Will be aware
of the purpose and tech-
niques of commercial ad-
vertising

I

t's PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many.which can assess a student's performance.

Others may. be used if they are more apre;h9priate for the learner.

1.01 Given samples of health related pamphlets, "pages.from magazines, signs,
leaflets, etc., identify which are distributed by commercial sources for cop-

. tmercial purposes

2.01 Presented with a sample of products commohly found in drug stores and
supermarkets (e.g., aspirin, hatid soap, acne preparation, deodorant,
toothpast(?, "mak e-up" -cough remedies), identify which. are Used for
promotion .of health, which are usedfor pureky cometic purPoses, and ..

which are used for both purposes

3.01 After hearing a tape recording of a television commerical (frolii a children'.S
program) for a fooditem, briefly describe what the advertiser wants.yoti
io, what he wants you to litelieve, and how the advertisement lets. you.,
know these two things

;

44 48
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"KS

Healthful.Lhiing

ist of sources ok health information (e.g., classmate, grandparent,
aper articles, nurse, leacher, television advertisement, neighbo0,,,

tify those sources which are most likely to,be accurate and complete
4, The learner will selectrell

able sources of health In.
.formation

.

5, The learner will recognize
cOmmon inaccurate health
beliefs

6. .The learner will accept par-
tial reeponsibility for his
own health

Grades 7-9
, 7, ,The learner will identify

factors which influence 1
health , related purchasing
decisions

.

5.01 Given a mixed list of factual statements and c. ommon superstitions, cor-
rectlY label each statement as either .fact or _superstition' '

. W..

6,01 State &specific example of the responsibility that each of ,the followIng has
fqi the learner's 'own health:

211.toarcea?t_f3
h h.departmerit

(3) School
(A) Learner

8. The learner will differenti-
ate between Professionally
recognized *and n6nrpro-
.festional proviaers of
health services anct infor-
mation

.9. The learner will evaluate
."popular" or "faddish"
health practices and pro-
ducts

10. The learner will evaluate
health related advertising

,

11. The learner will know
Where to. seek help, for
health problems

7.01. For each item,listed below., describe hqw advertising, family traditions,
, peer pressures, or, other factors- might have influenced the decision, to

purchage that particular product: '
9 , 4

(1) Your brand of toothpaste e

(2) 4 snack food that you often eat
.. (3) Your brand of vitamins

(A) Tobacco products used bjr.ponneone you know, well

,.. 8.01 Given a list of local provider's of health services and health information
(e,g., dentist, healer, clerk in .health food store, rescue squad volunteer),
place each provider inone of these thtee categories:
(1) Licensed health professional . .

/ (2) Not a health professional, bUt some,training in specific areas
(3) Not silecially trained in. any area of health

12. The .learner will discrimi-
nate between health proh-
lems susceptible to self-
diagnosis and self-treat-
ment, and health problems .
requiring professional dies-,
posis and treatment

13. The learner will be aware
.of larnily 'health care costs

i

9.01 Describe some of the characteristics by which professional and nqn-
professionalmedical treatments.can be distinguithed (e.g., the person of-
fering the treatment is a licensed health professidnal, the treatment has ,
been scientifically, testea)

... . .

902 Identify potential disadvantages of unproven health practices or products
.(e.g., 'wasted money, delay, in acquiring needed 'treatment, may be in-

. , . , .

)urious)
9,03 Describe some of the common features of advertisements for non-:

professioilal health services and products (e.g.,_ promise 'miracles"; use ,

testimonials; appeal to emotions; promise quick, easy;results)

10.01 Given three samples of advertisements for health ;related Prodicts, dis-
tinguish between and identify both the shitell and are implied b nefits of
each product .

10.02 Given an 'advertisement for a familiar, over-the-co,unter health'product,
identify at least three different sources-of information by which the ef-
licacy value of the product could be evaluated * .

11.01 Given a list of community health related agencies, identify which agencies
could be exPected to provide information or services in regard to each of a
series of personal health related problems ",

11.02 Given 4. list pf potential sources of health information, select tV best
, source for egh of a ieries of health problems

11.03 Given.a-list of titles of health care professionals, briefly describe the service
yrovided by each

1201 Given'a series a five.sets of health problein symptoms, distinguish those ,
for which professional assistance should be gought

12.02 .Given a list of five gommon, minor health complaints, identify two alter-
native methods of dealing with each .

,

h ,

13.01 Given a descriPtion'of a hypothetical "average" family, identify potential
types of-heafth care costs which the family could reasonably expect to en-
counWt and estimate theNactual family expenses for several of the major
ittrns

13,02 Describe' the purpose and advantages of health insurance
,

45
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:CQMPETENCY Ga.N1.(S)

,
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

fch indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance:
Others may be used if they are more appropijate for the learner.

Grades K-3
1..The *learner will be fatnil-
. iar with a 'variety of foods

C.

1

2. The legner will classify
foods adcording to the four

. basic food groups

3. The learner will demon-
strate knowledge of the
lationship between f od
consumption and healt

k

Grades 7-9
4. The learner will be knowl-

edgeable of khe functions
of the basic nutrients 7

5. The learner will. identify ,

the general nutrient value
of each fobd group

6. he learner Will compre-: i '

hend the effect of nutrient
deficiency on the human

.- boclY 4 . ..

1.01 Given samples or pictures of a variety of common foods;naMe the food in
,each piCture

1,02 Given pictures of a variety of common foods, identify the fOods yOu ipost
cojnmonly eat *

1.03 Given a list of foods and food -charicteristics; match tlie food with the 0-
propriate characteristic:

FOOD `. CHARACTERISTIC: . .

beets red, round, green leaites
corn yellow, covered with husk4

carrots long, pointed, Orange

2.01 Given a yariety of ,common fOods, name., which of the four basic .fo d
groups each food item is a member of: ..

apples
cake

,,,____ eggs
cheeseburger- ..

bananas oatmeal
soda pop cottage cheese

.

milk shake gum
..._,

2.02 Prepare a list or foods which you often eat at hoine and at school, and
classify these foOds into the four basic food groups

e

3.01 State at least three major reisons why people eat (e.g., eating.makes us feel
good, food gives us energy, food helps us to grow) .

3.02 Name at least two basic reascips.for eating a variety of foods (erg., some
foods provide more energy thIn others, .the body needs different foods to
prevent illness, certain foods are important-for proper development, some
foods aid in digestion and others-do nit)

3.03 Describe at least two examples of unhealthful eating practices (e.g., eating
too much, eatirtg too little, not eating a variety of foods, not eating foods
with roUghage, eating spoiled foods or dirty food) .

3.04 Identify three foods that aid in digestion (e.g., apples, lettuce, celery)
, 0

4.01 Given a list of food.nutrients and a list of nutrient functions., identify 'each
nutrient's major function in or importance to the human body by drawing a
line from the nutrient to its major function:

protein
vitamins
minerals

carbohydrates
fats

- regulate body function
- provide energy
- provide for groYth
- repair body tissues

5.01 Given a list of iood group\ and a list of nutrients which are commonly.,
found in .these foods, match the food groups to the nutrient(s). For.
exa,mple: FOOD GROUPS' NUTRIENT

fruits
meat
milk

protein
vitamin C
vitamin A
vitamin D,

8.02 Given a list of nutrients, identify a food 'which supglies large amounts of
the nutrients

6.01 Given examples of nutrient deficiency problems, identify the nutrient that
may be lacking; e.g.

Aneimia
Rickets



7. The 'learner will compre-
.hend the relationship be-
tween food selection pat-

, terns, and die,tary needs

8.. The learner will apply nu-
tritiOn principles to the se,v

lection of well-balanced
menus which affect weight

9. The learner will evaluate
'factors related to food fads
and fallacies

CHEMICALS

-COMPETENCY GOM0,(S)

Healthful Wing

T

7.01 Identify at least t ree of the bisic 'ariablèsTh the dietary tequirements (e.g.,
age, sex, state of health, Metabolism; .activity)' .

7.02 Given three variables related' to. human ?thetaTiecettrementsistateet-leaat
one specific example 'of hoW e can alter ietary requirements

. .(1) Activity (strenuous activity requires more nutrition)
(2) Sex (pregnancy may require more nutrition such as calciuM) .

(3). Age (change in metabolic proce1ses with age.may require fewer calories) ;

8.01 Givena chart ehich states nntritional content of foods including caloriei,
. select a well.:balanced Menu you woUld lose.weight,r, gain weight on,,

maintain' present weight
A

.0.01 Given a .situation or, statement involving lood.fids, fallacies, or diets, ,

, analyze the statement using sound nutritioinal principlea'or. information
9.02 Given the name of a special .diet (e.g. lbw, carbohydrate,kvegetarian),

evaluate the diet by comparing it to nut;ition principles. Predict what the!
long-term 'effects of the,diet nlight be

1

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one.of many which can assess a student's performance.

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 4-6
1. 'The learner will demon-

straté knowledge of f ac-
4' tors important to the pre-

vention of poisoning

4,

.2. The learner will demon-
strate decision-making
skills when confronted
with situations involving
chemical, use

3. The learner will analyze the
effects of smoking

4,

4. The learner will analyze the
influences on a tobatco re-
lated decision

5. The learner will demon-
strate knoWledge of drugs
and their effects on the
body ,z 1.

1,01 Identify common symbols or words on warning. labels (e.g.,."Caution,"
"Keep Out of Reach of Children") ' .. .

4.02 Identify places in the home that would be safe to store poisons (e.g., high,
. Shelve,s, behindiocked doors)

. .

1.03 Name at least six potentially poisonous substances that are common in
homes , : 4 ..

. 141 *

2.01 Given roleplays or other hypothetical situations, name two alternative
'methods of dealing with the problem. Example Sally and her sister are'

, playing doctor and patient. Sally wants fo get somepills from the medicine
cabinet for her patient.' You are watching them. 1A/hat would you do?

" Example A friend offers you a red pill. VVhat would you do? Example
You ,see your brother chewing on the paint on, the Window seal. What
would you do? Example Roleplay one child trying to talk the other into
taking a cigarette or an alcoholic beverage .

,

.

3.01 Given a list of body parts and/or systems, identify. those whith are most
commonly 'affected by tobacco smoke inhalation
(1) Heart (3) Eyes
(2) Respiratory system (4) Digestive system

3.02 given a hst of 'diseases, identify those linked to long-term tobacco depen-
. dency/use ,

(1) -Heart disease (5) Flu: 1

(2) Tuberculosis (6) Emphysema , ..

,(3) Lung cancer (7) Polio
'(4) Skin cancer .

4.01 Icientify three reasons people begin to smoke (e.g., peer pressure, curiosity,
joy seeking)

4.02 After viewing a roleplay cff one child offering another a cigarette, identify
three alternative methods of handling the situation and the consequences .
of each alternative .0 . .

,

64.03
Identifythree personal values that would be incongruent with to6acco usel

5.01 Given a- Mt of True and False questions, identify correct. response and.
briefly describe reasons for the response. For example:

coffee, alcohol are stimulants .

____:-. laxatives taken with deprissants may.be fatal
drugs may be habit .forming

5.02 ldenifify three reasons for not using alcohol that you could tell a friend who
was contemplating alCohol use (e.g., loss of coordination, loss of judgment,
cell damage, may ad to depe ncy) '

s-g



6. The learner will compre-
hend both posi
negative uttes ofl
lated 'products

ealth re-

Grades 7-9
7. The learner will be knowl .

edgeoble of the effects
drugs have on the human
body

4

.o

8. The learner will be aware
of the possible contribut-
ing factors to drug deperi--
dency .

9. The learner will demon-
strate 'knowledge of alter-
natives to substance abuse

4

. Healthful Uivi4

6.01 'Given a list of products which are sold 'for health 0,romoti.on,.list at least ,

one use and. one abuse7aLthe-pcoduct.:-,
Product Use
Vitamin pills

Prescription 'pills' \
Non-prescription

drugs
Etc.

\

6.02 ,List a't least three potential dangers 'Of 'self-diagnosis and self-medicatiOn

7.01 Given a list leiTcernmonly used drugs, identify tho major- substance
classification of each ( e common c assifications use .are: stimulants',
depressants, hallucinogens, and. nargoticS)

7,02 Given' a list of. drug and substance categories, identify a corresponding
medical use Slid potential dangers to the body

7.03' Given a hypothetical situation calling for. a prediction f .the effects of
smoking upon a body part or system,. predict ;at least one effect for each.

. tor example:
I

Mr. Donald has smoked two packs of cigarettes each day f r twenty years.. *
What potential effects on the following body parts of Mr. Donald might
you predic t: s

(1). lungs
(2) heart
(3) mouth and throat
(4) blood vessels

7.04 State a specific example for each of the following categori4Of effects of
alcohol dependene: physiological, pSychological, social, ec nomic

8.01 List five potential r s or an individual's addiction to d ugs:(e.g., ih-
security, inability to face problems,. low self-esteem, poor interpersonal.
relationships)

9.01 Given hypothetical situations, identify two alternatives to drug' us*age. For
example:
Jim has nO friends. He is fifteen years old and having friends is pretty im-
portant to him. He starts hanging around with the crowd n school that
uses drugs, The only criterion for membership is drug us ge. What are
some other ways Jim could obtain friends

9.02 GiVen a hypothetical situation whereby a deci%ion is to b -made, 'Write
three poSsible. alternative's which could be followed. For e ample:
You ate at a party and.a friend suggests that everyone shar :some pills he
has brought with hind. Possible alternatives:
(1)
(2)
(3)'
`km have decided you do not' choose to smoke. Your frierUs continue to
encourage your participation in the smokinlhabit. Possib 44lternatives:,,
(1)'((2)
3)

Your best friend reveals to you he has a drug problem an ,wants you to
help him. What would you do'
(1)
(2)
(3),

9.03 List five activities available to junir,high' students that Might be son-
sidered as alternatives to'drug use

I f
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.tOMPETENO?GOAL(S)
. PERFORMANCE INDICATORs ; .. .

I ,-. ,

. :.. Each ihditator is one of many which.can assess a student'sperforMance.

.

.01heretnay be used if they'are moTedppropriate for the learner. ..
. .

,s.

Grades 4t.6
...1. The learner will; demor:i-

strate knowledge of chion-
ic, diseases and assorted
preventive :health behav-

.iors

.

2, The learner will under-
standthe .iMportance ^of.. n

early Tretection or cancer

\Grade's 1042 -

N,3. The learner will demon-
\ strate knowledge of cliron-

ic disorders and associated
Ith behaviors

4. The learner yvill reOgnize
the importance of, early de-
tection of 'chronic disor-
ders

COMMUNKABLE DISEASES

..
. ., ,. -,

.
' 1.01 Name .three different chronic diseases', , ,

,

.. 1.dz Given a lfst Of. chrohiC dieorders, identify behaviors associated: with. that
t- disease, For example:..,, , L.

.

heart disease. .Jack cP exercisei. overweight. .

lung cancer , - smoking , -. - , .

1.03 Select two different chrohic disorders and discuss associated Preventive
.

behaviors for the disorder and treatment Of' th disorder . . ,.

.. -
,

,4 2.01 Identify the seven warning signati of canc'er. (ub1sual bleeding ox,.:Vis..
charge, indigestion-or difficulty swallowing, 'elump or thickerung altly-.

: where in the, body, a sore that does nOt heal, prolonged, change in bo..#1 or ':
bladder ha4i.ts, peiSiStent hoarseness or cough, 'change in appearahce.of ...a
wart or mole) ' .

. ,

-?,.p.2 Name`three means for early cancer detection (e.g:self breast examinationi:
pap test, .recognitiOn.of early. warning signals :..

A 7

,3.01 Name five major chronic disorders (e.g., cardiovascular diseases, cancer,
diabetes, mentaiillness, chronic.reSpira tory diseases)

3.02 Given hypothetical ^situations, ihdicate knowledge, of behavior associated
with the cause or prevention of certain Chronic 'diseases. FOr example: ,

John, a ,good fliend, is afraid of heart disease, as his father had several :
heart attacks. What health behaviors wguld you suggest heengage Ingo

- help him prevenvheart disease
Susan smokes two Racks of cigaretteseach day. What chronic disorders
could this lead ,to and why

4.01 identify' seven warnint Signals of cancer
4.02 Denionstrate or descri e' metlhods for breast- self-examination
A.03 Identify symptoms of diabetes

COMIO"ENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCEDICATORS

' Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
OthA may be used if they are More appropriate.for the learner.

Grades k-3
1. The learner will distin-

guish between .being well
and:being .Sick

2. IThe learner will under-.
stand that germ causing
organisms are s read in
different ways

3. The learfier will
strate knoWledge
of limiting the effec
hesses

demon-
f ways
s of ill-

, 1.01. T,ell how you feel when "well" e.g. happy, active, not tiied, not irritable)
1.0,2 Tell how. you .feel when "sick', (e.g., tired, irritable, pain, don't feel like

laying)
1.03 pecify advantages for being.well (e.g., can plaY outside, can go to school,

can visit friends) 1.

1.04 Specify Wine disadvantages of being sick

2.01 Identify at-leOst five waya-iiiViich dis.eas causing germs could be spread
among classmates (e.g.,0,411.ing7-9 g) exchanging gum, dirty hands,
drinking from compmll cups, dirty utensil.,, chewing pencils).

3.01 Identify at least three ways you can prevent'
3.02 Identify aCtions yorA might fake if you (elt ill

State at least three reasons for importance of r
Ermptoms immediately

3.04, Draw two pictures, both depicting a method to
. proper nutrition, adequate rest, immunization,

are ill)
3.05 Name at least-two dis ases against which people

Viptheria, Tetanus, Measles, Polio, Mumpi)
106 Say, in -your own. Words, what iminunization. is

read of germs

orting disease signs and

event becoming ill (e.k.;
olation frorn those who

an be immunizedle:g.,

nd why It is important
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.Healthfultivihg

Grade's 7-9
4. The learner mill identify

factori contribliting to the
occunience arid severity of
communicable diseases

A

5. The learner will discuss
transmission symptoms°.
and cure for sexually trani-
mitted diseases .

4.01 Ideptify three factors that can affect the occurrence of communicable dis-
I. eases (e,g,,,, pop tion, 'nutritional status, emotional status, sanitary teal:

niques).:
4.02 List at least t ree factors ih a sifuation wnicn might account for varying

aegrees of illness from one person to another (e.g., .Bob and Helen both'
have a °old:Helen habecome more ill than% Bob. I.,ist three factors whith
might-texplain. the dffrerence) v,

4.03, Given a list of communicable diseades, mark (0) for those diseases for
whfch the body develpps no lasting antibodi6 and (X) for those diseaAs
for.Which orte can be immunized
(1) ,...._: Polio . (4) ..._.: $tnallpox
(2) ..... Influenza . (5) _ Measlel,

) 13) ..,-.4.-. Sexually transmitted diseases (6), ____ Common cold .

E.NVInONMENT'AL HEALTH

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

. ,.

5.01 Given .a. list of True and False qu'estiolid about Aexually transmitted dis-
eases, select tte correct response and explain the rpasons for 'your
response: a .

(1) - . Gonorrhea and syphilis are the same disease '
(2) _____..._:,.._. You can get sexually transmitted diseases by:sitting\ on a con-

, taminated ,toilet seat . .

(3) ' There is a eure for most sexually transpitted diseases
(4) Untreated seAtally transmittO diseases inay cause death'
(5) There is no agency that helps a person Wtith sexually transmit-

,
...ted.diseases - -

(6) Acne.is a sign of ,sexually transmitted' diseases

40:4

Grades 4-6'
1. The learner will be aware

of potentially adverse
fluences on health from the
enviro?hneot

-

4

PERFORMANC.INDICATORS
EaCh indicator is one of Many whicti:can assess ft-student's' performance..

:Others may- be.usg.1 if thetarim.oie apprepriate for the lecitner.

..

, .

1.01 Given:the f011oifyirig list of environmentatfactors, write a short, specific ex-:.
ample of hoech factor might be harmfu,l to health

air
(2) water
,(3) Vteserved food
(4). radiation
(5) pestkides .

(6) motor vehitles.
(7) machinery. -
(4)' sun 4(9) ,weather

1,02 List at least four specific examples each ef air pollutants and 1,4mbee polki-
tantS which are potentially harmful !t-,k health, and' indicate the source ,of
each

1.03 'Describe iour specific means by which the golerhment tries to insure that
food items.are Safe. to. eat If ;-

1.04 Identify four areas in a typical home env,Vonmenrthat can adttersely affect
health' and briefly discuss each area, staling specific 'examples .

1.05 List five things you can personally do to help.maintain a healthful envirom
mpnt for yourself and others

FAMV:LIFE/SEX EDUCATION
4

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS'

Each indicator'is o'ne of many which call assess a stiglens performance.
OtherS may be used if they are mOre appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3 .

1. The learner will idetify
contributions and rekon-

. sibilities of each faMily.
member

I.

., 1,01 Specify at least three responsibilities elfh family mettber has.(e.g.,Vprrying
,

out duties, helping others, cooking) , ..

1.02 'Name two problems that could occur if a family Member does not live up to
his responsibility. .

,. .

,..
,.



e
1. 14 s'

Z. The .I#arner will identify
and deMonstrate

types-of

3, The learner .will, identify .

reasons why faMilies are
needed

$$$

.11e0.thfulLivtng

24,01. tiiit ihe7varioUs
fathillea). :.

4. The learner' will correl

\
5. The learner will under-

.. stind that ally(ng thing;
,

reproduce

mune thei?arts of the bad '

.

6.1.Ihe learner Will give indi-
..:YidUar insight concerning

.relationships to members
of both sexes arid help

r-unclerstand-his-o
ligations and.responsibili-
ties to others'

trades 4-6
7. The l6rner will' under-

stand that puberty brings
body changes

Gradet 7-9
, 4Tho learner will under-

*tand. bib own physical,
'Mental, 'And emotional
maturation processes -as re-
lated to §exuality ,

9.4The, learner will perceive
self as a responsible; func-
tioning individual. Within
many, groups :

The l'earner will identify
areas of adjustment, that
need to be considerea in"
preparation for and in mar-
riage lows, 4,

11. The learner will dopon-
strate comprehension 1of

. how the family influences
the ability of its members

0,9% Make decisions relatedto
..heafth behavior

12. The learner will demon-
strate knowledge of the
faclors,that.influence thely,'
sexual attitddeS

13. The learner will demon-,
strate knowledge ,f the
rOle of dating,.

14.TheilejirVr will demon-
, . straw' k wiedge of4dmIy

plannin

...,.

.

e,g,, one parent, two parents, extended
.

4

3.01 State three Ways that fathers, mothers, brothers, slaters, granaparents, auct
relatiVes help each other ,?:,

3:02 List two ways family members contrilmActo the health of each other,(e.g.,
nutrition, picking up toys so familymembera don't trip and fall) ,

4,01 Name 'cortectly the Ehats of the body
.

. .

5.01 Na e. tirree living,t)ings that 'reproduce (e.g., people, plants, fish)
,

.- ;

6.01 List at last thave actions that an individual may do to show. responsibility
To the family . '

6.02 Identify two ways parents show love to children
6.03 Identity two ways children show love to parents

__I_

,

7.01 Define puberty
7.02 List the changes that take place in the body for both sexes during puberty

8.01 Discuss the maturation profits

.2

0701 List the many groups of which-one may be a part
9,02 Discuss'the role and responsibilities of the individual to a group

4
lk

10.01 List and briefly discuss at least six areas of adjustment in marriage (e.g., in-
come, personal relations,. irOiw's, communication)

f

I .

0 t
4"11.. ,I.

. .14,.01 De'scribe at least fo,ur factors that infl ce family memberTa -in making
decisions related .to their heahh-(e.g., dwelling, health praeites, parental.
backgrilunds)

. ,

i

-..1>

12.01 ;.,ist and briefly discuss factors influencing one's sexual attitudes (e.g.,_
parental attitudes, environmental stimulations, childhood experiences)

I.

13.01 Identify the functions Of dating (e.g., fun, learning social behavior, learn-
ing to get along with the opposite sex, sense of belongitig).

13.02 Establish criteria for selecting a marriage patiner

14.0V ()Discuss the moral and social implications If family' planning
14.02 Identify complications which may arise in pregnancy and the conditions

which are likely to bring,them about
14.03 Describe the,adjustments a couple make inkeil liyes.when they, have a

'child
14.011 Discuss briefly the statement, l'Fain(ly planning Is a worldwide concern"

51
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Healthf:ul

,

1$. The learner Will demon-
. strate :knowledge of' the

factors .which can influ-
: ence the health of the

dlother and can affect the
-normal reproartiNe pro-

. cessiincluding hihealtiNif
%
the hild , ``,- ,

Grades10-12
16.6 The' learner will' uncler-

' stand ',that- families- influ-' .

ence behavior, attitudes,
and the personalitieii or in-
dividuals . -

17. The learner will demon-
-strate,knowledge_of-prbb-

lems and consequences as-
- sociated 'with various ex-

pressions of sexuality

0 18. The learner will . know the
importance of good dom-. .
munication in a relation-
ship lanil demonstrate skill.

sin communicating

4

HEALTH CAREERS

13.01 List. and hrieffy discuss factorm influenciagethe,pregnant wo and her
child (e,g., nutritIon; drug-ase, ittfecgon, pre.-"and postkatal care) :u

I.

16.01 Describe parents *. role in the dbelopment and welfate of children (e.g.,
'heredity, providing love and affe tion, disci line) °- 15

46.02 List two aclvantag_es and two'disa vantages or families who have stro
ties and also for families who do not' haVe .strong, ties

, 16.03' Describe the feelings and possible adjustmefit problems of.fSmily members
which itay-arise because c4 unexpected deaths, divorce, serious, illnesses,
alcoholism

417:01 Specify problems and consequences which may' be associated 'with il-
. legitim'aer-anel-other-expresslons-of--seivality

.

17.02 Specify ways individtrfils, family and society cark reduce problems .

associated 'with these various forms of sexual expressilbn (e.g., education,
rccognition, respect) .

18.61 'Discuss three types of body language that could put stress' on a
relationship; three that help a relationship to groW

18.02.. Given a situation- where two reople have a problem, briefly outline .the
proper method for, heidling the conflict,
Example George and Helen are married, Both of them work. They hae
Iwo children. The house is.a mess. Helen is angry because the home is hot
.clean and that George hasn't, helpeci to clean the house or take care of the
children. How could George and Helen resolve this conflict

18.03 Given three quotes with feeling from a marriage Partner, write a "Listening
for feeling:' response to each. For example:
Quote: "You never seem to be home you are always working or out with

the guys"
Response; ''You are really mad at me"

18.04 Discuss the, value of I-Messages and write two examples of I-Messages .

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Eac-h indicatoFiriThe of many which can assess a student's performance,
Others may be used if they are more appropriate' for the learner,

Grades 10-12
'1e learner will be aware
of the variety and -func-
tions of health profeSsions
and occupations

2. The learner be aware
of the personal benefits
that can result from. a ca-
Peer in health

3. The learner will under--;
stand that health occupa-
tions and professions 're-

, quire specific preparation

4y The learner will be aware
of career opportunities in
health education

1.01 List ten health prOfessions and occupations, and state
duties .and respbnsibilities of each
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of various
and occupations (e.g., length of training, salary level,

1.02

2.01

a few of the l;isic

health professions
mobility)

State four personal benFfits' that a health profession dr oCcupatio'n might
provide (e.g., bettei able to take care of one s own' health, better able to care
for health of family and friends, social status, reward in helping others)

3.01 Briefly:describe the. basic academic preparation necessary for, at least pix
health oCcuPations and/or professions

4.01 Define the basic puOl/oses of health education and list thTee settings in
which it is practiced

56
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COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

K-3
. The learner will know the

, inajcir body parts °(

2,' The ;learner will tinder-
stand- that children giOw at
different tales

. 3. ThOearner.will appreciate
the contribution , of the
senses to,,human fAction-
ing.

4. The- learner- will know
some cif the factors that af-.
fect physical, mental, and
social giOwth, :

S. The learner will' under-
stand that the body grows

4 and performs best when it
is cared 'for

6. The leirner wil4 be aware
of the general functions of

°' major body parts and sys-
tems

Gratft 4-6 k,

7. 1r he learner will under-
stand that soMe elements of
growth and development .

are predictable and some
are unique for each indivi-

ildual

8. The learner will demon-
strate comprehension of
how tissues and organs
work together to form
body systems'

9. The leacner 'will be aware'
of physical. and. emotional
changes which are asso-
Oaten with puberty

4,

DENTAL HEALTH

PETENCY GOAL(S)

r

Grades
1, The learnei, will demon-

strateAnowledge of the im-
portance of, dental care

0

PERtORMANCE INDICATORS
Each ivdicator i one of many which can assess a stpdent's performance...

Others may be used.if .they are more appropridte for the learner. '.

-

1,01 'Given picterei.of areas of the body, correctly name inajr,r bodyparts (e,s,
legs, arnis, ears, lungs). .

2,01 Idgntify sovie differentways that children grow ,(e.g., hfight, weight, facial
teouresphysical abilitiesmental abilities) J -

2.92 State some specific eicamMs of how you: own growth. is diffeKent from'
some of your classmates

'3.01 Name the senses A
..

4)- ,
3.02 Name a body part adociated with..each sense .
3.03 Describe how your daily life would be different if you lost one of your. ,

. senses '', .. ' ..
...

t .

, . " . -7, -

4.01, Given a series of Pictures and words of ifems in,the leaenees physica
social environment, select those which 'have .a direct inflt.tence on health
(e.g., food, water,. friends)." .

"

5.01 Describe the reasmu why rest and relaxation ate important to'the body and
t growth ' .I, , .

,

5,02 Describe the importance- oi re 1.8il.'1 exe4ise to body development
-f

,

. 6.01 ivlatth the items in A liit of bady..partd and systems with the items in a list .

, of functions (e.i;., niuscles-:-bOdy moveMent, brainmemory and thinking,
heart-Lpumps. blood) .

...,

7,OF Identify at least three factors influencing physical a,nd emotional growth
over wlAich people might. be expected to exert control (e.g., nutrition,
sanitation,' family, personal habits)

7.02 Identify at least three factors influencing physical and emotional growth
' which are generally not subject to personal control (e.g., rate of growth,

glands, sex differences, heredity)

8.01 Identify,' by using a plastic torso with removable parts or a chart, the
organs which make Up the digestive system

8.02 Identify, by using a chart, .the major components of the circulinory. system
8,.03 Identify the major bones of the skeletal system

N

9.01 Identify specific individual differences between and among boys and girls.
(1.02 Identify secondary sex characteriStics which develop at puberty
9.03 Describe from a list of characteristics of children, those which often

change as one reaches puberty (e.g., interest in opposite sex, dependence
on parents, self-conscious of loody)

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a stadent's per

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for thel tier.
-A

41

,5tate three reasons for maintaining healthy'teeth (e.g., speech, appearance,
digestion)

1.02 Identify two activities that would be difficult if a !person had no teeth (e.gt,
eating apples, smiling)

53



,2, The learner wia, demon..
strate kno*ledgewof prop-
er dehtal care

r

1. The . learner will demon-
* strate knowledge of how

foods affect the health--of
, teeth .

!,

4. The learner will show
.knowledge of acciden,t pre-
vention to the teeth-

.Graqus 4.6 .* : t
1. The learner will compre-

httir-the iMportance of
'dental health.

.2. The learner will know hqw
to mintain ,personal den-

,tal health ,

-1

4

Ifealthful

-
2.01 Demonstrate correctly proper bruehing techniques
2.02 Use a piece' of dental floss and sh prop& flossing techniques
2.03, Identify a . method 'of cleansing t :if a topthbriish and floss AK.not

available (e.g., Swishilg mouth'ou with woer) '
- .4

r

3.01 Given pictures Of various foods, identify th'bsefoodri That could,be helpful
and those foods that could be hainift4 Possible *hares: lettuce, 'candY,
milk, ice cream, potato' chips.,\me5t" .

3.02 Given a list of True and False statementvsbo*krrowledge.9f the'W.ects of
sugar foods on the:teeth,- ExamPles: .

(1)._.StickOweet foods daMage the enamel on ieetb,
(2) You should always brush your teeth after -eating i'candy bar

3.03 Identify foods that help 'cleanse the teeth (e.g., celery, apples) . °-

.:4.01 Name two safety rules thatocould prevent 's dental iinJury.
4.02 State two situations in which a dental injury could occur .(e.g. pushing at

the wpter fountain., not wearing a'seat belt in a car and an accident occurs)

o

k
. 1.01 List five personal values and describe by giving. a specific example, how ,

'&-tiTathealth-c-an-cont-ributelo-ur bloCk salts faction-Of -e-ach'occaite-ValireS
in everyday,,life

., 1.02 Given a list of different types of dental health rirobleins, indicate a paten-
king..and short-range consequence of ea.Ch'probtem.

2.01 Naine at least three.different personal daily ,practices which can help main- .

lain .dental health
2.0g Demonstrate cOrrect procedure in'brushinl; and flossing teeth
2.0'3 Givena listOf five common food items b.eneficial tO dental bealth, write at

least one specific tthOn why each food item is benaicial
2,04 Match a list of common dental health problems oeeds with a list of den- ,

tal health professions, correlating -the problem or need With..a profession,
suited to providing an appropriate service

2.05 Describe briefly, the decay procesS, discussing the role of decay causing
organisms and using accurate anatomical terminology

2.06 Explain how each of the following can specifically prevent or,inhibit the
decay process: 14rushing, flossing, diet, flouridation, regular dental check-

, .
ups
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Physical Education
. 0%.

Physical eduction is an organized, sequential, and systenTatic Part of the curriculumThardevelope
ge . k n 0 w I 0 d g e At i I I s , attitudes; and understandings. Physical education provides the opportunity for_ - 's

each individtral to slitcover and4Understand thebodY and how it functions; to realize the potential of
his or her Physicalcapaeitiesboth the assete and the limitations.. The: combination 'Of instruction
and participation in, games.,:sports, rhythme and dance, &nineties, aquatics, fitness end condition-
ing, and 'outdIfor activities-resulte in.experiencee in which 'intellectual social, eultural and emotional

4 understandings:and responsibilities aredeveloped. Physical'eduation offers immediateexperiences
relevant.to students today_while preparing them to live_with health, vitality, and'vigor in tomorrnO.
cornpIR\world. ,

,

'AUjor Conipetency. GOals of Physical Edtication

In the process of.developing a physically educated !Arson, the following goals ehould be achieved
in a planned, sequential instructional imogram that beAins with basic movement and,culminates in
activities that can be enjoyed for a lifetime: . . ..

1

It

1, The learner will develop efficient and .effective motor skills (locomotor,non-locomotor, and
manipulative) and basic perceptual motor skills necessary for successful participation in
dance; gymnastics, games; sports, and 'aquatics.

12... The learner will develop a level of physical fitness to adequately meet the,demands placed
upon, the individual by the environment. . ,

3. The learner will acquire knowledge and the intellectual skills:and abilities necessary for suc-
cessful participation in physical activities.

4. The learner will develop a positive self-image ylrough participation in physical education.

5. The learner will develop desirable social lAavior through participation in physical
education.

,The following competency voals ind pprformance ihdicators are organized in a sequenced
progression at the grade level categoties of R-3, 4-6, 7-9, and 10-12. Students learn and develop at
different rates, but as they approach the end of one of these levels, the majority of students should
be able to sUccessfully demonstrate all or most of the performance indicators described in that sec-
tion. Although the availability of facilities and equipment often determines what can be offered to
students, continued efforts should be, made to expand and improve the physical education
currkulum at all grade levejs...

A t;

c,

r

F

0.
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BASIC MOAMENT*

t ;11suilthfml Living :

COivIPETiNCY GOAL(S)

_ 3

skal Educition,
PtRFORMANCE INDICATORS ,

Each indictoor is orie of many which can assess a studerit's performance.
Others may f)e used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Gra es 'K-3
.1: The learner will develop' ef-

t/ ficient anti effective fun-
, odamental motor skills (loco-

motdr, non-locornotor and
manipulative)* 'and bask
perceptual-motor skills

I.

(

sr
1.01. Demonstrate the basic jocomotor skills of walkins, running,, jump ing, .

ping, leaping: ,
in 3 different directions forward; backward and sideways( OF

- at 3 different leyels high, medium, and low
at 3 different speeds fast, medium and slow.,
using .3 different intenlities stfong, medium'and light

1.02 CoMbine efficiently 2 or more of the basic locomotOi.skills to demonstrate
skipping, galloping, sliding, outing; stopping, fallirig, 'landing, jolting,
crawling: .

- in 3 different 'directions forward, backward and sideways
- at 3 different levels high, .medium and low :

- at 3 differen.t speeds fast, medium And slow_ .

using 3-d11erent intensities strong, medium and light .

1.03 Demonstrate the basic non-locosnotor skills of stretching, twisting, curling:
in. 3 different directions-w_lopward,,backwardland sideways .

-.at '3 different levels lq3h, medium and low
- at 3 different speeds fast, medium and slow
- using 3 different intensities strong, mediuni.and light

L04 Combine efficiently 2 or.more of the nonalocomotor skills 10 de Trtratt_
swaying, sivinging; lifting, pushing, pulling:
- ih 3-different directions forward, backward and sideways
- at 3 different levels high, medium and low
- at 3 different-speeds fast, medium and slow .

- using 3. different intensities strong, medium and light
1.05 Demonstrate the fundame9tal maniputative skills ofsending or propelling

ap object by throwing,. striking,kicking and-pushing a variety of objeCts
with different body pails:
-; in 3.different directions forward, backward and sideways
-,at 3 different leVels high, medium and low
- at 3 different'speeds faSt, medium vd slow

, using 3 different intensities strong, medium and Jight
'1'.06 Demonstrate the-fundamental manipOlative skills of receiving an o1jtby

catching, c011ecting And trapping a variety of objects;
in 3 different directions forward, backward and sideways. i

at 3 different levels high, medium and low
- .at 3 dii rent speeds fast:medium and slow

usi i erent intensities strong,-medium and light
1.07 ,Denno trat t e fundamental manipulative skills of traveling with.an ob-

ject by 'arrvin dribbling and bouncing a variety of objects:
- :in 3 different ireMons :forward, backward Sand sideways .

at 3 different I vels high, medium and low
af 3 different s eeds fast, medium and slow

-,using 3 differen intensities strong, medium and light-
1.08.1Demonstrate spe al manipulativa skills with innovAtive equipment such .

.45:
- .tires blocks
- parachutes
:. wands

scoops
lurnIni sticks

-.carpet squares - bamboo 'poles
scooters bean bags

- ropeS - cones
hoops - halls (variet' of sizes and- textures)

1.09 Demonstrate the basic perceptual-motor ability oF body awareness by: ,
- identifying and Moving different parts of the body upon request; e.g.1

. move ,throue a hoop head first, balance on knees, lit t right-Cgot
1.10 bemonstrate t e bask perceptual-motor ability of visual dkcririation by:

- responding to colors, shapes and objects; e.g. run on.a green Ifght, walk
on a yellow and top on a red; bounce ball when a triangle is seen, toss a
ball when a square is.seen

1.

oo

OP



*these basic motor skikextend into
all forms of movement cit all age and
grade 14Vel8. 1

RHYTHMS AND DANCE*

COMPETENCYGOAL(%

Grades K-3
2. The learner will develop eh

ficient and effective motor
skills along with the crea-
tive process necessary for
Ipatinn in .dance

lipelthful, vng

LH Demonstrate the bisic perpeptual-motor ability of ayditory Aiscriminatigi!I

, Y.
- respondiN to verbal ingtructions Ss well as to a variety of other cues such

as bells, drums; hotns orimusie; e.g., take one step With eyery beat.orthe
drum; perform sn exercise in temito to a metronome; move forward at the 41$
sound of a whistle and 'backward with a bell

.12 Dernmstr,ate the basic prceptual-motor ability of vigual-motor coordina-
tion by:

performing an eye-hand coordination skill sucivas catching a.bali in a ,
scoop, striking a tether ball or by. performing an eye-foot coordination
skill such as kicking a moving objgct or punting .a ball

.
, ,

. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is oneof many which can assess a student's performance.

thermaYlwrieurtit-they'a

/Grades 4-6
2. The learner will develop ef-

ficient and effective rnwor
skills along with the crea-
tive process necessary. for
'participation in dance

4- . .
, . . r

2.01 bemonstrate the ability to identify and move different body parts
2.02 Explore non-locomotor movements in body parts and In the whole body;

- bending
-

- twisting
shaking r boUncing
swinging - pushing/pulling 1

2.03 Explore locomotor movements with many. liriations:
- walking .:-. jumping (both fec.t)- - crawling
- running . - galloping

leaping - skipping , --..xtuorllniningg :

- hopping (one,foot) ., sliding
DeMon4trate an understanding of the use of space by moving bodY parts

vitending

2.04
and/or the total body utilizing:
- peisonal space at three levels (high, middle and low)
- geheral space in different directions (forward, backward, sideways)
- different shapes (angles, lines, curves)
- different pathways in the air and on the floor (straight, curved, zig-zag)
- focus (centering attention) 41i

open space and closed space
2.05 Demonstrate an understanding of the use of energy (amount of 'effort or

force used) by ihoving body parts and/or the total body in th,e following
m anner:

suitained (steady and consistent °amount of energy)
percusive (burst of energy)
swinging (giving way to gravity with a follow-through and a suspen-
sion)

- vibratory (shaking)
0- collapsing (giving way to gravity)

.0 contrasting (heavy/light, weak/strong)
2.06 Dechonstrate an understanding of the use of time by moving lAidy parts

and/or ,the total body utilizing:
tempo (fast, medium and slow)

- even and uneven rhythmical patterns of time
- natutal sense of timing (a non-counted or internal sense of responding

' in time)
pattern (a sequence of movements which repeat in time)

2.07 Demonstrate a rhythmical use of time with a variety of objects and instru-
----ments (lummi sticks, scarfs, shakers, drums)

2.08 Demonstrate the range of movement in different body parts througil flex,
, ion (curl), ektension (stretch) arid mtatioen (twist) .

2.0,9 Explore non-toFornotor movements using the elements uf time, space and .-
energy:

. - flicking . - expanding and contlacting .
- sinking .and falling - striking .. -.

,

( .
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2,10 Create non,locomotor moVement combinations in the body, to make a skill,
ple dance

2.1,1 Explore a variety of lacomotof movements Using elements of time and space
21.2' CoMbine locomotor movement fsing pattern and"rhythm ' ':
2.12 Use locowtor m&emeht. with tarious Rathways andlexels
2.14 Combine the following elements of spit* to create a. dance:.

- personal and general space
4 - different directions and ,pathways

- differerit shapes
focus (centering 'attention) .

215 Combine elernents of energy tec.create a dariee;
- sustained! vibratory,:

percusivi - collapsing
- contrasting (heavy/light). -swinging i

2.16 Demonstratean understanding of the use of time by movihg body .parts
., and/or the total body utilizing: .

- measured 'time (accented/unaccented) 2/4, 3/4, 4/4
- varying speeds in movement to define intent
- A natural or non-counted sense of timing

pattern (a sequence of movements which repeat in time)
.r contra ,

2.17 Demonstrate a rhythmical use of time with a vatjety o objects and instru-
ments (tinikling poles, tambourinei, hoops)

2.18 DeMonstrate the Ability to compose or make a dance by:
-creating simple dances wjth a beginning, middle and end.
- translating ideas and imagery into movement
- using repetition .

- participatiett alone, with partners and groups
2.19 Demonstrate the ability to move into the formations most commonly used

in round, folk and square dances:
- clockwise and- coUnterclockwise circle
- single circle (facing in, partners facing, facing line of direction)
- double circle (partners facing, partners facing line of direction)
- longways set (partners facing, partners facing. up)
- groups of threes) groups of fours

quadrille
2.20 Demonstrate the steps most ommonly used in round arid folk dance such

as:
'heel and toe polka

-.. two step (step, close, step)
schottische (step, step, step, hop

- polka (hop, Step, close, step)
- waltz (step, step, close)
- balance step (step, close, rise)

2.21 Demonstrate the basic figures most commonly used in square dance Aich
as:

le"

*Additional dance,competencies are
provided by the Division.of cul-
tural Arts.

GrAdes 7-9
2. The learner will.develop ef-

figient and effective motor
skills along with the crea-
tive process necessary for
participation in danc,e

- bow and swing(partner, corner)
,- balance ,

- do-si-do .

-. allemande (left, right). - promenade
- swings (two hatid, elbow, buzz),

2.2.2 Demonstrate a variety of non-locomotor and locomotoy movements and
their combinations as outlined in 2.08-2.13

2.23 Demonstrate the use of the various elements of time, space and energy (see
2.14-2.17)

2.2i Demonstrate an awareness of the relation of space, time and.energy by us-
j ing these elements in a composition emphasizing;

, the use, of space
the use ol energy

- the use o time

t
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Grades 10-12 0.

2. The learner.will develop ef-
ficient and effective motor
skills along with the crea-
tive process necessary for
participation in dance

GYMNASTICS
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. .

2.25 'Demonstrate the ability to corapilee or create a dahce b)4'
. - selecting ideas and materials which best define intent

- using repetitIon and other various wa9s (symbols,'etc.) to retaitcthrn-
position %h.

- relating to puttied' and groups
`2.26 Demonstrate the abilily to participate in round, folk and square:dance by

using:
- formations (see 2.19)

. dance steps (see 2.20)
- basic figures (see 2.21)

2.±7.-Demonstrate the steps most commonly used'in social dance such as::
- fox trot and variations
- Waltz and variations
- Latin American

rhurnba
samba
tangd

- jitterbug forms
lindy .

charleston :

_shag
- rock and roll forms

bop
tWist

a variety of contemporary and current dances'

2.28 Demonstrate a variety of ilon-loapmotor and locomOtor movements and
their combination's as outlined in"2.08-2.13

2.29 Demonstrate the use of the various elements of time, space and energy (see
2.14-2.17)

2.3Q Produce a quality eiance which incorporates elements from the following

a creative uSe of space
- use of different amounts of energy
- varying the speed of movements

2.31 Use selectedsequence to define ideas, thoughts and feelingstinto quality
dance

2.32 Use the creative process to develop one's own style of dance through im-.provisation --

2.33 Develop warlm-up technique to tune and train the body for one's own style
; of dance

2.34 Participate in a variety of dance forms such as:
- dance as a creative and..expressive art form
- folk, round, mixers
- square

social dance
- ballet

.COKPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Ea4i indicator is one of many which can assess a student'sperformance. .

Others may be-used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3
. 3. The learner will develop ef-

ficient and effective motor
skills necessary for partici-
pation in gymnastics

3.01 DemOristrate the basic locomotor skills of walking, running, jumping, hop-
ping. and leaping used in gymnastics

3.02 Demonstrate the basic non-locomotor skills of stretChing,' twisting and
curling used in gymnastics - ,

3.03 Combine efficiently 2 .or more of the bask locomdtor skills to demonstrate
starting, stopping, falling, lahding, rolling and crawling used in gymnastics

3.04 Combine efficiently 2 or more of the non-locomotor'skills to deMonstrate
swinging, pushing, pulling, balancing and. hanging used in gymnastics

59
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!. Grades 4-6

a. The learner'will develop ef-
ficient and, eEfective motor

'skills necessary for partici-
pation in gymnastic,s

a

.1

Grades 7-9
.1. The learner will develop ef-

ficient and effective motor
.

skills necessary for parti-
cipation in gymnastics

3.05

3.06

3.07

t 1
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. . , .

I

I

Deffionstrate aliof the basic movement patterns (sep 330).-3.04) with greater
refinement and efficiency ,

,.

Demonstrate rolling in a variety of ways by: . .

-. rolling ,across a mat (forward, backward, sideways), stretched out, in a
squat position and leading with the shoukler or other body parts,

.

- rolling along or oa;er forms, boxes or rolled-up-mats
- combining rolling with running and/or jumping , .

- combining.rolling with sliding.or tumbling down or ur an incline
Demonstrate basic,hanging, climbing and swinging skills in a variety Of.'
witys by: ,

- holding a straight artn hang on ropes or bars., .

- holding a bent arm 'hang on ropes or bars
- securing a vertical rope with hands and feet and swingirig several times

paSt the midpoint .

- ascending:descending and traveling across ropes,- ladders and bars by
combining an appropriate grip, and arm and leg motions ,

- moving along bars and poleg of various heights, hanging under or sup...
ported on .top k

- jurnping up, to hang or sAing on roPes and coming clam in different

3.08 Demonstrate jumping in a variety of ways by:
,

- using one foot or both feet in different combinations; for example, leap
forward from one foot to the otherjutp.p. sideways taking off and
landing.pn two:feet ..,

- jumping for distance and height .

- jumping onto and off of gymnastic apparatus . .

- 'combining jumping with other skills on and off apparatus such as jump-
ing onto a. vaulting box, holding a balanced position, jumping off and

d, rolling .
..

3.09 Demonstrate balancing in a variety of ways by: ., . .

- holding' various static balanced positions by using different body part9
and body surfices; for example, balance on one foot, on two hands and a .

knee, in a head-stand-position , ..

- holding various balanced positions in different shapes; for example, A
stretched balance, a curled balance and a twisted balance.
jumping or swinging onto apparatus and coming to a still position in .

which balance is maintained
- maintaining a dynamic balance while,traveling along a narrow surface
- maintaining dynamic balance while performing a combination-of skills

such as 'running, jumping and rolling in a flowing manner
3.10 Deinonstrate the ability to perform basic skills orr the low balance beam that

include:
traveling the length of the beam in a forward, backward and.,sidew*d
direction .

1

performing the locomotor skills of walking, running, hopping, jumping,-
skipping, galloping, leaping and sliding. .

turning 90° (a quarter-turn).rid turning 180°1(a half-turn) at the high,
middle and low levels .

balancing on different body parts or sUrfaces such as holding a lunge
position or balancing on oneknee surface with the other leg extended to
the fldor
performing a combination of skills such asq a side slide, quarter-turn, -,

front walk or step-hop forward, low half-ttfrn, knee balance , \

3.11 Demonsteate the ability to perform basic vaulting, skills on a low vaulting
box (approximately waist high) including:
- mounts such as thehand and knee mount, squat mount, straddle nwunt

: - vaults such as the flank *vault, the squat vault .and the straddle Viiult
. 3.1 Demonstrate special gymnastic skills including individual, dual and group

"stunts":
- .tip-up 2 thigh balance - nyramids

.

... .

- chinese get - tripod-up eskimo roll . ,

3.13' Demonstrate a variety of spotting techniques used in conjunction With
gymnastic apparatus

$

3.14 Demonstrate all of the basic gymnastics skills Outlined in the 4-6 section
(see 3.05-3.13) with a higher level of proficiency and competence

60
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3.15 DeMonstrate. the: 4ility. t.4., perform ilasig skills on the halance beam, mr
c u ,

MoUnts
- mounts such as front pport tO Waddle sit, to straddle, to wolf,positkin,

knee scale mount
Travels
- ofvels such as any locomotor actioniwoalk, run, gallop, slide, leap, hOp,,

jumpror 'any danceStep waltz, s tisehe, Polkas.

turns at different levels Such.as a halOurn in.tt squat position, v-sit turn,
Piitot turn -,.

1Balances
balance skills such as lunge, knee scale, 'front scale-, v-iit, or. any other
static position

Elevations
- elevations such as loW jump. landing io a plié switog to a squat from a,

straddle sit; or any leap or, elevation from floor exercise
Tumbling Moves
- tumbling skillstsuch as bacic roll to a half,sPlit, cartwheel, forward roil'
DisMounts

dismo
lunge kick, round-off

<Several Skills in Combination From Those Lisied.Above
; 3.16 Demonstrate the akility to perform basic vaulting skiHs 'including: ;

- jumping on the rtillther board or spring boardpreceded by a walk., an ab-
breviated run, a long run .

., t .

- combine the approach with varipus mounts sigh as to a knee and hand
support, to a squat position, straddle stand

- vaults such as, squat vault, straddle vault, flank vault, bent-hip squat
vault . . . ..

3.17 Demonstrate the ability to perform basic skills necessary fo'r fl9or exercises
including: , .... .
Balanced Positions

,
I

/

balanced positions such as half-splitc v-sit, knee scale, irabesque
Turns 1, - 1

turns such as tiptoe, seat-Spin, knee spin, single leg circle,. hop-turn
Dance
- dance steps such as run, skip, gallop or slide on balls of feet, straight leg

kick, waltz, schottische and grapevine step's, bOdy ntractions, leaps
and elevations

n '

Tumbling
- tumbling su#ch as cartWheels, hand stands, round fs, walkovers, and

hands'prings"
.

Several.Skills in Combination From Those Listed 4bove

.3.18 Demonstrate the ability to pe'rfornt basic skills o9 the parallel bars in-,
cluding:
Grips

, .
-.grips such as an inside grip, overgrip under b rs, in side rev,erse grip
Mounts

mounts such as jump to an upper arm sup rt, straight arm support,
straddle hold, a single leg cut-on, corkscrey Mount

Travels
- straddle seat travel

hand travel
- hand. hop
Bakmced Positions

balanced positions §uch as supporting the body in a front leaning rest, a
k leaning rest, straight arm support, an 1" hold, straddle hold,

er stand
wings

ings soch as starting in a straight arm support, then lowering
press back to straight arm support (dip)eupper arm sup-

Ifi<Nrm support swing, front anti blek uprise :

Dips
dips a .
body to b'ar
port swing, str

Turns
- turns such as a quarter-turn from a front support position oh-one bar to,

a iitraight arm support, thigh roll to one half-turn to str ddle
Kipping
- kipping such as top kip to straddle seat and top 14 to 1traight arm

support

Gfj
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Rolls .

4.

rolls siich as forward roll, forward roll 14 straddle.poei.tion, tiackward roll'
, .

in straddle position, backvvard roll to a shoulder ,sthnd, peach...bask&
Dionaunts '''

.
.

'- clispripunts suth as forward swinging dismount, backward swinging dis-
mount, single leg cut-off, Wont dismount, bad( dismount .

. ...;,

Stunts . . .1 i,
- stunts such as chin, up, pulluP, inverted walk, inverted hop, ridiog seat

position, Skin=the-cat, back hip pullover to front-leaning rest .I

Several Skills in, Combination From Those Listed Above
3.19 Demonstrate the ability to perform' basie. sills.on thelmeven parallelbars

'including:,
' Grips .

,
%

-, grips such "as regularsi(over) grip, reverse (under) grip, -combined grip
Mouhts .

- - Mounts such as long hang-,swing, front support mount, back lip
pullover mount., single leg swing-up mount

Circling Moves; . .,
- circling.moves such as mill circle from a straight leg stride support, cast'

back hip. circle on low bar .

"Swmgmg Movements .

- swinging movements such as beat swing from a lOng hang to place toes
on low bar, beat swing from a long hang straddle to long seatisupport on ..
low bar, cast from a' front. support 1.-

,

Kipping Movements
c kipping movements such as double leg stem rise and single leg stem rise

to front support on high bar .

Connecring Moves
- connecting moves such as a backhip pullover to front support on high

bar, double leg snap down from a front support on high bar to place toes
on low bar atict cast away from high bar to low bar

. t
Dismounts .

- dismounts Such as a cast-off dismount, flank dismount from a seat sup-.
port, pike forward. roll dismount off high bar and straddle sole circle.
dismount

.

Special Skills
- "stunts" on bars such as pullups on high bar, skin-the-cat, basket-spin

and leg lifts
Several Skills in Combination Frotrt Those Listed Above

3.20 Oemonstrate the ability to perform 1?asie skills on the- horizontal bArs in,
eluding: -,

Grips
grips"such as regular (oyer) grip, r erse (under) grip and a mixed grip

Mounts
,

mounts such' as jump to a hang u ng a regular grip, a bent arm faint
hang, a bent inverted hang (piked ition), back hip pullover to a frobt. ,support .

Movfments on the Bar

3.24

- movements on the bar such as a double knee hang without hands, single
knee using regillar grip, single lescUt to a stride, skin-the-cat, '.Single
knee circle and,back hip circle L aN

-
DisrnountS

dismounts such as a single leg flan dismount, uriderswing drop-off in
back, hOck dismotOht

Several Skills in Cornbindtion From hose Listed Above-

.rgipiisp
s, L,Ic1 .1 as

Demonstrateithe ability to perform basic skills on the side horse including:
c3

.an o'ver grip, mixed
6grip

I.

,..

. .

.

,

,13asic Positions . ..

- basic positions such as front leaning rest, rear leaning rest, stride leaning
rest

,. Mounts .

,

mounts such as jump to front support, squat through rear support
Circles

.

, circles such as forward half single leg circle,..backward haff single leg cir-.1

cle, a feint, .single leg circle , *.

Scissors , .
- scissors such as theOfront scissors from a Stride...position .

6
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.,'Dismounts .

- dismounts such as Single rear dismount, doub ear dismotm t, front and
flank digmounti ..

,
,

,

Simple Travels . ' I
simple travels-such as cover c.roUp, saddlw atrd neck

Special Skills . , :

- Istuntsi! sUch as jump to squat on knees and.dismourit, to squat straddle
position and pivot off; flank vault over, end of; horse and, forward and
backward shoot-throughs

Several Skills irk Combination Rom Those Listed AbPve 0

3.:22 Demonstyte the ability to perform basic skills on the rings including:
Fundamental Skills ' ; '
7, fdndamental skill's Such as extended hang and..swin,g, bent.7,arm hang .

(chld, posititm) and swirig, invetted squat haog, skin-tW-cat."
Mountft to Front SuppOrt . .

-' mouritin13 to the front,support such-as a singleteg get-up Fiom a bentin7.
i,erted hang

'Static Positions .
If

- static positions such as shoulder stan4;and back lever to a horizontal
position . .

Kolls e . .

- rolls such as forward roll.tiom a supPort to anextended iiangbackward
roll (peach basket) !:,.I,

Dismounts _. .

- dismounp such as a back fng and release,'Orderswing.and release and
double leg straddle cut r

'- Se,veral Skills in Camliination rom Those Listed Above
3.23 Demonstrate a variety of 'spotti g techniqUes used in conjunction with

gymnastic apparatus . A ..
NGrades 1 0-12

.3. The learner will develop ef-,
licient and effective motor
skills necessary for parti-
cipation:in gyrd`hastics

GAN1tS AND SPORTS

, s

3.24 Demonstrate competencies in the gymnastics skills. as outlined' in the 7-9
section see 3,14-3.23) with greater effectivemjss and proficiency
Plan an perform a continuous routine on a particular pie& of apparatus
by, combiding several gymnastic skills. FQE (example, a .balance beam
rbutine might be,as follows:
7 -front support to straddle seat mount Not turn

v-sit . - tinge
- "v-sit turn -lunge turn dismount

step-hop traveling, ,

.

Likewise, an exercite ,routirie bn the parallel bars inay be .combined in the
(ollowing manner:
- ,straight arm support, - straddle sea 1\ - rear dismount
- straight arm swing - hand walk 1

3.26 Choose for practice,,one or more advanced g, ymnastic skills. For example,
'advanced vaulting skills might be a cartwheel horizontal laVout and
handspring vault

3.27 Demonstrate a variety of spotting techniques used in conjunction with.
,gymriastic apparatus

COMPETEKCYCO4L(S)

Grades K-3 . ,

4. The learner will develop ef-
ficient and effectite motor
skills necessary for parti:
cipation in games and,
spbrts

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
tach indicator is one of many which cah assess astudent's performance.'

Others may be used if they are thore appropriate for-the lewner.

4.01 Demonstrate coMpetenCe in the basic locomotor and non-locomotor skills
necessary for participation in gatnes (see 1.01-1.04)

4.02 Demonetrate the fundamental manipulative skills of-sending or propelling
an object by throwing, striking, kickingand pushing a Variety of ol/jects;
- 'in I different directions forward, backward arid sideways

at 3 different levels high, medium and low
- at 3 different speeds fast, medium and slow

at 3 different intensities strong, medium and light
4.03 Demonstrate the f undamental manipulative skills of receiving an objeciby

catching, collectidgcand trapping a variety of objects:
- in 3 diffetent directions forward, backward and sideways
-s'at 3 different levels high, meditiin and low

63
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-/at 3 different-speeds . fdst, medium-and slow
at 3 different Intenrsities strong, medium and light .1.

4.04 erhonk)trate thefundamental numipulatipe skills Of tr§velitig'with alf
ject by carrying, dribbling'and'bouneng asvariety ofrolojects: A

in 3 different dirictions fqrward, ackward and sitlewalcs ,

- at 3 different levels high,finediuM' low .

- At 3 dgferent.speeds fast inedium .b,nd slow
4- at 3 different interiSities ,iikons,medium and light.

. . , .

4,05 Demonstrate the basic movement *patterns (see:, 014,04) wjth greater
refinemenk and efficiency .

. 4.06 Demonstrate the ability to perform the skill of striking used in net games,
kwith the hands or, wjth an implement),

,

Demonstratft the ability to cOmbine two or more basic movement patterns
such as throwitii and striking,:-thiowing and catching, 'striking, and
catching used n gannet such as softball .

4.68 Qemonstrke the' ability lo participate in team running igames which
volve a variety -of movement patterns of striking, dribbling', throwing,
cafryin , catching arid, stopping. Tkese games itnclude soccer, football and
-basket a -type games
Create a simple game by combining skills witil,equipmet and rules'in, an.
active game situation,

n 55.

Grades 4-6 ,

...44rhe learrtef will develop ef,
- fielent; and- eaective: motor

, 'skills .necessary, for parti-
cipation in, games and
:sparts

n
-

r

,

Grades 7-9
4. Theiearner

ficient and
skills necei
pation in,g

1:

will develop
effective, motor .

ary for partici-
mes and. sports-

1 .

I

rt.

,

4:10 Participate in ttam games and -sports:
Demonorate an ability .,to participate in basketball by: ,
- performing the sPorts skills of passing,-catching, dribbling, shooting

and footwork
- combining 2 or' more of the sports skills ih a practice situation
7 integrating the sports skills with equipment, peaPle,boundaries and 1

, rules in an active game situation
. .Demonsirate an ability -to participate in touch Notball by:

- performing the sporls skills of running, passihg, receiving, kicking
and punting

- combining 2 or more of the' sports skills' ina practice situation
integrating 'the sports skills with equipmenT, people, boundaries and ,

rules in an active game situAtion
Demonstrate an abilityno participate in volleyball by: -

performing ,the sports skills of volleying, serving, setting-up and
retrieving netted ball
combining 2 or more of the sports skills in, practice situation
integrating tht sports skills with eq:uip ñt pe ple, boundaries and
rules in an activcrgame situation

, Demonstrate an ability .to partieipa n spe ball y:
- performing the sports skills of r nning, 'dging, catching, passirtii;,

kicking, dribblihg anditrapping
- combining 2 or more 6f the sports skil in a practice situation
- integrating the sports stills with equ ent, people, boundaries and

l'Ules in an .active gamelsituatio
Demon9trate an alility to participate in soccer by:

performing the sports skills of kicking, dribbling, passing, trapping;
heading and shooting
combining 2 or more of thesports skills in a practice situation
integrating the' sports skills ,with equipMent, people, boundaries'and
rules in an active game situation

Demonstrate an ability to participate in softball by:
-,perfOrming the sports skills of throwing; catching, batting and, base°

'running
combining 2 or more of the Sports skilLs in a practice situation

- integrating the sports skills with equipment, people, bouhdaries and'
rut.es in an active game situation

Demonstiate an ability to participate in fi;la hockey by:
performini the sports skills of dribbling, passing, driving, stopping,
dodi5inK.and takling
coinbining 2 or more of the sports skills'in a practiq situation

- integrating the sports skills with equipment, people, baundAries and
rules in an active game situation \

4.11 Participale in indiVidual games and activities:
DemAstrate an ability to participate in bowling by.:

performing theipports skills of stance, approach and footwork, swing a
delivery

,6, 68
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pri14'; fl ,'r '3.4mbining 2 or fnoi.-e'dftthe 'sports skills.in a practice situation r*
. .0. ,,k . "..-/: 04-Vntegrating the sports. skiliswitn equipment, .pe6Ple,,boundaries and .

, f . w ,

"-,`" (4 ' ' rules in-an active giine situation . .,it., . . ... . .

,..1.2, 0',Ligmonstrate an' abiiitY'to 'participate in golf by: , : . ,

\ s' (/-i/'..,-Pyi - pierforrning the sports'skills of gripstarick, awing, strokes and putting
- combining_2 or more of the sports skits ilfa;.( praCtice situation

. r , 4 ''' 1 , ., ,
- integrating the sports 'skills with equipment, pegple, boundaries and '' 1 -1

../iipl 11114 ;cr!\ T
rifles. in aq active game situation " 4L

.
i,. .

Demonstrate an ability tq participate ireicchery by: f ,,

" " -. 7 Ii1441P ;,.44...

. .
, performing the sports skills of .st4nce and gripdrhwing, aiming and

w -./). tyti \
.releasin$ 1,

.' .f.;..,,,;-Ni' , i ._
- con-Mining 2 or mOre oC tfle*SPorts skills'in.:.apractke situation .:-/.

;-Irtillti.4 . Z integrating the sports skills witkr equipment,..peopie, boundaries_and
LF

,. , ,

9!'-,ii,,77,;(4..
.

,, . :,),-- 1- ,
.# . e P . rules in-an activegame. situation *. ,, .

. , ..
. Demonstrate an akllity to participate in track and 4eld br .'

- performing.the sport's skiffs of running dashes, KUns;4 a*
., itlg .,-. high jupip, long jump:hurdles; throwingo- shot

- combining 2 oromore of the'sports ekills, in a praclioe s
. intégrtiting the sports skias with-equipment, peOple"; boa; ,rules ' ,

.,412 Participate in, dual games,
ancLactivit,

ies: . .y.
..

" . Demonstcate an ability to particiPate.in badminton. ,

-- performing the sports skills of stroking foretian and backhand
servinfmkndf6twork , *

,o
.. combining-2 or more of the sports skills in .epractice'situation ,,

- integrating the.sports skills with equipment, people, bounclaYies,:a*
rules in arittactewe game 'gituation . or 'co '

, Demonstrate atiVititvto,partici ate in,tennis by: .

- performing the spOr1 Skills o gritristance add footvyork, 'forehand,
and backhand drives and servk ,.

, ; combiningq or more of the sports.skills in a_ practice situation
Pa

- integratip:ethe sports skills- with equipment, people, boundaries arid."--......

.-rUles in-an activt gathe situatIori , . .

Demonstrate an'ability to participate in hantar by: .,

- performing the sports skills of stance an otwork, right and left
han4tibkes, and service

- .combinine2 or more of' the sports skills in a practice situation -
- integrâtiog the'tworts skills with equipment, people, boundaries and

rules inian active game situation .. .

Demonstatepn ability to Participate in wrestling by..

- performinethe sports skills of.take,downs, breakdowns, escapes and
pinning carribingtions. 4.

14.
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a
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. V
- combinit% 2 or more of the spbrts skills iin a practice situation
eintegfating the sports skills with people, lloundaries and rules '

o'Demongfrate'bility, to participate in deck tennis by:
performinfjhv .sports fills Of throwing, receiving: serving and
footvtlork" ..

coxbining 2 or rnoe of the sports,ikills ln a practice situation
-.,tn grating tbe sporniskitts'with equipknent, people, boundaries and

rules in an activt game situation - "a k
k, tA

k .

Demonstrate an ability .to participate. in.paddie tennis by: , ;,'
...- performing the.sports skills!of stroking --, forehand and backlynd, sefr

ving and footwork ...., .a
-coMbining 2 or mote of the sports skills in a .practjge situation !,:

; integrating. the §ports skills with equipment; peoplerliioundaries and . A.

rules in an active game situation *-4'.. _. .

.
;- , . ,.

Demonstrate an ability to participale in.tablie" tennis by:, -.. - .

- performing the'sportsskills of grip and Stance,.stroking forehand.'
and backhand arid service . ., .:.. .

,

- .

-. combining 2 of more of the sports skills. in a;practrce situation
- integrating. tto sportS `skills pith equipMent,:pe.ople, J)oundaries and

rtilesintar6ctive game situation -.-. .

.,.. -DOnoatrate,an ability to participSte in shul.flebiord by: .

rerforming the sports' 'skills' of stance o.1-.0 grip, approach (-and
'.is, ,'. it; -ootWork, aiming and 4,hooting. ... , ..

,, , ., . . ,

combining 2 or inore,i4;the sports skills ina practiceisituatiOn
; . - integrating the sNrts skIlls 'With equipment, people, boundaries,..and:

rules in an active- game' sittiatloriet ',
.4 : ,

.

....
, .

t

*
I; .

II
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Grades 10-12
4, The learner will develop ef-

ficient and. effective motgr
skills ,riecessary for parti--
cipation in games and
sports

'FITNESS . Sn

a.

Healthful Living

Demonstrate ,an ability tb poricipite i4Oreshoes by:
- performing the sports 0014 of stanee:anidgrip, pitching aiming and

swinging ,

- combining 2 or more tir, the sporte skills-lira practice situation
- integrating the sportri skills With equipment, people,:bou daries and

, rules in 'an active game situation

4.13 Vemonstrate competencies in the teaM and the individual and dual sports .

skills as outlined in,The-7-9 section (see 4,10,4,12)with greater effec-"
tiveness . . .

4.14 Demonstrate knowfedge, skill and appreciatiOn for lifetime sports by par- .

ticipating in activities such as:
.. -. archery handball

-* badmin ton *- - horseshoes
- bowling 'r ,table tennis .

.: golf . - tennis
4.15 Demonstrate an Appreciation for outdoor educatiorOctMties by chobsing

to patticipate in activities sudh as:. t ,

- angling/bait casting Chi'king ,

- cycling -zswimming
skiing (snow arid watel) - camping

.- boating . - hack 'Packing.

.r

,

COMPETENC GbAL(S)
, PEJZFORN$ANCE INDIATORS
Mdicator is one of many which can assess dstudent's performance.

" Others mak be' used if they arithore appkopriate for the learner.,

Grades K-3
5. The learner will develop a

level of physical fitness to
ady.qtrately meet ,the de-
mands placed upon the in-
dividual by the env.iron-
ment

.4

a

I 4, .4

Grades 4-6
5. The learner will, deVelop, a

,level of physical fit.ne§- s to
adequately meet use- de-

'.rnands placed upon the in-
dividual by the envirori-
ment

.

.1 14

44) e

.. . ,

. . '
5.01 Demonstrate muscular strength and endurance in the arms and shoulders

by: . ....

hanging from a bar wIth arms flexed
- supporting weight in a straight-body pushup pOsition
- using the arms and ifhoulders only, pull the body along in a seal-walk

,fAshion
5.02 Demonstrate inuptular strength and endurance in the legs by:

- executing a bridge-,up supporting body weight orr head and heels in a
back position

A

- springing forward With both"feet for distahce
hopping alternately light and left feet

5.03 Demonstrate muScular strength and endurance in the abdominals by:
- performtng a v-sit balance
- executing a curl-sit up (half-way)

raise legs to the pike position while hanging from a bar
5.04 Demonstrate cardiovalcolar endurance by:

- 'running in plact alternating a fast and slow pace (length of time based on
ipdividu4 cipabilities)
runnipg/Walking 300 yards.atown pace

Demonstrate flextbility by: .

- touching the toes from a standing position alteknating left and right
executing a trunk rotation exercise.

. - performing a giant circles exercise by 4t,anding erect with arms at sides
and swinging arms in large ciecles from front to back

5.00,Drmonstrate muscular ,stFength and endurance in the arms and shoulders
by:

$- pulling body-weight up from a straight arm. hang
- climbing a rope using -hands and feet for .several overhand pulls
- pulling a rope in,a tug-o-war fashion

5,.Q7 Demonstrate mu9cular strength and endurance in &legs by:
. ... continuously jumping q rope for ,a-designated period of time

- jumping vertkally from a standing positioh as high as possible
-.performing a st4nding broad jump with the arms swinging forward and
iNkjiward, taking.off.from the balls of the fevt

.

.. 5.08' Demonstrate muscular strerigth and endurarice.in the abdominals by:
-, 'alternately transferring the vei ht from the feet to the hands in o mule--

a kick iosition
7 i 4 ! . V41

/ 01. b o
4 ...

-
1 ..A.
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Grades 7-9 11

le4Pner will develop a ..
level of physical fitness to
adequately meet the de-
mands placed uPon the in-
dividtral by the environ-
ment

A .

Cr*

Grades 10-12
5. The learner.will develop a

. .46/el Of physical fitiless to
adequately Meet the de-
mands place upon the in-
dividual by the environ-
ment

SWIMMING

Healthful Living .

,performiriaie al bent4nee 91.t.upa.
.- 'Cycling frorn.'eninvertedVosition with hands supporting the hips

5.O9 Demonstrate 'cardlovasCular endarance by;..
4! running/walking 660 yards at ovin pace
- assuming a squat position on the Ploot With one leg, fully extended to the

rear; reverse position of legs 14 "sPrinting" rhythmically
- jumping a rope Continuously fit. one minute .

5.10 Demonstrate flexibility by: .

performirtg a trunk twister exercise .with legs straddled anci arrns.ex-.N .

tended Ito the side
ekecutihs. a crosstover exercise by lying on the back and alternately'
touching the toes with the .hands . .

- touching the forehead io the knees from a sing positión with the Iegs
extended forWard

.

5,11 Demonstrate muscular strength and enduratice in the arms andshoulders
by: .

- pertorrriing 5 or more pushups maintaining a straight body Tositicni
throughout .

- climbing a gpeg board
executing 'au two%-arm curl with 25 pounds of weight

5.12 Demonstrate muscular strength,and endurance in the legs 14:
- jumping a rope continuously for an extended period of time
- running a timed 50-yard dash.

propelling body in water wifh a flutter kick for 15.to 25 yards
5.13' Demonstrate muscular strength` and enatranCe in the abdominals by:

performing 20 bent-knee sit,ups within 60 seconds
-t. lifting the -head and shouldeil off the floor while' lyingon the back and

holding' a 6ihse positi6n for 4 couilts
5.14 Demonstrate cardiovascular fitness by:

exerting a vigoriAts effort.413y conlinuously performing 12 or more squat-
thrusts

- participating in 6ne or more of the following vigorous aavities: 'swim-
ming, jogging, cycling, jumping rope

5.15 Demonstrate flexiblity by:
bringing, cnee in contact with the chest from a back lying position
gradually 'arching the' back froin a supine position With hands on floor

- sitting on Ho& in hurdler's position, pull head to knee by grasping ankle
arid pulling with arms;. hold10 seconds

5.16 Demonstrate a higher level of physical fitness in the areaS of muscular
strength and endurance4ardiavascular endurance and flexibility as out-. .

lined in previolis grades
5.17.Participate itt a self-designed Oysical fitness unit that may include ac-

, tiviks such as: jogging, cycling, weight.training, swimming

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicajor is one of rimy l'ohich can assess a stud?ntispeormance.
Others tuay be used If they are more appropriate for theerearnee,

Grades K73
,

;6. The leirnerwill develop ef-
ficient and effective motor
skills used in. aquatic acti-
vities (when fadlities are
available)

6.4 Demonstrate an adjustment to the water by:
- walking ...1 Short distance in waist-deep water
- sulmerging.Theakittl water

retrieving an objec -f-rot,..n a submerged position ,

6.02 .Demonstrate the ability to maintain buoyancy by assuming a float position .

o.03 bemonstrate the ability tobreathe rhythmically by submerging the face ..
and raising it above the surface in a frontal position,

6.04. Demonstrate appropriate arm action by swimming a short distance
..o.05 Push off without assistance f om the side or bottom of pool and propel ap-

lifproximately.20 yards in a t anner characterized by:
- alternating arm Pull .

- alternating. kg kick r _.....

6.06 Demonstrate the abitity to jtknp into water and return to spot where jump
Occurred

1
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Grade& 4-6 f
6: The learner w ctvelop ef-

fjcient and- drective motor
Ai Hi used in aquatic acti-
vities (when facIlities or4

Grades 7-9..
6. The learner will devel4 ef-

ficient and effective Motor
skills -used in 'aquatic acti-
vities (when facilities are
available)

Grades 10-12 .

6. The learner will develOp ef-
fici.ent and effective motor
skills used in aquatic acti-
vitirs (when .facilities are

't available)

COGNITIVE

it "k4. -,-, ...
A

. 6.07 Demonstraa the ability to stay afloat by treglintk water for 2:minutes
6.08 Demonsttate the abihty to MainfMn a floatireig p o 0 i t i 0n while gliding.
6,09 Demonstrate the abili .ty to propel' in. a:

e - "side down" position alternating the use'of the legs and arms
peoned position alternating the use of the legs and arms

05:11O Combine e. fficiently the use of both arms and legs to peropel in.a prone oi .
. supine position . .

4

6.11 Combine efficiently. the &ills 'to execute an elementary backstroke for op- ,
proximately 25 'yards . ,

6.12 Combine efficiently the skills to execute a back,crawl Using a fluuer. kiok
for approXiMatel, 25 yards . :

, 6.13 Demonstrate the skills of non-swimming rescue
,

6.14 Comb.ine effiiiently. the 'skills to execute the following 'swimming strokes
fot approXimately 50.Yards:
- front 'awl - side stroke - elementary back stroke

back crawl - breast stroke
6:15 Derminstrate the.basic skills in executing &turn upon approac 'Mg the pool

wall
6.16 Combine the proper skills in executing a:

diV.e from Side of 'pool
- dive from the board

0.17 Demonstrate drown-proofing skills such AS treading water-for 5 minutes ,

a,
....;. 1 .

6.1,8 Execilee an underwater swim for 30 feet ,
6.19 ExecUte at least two of the following' strokes for 100 meters each:

front crawl breast stroke - bdck crawl
elementary backstroke - side stroke

6..20 Combine efficien4 the skilis to execute a competitive turn (open or flip)
6.21 Execute, either a forward dive or a back dive from a one-meter board
6.22 Demonstrate some life-saving skills used in performing a'rescue
6.23 Combine efficiently swimming skills to participate in a synchronized

-swimming routine

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE fi\IDICATORS

Each indicator.is one of many whiCh can assess a student's performance.
Others'may be used if they are more appropriate for the learher.

Grades K-3
7. The 'camel will acquire

knowledge and the intel-
lectual skills and abilities-
necessary for successful
participation in physical
activities .

Grades 4-6
7. TheNlearner will acqtiire.

knowledge and tlie intel-
lectual skills and abilities
necessar for -successful
participa ion in physical
activitiek

7.01 Demonstrate an unOerstanding of the contrasting qualities of space and
time. k.ir example, travel slowly, then.quicklY; 'make a small shape, then
lafge

7.02 Verbalize or relieat simple directions ot moveMent tasks given by the
teacher

.7.03 Demonstrate through movement an understanding of -positional terms
such as over, under, up, down, around, .through, in, out

7.04 Demonstrate through movement an undfstandMg of action words such as
.run, Jump, catch, throw, pull, stretch

7.05 Distinguisho and resptInd differentially tipon request to colors, numbers,
shapes and letters

7.06 Demonstrate the safety' rule of not bumping.into others while moving
(body awareness - spatial awareness)

.7.07 Demonstrate an understanding of The contrasting qualities of conCepts
such as balance static and dynamic; use Of space- direct and indirect;
force weak and strong

7.08 Remember andlollow 2-elkep directions given by the teacher or written on
task cards .

7.09 Demonstrate through movement an understanding of the basic'principles
involved in Movement such as muscular contraction, cener of agrayify,
lever systems in the 1-)ody

*)68 (
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:Grades 7-9
7. The learner. will , acquire

knowledge and the intel-
lecial

-

.skills and- abilitie.s
neCcessary for successful .

participation M phys(cal
actirities

47

*Grades 10-12
7. The learner will acquire .

knowledge and- the intel-
Jectual skills and abilities./
necessary, for successful
participation in physical,
activities

SELF-IMAGE

Healthful Isdving , ,
, , .. )

. V . .. '
,

.
7.10 Deocribe the post appropriate, postures tor standing,' squatting, 'lift

cirrying,,pushing, pulling ,
..

, 7.11 Discuss the general termitiplogy, rules, safety",,and etiquette practices
associated with a. variety of -physical activities . :

7.1,2 Demonstrate through behavioral actions an understin4ing.,9f the dif-
ference between acting properly andrhorse 'play" ,.

7.13 Recognizer and list several values.of physiCal activitY for leisit0 time par-
ticipation

7.14 Demonstrate the basic spotting techniques to assist others in per'fb-rming
safely . ., .

,.

Nt.

7.15 ,Show an understanding of ihe princiPles of Motion by discussing.and
'demonstrating inertia, acceleration, force,'velocity and momentum

7.16.tass a written test on the terminology, history 'and rules associated.with
various- physical activities being studied . .

7.17 Demonsthtte through participation a knowledge of rules, strategies, safety
and etiquetteassockatecl with a variety of physical activities

7.18 identify and discuss personal safety practices such as protection from sun,
salt and water deprivation, heat ekhaustion, fatigue, appropriate clothing
and warm-ups to prevent tearing of Muscular tissue

7.19 Identify and detitte terminology related to the following body sYstems:,
respiratory, circlatory and muscular

7.20 Distinguish. between the immediate and long-range %effects of exercise to
the respiratory, circulatory and.muscular Systems

7.21 .DisCuss the relationship of.dietand weight control to exercise and general
health . . ,

,
.

, 7.22 Demonstrate a knowledge of proper-safety practices. and .spotting tech-
niques to ensure the safe participation of others

7.23 Name several community and reveational resoutces available for leisure-
time particiPation . ,., .

7.24 Identify.and discuss terminology and Concepts such as body capacities and
responses, energy needs, rest, stress and relaxation

).7.25 Pass a written test on terminology, history and rules associated with the,
various physical activities being studied

7.26 Demonstrate' throUgh participation a knowledge of rules, offensiVe and
defensive strategies, safety and etiquette associated with a variety ,of
physical activities

7.27 Distinguish between the good and bad features of the environnient as it
relates to safe Participatkon

7..28 Demonstratcan understanding and an appreciation of the importance of
physical activity

7.29- Recognize myM and fads related to exercise end diet which may be
dangerou's to health

7.30 Demonstrate a knowledge of safety procedures by assisting the teacher in
.the inspectibn and maintenance Of .equipment and supplies

7.31 ,Contrast the differpt phYsiological states of physical activities and relate
,thern to the aging process

.COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

8.

der K-3
he learner will develop a

)ositive self-image through
participation in physical

1.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS.
Each indicator is.one of many which can asgess a student's performance,

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

8.01 Explore environment alon7 with confidence
8.02 Develop an awareness of individual differences among classmates
8.03 Develop a feeling of self-worth by succeeding according to one's own

abihtiy
8.64 Express feelings through 'movement tasks
8.05',Develop a sense 'of ae.complishment by completing learning taSks
8:06 Enjoy and have "fun:: in physical activity

69
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Grades 4-6
8.The learner will develop a

positime kelf-image through
particThation. in physical
edtwation

Grades 7-9
8. The learner will develop a

positive self-image through
participation in phykal
education'

Grades 10-12
. I 4 ,

8. The learner will develop a.
, positive seilf-irnage through

participation in 'physical
''educatiim

SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

8.07 Accept ones own unique capacity and Potential
8.08 Develop a sense of honesty by playing fairly
8.09 xpress oneself through creative movement
8.10 Operatewith confidence and ease when participating' with others
8.11 Demonstrate self-reliance.and self-direction by discovering new skills and

.creating new games
8.12. Accep,t with a positiVe attityde success and 'failure.

8.13 Understand and accept changing gro th patterns.
.8.14 Appieciate the physical,*formance f others' .
8.15 Shrwiself-conficience byi.ilistng one's 4wn ideas

,8.10 Accept the consequences OPone's owi behavior in a mature waY
.:'8,171 Evalnate,Oneself and practice rikills that need improvement

.8.18 Accept With a positive attitude.success and failure
8.19 Set a goal within reach and,Or..mdtvated to seek the goal, .

.,,,,,,

I

8.20 Appr4ise and evaluate or*Cs own self-worth ,and value
8.21*Assume responsibility fOr self-development goals
8..22 Participate in group activpies with:confidence and ease
8.23', Appretiate aesthetic experient.es 'derived from physical activities
8.24 Desire and,enjoy creativitil
8.25 Show self-direction'by:CLoosing to participate in a variety of physical ac-

tivitieS >,

8.26 Evaluate.and be objet;tive a6u,t one's own efforts

'COMPO-ENCy GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INIDICATORS

6

tach indicator is one of tnany Which can asses-it a%student's performance.
Ot6rs may be used if theydre-rnore appropilate for the learner.

I' 6

Grades K-.3
9. The learner will develop

desirable social behavior
°through participation in
physical education

Grades 4-6

t4

9. The learner will devel4
desirable social behavior
through participation in
physical education

rades. 7-9
9. The learner will develop.

desirable .social behivior
through .>participation in
Physical education ,,

Grades 10-1 2
9\ The learne r'. will. develop

desirable soc'al . belavior
througl4 part cipation.sin
hysical education

.'.
, . .

9.01 Cooperate with Others in small group activities
9.02 Show leadership by demonstrating simple movemeht skills ,

9.03 Show willingness to take turns and Sometimes allow otheis to go,: firk
9.04 Share equipment wiih others .

. ,
4.9.05 Help others needing assisonce

9'.06 Respert and appreciate team members
9.Q7 Treat school equipment and property wiih du respect .;
9.08 Assist in skill demonStrations to a group o individual,
9.09 Show respect for authoritY by following ctions
9.10' 'Accept winning and losing graciOusly
9.11 Respect abilities and limltations of others in a variety of Situations

..

A

9:12 Participate cooperatively and competitively in coeducational activities
9.13 Respect abilities and Jimitations of others, in a Variety of situations
9.14 Accept and share responsibility for group. action
9.15 Abide by referee's decision Nhile participating in competitive activities
9.16 FolloVv rules and regulations as developed by school authorities 144

9.17, ShOw leadership ability blt demonstrating sk.ills to others. or serving as
team captain or squad 'leader

. .

-.9.18 frarticipate sucCessfully in all types of 'group situations
9.19 ShOw respect fin peer leadership . .

.

- . 9,..20 Demonstrate leadeiShip abilities by Trganizing and directing activities, . ,.
assisting in directing tournaments, or officiating games and sports'

9..21 Accept responsibility by interacting with others to solve ptoblerns, assist in
ii k i II s and performance tests' and help develop rules-anti regulations .

.

9.12.Dinnonstrate the qualities of. self-Control end sportsmanship by playing
fairly and honestly 6

- ,

. 9.23 Show.consideration by following the proper rules of etiqUette
... %

A ,70 '
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'Sate .

, .
:Safety education in the schools has an incrasinglylignificant role to play in helpineyouth'ac-

qUire the necessary knowledge, skill, and willinres a. to perform safely. National accid.ent:facts
reveal that accidents are a major problem among sc ool-aged youth. ell-pl ned programs .should
provide all students with opportunities Mat enable them to demonstrate t 'abi ity tp meet their
safety needs. In the State-adopted COURSE OF STUDY; safetyls asignhilcant part of: the broad
area: HEALTHFUL LIVING EDUCATION.

The followingpages list some significant safety 'goals and performine indiCators regarding day-,
to-day activities of youth, fgrades The'y are sequentially.preanted in relation to these five
areao of activity:Traffic Sa ety, Home Safety, WOrk Safety, School Safety and Recreational Safety.

The goals and indicators presented, herein should not be considered the total curriculum. Their
' intended uses are to assist local educators 'in curriculum and instruction planning 'and to help the

.: total populace underitand and participate in the ...improvement Of schpol programs. You are en-.,

couraged to use and expand upon these goals and indicators to 'Provide progrms that meet the
safety needs of youth in your comMunity. '

9
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. TRAFFIC SAFETY

IV

.,COMPETENCY Go 'AL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may be used if th4 are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades K?3
1. The learner Will drive a bi-

cycle safely

2. The learner will use school
bus transportation in a safe
manner

3. The learner will conduct
self safely as a passenger in

. automobiles

4. the learner will conduct
self safely .as a pedestrian

.
5. The learner will use beae-

fits provided by saNty
helpers in the community

Grades 4-6
6. The learner will under-

stand and. apply traffic
rules and regulations

7. learnir. will reicognize
ardouS 'yituAtiors. -and

a as

8. The learner will adminis-
. ter simple first Aid

Grades '7-9
. 9. The learn,er will under-

stand the development .of
safe, traospottation 'sys-
tems .

1.01 Demonstrate balance, skill and control in operating a bicycle
1.02 Illustrate a safety check to be made of bicycle and-pelf before riding
1.03 .Demonstrate understanding o rules of road a bicyclist must follow
1.04 Identify capabilities and limit ions'of self and .other highway users
1.05 Identify ways to interact safe with pedestrians and other vehicles

, ,112.01 Identify procedures. for getting to the bus stop, Doarcung the bus, riding
and disembarking from the school bus

2.02 Identify procedures for crossing a street after disembarking a schooDbus
2.03 Illustrate proper procedures for 'exiting a school bus during an emergency.

situation

3.01 Enumerate 4fety procedures to follow while riding in automobiles
3.02 Illustrate Why it is important for passengers not to disturb the driver.
3.03 Demonstrate a knowledge of quiet games for passengers to play

.4.01 State own name, address, phone number and name of parent
4.02 Draw a map of safe walking routes to school, bus stop, play grounds, and

Other areas the student uses indigating possible hazards along the way (sueh
as busy street and strangers)

4.03 Demonstrate proper procedure for crpssing streets: controlled and uncon-
trolled, guarded and, unguarded

4.04 Identify basic words, symbols and signals related to traffic control
4.05 Develop traffic defense maneuvers (i.e. not playing behind parked vehicles

or in driVeways, etc; children will Make themselves visible to drivers at alt,
times)

. .

5.01 Identify groups of community helpers (persons who contribute to,,the
prevention and control of traffic accidents arid injuries)

5.02 41entify the kinds of safety service provided by those persons
5.03 Demonstrate an understanding of ways students may work with those

persons

6.01 Identify highway rules and regulations that apply to bicycles and power
driven roadway vehicles (cars, trucks, and motorcycles) ,

6,02 Identify rules and regulations abOut traffic controls: traffic'officers, traffic
signals, signs and markings -

,6.03 Identify ,and'' appl4 safe procedures as a pedestrian, cyclist and as a
, passenger in buses, cars, trains, planes, etc.

6.04 Understand the effects of natural laws and how they safe
In4ement

. , . .

.7A)1' Identify and apply safe use of sidewalks, streets, highways, parliing lots,
etc. 1 ,

8.01 Illuttrate the kinds of simple first aid, that.should be administered by a stu-
dent at this age level such as"; calm victim and keep as quiet as possible,
stop bleeding, stop choking, try to prevent 'shock.

8.02 Identify persons to contact such as doctor, hbspital, or respOnsible adult
when, help is needed 9

9.04 . Lisi.Milestones in devdopment of power driven. vehkles
9.02 List safety milestones,,in development of the highway tranSportation

sysion
4

9.03 List various transportation vehiclf used today and. their functions
9.04 Illustrate ,the chAnging economic, actors of' the highway transportation

system
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10, The learner will' under-
stand the indlyidual's re-
sponsibility to all within
the traffic environment

too .

GradeS 10-12
11. The learner will perform

safely as a vehicle opera-i
. tor, p,assenger, and pedes-

trian/

12. The learner will be profi-.
cient in making-a decision
about the effects of hu-
.man and economic factors
involved in the operation
of a motor vehicle

13. The learner will follow ap-
propriate procedures deal?
ing with emergency situaC
Lions

14. The learner will under-
stand the ,effects of natural
laws on vehicle operation

HOIVIt SAFETY

.I-Iealthful Living

10.01 Illustrate'purposes of traffic safety laws/.
40.02 Ideritify common traffic violatiOns.and their consequences
10.03 Explain contributions made by traffic 'safety specialists (individuals and

organizations)
10.04 Identify sources of information concerning safe traffic practices and causes

of accidents
10.05 Illustrate the importance of performitig safely in.daily tragic activities
10.06 Demonstrate procedures to follow in emergency situations
10,07 Demonstrate basic economic 'factors invol)?ed in purchasing and maintain-

ing a transportation yehicks
10.08 Illustrate attitude, facArs that affect safe driving

11.01' Demonstrate skill and control as a vehicle operator, passenger and
pedestrian

11.02 Demonstrate an Understanding of the rules of the road, that a vehicle
operator, passenger. and pedestrian must follow

11.03 Identify ways to interact safely with other vehicle0
11.04. Illustrate a safet check to be Made of vehicle and sey lf before driying

12.01 List the effects of alcohol and other drugs on the decision making process
and a driver's.ability to perform safely

12.02 Identify capabilities, .limitations and responsibilities of self and other
highway uses

.12.03,Demonstrate an.ability to make sritical decisions as tliey relate to driving
tasks

12.04 Illustrate basic economic faciorS involved in purchasing and maintaining a,
transportation vehicle

13.01 Demonstrate ability to make,correct 'driving decisions in emergency situa-
tions .

13.02 List procedures to fdllow in emergency situations (first aid, reporting of ac-
e- cidents, etc.-)

14.01 Use scientific terms to describe vehicle motions and lcst problems that arise
due to natural laws and techniques to counteract these such as inertia,
momentum, friction, flammability, gases, etc.

COMPETENCY GOAL(S),
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can 'assess a student's per formance.
Others may be usediif they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3
1. The learner, will be, aware

of potential hazards as they
relate to the use of match'-
es and electrical devices

. 2. The learner will use play
things safely in safe places

.3. The learner will report :an
emergenc, properly

4, The learner will use house
.keeping procedures that
help prevent fires, falls,.
etc.

.
5. The learner . will make' safe

use or furnishings, equip-
ment and Materials '41 and
around the...home

.1.01 Identify the-dangers of playing with matches
1.02 State dangers of playing with attached electrical cords
1.03 Illustrate proper .procedures around :stoves .and hot utensils
1..04 Tell why Metal objeds should not be_placed in electrical sockets. (outlets)
1.05 Identify the dangers of playing with'electrical toys

2.01 Identify- safe-play areas in and around the home
2.02 List why toys should be stored in sak places when not in tise
2.93 Illustrate why-foreign obiects should- not be placed in the mouth, nose,

ears, etc.
-. 2.04 Illustratehow to..climb. safely.

3.01 List persons to contact to get help in case of a ,hOme emergency
102 Demonstrate procedures to follow in emergency situations such as tor-

nadp, fire, choking, etc.

- 4.01 Identify safe places tO stow materials,..equiprrtentiletc.
other)

4.0List reasons for storing items in proper places
4.t.Illustrate dangers of le'aying items in improper places

5.01 Identify safe practices regarding hazai,clous items in each room of the home
5:0-2 Identify.safe practices regarding hazatilous items ou.tside the home.(im-

mediate vicinity)

. 73
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practices in tidiep of nat- *)14

6. The learner will follow safe

11,! ural and mankuide disas-
Ir ters

Grades 4-6
.

7. The learner will be aware
of potential causes of 'fire
as they relate to the use of
matches and eleetrical de-
vices . .

-
8: The leirner wilt use house

keeping procedures that
help prevent fires, falls,
electrical shocks*

. ,
9. The learner will make safe

use of furnishings, equip-
, ment and materials in and

around the home .

10. The learner will follow safe
practices in times of nat-
mai and man;inade dias-
trs

11. The learner will reporr an
emergency properly and
expediently

Grades 7-9
12. The learner. wilibe aware

or causes Of home acci-
dents resulting from per-
sonal factors

13. The learner will be aware
of where accidents are most
likely to occur in and
ayound the home

.14. The learner' will -recognize
types of emergencies and
procedures that apply to
each

15. The learner will select and
use, consumer products
safely

16, The learner will select and
use proper preventive
home safety equipment

A Grades 10.12
17. The learner will serve safe-

ty functions as the future
head of a liousehtld

iHealthfuli.iivhig
,., .:ts ) '

' I i-- '"" ''
6.01 :identify safe praCticei regarding natUral 'disasters (thunderstorms,

. hurricanes, tärrfados, etc.) .'..
6.0.2 lderdify:saffrpiactices regarding man-made:disasters (Ore, explosions, etc,) .

7.01 Identify the dangers of plaYing withinatches ..,.. ,

7.02 State clangerS of playing with attached electrical cords
17:03 Illustrate proPer procedures arotind hot stoves

7.04 Tell why metal objects stiould not.b.e placed in electrical sockets (outlets)

. /
8.01 Ifientify safe, places to store materials, equipment, etc.,-,(&)mbustible &

. other)
. 8.02 List reasons for storing items in propek places

8.03 Illustrate dangers of leaving items in impro er places
. x

9.01 Identify safe practices regarding hazardous i ms in each room of the h
9.02 Identify safe practices regarding hazardous items outside the .home im-

. mediate vicinity) ,.

10.01 Identify safe procedures to use in case of natutal disasters (thunderstorms,
hurricanesa., tornados, flash floods)

10.02 Identify safe prOcedures to use in case of man-made disasters (fire, explo-
sions, etc.)

11.01 Demonstrate, procedures to follow in emergency situations such
emergency phone nuMbers, nearest relative, neighbor, etc.

12.01 List personal factors involved in home accidents
12.02 Illustrate how personal factors cause home acdidents
12.03 Identify personal responsibility of a citizen for the safety of self and others

13.01 Identify types of accidents that are most likely to occur in different areas in
and around the home

13.02 Identify preventive measufes to be aen regarding h-onie acciaents

14.01 Demonstrate proiter procedures in emergencies such as fire, floods, elec-
trical storms and blackouts

14.02 Demonstrate first aid procedures to u in various types of emergencies
14.03 List special places where emergency help is available in the community

15.01 Recognize possible hazards- of consumer products
15.02 Identify sources of consumer information on product selection and use

(product directions,. consumer guides,. federal agencies)

16.01 List common home safety devices and demonstrate theii use
.16.02 Identify sources responsible for providing infOrmation on selection and

placement of home safety equipment

17.01 Identify factors to Consider in selecting a home site, building and facilities
that will meet safetY needs of all who will live in the home

17.02 Identify the degree of protection providect by agencies and individuals ser-
ving the vicinity

17.03 List management techniques that result in each member of the family per-
forming in ways that' contribute to the safety of all other members

17.04 Recogn4ze safety h.izards for younger children and assist in the protection
and instruction of these ytiunger children

17.05 Demonstrate safety procedures previously learned in the operation of all
household equipment such as kitchen, laundry, shcrp, garden, etc.

,



18, The iearner 'will partici-
pate in activities that cre.:
ate understanding of mit-
tual benefits to be gained.
from cooperative tommu-
nity actbn for safety of thei
total comiunity -

WORK SAFETY

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
.

Healthful Living..

18.01 Identify agencies and individuals within the community that provide_
safety services

18.02 List kinds of services that theabove agencies anii inclivIduale provide
18.03 Illustrate how td obtain 'needed.servicos

PERFORIVIANcE
Each indicalor is one of Mar4 which can assigiii a studkrit's perfigMatrce.

Others Indy be 148id if they.are more approgriate for the 'leerier..

Grades K-3 ,

1. The learner will 'select and
safely use work objects

2. The learner Will use. bene-
fits 'provided by safety
friends who work in the
community

Grades 4-6
3. The learner will Use work

objects safely

4. The learner will perform
safely in available part-
time work experienCeS suit-
able fór this:..age . ,

Grades 7-9
5. The learner will apply basic

'safety concepts to 4he
world of Work

6. The learner will under.'
stand the safety role ofpri-,

, vate and governmental
agencies in work places

.7. The lairner will Perform
safely in availaBle work ex-
periences

trades 10-12
.

8: The learner will yeiform
safely at work as an. indi-
vidual worker concerned
with self and others

. y, The learner will perform as
a a citizen intereste4 in work
'..safety for all residentsiof

the.community

1O Ti.learner will under-
stand0 work haeards found
in various,9cOupations

1:

,

1

,
. ,

-,. a

1.01 Illustrate how to use and store correctly the,objectS woiked with daily
as house, 'yard and garden, toolst.eto. ', ,

2.01 Identfy persons Who can offer gui'd;mte in w
parents, doctors; poliCe officers, and salog

. -. ,...
, ..1,ri'''',:,.,

.i ..,r1;,-:?;-
- 4._ /2.1,,li

-i.) , - ''.' : ;f .., , . . . ',Mi
\ f..!`e.:' .' gi;b114 .etei , . -* 3 I ; ft'

, ,.. 1. ; ; .. *. :.r.,6.' 4' 'i111'.. "4; le.i.';'' :;..
3.01 Demonstrpte knoWieose.osatety pre5 '.- esiso. .,..

power tools and dangarbits chemical.S1,' ....;;'.. .,::.v , -",
c,. .-....._,, , y . i:: - ift., ''. , ;

'.4.01 Demontrati knOWledge -of ,safg pitotetiOres rgarglinkp lAting artil carrying
,.;-. ., ...objects, babysitting, managiqg papertroutes, mowiniplawnOnanaging

' farm Chores and artimals;.'etc:: ..), ;.-- ',. :' ' 1);!*"',. ..,
...,., . -.0: - IV .. ... '' ,),ve,:!, -10fiti., ., a ..-,..?' -.'

.0$0h
;. .

,olte..k.,r,tv
,07°iL cr, .14R.

,; `4. ,!!1.

4
,r1:

?;:i
4

c4,S

1-,
, .

5.01 Demonstrate knoMedge of -Common ovupational- haitardc and
diseases .

. 5.02 Illustrate the correlation between'fatipe arid illness'artd ocCupatiOnal actd.;
dents ,

Illus.tr,ate'liow accidents and diseases affedt personal efficiency and
dustrial productivity ,

.. ..

.6.01 identifY' state. and federal agencies that regulate a safe.environment fort ,

workers .
. , . .

. . . ,

6.0.2 Identify agencies and persons that Provide inforMatkm concerning safety
-. procedures 'and accident 'data ,, ,..

, 6.03 Identify sources of 'help in planning a safe woik .thutine
,

.., .

7 01. DemOnStrate knowledge of safe proceddres regarding lifting and carrying
objects,'. b4bysitt0g, managing paper routes, mowing lawns, managing
farm ch.bies and- animals, etc. . ..

7.02 Demonstrate a knowledge of laws regulating work permits

8.01 Illustrate how irifividuq responsjbility can reduce injury at work
8.02 Demonstrate po tive sa ety pradtices in work activities at school
8.03 List types of work in the comrniunity, and.safe practices for each

9.01 List agenfies, organizations 'and indiViduals that provide work ,safety
related cervic s ,within the community (local, state and federal) .

.
9.02 Illustrate ho the individual yvorker can ,work cooperatively with ,the

. above orga izations
, . flb ,11 .

l.

10.01 List hazards that exist in local occupations. .
.

i

10.02 List safety procedures for dealing with the identifiedoccupational hazards
. . .

4
'

g.0
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P ICENCY..GOAL(S)

. '.
radep

' T4ie lser t perform
t.(afily whilet,,USing school

gi'ounds, and in,41
all ovitit,schocil related ac-

, ;1 tiviesr
4. The learn4r wilf sate: use0", senoo4 equApummt, an ma-ierial

,.. -
3, 'ale leatner will:.use!.0,10nd-.

.. ... ard, emergency ....proced10164
"...

:.".,*i.ei'i, .";-.... '1. .,r;..2o. , t.

.' 74.. Cradcs 46. -- '''..7- ,:'-

(;-:;:'.,,.;7,:-.4. T i i learne, Will under....
st ml± and apply safe Ifro-
cedures in;.'school bild
ings, on school grounds;
and in all other school re-
lated activities

5. The learner will safely use
equipment and materials itn
the school'

6. 'The learner will use
pxopriate. emergency pro.; ;
cedures

4 Grades 7-9
7. The learner 'will perform

safely in. the school envi-
ronment

8, The learner will usi,prop-
er emergency procedures

. for safety of self and others

Grades 10-32
9, The learner will..partici-

pate in group activities at
school fOr the imprgve-
moll of Ahe school safety
program

10. The learner will detect haz-
Ards at the school and Make
decisions to deal with them

. .

Heahhful Living

4
I

,

PEIVORMANCE INDIQATORS
Each indicator 4 one of many which can assess a stildevit's performance,

- Others*may be used if they are mare appropriate for the learner.

\

1,01 Ideitify safe practicestwhile asing hallways' and lunch rooms
1.02 Identify safe .practiges while using loading zones and playgrounds
1.03 Identify safe practices related to school excursions, field trips and parties

o

201 Demonstrak safe ways for lifting, carrying and lowering inanimate objects
2.02 Illustrate ore Use of school materials and 'Utensils (i.e., pencils, scissors,

paper, eta-4«

3.01 Identify natural and man-Made emergency situations And illustrate
procedures for specific types;*such as: firyornadoes, choking, etc.

-4.01 Identify and apply safe practices while using various areas of school
facilities

4.02 Identify and apply safe practices while using loading zones and
laygroonds

4.03 Identify And apply safe.practices related to school excursions:field trips and
parties

5.01 Demonstrate safe ways for lifting, carryingan dloWering inanimacejects'
5.02 Illustrate safe use 'of material and equipment in the school .

5.03 Illustrate vyhY equipment needs to be stored in' its proper pla'ee after use

6.01 Illustrate the kinds of Ilimple first aid that shoUld be adMiniiteied stu.
dent at this age level; such as: calm victim and keep as.,qUiqras p
stop bleeding, stop chokin , try to prevent shock

6.02 List proper proce ures to follow during times of naiural ;man-
,disasters \

, 7.01
- 7.02

7.03

7.04

Illustrate safe practices while using school buildings and "grothicW
.4.,Illustrate,safe use qf school equipment. and materials . .

"
.

List the rules and regulations governlng a specific-schOoi
plain reasons for them ,!

Illustrate the value of student participation in the forOtlationOf ruPskand
o!, -regulations for , ,'school activities

8.01 Illustrate appropriate responses to emergency situatilins at schtitil;sucWas:
fire, natural disasters, lab and workshop accidents

8.02 Illustrate procedures for specifk emeigencie ncluding Wst aid; such A:
broken bones, choking, cuts and abrasionS, burns '

,
I

.4' . .

9:01 Identify persons responsible' for safety. and their roles In school safety
programs . t

9.92 Dernonitrate 'ways 0 harmonize and. strengthen the total school safetY1
. program; such as: ahalyze sch,til accident ditta and reeommend Solutions

to problems, etc.
9.03 Illustrata ways to participate in improvement of school safety guidelMes

and practices., including natural and man-made disasters
, . ,, . !...i /

4r' ,

i.

1.0.01 Identify., procedures for safe storage and u'' se 'of chemical and other
. dangerous substances in science labotatoriet

10.02 Identify proeedures for4safesstorage and use of machines, tools and equip.
ment in other laboratories and shops . , , ,

10,03 Illustrate procedures for safe use of school oPerated places of' aftembly
(parking "areas, gyms, athletic fields, etc.). ,..

..g

, 10,04 Identifyi safe ppactices for intraihural sports * ..

76, 80
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7

1.. The learneti will interact ,

with agendes and indivi-
duals in thetweetimunity Te-
garcling an of
school safety pro ams

RECREATIONAL SAFETY
. .

1:101thfultiy4ng

1.:11.01 Wendy community indiviceels 'and agenciee, with the ability to help com-
Plemept the school 'safety program

11,02 IdOntify the kinds of.servite they can provide
11.03 identify, the ptocedures necessary to obtain', (nputs .from these

I
agencies

OMPETEi\ICY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which tan assess a student's perfprmance.
Others maybe uied if they are moreaPprogriate for ihe learner.

Grades K-3
1. The learner:will select safe

places to play.

, .2. The learner will select and
use safeequipment while
playing. 4

3. The learner will perform
safely in recrettional pur-
suits

'Crades - ki '

4. The leSt/ner will select 'and
safely uikrecreational sites
and. equipment

';.4b
5.The 'learner wilt:. perform

saf'ely in various recret
....Ilonal. pursuits

7,Grodes 7-9 .( ..1

. :.The'ltner vjl. select:0dr 11.

'safely iise ecreational Sites
.and equipment. '. AP.

.

0 ,

7.. The leariter uacter-
starMitfie' necessity of 1-Lnes
inck regulatistin all ,consi- 4"
Triunity- recreatrona
ties

1,

8. The learnei-will select and
use., recreational activilies
applopriate to,one's phys-
ical and emotional needs

A

Codes 10-12
9.. The learner will select and

use recreational sites and
s; equipment safely

"

,

- 9,
1.01 List- points to Consider when Choosing recreetional sites whiCh reduce riik

to a minimum
1.02 List hazards associfd with caves, tunnels, wells, /train pipes, construction

si
.

. .tes, etc. .
. 10

. .0

2.01 List items to consider, pro -and' eon, in the selection- and 4ie of recreational
equipment

2.02 List hazards associated with blasting caps and fire Arsorks,,eplastic bags,
strange animals, etc.
. , .

3.01 Demonstrate a knowledge of: wateF safety, sports safety, caniping safety,
,

safety:during excursions, safety kri hunting,,etc.
CI

4

4.01 List pcints to consider when choosing recreational sites which reduce risk'. . .

to a minimum (pro & con) 1
4.02 List hazards associated with caves, tunnels, Welk, drain pipes, construction

sites, abandoned refrigerators, junk yards, etc.
4f03 List hazards associated, with blasting caps and fire works, plastic bags, ,

strange animals, firearms or ammunition, ropes and wire
4.04 List hazards associated with special occasions (Halloween,. fairs, carnivals,

circus,' etc.)

5.4 IllUstrate. how laws. of .nature and man-made' rules relale to recreational
activities

51;02-Illustrate why it is important to approach each activity cautiously
:4;

6.01 liederrn ,critee
6.02 fde* haza

4, lit' 6.03 Lii
...act

ollow in selecting and uting proper equipment
d sae practkes involved in the activity

it is important to Select proper equipment and use it only for the .
;Or Which it was intended

-et?

7,01 Dem tpte the importance of rules and regulations and the need to
fofloyi. rn

7.02 List reas s why students sh-ould participate in community. recreational
programs

7,03 Illustrate the inVottance of equating recrea.tional aCtivities to a partici-.
pant's physical and emotional condition -

7.04. Illustrate the importance of pacing one's self

*01 Illustrate the importance of selecting appropriate recrsationai activities for
,one's physitl and 'emotionaillealth \

..8.02 Illustrate the imporience 'of ,recreation in /maintaining physical and
emotional health .

. .

8.03 Recognize physical (actors C.ylited to participation; such as) pacing one's.
self, overexertion, etc.

8,04 DemonStrate an understantling of the:special iecreational needs of han-
dicapped- persons

,9.01

9.02

D.smonstrate the
ralreational ectiVi
Deriloristrale the
'arid materials

77

importance of selection and safe, use of places for
ties
importance of maintenance and safe use of equipment



10. The learner will be aware
'of potential hazards as they
relate to the cOnmunitles
recreational program

4

NI

.1

klealthfml Living

10.01 bemonstrate an jnderêtanding of. steps to take irk emergencies
10.02 List sources of s fe practkes information and' accident,facts regarding new

. ,
recreational acti ties

10.03 List' practices that e for the welfare of each 1)articipant
10.04 .List individuals and agencies that provide for safety in recreational activit

. ties.;
10.05 Likt i4iys that each individual and/or agency contribute to safety in .

recreational program's
10.06 Define needs in community recreational programs; such as: spaces for cycl-

, ing, skateboards, ,etc.

8,d .

8

S

1
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; V"he competency* goals .and performance indicators inWilting, spettkint, and liitening, wpre ..,.
A.. I .

.-.... a '

developed-tin the Wliowing four stages by.staff meinbei.s injhe Division.of.Languages, hundredo df
:eltmertraiy-and- seCondary-: 'tedchers, -and-idelected protettofs:- in- colteger-antt universitirP---(1).- ..i.-----.--
iderhification.Of ,goals in eath of the three raniguage processes, with sahiple pe4orrnance indicators as
,per goal in grades K-13, 4-6, 7-9; 1042 (atcomplyhed through correspondence atnong allcon-
tributors, CoOrdinated by the DiVision ofLin uages, during January through May, 108); (2).4

-:, revision qf go#04 and. Creation e ihuge hank of peefOrmance idicatçi.aeeomplished by staff in
the' Di .0ift of -Languages an 4elected el en tary Ain& recond teaChers tvut from :each..
graide A-ntat a 'Weelqw workshop at Wake Sorest Univqrsity, Jur* 1978); (3) field-
testirig of coinpetency oats an erfortnanr .indicdtato in 9rd, bth, 9tH and 11//2 grade classpoorns
(ccomp ished in five local schoolstops, epteMber through Februaryj,978'-79); (4) final revi-
sion of cornpeivncy goals and Aerformance.inclicators, basfdon field-tesefF(aCcomplished in March
through April, 1979). Thus, tbe findlumaterials evolveT.over a period of 15 months.

. ,
f

The reSults-of these bfforts die c.ontained in tht f011owing pages.-Foui features of' the materialS
are especkally tioteworthy: (ililhe competency gtals for heach of the three language processes ..

(writing, speaking, li'stening) are K-12 goalt, i.e.; ale goals ,are established at the kindergarten level.
4dnd continue through grade 12; (2) an atteimpt,has been made 'to list 'the goals in..kdevtlopmental.

, sequence, based-upon consensus of all confribbtorS; however, individyl teachers should feel free ..

,.. to exprriment With other se ences; (3) an aitthilpt has been.made tolisi perkormanceindicators per
* 'goal in an order of easiest most difficult, although teachers shOuld feel freeto experiment with

.. other sequel-ices 61 the per rmaive indicators, as well; (4) the perforipance indicators are meant to
. enable leacliers to determine whether students are moving toward rniptery of .the ikloals at

reasonably expected levels of axhirvement in eacK of the grade level oategorie9,1(.:3,4--6, 7-9, 10-12.
74reai: ers are.itlitedld 'add tnoxe.performance inticators, elelete'sonle, and rewrite others, based '

upo
r

perceived needs of stoderfts and differences of, circumstances from one school to another.
Those who have Jontributed to this project liave cot\fidence 'in both the 'aOir.oprialeoess and
valiOity of the canpetency goals. It is believect.that the performánce indicators are.also appropriate.

. eviCes to. measure students' ichieVement a the goals; however, the performance indieatorses
. ecially, have a certain. transitory. qudlity. No, curriculum project is ever complete. But tgese

.
"I materials represent a solid start tOwatd teaching wrijing, speaking, and listening for mastery

learepfng. 0.,
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COMPETENCY GOAL(Sr.

**41

Languages
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of.many which can assess a s.tudent's performance. ,
Others may be used if they are moreappropriate foi the learner.

'Os K-3
.1. The learner /ill be able to

determine a purpose for
writing

:

eg,

2, The learner will be able to
write for anY identified au-
dience

. ,

learner will be able to
select an a'ppropriate crm fon(
.writing aild to write in any
identified forni (e.g., narra-
tive descriptions, letters, re-
ports, stories, poems)

4: The learner Will be able to
clarify 'and organize ideas
and feelings before writ-
ing

5. The learner will be able to
, Caite complete sentences

ft

6. Th'e learner will be a'bie4.4o.'
compose a piece of writing.
that has a main idea

. 7.. The' learner will be able to
compose a pit:ce of writing
with an. appropriate and
consistent point of.-yiew

18. The learner will be able to
compose a coherent piece
of .writing with an appro.-
priate beginning, middle,

. and end

9. The learner will be able to
Make appropriate wor'd
chokes An: composing a
.piece of writing

ft

li
1.01 Draw a picture and the teacher will write a captVn for the picture from

'what yoti say about it
1.02 Dictate a word, phrase or sentence which will be written by the teacher
1.03 After ardiscussion aboul reasons for writing (e.g., to describe', to report, to

express a feeling or idea),,cleclare a purpose for writing
1:04 Dictate or write three to five sentences that describe something or tell a .,..

i simple story ,
,

. .,...-

2.01:Name two different 'people or groups to.whom you can write (e.g., Santa
Claus, grandparents, friend)

2.02 Write to Iwo or more people cadirotiz

3.01 Dictate or. write in the followingitirms: riarrativedescriptiong; a simple
story or poem; friendly letters, letterS,of invitation, and thank you letters;
forms which require name, address, telephone number,

41

4.01. Given three pictures (e.g., clipped frames from comic strip) which ilhistrate
,events from a story, order the pictures in proper sequence-

4.02 Before dictating or writing two or more .eptences, talk about the content of
your writing .

4.03 Dictate or %rite two to four steps in ompleting a.task (e.g., -building a
snowman, carrying a jack-o'-lantern)

4.04 Before writing a story, make alist of several ideas about a task and
organize. tirn from beginning to end

5.01 Dictate a complete sentence for someone else to write down .

5.02 Given sentence building word cards, arrange tIvem to farm sentences
.5.03i Write a complete sentence containing an appropriate subject and predicate
5.04 Given, a list of sentences and fragments, identify the completesentences
5.05 Write a complete sentence with several appropriate descriptive words (ad-

jectives and adverbs)

6.01 Dictate or write a simple story or letter tat has a main idea (e.g., letter to
Santa claus, thanW you to Grandmoth )

.6.02 After drawing a picture, write a sentcncts about that picture
6.03 Following a given experience, write about one part
6.04 After writing a simple story, give thitt story a descriptive title

7.0\ using the first person point of view, dictate or write a brief letter or story
7.02'.,VVrite two or three sentencesabout another person or object 4
7.03 Write a story about another person or object

. a 8.011Dictate or write a simple story or letter that has an appropriate beginning;'
middle, and end

13.02 ,Having writtee a simple story, identify the beginning,,middle, and end.

9.01 In dictating jor Writing a bri0 story or lettei, use appropriate'and effective
words according to teacher- judgment . .

9.02 ,Given a sentence with missing nouns or verbs,isupply appropriate words
, to coniOete the sentkce

9.0.3 Givenrirsentence with no modifiers, rewrite the sentence and supply ad-
jectives or adverbs'(eig., The. car rolled down the...L.__
and in to a' di tch)

1



4.

10, The Jearner will be,"able to
use upper and lower case
letters conventionally

11, The learner will be able to
practice conventional us-
at4

. b

..

12. The learner will be able to
Spell conventionally.

13. The learnvr will be able to
punctuate conventenally

A

I

14, The learner will be able to,,
write legibly in inanu'- ;

script and cursive forni4

'4

Grades 4-6
1, The learner will be able to

deterMine a purpose for
writing

2. The learner will be Mile to
write for any identified au-
dience

,. 3. The learner will be able to ,

select an appropriate fOrin
.for writing and to write in
any identified form (e.g.,.
narrative 'descriptions, let-) ters, reports, stories, po-
ems)

4. The learner ?till be alDle to
clarify and organize ideas
4pd feelings -before writ-
Ins

5. The learner will be abk to'
write completettentences

Langaagifril
re-

10.01 Write two or ,more sentences using capital letters 'for the 'following: first
letters-or words that begin sentences, proper nouns, and the pronoun 1

10.02 Given a letter with all capitqlization omitted, supply capital letters-for the
following: first letters of words that begin sentences; appropriate letters in
titles; first ketters'of, words in greeting and closing

11,01 .Dictate or write two or more s'entences using conventional subject-verb
mreemOnt

.

11.02 Use ist, 2nd, and 3rd person proneiuns appropriately in sentences
, 11.03 Given a list of -teacher-selected irregular verbs, write sentences using past

and past participial forrns

12.01 compose three consecutfve siniple sentenceS-with.no more than one spell-S
;Mg error per sentence

12.02 Write five dictated sentences with no more than one spelling eriror per sen-
tence in words that adhere to spelling patterns

12.03 Write five sentences wIth no more than one spelling error per sentence in
words that add inflected endings

12.04 yse a beginning dictionary to correct misspellings in sentences.you write.

13.01 Given a series declarative,,interrogative, and exclamatory sentences, use
appropriate end marks of puncuation.

13.02 in an assignment to wri e t ree declarative, three interrogative, and threg
.eXclamatory. sentences; se, apprppriate end marks of ;punctuation -

13.03 Given'a short paragiap4t with end punctuation omitted, use -appropriate
end marks of punctuati n

13.04 Given a 'short paragra h with commas omitted, supply appropriate
punctuation

14.01 Write your namq legibly i manuscript
14,02 Write two or mOre legible entences in manuscript in terms of conven-

. tional: a) letter formation anI size; b) spaeing; c) alignment; d) format on
paper (margins, etc.)

14.03 VVrite two or more sentences cursive in terms of conventional: 1) letter
'formation and size; b) spacing; c) alignment; d) format on paper (margins,
etc.); e) slant

. . .
0

1.01 After a group brainstorming,session, express a purpose for writing a de-
scriptive paragraph

1.02 Having clearly expressed if, purpose, write .a paragraph of five or.more sen-
tences

1.03 Give9, an assignment to write luers, reports, stories, or poemi;', state the
purpose for writing (e.g., information, entertainment)

(t.
2.01 Write a description.of a personal experience to a friend and to a policeman
2.02 Identify two different audirces that require communication through dif-

ferent language uses .1

2.03 In writing to explain or to describe .something, .write to two .different
audiences, using language appropriate to each

2.04 Identify .a minimum of flour addiences that require communication
through different language .usages

2.05 In writing to explain or de.scribe something, write to'fyr different audit
ences, using language appropriate to each

3.01 Givitn appropriate prewriting, experiimces,
stdries and messages and announcemepts

3.02 Givenwappropriate prewriting experienCes,
reports, stories, einct descriptigas

3.03 Given appropriate prewritingireerienCes,
sumtnaries

write acceptable poems and

write acceptable notes/letters

write acceptable outlines and

4.01 In group discussion, "brainstorm" about ideas and feelings on a topic and '
sejectgand put in rder feelings and/or ideaslor a whole .piece of writing

4.02 Write a set of scrambled directiory for an activity and.give them to a class;..
mate to .sequence

4.03 ..Selec.4 a main idea and 'suppc;ri it with filk ideas in sequence
5.01 Join two simple related .sentences by eompounding
5,02 Oven the basic sentence pattern NOUN-MB-NOUN, write five com-

plete SentenCeS ...

5,03 Given a list of subjects anCVor predicate's, write complete ,sentenees.
5,04 Write a paragraph that contains no sentence fragments

52 8 f.;
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6. Tho.1earner will be able to
conipose a. piece of writing
that has a main, idea

7, The learner will be able to
contpose a piece of writing
witV an appropriate and
consistent point of view

8. The learner will be.able to
compose a coherent piece
of writing with an appro-
priate beginning, middle,

ind
end

9. The learner will be able to
make appropriate _word
choices in composing, a
piece of writing

10. The learner will be able to
use upper and lower case
letters conventionally

11.. the learnerwill,be*able to
practice conventional us-
age

.

12. 1 he learner will be able to
spell conventionally

"

43, The learner will be able to
punctuate conventionally

*-
14. The learner will be able to

write legibly -.in -tn'anu-''.,4
script and cursive ,forms.

GradeS 7-9
L The learner vyill Pe able to-

determine a.' purpose for
writing,

2. The learn& Will be able to
"wfite for any identified au-
dience

. Languages.

6.01 given a picture, write a sentence stating the main idea of the actiOn ta6s14.
Rlace, ancl then devilop a paragraph with ihf& to five additional sentences

6.02 Using several well-ordered paragraphs, identify the topic sentence In each
6,03 Using a scrambled list of sentences takenirom a welf-brganized paragraph,

identify the topic sentence'
6.04 Write a well-organized paragraph that contains eslearly 'stated topic .

sentence

7,01 Write a, well-organized paragraph tiling the first person point of View
7,02 Take a personal narratiye and thi(tiit to a third person
7.03' Given A teacher-Written paragraph that contains several changes in point

of view, identify each change arid revise to maintain a consistent point of
view

ti.01 Recall a Personal experience by writing how it began, what happened in
the middle, and how it ended

8.02 Write a short paragraph that contains a, topic sentence, two or more sup-
porting details, and- a concluding sentence, all of which are acceptab,le-tO
the teacher

8.03. Write a. simple play with an apprOpriateinginning; 'middle, -and-end

9.01 Given a list of ten sentences, select from several wilds in parentlieses the
most appropriate word to fit each sentence . .

9:02 Given a piece of writing whicli includeS; indefinite pronouns and abstract
n6uns, 'clarify the meaning by substitution from a list of concrete nouns.

903 Given An action N;erb ru`n) use a thesaurus to list other verbs which.),
inditale a similar action and use each word in a sentence

10.Q1 ,Giveri a list of ten sentences with capitalization omitted, indicate where
capitalization is needed

10.02 Write a par.agraph which contains correct use of upper and lower case )

letters

If

11.01 Given ten sentences with, the following' errors, correct them.: unconven-
f tional uSes of verbs; unconventional subject-verb agreement; unconven-
tional choice of pronouns; use of nonstandard words such as ain't ;their-,

, self, .ourn, yourn; unconventional degrees of comparison
11.02 Write a .paragraph, story, etc., which contains thct conventional use of

verbs and pronouns, appropriate'subjeCt-verb agreement, and approphate
degrees (*.comparison

12.01 Write five 'sentences with no more than a total of three spelling errors in
words. that 9ntain affixes

12.02 Given five sentenced to copy, use syllabicatMn rules tO divide words cor-
rectly at the end of a line

1203, Write.five dictated sentences with no more than a toalef. three errors in'
mords containing irregularities or .foreign borrAings

12.04 Use a dict1onaryto diagnose and correct spelling hi youl own writing

13,01 Use end punctuatiOn and commas approPriately in writing a brief, well-
. . N Iganized paragraph

13.O apostrophes, quotation mark's, semicolons, and colons in writing a
.. rief, well-organizedparagraph

. ..'
. ...

14.01 .Urepare a,.poster in Manuscript
14.02 Wftte a.paragraph in cursive that the teacher judges legible in terms of let- A

ter formation, size,.alignme0, slant, space, and format of paper (margins)
14.03 C.Cmplete a cregive writing project in leyble &hive or'marniscript writing

1.01 Declare, a purpose for writing a set of.di ections and then write directions
for another student to 'follow

. . ..,

1.02 With a clearly expressed purpose, write a-letter.of complaint, to a depart-
ment store (consult textbook fot proper form of, business4etter)

,..t

2.01 Write a book report aimed toward a class of 3rd graders (book may be on
nearly any subject, but language and levtl of report slmuld be appropriate
for audience of young children) .

2.02 Write five well-organized paragraphs, each on the same topic, but each for
.a different audience which requires different language usages (research ap-
propriate language usage)

2.03 Write a one minute C a m pa ig n speech that would appeal to"two difier'ent
organizations

83 ..
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3. The learner. wil) able to
'select ati appropriate forM.

. for writing and tc;j write in
any identified form (e.g.,
narratiye descriptions, let .
ters; reports, stories,'

The learner. Will be able to
Clarify and organize ideas
!and feelings before writ-
ing

: g

5. The learner will be able to
ykite-complete-sentences

6. The learner will be able t)
compose a piece of writing
that has a main idea

7..The leamer will be able to-
compose a Piek of writing
with. an appropriate
consistent point of view..

°

8. The leitrnei",will abie to
compose a icOherent piece
of writing with an .appro-
priate beginning, middle,
anti end

9. The learner %;;ill'I-)e able to
make appropriate ward
choices in composing a
piece cif+ writing

,

ito

' 10. .1;he learner will be able lo
use upper and lower case ,.
letters conventionally

Languages

3.01 WrIfte a character sketch of a literary figure . .

3.02 Ginn appropriate prewriting experiences,' write acceptable essiiys and.
book reports . .

3.03 Identify and write poetry 'of different slyles to include lyric and narrative
forms .,

3.04 Write minutes, reviews, news stOries, and editorials
...... - , . «

t
4.01 "Given, a _picture, organize the elements into an outline form (e.g

setting, characters, mood, action) in preparation for writing'about tkie pie-
, ,ture . .

4.02 Select twenty chrtcrete notins of intent that are peculiar to a special Deo,
then organize these nouhs into a logial pattern in preparation for writing a
'paragraph ab6ut a Specific interest (e.t., skateboarding)

4.03 Afterdoing.Some research on a Selected topic, make a list of pertinent.f4Cts
that will be included in althort exPository paper

5.01 Given several incomplete sentences 'from a newspaper, expand each state-.
ment into`"'a compktelentence

5.02 Given a list of simple sentenCes, ombine pairs of sentences to 'make com'..
pound sentence&

5.03, Given mixed list of simplessentences and clauses, make appropriate.corn-
binations to form complete, complex Sentences

-5:04 Ediranother student's paper, changing all fragments to complete sentences

t.).61 Read a three to five paragraPb. selection and write .the main idea or each
paragraph, a; well as the main idea, for the entire passage

o.02 Given a variety of slides, write a topic sergence for each that could be
devekyped into a. paragraph about the slide; select one of these topic sen-
tences and expand into a paragr,aph

6.03 Write several paragraphs which develop oi: support a main idea ,

7:01 Pretehding to be an inanimate object in the room, write a paper explaining
the "way you think you are thought of and/or used by the perle in the
room,'maintaining the first person point of view

7.02 -In' order to demonstrate the ability to compose in first and third person
points of view, write one paragyaph describing yourself from someone
else's point of view

7.03
-

R6Write a significant paragraph froni it short story, using a point of view..
other than tlie.one.used in the origipal work

1

8:01 Logically arrange the sentences'in a scrambled paragraph
8.02 Write-labout an amusing, embarrassing, cixciting, or upsetting experience;

., on the final copy, indicate the beginning, middle and end of the incident .by
color-coding .the written account . ..

8.03- Read a selection that. has not been divided by paragraphs, adding tr.an-
sitional deyices where appropriate .

" .8:04 Write severarparagraphs-that contain topic sentences, two or more sup-
porting details for each, appropriate transitions, .and concluding sentences.

,

."..9.01 Write instructions and directions in approprEate language so that they,can
be followed and carried out by a. elassmate (e.g., how to tie a shoe)

9702...Given a. list of ten words with one synonym for each, choose Elie words
which you believe are most appropriate in writing av one-page paper on. a
specific topic

9.03 Given a hypothetical situation (e.g., trying to change a flat tire), describe
the character in the situation, choosing appropriate, yivid terms, conerete
nouns, 'and descript.ors

9:04 Using langua,elop. VA; each point of Mew, write a dialogue be-
tween two 1/2,,;.,.. (i. 'h.". views, such' as an avid hunter and an

9)05 Use.figurath%. k .; ' * , offiTijor short story to express yourself force-
ocate of gun controlequally stu. ' i ' i i..

fully in writin
...a

10.01 Identify missing ea , tels in, a piece of whting .

10,02 Ldit a piece of wilt' iat contains,no capitalization
10.03 Write several well-oronized paragraphs which .contain conventional uses

di lower and upper, case letters 1,

. 84 8,
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4

11-The learner will be able to
practice conventional us-
age

4,

1.2, *The learnec will be able to

13. ,The learner will be able to
punctuate conventionally

14. The learner will be able to
write legibly in manu-
script and- cursive forms

Grades 10712
1. The learner will be able to

determine a purpose for
writing

2. The learner will be able to
write for anpidentified au-

, dienCe

3. The learner will be able to
4lert an appropriate form
fb writing'. and twrite in

'any identified form (e.g.,
narrative deScriptions, let-
ters, reports, stories, po-
ems)

,

4. The learner will be able to
clarify and orngapize.ore .,,ideas
and feelinge6gijef

, 0 :
lon8

Air
4.145.

. Languages

10.04 Write a business. letter and addr)11) an envelope, inco orating convcti-.
tional 'upper and lower case letters ,,

.

11.01 6iven sentences that contain errors in irregular, yeti:, form, supply tl.\e ap- ,If .

ropciAte, tense .
, t

.11.Q2 rn a paragrAph yntaining errors in' nominative and objective cases of ._
pronount, locate the errors and supply the 43-PiOpriate pronoun

11.03 Given sentences containing uncuoventional puhuun usage, kientify-the
antecedent and stipply the appropriate pronoun .

11:04 Edit a student-written composition containing unconventional pronoun
and .verb usage . .

11.05 Given twenty sentence's with Usage choices, select the conventional form to
cornplete each sentence .

11.06 Write a well-organized paragraph, that contains no more than two errors in
usage s.,

11.07 Write three well-organized parageaphs that contain no more than one er
in usage T, ,

12.01 'Given a list of, words nd access to a dictionary, correctly divide artd
----hyPhenatreacirword.as if each word occurred at the end of a written line

12.02 Given access to a'dictionary, proofread another student's for mis-
spellings and return it with correctidns

12.03 Keep a record of the spelliiig errors you. make and .upon accomulating ten
errors, demonstrate mastery of these errors by spelling each word correctly

. . '
13.01 Given a piece of writing containing emits i( use of the 'colon,' quotation

parks, apostrophe, hyphen, dash, arid p9rentheses, correct the 'errors
13.02 Write from dictationtand punctuate conventionally a 'shoit passage
1.3.03 Write three or four short paragraphs, incorporating conventional uses of

punctuatiqn
.

.
,. ,

1

14.01 Write the following sentence legibly: The quick, brown fox jumped over
the lazy dogs

14.02 Write in ,a legible form at least ten sentences from dictatif
14.03 Write several well-organized paragraphs that the teacher fi ds legible
1,4.04 Write in concise conventional form a short friendly letter to a/classmate

who must be able to read it

SI;414.

1.01 Declare a purpose for writing a letter to the editor of a local newspaper or
the editor of a magazine . .,.

1.02 Read aloud to one or more classmates your oWn free-style assignments
(e.g., a personal journal, diary, first-hand narrative, autobiography) to il-
lustrate writing for different purposes . .

1.03 Using literary selections, films, pictures, and other stimuli, writeWany ex-
pository or creative form with a clearly expressed 'purpose

, . .

2.01 Write an ad which might appeal to fbur distinctly different audiences)
(research differen't advertisin styles)

2.02 Write papers which contain la guage that consistently indicates sensitivity
to the audience for whom th writing is intended

2.03 Defend the appropriateness of certain impoqant words in writing, intoents
of their relationship to the special audience' being addressed °.

. . .

3.03 Given a variqty Qf cornmonforms, (e.g., job APplkation, voter registration, .

,. library card, change of address, apartment rental, sogial securitycard, acci-
dent insurance), compleie them satisfactprily

3,04 Indfcate a consistent pattern of kceptability 'in a variety of forms, ,in-
cluding business letters 2(e.g., letters of complaint, letters of application,
resumes) .

. . . i.

.3.05 Write or participate in writipg original stories,'Wems, and playi, using.,
dfalogue -,'as well ;bsAescriptive writing . ... .

3.96 Mite inoaccepted fgrms for such social writing as tank you notes, writing
and responding to*witations,both formal and nformal

:

4.01 Payticipke iti a preWritifiA stage ip.-which all
bUte ideas for a given topic; from^ flits activ,it
range them in Such an orOer.as to, impose st
rial A"

91.1*

85
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5. T e learner will be able WI

; write complete,sentences

6, The learnbr will be "able fo
compose a piece of writing
that has a main idea

7. Tbe learner will be able to
cdmpose a piece of writing
with an appropriate and

- consistent point of view

8. The learner will be able to
compose a coherent piece
of writing with an appro-
priate beginning, middle,
and end

9. The learner will be able to
make appropriate word
choices in composing a
piece of writing

s

,10. The learner will be .able to
0e,. upper "and lower case
letters convthtionally

11. The learner will be able to
practice conventional us-

., ,iage

\
learner will be able to

spell coirntionally

Languages

Participate' in ts smaIl-grot piewriting process in which one member
assurnes the role of -writer and "questioner" to whom the otkr members
of tke small group .diciate their ideas

1
4.03 WA* papers which consistently have clearly observable and conventional

oiganizational patterns df Jiaragraphing and format

5-.01 -Write pakers that are free from unintentional sentence fragments
5.02 Write pajfers that contain sentences of !varying length and compjexkty
5.03 -Prepare a series of f,our or five interesting questions to be answered in corn-

plete sentences to the questions of reasons, example, cause/effect, and.
comparison/contrast,, each of which will serve as die main idea to 'be
developed into a paragraph .

5.04 Demonstrate ability to recognize and to correct sentence fragments in
printed and written material, especially in the writing of classmates

4.02

6,01 Write a king paper with paragraphs clearly marked by topic sentenCes
which can be react as the outline for the whole paper

6.02 Write-one or more longer papers, each including a tinesis statement which
indicates both the subject of the paper and the writer's attitude toward the
subject .

6.03 Write a 3-5 F;age paper which contains a focus upon a clearly stated main
idea, supported by facts, examples, reasons, and/or statistical data

7.01 Giveli assignments inAxpository writing, .write several paragraphs whrchi
maintain the omnisciAt point of view

7,02 Given an assignment tcy write on a ontroversial issue, assume a role (e.g.,
politician, preacher, police chief, 'American Indian) and write an essay in It,
the first person

7.03 Write in any expository form, demonstlating ability to express ideas and
feelings from several points of viewk

8.01' Write several papers of 500 or more words in which both the intro.ductory
and concluding paragraphs embody a variety of opening and closing tech-
niques

8.02 Write papers in a variety of forms that are consistently coherent and con-
tain paragraphs with clearly expressed topic sentences, su'pporting details,
appropriate transitions, and concluding sentences

8.03 Write a paper of three or more pages which has a statement of at-
tached in which the arrangement_of the various parts is defended a ,d the
use of coherence or transition words is described

9.01 Consciously incorporate active verbs and concrete or specific nouns and
include specific details to explain general ideas in a short paper

9.02 Write editorials or advertisements, carefully chbosing vocabulary to per- .
suade a publio audience

9.03 Write a paper and then explatn the conscious choice of words to achieve
different effects on the intended audience

9.04 Write papers based on assigned literary selections, explicating such aspects
as word choice, content, and/or symbolrc meaning

9.05 'Write papers that reflectoa mature vocabulary to express any desired
meaning,. -

10.01 Practice the consistent, conventional use of cap alizati fr roper nouns
and° adjectives, Apt and aJiportant words in titles,
brand names ,

10.02 Write in a variety of forms with lower and upper case letters used conven-
tionally

arks, and

11.01 Given a list of20 sentences in.an exercise, correct inappropriate usage .of
Fonouris, verbs, agreement of subject and verb, and antecedent reference

11.02 Write papers in a:variety q,f forms With a consistent pattern of appropriate
usitge

Ni
12.01 Write papers in a varietyof forms With io misspdling of comm,on Lnglish

words. (students will edit any spdling rrors and re-submit papers)
12.02 Demonstrate the ability to understand a d use common prefixes, gut-fixes;. sand root words . .

12.03 Consistently makt use if the dictiottfry and thesaurus to edit tlw
and broaden word chi) ce9 iii all written work

.



...

13. The leaitier ,will be able to
. punctuatetconventionally.

wV.t

,14. The learnerwill be able to
write legibly in many,-
sciipt and cursive forms

SPEAKING

Langulges

13.01, Give a siinple rule for ways in which each form\ of punctuation is used
13.02 Write papers in a variety of forms, including dialog, that rdlect a consis-

tent pattern of punctuation mastery
13.03 Make appropriate use of 'all punctuation marks and devices, including

semicolon, colon, the dash, unsierlining, and the apostrophe
13.04 'Regularly read and edit classmates' writing. for errors in p4nctuation*

r

14.01 (The learner who has not mastered legible penmanship by grade 10 will be.
. encouraged to learn to type)

14.0Z. Within a variety of forms, write in manuscript and'cursive legibly and
neatly

14.03 Use the acceptable format for a variety, of writing (e.g., 'letters, expository
writing, reviews, resource papers) 9

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3
1. The learner will be able to

pronounce words clearly

,

2. The learner will be able to,
demonstrate effective voice
control

.o

3. The learner will be able to
express ideas \and feelings

4. The learner will be able to
use ilear, vivid, exact Ian--
guage appropriate to the
audience

. Tte learner will be able to
adapt a given Message to
the audience

64 The learner Will be able to
.use effeetive body move-
ments, facial expressions,
and gestures

1.01 Clearly pronounce object or picture names fhat comprise all tile major
phonemes

1.02 Pronounce A statement so that it is understood
1.03 Given the task of dictating sentences, giving directilons, etc., to the class,

speak to be understood by the group
: 1.04 After hearing a tape of your own voice, talk about how clearly you

pronounce word endings

2.01 Relate an incident or present a show-and-tell with sufficient volume to be
heard in the classroom, but without shouting

4. 2.0Z Display pitch control variation by presenting different voices such as

Mama, Papa, and Baby Bear, with lines from "Goldilocks and the Three
Bears"

2.03 Demonvrate appropriate pacing of words, phrases, and sentences in tell-
ing a story

2.04 Recite a poem or present a report with sufficient volume.and pacing to be
understood by the class

3.01 Relatiz a personal experience to another indiVidual and/or small group
3.02 Relate to an individual or group your feelings concerning a situation in

whikch you were an observer or paiticipot
3.03 Respond to a question like "If you had been Goldilocks, how would you

have felt wheri you woke up and saw the b'ears?" (or any feeling-level
story)

3.04 Answer the question, "What would you do if yoU-were in the same situa-
tion as the character in the story?"

3,05 During impromptu plays, role-play emotions and speak according to the
emotion you represent :

4.01 Describe an object with such clarity that listeners can identify the object
with'out seeing it or he'aring its name

4.02 .Relate a personal experience with accuraCyn and vividness
4.03 Having hidden an object from the view of clasiiniates, describe the location

with such clarity that the listeners canitind it

5.01 Displa y. in real life experiences or in roleTlaying the ability to adjust the
same message- to different listeners

5.02 Display\ audience adaptation in a variety of social situations (e.g., talking
on the telephone, answering the doorbell, introducing people)

-
(1.01 In a role-playing or speaking situation, use body movements, facial expres-

sions or gestures appropriate to the character portrayed
6.02 Act out simple directions through an activity like charades
6.03 Present a poem, short talk,'or show,and-tell with effective hand and body

movements ,

987
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7. The learner will be able to
use appropriate eye ton- .

tact in all speaking situa-
tions

8. The learner; will oiganize .

according to purpose-, au-
dience, and situation .(corn-

; parisoh-contrast, classifi-
cation, time and space or-
der, cause-effect, induc-
tive and .deductive reason-
ing, definiti7S)

9. The learner will be able to
use the four major pur-
poses of speech: 1) ask and
answer questions; seek and
give information and di-
rections; 2) express feel-
ings, attitudes, and opin-
ions; 3) entertaih and'give
pleasure; 4)-display cour-
tesy and conform to social
custom

10. The learner will,be able to
use evidence to supPort
contentions

11. The learner will be able to
engage in task-related,
problem-solving group dis-
(ifssion

4.1.12r.

,*12. Vie learner will be able to
. Wart ieipa te in a group dis-

cussion, displaying need-
:ASO group ,maintenance be-

avior

crades 4-6
learner will be able to.

.prOnotince words clearly

2. The le ner will be able to
demon rate effective voice
contro ....

.. . (

", )
,.

!languages

7.01 Using puppetry to act out stories heard in class, use puppets to
demonstrate eye contact with another. puppet or the audience

7.02 Engage in a dialogue with a classmate and maintain eye contact
7.03 Engage in a dialogue with. the teacher or other adults and maintain eye con- .

tact
7.04 Relate a story or show-and-tell apd look into the eyes of various audience

members
7.05 Participate in a group discussion and look ai the other membeis of the

group while speaking and listening '

1 1 _

8.01 Given two related objects, such as tape and a stapler, compare likenesses
. and differences

8.02 Given a sequence (e.g., anygg, tadpole, a frog) tell which comes first, mid-
dle, and last 1

8.03, Given an example of a cause and effect relationship (baby bear'S,chair
breaking under Goldilocks) verbalize the cause (she sat in It) and the effect
(it broke)

.

8.04 Given a group of pictures (things you eat and things you wear) classify the
pictures and give an oral explanation of why

8.05 Relate in chronological order three daily tasks
8.06 Given a situation such as falling out of a tree, state two pfisible effects
8.07 Given three or.more related objects (e.g., meat, Potatoes,..tomatoes) corn-

_pare likenesses and °differences . ,

8.08 Give informal definitions pf 'words

9.01 Ask such questions as ntided to solve a stated problem
9.02 Answer questions and give sirrfple directions
9.03 Clearly stat6 name, age, address, telephone number, and name bf parents

or guardian
9,04 Tell a. simple joke or-riddle and understand axd convey the humor
9.05 Tell a simple story for personal enjbyment
9.06 Role play 6 social situation in which y6u introduce several individuals to

each other
9.07 Role play the correct way to answer the tele hone
9.08 Provide directions to another room in the sqhool
9.09 Introduce two people and 'welcome a visitof to the classroom

10.01 grally. give One piece of evidence to supp8ft-a-c-optention. (e.g., "I like
'school because. . . ')

10.02 Orally give reasims for a request you wish to Make

` 11.01 Contribute significant ideas for problein-solYing
. 11.02 Remainon the topic during. a -teacher-directed group disCussion

11.03 c:;ivena topic by the teacher, discuss the topic With'a group of three to five
classma tes

11.04 Givrn a fproblem by the teacher, participate, in.solving the problem with a
group o two to four classmates

-

12,01 Participate in a group discus sion without monopolizing the conversation
12.0Z Display a balance betWeen speaking and listening in a grou-e, showing un-

derstanding of taking turns . ,

1.91 Given sentkices which include a variety of ending consonants and/or
tongue twisters, record your pronunciation

1.02 In giving a short speech on a favorite TV program, demonstrate ability to
pronounce words clearly

1.03 As a part of a small group presentation, prepare a one-minute news feature
and pay particular attention to clear pronundation

2.01 Read aloud a narrative selection vvoith adequate projection, Articulation, and
meaning

2.02 Suggest and participate in a role-playing-activity or a play involving varia-
tion in pitch and voice control (e.g., tell secret-soft; cheer sports team-
loud)

2,03 In a two-minuke speech in a large room, demonstrate ab,ility to project
voice

8$
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3. The learner will be able to
express ideas and feelings

The_learnet will be able to _

use clear,:v id, eioci lan-
guage app (opriafe to the
audience

5. The learner will be able to
adapt a given Message to
the audience

6. The learner will be abl 'to
use effective body m ve-
ments, facial expressions,
and gestures

7. The learner will be able .to
use appropriate eye con-
tact in all speaking situa-

' tions

8. The learner will organize
according to purpose, au-
dience; ancrsituation (corn-
parison-contrast, classifi-
cation, time and space or-
der, cause-effect, induc-
tive and deduceive reason-
ing, definition)

9. The learner will .be able to
..u%e the four major pur-
pos'es of speech: 1) ask and
answerquestions; .seek and
giv4 information and di-
reCtions; 2) express feel-
ings, attitudes, and opin-
lops; 3) entertain and give
pleasure; 4).display cour-
tesy and, conform to, ocial
custom

10.. The learner Will able to
use evidence to support
contentions

11. The learner will be able- to
engage is task-related,
problem-solving gro'up dis-
cussion

12.. The learne r. will. be able to
participate in a group dis-
cussion, displaying need-
ed group mainten nce be-
havior

3.01 After react a stor ,. tell why you liked or dish et * chatactiu.s.
3.02 Verbalize f ing0 abbla family relationships (e,s., sibling rillry). .

3.03 After heari g or reading a poem or short story, verbalize your bOn reac-
.

tion and feelings toward the story or poem
,

1_4.91 exact _language while demoTtrating a _process for _classniates
4.02 After hearaig a selected story orispeech, talk about several cOncrete nouns

and action verbs that were used
4.03 ,Use concrete nouns, action verbs, and appropriatemodifers in 'a brief talk

to classmates

5.01 Given a list of words that might be used in a speech, select those ;Words that
might work best if the speech were delivered to peers; PTA

502. Relate an anecdote in langLiage appropriate for peer's and i4 language
suitable for parents

5.03 Through role-playing a worker, give the same message to a ellow em-
ployee and to an employer

6.01 Act out a story as it is read aloud
6.02 Deliver,an oral report that describes an exciting mion to demdristrate ef-

,

fective 'delivery
6.03 Through dramatization, enact an, interpretation of a character from a story

". that has been tead

7.01 Mirror a partner's movements and activities, maintaining eye contact at alil
times ,

.
--,

7.02 Given an interview situation, maintain adequate eye. contact with the tsser-
son being interviewed

7:03 While delivering an oral, report, maintain eye contact with audience
. t

8.01 Present 'a brief talk about a place visited, using spatial order to describe it
8.02 Give a short talk comparing or contrasting.characters from two'differeria

stories i.
8.03 Given a set of objects, organizetheminto groups and explain reasons For

this classification
8.04 Given a list of facts about a i;articular subject, use the facts in an oral

presentation to draw a conclusiop

9.01 Give information about a game, art project, or craft in order to, persuade
classmates to participate in this; activity

9.02 Create and/or tell a tall tale.to the class
9.03 Role play meeting a new person for the first time
9.04 Give two two-minute speeches expressing opposite points' of. view on a

e. houn topic
,9.05 By use of role playing techniques, demonstrate the ability to7 give direc-

%,, tiphs; give information; summarizeia process; express'\an opinion,

10.01 Given a story title, 'give an oral report to the class to tell why the title is ap-'
propriate or inappropriate_

10.92 GI. en two new4paper headlines, orally report' to the class reasons that the
hea lines are appropriate Or inappropriatetto -the contents Of the.articles

10.03 Give a prepared. .staternent; report from another source to confirm or
refute t staterneq

11.01 Given a subject-relatecktaak, team with.one other person' to.plim and iinple-
ment the task

11.02 Given a problem-solving topicand a time limit, participate in a small dis-
cussion group io resolve the problem I

11.03 Make .a list of rules for the school emd join with a group of five peers
agfee oh. tifVfiVil most iMpOttatit tiiieS

1201. In a small group, indicate.active listening by para-phrasin5 the preceding
speaker before continuing with your 'contribution to the istussion

12.02 During a five minute small group discussion on a specific tdpic,
demonstrate ability to speak without'interrupting another ,speaker

89
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Gmdes 7,79
1: The learner will he able to.

pronounce words clearly.

'k

., 1,
, .

1,01 Read a difficult p4sage .from a wellrknown noVel using .Clear 'pionttn, ..
, ciation - ' ,

1.02 Tape'a aelectio,n of , approxiMattly 200 words ir length, demorlttrating
clear and distinctprOunciation of all words_ k ,

1:03 Listen to classmate.r.041.a. prose paSsage.ana write -dOWn words which- you':
say differently n

,

2.01 Given a sentence to:be read aloud; vary meaning by Stressing different'

2.02 Tell an excltipg tale, using voice quality to mimic different characters,
,

2.03 Read aloud Mill variation in Volume, pitch, and rate so thapthe meaning of ..,..1
t.the passage is appropriately conveyed .

:.'
k .

. 0

Tape a storyfOr a smaller child to hear; vly voice to express differentfeel,
,

ings
,

2.05 Recite the lyrics of a`song or a passage of Poetry, demonstrating effective k

vOcal control .
,, ,, , . ,

2.06' Tape a soliloquy and evaluate voice control; then ietape after- th
, 1.

2. The learner will be able to
deMonstrate effective voice,
control

3. The learner will be able to ,

express,ideas and feelings-

4. The learner will be able to
use clear, vivid,-,exact Ian-
guage appropriate to 'the
audience

words 'in sentence

. 2.04

evaluation .
.0

'r

3.01 In, a group discussion ab.dut fear (or some. 'other emotion) identify
something you fear and-,relate an anecdote to illustrate

3.02, Demonstrate abilify to expreSs ideas and feelings by 'giving a speeCh orva,
.:pet peeve': or "If I could change one thing in this school, I would change

.3.03, Make a one-minute dramatic speech to tell something good about another
student .

- , .
/.. 3.04 choose,a

,
characterifrom a book, play, movie, TV show...and explain how

the character fdt; in two -minutes, eXplain how you might have felt,the.4,

same orIlif ferent ,
. ,, . . ,

, 3.05 ,Role-play dr part of a famous :Character and respond as that character
might when asked questiOns on certain social issues-

,-,

g 4.01 Demon4(It'ate how to thako arritenrto a grObp of'younger 4tildents and to a. , ,

5. The learnv, will be able to 4

adapt a ,given Messgge to%
the au'dience

6. The learner will' be able. to
use effective botly move-
ments-, fatial'expressitIns,
and gestures

4.%

7, The learner will be able to
UM! appropriate .eye cOn-
tact in all spe#ing

". bons

group of classtn es '

4.02 identifynclear a vivid language, after listening, tO a speech or recording
4.03, Given "the 'Oise Vation of a specific scene or eiVent, give a two-minute

sReecll. describing your, ob'Servations, uSing 'imagery and accuracy of
desctiPtion , i,4.04 Adarit a.two-mintile 'speech with Clear, Vivid, exact langUage to 6 two per-
tson audience of classmates and then to an' adult'audience '

-,

. 5.01 Selkt a_speech topic and.prepare a two-minute speech On the topic for two
different audiences; discuss with the class how you adapted the content of ...

. , thefspeech to each audience ,
16.1)2 Having decided upon something the school needs (e.g., new activity bus,

oWcampus lunch priVIdeges)i- make Speec,hes to convince and gainSupport
qoin the following: (1) individual students, (2) the faculty, (3) the priti-

4iikciVal, (4) a.group of parents
5.03 'Clve a description of 'a faVOrite class and what you'do in that class to

ferent'types of people and distinguish how you changed'from one typ
audience. to .the other (e.g., teacher; peer, 4 year old)

I 6.01 While' giving a' demonstration talk about a physical klivity or skill' (e.g.,
shooting a basket4lL.stvinging a golf,c1uh),-tis.e.,4ppippriate bckly.move-
ment and geSturies .

, '

6,02 beMon.Strating effectiVe delivery,4escribe.to the class ah exciting story or
personal experience

6.a3 Preent a poem using visual 'aids and, body gestures to convey a message
6.64' Give two speeches, one with no bodY movethent and One withappropriate-

movements and expressions (facial expressiOns and gestures), after which
'class feedback will be used. to evaluate effectiVeness'

41 .4

.)

/)

".

7-01 Whil6 delivering' a speech, ask 'questions ni,the audience andMaintain eye
t:,. contact wifli Ale person, answering the question
7.02 Deliver .4 speech without notes; maintaining eye contact, determine effec-

tiveness of the speech.'
7.03.. Read a twws article asi televi4ion anchorperson woUld read, ernployingef-

fective eye contact r
,



8. The learner swill organize
-according 'to'purpose,
dience, ancbsituation (cdrn-

.- parison-corttrast, claSsifi-
time,and space o'r-,

der, cause-effect, Thduc-
'five and deductiV:e reason-
ing, definition) .

9. The learner will be able to
use..the four major pur-
pose's of speech! 1) aslo,.and
answer questions4 seek and
give information and di-
rections; 2) express feel-
ings, attitudes, and opin-
ions; 3) entertain and give
pleasure; 4) display cbur-
tesy and conforfn to social
custdm

10. The learner will be able to
use evidence to support
contentions

11. The learner will be able to
engage in task-related,
problem'-solving group dis-
cussion

2. The Jearrirk will be able to
partitipatelti a. group dis-

cussion, displaying need-
.' .ed g.roup maintenance be-

havior

Languages

7,04 Use eye contact to gain'aUdience feedback and Sdjust the messagbrd-
t .

jtgly. (e.g.,, see looks of doubt, jlead shaking, And choos'e to develop an
argument.turpropriate) ., ,

...

8,01 Using the theges " is better than " (e.g., one team iLbetter_
than another), 'prepare a shorfs`peeCh Organized-by comparison. and coh- r.,

trast of the two items -
8;02 ,Participate in a group discussion exerdse, requiring the supply df items for. i

categories - t
.: , ,

. )..
r

8.03. Pebate for thre minutes, "Individuality vers, us Conformity"

,

8,04 Prepare' a twO 'minute speech, listing various problems encountered in,
. School (e.g.,, missed bus; stolen bOoks, last pencil breaks, early.dismissal)

and classify them .according to who would help solve' the Problem '
8.05 Reljite lo the class a routine from the time you wake in the morningo the

time of arrival at school, following 'a time sequence 4 `
,8,06. Present a book report statitig the events in chronological bider '.'
8.07, Present 8 speech pointing out the Causes and effects'of students breaking

trules in school' , ,- .
, 1,

.8.0e Orally describe in detail and with 'clear organization the appearance of
your front yard or the front 'of your place of residence -,

8,09 Orally,sümmarize a neWs article then suggest pOssible causes of thegyent, and predict probable effects ,
,,, 4i. ,

8,10 Participate in a shoplifting role-Playing situation where yoU must verbalire
the consequences of shoplifting ..

8.11 Given a "loorainteaser," give an oral explanation of your reasoning toward
the solution ',A

8.12 Research an unfamiliar word or' phrase and orally define it for the dasS
8.13 State orally that you are alive and then prove the statemdnt with atieagt te

reasons
a

9.01. Given six minutes, conduct an- information 'gathering intet iew .with r
another person for tiike minutes; using the information gained", you will
then present a thpee-Atfnute informative speech and respond to questidns"
from the audience

9.02 Given an emergenctuation (e.g., fire, accident, burglary), give specific
directions for an emergicy vehicle and'answer specific questions as to the
location

9.03. Tell a jdke or relate an entertaining anecdote, building upone essential
idetals and including a "punch-line

9.04 Perfofm a difficUlt communication exercise (e.g., lieturning an item to a
store and asking for a refund); explain why you said what was said and
w at the probe le effects were

9.05 Sell a product or a "service" to The group, expressing aQ attitude about the
product or "service"

9.06 Introduce a farpous person to the class, giving a giographicli sketch, as
though the person were actually there

10.01 Advance an argument for or against A school rul, e you'determine to be ap-
propriate or hot aPrtlwiate, supporting your poSition with evidence based,

,pn research / .,

10.02 Participate in an informal debate on a Orrent issue using research
materials

10.03 Given four to six minutes, argue a proposition 6f policy 9ing at least five
examples of support ...

10.04 Orally distinguish between relevant Ana irreleyant.d tails to support:a
stated proposition

, . .

11.01 Participate in-a hypothe'tical group discussion ,about a home life situation
and offer possible solutions

11.02 In a srnall problem-solving group, participate in a survival task (e.g., "trip-
..

to the moon") which requires the group tojeach consensus
Activelyparticipate in a group that ha's selected someThing they would, like
to change about their own community; as a group member, move through
the steps of problerd-sulvint, arriving-at a feasible solution

11,04 Given a set often values, participate in,a ten Minute group discussion iind
awn rank the values according to the general thinking,of today'S Youth

12.0.1 After listening to a taped group discussion, identify incidents in which-.
members interrupt, monopolioe conversation, and/or speak irrelevantly

12.02 During a fifteen minute group discussion on a specific topic, makt, relpt,
vent remarks on at least two separate occasions

. 91
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a

-Grades 10-12
'lear'ner Wrikbe able to

ronounct words clorly

2. The learner will be able 'to
ctemonstrate effective Voice
Control

..

.3. The leaper will bei'able to
express ideas. and feelings,'

°

.41,

4.The- li+arnei will be 'able m
else clear, 'vivid: exact lan-
guagepappropriatJ .to the
audience

I'

I

.r 5. The learner:will.,be. able lo
adapt_ 'a ?Oven message_ to
The audience

0 /sc

/.,. . 1,

. .Thle. learner will. be Able to .

we effective '. bodY move-.
.

' ents; -.facial expresMons,,

- and gestdes'
..,

*4

%

i '

r

l'helearner will be able lo
use appropriale ,eye- con-
tact in all sPeaking .,situa=
tions .

*/./044'

,k

t! .

A2.03 During a twenty
,
minute group discustion', identify. and. discuss varioUs .."

,1
. . ,

\_ Toles tlit 'individual group members play ,- .
12.94 Dilring a tWenty meinute group discAslon, assrome a specific group role'

.
and maintain it thioughout the d cussion, afterwards relating hoW'you

a--4 fel-t--in--th-at rol ...._

1.01 Demonstrale thrOugi-i 'Practice 'drills, ability to prcinoUnCe 'i-Nords..clearly
(e.g., "The dipper dived and the syrup drippedupon the person's-parcel").,,,,

1 02 Iftease ability to ptonounce words.without drOpping the. final consonant ,
. , er7Ungs or dropping or adding. sounds within words or syllables (e.g ..,

grivernThént, athletic)" .
,, ...

:.

1,03 .1n an pral presentation:to classmates:demonstrate a pattern'of pronptin.c-...
ing cl:Oarly.'both common and uncommon Englih .words .

-,..>

2.01 iPresent An or41 interpretation of a Setection of your choosinguusing effec,
'aye voice,contrl to enhance the meiming cif the selection

.
,

4,,P2 Parlicipate effetivelyta a=:-Readers'.T.heater.i.'..group in. pres,enting a 'se-
/lected pass4e ,

. .
.

2.03 -, LI sei deliberate changes in vocal qyalit.y. (color.), in addition to features .

de.tionstrated at.earlier grmades td convey appropriate denotative and coil-t .._,

no ative meaning in an irripromptu speech, ' .. -,r--,

..
3.01 ,In a discussiOn or debate on a .Conteoversial issue, express an opinion With. :

einotional control : ,:-... .'" -
'3.02. 'Present. a 'thtee-minute speeCh with v9cal. animltion on a. ''pe.t.peeve. a'

.-he'd,1:' or a "cotnplaint" about a situation, condition, behavior or practiCe
* Which eauses inconveniences or irritation . ,

--3.03 Demonsfrate capacity foaealing witlryout oWn feelingsusuch as lodging .
dcomplaint and discussing ,OWn c'areer goals . .

,..3.04, Present a three-minute talk defending or attacking the treatment 'Of.' the
most powerful scene in a recent movie you have seen ,'

,

'e

4.

4.01' Prepare four variations ,i1,n'a coMmercial WI whiChl:you try to sell,aproduCt.
' tt: (1)a. tracker, (2) a Farmer,.(3)- banker, (4) A college)protessor

4.02- Through role-playing sititations, deMonstrate-the use of lakuaige'Which is..
.. appropriate for different audiences ,

,
, .

-4.03 Develop4incirsesent to the class exercises dmonstrating understanding of:, ,,,

different +Meanings of Words with multipte nieanings such. ,as fast,,As al4'
noun; adverb, verb, and adjbaive .

, .. .

4.04 Given a ll'st of stylistit devices, ce:g.; repetition, figurative language, jux-
tapositionsl incorporate' thein'in,to.an oralpresentatiolmast.ataindiyidual or,

. .,

. as a member of a group ; :
! , ( - i . .

, ,.
.

,
, .

! 5.0,1 Analyze an'ORAL message in terms of ills audience . .

5.02 Ihrotgh ora4 presentationdemons trate thelability to triinsFaft thejargon of
,yarious specialized-fields or subjeCts forIlhe tindersttinding of a general ..

. audience ke.g :auto .mechanks) ..

. t,5.03 Adopt a minor, t.y position on any.controversial issue and doe.fend that posk-
tiOnfor

1

three minutes in lir f.ace of audiente interrogation ' , +

.01 'Observe 'people in mitny areas 'the school campus, on TV,.at church, .

, watching a sales clerk:, repeat and demonstrate to the class movements-and ,
:ial expressions that you find most effective for pwrpolies of clear.and/o!

.drantatic communication , i
o.az On videotape: present a three-min? t ite speech using gestures; facial expres-

. sion, voCuland.body. animation to describe an exciting personal experience
0.03 With orie orsmore persons;create an entire scene through improvisation

, 0.04 5peak to a group wilhout using`a lectern or table
_

, ,, , .

7:01:) Maintain conhnuAus eye contact with the apOience 'by establishing.a direct
,-, sense of communtcation with each inember of the .audience during + ery ... ...

,.. tluee to f
_ _

our sentences .

, - .
.

7.02 Usekvarious visual akls .efieflively to enhance an .oral presentation, ng.-

eye contact for .dramalic ef red ,
.

7.0.3 Maintain eye contact, With tbe.audience while.using various.visual aids to
enh'ance: an oral presentaticiii

. , .

. .,..,..

9
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0. The learner will organize
according to purpose, au-
'dience, and situation (com-
parison-contrast, classif
cation,. time and S.pate or-
der, cause-effect, e induc-
tive and dthctive'reason-
ing, deflitifilon)

9. ,The lbrnel will be able to
use the four major pur-

, poes of speech: 1) to ,atk
and ansWer questions; seek
and give information and

,xlirections; 2) express feel-
ings, attitudes, a`nd opin-
ions; 3), entertain:and give-
pleasurf; 4) *disPlay cour-
tesy and conform .to social
Custom

10: The, learner will be ableiLo
use evidence to, suppoit
contentions

11: The learner will be able to
engage in task-related,
problem-solving group dis-
cussion

LISTENING

Languages

8.01 Give oral directions for .reaching daitinations or for perforrningl.a simple,
'familiar action, such as how to a "princess" telephoiWor how to tie a
shoe, ta one who is left-handed

8.02 Complete' a brief statemplt or outline on topics from. various fields (e.g
medicine, politics, sciepce, technology, sports, history)

8.0 Wing one topic., plan two sgeevhes, each using a different pattern of
. organization .

9.01 Prepare and present:a three-rAjnute humorous after-dinner speed;
9.02 Display the rules df courtesy and conformity to social custom by

demonstrating telephotit etiquette in such situations as seeking informa-
tion ,from a library, reporting a theft,'etc.

9.03' Practice a social Courtes'y as a guide to visitors or introducing ak.guest
s_peaker

,
9.04 Demelop .a radio or TV commercild ror a proauct and produce it, with

necessary props,- on videotape or for class presentation
9.05 Present 'a three-minute speech' on '6 hobby or travel experience, ."field")

questions from the audience, generate audience interest in further informa-
tion, and pro4ide opportunity for audience "follow-up" (e.g., "collie out to
the art 'gallery and Jet me ,show you...")°

10.01 Make a speech using sound evidence and reasoning from at least three dif-
ferent sources With special stress on original, as opposed to secondary,
sources

10.02 Make a three-to-five minute speech, defendingha book, film, writer, TV
show that has been adversely criticized, using t ree to five points to sup,.
port Contentions

10.03 Present a three-to-five minute one-point ,speech, demonstrating that a
problem exists and supporting the point, using some ot the following: fac-
tual illustration, three spedific instances;! testimony; analogy; printed or
visual material.

#
11.01 Participate in a persuasive discussion for impiovement of student regula-

tions regarding some school problem (e.g., the dress code, open campus, or
parking privileges); this discussion might go beyond classroom activity to
actual presentatiorr to s'tudent council , ..

11.02 In a ten.mioute panel discussion of a book, film, or television shbw,*dem-
onstrate ability to sustain the topiv by making no Ohyiously irrelevant ...

, remark?' "' '. k --. 1

11.03 Demonstrate ability to participate constructively in group problem-solving
activities involving role-playmg and/or simulation ganaes; suggested ac-,
tivities might inducle ,planning survival equipment for Ailtrip to the moon,
for an Outward Bound trip, or froM a literary, selectioW a trial for tady
MacBeth 1

e ,
,k

COMPETENCY9OAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

UN.' indicator is one of 'rattly which can assess a student's per formance.

Others may he used if they are more apgropriate for the learner.

Grades K-3
1, The learner will be able to

hear differences between
and. anIong sounds

.

4

.

.0

i,
a

1.01 With eyes closed, identify ,a number4 sounds' frorn naturk (e.g., animals)
and man-created objects (e.g., bells, whistles) , _ .

. j.02 With eyes closed, identify vbicés of different speakers
1.03 After hearktg a list oftwords, identify 'the consooant sound at the begin-

ning of each word
104 Given three words orally, two of which rflyme, (dat, poG rat) rdentify the

rhyming words
. 1.05 After hearing a list of pords,.identify the consonant sound at the end of

v each word .. . . t JP .
..

1.06 identity the consonant sound jn the Rejial .posifio , after likening tea
given series of words"- i

. ..-
, 1,07 Identi(y the long and short Vowels and simple vowel c. MbinationS (ow, ar, ,

.

aw)in appropriate words , - 1
,

1.08 State the number of syllaiDles heard after listenihg to a given series of
words 0 ,.

; ,

c.

93 10
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2. The learner will be able to
. listen ljt ally for items of

informal'on, sequence,
main idea comparisons/
contrasts, and cause-effect
relationships

3. the learner will be alole,ti5
listen interpretively in or-
der to. predict outcomes,
classify, sUrnmarize, and
vconsolidate

4. The learner wilibe able to
listen interpretively in or-

der to infer main -ideas,
supporting details, cornt
parisons/contrasts, cause- .,
effect :relationships, and
meaning froin filurative
language

1

5. The learner will be able to
listen critically for (act, fic-
tion, opinion, .bias, propa-
ganda, assumption, infer-
ence, and relevance

6. The learner will be'able to
listen critically irr order to
draw conclUsions and make
judgments about content
and performance

7. The.learner will. be able to .

listen creatively in order to
construct sensory images
and to talk about emotion-
al re.spoilises

S.

8. The learner will be.able to
listen creatively in order to
*develop solutions to prob-
lems and to formulate new

. ideas

n11.

1

'

Language;

2.01 Given three simple tiral drrections, perform the/task in sequence .
2.02 Answer questions about.a story heard (e.g., plot, significan(detail, colorful

description, sequence)
2.03 After hearing an oral 'reading, answer quektions about basic items in the

reading (questions should focus on who, what, where)
2.04 Given *description of . two charactems,or objects, Identify likenesaes and

diff erences

3.01 After hearing the first half of a gory, predict the outcome
3.02 Provide two possible conclusions to' stories where the endings are omitted
3.03 After- hearing a corhplete story, summaiize the action
3.04 After fistening to a list of emotiOns, objects, events, clysify them'into

,categories
.1

4.01 infer main idea's, st44ting details, and causality, after hearing a stor'y.
4.02 After hearing a poem or story which employs figurative language, identify;

the meaning of the selection .

4,03 After hearing a description of a job, talk about the specific respon
of the job ,

4.04 After hearing .students' written Stories on the saMe topiC, tell what-makes
each different from the other

4.05 After hearing an effect, infer a cause ) $
4.06 Given two storieS, one about the.city and one about the country, describe

. differences between 'the settings .

$.01 After watching and listening to a film or TV cartoon, or after hearing a
story, identify those elements that could have been real and those that are
clearly make-believe

.5.02 After heaving a student presentation about a classroom issue, talk about
the facts in the presentation

5.03 After listening to a-paragraph, identify a sentence out 9f context in that
paragraph

6.01 After listening to a story, discuss decisions made by a character with
emphasis ,upon evaluating the quality of the decision .

6.02 After listening to a story with two different endings, identify the bettet
ending and tell why

6.03 After hearing a story that presents a dilemma, draw conclusions basei on
the facts.presented

%

7.01 While listening to a given selection of music, respond through body move-
,inent in a manner to reflect the mood, rhythm, etc. . .

7.02 After 'listening to a given selection of music, draw a picture of your
-response to the music .

7.03 After hearing a story, add to the descriptive detail of chttracters, objects, or.
.environments described in the story ,

7.04 Afterhearing la descriptive passage, draw a picture of the content of the
description .. .

7.05 After hearing a story, draw 'a picture of some feature o( the- story.
7.06 After hearing a poem/story about seasonS/weather, draw a picture of the

ertect4 of the stated conditions
7,07 After hearing a gory or plays, discuss the emotionsand feelings of a charac-

ter in the story
k7.08 After hearing a given sele.ctionof sounds or music, discuss how it makes

you feel '
7.09 After watching and hearing a film or TV program, verbalize your ieelings

.8.01 Propose solution's to classroom or school-related. problems presented by
the teacher or classmates

8.02 Propose solutions after hearing a portion of a story in which Problems are
presented

8.03 After hearing a description of a fictitious family problem or a,community
I problem, give possible solutions to the problem

.,8.1k4 Suggest new methods of fulfilling routine tasks (e.g., classruom...

8.05
proCedures, hume duties) ,

Alter hearing part Of a Fairy tale with the plot changed 4e.g., Cinderellk,
finish the story with' your Own ideas

.

a. e
8.06 After hearing the end of a story, construct a beginning
8.07 'After hearing a list which includes a character, a place, and an actioh, con-

struct a story containing each element

,



trades 4-6
4. The learner will be able td

hear differences, between
and among sounds

2. The learner will be able to
literaHy for items of

information,: sequence,
n4in ideas, comparisons/
contrasts, and cause-ef-
fect relationships

tol,W,

3..The learner will be able to
listen interpretively in or-
der ,to predict outcomes,
classify, sumiharize, and
consolidate

4. The learner will be able to
listen interpretively in or-
der to infer main ideas,
supporting. details, ',com-
parisons/contrasts, cauSe-
effect relationships, and
meaning from' figurative'
language

5. The learner will be able to
listen critical4 for fact,,,fic-
tion, opinion, 'bias, propa-
ganda, assumption, infer-
ence, and relevance

6. The learner will be able to
listen critically in order to
draw conclusions and make
judgments about content
and perforniance

71 learner'will be able to
liste creatively in order to a
construct sensory images
and to talk about emotion-
al responses

8. The learner will be able to
listen creatively i order to
develop sollitkms to prob-
lems and, to formulate new
ideas

..Languages

1

Len Civen a groUp of words containing various blends, dipitthongs, and
endings (ing, ed., es), identify the sounds spedfically assigned for the ex-
ercise

1.02 ,After hearing a group of words, identify tfie accented syllables in each
4 word

, '
1.03 Atter nearing sentences with word' form contrasts, identify the standard

form (them-dem: that-40
2.01 State in a few words the main idea of an oral story
2.02 After hearing a short story and looking at a list orevents Contained in the

story, arrange the events in proper sequetice as they occurred in the story
2.03 After hearing a paragraph read, ideritify the topic sentence in the

paragraph
2.04 After hearing the teacher give directionS fo.r an aSsignment, repeat or

paraphrase, the directions twanotheif student
2.05 After hearing a news article read, answer the questions who? what? where?

when? why?
2.06 Aftex hearing short paragraphs which compare people, places, and events,

recall similarities and differences

3.01 After hearing a short story, suthmariZe the author's main_ point
3.02 Af ter hearing part of a'story, predict the next action of the nlain character
3.03 After hearing two discussions yri the- same topic, consolidate the: ideas

discussed

4.01 After hearing a'short tory, identify cause-effect relationships Within the
story ,

4.02 After hearing a batad, identrfy.the main idea and list supporting details
4.03 After hearing selecied poetry, identify and interpret figuratiye language
4.04 After hearing modern and traditional ballads, compare similartties and dif-

ferences
: 4.05 After hearint5 a short perglasive speech, identify the tnjor arguments and

supportir% detail4

5.01 Having listened to and viewed,a designated TV avd, identify fa ors'which
are intended, to influOnce attitude foward the product

5.02 After hearing a speech ,in which the speaker deliberately uses unrelated
content, identify relevant,content. .

5.03 After hearing the teacher present biased ideas- on a school issue, identify
and talk about the biases. ,

6.0f After, hearing a fable; provide the moral of the story
6.02 After hearing a speech, evaluate the speaker's effectivengs
6.03 After hearing taped speeches by two people on how tO solve the same
t problem, elialuate the condusions reached by each speaker and deckde

which speaker reacted the most reasonable conclusion _

0 .
- 7.01 After hearihg a descripiive-passage in a short story. or.poem, reconstruct

the scene being describe&
7.02 While listening to a musical recording, cieate a Visual, written, or move-

ment response to the music
7.03 Having 'heard a story, enact the story with group members acting as-

'characters, props, and scenery :.,4

7:04 After hearing an emotionally moving story, verbalize reactions toward\the
.

characters .., .

.05 After 'hearing a story about a personal prO3lein,wtite a response to heti),
.. 1

the characte solve 'the problem .
( ,,..

,

7.06 After hearin a recording of a radio drama or pla), Verkalize how one of
the character felt

, / . .
8.01,;Contribute solUtions to a 'Al-and-add- story ..

8.02' After hearing a story, develop, other possible solutions to the problems
-/ presented in the story ,

8.03 After hearint a talk in which a solution to a problem is proposed, express
. / other possib e solutions' , ...,... -

8 ()4 After. hearing a short recorded speech which,.develops the basics ..of A
problem, give imssible solutions, th the problem

".05 After hearing a gory, suggest new adyentures for the main characters
8.06 After hearing 'a speech:in whkh a solution to a problem is proposed,

pasaphrase 'the proposed solution to another classmate

/It



Grades 7-9
b. 1. The learner will be able to

hear differences between
and- among sounds

fi

N

2. The learner will be able to
listen literally for items of
information, sequence,
main ideas, comparisons/
contrasts, and cause-effect

.Irelationships

3. The learner will be able to
listen interpretively in or-
der to predict outcomes,

'classify, supmarize, and
consolidate.

4...The learner will by able to
listen interpretively in or-
der to infer main ideas;
suppOrting details, corn- '
parisons/cOntrasts, ause-
effect relationships and
meaning from 'figur five
language

5. The learner will be able to
listen critically for fact, fic-
tion, opinion, bias, pro

assun er-
-ence, and relevance

.. .
8.Q7 After hearrngea number of limericks, compose an o riginal limed& arid

, .

listen to limericks written By o,ther classMates
4! ;.

.4

1.01' Givtn an audio-taped list.of 25 sentences in which endings (e44s, '1,J.,,,,l.'
-incf) arp omitted or slurred, identify these unconventional prbnurutiatisois b

.. Jan pronounce them in the conventional way n.
/

i1.02 Given anaudio-taped list bf 25 non-standard pronunciatit tis; identify. ijn.
eacii wiird the sound or sounds which aPe non-standaidlnd PrgnOuke :
them in standard fdrm

1.03 Given an audio-taped list of pairs of similarly pronounced OCIS( 444
,

Cs.
fill; wapt, wbn't;.. well, we'll; pen, pin), distinguish between ,the PairS of. 9.
words I...

2.01 After ltstening to a Weather report, accuzately 'repeat gettinfprrnOtion
about conditions in the forecast

2.02 After listening to oral directions for makjng or constructiOgan object,
make or construct the object

2.03 Aftei listening to a news stor),, retell the main idea
2.04 After listening to a news story, identifY at leastone causecand. one effect
2.05 After-listening to two students tell how they spend their Aeigu,re time, list

the differences and similarities between the two account0,'
2.0§ Later listening to a short news report of, a single event', reiigat,OrlanY.

events in chronologicarorder
2.07 Afler watching and listening. to a televised 30 minute.situatipt,i.'CornedY,

s,ummarize tbe plot of the story in one or two.sentencesk '
2.08 After listening to a myth or folktale, state orally what cayiSed the character'''.

to act as he/she did
2.09

,11

After listening to a formal debate, list in order the main ,Ipytp,tS made bytil''
each side

.
3.01 'After listening to a sound-fiinattrip of an open-,ended storY,;comPlete th,C;

story .orally arid state reasons why a conclusion is logical-
3.02 Upon hearing a series of names, events, places, etc., determine ttle.ti,t6,0.6.

into which the items fall
3.03 After listening to a sentence spoken aloud, classify the Words' s, to A:0,r

partS of speech and functions in the sentence
3.04 After tiearing a five-minute speech on a proposition of policy, wridle a,sum-

mary of the speech
,

t 3.0 Afterlistening to an editorial, surnm-lize the arguments p,rksented'
3.06 After listening to a reading of a front page newspaper article:write a

sUrnmary , L

-4.01 After listening to a reading of a letter to the editor_ of a newsp,iper,.write:4.-h ,

the purpose of the letter and the reasons that support. that
4.02 Hear two descriptions of tile same incident and tompare and conrrasuthe .

. , . -two descriptions ,
..

4.03 After listening to a dramatized argument between two cha.ractqrgr,.
mine the cause(s) of the argument and the possible effect(s)jt will hive on
the future of the relationship of the two characters

4:04 Listen toads for two similar products with different branci.nhilies.t6.4.10te6.. .

mine similarities and differences in the ads
405 After hearing a five-minute speech on a 'proposition of policy',.Tdefoikthe

major supporting devices and arguments used
4.06 After.listening to a panel discussion of an adolescent problti1)i,c4nlipare

And conlrast the vaeying viewpoints expiessed .

4707 Listen tt. the opening patTkes.of two short stories (e.g., "Poo g ShineY
ja4"..bri's) to compare andcontrast the techniqties mployed

4,08 Arter listening to, a popular song or ballad, analyze the message.:in,etirnitt. o.
main idea.,. supporting-details, and identification and interprelOon.Of
figurative language ; )

1

. ;
5,p1 After listentfig to a passage4rom &historical nOvel.Containing elettaeicit\ti.*

.,

fac't and fiction, determine which is which' - ,..:- ,-,,..,i ,

5.02 iiy' listehing to campaign Spee'ches*4clitioJ Or lioliticaly distinioi4h he:, '..,
.

. tween those staternents which represent opiniokand-hildse whictyrepV4ene,,...
fact and identify any irreleVant statetnents - ea,. -. ;:-,. -1.-, ..,,.., .,

5,03 :After listening to an ar.gument for or against it saool rule, identifr.(44y...,
the bias of the speaker . ,

,

5,04 Listen to a student's speech and state orally what was fact ant wliitt-Utav ..'.

,...,,
. .e..

. - .,1)..1) '
.

9
,.. 4

. .

41f;r5 .,..
opinion
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6. The Jearner will be able to
listen critically in order to
draW conClusions and make
judgments about content
and performance

7. The learner will be able to
listen creatively`in order to
construct sensory images
and to talk about emotion-

, al responses

8. The learner will be able to
listen creativelY in order to
develop solutirs to prob-
lew and to fofmulate new
ideas

. .

0-ades 10-12'
F. The learner will be, able to

hear differences between
and among sounds

Langua es
. .. .

pi, ; i.

5.0 After listening to a recording of a science fiction, distinguish orally be-
. tween fact and fiction , - .
5.06 After Viewing and list*ning to a 30-4hinute national hews broadcast, list

those stories which are based primarily on facts and those which integrate
opinion with fact .

5.07 After listening to editorials froin the same newspaperilidentify the view-
point/bias of that paper

5.08 After. listening "to severfl radio and/or TV, cornmericals, identify the
propaganda devices in eah .. . . .

.

5.09 *Oxen a prepared audio-taped persuasive Speech on a controversial issue,
identify major .assumptions, infereticew, And accurate and inaccurate facts

5.10 Afterlistening to a biographical sketch of a stat4 senator, make an assump-
tion as to how that senator will vote on a'certain issue in the nextlegislative
session - - -

5.11 Listen to a discussidn on a designated topic and Point out every irrelevancy
that occurs during the discussion .

6.01 Evaluate° a classmate's .speech by. using a prepared check list
6.02 Given a five-minute persuaive selection, identifY the conclusions drawn

and evaluate the content lanc4lelivery df- the selection
6,03 After listening to a student-Written ballad, evaluate the ballad on the basis'

of how closely. it conforms to the definition_ of a ballad
6.04 After listening to a speech to entertain, evaluate its effectiveness based on

: purpose, diction, and delivery

7.01
7.02

7.03
7.04
7.05

7.06

7.07

7.08

.2.09

7.10

After likening to a selection of musk, describe the mood of the selection
After hearing an audio-taped narrative about some, place or event,
reconstruct the place or.event in writing
After hearing poems, rekl aloud, identify instances of, onomotopoeia
Afterhearing a descriptive poem, identify the visual images in the poem
Afier listening to a contemporary song, identify the mood and explain how
it is created by the rhythm, the melody, and the imagery
After listening to a stirring musical selection, talk about your emotional
response
After watching a TV p,roduction, report at least one emotional incident,in
the plot and describe your reaction to it
After hearing a poem read aloud, identify the emotional appeal and point
out those words used and images created by the poet to elicit a.particular
response.
After hearing a persuasive spe4eh dealing with an emotional topic. ('child
abuse, treatment of the elderly), identify those emotional appeals with
greatest impact and explain why
After listening to a recorded melodrama, identify the emdtional responses

. the playwright attempts to arouse and then judge the effectiveness of these
attempts basedon your own emotional response .

.

8.01 After listening to a "Dear Abby:' letter, write a thorough solution to the
problem expressed in the letter .

.8.02 After listening to a short story in which a character suffers an inner con-
flict, list at least three possible solutions as, alternates to the story's conclu-
sion about the character's conflict and state reasons for these solutions

8.03 After- hearing a taped narrative speech 'about a problem in which at least

n that judgement
three different solutiils are set forth, write an analysis advancing the best
-solution and defendi . - .

. , 4, .4

8.04 Actively participate in a brain-kormingactivity, suggestit* an idea which
you have derived from discussion .- .

8.05 After hearing a short story read aloud, suggest an alternative course of ac-
tion for the main character which would have changed the outoome.of the, -.. ..story .

8.06 After,l(s.tening to an introduction.to a story, take part in developing ainew
story * contributing an 'original segment .

.

8.07 GiveMa detailed narrative about a major social problem, prepare an argu-
ent ad'vancitiga ,solutidn based upon the material presented in the

. ri ative ' ,
8.00 Ac listening to a detailed character ;ketch, create a conflict and resolu-

tion fof that character i

Listen to a list, of words' cominOnly,sonfused, such as homonyms and
various forms f the same word; and distillsuish the differences in mean-
ing and pronunciation; identify these differences orally

'97 1 0 ri
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Z. The, learner will be able to

listen literally kir itemt of
information, sequence,
thain ideas, comparisons/

:t"Fontrasts, and cause-effect
relationships

3. The, learner Will be able to
tep.4.04erpre in or-

e der 'to predict outcomes,
classify, Summarize, and
thnsolidate

4. 'The learner Will be able to
listen interiretively, in or-
der to ififtt main ideas,
supporting details,
,comparisons/contrasts,
cause-effect relationships,
and rtranitfg4rom figura.
tivelanguage' ,

5. The learner: watbe able to
listervrifically for fact, fic-
hop, opinion/bias, propa-
ganda.,_ assoniption, inher-
ence ah4 releyrte

"..

ee"

6. Thrleainec. wilt. hi 'able to
listen Critic.ally A order to
draw conclusionS.and make
judrents abotk:content
an perforpante,

.
7. The learner wilFbe ,able to .

listekgreatively. irtOtder to
construct _sensory. ,..es

and to. talk..aboit 'h. non:
..al response.

IV
1

de%

8. The. ',gamer brable
listen creatively in order,
develop sblutions °to, pro -
lemsortd, taIorrnuldte new
ideas '

1

Languages

1.02 Given a recording of several different dialects, identify .each a to geo-
graphic region in North Carolina or the United States_ .

1193 Given two recordings, one-of 'in Americanispeaker.and the otherof a
oritish 'speaker, orally' dIstingu sh 4mong the noticeable-differences ir
pronunciation (e.g., scheditle, atuttlitium, and,vitarnin)

2.01 After hearing a story read, answer' questions calling for recall of detail,
sequence, main id , corAparisons/contrasts, and/or cause-effect

2.02 Define and iljust fact, opinion, vglue, judgment
2.03 Outline a 'speech ARD, ke?ping relationships among( ideaS clear
2.04 After listening to both the local and the national evening news programs

on TV br radio, summarize orally to a group of classmates the sequence of
events and any main idea or cause-effect relationships

3.01 After listening to a TV or rack documentary or "special," surnmareze in
writing, the main ideas ar41 eoniment on the implications of what was
reported 1

3.02 After listening to'three' or more speeche4, classify each according tp its
main purpose (e.g.,,to inform, to,entertain, to persuade) and defend choices

3.03 After listening to a recorded speech by a.professibnal speaker, Write an
evaluative- sumniary

4.01 After listening to a poem, ,interpret figdrative langilage through' oral
discussion

4.02 Listenlo sports broadcasts and interpret the iteral andt figurative meanings
of the speaker(s) _ P

.4.03 Identify deliberate exaggeration (e.g., what John L. Lewis really meant ;
when he called the Taft Hartley law a "Slave Labor 'Act")

4.04 Select a short, familiar. oration (e.g., the "Gettysburg Address"), and_interr
pret the figurative language

4.05 Supply written examples of figurative language from five current song
lyrics '

5.01 Analyze in writing persuasive materials, such as TV ads
3,.02 After listening to a S-minute panel discussion, within the c sroom; list

any irrelevant statements by panel speakers .

5.03 Analyze material that Supports a bias but which is unr able (e.g., student 4

'who opposes a dress code must spot distortions a weak arguments in a
speech favorihg a -dress code)

5.04 Giv&I a prepared audio-taped perstrasive ech on a controversial issue,
identify. major assumptionsinference n accurate and inaccurate facts

.

. A

6.01 After listening to,a short stor ritten by a classmate evaluate it as to the
consistency of its view t and tone

6.02 Write a complete s mary of a speech, covering all main point's
6.03 Make a compl , orderly, intelligent critique of 'a speech
6.04 Observe ically a plat, television production, or movie and make judg-

me a.out confent and performance

. 1 After hearing an. oral presentation, write a reconstruction,pf the situation,
or draw a picture of it . ,

.02 Iva1uate the suitability of visual 'aids used in a speech (key question:- Were.
the visual images appropriate for tht verbal message?) ,

7.03- Evaluate both the literal and suggestive staging pf a play. or TV show
, 7.1)4 Listening tO a recOrding of mood music, prepare a written or graphic

presentation (e.g., essacr iJoem, collage, slide prgientation) interpreting the

7.05 After' hearing an oml rea ing of a poem, Write an answer to the queption,
"Flow did the poem make me feel?" ' ..4.

7.06 ee a play or TV performance and explain what was moving; indicate any
nstante., of overstated sentimentality - .

, .
a

7.07 Formulate appropriate responses to emotion-filled oral me4saggs (e.g.,
-. friend stcyf that she is prepant, or thst her father has been laid off, or that., , ,

she won . scholaiShip) .
.

.

. . .

, .

.

p.cy, Hear yawing reports of the.same evlent and accurately reconstruct the. ,, - ,
,' event , .. t

8.02 After hearing an oral peesentation,,answer in a brief essay qUestions which
foam e on how and "why' .. ,.,

-,., ..

4-- sensory images evoke bcr the 'Inusic



. 4

..)

8.03 After" listening to the role playing a a situation involving a classroom
.pfoblem, orally present ,and defend your, solution to the problem (e.g., a

. greater share in, lieciding the next class prbblern, the most effective dis,
Ciplinary action in a situation)

8.04 Hear a problem analyzed and then devise a solution that take4 into account
the slated and implied concerns of each participant in the analysis (e.g,
pincipaloitteacher, parent, student discuss noise in halls between classes)

8.05.. With flour other people discubs 4'The Problem rith my Family as a Small
Group"; after 15 minut6 of iinpromptu discussion, generate a proposal
for improving communication within the family

8.06 Explain how a.person with a different background would feel about an
emotionally charged issue (e.g.,'-if one ppposes quotas of HEW, why would
someone else favor them?)
From a list generated' by a class discussion of probable world chailges

, within the next decade, select and orally defend the one change that you
couider ,significapt arld desirable .

. r-
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The thred-fold purpose of a foreig language program is to help students gain knowledgg about
language and culture, develop comm icative skills and in the pro'cess grow in awarenesi of the
PgaPle vv.hoseAtinguage.i.s..being.studi thato.ogress.towari.thamands. r4446

.

tecommendecl in the Course of-Study that a program of four ittquential levels'be offere in at least
one foreign language in each secondary school. In addition, the Cottrse of Stticlir suggests What stu-
dents should know about language and culture and beable to do with this knowledge by the end of
each "Of the four. recommended 'levels of language learning; activities for helping .students gain
knoWledge and skills at each level are. also included: Howexer, a guide of study is not complete
Vless it includes ways for Measuring student progress toward stated goals. Such is the case with
tife Course of Study. .

"It iis for this reason that the competency goals an cl performance indicators inlistening, speaking,
reading,"Writing and culture were developed' cooperatively,by, staff membernhe 1Division of
Languages and.rnany North Carolina foreign language teachers (representing four levels in each of
the languages taught in-our state) and that these goals and indicators were then field Jested in the.
Shelby school system by teachers at four levels of instruction in three languages.

The final product of this, thirteen-rnonth' jointof fort is contained in the iollowing pages.
feature's qf Ate materials are to be noted: (1) theotompetency goals-for each of Ore four language

. prdcesses (listening, speakihg, 'reading, writing) and culture are Level I-IV goals, i.e., each goal is
roud enough to accommodate student's from 1,evel.I of language learning throttgh Level IV; (2) at- .

tempt has 'been made to lisp the,goals in a developmental sequence, based upon consensus of all con-
tributors; however, individual teachers should feel free to experiment with other sequence's; (3) an
attempt has been made to list performance indicators per goal'in order of easiest to most difficult,-
although teachers should feel free to experiment bwith other sequences of the performance in-
dicators, as well; (4) the performance indicators are Tneant to enable teachers to determine taw her
students are moving toward mastery of the goals at reasonably expected levels of achievemenit in

, each of the langu-age level categories, lzIV. Since the list of indicators which appears at each l vel
for each goal that accompanies a given skill or culture by no means comprises an exhaustive list of
ways by which tO assess a student s performance, it is suggested that others be used if they are more

, appropriate for the learner; that is, teachers are.invited to develop new performance indicatars,Juelete some, and revise others in order 4o meet needs, abilities and interests of their respective stu-
dents. 1' hose who have developed and field tested the competency goals and performance indicators
agree that they' are appropriate for use in the regular instructional process. While no cyrriculinn
Project is ever complete: these materials clearly represent a solid' start toward teaching listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and culture for mastery learning,. ,

Foreign Languages





4.. 'the learner will be able to
listen abically for fact, fix-.

tion, opt-tion, bias', propa-
ganda, inferenee, and rele.
vance to modern

Level II
1. The learner will be able to

discriminate between and
ainOng sounds in Order to
recognize ilsemantic and
grammatical meaning in
context in the target lan-
guage

.1' .14

2. The learner, will be able to
understand the Meanings
of words sentences, para.-,
graphs, diaogpes, poems, 2,

songs, short stories, and'
radio/TV, )4ms/weather re-
ports and other broadcast
programs (dramas, come-

.. diesp musicals) in the tar-'
get language

1P.'

3. The learner will,be able to
listen creatively in order to
respond to, questions that
deal with 'emotions, feet!'
ings, pteferences,- and
opinions

4. The learnerwill be able to
listen critically for fact, fic-
tion, opinion, bias, propa-

". gancfa, inference, ancl tele-
. vance to modern life

Level III 1, .

1. The learner will be able to
discriminate. 1?etween and
among solinds in order to
recogniie semantic and
grammatical meaning in
context" in the target lan-
guage

. Languages
. .

4.01 Listen to a ort passag and respond to 2..qciestions given prior-such as (1)
Who does. the action? 2) .At what time does the' action .occur? .

4.02 View and hear someone extend art invitation to a friend and in,dicate, for
example, (1) Wfio extends the invitation and (2) Whether the, friend ac-

e cepts the invitation .

:

1.01, Study a Aries of paired pictures, each pair of which Corresponds to a pair
of words that have one mihirital phoriemic difference, and write "A" or
"B" on a numbered.paper after hearing one Of the pairecr,words '

1.02 View each of a series of single pictures, listen to 2 words that minimally
differ phonernically and select the word which corresponds to-the picture

1.03 View each of a number of objects, listen to the statement.tharcorresponds
to each object and indicate whether the last word is A. masculine singular,
:B. feminine singular, or C. plural

1 64 cListen to each of a series of sentences and indicate whether the subject and
-the Vretb tre -A. singular, B. plural, or C. could be singulor or plural

1.05.1.isten .to each of a series of simple. tentences and indicate whether the
direct object pronoun; is A. mascii1inesingii.lar,-81edl1nine singular, C.

' ,

1.06 Listen to-each of a series of sentences once'in natiVe sPeech and indicate
whether the aaion described occurred in the past or is taking place at
present

.2.01. Hear a series of gtalements relating to an equal number of events and view -
a number of sketchs depicting each event hich are to be numbered in the
correct sequence

2102. Listen to a short taped conversation bet een two people and seek the-,
answers .to questions heard prio'r to the p aying of the tape "
HOr a series of questions and listen to a familiar short tapal: passage, then
arswer. "true" or "false". to `each of the questions in the series

. 204 Hear a short poem or simple folk 'song in, the target language and answer-
factual questions of the "who" "when" and "where" type

Z.P5 Hex a. dictated passage and respond in the target languagg to questions
asked priot, to the dictation .

2..06 Listen to a description of a situation/person and identify the subject being
discussed

,3.01 View a series of illustrations and:listen to a series of statements, then circle
the illustration which best depicts theIeeling heard in eaCh statement

3.02 Hear how,&ach member.of a group of 4-6 feels and tell each member how
he/she feeTs ,

.3.03 :Master the appropriate vocabulary, listen to a short paragraph and then
answer a gel ies of questions asked in the target language about the
feetings/emotions expressed in the paragraptv

3.04 'Hear a short story relating to human feelings and use key words and.
.phrases from the gtory to eyress his/her feelings, preferences and opi-
nions about the °story .*

4.01 Listen to a short dialogue or paragraph and identify statements as "true or,
"false"

4.02 Listep to a short dialogue or paragraph and respond to,1 or 2 questions of
the who, what, where, when type

4.03 Listen to. a series of incomplete statements and select one'of three words.
,provided for each to complete the meaning
Hear a short fable or current narrative account anti identify the characters.,4.04
.and State if the account is fact or fiction -

' 4.05 . Hear d short article in English/target language on political EreedomsAn the
target country or countries and determine if bias, opinion, or propaganda
entered into the account

s

1.01 Study a series of sentences, each of which is followed by sentences A and B
(both of which contain a word whose sound differsininimally from a wOrd ;
in the other), and choose the one which completes the idea eXpressed in the,
initial sentence

1.02 Hear a statement which is foltowed by two sentences Wat imply two words
that differ :minimally in soiind and select the sentence which accuratelY
completes the meafing of the inital 'statement

102 '196
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Linguages .

1,03 Listen to a brief taPed selectiori-and indicate Ovbether tHe content was (1) a
4 .tommercial in which a Product Wars being adver,tised, (2) a social converse-,

don betWeen 2 friendsor (3) a discussion betwetrt a superiorandA subor-
dinate (not applicable to all langUages)

1,04 -Listen to each of a series of coMpound sentences onee and indicate whether.
tbe direct object pronoun is Aiasculine singular, B:leminine ?ingular, C.

)plural .
7

2,01 Listen to a new taped conversatiOn it-normal rate, theft seek and provide
the answers to questions heard prior, to the playing of the take

2.02,. Listen to sentences from recorded literarjr passages and identify the given
verb tenses ",

2.03 Learn the appropriate vocabulary and listen to a short sfotSr, and- then
answer questions on thegiontent of the story'

2
t
OA 'Listen toa short series orpasSage4 aild indicate the common thematic ele-

ment selected from a serie'S of indicators given prior jo hearing the passages .

%,
°

2. The learner will be able tb
understand _meanings Of
words', sentences, para-
graphs, dialbgues, poems,
songs, short stories, and
radio/TV news/weather, re-

. Rorts and other broadeast
programs (dramas, come-

*dies, musicals) in the
4
target

1lahguage .

3. The learner will he able to
listen crealtively hp order to
respond to 'questions . that
deal wrth ernoticths, feel-
ings, pr,ferences, a*nd

,Opinions v

4. qhe'learner will be able to
listen crititally for fact, fic-
tion, opinion,r bias, propa-
ganda, inference, and rele-
'vance to modern life

Levd1 IV
1. The learner will be able to

discriminate between and
among sounds in order to
recognize semen tic and
grammabical theaning 'in

4- context in the target lan-
guage

2. The' learner will be able t
understand th2 meanings
of words, sentences, para-
graphs, dialog*s, poems,
songs, short stoMes, and ea-
diofTV news/weather re-
ports and other broadcast
programs (dramas, corhe-
dies, musicals) in the tar-
get language

3. The learner will be ahle to
listen creatively in order to
respond tavquestions that
deal with emotions, feel-
ings, preferences, anti
opinions

301 View an animated filmstrip and identify feelings and, opinions by checking
indications prese ted by the teacher

3.02 Hear a short pO or'lirnple song and selectfrom a list of words/expres-
sions those which best match the feelings exOressed in thp poem/song

3.03 Hear how each membet of his/hergfoup of 4-6 feels and tell each member
how he/she feels about a particular situation ,

.

4.01 Master the arinibpriate Vocabulary,. then listen to a song in the target
latituage with whieh he/she is familiar in English andse-lett nrico-f-three
given statements to indicate yvhether the 'target language xersion of the
song expressed loVe, rebellion/or propagaltda

4.02 Master orally gie appropriete vocabulary, listen to a' modern popular song
from the target country and. select ono of three. statooents to indicate
whether the song &pressed love, etc. (mit applicable, to all languages)'
Hear a taped radi% commercial (class members May.hmie recorded i,t) "and
state whether the lbroadcast is fiction, bias, or propaganda
Study a short piece of literature to listen to while v,iewing an animated
film-strip, identifythe characters; describe the action, state whether the ac-
count is fictional and give an examplt of its'application in human life

4.03

4.0.4

1 '' C . ,
. ip

1.01 Listen several times tl a recorcled poem and learn the poem giving par-
ticular attention to natural speech, cadence .and rhythm. Theffearner will
then write the poem uportlistening to the recoediug

1.02 Listen to a tape and "indicate what genre he/she heard

2.01 Listen several times tda popular song end then ,(1) recite the song, dr ex-
cerpts front the song, (2) write the song'upon listening to it, (3) analyKe the

- s ong as a poem and (4) analyze thegrammatical structures of the sung
2.02 'Hear a. taped radio broadcast and answer qtestions on the content ".
2.03 Hear a taped newscast, song, poem- or ?tory and paraphrase what was

heard .
2.04 'Study a short story to listen ;to and provide an optional ending

, .

3.01 ListO to a selection of recorded music (e.g., classical, modem, or popular)
from the country of the targetianguage and seleit from a list of adjectives-

., those which best describe the emotions and feelings evoked by the-music,
ihen relme orally to the clasS.his/her reaction to the music

-3.02 Listen to prepared paragraphi describing a stereotype of the people from'
the .target conntry, explain in the target language the content' of what
he/she hearil and tell whether or not he/she is in' agreement

3.03 Study a poem to listen to and then summarize the poenyby one emotion ,Or
feeling word an0 build onto that word to express the same emotion itt
his/her own way'

3.04 Listen to a newscast about sorrfe event and orally 'express his/brr feelings in ,
.

4.

2-4, statements

103
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1. .frhe learner will be able to
listen critkally for tact, fic-.

.tion, propa-
, . Kande, nference and -fele-

Vance to modern ,life

SPEXK1NG "

1 c .

-srangriages

-- ... .,

3.05 View 'a ifilm accompanied by narration on clothinu in the vrget country ..
' and wine his/her fpfeferences in a, 75-100 %void paragraph . . ., , . u

4e:01 1-jear a brief 4eech by a native. speaker, formulate questions' abou,(the
, .:..

material presented and ask questions that are an9utgrowtl3 of some tof the ,..

,* -'-;icheas Mentioned (not ar(plicable to all languages)
4.4.02 Prej5 re skits or culturally 'oriented mini-dramas and 'listen td the oral

4.03. List to Neacher-prepareol tOpic, take notes in the target langhage for
pres niatjens prepared *by groups within the class

4

, further- stay and for evaluation by the teacher ,

'4.04. Study a 2-3 minute radio broadcast to listen to and provide the main idea in
Ad more than 5 oral or .written'stalements .. .

,

4.05 View 'arid hear a T.V. commercial and then disCuss' the.differenCe'st;e, .

twee, h,a commercial andi newscastin terrnspf purpose, fact, bias, opiniA,
,

,assumption propagand-a aad relevance . ,,. ,

.

COMPETENCY G9AL(S)

,

Level 1 .

1. The learner will be ale tO
reproduce sound and Indi-

understandirlg by re-
calling and prOdUcing
words, expressions, and
grammatical forms in fa-
miliar contexts with ap-
proprive, pronunciation,
stress, rhythm and intona-
tion

/

. ,2. The learner will. Ve.,abl,e
. respond 'orally. in the tar-,

language to factualr
-questions based on fami-
liarcontext, including.oral,
vi4ral,and written materi-
al in th'e clarisroom and re-
lated personal: life exper-,

:,-piente outside, the! class-.
room

PERFORMAKCINDICATORs

,

.e

Each indicator is one 01 many which can aSsesS a student's performaiVe.
Others may be used if they are more approj3riatS for theleater.

t .., .

.

,...

.,..

1.01 Prietice golly:2 yowel *uncle and repeat words '
1.02 StifdY a serieg of words in the target language and pronOuneethe words in j.-2.

s n.abiles
,

1.03 Hear a series .of sentences, eachof- whi(ch contai.ris;-;'specified sounds,. ,

y . .

\and repeat thetn aloud , a
.

4
1.04 Study a short poem, passage, Or dialogue- td.meniorize, and recirte, giving -.,

special attentipn to 2-3 soUnd§ specified Ithe teaciler prior to recitation ,
-..f.

. 1.05 Hear each Of series pf statements and re eat and identify each as'a corn-
awnd, question, or declarative sentence'', . , .

1.06 6tudy a series of word's, phrises, and sentences 40 X5rbduce orally, then
.,.,- .

identify nthe stress or intonation pattern .of Itach'
. 1.67 'Study a short passage from a familiar storY and read

,
it aloud vOith ap- .

propriate stress, rhYthm, and intonation .
.

. 1.08 View a.series of pictures of conctgte. objects and orally- provide the ar-A,
.

1.09, Study -an -Oral pr visuOk'rtleAlci respond with . the appropriate target .

language expression. For example, describe the weather, give a-greeting, or '.

01 the timeirwith appropriate pronunciation, stress,. rhythm and intoha:
c c.

tion . . \ . gi! --.\

110 Engage in a' Aral exercise 'of. the type "Are _Y,ou hungry?'"Yes, I am
hungry1, and r,esportd according to the cuNPovided

1.11 'view and 'hear the teacher perform 'and describe, an action, then orally
, . 4 describe tilt same action' as it is perfotmed .by a peer or peers
4.1.i Perform a Gouin Series and describe each action as he/she performs it.
i.13. Learii, a 'given Vassage in the target language. and recite the passage from

. , .,4 tnetnory ,- ,, , ,

,,propriatp.word for.each

I . ,.,114 Study a statement in the target, language andeproduce.an interrogative, an.:
'imperative or a negative sen,tence in the target language

115 Ask a'nd answer question,s of orte-ntsher in the target language relating to
a prescribed' situation. . ',. .. '.

- , -ogt
e , , .

.01 Liston tg a short ta ed 'Conversatiort*tween ?1, peoplef state the names 6
rbothpartie nd in icati whether ,the 2 were expressing greetings pr good-
byes. .. .

2.02 Discuss the aped comersition (201), 'then state at what time he/she says
*. good-bye to hk/hor family in the morning and greets them alter school

2.01 Observe a r.cture from a magazine and answer orally toquestions in the
: target tang e kif the type,."How man boys/girls are in the picture?"
2,04 Read a short

1-

election and answer orally faCtualquestions relating to the 1

sdectiyn / () ( ' .

2.05 Listen t'o one or nuire factual reviorts,ftlating t6 one or rnore'personal life
, , 1.

experiences and respond oral y to' the questions -....
.

, .
.

,. . t. . .
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3. The karner'..will,.respon d
orAlry in. the 'target- '

guase to questions based
.on familiiajr contexts wilt&
!4eal -wit ideas; feelings- ,

nd preferences ttfr'

. 4. The learne ll express
orally In tI4 target Jan-
guage What. is fact, fiction,
opinion, btrs,. propagan-

. da;-- make assumptions,
judgments,. and 'infer-
ences; iind indicate the Tele,-
vance of oral, written; .ind
visual cornwnicptions to
modern life m.

.Level II
1. The -learner reproduce

sound and .indicate under-,

standing by recalling and
prOductng worck, expres-
sions, and -gramniatical
forms in familiar contexts
with appropriate pronun-
ciation, stress, rhythm aud
iAtonation

*

;2. Thr learner will respond
orally :in the t4get lan-
guage to faitual questions
:based on familiar Context,
including.oral, isual, and
written material in the
classrooni.and.'related per-
sonal life experience- out,

the classroom

.3. The learner will respond
orally in .the target "lam- ;
guage to, (IuestiOns based
on familiar kontexts whaich
deal with ideas, feelings
and .prefereticbs

t_

.

1.4hguagiefr

3.01 Respond.in orjer f prefereriCe aft& th oup Wader asks questions of the '
type, 'Where are you happy? at hotte? at schqol?;iri the str9t?" ,

3.0/ .,fler each member' of the grptip 'apswers the question'Where. are.you.
. happyr, recall for each pérso1 , you :care hapPy 1h/at`

3.0, Study one'tnagazine cut-put and sialenne.nts whicn e, xpress einotionS, 'and.
seleEf the statildent which heYshe coniiiltrs to'be the clearest expression df

4y !he emotion ;Illustrated, hasi.rig;his/her selection on personakexperience

401' Study Iparticular noun ,,suc houSer-and' express orill)y ?Act/011149n
.relating td-th -noun. (It ma be ilecessat 'to use some iuldeCfquestion9).

.4.02 Redd in Englisb aereviewKi aAr.ockyban sport figUre., iiind ;answer orall9'
questions such as "Who: is it?" "Wharare they tingr

4.03 Listen to/reado fable, and answer 2 question's given prior to the pl4;ing of
:The tape. The questions are' of. the ".Who drethe characters?" and 'Whd
-says what?" type , .

4.04 Aftewractuakquestioris bases! oia.the fable in 4.03 haye been answered, rt
apbnd to stleh questions.as:, 9ou1laVe any petsf.' And 'Do yOu know
anyone who acts like the cicaraclers in this story?

4,"
, . -

,

.
. , s 6

.
fi'

, .vi
. 1

1.01 Study a scrambl,ed series of ide'ograms, e'ach of which reptefents one line . ,

from a familiar pa5sag4,'rearrange,theril in proper seqUence4nd then recite
theientire passage.with appropriate voice control .

1.02' Study. a dittoed cdpy of a familiAr dialogue, pass e, song, fable,. or poem
from whickl.wOrcg have_been left out, read it alo and orally supply ap-

..propriate words, then reread it rity,acceptable str kyhythm.and,intonat..
tion

. t ,
. ,

1,03 Orally supply the aptpropriate word ek tne teacher or e student points to
one of at pair ofsierdres which correspbed.to 2 words that bear a minimal
phonemic difference . ,

. 1.04, Master orally the appropriate vocabulary', grarnmar and structures relating
, to a restaurant scene and then role play with a classmate.by (1). asking for
the menu, (2) ordering, (3') eating, (4) asking hir the check and (5),paying

'1.05 Ripid a mimeograPhed cly of a one-sided 10-line convérsation,-work with
((. for the meal . .

a partner .to complete t e scene, and then deliver orilly the dialogue-
.. without notes to the rest of the 'class .

.

.1:06 Given a tbpic or choke of topics for prepared talk, write ar*I turn in a
. plan for correction, then give his/her talk. The learner may membrize what

he/she has written or, speak-extemporaneously; notes are not allowed :,

f.07 Given ,two separate statements in,the target bnguage,,combine the state-
t , ,ments 'to produce orally a single statement . . 1 .4.

1.08 Learn a song or poem in the target language, then reproduce the selection
orally with appropriate rhythm, stress and intonation

.1.09, Lettert a writterv mini-drama dealing with a culture value, then . sent
, -,.

orAly the .situation with .Appropriate rhythm, stress% intonip, ,,; .and
gevures , , .

, ..
2.01 Study-a painting from the target culture, then de scribe what he/she Sees in

terms of color and size of objects in relation to.other;objects and figures-,
,location and distance '

.k.2.02 View sevr4seCtions of a filmstrip and hear the accompanying tape, then ...
rekpond to three.questiOns about the.content.given prior to Yiewinik'anti
listening .., .

. .

.
.. .

2.03. Meat or reall a short storz,..then recalf-orallYthe major eventS anti the order: ,

in which they occurred '
-2:04' Describe a. personal life .eXperience, then descbe. ofal0; his/her favorite _

television program, 'Car., 'sport, movie3 actor/actress, glrl(boyfriend and' ..
- teacher ,

,,

.:.. .
,

3:041 View a short film scene in which emotions:end feelings were expres4e1 .ver.t.
.

belly and non-Yerbally. then respond orally to questiom dealing With.the .
'emotions and feelings portraSred . .

0. 3.02 Hear a poem or" 0.,son'g in the target larcguage,"then verbalize his/her own
reaction and' feelings toward tke song or poem .

.. 4
3 . 03. View a dramatic preSentation illustfating a cultural' Y'altie, ihr,z verbalize ,

.hiVhir oWn 'reaCtion or feelings to the situatton .
.3.04 l-leiir a' skyrt

heAshe ,prefert,
ry with alternative endings, then ,state orally. the ell ing

9 ,



4. 'The learner will express
N?rally in 'the target Ilan-

guage what is' fact; fiction,',
opini,one bias, propagah-
jia; ,make ..a(sumetionv,
judgment4., and ilifer-
encesi and indicate thte rele-

Nance of oral, writte4, 'and
visual communiCns to
modern life .

Level lir ..
1, Them learner will reproduce

sound and indicate 'under-
standing by recalling and
producing words, expres-
sion4, and grammatical
fcrms in familiar contexi
with appropriate pronun-

r
ciatiog, stress, rhythm and
intonation

it
*

2, Th.a learner will respond
orally, in the target -Ian-
guage to factual questions

.. based on familiar context,
'including- OAvisual and
written material in the
classroom and related per-

. ...sonal life experience out-
side the classroom

_3 The learner will respond
orally in 11w target lan-
guage to questions based
on familiar contexls which .
deal with ideas, feelings
.and preferences

4! 'The leamer will expr.ess
otally in the targbt lan-
guage what is fact, fiction,
opinion, bias, prof, agan-
da; make assumptions,
judgmentS. and inferences;
and indicate the relevance
of oral, written drid Visual
communications., to .mod-
yin life

I

Lattguage4(.

4.01 Give twAexamples, based on a second reading of the fable in 4.03 (Level I),
from his/her personal life oiperience in, order tosillustrate the 1esson at the
end of file account

4.02. Listen to a steond fable while viewing An animated Cartoon up to and ex-
.-. . "cluding the conclusion, then state oral$ what the moral lesson should be, .
-- 4:03 Hear po'em or song; then state orally What he/she belieyes the theme to' be

4.04 Listen.to ndI observ_e a television commercial or read a magazineYadvertise-
wilt; then identify tyhat which ise.fact, fiction, or bias - .

"

4

.
X.Pr Mister orally the words, expressiono, grammaticat forms and structures

relating to daily life situations, then 'With clasdmates reenact any one of
_these situations spontaneously . '

.1.02 Master pally the words, then pantomime' and narrate a sprig, fable, or
poem with classmates- ,

1.03 View filmstrips orlead and discuss teacher-created situationS to Which an
equal number of proverbs apply andthen listin to.the narration of a brief,'
student-created.situation and select frwn A list of proverbs the one Which
best applies to the narrated situation

.1.94 Read a mimeographed copy of a oneided conversa,tion,.then work with a
partner to complete the sc$ne, and orally deliver the whole dialogue with,
out notes to-the rest of the class with appropriate gestures, stress,-rhythm ..
and intonation . .

' 1.05 View a film with the sound and become farfiliar with the dialogue, then
provide his/her oWn narration when. sound is turned off

, 1.06 Read sluirt repreSentative literary selections, then rnerwriiisa.pecified. ex-
cerpts and quote ,them to classmates with4roper pronunciation,,Stress,,
rhythm, intonation ancl geSttires

.

. .

2.01'Viev several sections of a filigstrip (e.g., on geography) and hear the ac- 1

compartying."tape, then respond to three questions t(e.g., about a 'river)
given prior to viewing and listening (e.g., 1. What is it called? 2. Near what
city does it 'flow? 3. What main benefit 'does it provide?)

2.02. Following cornpletion of indicator 2.01, answer personaliod questions 02
filmstrips representing familiar situations

2.03 View a silent filmstrip with a familiar content, thok provide an oral script.
.for the filmstrip.

24 Hear or read a short literary selection, then recall orally the major events in
the order in which they occurred and the characters and objects'which sup-..

, ported theomain theme/Plot of the literary selection b

3.01 Study in detail a painting by an artist from the foreign culture, then pre-
.. 'sent and describe in the target lanvage personal feelings

. . 3.02 Read, a selection from literature, then discuss the, feelings of the main
.

character at a particula 'moment of suspense in the story .

3.0, Read s'eiection.from literature in the target language, then discusillow
he/she would have felt in'the main charalter's shoes .

3.04 'Demonstrate his/her .ability to express ideas and feelings by giving a
speech in the target language which begins "If.1 could changeione thing in
this life, I would. change

. . ...
4.01 .1.iste.,n to a poem or song, then'torally state what he/she believes to be, the

message of the piece .:
41,02 Listen to a fable with accompanying visuaFaids, then orally State- theinoral

. le!:;son of the fable
4,03 Furnish the moral of the fahle in .4.02, then predict his/her-own reactions .

in the same or a similar, situation

. ;

,.. ., %
4.04 Listvn to a radiO/television commerCial or nev,A..Cormgentdry,. thrin state

,Whilther each, item is fact or fiction
. . .

,,05 I fear newspaper headlines or news tepor ts f/ rom forvign .4Ources, then stati!. -1

whether the ,headlines portray bids arid explain why he/she thinks so
,

. .,

Ili i)
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Level IV t

The learner will reproduee.
'sounch and indicate under-
standing by, recalling and
producing words, .expres-
sions' and gra,rnmatical.,

' forms' in familiar zopfexts
with appropriate pronun-
ciation, stress rhythm.ana,

, intonation

2, The learner will respond
orally in the target lan-
guage to factual questions
based on fan-iiliar context,
including oral, visual and

' written material in the,
classroom and relate4k0r-
sonal life experience out-
side the classioom

3.;.The learner will respond
orally in the target lan-
guage to questions based

*Nfarniliar contexts which
with ideas,* eelings

ferences.

I .,N1

44,

. express
oralLy target n-

.gt1at. s fkict, (iv ion,:
pro,pagan-

otlake" assumptions,
gmenl's ',. and infer-.

. ences; arid indicate therele-
,,,.. . vance ofToralWritten and

.visual communications to
'thodprn n

!.

READING

COMPETEN01 GbAL(S)

, * # , ,
,

LangUagea
e
P

tpi HearAft English sentence spoke* at norinal'conversational speed, then'give
the -target languageequivalent as quickly aspossible atid in a Manner ac-1
ceptable in'fluehey ' ' 4:

1:02 MernOrize eelicted literatu're excerptif in the target langUme, ttOn.tecite
. these giccitpts !to the claSS, using apprOPiTate pronUndation stress

,

rhythm, intonatiore and gestures . , : a
L03 Prepare a deacriptiuft of:a brief incident'using grammatical stfuctutree,jukii:

..studied, then, present orally and listbn to tl-to presehtations 'of clasiimateg
.'110,4 Read an excerpt from a'poeM,.then'reud the pleceialoud with appropriate

pionunciation; stress; rhythm" and tintonation
1.05 Read- a current magazine or newspariii. article, then .par#phrase tutd

elaborate on that article in the target %language
i

-, 2:0,1 'War h,taped radfo broadcat, then select one.topic reported and state V,Vhb- ,
'did what? When and where the event took place? What was' the main cause

1 and th,e.niain effect octhis occurence? - .4

.. .

'-,12.02 View a colorslide, thefi desaibe orally the c tent'of the pictures nd the
impression macle on him/her '--'' -

2.03 Reaci'd nev;v8papeLarticle about the foreign cou try/ies being studied, then
....anwer questions abouCthe article and telate the content tohis/her own ex-

periente 1 . ' ',` .. .
.

4t
4

2.04 Listen to alaped diajogue. between 2.family members., then respond orally.,
''. tO factual questions and relate>,the content of the dialogue to his/her, own

family, experiences

1

., 3.01 Read or viok a bOok, play,Imovie or t.V.. show, then explain how ope of
the, characters felt .. - . .

.

Read a book or see a movie:then choose.a,chara.C14 and state what he/she
might have &hie differently .

.

3.03 See a set of paintings, architectural drawings and/or hear musical composi-
tions, then express in the. target ldnguage which he/she prefers and why.

3.04 Prepare in the target language a description of a recent personal experience,
then present it orally at the beginning of- class, being certain tp include
preferences and feelings in the presentation -.

., s.

4.01 Listen to and observe fi television.commercial, then discuss the tip, efulnes'S
of the product advertised, ,,

,

, 4.02 tiiten to a preSentation on target-country attitudes,toward a topic such as
"The Family"and react IDy comparing his/her own attitUdes about -the

. . ,. .
,. ..-,

same topic . .
c .

4.03 Prepare and orally present a commercial to he-class using appropriate
*

props, then discuss with crassmates the ass ptions, judgments and in-
ferences which they made while listeninkto nd viewing his/her pres'en-.
tation . .

4.04 Ipisten to a tApe. recording of a classmate's poem, short story, drama, or.
IDrief c'ultural report, then,respond orally to the presentation by recording

-, his/her analy'Sis'of the content ihlerms of fact, fiction, opinion,.bias and
propaganda ..

t.:

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's perfo"rmatice.

Others may be used 1044 are more appropriat# for the learner.

-Level I.
1. The' learner will make

'sound-symbol correspon-
dences, differentiate be-.: tween: and among ;written
symtyols, recbgnizeland in.,.
fer semantic .and grani-
matical meaning of the
printed, word in context

01,

a.

1.01 Listen to each of a series of ,individual sounds and then circle the ap-
.propriate letter from the target language alphabet. if

1.02 Read .each of a series,olletters from the target alphabet and.':prod'uce orally
thecorrespon4ing sOund -... ' c

to:/3 Listen ttia series of. three-lettergioups and circle the two letters that:sound
.

alike I. .
1.04 Listen to a .series of th'ree-leRer groups' at'td,.ciri;le the letter,that does not

sound like the other two in each group . I.

1.05 .Upon hearing the initiak of hupous people (e.g.; J.F.K.), write the inhials
and identify the person .

1.06 After having been taught to produce the sounds that are symbolized by a
given numberof vowel sounds, produce orally woids that contain any or

. all of these. voWel sounds 0

0

.t . . .
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2. The learner will ilad for in-
.

formationin order to re-
spond to factual questions
based on printed material
in the target language

3. The learner will read.crea-
-ti-v-ely-in-ortler to respond
to questions that dell with
emotions, feelings, prefer= :"

ences and opinions,

4. The learner will read criti-
cally for fact, fictiOn, opin-
ion, bias, propaganda,' in
,ferenCe, and Jelevance to
modern life

Levej II
1. The. learner will make

. sound-symbol correspon
. dences, differentiate,. be-

symbols, r9 .,nize and in-
1(1 semant and gram-
matical in aning of the.
printed w rd,in context

.

1,b7 Demonstrate oral control of words and sentences, "then fea51 aloud their
written forTs ,

1.08 Listen to each of a series of souiids, then select from a prepared list of
words the ones containing the-given sounds

1.09 Listen to a word sequetice such as cow, dog, horse, flower and identify the
one word that does not belong

1.10 While viewing a series of numbered objects and reading each of a' series of ,
words, match each word ww,ith the . approPriate object by circling the..
corresponding number . 4

1.11 Read a series of cue cards, each containing.one sentence, then arrange the'
cards in- a logical sequence and read aloud, the results

1.12 Repeat orallf a number of writto. sentences in which each word is num-
bered; then read aloud tItt 'Word under the number called mit by the teaclw

1.13 Study a series of pictUres'which represent an equal number of dialog lines,
:then Ynatch pictures and lines by pointing to a picture. 'and reading aloud
thg appropriate line'from the dialog

1.14 study a series of cards (each with one word written on it) randomly scat-
tered.on a flannel board and then rearrange the cards to form 3 complete
sentences and read these aloud ,

1.15 Rearrange familiar words and sentence .patterns into new combinations
and then read ,these aloud

1.16 View a series of numbered objects and reacl each of a series.of rds, then
-match words with appropriate objects by circling the correspon ing num-
bers

1.17 Read each of a series of sentences and then write a period for a statement,
. an exclamation point for a command and a question mark for a qyestion

2.01 Draw from a Int a slip' of paper on which is written a command and, thert
execute' the command

2.02 Read a familiar short passage and then respond in the target languaggor-in .
EngliSh to questions given prior to reading such as "Who does the 4ction?"

2.03 Read a familiar 1-tort dialog or paragraph, thert answer "true' or "false" to
2 or 3 questions of the 0/ho? What? Where? When? type

2.04 Read a short setection.; then .answer questions relatink to the selection

3.01 Study a series of Oictures which depict a variety, of feelings or emotionS-1
then select the one which bestillustrates the way he/she presently feels dnd
read aloud the wri,tten statement w yclt accompapies the picture .selected,

3.02 Listen to a friend describe 'his/her dings; then had a series of' teache,r-
prepared statements and.select the one which most accuratery depicts the
way his/her friend feels

3.03 Read a short slection and then identify in English the emotions or feelings
exPerienced by.one character in the passage

3.04 Read a short selection in the target language-, then respond in English to
questions that deal with emotiOns, feelings, preferences and opinions

4.01 Read a short passage and then respond in the target 'IanuAge to 2 ques-*
tions asked fprior to the reading, such as "Who does what? and "Which of
two events occurred first in the reading selection?"

4.02 'Respond in English to questions about personal experiences which relate to
s situations in the passage in 4.01 .

, .

LOI. Read' ci serks of Statement's 'carefull* prepared by the teacher, indicate
whether the:stateinent was a question or a command, and then orally re-

. sponif-to the'question or .execute the command.-
.

..i.-..4keitti,e1-parrok.rephr.from which-some subject pronouns have been left out,
then supplY .the written forms to coMplete the meanings of,the sentences

1.03. Read-a minwographed copy of a selection from the textbook in which key
words are missing and' then supply each missing word from .3 possible .

choices to complete the meaning of the whole paragraph
4.04 Read a random series of statenwnts which describe the events of a familiar

story, then rearrange them in order and read them aloud
1.05 Read a scrambled series ol sentences which form'a'paragraph, tlwn identify

the topic sentence and 'Arrange the remaining sentences in a logical se-
quence

,
1,.0o Read- ki-short vVritten selection and Then paraphrase what was read

1 I )4
loti



, I.

2, The,learner'W I Nod ftrin- '
f9rmation in 'order to 're-
spond ,to fac ual questions
based on p inted material
in the targe language

6 , 0

. crea-he learner will read4
,

t vely in Order to, respnd ,

o questions that deal',Wilh
motions, feelings, ,prefer-

. nces and opinions

4. he larner will readicriti.;;.
ally for fact, fiction, opin- ,,

bias, propaganda,' ir-
rence, and relevance 'to .

Odern lif '
,

Level II
1. The learner 'will, nta.1c*

sound-symbol ,correspon.-,";
dences, Alifferefitiate
tWeert and among written.
symbols, recognize
fer seMantic and
matkal. meaning'

nd.

printed .word in "context !,,
y

4 4"-

I o'

the learner iil read for irc-
formation th yer to re'-`
sporid to factua questiont(,,,)':
based on Printed material, ,
,in the, target language

.

, ;

1 The learner Will feed cred'-
.tively in order t4, respond
to questions_that deal with
emotions, feelings, prefer-
ences arid opinions

q

:"

..Langdages

2.01 'Read * set oKCritten directions oh how to getlifroni achool to a partkular'
.

location in the city and then (race the rotite on a map 'with a pencil

reading .

2.02 Read an unfamiliar passage, 'then retipond to .questIna -given prior-JD
.

,

2.03 'Read a 'dialog. or paraf,aph -and then arpwer "true" or "false" to 2 or .3'
questions of the Who . What? Where? When? type \

2,04. Read a letter of invitation to spend a few days woh a fmily in thoarget
, country and then Writ6.8 letter of acceptance or. refuial (tot applicable, in

all, language) .
.2.05 Having read a Magazine article or short story, answer questions 4out basic

. .

content .'

1 :
,

4,,,.

3:01 Read each of a series of 3-5 questions which dailiwith perionalpreferenes
and then rank in order orally or in.writing the 3 answers written after e*h . :

question .
,

r
3.02 View a series of illustrations each of which is accompanied by 3 written

statements,- then select the statement which best describes the illustration
3.03 .Read a simple short story and 2 Mternative endings, then state orally

whether the original or one of the alternative endings is preferred
, , ,3.04 mama paragraph or story 'and then select an appropriate title from a given .

. 4ist Of titles
.

3.05 View a series of pictures dealing with feelings and then select Hem a list of
Statements thel one which best expresses the emotions portrayed in each,
picture ), . . . . .

.
, .,..

4.0. Read a series of incomplete pkoverbs and thfn supply the missing word(s)
' oiajly or in riffling to comglete each proverb

4.02 Read a copy of a familiar selection from which key words havrbeen Omit-
»ted and `then demonstrate ability to'infer meaning by selecting from a given

. list the appropriate word for each blank ..

e.-63 Read a newspaper ,or magazine adand then identify tliat which is fact, fic-
tion, opinio%or bias

1.01 :Study a scrambled coMplex sentence and rearrange it to restore itkneaning
1.02 Read a scrambled paragraphland then put it back together in the logical or-

, -
der Of sentences , : " ' !

... .

It..03 Study sa, scrambled series'ofsen(edces which form a paragraph and identify
,.,,- , the topic sentence, then write a sinteticeto Paraphrase the main idea of the

paragraph , i
,, 1,04 Study a short scrambled poem, fable, song or other lit4ary seleaion, then

restore its original forni
1.05 ,Read a series of conversations in which replies have been ,scrambled,

reassemble the, utteranCes an& identify each convergation

2,0i Read a letter of inVitation to spend a few days with a family in the ,target
country, then write a letter of acceptance or retusal in the target language .

(not appUable to all languages) .

. 2442 Reed a literary selection in the.target language,and then discuss whether
the main th 444' xpressed was love, hate; 'despair or any combination Of
feelings

2.03 Read a literv selection and then analyze the work epic/ character, plot,
4 setting and theme

'. A04 Read newspaper or magazine selections 'and then answer factual'qUestions
on this, type Alf reading material .

:$:01Read it-short'seleetion and tiTerilldtratfreffelly Ar in writing in the target '
language as many emotions Or feelings as possible Which were experienced,
by one 'character in thy pastiage I

3.v2 R* A , t .

..

, eaa a Snort story an'd two alternlite endings for the same story and then
state orally in the target language whether the ortgina one of the alter-

', , native endings was preferred ,.. . .

, 3.03 Read a short literary selection with the ending omitted, tIi state orally or
,,i write 'an endinl for the selection

3404. Read a short se ection and identify the emotions and feelings 'experienced
, ' byone character, then state how 'he/she would have acted in the. same

, .

,,,,:, ,sittiation --.

109- 4t.
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`4, The learner will read criti-
cally for fact, fiction, opin-,
ion, bias, propaganda, ,in-
ference and relevance to
moderjiife

Level IV
1. The leargy will make

sbund-syml5ol. correspon-
dences, differentiate be-
tween and among writtlaw
symbols, recognize and in-
fer semantic and gram-
matical meaning of the
printed word in .context

2. The learner Will read for in-
formation in order to re-
spond to faotual questions
based on printed material
in the target language

4

3. The learner will read crea-
tively in :Order to respond
to questions that deal with,

. emotions, feelings, prefer.'
= ences and opinibns

. e

4. The learner will read criti-
cally for fact, fiction, opin-
ion, bias, -propagal-ida, in-

'ference and relevance to
Modern life

`Langiiages

_. .
4.01 'Read a, fable from which the Moral lesson'has been omitted and then ex»

. press in'his/her own words what the lesson Should be
.: Read a poem, song of literary (election. and then state the aiithor.',s pre-

judice and bas in what he-wrote s
4.03 Read 'a newspaper article. (6.g:, .on in4easing food cost) then indicate

Whether bias and opinion entered into tle account ..,
, .

4.04 Reacra short paSsage and then express opinion as to whetherlie pasiage
,could have been .extracted from.a novel, a fable or a newspapet article& ,',)

4.05 Read a cUrrent newspaper. Or' ,magazine article,cifrom the Wrget..coilintry
about an event of international importante an then state whetherlhe
target culture writer expressect facts pr a biased opinion . -

4.06 Read a biblical or historical passage, a song', or a poem which is welloknown
in his/her own' language, then discuss differences/similarities between
his/her culture .and the culture.depicted in, the reading selection

1.01 Read a fable and then compose a written comparative description of 2
characters in the story

1.02 Read a passage with unfangiliar veocabulary words, then give the meanings
of certain.words from context

1,03 Read a familiar literary passage with certain vpcabulary words and/or
phrases omitted and then supply the missing words/Phrases

1.04 Demonstrate reading Ate by crossing out each nonsense'word appearing
randomly in a long passage; reading speed is assessed .by, countIng the '
number of crossed-out words (timed exercise),

2.01 Read a play from the target country and respond orally or in writing' to .

questions relating to (1) identification and description of characters; (2)
sequenCing of major events; (3) who were the protagonist/antagonist; and
(4) what was the 'outcome . . ."
Afterhaving read the play in 2;01 rispond orally or in Writing to questions
such as (1) In which act of the play is the cliMax? (2.) What kind of play is
it? (3) During which literary period was the play written? (4) What are the
Wot and setting. of the Play?

2,03 ead an article from a magazine ana`/or newspaper from the target country
and prepare a written list of factual questions, then orally read aiose ques-
tions to classmates who in turn will answer them in, tile target Ilanguage

2.04 Read a copy of a "two-minute" mNstery in the. target language and then
solve the mystery (Note: Quick mysteries are readily available in English
paperbacks and are easily translated into the target language)

.2.05 Read a classmate's set of very Complicated directions for arriving At a cer-
tain destination, and draw a map to>cdrrespond to the directions

3.01 Read a p9em and then describe in the target language inally or in writing
what feelings or emotions were evoked by the sounds,-rhythm, images and
words of the poem . .

3.02 Discuss orally in the target language his/her opinion of the theme in the
poem in 3..01

3.03 Read a poem and a fable for comparison and then discuss in vitriting in the
target language whic.b, literary form lends itself better to, egiressing and
evoking feelings and emotions

3.04 Read a short story or drama and then expresS feelings about the situation-
of the. people involved in the reading material

.'3.05 'Read a passage which has been prepared by the teacher and which ex-
presses an extretnist idea; then express orally or in writing his/her reaction.
'to the idea/. -1

1).

4.01 Read a historical naiel based on a particular time and place in.the target
country and then discuss informally in a small group what was, fiction,

'fact, bias
4,02 Upress in writing what he/she has determined to be of historical,' political,

social and economic significance to modern day society in the novel in4.0111;*
4.03 Read a copy of written instructions on "How to'. . (e.g. construct

' house, operate -a pierpo( equipment, perform:a test, fill forms), Vtri carry
out-the instructions/nd diptuss tiviit#4vnce of this activity to m ern life .

0)4 Read a newspaprtOr magg2ine rticle; atialyze the article in terms of faet,
fiction, Opiniot , iaS, propaganda and relevance; thetymakea synthe4IS of

.\ttlt:e
article bOpeaking to the relevance of some or all of its content to

odern life

1



COM.Pg.TPJ..CY.004/W

Level I
1. T.he lear, er will reproduce

written bola and indi-
cate understan4ing by re-
calling and 'generating
Words; expressions, sen-
tences and grammatical
forms in familiar contexts
with appropriate spelling

- ,1 and punctuation

2, The learner will respond in
writing 'in the target Ian-
guage fattual questions
based on familiars contexts,

' including oraL vitual and
printed material tin the

g classroom and related per-.
sonal life experience

Y. The learner will resPond in
writing in the target lan-
guage to questions ,based
on familiar contexts 'deal-
Mg with ideas, feelings and
preferenCes

4. "The learner will' expreis in
i-vicriting rt the,target lan-
'.gUagei what. is 'fact,' fiction,
"OPinion, bias, propagin-
da; make assumptions,

. ,..judgmtnts and inferences;
.and- indicate the relevance

. ,..11f..toral, written AO visual
'-commuoications

v,

Levek1.1
learnr will reproduce

written symbols and indi;
Ote1understanding by re-.,

"...selling and generating, ,

Words, expressions, sen-
:tefili,5es and Iramnratiral
fqtrqs in familiar contexts
with :Ppropriate spelling

;an' unctuation .,,
4

PERFORMANCE INDICATQRS .

Each indkator i orie ofnutnywhkh .can asseyi a student's perforraaKe.
Otherti;tnay be Used lf they itt4 there approltriatelor'the learner.

'` - , ,
, ,

,

1.01 ReWrite by syllables.eacksof a 'series of wads in the target language
1.02 Read each a a series of Vocabulary Words, then Copywack.word: with

'correct diacritical Markings ', '" .;-, '
1.03 After having learned a'four4ine dialog orally, rewrite the Same situation in

hiS/her own words either in dialog or piragraph fonn
1.04 Listen to each of a number af words and thed fill in the blanks that corm-

spond to a Specific number of letters inissing.from each word
.1.05 Reid a copy, of a selection in which,certain words and punctuation marks

have been omitted, then fill in each blank with the appropriate word or .
punctuation mark as the teacher dictates the passage

1106 Study sentence building word cards, then arrange them to form sentences
in normal wor4 order .

1.07 Studs/ a list of Aehydrated-sentences and thengeneratecOmplete statetnents
with.appropriate spelling, pünctuaticin and grarnmatical forms ..

108 Rewrite a sentence with a new specified' subject and make .ali. other '

necessarry chang4s ,

Rewrite a sentence, then change the verb form .and 'make all necessary
changes ' .

,, .

...
,

,

2.01 Read the vv;itten version of a familiar dialog, then respond in Writing to the
questions "Who are the characteri?" and 'Where are they?"

2.02 Master the vocabulary, sentence, structures and rammatical forms in
dialog 2.01 and 'then .demonsttate ability to recom ine these elements by
orally stating where he/she was last evening, wha he/she did, and who
was with him/her ' , ,-, .

203 'Observe a picture from a magazine, then write arts rs to factual questions ,
such as ',Mho is in the picture? How many boys a d/or girls are there?
Read a short selection and 'then write the answer 'to factual questions
relating to. the selection .

. -

, ,

HiVing been asked a question as to his/her prefeted autornobile, T.V.
.program, sport, food or actor/actress, respond'in writing by saying "My
favorite ______-_, is ,...:.___" ,

, ,

3.02 Siipply in, writing an appropriate capti-on to "an .uncaptioned cartoon or.
baby photograph , - .

3.03 Select and record apord or words from a designated list to describe each of
. a series of paintings, pictures br photographs whieh realistically depkt a

number of emotions
3.04 Study the paintings, pictures or photographvin 3.03 and silently -select .

N %

those which most accurately describe how he/she feels .at present, then .

write a sentence describing that feeling ' i , . ---
,

,.
4 o .

4.01. Keaa a !airy fele in the tar t language and then state in one or iy0 written
sentenc s the main lot o the story

4.02 Dikuss orally4the c aracters, events'and outcome of the account in 4.01
and then state in wi ang whether the account ,was ,fact or fktion ..., ,

4.03 Given a particular noun, such aS "house,".write facts anOpinionsrplating
to the noun., (It may be necessary to use !ulnae gtkided '140estions). ,

.4.04 Interview another mpber pf ,thip.olaiti...and Then Write a clesCription of this ,

.
numb based-8p sistttiteOlev.c, : ,

.. 49

; 2.04
(

3.01

1.01 Study a list of sentences and fragments, then identify the sentences arid
rewrite the fragments to form sentences

1.02 Read a mimeographed copy of 3-5 written questions and then respond in
writing to each in sequence so as to form a paragraph made up of 'complete

' sentences with correct spelling and punctuation'
1.03 Master orally the words, expressions arid grammatiCal forms contained in a

familiar dialog and. then recalland produce each line.when given its *-
twirl! equivalent

1.04 Use apprtpriate grammatical forms, spelling and ptinctuation to Modify a
sentence, according' to oral sittaninstrtictions . ,

,

4

:



. .., ..
,. 1, 2.: Tho learner will respond 1,4,

, writing; in ,the targef lan.
. . . .

guage
to factUal question's.

ased on familiar cantextS;
' includi g wk. °visual 'and
.prrnte4 tnateria,l. in the.
classro m and: Mated . per-

._ sonal life exPeence

'
'5

,..

. .

.. 3. The -learner will .resPond in -

writing in the- target lan-
guage to questions 'based
on familiar contexts-deal-
ing with.ideas, feelings and
preferences

et

4. The learner will express in
writing in the target lan--
guage what is fact, fiction,
opinicin, bias, proPagan7
da; make assumptions,
judgments and inferences;
and indicate the relevance
of oral,. written and -.visual
communicatiOs

, .

.
!

1.

Level III
1. The' learner Will reproduce

written symbols and . indi-
cate 'understanding by re-
calling and .generating
Words, expressionS, sen-
tences and gra.mmatical
forms in amiliar contexts
with appropriate spelling
and punctuatiOn

2. The learner will respond in
writing, in the target jan-
guage to factual questions
based on fathiliar contexts,

- inclUding oral, visual. and
.,printed - material in,,.the
classruOm and relAed per-
Sonal life experience

. .
1;05 Read dr listen to:a question and then produce. a ,Aritten rejoinder which

. answers the question correctly-(This could be done as a multiple choice ex-
c ercise) . . ,

1.06 Use appropriate grammatical fornis, spelling and punctuAiiift _tO write a
i passage dictated from familiar mVerial . .I 6

V ", .. ' .

,'. 1.07. I.Jse appropriate forms, spelling and pianctuation to wrife 'a. passage clic--...
tated from unfamiliar material ,. ,., .

:-
,.r ,

2.01 After being 'asked faCtual queatiOnrrelatingto personal life ex-Perlences,
.

wr.ite:responses to the questions . 0 ..

,Listen to a Short story, then.rearrangea series or ideograms clepicting each
of the major events-of the story and write a complete statement to describe
each 'event , . .

Discuss the,finished product in.2.02 and write complete anSwers to a series
of written questions asking the.learner to recount all that he/she did befOte,
coMing to scbool that mornitig . ..

: 2.04 Watch a favorite T.V. 'program aS assigned and prepare written answers to
questions of the who, what, where type in order to be able to participate in

r ? a small group discussion the fOlidWing.day. . -
2.65 DiScuss the principles of leaer writing and then write a letter to a friend to

inforrn him/her of the T.V. program seen and discussed in 2.04 ' ,

0-Listen to or read a sRifrt story-, then 14rite.a summary of,the major events in
- . sequence usMg Complete sebtences . `:,.

. .. . , .

'.3.01 Write a brief stateMent to desCribe the feeling of each Of the other members
of a small group as they express how they Nei and then compare notes

',..3.02. Express in writing how, he/she feels while other group rnembersii study
him/her and the illustratiorks in 3.03 (Level I) and write down onerstate-
rnent (simple/complex.). to describe the feeling of the learner who -then .

'. 'shows the written expression of his/her feelings to the group I
.3.0.. Listen to a soneand respond in writing to such questions as "How dOes the.

,. melody make youfeel?' and ".Do the lyrics make you feel the same as doeS
. :. Abe melocbir .

3,04 kead a fable and then discuss in writing how one of the characters felt, at
''' the .end of. the fable . .

lc:O.:View a scene,or object and then describe it in writing, expressing persOrfal-
.- -.feelings and spreference:

, ,.

4.01,- Listen to and"- discuss" the main characteriSties of a fable', then read a
mimeographed copy of an unfamiliar fable frorn which the moral lesson

., has been.omitted and write a moral message' based 'on the/reading
,4,02 'Read MI advertisement or dramatize a T.V, commercial and then present a

,written judgment of whet is fact, fiction, opinion or assumPtion
4.03 Read i..familiar selection from which key words have'been omitted:and

-- 'then. demonstrate ,ability to infer meaning by chooSing and recording ail -r.:
- appropriate word from a designated list

.0 .

2102

2.03

:4.01: Listen to a passage dictated at normal'spoed fhirn a text appropriate to th
level and Write all that is beard -._, ,

, ,,.1.o2, txpano Into a complete sentence each' of several incomplete sentences ex-
,. tracted ftoln a newspaper feature on human interest
103 Transposei a passage written in one tense in the targFt language int, .. ... at-lbther

.

tense I ' ,
.

1,04'. Review the different tenses and then 'write a composition pettaining.tti a
, past, present or future life situation

,

2.01 Watch a specifiCT.V.' program and then` formulate written questions
.repitration for participation in a small. group discussion

2.02 .iiwiew the principleS fdrrwriting business letters and then write a letter re-
quOstirig an artide advertised in a Magazine from the target country

2.03 ..livad a litetaryiserectipp, that), writea synopsis of theselection in the target
''. ,lapguage `
2.04 "Rew theconditiorud ad theti,write a short composition, about -a -wishful

situationb 4,e)
.



.

.3. The learner-will resfAsndOn .
-writing in the target
.gutge .to questions based
on familiar coMexts l-
ing with ideas, feelings nd

, preference

C..
Ao% 0

4.-The learner will exprAss in
writing in the target lan-
guage what is fact, fiction,
opinion, p opagatt-T
da'; make assurptions,
judgments and in ences;
and, indicate the rele nce
of oial, wriiten and Visual.
conmunications

7

Longo/mei
. -.

3.01 Read aiitirity seleetion 'and thenWrite a shOrt comPosition analizing the..
feelings of the main th#racter at particular motnent Of suspense in the
story. ,.

k ., . d ,

3,02. ReacLamt study .a. particular type of poetry and then expreSs fedgings by
, ..Writing a poem inAthis' type' (e.g. CinqUain.Poetry)

3.03" Read a fable or any'Other literary.selection and then discuss in writing how
.. ^ one of the charactyrs felt at the end ' -. . s ),
3.04 Design a particular.holiday greeting card encl.:mite' briginakierses in the

.. target language' .

.3.05 Recall some literary or historical characte.rs and then write a conversation,
dialog or skit which could have featured those characters

". . 4-, , 'p. .- '

4,01 View an object (painting, statiie, etc.), then discuss in writing one Of the

4,02
,

Ilfollorin g c'orkepts: seredity, Inotion, harmony, permanence :

-ea.... a .iterary selection and then write what its moral lesson'is ind predict
what his/her own reaction would be in the same situation and why c

4.03 Read a commercial.or newspaper article, then abate inu writing whether each
item was facq fiction Q r opinion and why ' *sk -

4 Read a foreign culture newgpaper,an0 then participate,in the Writittg of a
Addent newspaper, seletting an-,area of participation, (editorial, gossip
column; news.reportipg, etc.) 9 a

o

Level IV
.

1. The learner will reproduce
Written symbols and' indi-
cate underStanding by re-
calling ,'and generating
words, . expressions, sen-

.

tences .and grammatical
:forms in familiar contexts

with appropriate spelling
. and punctuation

2. The learner will respond in
writing in ,the target lan-
guage to factual' questions
based on familiar cOntexts";
including 'Orak visual and
printed material in the
classroom and 'related .per- ,
sonal life .experienges'

3. The learner Will respond in
'writing in the target . lan-
gua e to questions based

amiliar contexts deal-
with ideas, feelings and-
ferences

p
.1.01 Rriew the appropriate Vocabulary, se structure, grammatical thrills,

-.spelling and punctuation and then write ne-page composition. on a topic
. of personal interest .

.

1:02. Sttidy the returned composition in 1...01 and then rewrite it taking. care tg
correct.two macior mistakes Which consistently appeared in the first.draft

1.03 Learn the wor s, expressions and-grammatical forms pertaining td. daily
life situations and then,,write a Skit about a personally Chosen situation

1.04 Master the necessary vocabulary, then according to ability or inclination .

write an original song, poeila, fable or short 4tory.
.

r_.. ,

2.01 .LiSten tp a short radio broadcast and iake notesin preparation for compar
ing factual information received with. that of one or two classniates

2.02 Listen to. and View fi've frames of a filmstrip, then answer in writing to
questiong concerhingNthe factual informatkon therein , ,

2.03 -Listen tot:060s or view cultural skits prepared by o-lass mernbers and take
. notes. to be evaluated in terms Of accuracy' inApthering information

.. .,.

. /.
3.:01-See-a modern movie film and then choose a character from the film and
,. Compare and cOntrast with a character from a familiar fable in terms of

ss

*.how both cfiaracters felt at the end of their respective stories (e:g. froin
Masterpiece. Theater) .

.

3.02 After having coMpared and contrastedctWo characters fiv/Lhe film and
: fable in 3.01, explain in writing what might have been do differently in
,;-,. one of the. situations .

3.03 Give the reaSott in.writing for agreeing"or disagreeing with a proposition- .
, presented fop dOate i. i . .-

3.04;study' a foreign catalog and write "an annotated shopping list Of items
. desired "and reasOns for wishing to Purchase thenflforeign catalogs may be

obtained from cultural embassies' in Washington, D.,C, pen, palst,in the
target countries or Department or Public Instruction) - '. ,

. . . .

..3.05 Discuss pen pals and:then write a letter in the target langitage to a student '"

in a Country where. the language' isSpoken descjibing himself/herself,:
- his/her community, mid' alsollis/her ideas,.feelings and preferences about

various tripics, (This Idea cóuld be a groUp correspondence with'a class in_

I
the foreign,country and 'could be a regular classroom activity. 5tUdents

f ,: could also ekchange. materials, Le:, records, tapes, magazines, photos; .
. postcards, 'candy, etc.) (notrapplicable to all languages)' ,
4.01 Listen to a piee of propaganda in song and then define in writing what

makes this particular piece a prop.agandist cOmposition
r-4.,02: Read a short essay by an author in the target culture, then discuss in

writing and 'support by quotes one opinion expressed an4.one assuriaption
. made '
., .

,

,. : ,4;03 View an mciaent staged,in the classroom and then write an account of what
was seen and csompare.with that of each' person in a small group, evalua-

4. The learner will express in
writing in the arget lan-
guage what is fact, fiction,
opinion, bias, propagon-
da; make assumptions,
judgments and. inferenceii

. and indicate the relevance
'of oral, written and Visual
communications

non: of this iMthitn account will be made in terms of ability- o view
analytically, i.e., rnake judginentsi atd1kraw inferences, from obs rvation

113



Languages

.

4.04 write a poem, a short stor , & proverb or an article to be evaluated and...,
edited for inclusion in a wsfaper being develoiled by, the class for even-
tual printipe .

OMPETENicy GOAL(S)
.

. PERFORMANCE INDIcATORS-
Each indiaator is one of many u.ih)ch Can assail a student's performance.

Others. may be wed if' they are more apprOrtate for the learner.

-

Level I
S.

1. The learner will describe
and identify geographical
filatures and their, influ-
.ence upoh the history,..eco-
-nomic life and life style of
th,e country or countries

',whose language is being,
learied

2. The learner will name and
describe ./the moit irnpor.-
tant .national festivities,
memorial dates and re-
creational -activitiJs of the,*,
country es kwhose Lan-.
guage is ing' learned

,3. Tge learner will use Ian-
guage and patterns of be-

. havior which are appro-
priate to basic daily life sit-.

uations in the target coun-

4.

try

4. The learner will identify
the most outstanding
achievements and contri-
butions of the people of the
target language to civiliza-
tion in the fields of the arts,
literature, music, architec-
ture, science and politks

5. ;The learnir will demon-
Strate the ability to 'locate
and organize information
in order to arrive at rea-
sonably objective conchk
sions about asbects of the
target culture, i.e. cus-
toms, beliefs,, behaviors
an'd speeckpa t terns.

-..)4k,.

.

'

t

44'
.

1.01 Usin/ a claisroom map, identify. the Country or countries where the targt
J

language is or was spoken; name orally ,or .in writing the cOUntries
describe the boundaries and. show evidence of the target language kit, tike
United States

1.02 LookAt a map and name in the target language the capitals Of thefOreigni
countrybes, and then khow their loCation on the-map

1.03 Use a map of the World to identify twoof the major rivers, mountains and
natural features most comtnonly known by the people of the target
language

2.01 Read two dates'representing national festivities of the target Country and,
identify them
Look at soine sport magazines or other available sources provided by ,the
teacher' an3 then give sonie brief information on the importance of a par- ,

ticular sPort of the target country

3.01 Demonatrate appropriate greeting-situation language and gestures upon
meeting w-friend teenager

3.02 Use appropriate language and gestures upon being introduced to. a middle....
aged person

3.03, Perform. with appropriate language- and gestures in a situation of leave-
taking

3.04', Study and discuss some./suals pertaining ;o meals in the foreign culture
and then demonstrate appropriate table language and behaVidr

3/05- Given 2 sets of tableware, correctlY set the tele and determine the type of
food to: b'e served in the evening .s .

.

4.01 Listen to a teaditional or folk Song from the target country and then iden-,
tify it

4102 Listen to a mixed series of traditional folk and contemporary 'songs and
then.identify each as to category and sing/recite it individually or as a
group

4.03 Listen to aspects of the target country history and then name famous perz.
sonages who have,influenced Amerjcan history. ,

I.

5.01 Under the direction of the teacher ar.1 the cooperatiork of -the librarian,
social.studies and/or English teaeher, read a book in English, or passages,of
books or novelw,on minoritieslf other cultural backgrounds or on ex- .

traterrestiAl sotietie , and.then relate feelings and interpretations of the
main characters' b aviorS ,

5.02 Under the direc n of ,the teather and the help of the school librarian,*
. collect some pictures from magabnes, books, cartoond; drawings and/or_

news fragments in order to make one sound or valid generalization about'
certain aspects of the target culture on such topics ai meals at home, types .

of transportation, school activities, 'etc. The, learner's judgment Will be
validated by a knowledgeable person or by a native speaker of the target
country

5.03 Listen to or read in English an episode of cros-'cultural' interaction 'be-
tween a native speaker and an American which""may be misinterpreted bY
the latter, and take into accbunt the inforrhation arid direction provided hy
the teacher, then mak, sensible guesses in explaining the native speaker's

- behavior
5.041Choose some books, nerifels, newspapers or articles to read or skim; look

for pieces of appropriate information on culturak, patterns of the target
country; view drawings, pktures, filnistrips and films from the school
library or from community resources; ind then present to the class a brief
oral or written report on any of the cultural topics dealt .with i the.class
textbook ,

11411.8



1401 11
1.' The learner, will destribe,,

, and iden fy geographical .

features nci their influ-
' ence upo the.history'i ece-

nomk lite and life style of
the couiftry or countries '.
whose ,language is being
learned .

2, The learnw will name .and
describe the most impor:'
tant [national Jestivities
memorial dates and re-
creational activities of the .
country/ies whose lan.:
guage .is being learned

The. learner ill 'use
guage and patterns of be-
havior 'which 'are appio-
priate tobasic daily life sit-
uationskin., the iarget coun-

4 learner will identify
the most outsanding
achievements and cOntri-
butions Of the people of`the
target language to civiliza-
tion in the fields of the artS,;
literature, music, architec-
ture, sCience 'and politics

t ,

5. The learner demon-
strate the ability to', locate
and organize information
in 'order to arrive it rea-
sonably objective- conclu-
sions about aspects ,df the
target culture, i-.e. cus-
totns, beliefs, beliaviors
and speech patterns

6

t tti

Level 114.,,;
gs- jearrier will2teetrlbu'

a'nd- .identify geographical
featines4nd .`. their influ-
ence upoit the history, eco-
.nomic life and life style of
the 'country or countries
whoie language, is p,eing
learned 't

4,

1.01 Ident4 and-describe geograPhical features: suitable for industry and/or
, .' growing crops Which have enhanced the economic status of a given region .. ,

., in the targtt country ,. ;.,".
1.02 After the teacher has presented scime pertinto geographk information and

provided the class with appropriatebibliographical materials, research the' origins of geographical place names., " ,,,2 . .,. ,

1.133 Collect data on natural resources of e target Cc try by use:ot maps,
: boolo and reportii and then locatepatural regipn o t, e country/ies'of the
,4,,r-get courV 7 . I

, .

- .:..,

101 Identify five or dix aates lepreseniing' nitional fistivities of the taigt.
, country.

2.02 Gather infbrmation from huinan and Material resources and then present a
' brief talk on-a professOnal sport and recreational.ictivity prevalent in the

target country/les ' , ' ,:-. . .

3.01'.. Give brief information On basic facts about.the monetary and measurement
system ot the target country once-the teacher ha,s provided the necertaary
information en sources.,for finding Such data

3.02 Study some of the target culture s patterns of behavicir''from dailY:life
.. situation !? and then dramatize a speoific.situation which may seem con--

. tradictory to the American-point of -view,

V.

,

4:01 'took at-some ,of 'the' most universallyknown 'paintings horn the target
culture and. then identifr them .

4.02 Study a series of pictures of well-known architectural,structures Troin the'
target country anti name them .

4.03 Expand knowledgelof the writribution of farnous perions from the target
',I ...culture and,form judgments of' how each .Person's contribution influenced

the development of his/her-oVn calture . .
4.04 Listen,to and identify songa from a mixtureof traditional;regional and fOlk

songs and then write and recite individually Or with aIroUpappro)44nately
.. five songs and give the .major distinguishing traits

5,01 GiVen a list of- boakiWritten by rehablil and well.:known -authors, reaci
carefully ihote-Sections Which'pertain to a sy'etified,toPk;...eiitract tome of

, the main iharacters'' ways of behaving which may-differ from or ressemble
Amerjcan Ways; .and then desCribe sOnie of the .salient cultural features of
that pasticulark.region CoUntry

5.02 View picturesailmstrips and/di films about a number. of patterns of daily
behayior and thenrespond correctly to nine out of ,ten corresponding state-

; ments made by the teacher, regarding these patterns'pf daily behaVior
5.03 Vsini pictures, draWingS or any' other visual aid; describe common situa-

Hems in which native spe.akeiii would normally interaci and then.predid
,., probable Pattern of 'behavior on the part of the native speaker .

't--:04.Af ter having predicted patterns of behavior in the situation' described in
..the abOye indicator (5.03), imitate such 'behaviors and tell or write the ap-'

ropriate language that accompanies thern .. ,:

2, The learner will name and'
describe the most impof-'
tent national festivities,
memorial dates and re-
creational activities of the
country/les whose lan-
guage it being learhed

1 'ir;

.0r-Review,tteelnfotm'atfotrconcernt hakialfestivtties , rnernoria ates and.
recreational actiVities oPthe target,country, theiliname and describe in;the
target language a given huinber of those activities

,1.02 Rgad articles in the native language from. varlas sources of the, target
c untry/ies and from reliable World organization sources, magazines;1'
reports, etc.,. then give an oral or written rdpOrt on,the agriculture,and. ih-

-clustry of the, target country'

'

2,01 Demonstrate ability to cornbine knowledge of language and cultureby par-.
tidpating in projects; club activities, games and foreign sports that are
representative of the foreign: caltu e \

202 Research and demonstrate-knowle ge of the target :culture's influence on
some-aspect of American heritage and contemporary life

.

II
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,

3. The learner .will use ":,lan-
suage and 'patterns of be-
havior whicheare appro-
priate to .basic daily life
situations in the target
country,

4, The ,learner will identify
the most outstanaing
achievements and contri-
butions of the people of.the
target language to civiliz
tion in the fields of the arts,

'literature, music, architec-
ture, science and politics

5: The learner . will demon-.
strate the ability -to locate
and organize information
in order to arrive at rea-
sonably objective conclu-

.: sions about aspects of, the
' .targe4 culture, i.e, .cus-.,

tritn,, belie fs, behavio rs
and speech, patterns -

1-.0e1 IV , .
4;

, 1.: The learner will describe
and identify geographical
features and 'their .influ- .

. ence upon the history, eco-
nomic life arid life.style of .!
the country or coubtries
who'se language is- being
learned 6

'fr

I

L.anguaggs

3.01 After 'having seen the.teacher perform and/or givenoome. pertinent infor-
. mation on some behavioral patterns commonto the target culture,`4ive opi-

nions as to the nature of .such behavioral patterns ..

3.02 After. the teaQher his usect all instructional means available to present some
cultural aspects of the foreigncountry and its people, indicate awareness of '
different life,styles and the relationship BetWeen verbal and non-verbal ,

language and then compare objectively the*Atnerican culture to that of-the
target culture

3,03. Partidpate in mini!dramas to demonstrate -ivorking knowledge 'of the
mcfnetary and measurement systems of the-target culture

4:01 Study Rime works of art from the target' culture and then identify them by
name, artist, school and period, arid state ap.preciation of them '

4.02i Read excerpts from great works_of literature and geeacquainted with their :
au thors; then show understanding. of the purpose of- the writings

4.03- Demonstrate a familiarity with great composers and their works, as Well as
with the popular and folk, tunes of the target culture and identify their eon-
tribution to American music

4.04 Pro've-iwareness of past arid present scientific achievement in the target
.' culture, using other academic 'courses as basiS (e.g., Lavoisier 'and

Chemistry)
4.05 Listen toiwT.NA and radio broadcasts and read current newspapers and

magazines in the target language,.and/or in English and then show .

knowledgeiabout some of the current political and economic issues of the
target country

5.01 Respond to 10 statements in the target lar*uage concerning a foreign
culture's 6ays of life, indicating which stateinents are true or false, and
then statr briefly what evidence supports each answer

5.02 Locate.? person in the comninnity who has traveled-to the target-Country' or,
. who is a native speaker of the target language and who woUld know of the

target country's latest developments; seek information relevant to regional.
.differences in customs, dialects,-thusic, dances and foodsamong peopleof
the same languagd and then make an.orakor written report to the classon
the findings" /

5.03 Collect information aboUt passports and visa documents, eXpenses
trtinSportation, hotels 4nd major places Of interest from embassies or con-
sulates of-the target country, the US.. Department of State, AirlineS, native
speakers and/or reliable persons Who have.recently traveled through the
target country/ies and then conduct a brief but accurate orienta-tion session
on "things to do and know in planning a trip abroad"

5.04 Demonstrate acceptance of behaviors whith ore foreign but appropriate to
the target culture by voluntarily participating in situatibns that are charac-
teristic of' the target culture. Participation is evaluated according io ap-

...

propriateness, of verbal and 'non-verbal behaviors
..05 Collect pertinent information from government' offices, private enter-

prises, news media, teachers and people in the community'who have re-
cently traveled through the target country/ies and plan an'imaginary.trip;
use that information to narrate to the class in the target l nguage such a
trip by using maps, pictures, slides, filmstrips or arly ot er visuals 'and

1 then distribute a pamphlet with descriptions of *basic customs and.
behaviors expected of visitors in the target country and a few Common ex-
pressions to be used to facilitate communication (nbt applicable to all
languages)

:r

6

1.01 Read selected literary passageS 4nd then tell how geography,has &hanged
the life style of the-people as related to those passages

1.02 Write a letter in the target language to the Chambers of Commercellie
capital cities in countries where the target language is/was spi)ken to ask
'for geographical materials that can be used, in the classroom (Not asp-1
plicable to all languages)

1.03 Research the origins of geographiecal place 'names, and their influences.
upon the history of the target country

1.04 Study the economic life in the target country/ies and then identify'the in-
fluence of geography on the life styles and -the: econmy of te target
cool try/ies

1.2
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tangilages

2. The learner win naine 'and
describe ,. the most impbr-

. tent -national festivities,
mernorial dates and,recrea-
Iitmal activities of the
countiy/ies whose Jan- .

guage is being learned

.. 3. The learner will\ use lan-
guage and patterns of be-
haviot wjlich are appro-
priate to basic daily life sit-
uationt in the target lan-
guage

.4, The learner Will identify
the most outilánding
achievements and contri--
butions of the people of the
target languag,e to civiliza-
tion in the fields, of the arts,
litera,ture, music, architec-
ture, science and. politics,

.

'44r.

5. The learnet , Will demon-
strate the ability to locate
and organize: information ,

in order tp arrive at rea-
sonably objective conclu-
sions about aspects of the
target culture, te cus-
toms, beliefs, ehaviprs
and speech patterns

#

41:

,
2,01. Name and.describe htthe target laAguage the mot important natibnaL 4

. .
festivites arid memori l'dates'of thelountry/ies Whose target language is .
beitig learned ... . . -

2.02 Ngne and describe in the tarpt languagg the recfeatlooal attivities of the
coOntry/ies whose l'anguage is being learned I*

Pr:

3.01 IttraW.hom familiar literary passages which coritain basic dilly-life sittia-
tidns, tkien play the rates of the characterg- In. tke passages and use the
target language and Patterns of behavior which are appropriate to these
situations . .

3.02 'Concentrate on betng a native of the target country/ies arid ken wthe in ;

. the target language ind present long with yasstnates."'s rt drainas .

demonstrat0-ig,the life styles .of .the target. count yties
,

.

4,01 Make a film :about-a topic:studied, suCh as A literasy..workor a historical
character or 'incident, -with live narration 'to treovicle for diffetekes in,
classes and with musical accoMpanimencto set aPproprime tone wan pe
used on Level III) . .

4.02 Select onernovernent in cultural history, e.g., HAro0e# Clissital Or Roman.::
tic, Ind thenpprepere..kpres'entatibn in: the.target language coMpating the
evidences of this .moyetnent in art, Architecture, 'literature and, music

.4,03 Use puppets and/or marionetteS and assume the role of specific scientistor
politician from the target country/iesi and describe in the target linguAge
when, where, why and hi* he/she developed a certain scientific or
political Oieory that led to his/her achievement.:

,

_ 5.01. Read or view books, novels, newspapers,,-pictures, filmstrips, 'films and/or
er visuals, about certain aspects of the4target cultUre forlDackgrOund in-

fo MAtion; interview a native speaker, or a i:)rson knowledgeable ibout the.
'target qountry'; and,ask in the target language (if possible) quWions per-
tainin$ to .topics appropriate, to:better undetstancling,theCulture of the
target cOuntry such as secondary sttidents' life at'hOme, in the school and .
in the community, relationships betWeen parents and Cbildren.(farnilY life), ;.

. or activities of teenagers after school (Not applicable to all languages)
. 5.02 For the student of high mOtivation, the teacher Will provide 'information

about extracurricUlar activities whith will servito ingeAse and,refine...the
learner's linguistic .co4apet6ce and cultural. hisight

5.63. In order to demonstrate acquired comMunicattye compefency and cultural
knowledge, take advantage of OpportUtiities to enroll'in odvancedcourses
in the target language/culture and4or travel to the target country :

, ;7'

r

,
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Cultural ihanges occu(rin in our time,have significant implications for die curriculutn as a .,
whole and for mathematics in particular: The technological v4roi1d in which we live makes it-iii-
peratlye that /very citizen have.some understanding of .mathematic4reas9ning and that, at everY
level j proficiency, a Much larger group have an tm4erstandin8 of natthematictdpiethOd. In addl.,.
tion to the traditional uses of mathematics in con%)rce and-the phySkal fiCiencee, we pow haVg.-
mathematical models in the behavioral stieric&coinputers of a speed and complexity to chillengr

'most creative programmer, new prob s in decision making, probe
areas from.business to medical research tl ntum mechanics, and a va
of mathematics, both olsl and new. The ability to grasp and analYzeconsp
an ever increasing proportion of the population. All chiklreshould at
tunity tp learn the mathematics, which will make these ec'fivities.access

listic mathematics in all
oot eftiew applications
situcions is needed by

est be given the oppor-:
le to them.

At the same time some of the traditional Lises of mathematicitre stil ighly Ii tortái ird we
need aVast'numbei of citizens proficient in,theapplications of athea,I s to everyday atv1y in

;the home, bUsiness, industry, and government. We need a mathematic rogram which.will con-
-tribute to more gfficient learning of ihesec.spéCialized skills and Which ; at the same time, ma,X

.easter,the learning of neW skills which ihe future promises to recital. . (
I,.

The mathematics pirogram proposed here is by necessity brOade nd more inclksive,than in ;
the past,. As the demands of s eiety for mathematical coMpetenc ncrees rnZ, the Aatheatitv
'program has to.keep pate by doi g more.than developing the basic sk s and techniques;although .

the broader goals of mathematics ill include these skillS and techniqu . It muSt develop tnor,e than
vocabulary, facts; and principles; more than the ability to analyze a oblem situation; more thin
an understanding of the logical struCture of 'mathematics the ma emetics 'program mRst .also

-. provide students with the knoWledge which vyill enable tjaern t6distin uish fact from opinion, rele- t,
vent from irrelpvant data, and experimental results from proven th rens. This prograrn has to
stimulale ario'sity sO that sttidents will enjoy exploriffgneW ideas mi creating matheinatics which 4
is new for them.even though it has been'cliscovered by others. It in t develop the reading:skills,
Motivations, and study, hihits essenttal 'for independent learning matfrematics. In short, the,
matheniatics program must produce students'"who know' how tolea mathematics, enjoy learning .
mathematics, stad ate motivated to continue their learning. .

The mathematics curriculum which has the flexibility to be use by various abilityJevels is en-
visioaed. The mathetnatics conCepts which students study are impOr ant to the macinist as well as
to the stargazer'. Eachpinit in the mathematicsl presentatio&nust c ntribute to th child's under-
standing and insight. t is to be expected, however, that different p pils will attain difrerent levels
of understanding and skill. The curriculum should provide materi Is and experiences which take c.

ipto ecc6unt these different leyels. .
#

(
1

MAfFIEMATICS IN GRADES K.6 e
From the teaching standpoint our overall objectives are: 1)ii'o help'students learh to think

rationally rather than merely, to memorize facts and formulks; 2) To help students feel canfintable
..

and self-reliant with the mathematics in their everyday litiks; apd 3) To help students .estabIish a
'foundation which Will suppdrt later, more sophisticated .skills'l mathematics.

;

..

.. The following dellInation of concerits and abilities is neithe minimum nor 'maximum. No at-
tempt has been madt to Include all of the ideas, topics, and experiences which a complete program
of mathematics provides for all learners, at each grade level:Needless to say, some students will not
be able to perform all'of the tasks listed at a given gride level. Differences in the quality, of perfor-
mance ar'e.normal.

. , al A
,

SA

# *While We feel that the learning tasks identified here are'vssential odes, we.recogpiize the ita-
ability olanyone to predetermine when given concepts or skills will be mastered. We...know that 40,

some students May master theM earlier'or later than at the,time specified, here. WHEN .R is not,as ,

..
II%impdrtant as that THEY DO.

._

. We believe that the ultimate objective in teaching mathematics is to help Students learn to
,tninic rather than merely to memorize. Many studies about students' thinyng and learning have

,been used to help us define some reasonable 'expectations in mathematics: here is a great deal of
evidence which suggesIs that many of..the "bask concepts" essential to surcese in mathematics do

I begin early but develop quitealowly in children. Wetbelieve that if we nurture beginning concepts
with apgropriate materials and techniques commensurate with the growth of the individual, and
strivf for,. mastery. at each level, Success with mathematics will follow:

..
- -We have :examined the g eneral developmental characteristics of youngsters at various ages.

Then, we have trikl to identify those concepts and abilities which seem to be basic to success in
Mathematics. Finally, wethave attempted to. put .these two together harmoniously. The effort has
been-directed to compatibility betwe the learner's maturity level and the learnipg task. ,

t,,,.

°-
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/
. Teachers of eath grade shoUld examitte the perfo(rmance indicators kir the previouialnd'next

hiihe; gOde. By doingso they can see Irowlheir segment fits into the totaimathematics program'
for:chilli-en. It is imposaible to Order,the competency goaliprid perforMan6i indicators so that they -
are compatible with eVery teacher's lan'ti or every stucller(t's maturationrate. That responsibility

... .must be left to individual teachera. e have organize4 the material under thefe,broadlopics: 1) .

.geornetry, 2.) measuremente,3) number and numeration, and 4) computation. This does' not imP114

that conceptit must be Abvetisped in this order. It is obvioUs that learningMay take ?Wein sever,. *. .
... categories at the same time.. . .

: .

Teachers have asked .ab'out what is required for mastery at each .grade level:Who kno.WO .

. '* ' Mastery has to be defilted interms of individual's. Most stUdentacan "master" Ml of the objectives '

to some degree. For one studeht 'Gmastery" may mean immediate recall of swim number fact; for ,

an9ther 'in the Atone grade itimrglit meah using other known facts ot manipulative materials to ,.,'
, arrive at the .same. fact. YeLeach is .performing according to' his/her maturity lelrelll kinds of
.' ',previous ,experiences with the concept..,Thete is no specific time at which a stude Will have

, reached iome Magical "mastery" level, but by the end of the designated grade, "each in.hisown
way" should be able to perforM the tasks delineated for that-grade level. .

4 The performance indicators are not geared to any spicific textbook or test. They siinply indi-
cate to the teacher that 'a student can handle 'those tasks in deyeloping some understanding and
skills which are essential to success . in matheatics.

r I
. .

9. . '.
4 . . v

MATHEMATICS FOR1CINDER
. 9

GARTEN' .,

,
. . .

a

Many kindergartai children rhay.appear to have developed a considerable anujunt. of ,math-
knOwledge and skill depending on their background. However, teachers should be"awale of the dif-

. feience between "verbalization of math concepp ancf Oerformances which demonstrate the stability
. of these Concepts:".

" Opportunities for de-veloping mathematical ideas eXist in practically everraspect of a good
kindergarten program. Music ahd art, physical activities, story-telling, Clramatization,17lay with .

- blocks-, imitation and real housekeeping chores, exploring and experimenting all of these provide
experiences with concrete materials in real life situations whith is the natural setting for learning at :

this stage. PENCIL AND' PAPER (WORKSHEET) MATH IS NOT NECESSARY IN A COOLY
KINDERGARTEN .PROGRAM. TI;ere is rarely anything to be gaine'd by having fiye-year-olds
work with symbolic representations. It may in fact create4oblems which surface later. All of the
learning (asks indicated for kindergarten should. be devel ed inforMally arid verbally within the

- areas sukved aboVe.
It is impossible to order the objectives and indicators so tUt they are compatible with every

teaglaer's clans or J4ery child's maturation rate. That responffbility.rnust- be left to indWidual
teRhers. ' -Observation of learners is a much better guide to hat should be taught when' than the
placement of a-concept in a book labeled for a given 'trade level.'" z

For organiptional pterposes the inthcatOrs forkindergarten havebeen'categorized under goals
Ailing with 1) vocabulary, 2) spacial relationship& 3) classification, 4) ordering, 5).one:.to-one
matching, 6) number. This organization does not imply that concepts.are d,eveloped in'the order

,used here.

Given Opportunities to learn from-interaction with people and objects in the iminediate en-
vironment, most learners wjll be able to.do the following by the end of the kindergarten year.

,

Tleirpntarg Schcaol Mathematics A Guide to current Researth 4th Edition, by Leroy G.
Callahan, Vincent J. Glennon, ASCD Washihgton, D.C. 1975.

'Teaching Mat4rnatics to Children 2nd Edition, by Esther J. Swenson, New York: The Mac-
Millan Company, 1973.

,
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COMPET:ENO GOAL(S).

Kindergarten
'1: Tilt learner will respond to,

Ind use the vocabulary of
matt mmatics in a anner
corn entorate with her/his
mental maturity

1.1

2. The learner will indi
development of the abi
to deal .with spatial r
tionships in a manner co
mensurate with his/her
mental maturity

3. The learner `will classify,
items according to a select-
ed characteristic

4. The 'learner will demon-
strate ability to deal with
order in a, se,.1 of items in a
manner commens'urata,
with his/her mental matuir.
rity

5: The learner will solve prob-
lems by oile-to-one match--
ing in a manner corhmen-
surate. with her/his mental
maturity

I 6.

a

The learner, will deal with
number in a mannk com-
mensurate with his/her
mental maturity

Grade*1
1, Th learner will demon-

strate development ofsome
intuitive geometric .con-
cepts

.;

PERFOkMANCE INDICATOR
Each indicator is one of many whick Can assess a studentTperfarmance. .

Others may be used if they are moYe Appropriate for the tearner,
,

1.01 Use Physical activities.and mantpulation of tangible objeclii to demonstrate
understanding Of such words as .

longer
shorter
thick

.thin
line
circle
shape

same before up join
more after down separate
less between around . match

, enough
.

inside next
alike outside

,
last slamrgaell:r

different . over 'near heavier
none under far . .. '. lighter
(this is a sample, not an exhaustive list)

1.02 Use above words in response to appropriate questions
,, 1

2.01. Use body motions to indicate a little space,1 a ''big space','
2.02 Use a finger in the sand, or a piece of string to indicate a path,firpm bne

iteni to another (such as from the pool to the tennis coure to the fipufie)
2,03 Place obActs as directed: "nearer the window,': "far from the aquarium/

"between the, Plants and the sink"
,

3.01 Select from a (group of various shapes all those having the same sha0 as
,, that of a specified model

3.02 Sglect from a group of viirious colored objects' all those having the same'
celor as that of a specified object

3.03 Compare items in a collection and sort them into two categories, "short" or
"long

.3.04 Compare and sort small c'ollections of, items according to various attributes,
sych as, "long-short," "heavy-light"

4.01 Duplicate the order 9f a given 'set of no more than 3' items , t
4.02 Order a set (no more than 4) of items from smallest to largest .

4.03 Arrange the same set (as in 4.02) in reverse order (from largest to smallestr
4.04 Identify ifems which are "first, last, between" in a specified set
4.05 Use the terms "first, next, between,last" to identify objects which have.

been airange41 in some order ,

,, r
5.01 Match items in two grow:en one-to-one correspondence, e.g., long blocksr" .

. to short blocks (limit 5 in each group)
5.02 Use,one-td-one matching to answer questions such as, "Are there enough

straws for each 'carton of milk?," "Are there as many boys as girl% in the
group?" (limit to 10) ,

5.03 Match equivalent sets of items containing up to 5 items in each set (Exam-,
ple: '4Can you find a set of hats..which will be just enough for the apt of
cowboys?") . ,

5.04 Answer questions'dealing with comparisons "Are there more children.in.
the walk line or more in the bus line?" "Which is,longer, the ,blue string or
the white string?" ,.

t 6.01 Count by rote to 10
6.02 Couht objects to answer the question, "How many?"
6.03 Respond to ordinal use of number by identifying the first, second, and

third in a series
6.04 Count with...an adult iii activities such as jumping rope, bour4ing a ball,

giving out materials on one-to-one basis, taking up tickets

1.0 Use pieces of yarn to outline the shape of various items, e.g., a table, a'
book, bodies of classmates in different pbsitions (on the floor)

1.02 Pescribe characteristics of the shapes outlined, e.g., has 3 lines and 3 cur-
ners has no corners; has 4 sides

1.03 Identify objects in the immediate environiiient whkh have the same shape
ae the string models e

1.04 Duplicate string models with dragngs
1 25
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The learner All sgoW'evi:e
dence of , understanding
and abilify in dealing with

4 . measureilient in ways that
'are Compatible with,hWher
mental maturity

, 3., The learner will demon-
strate ability to use num-
ber and numeration in a
mannert compatible with
his/her mental maturity

'o

4. The learrier will demon-
'strate abi ity and skill in
computation commensu-
rate with, his/her mental
maturity

0

Malhematics

2,01 Use direct corn prison to deter 'tile which 'of 2 objects is loner of ihorteri
which of 2 ob ects is heavier or lighter; which pf 3 objects is longest ''

2.02 Order a set .o objects lup.to 5) according to length . ;

2.03 thie 'a. balance scale to Confirm that tone -1) ect-is hiavier than another ::

2.04 Use appropriate len uage to describe com ar sons of lenlith, Width, height,
. weight, e.g, "The b e book is.wider then e ;,ed one," he clayis heavier
than the paper" S ,

2.05 Demonstrate how to ieaótre length by using appropriate non-sltand d
uniK of thelame kind, .pliced end to end, e.g.,a row of-elothespins from
one -end of a table to another will.be read, "The table is 14 clothespins
long"

2.06 Use4partsof-the body to estimate lenith br distance, e.g., ".abotit 3 fingers
wide," "about 20 steps down the ha 1" .

2.07 Use the calendar to identify "today' when the date is provided
2.08 Use the calendar to deterMine how many days until some ppeeikjed day,

e,g,, "This is today (indicate on calendar). Terry's birthday:is the rth.
How many dip until Terry's birthday?"

2.09. Identify even ti. that happen!'before lunch;" those which happen 'after
. luncle what happens -"next"li

2.10 Identify pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters and 'the value in 'cents of each
2.11 Select coins to pay for any items that costs 50, 100, 150 ZOO.'
2.12 Compare the mercury levels on ewo thermometers and iaentifci the ones

. which irtdicatei the warmer temperature. (thermometers shoul be alike)
.2.13 Interpret picture graphs showing comparisOns. Example: Use 'picture

graph showing chibiren's favorite pets to determine Wl*ther more children
in the class prefer dogs or horses; which *most children prefer, etcw

3.01 Give the cardinal number for any group (set). with up to 6 members
, , .

witnout having to count, eg.,.:: , u
3.02 Uie the cardinal form of number and one-to-one correspondence to deter-.

mine flow many in a group with up to 10 members (ratkonal counting)
3.03. Respond to and use the ordinal form of nu,mbers to identify the position of

objects in a series (up to 6), e.g., touch the second block.. .,whatcolor is the'
fourth flower in this row? .

3,04-44atch.' a set of objects with the corres_ponding numeral, 1-9 :
3.05 identify zero (0) as the numeral meaning "none" *k I

3.06 Match numerals 1-10 with their printed names
3,07 Do rote counting (naming numerals in sequence) in any decade beyond 10,

..
e.g., 11 tp 20; 31 to 40; 41 to 50, etc. .

3.d8 Name the number just "before" and the number'nexraf ter" a given num-
ber in any known counting sequeAce

$.09 Arrange a given set of numerals from smallest to lariest
3.10 Compare. any two numbers between 10 and 5' 0 'anct i entify the larger or

the smaller of the two
3.11 Write numerals when there is a real need to do so
3.12 Demonstrate with conerete objects that increasing or decreasing space he-

tween them does not change a given number of Objects .

3.13 Group objects by tens to explain two-digit numbers ,
.

3.14 Demonstrate ability to represent two-digit numbers a) 'oially b) with con-
2 crete, materials, and c) with numerals (written)

. -

4.01 Prove that changing the grouping of a given number of coUnters does not
change the original number. Example; 6 buttons may be :: and ; change
them to : : and ; or and , 'and the total is still 6.

4.02 Use manipulative materials to demonstrate all of the (whole nuMber) com-
binations which produce sums up to 8 or 10

4.03 Use manipulativematerials to demonstrate that reyersing the orderof ad-
dends doed not change the sum

4.04 Read the mathematical notation for addition facts in both horizontal and
vertical form

4.05 Respon4 correctly to addition facts with sums to 8 or 10 without counting
4.06Adentify information necessary to solve a problem using addition. Exiiinple;

Kim had some money. Her father gave her some more. How much did she
have in all? What do you have to know beforeyou can answer that ques-
tion?

4.07 Use addition facts to solve realistic problems
4.08 Use,coricrete materials to show the subtraction facts related to known addi-

. tion facts, e.g., 5 + 2 '7; 7 - 5 N. 2; 7 - 2 5
4.09 Recognize a subtraction fact recorded in horiiontal or vertical 'form.
4.10 Ude knden subtraction facts to solve realistic probkims

;
k123 "d
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1.

Matta-mattes

Grade 2 t.

1. The learner will demop-
, strate ability. to de ith

number 'and nume
a way tlat is co

o'rate wi her/his me
maturity

4.

2. The, learner will demon-
strate ability to deal with
computation 1111. a manner
commensurate wit4
mental maturity.

41

r)

3. The learner will deakwith
measurement in .a manner
commensurate with his/her
mental maturity

. .

6
I.

,

.,i,pi count 1 4*.g. ,

.., , a, orally between any two designaied ppints between 1 and 200 .

b. by 2's, 5's and 10's
1.02 Match numerals ut; to 20 with their fitinted naMes. Example: 14 - fourteen

, .1,03 Arrange numeral cards in any sequence between 100 arid 200 in ascending
1. , . '; pr .descending order .,

.

.144 Compare any two rwmbers (verbally) between 1 and ZOO. Example:. 19 is"'
.;', less ,than 21; 129 iS more than 119

4,

i 'TO Use ordinal form of numbers tovlOth
4 1.06- Identify, read and record'any number from 1 to 200 ,

, 1,07 Use appropriate manipulative materials (items that can be grouped by tens)
-)' 'to demonstrate understanding of two- and three-digit numbers

Demonstrate ability to represent-, three-digit numbers a) orally, b) with
'nianipulative materials, and 'el with numerals (written)

1.09 Use paper folding and other operafions with concrete materials tg show the..
meaning of V2 and V4 - # . *

,

2.01 Use manipulative materials to demonstrate all of the (whole number) com
binations which prodUce sums up to l'O or 12

2.02 Use manipulative materials -to show the subtraction facts fe'lated to.any'
known addition facts (6 + 2 = 8; 8 - 2 = 6; 8 - 6 =

2.03 Explain and demonstrate the meaning 'of zero in such nufber sentences as
)14 +, 0 = and 4 0 =

2,04 Use'concrete mtterials to Prove reliersibility (checking subtraction by addi-
tion)
Example: Use 7 pennies to show 7 - 4 = 3; 3 + 4 = 7

2.05 Record,and read the mathematical hotation (horizontal and vertical forM)
for any knoWn addition and subtraction facts

2.Q6 Respond to and use addition facts with gams to 10 or 12 without counting
.2.07 Regponti to and,, use subtraction facts with minuends ,up to 10 or 12'.

without counting
2.08 Add and subtract two-digit numbers re9uiring no regrouping
2.09 Use drithatizaTion, pictures aNd drawings to demonstrate addition or sub-

traction situations
2,10 Record a rpathematecal _model for

4
a verbal description .of an addition or

subtraction situation;AgAudy counted 8 yellow M and M's in one hand,
and 4 brown M and M's in the other hand, How many M. and IS,C0 did she.

have?
8 + 4 = 12

2.11 Use real objects to solve meaningful problems for which the mathematical
solution is not known. Exantple-: Given a set of 12 toy clowns, -a learner can
determine how many teams of 4 .can be arranged as well as how many
teams of 3

3.01 Demonstrate Understanding of the attributes commonly measured, e.g.,
height (distance, length), weight, capacity

3.02 6elect items in the immediate environment and name things that,are es-
tiniated to be "taller than," "heavier thp," "shorter than," etc. the select..
ed item

, 3.03 Demonstrate measurement 9,1' length by using identical non'-standard units
(dripking straws, .clotheSpins, etc.) laid end-to-end and counted

3.04 Select 'materials (non-standard units) arid prove that it takes More small'
units than larger ones to measure the length, width, or circumference of a.
given item

3.05 IJse non-standard units such as blocks, peper clips, dripking straws, etc. to.
prove that moving an object does not change its length .(inVariance)

3.06 Make Comparisons of heights of children shown on a picture graph. Exam-
ple: Find the tallest child; the shertest child; two children'about the same
height

3.07 Identify the meter as a standard unit for measuring length
308 Identify properties or situations for which the meter is an appropriate utik

of measure
3.09 Use a balance. scale and some arbitrary unit with which to compare the

'weight of various objects. Example: The box.of crayons is about as heavy
0 as a rocks
3,10 Select and use a trundle wheel, scale's, or metec stic'k to solye problems

which are meaningful. Example: Terry thinks the bookcase isionger that)
the table. Is he right? Show how to prove it
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5. The learner will .1:lemon-
strive ability to present and
likterpret information in. a
graphic form which.is com-
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'Grade 3 ,
. The learner will demon-

strate ability ,to deal with
'number and numeration 'in
a manner commensUrate
with his/her mental. matu-
thy

2. The learner will demon-. strate ability and skill in
computation commensu-
rate with his/her mental
maturity

9

*-7..T.T

MatheOlatice.

4.01 Identify "yesterday" and "tomorrow" on the calendar When given.the date
of "today" I 4 L

,4,02 Identify tip iialf-ddllar arid the dollar (paper) ind give their yalue in cents
4.03 Select various combinations of coins to pay for items that cost 100, 150, 200
4.04 'Read time as thown on a digital clotk (1'2:15 - two-fifteen")
4.03 Relate daily .eents to time as "before 9:00 o'clock," or ' after 12:00

' o'clock". t .

Example: Arrange daily events such as, come to School; have lunch; go to
physical', education; go home; - under the 'appropriate heading "Before

- 9:00 o'clock" - "After 1200 o'clock"

5.01 Arrange pictorial material in columnior rows and summarize theinforma,
non. thus presented. ,Example: -Pictures of. boys andAsirls arranged in
cblumns 'or rows to represent brothers and'iliteri of different children.
Summaries tell which families have the Most children, who has Most
brothers, etc:

I'
- 6..01 Tell what is the saMe about a triangle incl a rectangle; tell what is different ,..

about them . .

6,02 Identify tifIngs in the immediate environment that are shapalike a circle,
a rectangle, a triangle

6.03 Use a mode) to,,identify a square, coiner
-

4.01 Read end record numbers' with as many 'as four 4igits
1.02 Use manipulative or symboliC materials (small cards which can be-grouped

by tens;'-numeral cards and place value charts).-to explain three- and four-
digit numbers .. . . :

1.03' Compare numberi with up to four digits and record.using symbols, 16.
> , < . I 0 if

,1.04 Round numbers to the. nearest-10 r
1.05 Determine .whether a number is even or odd
1.06 Use manipulative materials and expanded .notation to demonstrate the

structure of three-digit numbers. Example': 134 May be shown with one
"bundle" of ten tens, three "bundles' of ten, four "ungro.uped" ones and
recorded thus: *100 + 30 + 4 = 134 .

1.07 Read and record dollars and cents usintL decimal notation, e.g., $4.75
1.08 Use cperete materials To show a frattional part of a whOle

.

1.09 Comapre unit fractions,"using concrete materlals, e.g., by folding circles or
rectangles one can show liz > IA; 1/4 'k IA '

1.10 Identify, what fractional part of a Pictured. figure is shaded
1.11 Read and record fractional numbers

2.01 the manipulative materials to demonstrate all of the basic addition facts
(whole numbers) with sums through 18

2.02 Demonstrate cominand of basic addition facts
2.03 identify subtraction facts related to known addition facts',
2.04 Explain ','regrouping" in addition of numbers with up t4 four digits
2.05 Identify minuends which must be regrouped before suptracting can be

done and explain the regouping orally, e.g., "42 has to be regrouped as 3.
tens and 12 ones befoa I can subtract 18"

2.06 Use addition to check subtraction - ,
2.07 Use concrete materials to demonstrate understanding of multiplication al

repeated addition : ,
2.08 Use known multiplication facts`to determine unknown ones, e.g., 2 x 6.=

12 helps one to know 4 x 6 ni 24 1 -

2.09 Demonstrate with manipulative materials that changing the prder of fac-
' tor does*not change the product, eg.,

0000 000

, 0000 000
, 0000 3 x 4 = 12 000

.' 000
'2.10 EXplain the prgduct 'whet? 0 is one factor , ,

2.11, Give 'reasonably prompt response to basic multiplication facts throygh the
fifth table .

2.12:Multiply a twq..digit factor by a onetdigit factor, with and without a zero
difficulty. Example; 3 x 42, 3 x 20

, .
125'4 .

4x3;= 12

A 0
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Mathematics

2'13 Use concrete materials .pt illustrations to show division ,facts, related to ,

known multiplication ficts '
2.14 'Use concrete materials to demonstrate division as a procas of repeatid

subtractions
2.15 'Use manipulative materials to demonstrate' the division process with a

iemainder
2.16 Check dMsion by multiplication

3,01' Identify the question 4n a "siory" or "word" problem `as well aathe facts
neamary to solve it ' . r

3.02 Self ct and use(familiar operations (alogrrthms) to solin word problems
3.03 Compose simp e "story" problems whiFh require using familiar facts and

opera tiOni
3.Q4. Prpvide a mathematical model for simple word problems, e.g., Terri's team

needs 12 playtrs."They have 5. Hold many More players do they need? 5 + .

1 I wi 12
3.05'.Make reasonable estimates of answers toeasy "story" rObleins.' Exam le:

Tell whether the answer will be mote than-50 or less t an 50..24 chil ren
from one.class.and'32 children from another class went to the park. FlOw
many lunches will be needed for the children? 0

306 Solveproblems with real materials and jceep a record that leads to the solu-
tion. Example: (Before division is done with pesicil and. paper) Civen 20
cubes, a child will experiment to find how many Ilifferent ways 20 can be
div.ided into equal groups, and will keep a written lUord of the ways, e.g.,
2 groupS Pf ten; 5 groups of 4, ep. .

4.01 Identify the centimeter and the inch. as small unifs for measuring length
4.02 Identifygthe meter and the yard. as large units. for measuring length

. 4.03 Identify the properties:(thicknese, length, circumference) of selected ob-
jects for which the centimeter and. the meter are appropriate units of
measure

7- 4.04 Identify properties of designated objects to be measured and select ap-
propriate dMce for measuring each. Example: A child, heig.ht - weight -
temperature, etc.;, deuice, meter stick scales - thermoiteter

4.05 Select an appropriate standard unit for measuring distancei il the im-
mediate environment. Example: distance from the classrooM to the
lunchroom, from the sink to the bookcase

4.06 Select items,in the immediate environment that are thought to be "about 12
centimeters long; 1 meter high; 3 centimeters thick"; measure and record

4.07 Use -direct comparison (fitting one surface over the other) to determine
Which'of two surfaces is greater

4.08 Compare the surfacesoof two geometric shapes by covering them with
sMall squares of uniform size and counting

4.09 Use appropriate materials (pieces of string, small squares) to demonstiate
the difference between measuring around (perimeter/circumference) and
measuring the surface (area) of objects

4.10 Identify 0° Celsius as "freezing"
4,11 Read the room temperatpre on a Celsius scale. thermometer
4.12 Determine approximattelime from a conventional clock
4.13 Record time ps necessary '

4.14 Demonstrate the eqUitralence of a dollar with a variety of coins - pennies,
nickels, dimes, 'quarters

4.15 Use real or play moneY to make the change one should receive from a .
dollar .if the inirchaie cost is 40¢, 5p¢, 730, 800

4.16 Identify the liter, quart and gallon a units used for measuring the Capacity°
of. containers

.

4.17 Use appropriate mateiials to demo strate invaridnce of quantity (changing
to a different size and shap °Maine'. does not change quantity being
measured) .

5.01 Use paper folding to determine whether a figure is symmetric and to find
lines of symmetry

.,5.02 Use manipulation of objects to identify figures that are ,congruent
5.03 Examine and compare the characteristics of cubes, spheres, and cylinders

6.01 Collect information and present it in a pictograph
6.02 Interpret information which someone else has presentAd in a pictograph
6.03 Construct and interpret simple bar graphs
6.04 solve prOblems using information presented on 'a bar graph

129
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Grade 4
-.1. The learner will demon-

strate ability to deal with
number ancl nunierstion in..
a Manner commensurate
with his/her. mental matU-

'

.2. The' learner Will demon:-
. strafe abilify and skill in

computation commensu-
rate with his/her mental
maturity

0

3. The learner will exhiba
competency in identifying
and using standard units of
measure in a mannei com-
mensurate with his/her
mental maturity

l
1.01

1.02
1,03
1.04

1.05
1.06

;1.07
1.08

1.09

1.10

4 .

Identify the place value* anidigit ,in a 'Ytiole nuMber *with up to:five.,
digits , .

'Read and record whole numbers with up to five digits , ,..

Round numbers to the nearest hundred .
,

Use. oral and written words to identify evil:sized partitione. of Concrete
objeCts, or drawings of 'such divisions. Example: Rom 74.... 9 fourths'
Recognize and write symbols for fractions .

Use concrete rnateridle (egg' cartons; set of coins, a team) to 'demonstrate
Understanding.cif a fraction as one or more equivalent parts of a group
Use concrete materials to, represent improper fractionaor mixed numbere
Make drawings.which represent improper "fractions or miXed 'numbers '
Use concrete materials (strips of.patler, fraction kit,$) to. identify equivalent
fractions . : ... .

k

Recognize. an ,use two ways to reCOrd one-tenth, e.g., -2 or 0,1
, W

t it

2,01 ideiltif min nds which require r rouping and give their re rOuped
value. xamp e: 400 - 176, the 400.'fnust be.regrouped as .3 liun reds,. 9
tens, and 10 ones ,

. +

, 2.02 Add and subtract whole numbers including all regrouping and zero dif-
ficultiq 0

2.03 Estimate sums by rounding . ,,.
2.04 Give reasonably porompt response to all basic multiplication facts
2.05 Use concrete models to explain-multiplication of a two-digit number by a'

one-digit number .

2.06 Use concrete models to explain renaminerehrouping) in multiplication.of
a two-digit by a one-digit 'number .

.2.07 Multiply any two-digit number by 10 or a two-digit multiple of 10, e.g., 10
x 25; '120 x 134; 40 x 16

2.08 , _Find the product of any 2 two-digit 'factors
2.09 Identify division facts related' to multiplication' faco, e.g., 4 x..6 = 24; 24+ i

c.

4 = 6; 24 ± 6 32 4
2.10 Use manipulative materials to demonstrate divisionof a two-digit number -

by a one-digit divisor with a two:digit quotient, with. and without a
remainder (39 3; 49 4) '

2.11. Use manipulative materials to explain 'the two-digit qubtient when a three-
digit number such as 124 is divided by a one-digit number ,

Explain the three-digit quotient when a three-digit numeer such as 369 is
divided by a one-digit Iiivisor such as 3' ,

Explain the three-digit quotient when a four-digit number such as 1224 is

divided by wone-digit clivisor ,

Determine whether file quotient will be a "ones, tens, or hundreds" num-
ber-when dividing a two-three- or four-digit number by a ope-digit divisor
Explain the one-digit quotient when a two-digit number -is divided by a
two-digit diyisor.
Check division by multiplication ,
Represent addition of like fractions With ..manipulative materials or
diagrams

-

Use addition of like fractions to solve realistic "word". problems .

Demonstrate subtraction of like firactions (no regrouping) with manipula-
tive materials or diagrams .

Demonstrate verbal ability to identify the question and facts needI to.
answer it in a .l.word" 'problem 4 .,

2.12

2.13

2.14-

2.15

2.16
..2.17

2.18
2.19

2.20

2.21
2.22

'2.23

3 01

Make "word" problems whieh require the .use of multiplication
Describe situations and identify questions which require the use, of
division
Identify extraneous facts from facts necessary to solve "words" problems

v+

Select appropriate meltiç -units to measure indicated properties of items,
,s.g. witlkl o a posta stamp" length of a short lineasegment, height of a
child

3.02 Estimate and measure designated propertied (length,' width, gitth) o.
familiar objects 'to iithe nearest centimeter

3.03 Use equal-sized squares to demonstrate understandi4 of area
3,.04 Use the terno "square centimetes:' and "square' inch' to describe areas

' 3.05 Use real models to demonstrate understanding of, "perimeter"p"area";
"circumference"
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4. The learner will exhibit de- .

velopment of geometric
concepts commensurate'
with, his/her mental ma-
turity

5. The learner will be .ble to
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Graae 5
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-t

2. The learne :will demon-
strate skill n CoMputation
commensu ate,with his/her
mental maturity .

0

44;

. Mathematics
. .

3.06 Identify the liter and the 'quart as .units used to measure capacity
-3.07 identify the grdm, kilogram and pound as units used to mlasure weight
3.08 Recognize units of measure that are metric and those that are not
,3.09 Identify metric units that are appropriate for measuring, various, proper-

tiet, e.g., height of a room, weight of a pencil, capacity of a fish boWl, etc,
3.10 IdentiFy freezing and boiling points on a Celsius thermometer
3.11 Recognize that`weather reports are sometimes given in "customarj," as

well as metric terms
3.12 Make "story" problems that can be solved by using the' clock and the

'calendar
3.13 Use the calendar and the clock to solve problems involving time
3.14 Tell time to the nearest minute on a 'conventional cloCk
3.15 Solve problems involving making change

v

4.01 Use concrete materials to produce examples of parallel lines and *inter-
secting lines

4.02 Identify,examples of parallel and intersecting linesin the immediate
environment

4.03 Use ftips, slides, and turns to determine whether two figures are con-
gruent

5.01 Interpret information Presented in pictograph form when a single symbol
represents a many-to-one ratio

5.02 Collect some interesting data, select a synbol to represent a ratio,(picture
of one book = 5 books'read) and construct an original picturegraph

5.03 Name ordered 'pairs that identify points on a grid, Example; What number
pair locates the star?

5.04 Interpret information found on 'chart or graph form in fourth-grade books
a

1.01 Read and record whole numbers with as many as 7 digits
- 1.02 Use a diagram or chart to explain the place valuilof any number with as

many as 7 digits
1.03 Explain possible regrouping of larger numbers such as 1425.- Example: 1

thousand, 4 hundreds, 2 tens, 5 ones = 14 hundreds, 2 tens, 5 ones, etc.
1.04 ReCord and explain expanded notation
1:05 Round numbers to the nearest thousand
1.06 Cornpare four- and five-digit numbers (whole)
1.07 Determine whether the sum of two whole numbers will be even or odd (us-'

ing small numbers until a generalization can be made) -
1.08 Determine whether the difference between, two whole numbers will be

even or odd (using small numbers Until a' generalization can be made)
1.,09 DefMe a prime number and determine whether a given number is prime or

composite
1.10 Arrange fractional numbers in proper sequence on a number line
1.11 Explain the use of fractions to express a 'relative comparis9n or ratio -
1.12 Read, record, and order commonly-used mixed numbers such as 1 3/4; 1

2/3.; 1 1/2; 1 1/4 ..

113 Use manipulative materials to demonstrate equaAes of mixed *numbers
and improper fractions, i.g., 1 3/8 = 11/8; 2 1/5 "a 1 6/5, etc.

1.14 Use concrete materials (hundreds squares, tens strips, place value charts) to
show decimal notation one and two places to the right of ones place .

1.15 Use drawings or hundreds squares (10 x 10) to represent mbied numbers
such as 1.2 and 1.25

1.16 Read and record in decimal form numbers including tenths and hun-
dredths ,

1.1' Recognize easily-interpreted Roman Numerals
i .

2.01 Estimate the product of 2 twordigit whole numbers-by rounding both and
multiplying menta, e.g., 28 x 32 is approximately the same as 30 x 30
which is 900

, 2.02 Demonstrate and explain that tens times tens produces hundreds
2.03 Experiment to shoWthat tens times hundreds produces thousands
2.04 Demonstrate mastery of the steps in multiplying by a two-digit number.

Example: Explain that multiplying by a two-tli it numb& means multiply-
ing by ones and by tens; estimate whether the answerowill be a hundieds or
a thousands number; multiply, add, check for reasonable product

2.05 Give examples pf problems'which require multiplying two Multi-digitiac-
tors for their solutions

2.06 Solve any realistic jproblem dealing with multiplication bf whole numbers
2.07 Determine divibibility of Whole numbers'by 2, 3, 5, .9, 10
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Grade 6
.1. The learner wi I demon-

strate abilit to deal with'
t number an .nurneration in

a manner commensurate
with his/her mental matu-
rity

ft

2. The learner will demon-
strate skill in computation
commensurate with his/her
mental maturity

1

2.08 Make ereasonable prediction of the quotient before dividing by a two-
, ,

digit &Visor. Examples,The quotient of 900 + 28 will be a tendknumber a.
little more than 30 ,

2.09 Explain the steps Involved lit dividing a three-digit number by a tvevo-digit
, number ,

2.10 Check division by multiplying
, 2.11 Use. concrete materials to .explain subtraction of like' fractions requirthg

regrouping; addition and subtractiOn of unlike, bucxelated fractions; addi-
tiern and subtraction of. niixed numb4rs

2.12 Create realistic problerrit. using fractional numbers arid explain the
Ailutions

4.01 Use 'appropriate nieasuring devices, to determine and record personal
, weight in kilograms and height in centimeters

3.02 Explain and use a formula to find the perimeter and the area of rectungles
3.03 Identify.standard unitS appropriate for measuring specified peritheters and

.-areas
3.04 Use concrete materials to eXplain vilume-and identify standard units.for

measuridg it .

3.05 Determine distances on a map using the scale provided
3.96 Solve probleiris involving elapsed time, e.g., 8:45 until .12:30
3.07 Create and solve problems dealing with different forms of measurement

Mathematics

common 'to everyday expetiences
3.0ti Identify and use these symbols: m, cm, kg, km, g; L, °C
3.09' Use real rneasKing devicesio explain why,multiplication is used to'convert

large units of measure to smallevones
Explain interrelations, of the .units of length and volume in. the metric
system 4-,

4.01 Draw anei name points, line segments, rays, angles, and intersecting lines
4.02 Identify right angles, angles greater than and angles lesethan a right angle
4.03 Identify a degree as a unit f'or measuring dngles

5.01 Intirpret a broken-line graph
5.02 Find and interpret information presented in bar and liroken-line graphs in

newspapers, textbooks, magazines, or other sources .

1.01 Read', interpret, and record mixed numbers expressed in decimal form, e.g.,'
,

2.75, 2.6
1.02 Qrder any set-of whole numbers, decimal or common fractions
1.03 Identify and fecord finite and infinite setil of whole numbers
1.04 -Use a number line to describe a set ot integers .

1.05 Explain the function of "0" 'on a number line showing positive and
negative integers

1.96. Use familiar terms and/or situations (thermometer, profit.and less, score
cards) to explain uses of positive and negative numbers

1.07 Explain percent as a ratio ( , one out af 100: , fifty out Zif .100) or
as a decimal. (0.01; 0.50)

1,08 Interpret any;Roman numeral comm only encountered
1.09 Use and explain exponentiaT notation

2.01'Demonstrate understanding of all steps in multiAing any two multi-digit
fa4tors commonly encountered 4

2,02 Round the divisorand dividend and determine ie limits within which a
qtiotient must fall .

.2.03 Solve problems requiring division of d dividend expressed in dollars and
centa as $148.45. 5

2.04 Demonstrate that multiplying or dividing both the divisor and the divi-
dend by the .same number does not change the quotient

2.05 Use manipulative materiala (fraction charts, folded paper, etc.) to explain
answers.vben (a) a fractional number is multiplied by ,a wholi) number, (b)
a fracticdirt -number is multiplied by a frachonal number

2.06 Use manipulative mdterials, to demonstrate dividitig by a common fraction
2.07, Create and solve realistic problems which require multiplication and divi-

sion bY fractions
2.08 Round decimal, addends and estimate the sum
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I.

f

k.

s

Matbematici....

,

2.09 ,Solve pibblems requiring addition and subtraction of deciMils and 'ex-
plaib.:the soluttiOns

2,10 Solve practical problems dealing With alierages; time, distance,,apeed, per-
cent, , .

3.01 Itlentify common, metric measures and relate them to one another
3.02 Select ,a unit model for eacil of these units: meter, decitneter,. centimeter,

liter, kilogram
3.N Relate the metric system to the decilnal numetation system
3.Q4 Select the most appropriate OM of metric measure to usi in determining

the Aeight of common items such as a nickel, a drop of liquid7an aspirin, a.
hamburger, a basketball

3.05 Read to tRe nearest tenth of a kilogram the weight of common objects on a,
scale; read the measure of liquid in atraduated.container to the'nearest ten
milliliters

3.06 IdentifY "normal" body temperature hi degrees Celsius; ehc;t" day and a
"cold" day in °C;. ,

3.07 Solve problems , Which involve computing-sums and differences of
measures, expressed in decimal form

.
. t

3.08 Identify and use the notation symbbls for the most cOmmonly used Metric
measures : <. ..

.a.o9 Convert measurements to equiV talent measures within the same system
3.10 Make a scale drawing of Some familiar area (classroom, library, cafeteria).
111 Solve problems which necessitate regrouping (or repaming) measures, e.g.,

1 hour 10 minutes g= 70 minutes
, .

4.01 Use a protractor to measure angles; identify which are right angles, ao.ite
angles, and obtuse angles ,

4.02 Use manipulative materials 'to explain the derivation of a. formula for
finding .the area of a triangular region .

4.03 Reconstruct a parallelogram, to make a rectangle and explain how to fine
the area .. . ,

4104 Usethe manipulative materials (tape measure 4r Oieces of string and cir-
cular shapes) to demonstrate the relationship'of the diameter.tclthe circum-
ference of a circle , .. . .

4.05 Use the lormula to find the circumference of a circle

5.01 Construct a graph using selected numerical data -
5.02 Read and interpret data from .a circle graph
5.03 Collect relevant information on some topic and organize it into bar and/or.

, - circle graph form

1.01 Read word nariles for whole numbers containing as many as seven digits
1.02 Read and write the numeral for any whole number less than ten milhon

i 1.03 Name the total value of a given digit of a whole number less than ten
rriillion

- 1.04 Round a whole number smaller than 10,000 to any designated place
1.0$ Uses <', or > to compare any two,whole numbers

2.01 Estimate the sum of any. triret 4-ditit numbers by rounding to the nearest
100 or 1,000

2.02 Add any three 4-digit nurtibers
2,03 Estimate to the nearest 100 or 1,000 the difference-between two Lk-digit

numbers
2.04 Subtract any two 4-digit numbers
2.05 .Determine in a one step problem solving gituation whether the information

given is insufficient, sufficient, or exttaneods
2.06 Translate a one step _problem, solving situation into an appropriate

mathematical sentence
2..07 Estimate and ihen determine the solution of a problem solving situation in-

volving the tddition or subtraction of up to 4-digit numbers
2.08 Estimate arierthen determine the product of a ;3-digit number by a 2-digit

number
2.09 Estimate and then determine the solution to a problem involving mt*

tiplication of a-3-digit by a 2-digit number
'd 64'2.10 Estimate the quotient of a 4-digit number divi e y num..

2.11 Divicte.4 4-digit number by a 2-digit nymber
2.12 Divide a 3-digit number by.a multiple of 10 less 'than 100
2.13 Raise a number to a power

H 1
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2.14 .Exprims a product in iis exPonential form .
Find the square root of a pumber btusing a table of square roots. or a
calculator
Determine 'the factors;of .a whole number .

Find the GCF:(greatest cOmmon faCtor) of two whole ,numbers.
VVrite 'a set of ntultiples'of a 'whole number
beterMine the LCM.(least cominommultiple). of two whole 'numbers.
Uae the .Commutativé, Aasociative, and.DistributiVe Prbperties for Addi-
tion and Multiplication td complete computations '

1,

Use zero in additiottand one-in MUltiplication as the Identity ElemenWfor.
those operations

Read and write fractions .

Change a fraction.to iti Sittplest form
Witte a' fraction equivalent to a g.iven fraction -
Change an improper fractiOn to either a miXed nutlber or a Whole nu .1)
Change a mixed number..or a whole number into an iMproper fra on
Add two fraCtiorial numbers
Estimate the sum of tWo fraction* nUMbers
Add two' mixed nuniVers . .

Subtract two fractional nUmbers .

Estimate the.difference beeween two mixed nutters
Find the difference of tWo mixed .numbers .

Multiply two proper And/ot improper fractional numbers
Determine the solution to a problem. solving situation inVolving the mu', .

tiplication of fractional numbers .

Determine the reciprocal of a fraitionat or mixed gumber
Find the'qUOtient of two fractional numbers
Use < , > ., or = to.compaie twO fractions..

Read and write decimals through thousandths
Read and write:money (dollars and cents) through $1,000
Use < > , to coMpare two decimals.
Round a number lessthan 10 cOntaining no mote than two decimal place's
to the nearest whole number

4.05 Estimate the sum of two or three decitnal 'numbers
4.06 Add three numbers, eaCh having no more-than three decimal places
4.07 Subtrao two decimal numbers, tach..havirig no more than .three deci al

places
.4.08 N4ultiply a whole number and a number with no mcire'than three decimal

places
4,09 Multiply two decimal numbers which are both named in 10ths' and/or-

loOths. .

4.10 Divide-a decimal number(in 10ths or 100ths) by a multiple of 10 less than
100

215'

>2,16
2.17
2.18
2.19
2.20

-1,21

3.01
3.02,
3.03
3.04

. -3.05
3.06
3.07
3.08'
3.09'
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13

3.14
3.15
3,16

4.01
4.02
403
4.04

3. The learner
strate an underStanding of
fractions and their. ap-
plications-

e, 4. The learner will demon-
. Strate 4n understanding of

decimals and their .appli-
cations

4.1b Find the quotient of two Idecimal numbers .

4.12 Estimate the difference, product or quotient of tWo,decimal numbers
4,13 Determine equivalent aniounts of up to $26 using coins and paper

currency

a

,

14 Find the solution to a problein solving situatibrtinvolying a purchase total-
ing less than $10 4vith change to be made cum a $20

4.1 Multiply ontdivide a money amount by a whole nurnber,
4.16 etermine the aolgtion to a real world problern,volying domparison

s opping for purchases of less.than $10.00.
4.17 Wri e a decimal number as a fraction
4.18 Writ a fractional number as a decimal

5. The learner will demon .
strate an understanding of
ratio, proportion, and per-
cent

501 Express comparison of two numbers as a ratio
5.02 Find the.' sing term of -a proportion.
5.03 Explain thinl 1xeaning of percent as the number of parts put of 100
5.04 Change a per e t (less than 100%) to a decimal ancl vice versa
5.05 Identify.a clecim or a percent that is equivalent to a profiler. fraction hav-

e ing 10 or 100 for ts denominator ok

5.06 Change a fraction to a percent
*5.07 Deterniine the solutio to problem solving situations involving discounts,

commissions, tax rates, ncl simple interest

*These performance indicators mi t be included in an enriched seventh rade
math course
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6. The leaner will, demgn-
strate in understanding of
geometrif shapes and cnrt-'
structions

7.. The learner will do some
.measurement activities and
solve releted problems

Mathematics

6:01 Ang9 such, ,terrni aa 'Point; segMent, plane, ray. angle
6.02"Class1fy. two lines or segments as being intepecting, ,or perPen,'

dicular
'6,03 Identify acute, .right, and.obtuse angles .

'6.04 1de:cit1fy a polygon with nO more than eight sides -
*6.08 Claseify triangles_by the.,size of their angles or by .number'of cOngruent

.

6.06 'Classify q'uadr1l4erals by the number of congruent sides and. congruent
anglis

6.07 Identify.the parts of a circle; center, radius, diameter, circumference, chord
*6.08 identify such space figures (solids) as the,dibe, 7rectangular solid, (box), :

cylinder, sphere, and cOne
609 Uee a coMpass and 'straight edge .to copy a seiment, angle,or triansle
6.10 Use a.compass and,.straight edge to,bisect a segment .or angle

. . ,

701 Determine the difference between tvOo times
7.02 Determine length, width, 'or height by measUr ng.an objeCt or drawing to .

the nearest centimeter; Meter, or appropriate ustomary s

7:03 Determine capacity.by mea'suring quantities o liquids in metric cups or
liters,_ or approrirtate customary. unit e!'. .

7.04 Determine the mass (weight) of. an object by tneisuring or computing 'to
the nearest graM, kilogram, or appropriate customary unit .

70 Determine temperature by reading a thermometer
7.06 Solve a problem involving linear measurement with centimeters, meters, or

appropriate Customary 'units requiring- addition or subtraction yvith no
Conversion

8. The learner will demon-
strate an understanding of
graphs, tables, maps, and
statistics

7.07 Salve a problem involving capacity (liquid measure) requiring liters or ap-
propriate customary units in addition or subtraction

7.08 Solve a mass (weighOproblem with grams;kilograms, or appropriate cus-
tomary units using acklition or subtraction

7.09 Find the perinieter of a simple polygon
7.10" Determine thy areas of rectangular (including square) regions.
7 .11 Determine tile area cif a circle
8.01 Collect data and record it in a table or chart
8.02 Interpret information contained in tables, charts, and diagrams
8.03 Interpret bar, circle, broken line, and picture )3raphs
8.04 Locate ,a place on a highway map by using the coordinate system
8.05 Locate points (including integers) on a Amber line.

*8.06 Determine the mean,inedian, and mode from data which is given

'9.01 Use < or > to compare two integers
*9.02 Arrange several integers in increasing or decreasing order
*9.0,3 Name the additive inverse (opposite) of an integer
*9.p4 Add integers: .
*9!05 Subtract integers

9. The learner will demon-
strate an understanding of
integers

Giade 8
1. The learner will klemon-

grate an understanding of
whole numbers and opera-
tions involving them

-
* These perforMance indicators might be included inean enriched seventh gra,cle

math course

1.01 Round numbers .to any'designated place
1.02 Use the rounding skills to estimate the answer to +, x, or problem
1.03 Add, subtract, multiply ankdivide whole numbers in problem solving.

'situations '

1.04 Use the "order of operations" to determine the value of an expression
1.05 Raise a number to. a given power
1.06 Express a product in its exponential form, e.g., 125 = .5 or 100 =1'22'x 51
1.07 A.Ne scientific notation to represent whole numhers
1,08 Simplifran exatople containing a power of a power, e.g., (52)3 = 56, or the

power of a _product, e.g., (5 x 3)2 Z2 152
1.0? Finct the GCF (greatest common factor) of two whole numbers
1.1'0 Determine the LCM (lopest comrrion multiple) of two whole nuinbers

*1,11 Identify the Co utativeiProperty Of Addition from among several exam-
'ples and explain its sneaning in his/her own words

*1.12 Identify .the Assoclat ve Property of Addition from among several exani-
ples'and' explain its hieaning in his/her own words

ec, '13135
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*1.13 Identify the Corninutative'Ptoperty of. Multiplicationirom among several,
. eXamples and explain lts meaning in his/her own words

*1.14 Identify the'AstiofiatiVe Property of'Multiplication'from ,among'several ex- '.
ample. and explain.its meaning in Ite/her 6wn words . .

*1,15 Identify the Distributive Property of MbItiplication over Addition from
among several examples and explain its meaning in hi./her. own words
Identiff the Property of Zero for Addition from among several choices and
'explain 'its meaning in his/her own words

*1.17 Identify 'the Property. of One for ',Auld n from among several
. choices and dtPlani IA waning. in er own rds

.

e learher mill' demon-
str te an understanding of '
decimals and their' applir.-
gations

..3. T1k learner -denton-
strate an understanding of
fractions and how to com-
pute with. them

11

4. The learner will demon-
strate anunderstanding of
ratio, proportion,,and per-
cent

5. The learner will demon- .
strafe an understanding of
geometrtc sbapes and con-
structions

6. The learner will do some
measarement activities and
solve related problems

2.01 Read and write ,numbeq with as many as three decimal places
.2.02 Arrange two or More decimal numbers in ascending or descending order
2.03 Round decimal numbers to the neareit Whole number, tenth, or hundredth

. 2.04 Add decimal,numbers
2.05 Find the' difference between two decimal .numbers
2.06 Estimate sums and differences invOlving decimal number.
2.07 'Multiply a decimal number .by 10,100, and other .powers of teti'
2.08 Multiply two decimal numbers t, .

2.09 Divide a decimal number by a one digit whole number' q

2.10 Find the quotient of two decimal numbers' .
.

; Af .
2.11 Estimate products-and quotients'involving decimals .

242 Determine the solutibn of a reat world problem involving piurchases tétal-
ing less than $20 with. change to be made from a $20 'bill

,
,

13.01 'Read and write fractions with More commonly used denominators, e.g., 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, -20; 25, 50, and 100 . ,

3.02 Identify a proper fraction that is equivalent totone having a denominator of
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 12, 40, 25, .50, or 100 . .

3.03 Convert improper fractions into mixed numbers and vice versa .
3.04 Add two fractions. having unlike denominators such as .2, 3, 4,45, 6%8,-10,

or 12
. . ,.

3.05 Subtract tWo fractions having unlike denominators sttch as 2, 3,.4, 5, 6, 8, 4
14, or 12 . '

3.06 Estimate the sum or difference, of two fractions
3,07 Convert fractions into decimal numbers ,

3.08 Convert decimal numbers into fractions
3.09 Use.< , or = to compare two fractions

1.3.10 Multi y two proper and/or improper fractions
3.11 Find t e quotient of two fractions

. ,

4.01 Write a fraction to exprese the ratio ketween twoquantities
4.02 Find the missing term of a propottion
4.03 Write fraction, decimal 'and percent equivalents

. 4.04 Find a percent of a given numiNkr, e.g., a%-of b ...1_1
4.05 Find a number when a percent of it is ,given, e.g:.,.c% of I- 1 = ci
4.06 Find what percent one number is of another,.e.g., I I % of e %. f
4.07 Determine the solutions to real world problems involving discounts, -com-

missions, tax, and simple interesi ,. , . ,
4.08 Comptate percent of increase or deCrease from real world examples

5.01 Classify triangles according to tiye meaure of sides or ahgles
5.40.2 Classify quadrilaterol4 according td the measure of aides 'and angles
5.03 Identify similar anecongruent figures and name the corresponding parts

'5.04 Name ,and describe such space figures as the right circular, cylinder, rec.-
tingular prism (box), triangular prism, sphere, cone, and ityramid

5.05 Ule a compass and straight edge ,to copy .a segment,: angle-, and' triangle
; 5.06 Use a compass and 'straight edge to bisect a segment and an angle

6.01 Determihe ,the difference betweerlitrwo times
6.02 Determine the length, width, or height of an object or,drawing by measur-

ing to the nearest millimeter or eighth of an inch
0.

6.03 Determine capacity (liquid measure) by measuring quantities'of
metric spopns, metric cups or liters, or appropriate customary units

6,04 Determine mass (weight) by meastiring to. the nearest gram or kilogram, or
approrriate customary units
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- 7. The learner 'will 4lemon.
strate a 'basic understand-
ing of integers

4.

'5. The' learner-will demon- q
strate a beginning know-

, ledge of the real numbers

9. The learner will deinon-
Straw an understanding of
graphs, tables, maps, and
statistics

'

10. -The learner will demon-
. : 4rate the abilitbi to solve

equationib anti in-..
equalities \

I

A

;

1

I
, Mathematics

6.03 Read, temperaturk froih a Cele& of.
6.06 Find the perimeter of a polygon
6,07 Determine the areas of a rectatigle

6.08

6.0g eterMine the area of a circle
*6.10 Determine the Volume ef,a rectangular prisni or right circular tiflinder,

when given the 'formula and a picture with the dimensionsindicated -)-*6.11 Compute theaurfike area of krectangular prism or right'circular" cylindertk
, when given a picture with4the didiensions labeled
*6.12 Find the volume and surface; area of pyramids and.cones

trapezokl

e

Fahrenheit thermometer
.

square,-trianile, Parallelograth, and'

Compute 'the circUmference of4a circle when either the radiusor dlameter Is:
1.ten

1.01 Use < or.> td compare two. integers .
. 7.02 Arrange several-integers in increasing or-decreasing

.7.03' Identity the absolute value of an integer
7.04 NaMe tll additive inverseNoppositeY of an integer
7.05 Add integera , ,
7.06 Subtract irtegers k

7.07 Multiply and aividarintegers.

order

it
4.

..

8.01* Find the square -coat. of a numbeit by using a table .of sqd'are roots, a
calculator or ad algorithm

8.02 Use the Plethagdreen Theorem to determine the length of 'the hypotenuse
of a right triangle,

,

9.01 Read and interpret bar, lihe, circle, and picture graphs -

9.02 Compute the attuafdistance between two towns-when giyen the scale and
the distance between them on the mar ,

0..03 Graph whole numbers, fractions, decimals,' 4nd integer?'on a"number line
9,04 Identify the coordinates when given a point on-the Cartesian coordinate

plane Q #,, i 4, ,
0.05 Locate the point on. a Cartesian coottdinate plane when en the ordered'

,pair of integers that name it ,..-0,06 Determine the mean, median, and mode fronya set of given data 4

,-
10.01 Solve a distance, rate, and time problem when'given two of the three

yariables . ' .

10.02 Find the solution to a linear equation 6y Using the Additidn Emperty of
Equality, e.g., x + a =.b,,,wheret a and b are integers' pi* .0-,

10.03 .Find tl0 solution to a linear equation by using the MultiklicatiOn Property,.,44 of Equality, e.g., ax = b,,where a and b are integers 0
*10:0 Find the solution.to a linear equation requiring the use of both the Addition

and Multiplication Properties of Equality, e.g., ae< It- b = c, where a, b, and
c are inregers p6 0 . . - ,1- '.0,,)

'110.05 'Find the solutio to a linear'equation by using the Addition Property, of-- Equality or the ultiplication Property df Equality, e.16., x +.a = b or ax =
. b where a and are- decimals

'-' ,. '^ .Find the ,t6fution. to a simple linear, inequality' t . ii-' ,
,

These perfOrmance,indicators might. be included iiY enrfched eighth
. math course '

7
I I I

. IINTOODUCTORY ALGE1fRA (PA,RT ONE) .

e

1.

COMPETENcY OAL(S)

'1. The learner will tuse the
language of algebra

1,

'PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicatorjs one of many which can assesi a student's,performance.

. Others h6y be'used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

ti1.01 Simplify numerical ex
.

pressions . . .

1.02 Use, order of operations" toisimplify numerical expressions
' 1.03 Use groupins symbols to indicate the.order bf operations

1.04 Determine if a numerical expression is true
1.05 Use givetv replacements to findie values of expressions that

i.iariables . . - ,
. .
1.06 Evaluate formulas -when replacement values ire giveit

1.07 find the value of a number written'. with an exponent and use an eteponett
to indicate the number of tithes% number is to be used as a facior

1.08 Use a, variable to indkate the relation6hip.between numbers
109 Convert word Thritses into symbols' .

134
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, 2. The learner will use the.
structural properties' o.f..

..ntimber systems
4.

3. The learner will perform
operations with whole
numhers

4

4. The learner will perform
aperations, with fractions
and .decinrals..

0

5.7The learner will locate
numbers on the number'
line or rectangular coordi-

..nate plant

6. The learner will perform
operations with integers

7.. Ths. learner will perform
operations with real num-
bers

N
8. The learner' will solve linear

equations and linear equal-
. hies

_

Mathematics

, 2.01 'Identify and apply the geflexive, Symmetric, and.Transitive Properties of
Equality .

. 2.02 Determine whether sets-of nt1Mbers are closed under specified Operation0
2.03 Use the Substitution' Principle to simplify expressiOns .

2.04 Identify and apply the Commutative (order) and Associative (grouping)
Properties of Addition and Multiplication .

° 2.05 Identify and apply *the DiStributIve Property of' MultiplIcatign Over Addl-
.

on
2.06 Apply theiproperty of Zero for addition
2.07 'Apply thErproperty of One fat multiplication

3.01 Add, subtract, multitily and diVide 'thole numbers as nee
pioblem solving tasks

( 3 .02 Estimate the answers to whole number computations
3.03 List the multiples of a number
3.04 List the common multiples and the least commo0,muliiple ( CM) of two

numbers
3.05 Lisy.the conimon factore and the greatest catnmon (actor CF) of two.

numbers
3:06 Find the prime factorizalion Of a number
3.07 Determjne if a number Is divisible bi 2, 3, 4,0, 6, and 10

ed to perform.

4.01 Write a fraction to "exprees the ratio of o qyantities
4.02.Determina if a proportion is true
4.03 Find the missing term of avroportion iven the other thrilk ter
4.04 Solve problems involving percent (interest, discounVand mark-
4.05 Add, sUblract, multiply, and divide with fractions as needed to p

problem solving tido
.4.06 Add and subtract numbers expressed as decimals, InCluding nlaney per-

form problem solving tasks
'4.07 Datimite sums and differences of numbesa expreesed as decimals
4.08 Multiply and divide numbers expressed as decimals as needed to pe form .

problem solving tasks
4.09 Estimate products and quotients Of numbers expressedas decim;ls

dorm.

5.01 Naine 'the coordinate of a point on the number line .

5.02 Graph a set of integers on the nuitber line
5.03 Graph numbers written as fraCtions and decimals on the number line
5.04 Graph ordered pairs of integers on the coordinate plane
5.05 Graph the solution of an equation on the number line
5.06 Gra'ph the solution set of an inequality, on the number line

6.01'Name the opposite of an integel.
6.02 Use the symbols < or >- to compare two integers
6.03 Use the number line to add two integers
6.04 Add two integers ./
6.05 Subtract an integer by adding the apposite 81' the number
6,06 Multiply two inteigrs

e

6.07 Divide an integer y multiplying 4ts reciprocal
6.08 .Apply the properties of addition to integers (Commutative, Aisocitative,

and Property of Zero) . , "

6.09 Apply the, properties of multiplication to integers (Commutative,
Associative, and Property of One).

..
7.01 'Write the opposite (Additive Inverse) of a real slumber
7,.02 Apply the properties of addition to real numbers (Commutative,

. Associative, and Prop ty of Zero) , . .

7,03 Subtract a real num r y 'adding the opPdsite of the number
7.04 Multiply two real nu hers

P.

u7.05 Apply the properties of multiplication ,to real numbers (Commutative,
- AsswiatiVe, Property of Zero, Property of One) .

7.06 App4 the DiStrilttitilie Property of Multiplication over Addition to real
. .

numbing
7.07 Narne the reciprocal of a real number
7.08 Divide a number by multiplying by its reciprocal

' 8.01 Use tables.-to fipd solutions tcrequatioils
8.02 Use the addition property of equality to .solve questions
8.03' Use the subtraction property, ot egualitylo solve equationi
8:04 Use the multiplication property.OL equali 11. to solve linear equiations

- .
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. Mathematics'
. .

.13.05 Use the diVision pro ert'y of e uality . to solve linear. equations
8.06 Uie tables to. find to , .

NO'

9. The' learner will perform
operations with polynom-
ials

10. The learner will identify
geometric figures and solve
problems related to aiem

.'

8.07 Solve problem's by writinfoinequalitlei 'an finding theti 4lution sets
8.08 %Solve equations by comb,ining teams and making trapsforrnations

, 8.09 Use equations wilth- one variable to solve problems
8.10 Solve equations In which the variable appears In both members ,
8.11 Solve linear equations by using more than one transformation (addition,.

subtraction, rrsultiplication,,and division)
8.12 Use formulas to.solve practical FirOblems

9.01 Add two or more polynomials
9.02 Write the ppposite of a polynomial
4.03 Subtract a polynominal by adding its opposite (Additive Inve0e)'
9.04 Use the roles pf exponents to simplify algebraic expressiona ,
9.05 Simplify algebraic expressioneby,combining like terms
9.06 Multiply a polynomial by a monomial
0.07 Multiply two binomials
9.08, Multiply a polynomial-by a binomial
9.09 Name the square of binomial',
9.10 Name the product of the sum and difference of two terms
9.11 Divide two monomials .

9.1,2 Divide a polynomial by a monomial
9.13 bivide a polynomial by a binomial
9.14 Factor a monomial
9.15 Find the greatest common factor (GCF) of two monomials im
9.16 Factor a polynomial, by "removing ' the greatest common factor of 15ch of

its terms
9.17 Factor a polynomial by grouping terms together
9.18 Factor the difference of two squares
9J.9 Factor .a trimmial

,
10.01 Classify an angle is acute, right or obtuse
10.02 Identify the radius, diameter, and circuinference of a circle
10,03 Use the formulas Cr d, Oa 2 ir r, and A= tr. r! to solve problems
10.04 identify right, isosceles, equilateral, and Scalene trianglei

410.05 Find the measure of one 'of the angles of a triangle, given the measure of
the two other angles

INTRODUCTORY ALGEBRA

10.06 Use the Pythagorean Theorem to solve problems
10.07 Classify a polygon according to its ?cumber of sides
10.08 Use perimeter and area formulas to solve prtblems (rectangle, square:1'

parallelogram, triangle, trapezoid)

'TWO).* ,

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicdtoi is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Otirers'may be used if they are more-approprlate for the leaTher. .

1. The learner will perform
operations with real num-
bers , ,

A

2. The leather will Use the
structural properties 06
number systems* ,

A

1.01 Use < , = , > , , 5 or' lo.cornpa e.two real numbers
1.02. Name the opposité,(Additive..Inverse) If a real number
1.03 Name the absolUte valuefof a real number
1.04 Add real numbers-
1.05 SubtracCreal number .
too Multiply r u s
1.02 Divide real nti ..i.- s . .
1.08 Write the integra actors of a number
1.09 Name the commop ctors and the greatest common factor (GCF) of two'or

more numbers .

1.10 'Write the prime fac orization of.% composite number
1.11 Find the value of a n mber written with an exponent and use an exponent

to indicate the nums of times a number is to be used as factor
1.12 'Find the principal sq are root of a number

.
2.01 Identify and apply basic rnoperties of addition. (Commdtative, Associa-

tive, Property of Zero, Property of 'Additive Inverses)
2.02 Identify and apply basieb' proprbies of multiplication. (Commutative,

Associative, Property of Zero, Property of One)
2,03 Ideniify and apply the Distributive Property of Multiplication over Ad-'

dition 4
2.04 Identify the Reflexive, .Syrnmetric, and Transitive Properties of Equality
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lie learner wi
operatiomr-wi

. and decimals.

1 fierform,

T* learner will locate
nuinbers on the numher
jineor rectangular coordi-
nate plane -

5, The learner will solve linear
equations

6. The learner will solve linear'
inFiqualities

,

7. The; learner' w' ill 'soh/se sys-
i terns of linear equations
4

st

8; The learner will perforni
.operations with polynom-
ials

9. Tlie learner will solve
quadratic equations

.

f
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hiatheMatics.

3.01 Write fractibne equivalent to a even frac on
.02 Use , or.> to coMpara tw1fractlonL

- 3.03 Write a fraction between two4ra nal numbers
3.04 Express a fraction ati, a terminating a repeating decimal
3.03 Express the relationship between tw *unibere ss a 'ratio*
3.06 Use proportio s to solve problems
3.07 Write a fractiob and a' decimal as a percent

*3.08 Write a percen as a iraction dr a decimal
3.09 Solve problems involving percents ."

4.0 Name the coordinate of a point on the.nurnber lltte..
4.02
4.03
4.04
4.08
4.06
4.07
4.08
.4,09
4.10

Graph a real number on the number line
Graph the solution iet of an equation on the.number line
Graph ,a lifiear equation with two variables on the coordinite plane
Graph the sohtion set of an inequality on the number'llne
Graph-an inequality which 'has two variables on'the coordinate plane
Graph a systern.of inequalities on the coordinate plane

,

Draw the graph of a circle
Draw, the graph' of an elliPse i
Draw the graph of,a parabola .,

, .
5.01 Find the solution sefoof an equation when the replacement set for the

. variable is given i , .

5.02 Uie the Addition Property of Equality too solve a linear equation
*5.03 Use the Multiplication Property.of Equality to solve a 4near equation
5.04 Use more than one property of equality to solvealinear..equation '.'

A

5.05 Use linear,equations to solve ,word problems

'6.01 Use the Addition Property of Inequality to solve a linear inequality
c.f

6.02 Use the Multiplieation Property of Inequality to solve aginear inequality
6.03 Use more than one property of inequality to solve a Linear inequality,
6.04 Determine whether an ordered pair of numbers is a solution of a given ine-

quality in two variables,
, .

. .

7.01 Solve an equatibn with two "variables' when replacement- sets for the ,
variables are given

7.02 Find the slope of a line ,

, 7.03 Find the y,-intercept of tlilter)sripliof a lirie
7.04 W te an equation in th lope-intercept form
7.05' Soijve a system of equations tq't graphing 0,

7.06 Us .addition aild subtraction to solve a system-of equations
7.07 U e multiplication to solve a system ofeguations ,

7.08 Solve a system of, equations by substiThtion
7.09 Solve word problems by writing and.solving, a syatem /of equations

1. t A

8.01 Simplify algebraic ppressions by combining like terms
8.02 Add polynomia
8.03 Subtract polynomials .

8.04 Raise agnonomial to an indicat4 power by using the "Laws of exponents"
8.05 4Multiply .a polynomial by a monomial
8.06 Multiply a polynomial by- a binomial

, 8.07 Raise a binomitrho-an i dicated poweir
8.08 Divide two monomials

.

8.09 Divide a polynomial by a monomial
8.10 Divide a polynomial by' a binomial \
8,11 Factor' ti monomial .

8.12 Find the greatest common factor (GCF) of two monomials
8.13 Write a' fraction which contains two.monomials in lowest terms
8.14 Factor a polynomial by "removinOthe gkatest 'common factor of each of

its terms i
8.15 Find the prodeict of two ginomials
8.16 Find the product of the sum and difference of two numbers
8.17 Fador a binomial,that is the diffe/rence of two squares
8.18 Factor a perfect square trinomial
8.19
..

Factor a trinomial `. .

9.011 Solve a quadratic,equation by factdringt
9.02 Solve a quadratic equatio'n by finding the square root
9.03 Solve a quadratic equation by completing the square
9.04 Use the Quadratic Formula to,,Olve a quadratic equation

'.137 I 4 0
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JO. Ili learner Will-perform
operations with algebraic.

- fractions
';

11. The learner will define a
function and.some. of- its
characteristics

12i The learner will solve ex-
, pressions which contain

radkals.

t

13. The learner will identify
geometric figures, parts of
'figures, 4nd solve problems

--Mated to them

GEIARAL MATHEMATICS

rr
, 77,77.77,77,-777777.77.

I

Mathematies

10.01 Sintplity algebraic fractions
10.02 Multiply two algebraic fractions
10.03 Divide two algebraic fractions

-10604 Simplify a complex fraction
10.05 Add algebratic fractiOns
10.06, Subtract algebraic frectionk
10.07 Solve a fractional equation
10.08 lied fractional equations to solve problems

, 11.01. Write a set of ord4ed pairs according to a rule
11.02 Use the "verticalline test° to determine whether a relation is a function

12.01 Find the product and qmotient.of two 'square roots
12.02 Use a table to find the approximate square root of a number
12.03 Use squares and scjuare rpots to solve problems
12.04 Use the Pythagorean Thtorem to solve-problems
12,05 Find the indicated root of a number
12.06 Simplify expressions which,contain radicals
12.07 Add and subtract expression which contain radicals
12.08 Simplify radical fractions by rationalizing the denominator
12.09 Solve equations which contain radicals

*13.01 Determine whether two triangles ate similar
*13.02 .Find the corresponding parts of similar. triangles
*13.03 Use the sine ra0o to solve right triangle problems
*13.04 Use the cosine ratio to iiolve right triangle problems
*13.05 Use the tangent ratio to solve right triangle problems

* These indicatoni would be included in ah enrkhed course liut
course.

not in a basic

COMPETENCY GOAL(S) ,

6

PEkFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each.indicator is One of m9tiy which can assess a student's performance,-

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

1. The learner will demon-
strate an understhnding of
the base ten number sys-
tem .

2. The learner will perform
. operations with 'whole

numbers

o

a. The learner will perform
operationb with fractional
numbers

;1
I.

1.01 Read and write numerals naming whole numbers through billions
1.02 Round a whole number to an indicated place

\ " 2.01 Add two 4-digit numbers
42.02 Add three 3-digit numbers'.
2.03 Estimate the sum of twd or more whole numbers
2.04 Subtract t o 4-digit nurnbers ,

2.05 Estifriatt th diffference between two whole numbers
2.06 Multiply two 2-digit nurnbers ,

2.07 Estimate the product of two whole numbers ,

, ,2.08 Divide a 4-digit number. by'a 2-digit number
2.09 Estimate the quotient of two whole numbers . ,

N.2,10 Find the square of a numt by using a table of scipares
2.11 Raise a nunter to an indi ted epwer .

,

2..12 Find the square root of ia.number by using a table.of sctuare roots or cal-. .,4

culator ,,,
, ,

2.13 Find the factors of a wilole number. .
2.14 Find the greatest comnion factor (GCF) of two whole numbers
.2.15 Write the/multiples of a whole number . ,
2.16 Write the least common multiple (loCM) ogl two whole numbers,
2.17 Find the arithmetic average (mean) of a li of, numbers

' 3.01 Express a fraction in lowest terms
8.02 Write fractions.equivalent to a given fraction
3.03 Change an improper fraction to a whole number or a mixed number
3.04 hange a mixed number to an improper fraction

,
.

3.05 dd fractional numbers
3.06 dd fractional numbers and mixed nOmberi
J.07 Add mixed numbers ,

3,08 Estimate the sum of two Or more fractional 'nurnbers
)

4 4'.I, 13
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4. The learner will perform
. operations 'with clecimal

numbers

a.

5.1The learner will perform
measurement tasks and
solve related problems

6. The learner will interpret
. . information displayed in

graphical form

7. The' learner will perform,
operations with percents

8. The learner will perform
,operations with integers

9, The learner wilt loca te
numbers on the number,
linet

,10 The learner will identify
geometric figtges:and parts
of figures

's,

3.09
3.10
3.11
3.12
3.13
3.14
3.15,
3,16
3.17
3.18
3.19
3.20
3.21
3.22
3.23

4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04
4.05
4.06
4.07
4.08
4.09
410
4.11
4.12
4.13
4.14

Mathoroatics

Estimate the s m of two mixed numbers
Subtract two ractionalPsumbers
Subtract a fractional number hom a mixed number
Subtract two mixed .nuMbers ,

Estimate the difference betWeen tis4o fractional numbers
Estimate the differeke betWeen tWomixed.ntimbers
Use < , > , Or_ to compare two fractions
Multiply two htctional numbers
Multiply a mixed number and a fractional 'number
Multiply, two)mixe.d numbers ,
Estimate The product of two fractional numbers or two, mixed numbers
Divide tie* fractional numbers
Divide two fractional numbers and mixed. numbers
Etiftrnae the quotient of-two-fractional numbers or mixed numbers
Find the missing term in a proportion

'Round a decimal to an indicaW place
Add two decimal nunibers
Estiniate the sum of two decimal numlqrs
Subtract two decimal numbers
Estimate the difference between two decimal numbers
Use < > , or to compare two decimal numbers '.
Multiply two &dotal numbers
Divide two decimitl numbers
Estimate the quotient of two decimal numbers,
Change a fraction ta,a decimal.
Change a slecimarto .a fraction
Add 411d subtract money amounts
Multiply 'a money amount by a whole number or
Divide a money,amount by a whole number

a.deciMal number

3.01 Measure the length of an object to tile nearest centitheter
5.02 Measure the length of an object to the nearest half-inch
5.03 Find the perimeter of a simple polygon
5.04. Find the area of a rectangular region .
5.05 Find the difference between two times

6.01 Interpret bar, circle, anci broken' line graphs
6.02, Int pret ihfOimation d splayed in tables and diagrains

7.01 Gharkge a percent to a decimal,
7.02 Chadge I decimal to a percent
7.03 Change a percent to a fraction
7.04 Change, a fraction to a percent
7.05 Find a percent of a number
7.06 Find what 'percent one number is of another
7.07 Find a number ,when a percent'is known

'1.01 Add integers
*8.02 Subtract two integers
*8.03 Multiply two integers
*8.04 Divide two, integers

9.01 Name ihe coordinate of a point on the number line
9.02 Locate the graph.of a whole number on the number line
9.03 Loca'te ihe graph of a fractiowl number and a deciMal number on

bercline
9.04 Locate the graih of an integer on Ate nivnber, line

10.01 Identify basic geometric terms (poirit, line, line segment, ray, plane, space)
10.02 Identify,vertical,ihorizontal; and'obliqtie lines
10.03 Identify intersecting, parallel, and.perpendicular lines
10.04 Identify acute, right, and obtuse angles
10.05 Classify a polygon according to the number of its sides
10.06 Desciibe a triangle according to the length of its sides
1.0.07 Describe a triangle accordipg to the size of its angles
10,08 Identify the parts of a cirele (arc, radius, center, diameter, and chord)
10.09 Identify space figures (rectangular solid, cube, pyramid, cylinder, sphere/

cone)

the num-
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I.

,

,10The' learner will solve lin-
ear equations

1'2. The learner will perform
pPoblem -solving tasks

1
Mathematics

*11.01 Use the addition property. of equality to solve a linear equation-
*11.02 Use 'the subtraction property of equality.to solve a linear equafion
*11'.03 Use the division Property of equality to sole a linear equation
*11.04 Use the mUltiplktation property of equality to solve a linear equation
*11.05 Use more than one property of equality to solve 'a linear equation .1
*moo Find the missing term in a formula when spfficient information is given V

12.01 Use whole numbers to solve problems both real and contrived
12.02 Use fractional rtitmbers and d?Cimal numbers to solve problems both real

and contrivea
*12.03 Use integers to solve problems boih real and contrived

12.04 Determine the reasonableness of an ansWer
.

* ThiS indicator would be Included in an enilkhed.course but not in a basic,
course

CONSUMEk MATHEMATICS

0

-COMPETEN.CY GOAL(S),
PRFORMANCE INPI6TORS

Eat:h indicator is orre of many which can assés sfstUdint's performance.
Others May be used if they are more appropriate *for the learner. :

Pi The learrwr will solve prob-
m gems ,related to 'how banks

serve consumers

4

* 2. The learner vvilkolve prob-
lems, related to consumer
credit

a. The learner will solve prob.:
., lems related to housing

I .

1.01 "Open" an account
1.02 Complete a deposit slip
1.03 Determine the cost of maintaining various types of checking accounts

(Flat-payMent plan, special checking .account, analysis plany
1,04 Write a check
1.05 Complete a check stub
1.0b Reconcile a checking account statement
.1.07 Endorse a check. (Restricted, full, qualified, and blank 'endorsement)
1.08 Use the simple interest formula to find the simple interest when given the

'4. principal, rate, and time
1.09 Find the amount to be repaid when a loan is obtained with simple interest
1.10 Use a simple interest table to find the simple interest when given the prin-

cipal, rate; and time
.1.11 Use a compound interest table to find how much interest a consumer's

money could earn at a given interest rate, time and principal.,
1.12 List the items which would likely be kept ina° safe-deposit box
1.13 Determine the cost of obtainihg a bank loan whIn given the principal, rate,'

and time (Add-on and discount inter,est)

'2.01 List the types of credit plans availab the consumer; in need of a loan
(Ready-reserve, budget payment plans, open account, revolving account,
credit cards, installment 'credit,.pawWshop, *commercial loan, and life in-.
surance)

2.02 Determine the costs of obtaining a $1,000 loan for one (1) year through
, each of thE; plans listed in 2.01

2.03 Complete a credit application.
2.04 Find the penalty assessed on those who make a late loan payment
2.05 ,Determine the cost of credit insurance
2.06 List some of the features Of the credit contract, in particulat those included

as 'the vsult of .fir Truth-in-Lending Acr
2.07 Liiit the factors, that affect a person's credit rating or help determine a per-

son's credit limit
. , ,. ,

3.01 List advantages and disadvantages of buying a home .

, 3.02- etermine the amount needed -fox' a down .payment when the rate. (ex....
; essed' as a percent) and amount of the purchase are given

3.03 U a mortgage loan schedule to determine the monthly cost for repaying a ,

loa %when given the number of years for which the loan iS obtained and
( the iortgag e amount

. 3.04 1ind the total .cost of purchasing a home by adding the amount of interest,
. purchase price, closing costs and Ikther fees ...

'4\ 3,05 Determine now mi4ch of the monthly mortgage payment is used to redoce
, ..

the balance of the debt and how much is ;used to pay the interest
3.06 -Find the'property tax on a home when given the assessed value aiid tax rate

,



5)

4, .The learner will solve prob.
.lems related to insurance

5. The learner will investi-
gate the elementary con-

, cepts of probability. Avnd
statistics that affect Wile
typical consumer

6. The learner will t olve,prob-
lems related.to Money Man-
agement concerns which
are faced by the typical
consumer

The learner will soWe prob-
lems related to savings and
investments

8. The learner will solye prob-
, lems related to sales tax and

income tax

Mathematics A ,

3.07 Compute 'the insurance, premium on a house when given a rate table, and
the amount of the mortgage .

3.08 'Compute the yearly imount,of din to be paid When given the monthlY
.amount .

. ' .

. .

3.09 Find the total utility bill when given the charges for heating, coiing, etc.
3.10 List the advantages and.disadvantages.of renting a house, apartment, and .

bile home
3,11 Find the cost of furnishing a'ho when gi en the cost of the individual

itema tO be include& in the horn/

4.01 Distinguish 'between term lif nsurance and whole life insmance
4,02' Use premium rate tables to he annual premium on varioUs types of

insurance
4.03 Find the monthly prem m on' eutious types of /insurance when giVen

premium rate tables, th types, anU amount of insurance
4.04 Determine annual and periodic remium paymente when given the

amount 9f insurance and a periodic \payment schedule
4.05 Use a premiuni rate table to find the \annual premium on a disability in-

surarice 'policy, . \ .

4.06 Detertnine the costs of various hospitaliiation.insutance plans when given
premiuM rate tables and the other needed information

4.07 List the types diavailable property insurance-and compute the costs of
these (fire, casualty, ,and extended cpyerage)

4,08 Anal)* an insurance policy and answet ciuestions about the policy (type,
period of' coverage, limits, premiums, divbiends, -loans, rebates, settlement., 9
options, contestability, reinstatement, deductibility)

,

.01 Make predictions based on the.theory of p.robabiliti. -...

5.02 Interfpret a bar gfaphl circle graph, line graph, and a pictograph
5.03 Find the mean, Median, and mode of, a set of data .
5.04 Find the range'for the entries ih a set -of data
5.05 Determine if 'a sainple is biased or reliable ' ..,

6.01 Find. the weeklY income tor a.wage earner who recekres piecework wages
. . . .

6.02 Cdmptite th0 weekly int6me FootWage'earnerWhois paid an hourly wage
ancLextra pay for overtime

6..03 DetErmine the monthly income for a wage earnerwho is paid a commission
6.04 U;se a Social Secuthit7 Withholding Table to det\ermine .deductions.
6.05 ompare the cost o two items' by finding the unit price of each
6.06 etermine the amount of.change which should bel returned when given the

c st of a purchase and the amount of money tAceen the clerk ,
,

6.07 Compute the discount on a purchase . {

6.08 Determine how much extra is paid to purchase anArticle.on an installment
pla i siead of purchasing it with cash

6,09 Co te net income when given the income and deductions
0.10 Conve t weekly expenditures to yearly and/or monthly amounts
!6.11 Cornpute average expenditures, .

'6.12 Estimate the cost of a list of items common to the consumer
. .

7.01 Determine how much more intereit could & earned on.$1,000 invested at
8% interest compounded annually than could be earned at 8% simple'
interest .

_

7.02 Find the difference between the amount' of earnings..that could be earned
when money is invested at a savings an,ci loan association, bank, credit un-
ion, and U.S. Savings Bond .

7.03 Compare the difference iii return between money which .is invested in a
regular savings account and a ceilificate of deposit6: ..

7.04 Find the anticipated return on an investment when given the amount, tinie, .

;and. projected rate of earnings
.

.

* 7.05 Determine the costs of 1Q0 shares' of stock if bought at the "Low" of the
day .

7.06 Compare the difference in the cost pf a stock if bought at the "Low" of the..
day and the "High" of the day. .

.

7.07 Determine the annual dividend received on 100 shares of stock when given
the dividend rate . . .

8.01 Use a table to find the sales tax on A purChase . .

8.02 Find the sales tax on a purettase without using a sales tax table
ii.03 Use, table to determine the amount of income tax which should be with-

held fromla given salary
/104 Complete Some of the .lines on the North Carolina and United States In-

1,
. come Tax Forme

I
.
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V.

A

9. The learner will solve prob-
lems related to the trans-
portation needs of the con-
Rimer

4!

-, ALGEBRA I

Ai
9 I Find the amount needed for the down payment on a.car When siven the

. cost of the car and the down payment rate
.02 Use a monthly payment table to fificl how much more ylm pay for a car

when bought on, time than.when bought with cash .

9.03 Use a table to find the basic cost for bodily injury emd Property-damage in-
surance . r ....

9.04 Compare the cost of $50, OW, and $200 deductible collision insurance
9.05 Find the cost per mile for oPerating a car when given thecost of the fuel,

oil, and estimated maintenance and. depreciation
9,06 Compute the fuel consumption for a trip when given the amount of fuel

Mathematics

used and,thedistance driven
9.07 Use the distance formula to determine, the.avtrage speed, time, or rate

whensiven the other iwo entries
9.08 Use a table to determine the fee for renting a car
999' Estimate the cost of a trip when given a cost per mile late

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

.
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student;s performance,
Others may be used if they are more a0Oropriate for the learner.

1. The learn ill use the
language of algebra

2. The learner will use the
structural properties of
number systems

3T The learner will perform
operations with fractions .

and decimals

4. The learner will locate
-nuMbers on the number
line or rectangular coordi-
nate plane

5.. The learner will perform
operations with real num-)
bers

1.01 Simplify numerical expressiotA
1.02 Evaluate variable expressions
1.03 Evaluate exponential expressions
1.04 Use "order of operations" to evaluate expressions
1.05 Evaluate formulas when the replacement values are`given
1.06 Convert, word phrases into symbols

2.01 Use the Commutative Property of Addition to simplify expressions or.
computational Processes with real numbers

2,02 Use the Associative Property of Addition toosimplify expressions or com-
putational processes with real numbers

2.03 Use the Distributive Property of Multiplication over Addition to simplify
expressions or computatidnal processes with real numbers

2.04 Use the'reciprocal, or multiplicative inverse, of a number to sigiplify ex-
pression or computational processes with real numbers

2.05. Use the Commutative Property of Multiplication ,to simplify expressions or.
.computational processes with real numbers

2.06 Use the Asso'Ciative Property of Multiplicaticm t'o simplify expressions or
computational processes with,nreal numbers

2.07 Use the Distributive Peoperty to simplify exoressions containing similar
terms

'

3.01 Use < or > to compare two ratkmal numbers
3.02 Express rational numbers in fraction or decimal, form

4.01 Graph sets of real numbers on the number line
,4.02 'Use the number line' to add real nurnbers
4.03 Graph ordered pairs of numbers on the coordinate plane
4.04 graphe relation on the'coOrdinate plane
4.05 Use the "vertical line test" to determine if a relation is a function
4.06 Graph A linear equation in two variables
4,0.7 Graph a line, given its slope and y-intercept
4.08 raph the sblution sets'of linear equalities in two variables

5.01 Determine the opposite, or additive inverse, of a nUmber
5.02 Find the absolute value of a number
5.03 Use < or to compare twO numbers
5.04 Add real numbers

, 5.05 Subtract reit numbeN
5.06 Multiply real numbers
5.07 Divide real numbers
5.08 Distinguish between rational and irrational numbers
5.09 Find tha square root of a number which is a perfect square

\lite a calculator, table of square roots, or an algorithm.to find a dedmal
approximation to the square root of a realepumber

5.11 Find the union and intersection of two sets of numbers

0..



6. The learner will solve
equations

near

7. The learner will,solve linear
.inequalities

8. The learner will 'solve sys-
tems of linear equations

.

9. The learner will perform
operations with polynom-
ials

,

10. The learner -will soble
(juadratic questions

.+Mathematio:

6.01 ind the s ution set qf *an 'open sentence when replacement values .are
given for ti variable 0 .

6.02 Solve d.sim le equation by /using the addttion property of equality
6.03 'Solve a sim le equation by using the Multiplication property of equality
6:04. Solve an eq ation by using more than one property pf equality ;

6.05' Soh* an eq ation which containi similar term!)
606 Solve an equation which has the variable in both members
6.07 'Solve !'age," ".coln" and "integer" problems
6.08 Solve an iequation n which thern numerical coefficient is a fraction
6.09 Solve problems involving percents
.6.11) Solve "percent-mpcture,"' "investment," "uniform motion " and "rate-of7

work'' proOlems I
6.11 Solve 'a sittple equation involving absolute value

7.01 Find the solution tiet for a lihear inequality whdn replacemenivflues are
given for the variables

7.02 Solve alinear inequality by using transformations
7.03 Use inequalities to solve verbal problems.
7.04 Find the solution set of a system of two inequalities

8.01 , Find the slope of .a non-vertical line given the-graph of a line, or an equa-
tion of the line, or two points on the line

8.02 Write the slope-intercept form of an equation of a line
8,03 Write the equation of a line given the slope and one point on the line, or.

two points on the line ,

. ,

8.04 'Find the solution set of open sentences in two variables when given
replacement sets for the variables

8.05 Use a graph to find the solution of a pair, of linear equations in two
variables
Use the substitution method to find thi solution of a pair of linear equa-
tions in two variable's
Use the addition-or-subtraction method to find the solution of a pair of
linear equations in iwo variables
Use systems of pairs of linear equ s to solve certain kindfi of puzzle
problems (digit, age, fraction, unifo rn-motion, coin, mixture)

8.06

8,08

9.01 Add polynomials
9.02 Subtract polynomials
9.03 Multiply monomials .

9.04 Frnd an indicated power of a monornial
9.05 Multiply A polynomial by a monomial
9.06 Multiply two polynomials
9.07 Factor a monomial
9.08 Divide two monomials .

,k 9.09 Divide a polynomial by a monomial
" 9 10 Divide two polynomials.

'9.11 Find a common monomial factor in a polynomial
9.12 Find the product of the sum and difference of two binomials
9.13 -Factor the difference of two squares
9.14 Square a binomial withbut using long multiplication
9.15 Factor a perfect square trinomial
9.16 Find the product of two binomials ..
9.17 Factor a quadratic trinomial when the coefficient of the .quadra tic term is

,one
9.18 Factor a quadratic trinomial when the coefficient of the quadratic term is

not one
9.19 Factor a polynomial

10.01 Find the solution set f§r a secona degree equation when given replacement
, sets for the variable

10.02 Solve a second degree equation when one member is in factored form and
thil other member is zero . . ,

10.03 Solve a second degree equation by factOring
10.04 Use factoring to solve a Verbal .problem ,

10.05 'rind the square root of a variable expression and use the procedurg to solve
equations 'and problems

10.06 Solve a quadratic equation that is in the forty perfect square constant
10.07 Solve a quadratic equation by completing the square
10.08 Use the uadratie ForniUla to. solve quadratic equations
10.09 .Use qua ratic equatio 9 toislve problems

A
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11. The ,learnee will , perfonn
.operations with algebraic
.frations

12. The learner Will '8101-Ve ex-
pressions whkh :contain

. radicals

1-
13. 'The learner will identify

geometric figures, parts bf
figures, and solve prob-
lems related to .them

GEOMETRY

Mathematics,
,

11.01 Write an algebraic fraCtiOii In os:s"Oniti4t.f;orni
11.02 Use tatios.and proportions to'solyg problems
11.03 Multiply algebraic fractioaa '
11.04 134Vide algebraic fractions71 ,

11.05 .Sirriplify algebraic expressions involving multiplication and division of,
algebraic fractions 4

11.10 Add and subtract algebraic ,fractions
11.W. Change a mixed exprgssion to an algebraic fraction' and a fraction to a 41

mixed exOression :- . ,
11 .08 Solve fraction'el .0iiations ,

, e
1

.12.01 SimPlify prochkts and qUotients of radical expresaions
1202, Simplify sums itincl di(ferences of radical expressions,
12.03 Multiply two binomials whiCh contain.squace roots
12.04 Solve simPle equationa which contain'. radicals
12.05 Find the square roots of variable egpressions and ruse them tO so ve

problems t

13.01 -Classify anglea as acute, right, or obtuse
13.02. Identify vertical, adjacent, complementary and supplementary angles -
13.03 Solve problems related to the measures of the angles of triangles
13.04 Solve problems about perimeters and areas
13.05 Use the siMilar triangle relationship toiolve problem"-,
13.06 Use 'the Pythagorean. Theorem and its converse to solve geometric

problems
13.07 Find the sine, cosine, and tangent of the acute angles in a right triangle
13.08 Find the Nalues for trigonometric, functions for given angles
13.09 Find the measures of angles for given values of trigonometric functions.
13.10 Use trigonometric ratios to solve problems

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERf ORMANCE INDICATORS-

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may' be used if they are more appropriate flee learner,

1. The learner will state the
characteristics of sets of
points

I.

g. The learner will use the
structural properties of the
real numbers

113, The 'learner via develop
geometric ools

4, The learner will use some
of the properties of angles

. and lines to develop proofs
and solve exercises

1.01 Ideritify and name sets of points, such as line, ray, segm&it, and plane
1.02 Draw representations of points, lines, and planes
1.03 Identify and name unions and intersections of sets of points
1.04-Find the coordinate of a' point on a line
1.05 Find the length of a segment
1.06 Identify congruent segments .

1.07 Identify the midpoint of a given segment
1.08' Use a protractor to find the measure of an angle
1.09 Determine when jwo angles are congruent .

1.10 Identify interiorsland exteriors of geometric figures
1.11 Identify the bisector of an angle

2.01 Statt and use the properties of equality (Reflexive, gymmetric, Transitive,
Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, Division, 'Substitution) .

2.02 State and use the properties of jnequality ,I1'ransitive, Addition, Subtrac-
tion)

2.03 State and use the Trichotomy Property o1 Two Numbers

3.01 Translate a geonteiric stateMent.into an "If-Then Statement"
302 State the converse of a conditional statement
3:03 State the hypothesis and condusioh fir a conditional siateMent
3.04 Use the rocess of deductive reasoning in mathemItical and

mathemat' al situations
3.05 Write a p oOf in tvto column.form
3.06 Write an indirect proof

4.01 Use three letters, a number, or a single letter to name an angle
4.0A Classify an angle-
4.03 Identify a half-plane and the interior and exterior of an angle
4.04 Identify adjacent and,vertical 'angles
4.05 Determine the complement and supplement of a givep angle
4,06/Use the Protractor Postulate'
4.07 Apply the Angle Addition Postulate
4.08 Apply the S ment Addition Postulate (Definition of "Between")



N

5. .The learner will recognize
perpendicular lines arid,
plena ind use ,this infor-
mation to complete probfs
and exercise -

6. The .learner will recognize .

parallel lines 4nd planes
I and. use this knowledge to

complete proofs and exer.
cises.

..7.4rhe Witmer Will identify .
Polygons . and complete

. . proofs .and. eXercises re-
late& to them

AEI

8. The learner will identify
congruent triangles and
complete proofs and exer-
cises related to them

%%The learner, will. demon-
,strate when two Polygons
are similar and develop

- 'proofs and solve ,exercises
related to thirn

,

10. The learner will sl.ate when
a geoMetric figure osses-li\
ses symmetry or i s)hn-
metric to another igure
and coniplete prooks relat-
ed to this

. . .

11. The learner -will state some
o of the characteristics of a

right triangle, write proofs,
and solve exercises related
to these,

Mathematics

4.09 ,Aecognize congruent angles
4,10 'Define and measure dihedral angles

Ir

5.01 Ditim perpendicular lifles and plebes
. .

N
6.01 Identify, parallel lines and planes, and skeW lines
6.02 Define corresponding angles, alternate interior angles,. and alternate ex-

terior angles which are formed. when two _parallel lines are cut br
transVersal .

6.03 State conditioni under which lines are parallel
6.04 State which angles are congruent when two parallel lines are iut by a trans,

versal , 1
6.05 Identify which angles are'supplementary when twCi parallel lines are cut by

Ike.transVersal
6.06 State and apply the Parallel Postulate

7.01 Clat.sify a triangle according to its sides
7.02 Classify. 'a triangle aecording to its angles

. 7,03 Classify a polYgon according .to thp number of its hides or angles
7.04 4lassify 'a polygon according to the measure of itsides or angles
7.05 State the characteristici ,of an isosceles .triangle
7.06 State the characteristics of a light triangle
7.07 Prove the sum of the measures, Of the angles of a trian le is 180 and apply

this in problem solvirig situations,, ,

7,08 Find the measures of the exterior angles of a triangle
7.09 Find the measures of theft angles of a convex polygon

A 7,10 List, the characteristics of each of the quadrilaterals (rectangle, square,
rhombus, trapezoid, parallelogram)

8.01 List the correspondence between two congruent triangles , .

8.02 Use various postulates and theorems to prove two triangles are congruent
8.03 Identify athe corresponding pats of congruent triangles
8.04 ,Use various postulates and theorems to-prove two right triangles are

cOngruent
t1.05 kfenetify, the altitudes and medians of 'triangles
8.06 Apply the theorem about the segment joining the mid points of two sides

.of a triangle
8.07 Apply the theorem &boot the intersection df the medians of a triangle

9.01 Identify regular polygons ancrtitfirtine the measurep Lf -the angles
9.02 Solve a .proportion
9.03 Use proportions to solve geometric problems
9.04 Find the geometric mean of two numbers
'9.05 Determine whether or not two polygons re sitnilal
9.06 Prove two triangles are similar
9.07 Divide a segment into propoztional part

10.01 Identify a polygon which possesses symmen*
10.02 Identify geometric figures which -are symmetrical

V

A':

, ,

, 11.01 State the selationships 'that exist in a right triangle
.

11.02 'Use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the length Of the iides of.'a right
trian le or' a quadrilateral .

11.03 Use t e converse of the Pythagorean Theorem te rove a tiiangle is a right
triangle r

11.04 Use the relationships that exist in special rlpbt t angles-to solve problems
(30°-60°-90°, 45°-450-90°) ' . \ .

11.05 Define the sine, cosine, and tangent ratios:'for an acute angle of a right
ttriangle

.11.06 Use a table' to firid the sine, cogine,,and tangent of an angle
14.07. Use a table to find the measure of an angle when given the sine, cosine, or

. tangent of n angle
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12, The leatner wilrlist 'som. e-
of the 'characteristics ofa
.circle'.and develop:proofs
.arid solveNxercises related
to them .

13. The learner will, find he.t
,perimeter, area,, and vol..'
ume of. geometric 'figures .

4.

14. The learner will compute a
geometric construction and'
describe the' loCus,-, of a
point or points

4

12.01 Define a chtle and the Jinee and segnfirtV related to it .

12.02 Recognize polygona inscribed in; or gircOtecribed about, a circle
1203.. Apply. the theorepis.that relate'tp thatangents; secants, and radii.of a circle,
12..04 Apply the properties involving arcs and central.angles .

,12.05 Apply the . theorems. about the chords 'of ti circle .1

13.01 Find the. 'perimeter of, a.geometriC figure .

13.02 Comcitite.the area of a trienile, parallelograni, and trapezoid
13.03 Find the.ratio of `41e areas'o similar figures
13:04 Find the.sratio of the perimeters of similar figures .

13;05 Compute the apothem, radius; and .4ea of special legulat polygons :
13.06 Cotnpyte the.circumfere4 and area of a circle .

13.07 Compute arc lengths and the areas of sectors of a circle
13.08 Identify and describe space figures' (prism; cylinder, cone, sphere)
13.00 Compute the ,lateral area, total area, 'and voNine Of a right priAn

pSframid .

13.10 Compute the lateral area, total area, and Volume of a fight circular.cylinder,
or.,cona

N.
14.01 Corlsteilct a segment congruent to a given Bement "
14.02 Constrtict an angle congruent to' a given angle

.14,03 Construct the bisector of anangle'
14.04 Construct a line perpendicular to a line through' a point on ,the Iin
14.05 Construct a line perpendicular to a line etrough a point ntit on the line ..

1.4,06 Construct the: perpgndicular bisector:of a. segment
14-.07 Construct a line izarallel to a line through a given point
14.08 Construct the mid.point rA an arc of a circle
14.09 Construct9rtite tangent to a.Circle at a given point On the ciecle
14.10 Construct the tangents to a circle fronr.a point outside the circle
14.11 Circumscribe a circle about alriangle
14.12 Instribe a circle inside a triangle .

144.1.bivide a segment into. any number *of congrUent segments .

Given three.segthents, construct a fourth segment.suchithat the lengths ot
).! the four segments are proPOitional
.14.15. Construct a segment whose length is thg geometric mean between the

lengths of two given segments

5. The. learner will inimsti-
gate some of the proper,-
ties of coordinate geometry

4.

*,14.16 Describe the locus (characterization of points) that satisfies a given con-
dition

*14.17 Describe the locus (characterization,of points) that satisfies more than one
given condition

*14.18 Apply the t oncept of. locus' in the solution of construction 'problems
14.19 Construct quadrilaterals .which meet certain criteria
14,20 Construct asircle throug,h three non-collinear points

18.01 Write tbe coordinates tor a point in the coordinate plane
15.02 Write equations for Yertical and 'horizontal lines in the coordinate plane

' 15.03 Uie the distance formula, to solve problems
15.04 Use the midpoint formula to find the coordinates of the midpoint or end-

point of a segment ,

15.05 Find th,e slope of the line giyeri two pAnts on theline
1 15.06 Find the slope and y-intercept of a line

15.07 Determine whether two lines are parallel or perpendicular by examining
their slopes

15.08 Find the slope of a line parallelor perpendicular to a givIn line
,

15.09 Write an equation for a line which Is parallel or perperviicular to a given
.

tline
. 4

15.10 Draw the_graph of a line when given either two points on the line or one'
point and the slope of the li,ne , \ ,

15.11 Draw.,the graph of a line when given the slope and y-intereept of the line
15.12 'Use coordinate geometry to prove some of the properties of polygons*. .

15.13 Write' an equation of a circle given its center and radius length
15.14 'Find the center' and. radii's length of a circle .

*This indicator would be included in an enriched course but not in a basic course, ,
,

9
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COMPETENCY 40AL.(S)

2. The learner will 'locate
nuinbers on the,, number,

;' line and the ,coordinate
plane .

3, THe learner wilr perform
operations witli -real nurri:
bers

4. T.he learner will solvelinear
equations

5, The learner will solve linear
4nequalities

6, The learner will solVe syst.'
term of linear equations

/

;PERFORM' ANtEJNOIC AT ORS . ,
.Ea di indicator is one, of mqr1V which can assesi a st4ent's performOnce,

Others may beiised Mey are more appropriate for the. learner.. .
. .

1,0. implify numerical expressions
1.M2 Translate English words and phrases into mathematic uage
1.03 "Use theproperties of. addition to siMplify arithmetic an4 algra1c ,expres-i

'sions (Additive Identity, Commutative,. Associative, A diti 'Inverse)
1.04Use theptoperties of multiplication to simplify arithmetie af4 algebraic ex-, p4,4s

.Pressions (Multiplicative Identity, Commutative, AssdZiative, Mt&
tiplicative Inverse,,Multiplication PrOpertv of Zero)

1.05 Use theffiistributive Property of Multipication over Addition to simPlify
arithmetic and algebraiC expressions *-

'1.06 Use the axioms, of real numbers to complete algebraic proofs

'2.01 Graph sets of real numbers on the number line. ,

12:02 Graph ordered.pairs Of nurnbers on the coordinate plane and find the'coor.
dinates of poias on ti)e plane )

, , .

2.03 Graph linear' equations in .two variables :
2.04 Graph a relation: on the: coordinate plane. .,,

2.05 Graph the solUtion sete of systerns of linear inequalities in two-yariables*
206 Graph a function on the coordinate prane

,

2.07 Graph a quadratic function on the, coordinate plane .

2.08 Find an equation of a circle frOm its rometrie propertiestand
equation . ,

Wrtte and graph equations of parabolas
Write and graph eqUitions.Of ellipses
Write arid graph equations of hyperbolas

i:

2.09
2.10
2,11

3.01
3.02
3.03
3.04

3.06
3.07
3.08

4.01
4.02
4.03
4.04.

Add real numbers
Subtract reil numbers
Multiply,real numbers..
Divide real numbers
Use < or > to compare two numpers
Simplifyi.expressions involving zero and negitive exponents
Multiply and divide numbers written in-scientifie, notation
Write a rational number as.,a terminating or repeating number

graph the

Solve efluations in one variable
Solve equations inwlving absolute value
Solve and apply equations with rational coefficients
Solve Jiteral equations and formulas

5.01 'Solve inequalitiesi,in one variable
5:02 Find the solution seta of combined inequalities
5.03 'Solve inequalities involving absolute values

to
6:61 Find solution sets of open sehtences in two variables with given replace-

r Ments fin. the Variables
6.02 Find the slope of a line,,given two points on a line, anequation of the line,

or the graph of a line
6%03 Find an equation of a line, given its slope and the coordinates of a point on

'the line, or the coordinates of two points on the line, or its slope and,y-
. intercept .

6.04 Find the solution sets of pairsof linear equations in two verities
6.05 Use pairs of linear equations' in tWo variable's' to solve problems
6.06 Find the solution sets of systems of three linear equations in three variables
6.07 Use the distance formula
6.08, Determine the coordinates of the midpoint 6f a segment

,*6.09 Determine if two lines are .paralkel or perpendicular bV examining their,
slopes

6.10-Solve systems of linear equations by reducing the matrix of coefficients to
triangular form

6.11 Solve systems of linear eqUatiot% by using Cramer's Rule
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7. The 'learner will perfOfm
-operations polynom-.
ials

.°
,

14

8. The learner will define a
function and -sor of its

4characterjstics
., .

ft,

4'

Ti. .

ik learng will perform ^

-. operations with algebraic. .
fractions

10. The learner will solve prob-
lems involving variation

,

11.. The learner will solVe
quadratic equationst,

ac9P
00

Ai

,

.iyiamematics
0

d 46

7.01 Add polynomials
7.02 Subtract polynomials

.; 7.03 Multiply a polynomial by a monomial
7,04 Multiply two binoMials by using special,product formulas (Square of .a

binomial, productof the sum and iiifferencee two. binomial:i)
binorn,ial and a polirmial

..e' 7.06 FMd the quotient of two mo tals )

' 7407 Divide one polknomial bjr another'one of loWer degrile
7:08 Usellyntb,etigisiMsion to divide a polynornial by a linear binomial

.7;09 FaCtor monomials and find the greatest common factor (GCF)smd least
coiniplan multiple (LCM) t)f two- or mole monomials.:,

* 719 Eactor sped I ,polynomials (Perfect sqtrare trinomials, difference of 'two
i squares, unj ordifference of twO Cubes)

7.11 Factor rOtic polynoMials , 0
7.12 Use factoring.to. solve an equation ,

7.13 Qse,pOlynomial equations to solve prohlemir .
f 1.. '7. 1 4 Use fettorjng to solve inequalities . ,- ,

7.15-Find factors of polynomials with integral coefficients' in which th COef-
ficient of the term of highest degree is 1 . ,..

7.16 -Expand powers of binomials ,
_..

7,17 Write the general fgrmbf the biriomial expansion and find any particular
term of an expansion

t.

.

8.01 Find an equation defining a linear funct,Sion, given either a poiInt on the
graph and the slope of the graph of the function or two points on the graph

8.62 Write an exponential function as 'a logarithmic function. and write a
logarithmic funetion as an exponential function, -

8.03 .Use a table to find common logariihms and antilogarithms
8.04- Use' logarithms to evaluate products, quotients, powers, and roots .
8.05 Find the logarithms Of numbers by using a base. o"ther than:1,0
8.06 Solve prOblems invokiing 'exponential'equations

9..01 lA{rite algebraic expressions in lowest terrhs
9.02 Multiply and divide rational algebraic expressions .

9.03 Siinplify sums and differences of rational algebraic expressions
49.04 Simplify complex fractions ' .'

16 9.05. Solv fractional equations .,
.,. .

:

10.01, Use direct variation to solve problems
10.02 Use inVerse thriation to solve problems

- 10.03..Use. jpint VarTtion to solve problems . *
. . 7 $'

11.01 Complete the square to solve quadratic equations
N .,- ..

.11:02 Use the Quadratie FOrmulato solVe quadratic equatiOns
11.03 USO the discrlininant of,a.quadratitlequation to determine the dature of ihe

, :...roots
, 'fte .:." 11.,04 Write a quadratic equation given its solution set , .1145 Find the sum and product'of the solutfons of a quadmit equation

'.11.06 Use the coefficients of &quadratic equation to detercsine the naturIe of its
.roots . .

'11:07 Determive the number. of solutions of a quadratic syStern a' nd .apprOXimate
.the solutions

learner will solVeprob-
,

leinso involving arithmetic
and geometric etisequences
-and'series

13. The leatner solve prob-
..

lems involving radical ex-
. pr sions

11.08 Solve a system of.two equations in which one or both of the equations are
quadratic

11.09' Use.complex numbers to solve quadratic equations ,

12.01 Complete arithmetic sequences (progressions) and find arithmetic means
12.02' Find the .sums of arithmetic series and use summation'notation .4 .

12.03 Complete geometric sequences (progressiort) and find geometrlic.Means
12.04 Find the sums of geometric series
12.05 Find the sump of geometric series having infinitely nrany terkns

4
,

13.01 Find roots of real numbers 4
. 13.02 Use a caldilator,or book of tables to tstimate the value of radkals repre-

venting irrational numbers
1.03, Simplify expressions involving sums ,of radicals
13.04' Simplify expressions inVolving proddits and quotientspf radicals
.13.05 Indicate the-iquare root, of a negative nutnber, as a complex number
13.06 ,Sqlve equatiOns which contain radical expressions

4
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thematic.

. 14. The kerne will investir
,gate some techniques for
problem solVing ,

I. 1

-1.5. The leantr will perform
'operations on matrices

10. The learner will use trigo-
nometry to solve problems

4

f

42.

7-71117-77, 7777 r. 71AT

,

.14.01. Solve' "word trobleme" (number, age, coin, perimetar, digit, Work,. uni,
form motion) 4 . . -------.' - . '

.14.02 Use thaqualitles.as well as equalities to 'olive ''Word problems",
140.3 Solve "word problems' Involving fractiftal equations
14.04 Use quadratic equations to,solve verbal problems
ice Use the 'Pythagorean Thearem and its converse toS solve problems

.. 14106 Uee the Fundainental Counting Principle to'.solve problems
,14.0.7 Solve .problems involvirig permutations . 1/41 . 4

'14.08 9olve probleme involving combinations,
1449 'Solve simple probability problems

. a .

*15.01 Aad and subtract matrices 6

*15.02 find scalar products
*15.03 Multiply matrices. A .

*10.04 Find the inverse of a matrix 'and use the inverse ,to solva systems of
equations, . .. ! \

16.01 Find the /sine and cosine of an angle in standard position, given a point,
other than the cirri& on the terminal side of the angle

16.02 -Find the values of .the six trigonometric-functions-of-an angle, givin a-point
Other than the origin on the terminakside of the angle, or given the value of
one of its functions and the quadrant in which its terminal sidelines

16.03 Find the trienometriclunction values Of acute anglies,`In _particular .thase 6
Of 360 45°, and 60°' angles

16,04 Use tables to find approximations of the values of trigonometric functions
of p.ositrve acute angles

16.05 Solve a right triangle, given, either the measures of a side and an.acute angle
or the measures of two sideC and learn to solve problems inVolving right
iriangles

*16.06' Use reference angles to find the values of the trigonometric functions of an
angle of any given measure

*16.07 Plot complex numbers in the,..com'flex plane, and express a iven complex
nuMber in both a + bi form an the frigonometric for

*16.08 Use the fundamental identities to rewrite a given trigon metric expression
in terms of a specif ie4:1 trigonometric function

*16.09 Prove a given trigonometric equation is an identity
*16.10 Uge identities for trigonometric functions of the sum and difference of two

angles tosimplify trigonometric expressions and to verify 'identities
*16.11 Use &Stable-angle and half-arlifle fohnulas to evaluate trigonometric ex .

pressions and to verify identities
*16.12. Use the Law of Cosines to solve triangles and to sblve practical problems
*16.13 Use .the Law of Sines to sdlve triangles And to solve practical problems
'116.14 Use the formula K=V2 bc sin -A, to find, tht :area of triangle ABC
*16.15 Measure angles in radians, and to convert Wm radians to degrees and from

degrees to radians
*16.16 Find values of the circulartunctions
*16.17 Find the period and amplitude of various cosine and 'sine functions, and

sketch the graphs of these functions .
*16.18 Graph the tangent, cotangent, secant, and 'cosecant functions in the coor-

dinate plane
*16,19 Evalute expressions involving the inverse sine and inverse cosine functions
*16.20 Evaluate expressions involving the Arc sine, Arc cosine, Arf iangent, Ac

cotangent, Arc secant, and Arc cosecant functions ,
*16.21. Solve trigonometric equations

* These indicators would be included in ar enriched course but not in a basie
course , . '
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Reading..
,The imrpose of 'the Competency. Goals in reading is to .-presitnt a sequential ,developmental

reading program beginning with 'pre-reading skills 'and continuing thrOtigh grade 12, It is intended
to be used as a resource guide. Effor ts have been made to use common terms coupled with simple
definitions for-clarity. In the development of skills at each levet, consideration was given to skills'
presentedin-the State's bOahreader-seriesi,tne-objectiveti of.the States-annual-testing program and
professional icnowledge

.

Ten strands are used.,in the Competency Goals:
Pte-reading
Vocabulary

"s Phonic Anatysis
,Structural Analysis
. Contextual Clues

Literal Comprehension
Interpretive Comprehension
Critical Cernprehension

. Study.

l
Apprecation

ding skills are identifiedat the'kindergarten level. Vocabulary-development, threeevels

. i

Pre-re
of comprehension, study skills and appredation is included 'at 11,11-levels. %Nord attack skills such as
phonic analysis is addressed at the K-3-level. Structural analysis skills and conteribal dIvis are in-
cluded at the K-3 and 4-6 levels. Review of soine of these word attack*skiljs may be needed at higher
levels for studentrexperiencing-difficulty in. identifying words.

As students proetss through the grades, their reading ability Should increase. As the content
changes, many Strategies used at the primary level may be appropriate at other levels. Also, stu-
dents do not le.arn reading skills in any one sequential order; ,however, some skills are more appro-

1. priate for one level ,than for another. .
.

. Reading is not a simple mechanical .skill. Properly cultivated, reading is essentially a thought
process. It should bsfieveloped as a complex organization of higher mental processes embracing all
types of thinking, evaluating, judging, imagining, reasoning and problem solving. Every effort
should be made to make reading interesting and- finjoyable.

-
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. ,..PEFORMANCE INPICATORS * 6.

0:indicator is one of many tohickain.aiitisli student". perforliance.
Others may bi uied If 04 are more appropriate for the learner.

trades
t The learner, will demon-,

strate adeqUitcy of oral.ez7:
preesion. .

.
. . . , ...,..
1.01':Name dasSfoom'objeets ati measured by teacher judgment .

1.02 Interprek and verbalize *tuft books as measured by teacher. judgment.. ,
1.03. Retell a siMple story as measured by teacher judgment
.1404 Express complete thoughts as 'measuied by teacherjudgment

.,. 1.05, Remenper, and reproduce, a ..simple serlience as :meatoured .by 'teacher
judginent

1.06 Interpret and verbalize piCture books Ss 'measured by teacher judgmeni
1.07 Pemonstrate memory of nursery rhymes, short poems, and finger pUys by

tecitation ,. .

, ..14)8., leconstruct simp stor'y ending and spbriteneous slories An' agilYen:subje.ct..
,

2. 7.he leaper will demon-
strate adequacy of visual
discrimination and mem-
ory ,

.

3, nie learner. will demon-
strate adequacy of audito-
ry discrimination and
memory

, 4. The learner will demon-
. strate an adequate' vocabu-

lary .

5. The learner will demon-
strate adequate compre-
hensir skills

2.01A-kognize likenesses and- differences in colors, sizes;-AiiTietters,-
words as.measured by ,teacher judgment

1.02. Assemble a sie mple puzile (part-to-whole). as Measured by . teacher..
judgment

2.03 IJse directieinality such as:. looks at books from front to baCk, from left-
. hand page to right-hand page, andfollows print from, left to right and from
top to bottom as obseryed by teacher' .
Verbalize picture details as measured by teacher judgment
Select and identify details as measured by teacher judgment
Recognize and match upper and lower case.lettem .

Recognip 'and recall letters in sequence

3.01 Identify sources of common sounds (firetruck, train, door closing, ruhning
water)

3.02 'Reproduce verbally two and three syllable words as meatiured by teacher
judgment

. 3.03 Hear and identify rhyming words
. 3.04 Hear and identify minimal differences in words (not-cot; cat-cap; hat-hit)

as measured 'by teachgr judgment .

3.05 Recognize so,unds an symbols for consonants,
3.06 Listen to a brief description 0( an object and identify the object
3.07 Repeat.a sequence of wor# or letters from memory

4,01 Shoo./ an understanding of the meaning of words such as in, on, before,
right, left, some, none, different, and alike by following teacher directions
and responding to records such as Hap Palmer records and for 'playing
"Simon Says of Looby Loo

4.02 Understand ideas through listening by anovering questions
4.03 Recognize owp name in print as measured. by teacher judgment
444 Show an awareness that printed words represent spoken words (Language

Experience)
4.05 Show interest in words and symbola as measured by teacher judgment
4.06 Use appropriate vocabulary in, "everyday" speech
4.07 Recognize that words are used In predictable order and that letters also oc-

.cur in predictable order. within written words aa' measured by teacher
judgment

cop Recognize a few words such as: a, look, niy, I, stop, go, play, etc,
4.09 Recognize 'the inflectional ending s to form plurals

5.01 Show an interest in books and materials
.5.02 Listen to a story or. poem and retell
5.03 Remember information from stories read'aloud by answering simple ques-

.

tions A

5k4 Sequence story events o
.rally or by using pictures

5.05 Folloty)ral directions as measured by teacher judgment
5.06 UR picture clues to identify unknown words, clarify concepts, and to

make inferen, ces as evidenCed by inek) responses and measured by teacher
judgment &

5.07 Claisify real or pictured items (anitills, People, food)
5.08 Construct an inference, about the outcome of a story

2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07

. r
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.

VOCABULARY.

. C6MPETil1CY GpAL(s)

Reading

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each in ca or is one of many which can assess a student's performance,

Othemmay be used if they are more appropriate for the learners

Gride2K-3
- 6, The learner will develop

`oral vocabulary .

CD,

'a.

7. The learner will recognize ,
and 'use high frequency
words 0

8$ The learneK will re nize
and use words mica
readers-

9. The learner will recognize
and use words specifically
related to content areas

10. The leirner will under-
stand and use special types .

of word graups.

r

1

c

6.01 bevelop oral Vocabulary sufficiently 0; aftwey idea s. as measured by
teacher judcfment , .

.

.
i.6.02 Understan ideas through listening by retelling a story or poem 0

6.03 Dictate oiMple sentences and stories .

6.04 Recognize and read .the printed form of 'own vocabulary
.

7.01...Recognize, pronounce, and understand high frequency words on sight' ..

ouch as the Dolch 220, Kucera Francis List, etc. i .

7,92 Recognize and read orally survii41 words such as the. Corlett Wilson Es-
_tential VOcabtilary pot

8,01 Ificrease basal reading word knowledge through the brisil reading series by
.selecting from a list of words the ones named by the teacher

,

<,

9,01

9.02

9,03

Expana ond refine ,general v4cabulary in the context orvarious content
areas as measured by teacher judgment .
Increase knowledge of. technical vocabulary as measured by vocabtilary .

texts or teaclier judgment
Recognize cOntent words on'Vocabulary cha'rts /

10.01 Recognize signal welds such as: who, what, where, when, how, however,
whereas, therefore, and becaufk

10.02 Understand multiple meanings,of words by using the appropriate word in .
context

Ex. ,We, fished from the bank of the river,
Mother will bank the fire,
We put our money in the bank,

Understand and use synonyms (words ha-ving the same orliearly thisame -
meaning) by matching the words
, Ex. good well

big large
tiny little

10,04 Underitand and use antonyms (words having opposite ) by
Matching the -words

Ex, pretty ugly
up down
tall. short
fat thin
big little .q$

nd use hornonyms/homophones (words that sound the
but have different spellings and meanings) by writing sentences

Ex, maid made know no
P

1 eye ,, there their
not knot son
see sea whole hole
by buy so sew
tail tale would wood

10.06' Understand and use homographs/heteronyrns (words having the same
spelling but different meanings) by writing sentences.

Ex. bow
fair.

10.03'

3,

10,05 Understand a

a.

same

charge
10.07 Understand oral and written figurative language by explaining the mean- \

ings of idiomatic expressions
f,x. Read Amelia Bedelia by Peggy Parrish
Ex. Draw pictures depicting literal interpretations of idiomt;

;,-
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'PHONIC ANALYSIS ,(Lettet/Sound Reiations.1!ip)

COMI)ETENCY GOAL(S.)

qtadei K.3 . .

11. The learner will under-
stand and use Coneolant
letters and consonant cius-
ters

tto

la. The learner' will recoghize
wnsonant digraphs

13. The learner wih recognize
silent letters in words

14. The learner will identify
short and long vowel
sounds

15. The learner will apply
vowel generalizations

.s

16: The learner óill use woFd
families (ph ograms)

11.01

11.03
_

11.04

'11.05

12.01

1.

'PER/ZORMANcE INDICATORS
'Each indicator is one of many,which ca ams. a stitdent's performancc,

!Others may be used If they are mortOppropriate for:the learner. t.

1
,

IdentiN a pleture with a consonant sOund in the beginning and enAng
position when pronounted or written by the teacher ,

Select from a list of words the words which have the same beginning
cluster iblettcis twO off mine letters blended together toinake one sottfid)
is the guide word (fl, cl, tr, spl, sn,,str, etc..) .

clap . dein city cup blend
..anail soil .. block snake saw

thread ', three swim tape treldi
Select from a list of words the word whi h hasjhe same consonant digraph
(twaleuers that_xepresent one sound) .sound As the-guide Word` such as th,.
wh, tch, qu, ck',- ph, gh, ch, sh

elephant I ''' water,' selfish television half
Select' from a given list of words which have the same ending consonant
eluster (blends) (nd, ft, rpp, st,' etc.) ,

swift start loft . song truck, . ve!
'sound round wild Small. t want

.

jump lump junk jeep 'scrape
A. Identify the appropriate-sounds of soft and hard .g'(g followed by. i, e, .

or y ulually has 411e j sound, ,g followid by a, o, or u usually has.a
regular sound, as in goal) biselecting-the word With the:same sound as
the guide word .

f 7

giant I gently. . jump goat
girl I good just gone .

B. Identify the appropriate:sounds of 80 f i and hard c (c followe4 by e, i, or
y usually has the s sound, c followed by a, o, or u usually' has the, k
sound) by selecting the ,word with the same sound as the guide word

city, 1 bicycle some carrot
cat I kite city coin

Select from a list of words the word which has the smile consonant digraph
(two leters that represent one sound) sound as.the guide word such as th,
wh, tch, qu, ck, ph, gh, ch, sh

,

cherry.
elephant water selfish ttelerisiOn
wheel I whale water wall

13.01 Identify the Alent letter(s) in words
Ex. knife, gnome, debt, bomb, straight

1A. 1 Ontify Words with short or long vowel sounds
Ex. hop cake .

\

15.01 Apply vowel generalizations
One vowel in a one syllable word, the vowel is usually short ,

t

Two vowels in a one syllable word, the first vowel is usually long and
the secOnd vowel is usually silent

Ex. beet, take
Words containing a vowel followed by "r", the vowel is "r", controlled

, Ex. far, fur, fir, corn, her
Words containing oo, the vowel may be either short or long

Ex. moon, foot
.......-AL.Words containing igh or eigh have a long vowel sound

Ex. light, weigh
Y and w are sometimes vowels

Ex. dry, pony, cymbal, brown, cow, thaw

,i0.01 Makewordfainilies by adding one initial &Allsonant to endings such as all,
ay, ot, ell, at, ill, oke, ind, old, ail, unk, ound, eed, ump, ive, and .unny

16.02 Use the alphabet, letter by letter, to .form word families

&x. dog
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS, (Study of Word Parts)

Riadittg..

COMP,ETENCY GOAL(S)

Grades K-3
a' 17, The learner will use sfruc-

,, tural analysis.in identi(y-
. ' itig words

lb

(

r ,

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS .

Each indicator is`one of many tvhich catt assess a student's performance..
. Others may be used if they are mord approptite for the learner.

18. The learner -will use con-,,
textual clues to under-

'stand and identify words

.
17.01. Recognize and use compound words (combination of two yfords.ustially.

'. retaining.the meaning of both words)2 .4 -

Ex. baseball, aawboy, policema ; snowman "At

.17.02 Recognizes and Use root words 4th simple prefixes and 'suffixes. k
..." ,EX. 'unhappy, dis lease, jumping, lovely

_1743 Recognize and use flectional endings
jumping, loo ed, hope, gardener, slippery, fummary
The boy (jumping/jumped) down from-the tree,

17.04 Apply rules in forming plurals ti

*-Adds-to-root-words------
._ Eit. book books

* Add es to words Which end in s,,ss, ch, sh, `?c, z
Tx, dress dresses

Change the,y to i before adding es
Ex. fairy fairies

Change f to V and add es
Ex. calf calves

Change irregular words
Ex. foot feet, deer, deer

17.05 Recognize and use contractions in context
Ex. Mary doesn't like her cake,

17.06 Use syllable a. to identify words of one, two, or three syllablespach syllable
must contain a vowel sound)

17.07 Recognize and use possessives
Ex. child --- child's

children. children's ; 4

1 3 ?

18.01 Rely on background experience
Ex. Mother and Jane went toihe store. They bought sugar, flour, ap-

,- ples, and eggs: They went to the store,

18.02 eact the complete sentence .to find clues
Ex. Use pictures , .

Ex. The boy . off the bike.
18.03 Use,the definition of.a word

Ex. A grapefruit is kround, greenish-yellow, juicy fruit.
18.04 Use contrast or comparison

Ex. This pail is full, but the other one iS ,

18.05 Use figurative language
Ex, 'The child was .quiet as a mouse.

t

LITERAL COMPREHENSION (Getting the Dkect Meaning from the Spoken Word or Printed Page)

COMPETENCY,GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE iNp It0 RS

Each iudicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may be used ,i f they are more appropriate for the learner.

G.rades K-3
19. The !garner will recall

'events in sequence

20. The earner will follow
simple! directions

The learner will refine the
skill of classification

<

19.01 Arrange a picture story in order of events
'1902 Xecall events in sequence by recalling what happened first,,second, third in

a puragraph or story

20.01 Read and follow printed directions
Ex. model airplane, recipes, etc.

21.b1 Classify phrases as to where, when: why
21.02 ClAssify intd appropriate categories

Tx. objects, animals, people, feelings, and words



22. The learner will recognize
the main qe'a and .details

2201, .Extpress the . main Idea' and suPporting detail. 'of:a pictuie sentence,
paragraPh 'Or story .,.

.22.02 Describe details of. a.charaeter

..22.0.3 Use basal reader khjocate specific details to ansWer a given. question:

Reading

. .

13. The learner Will identify 23.01 'Recognize pitace, petrxrand time span 'of a slory
the eitt4pg of a Sfory

Q

INTERPRETIVE COMPREHENSION- (UnderStanding the Implied Meaning)

, PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can muss a student's performance.

Others may be used if they are more approPritite for the learner.
,.COITET.ENCY GOAL(S)

Grades K-3
'The learner Will identify
cause and effect relation,
ships

. a

25. The learner.will identify in-
terra ideas

26, The learner will identify
The implied main idea

27. The learner will employ
character analysis
.

28. The learner will discover
relationships

29. The learner will draw con-,
clusions

4.

24.01 Determine cause and elfet c relationship through nursery rhymes
. Ex. Little Miss.Muf et

24.02 Determine the activity (cause) and its results (effects in a picture or
tence .

Ex. The hot campfire burned the hotdogs.
Cause: hot campfire
Effect: buined the hot dogs'

25.01 Matke inferences from the information ir a. paragraph or story
Ex. We have twelve inches of sno n the grounc4

I do not think we cart(
25.02 Predict future aclien by listeniWgTtF; reading a story and giving an ap- .

propriate ending ,

.26:01 tate the implied main idea in a given selection
4. Ex. The Tortoise and the Hare

sen-

27.01 'Describe the feelings, behavior, motives and reactions of story characters
in a given selection

Ex. Little Red Hen

28.01 Given a concept word such as reather, respond with words which are
related

Ex, snow, Wind, rain,sun, etc.
28.02 Respond to a question by giving appropr4te related words

Ex. A leaf is one ',art of' a tree. Name another.,Ex. Name some things that hop.
Ex:What can you do with a wag

29.01 Drinirconclusions on a riddle type paragraph
Ex:- I am big and red. I carry big ladders and water hoses. J go to fires.

Who am I?
29.02 Verify concluSions by summarizinNe information supporting the, coh-

clusion

lCRITIcAL COMPREHENSION (Giving P rsonal Reactions to the Printed Page and Judging t e
Passage According to Personal Beliefs and xperiences)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

. Grades K-3
3Q. 'The learner vyill evaluate

.statements

PERFORMANCE
Each indicator is one' mruof many which can s a st dent's performance.

Others may be used if they are more appropria e for the learner.

30.01 Identify true, false, fact, opinion, and make believe or real
Ex, Tate: Rose is the name of a flower.

False: D'aisies are usually redt

Fact:
Opinion:
Make believe:
Real:

1..

187

Raleigh is tlAc capital of Nceilltl Carolina.'
,Everyone likes to live in Raleigh.

Fairies darice at night.
Bicycles hfve two wheels.
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31. The leArner 0111 form judg-
rnents

32., The learner will determiRe
author's competence .

31(.0

Reading

Form jUdgments ,bjf' selecting theliest solution to a prsibl;m
Ex. Hansel and Gretel

Make ludgrnenti by asking questions such 'as;
Do yoU think . . . .

Why do you think . . .

State personal reaction to a given selection
Ex. Would you nice to have the witch for\a friend in Snow White?

.Why? Why, not?

3201. Judge the author's q4alifications by contrasting
Ex; Who is better qualified to write about football, 'a movie star or a,

football player? . . .

32.02 Compare two biographies of the saffie person written by difkrent authqrs

STUDY SKILIS (Tools and Techniques to LOcate 'and Organize Information)
t.

CoMPETENCY GOAL(S ).

s Grades K-3
33. The learner will use the

skill of alphabetizing'

34: The learner 'will use book
parts

.35. The learner will use dic-
tionary skills

36. The learner will use re-
sources .

37. The learner will interpret
pictorial materials

38. The learner will use the
media center.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is kne of irany whicican assess miudent's performance.

Other's may lAsksed if they.are more appropriate for the learner.

;
33.01 liecognize and .alphabetize 'the 26 letters of the alpshttbet by filling in the

blanks

33.02 Alphabetize words using initial singl letters, first twoletters, end
three letters of words

Ex. cat . coat black-
. dog climb blue

.elephant cake blend
bat cup blown

34.01 Locate and'interpret information by answering questions' using a table of
contents

34.02 Locate and define words in a glossary
34.03 LoCate information and answer questions using the ,title' page
34.04 Locate information and answer questions using an index

35.01 Apply pictionary and dictionary skills by stating Whet word would be
located in the beginning, middle, or end of, pictionary or. ictionary

35.02 Determine the words that would be found on a dictionary pa e with guide
ivords go, grin

Ex. gopher, green, gone, gum
35.03 Select the one appropriate meaning for a given situation

Ex. My watch has run down
rpn 1. go faster than walking: Have you ever run a mile? 2. go in a

hury: Run to the store. 3. move; work: Why won't my watch "
run? 4. cause to go or work7Mom runs a machine. 5. The acr of
running He came down the street on the run. 6. Run down means
stop going or working, 7. Run out means come to an end. ran, run,
running.

36.01 Lo,cate in a telephone directory specific information
Ex. emergency numbers, a friend's telephone number, and where to buy
a pet rabbit

36.02 Locate in a TV schedule specific information 4 #

Ex. Tiine of the "Charhe Brown Special"
Charnel "The Undersea World"

37.01 Find specific map loc ions by answering questions such as:
What town is shown
What is the main stkee hat goes through, the town?

37.02 Locate specific information using a legend on a map
37.03 Interpret and find specific information on a simple graph, chap, calendar
37.04 Create charts showing story details, modes of transportation to and froni

school, field 'day experiences, etc.
37.05 Use the globe to locate' countries and regions

38.01 Locate and check-otij appropriate materials
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4PPRECW1ION OF LITERATU.RE (Re4ze the Enjoym and Worth of Rea0infi)

PERFOR ANCE INDICATORS' '
Each indicator is one of ma Which can moos a student's performance.

Opera may:pe used if t y are more appropriate for the leariler.
COMPETENCy GOAL(S)

I

Grades K.3
39, The learner will enjoy a

,variety of children's litera-
ture

V.

40. The learner gill use litera-
. ture for self eXpression.

39.01 Read ar listen to poems end stories dal
Ex. Picturs, books, fairy tales, fólklore, legends, and myths

39,02 Participate in.choral readings and dratrintizationS of stories,
39.03 Volew children's plays, puppet shows, Children's Theatero, children's

movies, filmstrips, and films
39.,04 Differentiate between fiction' and .nori-fiction

Ex. Pippi Longstockings'

A

t.

.!'
Pippi is an orphan who lives alone, with her mbnkey and a horse.
A t ough she is only nine years .old, she "can hold her 'own' with
anyone. Pippi is so strong that she'can pit* up a horse or a man and
throw him into the air.
George Washington was the first president of the United States, He
was born in Virginia and lived at Mt. Vernon.

39.95 Differentiate between biography (the story }vritteb of a persyn's life) and
.autoblography (the s ry of a person's life written by-that person)

Journeyinto C ildhood, the .Autoblograp'hy;of Lois Lenski
Ex. Daniel Boone James 13augherty

Pocahontas.by Ingri and Ed4ar P. D.'Aulaire
Martin Luther King: The Peaceful Warripi. bY Ed Clayton

39.06 'Read or listen to.niulti-ethnic literature .

39.07 'Differentiate betWeen poetry and prose
39.08 Recognize different forms pf verses such as

' ,e haiku (an unrhymed Japanese poem of three lines rontainitig 5, 7, 5
syllablts respectively and *ally referring to ntiture)

Ex. Oh soft fluffy, flakes,
Floating from heaven above
Linger on -till spring ;

limerick (form of a five-line verse)
Ex? There once was a very fat cat

Who sat on a very tall'hat
He sat for a while
And started to smile
for that was the end of the,hot

cinquain (a five line unrhymed verse)
Ex. 'Snow

Glistening, white
Sliding, sitting, flowing
Glittering, soft feathery, drifting

/Flour

couplet (two line rh),me)
Ex. There was a black cat

Who sat on his hat
39.09 Read and listen to fables

tx. Aesop's The Fox and the Grapes
39.10 Participate in book fairsiparades, dress-up days, and other motivational

actiyities

40.01 Use literature for self expression through drama, movement, music,
creative writing, after reading or listening to various forms of literature

40.02 USe pattern writing .110

' Ex. The Pickety Fence by David McCord
40.03 Read and recite from literature such as Mother Goose, A and picture

boo
40,-04 Rea en to children's literature' of yesterday such-as Tom Tffumg,

and Cin ella
40.05 Read or listen to children's literature of today such as.Winnie the Pooh,

d Caps for Sale
40.06 Fustrate stories rea



VOCABULARY

comPETENty poAL(4)
, .

Grades 4-6.
41. Thelearner will show in-

creased. vocalnflary

I

Thl learner?/ill use and
understand Content area
voCabulary

,

111

43. The learner will Under-
. stand and use special types

of 'word groups in oral and
written language

,
'

,r

,

Aleadinic
I

PERFbRMA*E ND1CATORS

4s. e

. t 0.;

.0 Eac'h indièator ii one of Many ti)hich can assess a student's peiforinance.
. ethers may be used if they are more appropride for theilearner.

. . .. .

. .
..

... .

'
. ..

41.01 .IdenUfy the, appropriate meaning for a 'Word used in context
',Ex. What is the matter? .

A rock is solid matter.
41,02 Use oral vocabulary to convey precise meaning , , 4

42.01 .Us6 content area vocallary by aisodating correct-meaning with words
unique to the subject a a

Eg. Put the Wed on 'the slide under the microscope..
--42-f012--Keep a vocabulary-notebook-f-or-each-content-area-subject

a

43.01 Understand and useimultiple meanings .

Ex. Mary will eat the sweet roll.
Shirley will rail her hair...

« The dog will r011 over.
43,0.2 Understand and- use synonyms (words having, the same or nearly the sariae

. , ..

1

meaning)
Ex liquid fluid

walk stroll
.. A. Rank synonyms as to the degree 'of intensity

Ex. breeze gale wind
B. Restate the author's meaning .

43.03 °Understand and use antonyms (words having opposite meanings)
A. Change the underlined word.so the sentence.has an opposite mearVng

Jack likes candy
B. Add the words along .the'continuum between antonyms,

beautiful_ ugly
43.04 Understand and use homonyms/homophones (words that sound the same

but have different spellings and Meanings) by creating two sentences for,
each word

E. waste .,waist
,great grate' 4

43.05 Understand and lase., hornographs/h erOnyrns ,(words haVing the pame
spelling but different. meanings) by c ating two sentences Tor each word

O Ex. tear live conduct
43,06 Understand and use analogous wordsby completing lists

Ex. Animal Group Animal Offspring
lions pride , goat I kid..
wolves pack coW calf

43.07-Understand and* use oral and written figurative language
A. Understand and use similes.by co paring two things using wOrds

such as like, than, or as
Ex. The child's smile melted like &snowflake.

B, Understand 4c1 use metaphors E1y comparing and ,aontrasting two
unlike objects'

Ex. The road was a ribbon of in onlight .

C. Explain meaningtof idiomatic expjressions
Ex. Hit the nail on the head

Baia around the buili
I

Illustrateidiomatic expressiops
ID. Understand personification (giving human qualities to inanimate

objects) 0

Ex. The racing skiers laughed as ihe 'Wind whispered .secrets in
their ears.

E. Understand onomatopeia (wOrds thatsound like what they Mean)
Ex. The egg went splat on the floor.

F. Understand slang expressions by explanation
Ex. bread money wheels w modes of transpOrtation (car,

, Motorcycle)
G. Identify cliches

Ex. fhe tablecloth was white as snow.
H. Understand dialects by restating the meaning of spoken or written Corn-

mirnication

0
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Reading,

STRUtTMAL ANALYSIS (Study of Word Parts),

COMPETENCY 0A1:(
PERFOR4ANCEV4DICATORS-

gach indicator isbrIF of many which can* assess a studen es performance.
#

Otheri may bs ased'if they are more apPropriate for the learner.

Grades 6 .

44. The learner will use strut-
tural analysis in identify-,
ing words g

44,01 Identify words using prefixes
Ex. clis.- not & - again

. noni not ex - out
,

bi - two anti- a ainst
44.02 IdentifY words using suff ixes.

Ex. able - capable o eing
ant/ent 4. state of, person

. ive - lika Or pertaining to

tri - three
sub - under
uni - one

who

ance - state of
ous - full of
ment - action or process .

44.03 Identify word's using Greek and Latin
Ex. graph, gram - write

tele - far
circum I circle
fac - make
voc - voice
grand - great
hydr - water
homo - same

un -.not in - not
po - before mono - one
mis - weong trans - crosa

al - relating io 4

Ward - in the direction of
less - Without gr freq from

hoOd - state of
y full'of

roots
log, logy - 'Study'
aqua - water,
photo -light
bio - lif
scrib, scrihble - write
metro-- measure
micro - small
sco e - see

chron - time auci)- hear.
44.04 Identify comparative and superlatiue forms in sentences

Ex. 'The grass is than yesterday.'
- wet, wetter, wettest

Ex. Jim,, wap the of all the boys.
m6re handsome, most handsome

CONTEXTUAL CLUES (How the WOrcks Used in .4 Sentence)

,

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's perforrn'ance.
Others.may be used if they are more appropriate for thelearner.,

Grades 4-6
45. The learner.will use con-

textual clues inNdentifying
unknown wbrds

.14

t

'
45:01 Rele on experiences

, tx. Daddy and JOhnslrove up to Peppi ,s. The tables were covered with
red and white checked tablecloths and the menu listed Italian food.
John ate that nifht: 1.-

45.02 e the definition of the wor within the context
. His teriacious dititude kept Billy from quitting.

45.03 Use contrast and comparison to complete the thought in a sentence
Ex. That door is but this one is unlocked. ,

45,D4',Use the meaning of a familiar cliche to identify unknown words
E. Even 'though I was arigry, my 'mother said that I should hold

tongue.
45.05 Reflect on the mood or situation described in the passage to identify. ,

known words r
Ex. Mary nearly skipped as she hurried along. Her winsome' smile and

the twinkle in her eye told everyorte how happy she was.
Gerald's face was red and perspiration streamed, down. Gerald was

45.06 Use synpnyms to identify unknown words
Ex. The man was a vagabond, or wanderer, and he had no real home.

45.07 Use summary clues to identify an unknown word
Ex. 'The object was round and it had a greenish glow. We could hieava

beeping sound as. it came closer.,1t)ooked as if it hovered right
above the trees. Even though we, were scared we knew that it was a

.r

flying



LITERA COMBIREFK

COTAPETEI\leY GOAL(S)

Reading

(Getting:tile Dieiect '1/4/leaning from theSpoken Word of-Vrilited'Page):

PRFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicato; kone of many whilcah assess a student's pe4ormance.

Others way be used if they die ore apOropriate for the learner.

.;
Grades 4-6
46, The learner will identify

Vents and ideas in se-
quence

47. The learne'r will r'efine the
ability to follow directions

48. The learner' *Ir use
skill Qfc_Llassification.

49. The learner will identify
the main idea and detailsA

,4' 4

The learner wile,identify
character traits

INTERPkETIVE COMPIWIE
,

COMPETENCY.G02:!,L(S),

46,01 Reran events and ideas in sequence by stating Whathappened.fitSV's0c9nci,
third, ftourth, and.fifth in a paragraph -or story

46.02 Given 5 or 6 statements out of sequence, put them in cotTect seqUfince
.

47,01 Read dad follow printed directions
Ex. .8'nilding: a Waal , .

Following a recipe
-47,112-rINFitiO-a-S4C-Of-dinatio-ns-and-give- to enother-4udent orally-
47.03.Riwrite triated directions whieh cOme with 'an unassembled.-Object.

ookcase) , .

47,04 Find a telephone number in the yellow pages lorImini,bike repaii Seri/ice <"

48.01 ciassify ideas and CortC0t $. into appropripte cdtegories .

48.02 Classify traits 9f a leading° character and one supporting erson of the
- same bil0k,or story.

48.03, Select the unrelated words in series- and give reasons ,

, . .

49.01 Recognize themain idea of a paragraph or story .

49.02 Recall the' supporting details Of the main idea of a paragraph or story
Ex. Nobody lives in the enormous, old dwelling on the corner of .ntir

street. Clouds seem to hover around it as to hidoome ghoStly seceet
of long ago. The house always lOoks very d#k, and odd noisei
be heard in the house on moonless nights:The house seeins tO

5breathe of mystery and intrigue. '
Questions: 1. What is the main idea of the paragtaph?

2. Read thredistipporting details.
49.03 Verify answers about a reading selection

Ex, In the above paragraph about the mystery house, isatstatOd that the,
house has ghosts? If so, read the statement.-

50.01 Choose words which best describe a tharacter
50.02 Compare likenesses and differences of chafacter. traits
.50,03 Describe character and verify the descriptim

NSION (Understanding the Implied Meaning)

PERE,ORMAtr INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many w .ch can assess a student's performance.

,-

, Others may be used if they a more appropriate for the learner.

trades 4-6,
51. The learner will identify' .

cause/effect- statements

e.;

#.4A. The learner will identify
implied main ideas-

. .Ir.

51.01 Corlipl;te the sentences by giving the cause of the action,
Ex. Bill ran down the street because

e .

- Mary went to the piano teacher because

51.9a. Completethe sentence by giving the effect of the action
Ex. It was raining so hard the

51.0 Identify,sa causi and state many possible effects ,

Ex. tornado

52.01 Given a selected kale, state what-the selection is abOut
Ex. The Wonderful Flight .To The Mushroom Planet .

52.02 Cut headline off newspaper story ana let the student crgate a "new"
adline and' Ileni..compare with originaltlitadliile

462

l



sr* 5.

The, learner. 4ijIl
ccharacter analysis. .

emPloy

Roding ..:
, I. ,, ,k .

.

....,00.,47.4gibe a character, by giving 'name, lahysicil apiettance and. behavior'
, ,../,,t Z - . ;

1,4;t7:4! / Ex. Slit*was a tall jovial man. He had a.buohy head abltand hair. Sllin.. ; often laughed' a deep hearty laugh. When he was amused, deep
:./ A Wrigkles appeared in the comers of Iliti tanned cheeks.

./..4 1: What best describes his appearanCe? `4 t
.1,4;1, ' 2. What best describes kis behavior? '..

'-.,' S. The paragcaph. gives the impressieliSlim's peranality is
4: Identify waYs the author reveals .chaPaterization 0 ,

48/3702 Compare persona*'of Stem's' with apotker character ,'"
'NP.03 Describe feelings of a character at '41 particular 'time . .

.)

1 ' Ex. One fire was licked btit theie we!le plenty4toye ind.not enough peow
.ple to stem the creepipf orange.menace. KtIstie, with tears.stinning"

. 'clown .her sooty face, came up to Ne9, HOw does Kristie feel?. ., .

50:04 Analyze,a,characteVs action Ond suggest,,a posstbie noason to: the action
, Ex. Tom ngeded to get tbsrcloctor. He was wopriecfabout4Ms mother.

.0

4;S\

/..V1.11A\'iN

" --a

4 it'
1g%

4'

` 54. The learner
clusions

a

6

,

h

A, ':
v' A,,'/

The learner' will predict
outcomes . fr

56 The learner Willvespond
the mOod. of4a passage

.
learnett will idehtiA)

settinli tt.

1
. Tom walked tiown the dangerous hillSide toise;the til Ito Why
did Tom Actoas he did? . . ,

83.05 Cpmpare 'and contrast chatacters,f!pm
giritilar reiding s,eleci 0

, .

h

. 54.01..draw Concrigioqs w - P.
1 ,nm t r q

.

Ex. Tom ws very thirsty when he got hotne ro chool. went to z- .

At\ rigeVafor and got otit the orange juitel, In kthe.9 inet, he
foun is favorite drinking cur.
VVItat do°,you conclude that Tommy clid then?

54.02

55.01
55.02

.56.01

Verify..conclusiOby identifying supporting eyi4ence a

Make predictions or whaps to cotnitext..af ter a poption of the story is read
Write, tttll Or dramatize a. sequel t a story

Describe tile ilod which'corresponds lo a passage
Ext Phillip wigglefi his toes in the warm water. Summer had come at:

last. Hc thought of all the things he w do Oh his yacatiot
.

Use cluesit q. determine location; historial .p&iod and time span
Ex. Md.r:tuonth Dad took me fishing. VVe got thp early in the morning

abOut:30. VI/e drove for an hour and a half, then we walked a mile
'through the forest to the lake: Dad caught more fish than I did. I
caugN, smallest One. When we returned home wehad fish for.
dinner. 4

.

58. The learner will. identify
analogoUs. felationshipsa

.

0 -C

/,

*

58.01 Respond to twritten analogy by seleCitinglhe word or phrase.whi>.com-
pl tes the, refationship it. a .

lIx. Origin. Cow is, to leather as tree is to (butter, 'paper, farm)
4 Ex., Part-to?ialqr.-:Nose'is to face as toes a to -

Ex. FunctiOn.14ty--A, to-stOrter as door han le is fo
Ex. Process, Cleaver is to cut 'as pen 11 to ' , . (write, pen, mistake) ... .,

Ex. Characteristic., Otitis ave. te Porcupine'as scales are to ,,
,.. , 7

0 . 4 Ilik ,-.
P

CRITICAL COMPRE INSION (Giving Personal Reactions to.the,Printed Page and Judgytg the
Passage According to Peisônaf Beliefs and Everientes) t.

4

ICOMPETENd .6VAL(S)

. .

ERFORMANCE)NDICATOgS '
EactrindicatorIa.one of many which ean aisess aStudentes performance.

Others may be Used if the yare more appropriae for the learner..

4

Grado '4-6
59. The lea.rne4 will mAe gen7

eralizatierns ,,,)

OA, 6

" '

' A

4
0'

'1

State a generalization based.upo9 a reading Selection and giVe the author's
suppor.ive ,quiefefice for that gentralizatio0,..

.

t
need food lo survive."

50.01 Given' s'everal s'tatements,identify the generalilation
- Ex. Dental 'care is important to a healthy petSon:

;010 My neighbor's houtté,Is painted green.'
The freight -train pAsses °through Gyeeniboro

4',
163,'

r

on its 'Way

4



S.

60. The learner will analyze in-
* forination and .fortn.

judgments
or

61. .The learner will, identify
content written to influ-
eve or persuade

62. The learner will distin-
- guish fact from, opinion

. 40 .
.

61 The learn t
,
will determine .7

author's ompeience .

64..The learrier !will. give per-'
sonal .reac'tions °

, Reading

60.01 Identify author's purpose(s) for writing a sgledton .

. / EX. Aesop's Fables . . .

,
60.02 Identify the atithor'a perspectlVe. . .4----7.1----

.

,
-60.03 State the difference betweeii. the author's factual stileinentsropinions. and

. personal reactions . 1 >

.60.04 1Determine whether adequate inforrnatioti has, been read tomake a sound..
Itegment or Answer a question , . .

60.05 elate personal values and opinions.; .'.. .
.

Ex: Why do you think Mike took the bicycle? What makes you think .
. so?.

.
...'

61.01 Identify propaganda and give examples from magazines, newspapersi and
other -reacling .materials,,

Ex. This razzle dazzle sbap pOwder will clean your clothes cleaner than .

ever beforel
61.02 Given a selection, identify persUailve word'i and phrases

62.01

6.2.02

62.03

Underline sentences of fact in red, 'tenten5es. of opinion in blue and sen-
tences of both. fact and opinion in green

IIdtntify words which signal opinion :

Ex. believe, think, seem, .m rkay, appear, probably, ely, possibly
Find examples of facts and opinions in the newsvper uncler news storiei,
editorials; letters to the editor,,, adyertisemen,ts, p itical speeches,.etc. and
classify. -

03.01 .Compare relevant infortniitgn from stNeral.urces
63.02 Evalvate 11.1thor's qualificafrons

CY ,
64.01 State reactions to: A .

A, Chbracter Development
Ex- How did the atithor trtake You feel that you-knew the charac-

ter? ..,
#.

B. Story Setting :-,.

Ex. How did the aoltillr make you feel that you were i he shill
setting? . .

C. Plot Development
Ex. What was the climax 41 the story?.

r

4

.iTUD5Y SKILLS (Tools and Techniques to Locate and,Organize Informatimi)

.COMYETAENCY GOAL(S) ,

; ,)

Grades 4-6
65. The learner will use the

skill of alphabetizing

I 0

40,

1,6.' The learner will use clic--
4 '1tionary skills

67. The learner will refine
. skills of locating, and in-,.

terpreting information us-
irg nbook parts'

.PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance. ,

Others mag be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

.1.65.01 itlfhilbetizing'words to the foutth letter
'xs. away .

awake
award
await

S.. aware
65.02 Ask 10 friends to tell how their telephorie number is hoed tele. ,

airectory: -Write name, telephone humber and ditectory Oage nulti

66.01 LocVe words in the dictioAry by use of guide words
66.02 Use pronunciation keys to pronounce'unknown words

67.01 Respond hi que4tions with ittformation from a table of contents
Ex. Qn what page does. Chapter 5 begin?

What is the topic'?;
674 Use indexes to .find page numbers foro,opics and subtopics.

ER. bpaee .

,. space travel
' developmeni of

flight plan
history oft

r 4.. 04.164'

hone
er

S.
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:

1-4
,

68. The learme will refin
skills 61 locating informa-
tion using sources

Ot.

69. Th9 learner .will orginize
information

0

. .4

70. The learner will adjost
reading rate

frr
.67.4 Idse glossary to lcicate-definitions
67.04 Use chapter headings and sub.headiVss to locate information
67.05 Use guide letters:to find iiiformation 1

Ex. In which volume wijI you find inkirtnation on horses?

Reading

6p.01. Use maps to deterMine direction, distfce, land formation, 'climate, time
zones, .population, scales of miles, locations, diptances

68.02 Use graphs artd fables to determine compOsods
68.03' Use the card 4atalóg to locate information by subject, author and. title
65.04 Use atlases, alfrialaes, pamphlets, picture files, magazines, indexes, news-

Rapers, etc. to research a .topic
68.05. Use cross references

.

69.01 Ouiline three or more paragraphs of an. expository selection by selecting
and ordering main points and details
Write concise. summaries of stories and expository materials''of "five or

.

chore paragraphs
69.03 Organize inforimition from at least three souires as a basis for making

. .

reporo
69.04 Read questions at the end of chapter before reading chapter .

70.01 Sean to locate specific details
70.02 Skim for an overview of material
70.03 Vary rate according to type, of material

Ex. science textbook .
leisure *reading

13.04 Vary rate according to purfiose
E*. following directions

pleasure reading
70.05 Vary rate according to readdbilitY level

Ex: voeabulary .

sentence lengtli
70.06 Vary rate according tc4 background of experience

APPRECIATION OF LITERAITIJRE (ReaIize the Enjoyment and Worth oi Reading)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which cgtt assess a stUdent's performance.
Others may be used if they are more aPpropriate for the learner.

Grades 4-6 , .

71.* The learner will enjoy a
wide variety of literature

72..The learner will use 'litera-
. ture for self eIressiton

71.01 Appreciate literature representing ethnic groups and cultures
Ex. Russian Folk Tales 7 The Fox and the Hare

African Fblk Tales The Cow-Tail Switch
fapanese Folk Tales Little9One-Inch.
American Indian Folk Tales Red Swan
Black Folklore Brer Rabbit

71.02 Choose to read as a classroom activity
71403 Extend interest in different type,s .of literature

.Ex. Short Stories From MouSe Tales bY Arnold Lobel
Novel .Isle of Blue bolphins by Scott QDell

\ Poem "Dreams" by Langston Hughes .

\Biography A Man Named Washington 'by Gertfude Norman
Autobiography $.olomon Northup's Story
Play Tom Sawyer Mark Twain

71.04 txtend interest in variety af orms by-choosing to read and write. haiku,
cinquain, ks, ballads, ables, etc.

71.05 Recognize the eie1nençf poetry.- rhyme, rhythm, imagery
71.06 Read' or listen to- awarcfl,otcsb

72.01 Enr1'es0 feelings and reactions to literature through puppets, choral
reading, dramatics, sculpture, collage, mobiles, illustrations, paintings,
dioramas, stitchery, creative writing, etc.



VOCABULAY

COMPE:TENCY,GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

each indkator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner,.

.driades 7-9
73. The learner will 'show in-

creased vocabulary

74. The learner will undir,-
, stand special types of sword

groups in oral and written
language

#

73101 Use the vocabulary in 'context of selected/basal text,'
73,02 Refine the precision of vocabulary

74.01 Understand multiple meanings as they are.used in context
x. The car is a lemon.

, Mother asked me to buy a small yellow. Citrus fruit at the store..
Ex. The show was a hit. .

John was the hit man.
74,02 A. Understarid and use 8honyms. (words having utile sarlie or-nearly the

same meaning) as presented in basal textS or other appropriate mated- .
al by *ting sentences

Ex. precious
peasimistic

d subtract
B. Rank synonyms as to the degree of intensity

Ex. pink matneta
74.03 A. Understand and Use antonyms (words haying opposite meanings) ad

presented .in basal texts or other appropriate material by writing sen-
. tences

ifEx. ordinary
superioT
'extensive'

B. Add words along a continuum between antonyms .

Ex. miniature colossal
74.04 Understand and use homonyms/homophones (words that sound the same

but have ,diffefent spellings and meanings) by creating sentences
Ex. marshall-martial mustard-mustered rein-rain-reign

74.05 Understand and' use homographs/heteronyms (words having the same
spelling but different meanings) by creating sentences

Ex. Conduct: The guard will conduct the prisoners to jail.
An adult's conduct is observed carefully by children.

74.06 Understand and use figurative language
A. Understand and use similes (a figuresof speech in which one thing is

likened to another)
Read sentences containing similes and explain,what the simile
meahs
Ex. When Sarah heard the-ring; she took off for the phonelik a

rocket
'Rewrhe sentences using similes to paint brighter word pictures

Ex. We saw Mr. Jones running very fast Wier the bus. (We saw
Mr. Jones dash after the ious as if being chased by .atam-
peding cattle.)

Change the simile in a sentence to a metaphor (an analogy:
without like or as)
Ex: My dad is like a baby about going to the dOtist. My dad iS

a baby about going to a dentist.
B. Understand idiomatic expressions by restating meaning

Ex. "eat huthble pie", 'pay through the nose", etc.
C. UndersIand personification (human qualities) in a selection

Ex. The racing skiers laughed as the wind whispered secrets in
their ears.

D. Understand onennatopoeia (words that sound like what they mean)
Ex. The egg weht splat on the floor.

1. Understand allusion (an implied reference to someone or something)
Ex. "The patience of Job' (Job in the Old Testament)

F. Understand hyperbole (obvious exaggeration)
Lx. "His arms dangled a mile"

G. Understand alliteration (repetition of initial consonant sound)
Ex. Speak gently, spring, and make no sudden sound



0

73, The learner will under-
.. stand chaagfiekin language

and tlie coinage Of new
words

75.01 Recognize that morphemes are combined in a variety of ways to form new
words iti; the changing culture deniands

Ex, aqua (water) + naves (tailor) al aquanaut
motor + 'hotel itotel

.75.02. Recognize that words May be blended to form words with newsmeanings as
the changing culture demands ,

Ex, breakfast + lunch brunch
smoke + fog = smog

75.03. Recognize 'the elevation of meaning (amelioration) and lowering
meaning (pe)oration)

Ex. elevation of meaning
knight: formerlY, any youth;

tbday, associated with royalty
,, lowering of meaning

'pirate: formerly, any adventurer:
today, an outlaw on the seas

75.04 Use newspaks or magazines to identify newly coined Words

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS (S'tudy of Word Parts)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S),
PERF6RMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which cati assesi a student's performance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 7-9
76, lie lçarner will use .struc-

. tq alemalysis in identifying
words ,

LITERAL COMPREHENSION

,
76.01 Understand and use Greek and Latin ptefixes and roots

Ex. .multi - many ir.- not
auto self laud - praise
Mal - bad dic, dict - to say
poly many biblio - book
bene good hetro , difference
macro - large marl - sea
extra - outside omni - all, everywhere
inter - between per - through
contra - against

76.02 Understand and use suffixes
Ex. fy - to make

4

cide - killer
ic - like

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

.(7
Grades 7-9
77, The learner Cvill recall

events and ideas in se-
quen9e

S.

.4,

ee - one to whom something, is done
itis - inflammation

I

Getting the Direq Meaning fro.._tn the poken Word or Printed Page)

PERFORMANCE
Each indicator ts one of many which can'a

Others may be used if they iitie.more ap

ICATORS
ess a student's performance,
ropfiate for the learner.

77,01 Rearrange'the names of the U:g...1%rest,l' eeott.in the order in Mich they were
elected

Ex, Thomas Jefferson
Franklin Roosevelt
Herbert Hoover
Jimmy Carte?'
Harry "cruman
Richard Nixon

77.02 .Demongtrate the sequence tif events by placing them on a' time lirie
77.03 Trace a sequence of events such as the events that led to the War of 1812
77.04 Recalfsequence of time and space by numbering in chronological order the

steps in a process, such as getting ready to start a car
Ex. /llefore you start your car, check to see that.your emergency brake k

disengaggd. Faster) your seat belt. Make certain that the car is in
"park' .

77.05 llow the propeL sequence in writing personal and business letters
77.06 Develop .a time ,line .of historicol events in relation to an individual's fife

. time

167
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76. The learner 41 follow
rections

fr

79. The 4earneo will the the
skill of classificatibn or
cayorization

80. The learner will recognize
the nicen idea and sup-
porting details

V

:81, The learner will summa-
. . rize a nassage

182.. The learner will identify
character traits

4.

sleadIng

78.01 Follow printed directions ouch. as placing designated point on a grid to
coMplete a design or drawing 5

76,02 Follow the-step by step procedUre in a science experiment
78.03 Write directions for performing a simple task .

Ex. Loading a gun
78.04 Follow.directions to omplete forms

Ex. driver's license application; social security card application, voter
,registration form, library card.application, chan e addresi ap-

lication, employment appli ation, credit card a plication, mem-
store, 'dubs, etc.), loan
posit, savings, personal check), etc.

ding a sewing machine, following a.
ri, etc.

ership application (discoun
bank forms (signature card,

78.05 Follow step by eteri ctirections4
Ex. assembling simpfr,pdels thre
,. recipe, following wAtance pale

10.01.Group.1eset of woids uride'r rivo topics that
,TranspVation

'chariot
..stagecoach .

professor
ricksha
lawyer..

custodian

,

are given
Occupation

ophthalmologistoi...,
pediatrician
monorail
aviatrix.

79.02 Write a paragraph using citegortes as main ideas and objectS suppooing
details . .

79.03 Use'an object and categorize as many ivays possible (form, function, tax-
ture, color) _

Ex. battery, cube, poiyer, smooth,. black 5 r

80.01 State or rewrite the main idea in A 'Series of paragraphs, a Story, etc.
80.02 Underline the sentences. that are, details and cirtle :tile main idea ,inie

paragrdph'
80,03 Create diagraMs which illustrate the relationship between main idea and

supporting detail .

Ex. Main Idea Main Idea

2

80.04 Identify details whicb are necessary and unnecessary to the main idea
80.05 Given a selected title, state opinions abOut the content of che selection

6,1.01 Read a passage and restate the main idea
44.02 Identify the best summary from 3 or 4 suriimaries of a selection apd.giye

reasons for your choice,- :
.

81%03 Read a selection and write a one sentence summary

62.01 Identify details.describing the character(s) represented
8202 Compare' likenesses and differences of tWo characters

' 81,03 Make charts identifying character traits .

Ex. appearance, oral expression, gestures, mannerisms, e c.

1INTERBRETIVE cOMPREHENSION (Understanding the Implied Meaning)

CyMPEUNICy GOAL(5)

a co 7-9
83. he learner will kferitify

use/effect'relationships
9 .

9.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.

-Others tnaibe used if hey are mpre uppropriatelor the learner.
.

le

.83..01 Read the last page of jolumn of a short story and write a beginning for the
story and compare with author's be,ginning

83.02, From background information of a 'President", discuss the factars for a
decision and give its effect 1..

166bi TIif
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84, The learner will draw con-
cluoions

a . 4

85. The learneci will identify
implied mak! idea

86. The learner will predict
.,014tcomes

7. The learner will respondcto
the mood and setting of a
selection

88. The learner °will employ
character analysis

89. Identify analogous 7rela-
tionships

Reading

84.01 State a,conclusion-for a aragraph or story
84,02 Riad several references and identib, the' facts that support a conclusion
8.4.03 Analyze a.selection, dra 'concha/km, and make generalizations

Ex, To finish his bedroom Jeffrey 'bought veneer' boards, long nails;
,,,. hinges, steel rods, screws, paint4nd islue. The next weekend.was. .

Memorial Day and he 'would he.re three days of Vacation.
' ,91.."Wjiat' did Jeffrey .plail to do next weekend?: (drawing conclu-

'.° 8**1.10,:.: .,
' ! 2. 'Ari. threct'.day10lidays appropriate ror ;remodeling projects?

(Making.generaPotions) .

% 1..,

85.01 Choose a title_for a paragtapn,'seiection or -004,story and verify answpr
85.02 Explitn why thi author gaVe a 'specifec title to itAllection
85.03 Rewrite 'a paragraph,and state maid idea in first sentence

86.01 Make predictions
A. tkoowrldrolii

.

,ves ,have been differkt, if the Zermans had won

B. What-would haPpen if certain ecological balanes were distui.bea
. .,

87.01 Rewrite a:comedy as a tragedy and' it4ragedy as a comedY
87.02 Identify' the inbod of a poem, storf;- etc. ..

Ex.:Mind Song" "by Lilian Moore
87.03 Describe how the,setting influences the plot of.the story, the outcome of .

1 the battle,-etc.
87.04. Discuss the factors that art necessary in creating an autheritic setting

ExA. food,' clothing, manner, transpbrtation, politics
.., .

.'.. 88,01 Mske a list of adjectives that descr'6e the main character(s)
88.02 COmpare and icontrast two charac rs in a selection -
88.03 Analyze the reasons for a charac er's'bactions ,

88.04 Identify the author's means of e iciting sympaThy, empathy, or. rejection
.' for a character , .

......

89.01 Respond to a written analogy by selecting the wad or phrase which corn-
. pletes the proverb .-

Ex. Err: . : forgiveness; devine
/

(human)
- Laughs: last: : laughs:

,c (best)
Identify the type a relationship the analogy signa s

. 4.., Plural. House: houses; ; mouse:
89.02

(mice)
Degree: Warm; boiling: : freezing.

-(cool)
Characteristic:Jur:lox: : : owl

(feather)
Hymogym. wrap: rap:. : Knight:

(night)
Antonym. indige ce; vealth: : poverty.

. (affluence)

-CRITICAL: COMPREHENSION .(Givhig Personal Reactions to th Printed Page and Judging the
Passage According to Perspnal Beliefs and Experienees)

1 ,

, PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
COMPETENCY G8A-L(S) Each indicator is one of many which con assess a student's performance.

'Others may be used if they are m5re apprapriate jor the learner.

Grades 7,9
90. The

1.
learner will`make

eralizations

.91. The learner will imago
. fprrnation and forin judg-

Aents

,

90.01 Identif ideas in a selection that support a generalization
90.02 Given &generalization such as "People need people" state supporting facia

91.01 Judge validity of sources in relation to a sPecific reseat,chiproject
, .

91.02 Compare a topic from one ch more sources to identify areas of agreement
or chsagreement such as newspaper ads, reviews of television shows,
music, etc. ,

4.

I.

,
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The learner, will ideotify
eontent written to influ-

- euce.or persuade

93. The learner will determine.,
..., the author's competence

94. The learner Will determine
the author's ,fatitude and
opinions

95. 'The learner will makt com-
parisons of various style
of wriiin

Reading

91,03 Compare identical themes 'in different books, state personal.preference and.
explain reasons

Ex. The Yeading by Marjorie Rawling%. .

Call It Courage by Armstrong Sperry
91.04 Find examples of facts and opinions in the newspapers, under news stories,

editorials, letters to the editor, advertisements, political speeches, etc. and
claisify

92,01 Recognize examples 'of propaganda devices in advertisements in
newspapers, magazines, TV commercials and political speeches, and state
the device used and ifg im lications for the public .

Ex. Band wagon (being like o ers) "Join the Crowd" .

Testimonial (tribute) mous stars advertising cosmetics"
Plain folks (identifying th the group) "Candidate kissing

babies,
Bad names (unpleasant connotations) cheap
Glad names (pleasant connotations) pleasantly plump ,

Trarisfer (one thing related 'to another) "Beauty queen selling
products"

92.02 Identify propaga da that is both acceptable and unacceptable
9203. Identify ideas ityn editorial or other article(s) which are written to subtly

influence the r ader

93.01 Read, two selections on a given topic and compare the qualifications of the
authors

93.02 elect an article and' check akthor's qualifications

94.01 Read articles on the same topic by.different authors and answer questions:
Does author A approve or disavProve of the person described in the ar-
ticle?
What is author B's attitude toward the person
Explain how you feel toward the person
How do you know the author's attitude

94.02 ,Identify and react to examples of the author's fairness, prejudice:bias, or
point of view in textbooks, 'magazines; newspapers, etc.

95.01 Compare a story(s) and poem(s) on the same topic by different autho'rs
95.02 Compare styles of two or more poets
95.03 Analyze lyrics in popular music

STUDY SKILLS (Tools and Techniques to Locate and Organize Information)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

:Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's per formance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate forthe learner.

96. Pk e learner will locate an
inre reit information using'

va iety of sources

96.01 Locate information. in the library by using the card catalog (authbr, title
and subject cards) in writing reports, essays, etc:

96.02 Locate,information by using
A. Encyclopedias

Main topic and sectil headings i
. To write reports

To comoare two differentencyclopedia anticles on same subject
B.. Dictionaries

..To- determine the.etymology of a Wo'rd (brackets.beside the word)
To determine appropriate meaning of a word in a given.iontext

C. World Almanac.. . To find facts
Ex. Nobel Peace Prize this year .0

ft. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
To locate thfee articles on a specific topic

E. -A tlas
To locate a specifilic place

Ex. The bociy of water tha separates Europe and.Africa
P. Hipsraphfral Dictionaries

,To locate two or More note writers and state their major accom-
plishments
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97. The leatner will select and
organize information

Reading.,

G. Theiauruass
40 To locate variety, o

H. Specialindexes
96.03 Use book parte

Ex, , title page
table of contents
glossary
index

words to stye mbri precise meaning .

words in italics
color coding
marginal notes
footnotes

visual aides jacket summaries
(maps and graphs) * appendixes

chapter heading# other
subheadings

96.04 Scan to locate specific information
Ex. Scan an index to state page number on which topic

Scan, an article to locate figures of speech

97.01 Select appropriate sources
97,02 Skim for an overview of material

Ex. Skim a chapter to locate main ideas
97.03 Adjust reading rate according to the type of material, purpose for reading,

readability level, background of experiences
Ex. Comic book, text inforination,"popular music Magazine

97.04 Organize informatiarV by:
--A. 'Outlining using' ?najo,r headings, subheadings, and tletails of sub-

headings
Writing concise summaries

C. Using time lines
D. Taking notes
E. Using maps, charts, graplis
F. Writing precis
G. Using SQ3g (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Review) as a study

technique

4'

is explained

APPRECIATION OF LITERATURE

COMPEIENCY GOAL(S)

(Realize the Enjoyment and Worth of Reading) s

PERFORMANE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many'which can assess a student's performance.

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner:

fr

Grades 7-9
98. The learner will enjoy a

wide variety of literature

0

98.01 Appreciate literature represe ting different ethnic. groups and cultures
Ex. Call orthe Wild byi ck London ,

"LOchinvar" by Si alter. ,Scott ,
"The African" b Alex Haley . i

"A Pro otal..of arriage" by Antoh Chekhov
"Tile ighwayman" by Alfred Noyes
"Roberto Clemente:" Super Star" .by Arnold Harm

98.02' Demonstrate an interesi in pleasure reading .

A. Read as a leisure activity
B. Re-read favorite selections
C. .Show an interest in building a personal library t,

D. Keep 1 record of library book readipg
E. Read to explore career Opportunities related to literature.
F. Develop a personal value system for evaluating literature and show-

ing tolerance-for reading preferences of others
G. Read for the joy of it

. .

98,03, Extend 'interest in 'different types Of literature such as novel, drama, folk
tales, essays, articles, -news reports, short stories, biographies, auto- c
biographies, television and movie scripts, graffiti and recording lyrics

A. Compose driginal stories, poems, lyrics, or scripts. to depict.a-period
. of history

B. Express ideas through artigtic media such as graphics, sculpture and
painting t '

01E. Dramatize a poem, play or short.`story flepicting a historical even t
D. Use poems for choralfireading such as ".C.asof at the Bat"

\ . .

. 4 4'

t
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V I CABULARY

COMPETENCY GO4(S)
I.

PERFORM' NCtE INDICATORS
Each indicator is oniof many 'MA can assess a siudent's performance.

Others may be used'if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 1(542
. 99. The learner will 'show .

creased vocabulary .

100. The learner will recognize
and use' words specifically
related to content areas

101. The learner will under-
stand and use special types
of word groups

/,

99.01 Project thoughts and Idea0,n conversdtion (informal) and public speaking
(formal)

99.02,Express thoughts and ideas. in acceptable written form
99.03'Convey precige meaning by choosing the appropriate word from/a variety

of woids having generally the same definition
'Ex. Choose a word from the list to complete the sentence.

height
e levation
sublimity
altitude

Because of his .
should be 'the leader.

100.01 Recognize and use specialized and technical vocabulary in the content area
Ex. science ; photosynthesis, phylum, hertz.

social studies electorate, federalism
math integer, theorem
English adjective, conjunction

.
101.01 Recogni2e words having ..multiple meanings and understand the ap-,

propriate meaning in context..
Ex. culture cultivation of soil (agriculture)

1

cuitare growth of bacteria, (science). -,
culture social and artistic expression of society (social science)
power source of energy (physics)
Rower the product of the multiplication oi a quantity by itself

(math)
power strength (political science)

Ex. Write three sentences using three definitions of the word root
1. Find the square root of 40.
2. What is the root of tlle word unhappy.
3. The love of money is he 70D t of-att-ertt

Ex. Recognize the denotation and connotation of words .and phrases
chicken fowl, 'chicken coward

101,02 Recognize and use synonyms (words having the samN:or nearly the same
meaning)

Ex. Write six words which mean the sam\e\or aboto the same as the word
transcribe (copy, write, reproduce, engross, decode, deciplier)

101.03 Recognize and use antonyms (words having opposite meanings)
Ex. Write five words having the opposite meaning of .you ng (senior,

aged, antique, elder, old)
101.04 Recognize and use homonyms/homophones (words that sound the same

but have different spelling and meaning)
Ex. The musicians played, and the .(cyrnbals symbols) 'clanged like

thunder. It was, of (coarse course), deafening.
101.05 Recognize and use homographs/heteronyms (words,having the same spell-

ing but different meaning)
Ex. The minute particle drifted in the wind.

.

Tom will be ready in a minute.
101.06 .-Understand and use figurative and expressive language

Ex. similie: (An analogy in which two dissimilar things are shown to be
alike, at least in one respect. In a similie, the word likeitur as
is used)

Ex. Silence will fall like dew.
metaphor: (Like similes, metaphors are analogies, but like or as is not

uved)
' Ex. They de two peas in a pod.

hyperbole: (Overstatement, obvious exaggeration).
Ex, He was ten feet tall!

alliteratipn : (Repetition of an initial sound)
Ex. 'A sweet song of sadness . . .

.
prominence
loftiness
tallness

in the ,neighborhood it became eyident that he
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102. The learner will under-
stand changes in language
and the coinage of new

. words

r)

.Reading'

onomgtoi2oeiip (A word formed by imit'ating the .natural.:sound

- association , with the potion) ' . .

.
Ek. The tap. tap tap' Of 'rain lei ng thfougittlie

personifications: (Tlie technique of representinia t Ins or an'artimat

E*. The, stream 'atethe bank to widen itself,

'idiomatic. expressions: (An accepted phra'se 'contrary to the usual '.,

pawns of the.ranguage)
Ex. Next time he mill call your. 'toff,

,

allusions: .(An indirect reference to a Place, person or thif

Ex. We met our Waterl00% .

euphemism: (A pleasant term fur what maylbe a onpleutdnt idea)

Ex. The grave ard is.nowesolled emoria)..Park. ,' ,
generalizations of meaning:. '( roadening therosigi kmeaning to in,

-

. , ,ckide ther.ineaningis) ::

ihEx., e Shipped tbe carton by air.

irony: (5,14,tle sarcasm in Whith the titeraLmeaning is oplaosite* the

intended) . . , i . . :
i

104.01 Recognize that words or,wOrd parts *nay be .r.otn. 2i1,^.1w.:r..,Iiiiii'
mEx. Mediaid (medical aid)

,microphobia (fear of small thin s),, ,r-i...,,,I.:b.44 ,Z..
. . _

,..,, ;kt.7.,..,::ii,.

-----.. , ; . ,
., . . .

t i.'r,7;,74

agribusiness. (business of agrig0
t ..,. li .

. . ...;0 ' ..

.- telecagt (television .broadet.ti)::,.. .. ....

102.02 Recognize the, elevatio(!4..4,,,M14,47.,.., . er' r

4146
rneanin (pejoration) ...v,.',...:;., ';'....:..,:.7;,.;),.....4 '. .',1%,,...i ..,,,,

.
...,.

Ex. wering oil meaning; ..e;u4k; .

yillian ormer ..*.feUdal serf : 4, ''.1;'1,ir;..... ".'.... :Pir '''...;:'(1.4Y."4''''.'Ix
.

...to4ay., .. eprived scou .).
. ...

.. ..today.,...beef ..-' . .,.... , -..,...; -,;-,, p

.-,

114/7 T. _46 ,
1..;.-....,;..1:11..0

. ..,

102.03'Recognize thit'sciire Wotds becomf..ditire-geiier'a.4e'41., spei : lized ;.!

.. --.",.. 'EY.' rheat --I formerly, iny,..,fooci .:f.: :''''- .- 4,-1. ..."./1

102.V Ex tend',..understanding:Of:;ivortf origins,7and expfes0'ons ...--:! ',1 ,, ', .;.;'

-1.N..5Rettogiiize.acronytrs'-(wOdsjo

word iri` . ..a name)-: .
...

.,,, ,,, -(, :.

..

Ex. U.NESCO ---71Nted NatiOns ;Edticationat-', SocOl, ..ultu:trai r
);
-',,-, ,

Orpilization. . ,- ., '','. - -
P;.,

SALT :;--- Strietew Artns I:imitation Talks.... ,-
I .z.iA., , ..,

. ... ., -CETA .-7-Comptehgnsiye .Employmerit Training..Act;-
.... ,

i
....,. .

,

LITERiAL COMPREHENSION (Getting the Dite Ct Meaning from the Spoken Word or Printed Page)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
.ARFORMANCE INMCATORS

Each indicator is one of manwohich can aegias a student's perfkitmance,

Others may be,used if they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 10-12
-103. The léarnerwill identify

sequence of events

e
, .

-The learner will follow di-
.rec.tions

103.01 Place random statements in 'chronological order
Fx. The drifer, of the black truck with the dented fender is

ariested.
Police Call ahead to check all black panel trucks traveling on
Route 05. 11!

Four trucks; fit thedescription but all/tilt truck drivers and
trtkcks se released.
A blackrtruck c'rashed through a toll bridge gate.

103.02 List in order the events leading to a sibecific happening

104.01 Follow stated directions to corliplete tasks
. Ex. Balance a check ,book and interpret hank statern

Draw. a map from Written directions.
Follow a fo tnote form.
Write and or interpret classified ads..

, Follow a r ipe.
Follow directions for cap and cleaning 'garments.'
Condtict an experiment in science class,
Wire a circuit. 1

+Follow medical instrugctions for health care.

A

lp
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s/,..Afea r tie
ca,t4 .

cliiksilicat

V .d..er-
i(lti-bn: and.;.:

tilt '44.
^t. .

(`- ;'

.1!

,
learner"Will

the ma4n idea
ti *4etails

d

I

,

t07'.
.
The learner will
rize information

summa-

108. The learner will identify
character traits

Readingi

,40 'Ex. Ilkppcati#n. for driver's license, Social Security, membership cards.
104.02 Follow heated d ctions to complete forms

li

'

Employee's wahhOIding exenciptiom 0
(".Voter \registrafron. .

Milidiry service, school, or training program!
Application For,insurance or credit.
Application for employment. and' job resume..

. rincome tax
'

108.01 Place a given list of words in degignated categories (bustle, tricorn hat, mini
etc.)

I

Wearing Apparel of the Centuries
' 20th 18th 16th

..,

.

106.01 Identify- the main ideas from a selected passage
Ex. Medicare helps pay medical bills for eligible persons. The medicare

provisions of the legislation which were enacted- in 1976 imende4.
the Social Security Act. The Program con,tinues to reimburse physi-
cians on a cost basis. Medicare is a health insurance program run by
the Social Security Office. ...
Moin idea: Medicare is a health insurance program,. .Supporting Detail 1 Medicare reimburses physiciani.

*Supporting Detail Z Medicare ia run by the Social Security Of-, -. ...) fice. . .
.:106.02 State details of a selection-by answering questions of who, what, when,

where, why, -how
-0*.tx

407.01 'Read several articles on tlf same-topic and write. a paragraph combitit0
in formation
Read a book or selection and write a one s'entence suMmory

108.01 Make a list of adjectives escribing -the main chakacter(s)
Identify a character with pposite character traits from tile one pOrtrayed
in a selection

INTERPRETIVE COMPREHENSION (Undeistanding the Implied Meaning)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many whidi Can assess a studenes perforinance.
Others may be used if they a4 apprgpriate forthe letWnef'?

Gradeq 10-12 .

109:. The T learner will identify
cause and effect relation-
Ships

,

110. The learner will draw cont.,
clasions'.

111. 3-he learner will identify
4irnplied main idea

112. The learner will make pre-
dictions,

a.

109.01 Identify cause and effect relationships by *electing a newly passed law or
legal decision and anticipate possible effects

1019.02 Find similar situations In history, analyze the causes ot both situations and
compare the effects,

110.01, Examine a well founded conclusion and identify statements implied in the
telection to verify the co lusion

110.02 Examine a false conclusiond identify' implications to show it is a false
conclusion

111.01 Write a topic sentence expressing the main idea of a selection
111.02 In ten words or less (as in a telegram) state the main idea
111.0 Explain why the author gave a specific title to a selection .

111.01 Read the first part of a selection and write three possible endine:
112.0,2 Listen to the mghtly news and write the headlines for tomorrow s paper

4
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Reading

111.. The learner will sespond to
/ the mood 'and-setting .of a
/ selection, .

114. The learner will employ
'character analysis

4

. 115. The learner will identify
analogous relationships

it

113,Q1 Read selectipn aiid write ndAtiueii to descril?e the mood the atit*
inten d

1.13.01 Descr e how. the mood of the story affected the characters -

1.13,03 Describe the setting of, a pelection with 100. Yeats difference in time span
(past or future) I

113.04 Describe the setting and its effects on events in a selection

identify influence in a character's life which caused the
ertain values

114..02 Describe the ideals and beliefs of a main haracter and how they i
the.outcome of events

114,03 Baded on character analysis, state pos ble reasons for a political l

action

115401 Identify.the relationship of written a alogies,
Ex. Antonyms. disparityr,equality: : divulge:

(suppress)
Similarities, enervate: stimulate: : expedite:

(hasten,
Part-to-whole; twitch: movement: : twang.

(dialed) '
Whole-to-part, forest: tree:;.: ,comb.

(teeth')
Degree. plump: obese: underweight.

(emaciated)
Number. 7: 49: : 6.

(36)
Origin, gold: jewelry: :

°.(window)
,,Plurals.'dish: dishes: : child.

, (children)
Functiori. carpet': floor: : astroturf. .

(field)

(I

.

at
CRITICAL COMPREHENSION (Giving Personal Reactions to the Printed Page and Judging the
Passage According to Personal Beliefs and Experiences)

COMFETENCY GOAL(S)°
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance.

Otks rs may be used if they are more appropAte for the learner.

Grad 6. 1 0"1, (
11-p.. The learn will make gen-

.eralizationsi '
.

0,4
I "'asp

117, The ,leahvil analyze in,'
: fornfation..and for7

mentg
tits

1.

116..$1 Read s9iir
orted

116.02 el.ect'k
support

iseleat mn'lhe same topic, make a statement Which is sup-
,.

1 the 'selections
4,1.1i (Time and tide wait for no men) and make statements to.

t .66generalizations

117.01 Identify

,
,

... .Aint written to influenc.e or persuade
ir... -Ex. Newspaper editorial .

-47.02 Recogniz.e and explain falladed in reasoning
Ex., mistaken causal .relationships

Chanticleer thought the sun came up because he crowed each
morning , ,'

. .statistical fallacy
In 1940 a salesman only'made $1800. By 1970 he was making ten .

times more or. $184000. He was ten times wealthie(What about
cost of Jilting?)

.....

beving
the question (dedative reasoning, assuming)

get pobr grades from Ilad teachers. I got a Poor yule. I had a
. ba4 teacher.? ,

hasty generalifation .
,

Jam, June and Jill all'receiiied an' A on geometry. "Sam, Joe and
. John made B's. Therefore, girls are smarter that boys.

117.03 Recognize information which distorts meaning or fails to support the'main
idea

. .
.

11.7.04 Noteiisc*pancies in two or more selections and determine whicli selection
is rnde valici .

117.05 Use an advertisement tp distinguish expressions of emotional appeal from
facts; r . +,-, ,

1751 i 7 /i./
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118. Tfle learner will identify
. content written t,o influ-
ence I,

I.

118.cn, Recognize ptopaganda techniques, eintluate logicallyrand'aetMine its.ef!..fecte ,

Ex, Bad namee: (unPleasant connotations) cheap
Glad names: (pleasant connOtations) pleaaantly plump
Transfer: (one thing related to another) showing the' American

flags "to increiee, the sale of certain Reins
Testimonial:, (tribute) famous people advertising 'cars
Plain folks: (identifying with the grouP) candidate kissing babies
Qu'd .stackingi. (presenting. only one side of an argurnept) lawyer -

presentin's a case

/I

a

119. The learner will Oftermine
Mires competence

120. The learner will determine
author's attitude and opin-
ions

121. The learner will make com-
parisons of various styles
of writing

118.02

119.01

119.02

120.01
120.02,

( 1'

Band waion: (being like others) join the orowd
Interpret editorial cartoons

Find out as much as possible about the author'sbickground to determine
author's qualifications .
Read what well known authoritilk aboUt a particula; aUthor.

Determine the authOY's p
Find phrases .which indica
ing, etc. ''''

.

,. .

121.01 Determine the,style of writing used, inr: the author
Ex::'satire', :humor, exposition, .etc: -,

.

121.02. Corripaie and contrast-selections on the same topic written by different
aUthorii , .

.121.03 Find examples of a common Idea exptesssed i'n different wrkings
Ex. poetry, Pros_e, music, short story, etcl. . .

121.04 'Choose ail appropriate style of writing for communicating an iclea

rpose for wrkupg.

the'autiloes fairness, bias, fallacies in reason-

. '

STUDY SKILLS (Tools and techniques to 'Locate and Organize Information)

COMPETENCY GOAL*
PERFORMANCE INbICATORS

Efch indicator is One of many which can assess a student's performance.
Others m,y be ueed y they are more appropriate for the learner..

Grades 10-12
122. les lear

f rmation

i

I
will locate in-

..

I. ,

123. The learner will select and:
.prganize information

:$

. #

122.01 Locate
122.02 Locate

Ex,

51

. . .,

information in a library by using the card catalog
information by using:
encyclopedias.. Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature
dictionaries

>

atlas ,-
.

telephone books biographical dictionaries
guides (TV, etc.) - thesauruses .
newspapers Vertical File or Information'Ne

,althanacs special indexes
Use book parts

"Ex. :title page .
table af contents .
glossafy

. words in italies
color coding
'marginal 'notes

, index . ' . footnotes
, visual aides (maps, graphs) jacket summarieS

,".1 chapter, headings. appendixes
, subheadings other ...v ,

122.04 Sean (glante rapidly) tO locate specific information
122.05 Distingnish Petween primary and seoondary sourCis

4 %. . s . .

123.01 Select appropriate sotiifes of information
123.02 Summarize information feom a variety of sources
-12103 Skim (view' quickly) a section of printed matter,iii Order

yiew v. ,

, 123.04 Adjust reading ?vie in rOation to the.purpose fDr reading
difficulq i

'123.05 Organize information
A

. Ex. outlines
- :frow 'charts

time lin'es
, special prder descriptions (floor plan, efc.)

labeled' sketches ,

"t

to get an overall .*

and the -level of

A

tA sSt
41.76 r-

.?
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?A...

' Rodin&

r. \.577--,

mapr
.

.cctratp.
"4/11v. grapheapi,iine, bar,.pictograPh)

other ,47"..'
10 N 0

123.06 '11'semnitdy sti'ategies .
:Ex. outlining . , potetaking , .

'uritler,litting precis writihg
paraphraillig-,*-- --surnmirizing

SQ3R .-. Surve9, Question, Read, Recite, Revie

. ' PQRST Preview, Question, Read, Summarize, pt44.1q
REAP Read, Entode, Annotate, Ponder

is.

0

ee.

' 123,07 Demonstrate proofreading` .techniques
. 123.Sp Use cross references

.
.

Pt
f ' . ( ) " 4 . . ti.

124, The ' learner wilh demon- .124.01 Givfn.a project, show increasing self-re,lia t,!

strate increased self-direc- 1.24.02 Ciivenka ,series Of taski, demonstrate initla self-retro
t 'hop . '

/ .. A
14, . i .,. .\ r 0 . a -x 9

APPRtC1 AT liON 0.1.1TEliATURE .(Realize the Enjoyment and Wort4;4. ea lig),
. t.,.,

f Ji...

,!, - .' PERiORMANCE INbICATORS . . '4

,

. i . 'k.

COMPiPENCY tOAL(S). . Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's perforMance.
.

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner. .. .
,

,

r

.4

Itt
dr o

04

:Grades 10-12
-1251 .1 he letiner wile eRjoy and

appreeate,a .ieide variety of
' literahoe ^

b
o

4'

.. a

to a.

..

.
a ..,,

A

0. 4 'I... #4'
125.01 Choose to rod* is a leisure -activity ve

. t-
125.02' Read . .

, i '.
,

Kx., noveleand short skries to note plot and characterization
drama.to develop; imagery .of 'setting apd description .

1 ..*
A

newsPaperg and Magaiines to* discover types Of content and to be

essays to note .. purpose of writer (ipf*Intertain, persuade)
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. .
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.. ,.

125.63 Express a preference for certain' ty s of. literature*: *
125.04 gecognize. and read writings. of di yent clihUres- - ,, -4: .

.125.05 RecognizeadtalectAregional'oreth c) and understandr,common feireign.
words , .

125,06 'Recognize c'onflicts in beliefs by examining different opinions or philoso-,'
,

p hies ih written rnatgrial -
135.07 gItlentify action based op:beliefs of charaCters and state peisonai agreement
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Scierice
r

i L
i` The ecience coMpetency _goals and perfprmence indicators are providelli for teacher and

curriculum leadership persOnnel use, Theyliepresent the efforts of scores of teachers and super-
visors from across the state and the state staff of theDepartment of Public Instruction. The com-
petency goals are correlated very closely with the content, attitudes, and ekills sections of the state
science course of study as they appear in the Course of Study for Elementary and Secondary
SchoohrK-42. . , .

, .. . ,

bevelopmerit of a document to aseist all scieftce and leadership personnel in developing and
implementing..science programs.at, thelocal level which eneet ihe needea all students has beeri the- ..-

major objective of this endeavor. An effort was made to provide a document with flexibility which
permits special curriculunrdeveloprnent that will enstvreprograrits_suited to the needs Of all stu-
dents being sesve4 and yet Comprehensive enough to ensure wg-balanced programe throughout
the state. 4' . .

' 41
"The illowing questiSns.and answers are an° attempt to clarify' tll intent of the science corn- ,

petency gb
i
ls and performance indicatorp and to give direction for t eir most, effective use.

.,. '1. What are competency goals? ,

Answer: Competency goals are defined as the ends toward which a student's/learning is

1
directed. These are broad statements of general direction' or purpose.

2. What are performance indicators? **,
,

Answer: Performance indicators are defined s reasonable measures of progress toward
those goals. %.

3. May additions be made to the competency goals and performance indicators? .

Answer: Yes. The goals are correltited very closely 'with the topics listed.in the state science
course of study. If other topics seem appropriate for the students being served,
local personnel are encouraged to develop additional goals and indicators to cover
such topics. The perfoRnance indicators are by no means.all-inclusive. Local per-.

sonnel are encouraged to develop other indicators and alter the ones provided-if
such action is deemed necessary.

4. Can the sequence be changed? . a
Answer: Yes. The sequence is very similar to that used by many teachers of the various

. science courses across the state. Yet, if a different sequence seems more ap-
ropriate for a particular group of students or situation, an altered sequence may

Ce used: .
.

5. Are th competency.goals and performance indicators arranged in sequence to correlate
with any textIDook? ,

s.

Answer: No. The intent was to develop competency goalk and performance indicators.
. which correlate closely with the state science comrse of .stul end encompass a

balanced science program at all levels. Psers of the ge
goals.

oals an indicators, are en-
d\to use a variety of textbooks tO achieve tN.41' courage

6. What is the interpretation of the "suggested grade level(s)" indicated for levels K-04
Answer: The suggested grade levels, in parentheses following the performante in-

dicators for levels K-6, offer the indicator for use in measuring progress of stu-
dents at that level(s) toward a related goal. (Examples: (K:34uggests that the
indicatoibe used at levels K-3 to measure student progr5ss toward a related
gdal; (2-3) suggests that the indicator be used at levels 2-3but not at levels K-
1; (3) suggests that the tindicator be used only at level 3.

lAreas of study which support each goal should still be covered at,each level, even if the related
. indicator is not to 'De used. In such cases, a s ent may need to stuk an area several times before

being able 'to demonstrate adequate performa .e.

.0111/111.....66,



ELEMENTARY SCIENCE Science

COMPET CY GOAL(S)

trado K-3 .

Biological Sciencso
.4

1. Thb' reamer will under"
stand that there are many
kinds of Rving thingse

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator ig one of many.which can assess a student's performance.

0thers may be used ifthey are more appropriate for thelearner.

,

6

2. The 'learner will !under-
stand that living things ex-
hibit basic similarities and
dif ferences So

'3. The learner will under-
. stand that living things

grow, develop, reproduce,
' and die

4. The learner will under-
sted that livipg things are
a product pf heredity and.
environment

5. 1 learner will under-
st d that living things ex-
is in a state of' interde-,

ence

01 Group pictures or exam'ples Of familiar plant, animals, and
objects into living and nonliving; categories

1. 2 Group pictures or exgrnples of fainiliatplants ahd animals
into plant and.'animal categories

1.03 Sfate &list the common name(s) of some aniffials that fly,
swim, walk, crawl, run, or hop

1.04 Name and describe some animal; that are very big and very
small

1.05 Describe or name' some plants that are verY bi& and vcrty
small. 4.

2.01 Describe how two exarmOtes of different animals or plants are
alike and...how they are diffetent

. 202 Describe,e'xamples of,different an mals.by. color, size, shape,
and type of loconiotion (movem nt)

2.03 Describe different kinds of anim s by their outer coverings
such as skin, featfiers, scales, or hair

2.04 Idehtify food, air, water, and prop r temperature as being-es-
sential to animal life

2,05 Describe three ways two animals o
(species)ttre alike And thrpe ways t

, 206 Identify food, air, water, end a prop
being essential to plant life

S
ugaedte

Level(s)

(K-3)

(K-3)

(K-3)

(K-3)

(K-3)

(K-3)

(K-3)

(K-3) .

lants of the same kind
ey differ (1-3)

temperature range as
(1-3)

3.01 Sequence the stages of human develo ment (baby, child,
adult)

3.02 Wentify leaves, stems, and roots of a green plant
3.03 Describe the conditiOns hecessary for a bean seed to sprout

(germinate) and grow
3.04 Identify the gequence of complete insect development when

given examples of the.egg, tarva, pttpa, and adult stage of an
insect

3.05 List examplestof animals that are either born alive or hatched
from eggs

3.06 Place pictures depicting a plant's life cycle in proper order

4.01 Match parents and offspring when given examples of both
4.02 Match examples of animals with their natural surroundidgs

(envirtnment)
4.03 'Describe the different living condltions (habit4ts) of several

diverse organisms and their adaptations to°tRe conditions
4.04 Describe several enviropmental influences that limit the

number of plants and aninAls surviving in each generation
such as food supply, water, etc.

5.01 Describe an example each of an animal-animal and animal-
plant pair whieh shows dependence of each member of the
pair on th other

5.02 Describe a group of similar organismving and re produc-0ing in an area as a "population' 'Mr

5.03 Describe plants and animals that can and cannot survive in a
specific environment when .given examples

5.04 Identify similarities and differences in two communitivrs such
as a desert and a pond

5.06 Identify a food chain when given example*of several dif-0,4I\
ferent organisms

5,06 Identify plaias' as being the primary sourcg of ftld for all
animals

.5.07 Identify producers and consumers when given common ex.
amples

/ Li)

, 181.

(K-3)
(K-3)

(1-3)

(2-3)

(2-3) .

(2-3)-

(K-3)

(2-3)

( 3

(2.3)

.(2-3)

(2-3)

(13

( 3

( 3

( 3 )

sf,
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Physicol Science
.

.1-The learner ili understand.
that all objeffi can be dm:-
sified land/or .described by
-their properties

2.. The learner will under-
stand that all matter takes
up space and has weight

3. The learner' will under-
stand that matter exists in
three states:, solids/liquids,
gaser:-

4. The learner, will under-.
stand that energy interacts
with matter to produce
changes;

,.. 5. .The leerier will under- .
stand-that- there ,are- many
forms bf ..energy

T,he learne4 will under-
.

srtand that gravitational,c -magnetic, and electrical
forces iffect ail objects in
the unive e

arth-Space Science

1./The learner will under-.
stand that tho sun iy the
earth's chief source of
energy

1.01 Name at least four properties of al object such As.size, shap

1.02
weight, color, and texture-whr given an oblect

Suggested
Grade

Level(s)

(K-3)
Group objects according to tlw properties o weight, size,
shalle; color, and texture when!given a collection of different
objetts (six to ten) - (K-3)

1.03 Group objects .according to the material of which they are -

made when given a collection of objects (six to ten) (K-3)"
1.04 Describe properties of. objects through the senses of touch

and/or smell when given a Collection-of objpcts (six to ten)
1.05 Arrange objects in serial order according to-1 given property

such as length, .weight, and size when given a colte,ction,of
objects (six to ten)

2.01 Predict that a tumbler will not fill up with water when it is
pushed,mouth dsyvnward into an aquarium of water because

.. it' contains air . (1-3
2.02 Predict that a balloon containing air is heavier than one not .

inflated. When both are compared on a balance, the answer is
obvious . ,

2.03 Predict that the water level Will rise when objects are placed
ittio a bowl'of water and conclude that objects take up space -(1-AN)

2.04:Weigh and measure a group of objects in given units
2.05 Predict that a liquid will take the shape of a container as it (ii-

-,quid) is poured into a container
-

(2-3)
. 4 . . .

3.01 'Describe the changes which occur when an ice cube melts (K-3)
3.02 Predict that water vapor will condense from the air onto the . .

outside d'a sealed jar filled with water and ice cubes (2-3)
3.03 pescribe the changes of -state (solid, liquid, gas), as an ice

cube melts and evapocates . . .
.

(2.-3)

4.01 fiescribe `the change caused by interaction of the sun's
ertergy and a thermometer when a thermometer is placed in
sunlight

4.02 Describe the activity of a turned-on flashlight as an example
(2-3)

,of dn oiled releasing energy (2-3)
4.03 Predict t at when a container of water is placed on a heat

-.source and heated/. the liquid will eventually turn into a gas (2-3)

5.01 List several forms of energy such as electrical, heat, and light (2-3)1

6.01 Sort a collection -of objects according to magnetic and non,
magnetic prOperties ..,

02 Identify graVity as the force responsible for causing objects
.. to fall .

6.03 Identify the force of a magnet pushing another magnet.
1 without contact as magnetic

.

6.04 Describe the interaction of a balloon and a wall when an in'-...
.4 flated balloon is rubbed through one's hair and plaeed on the

.. - wall as caused by an electrical force (This experiment works
-., best in a.cold, dry atinosphere.) ,,

.
,.

6.05 Describe the interaction of 'an electrical circuit containing 9
wire, battery (fl9shlight "D", cell), and bulb as being caused

,by an electrical ctirrent

1.01 Predk4 that a rockviai:ed in the.sunlight will get hotter than
one placed in the shade.

1.02 Idontifj, the sun as the source of.ireat when objects are placed
outside on a sunny day

1.03 Describe changes in temperature between early morning and
midday

1.04 Indicate fossil fuels come from plants and. animals that once
lived on the earth

182
4 I°

(K-3)

.(2-3)

(2-3)

(2-3)



2. The leaener will under-
, stand that' the earth's sur-
face is always,,changing

,3. The learner will under- .

stand that day and night .0.

are cauied by the earth''s
a rotation on its axis .

4. The learner will under-
. stand that the moon ex.-

hibils various effects on the
, earth .

. .

5. the learner °will unaer-
stimd that the study of
fossil's giyes evidence of the
-kinds of plants and ani-
mals that once lived

... i.
.

2.01 Describe earth surfsce changer which occur during summer,
Fall, winter, and spring ,

2.021,Draw four separate pictures showing differertt weather pat- ..
- terns, te rain, hurricane, onoW; etc.

., 1

2.03 Identify wtty the earth's surface has changed aroupd' the.
school, i.e. *teas of erosion, cultivation, and weathering, af-;
'ter taking 'field trips on the school ground

Z.04 Trace a drop of water from' the clouds back to the ocean
when given a labeled drawing of'the water cycle , .42-3)

#

3.01 Demonstra`te diy and night when given a globe a.nd a light
source to vekesent the eon. *1 (1-3)

3.02 Identify the earth, as moving aroi4nd-., the sun when shown
pictures of the earth and 81.111 . -

3.03 Indicate that the timeafor the earth to make one rotation on
its axis is 24 hOurit or one day .(2-3)

'SA

. 4,01 Show awareness that the moon has an effect on tides (2-3)

. ;

5.01 Indicate that some animals do not live today and are known
by their fossil remains

5.04.Describe fossileas the remains of prehistoric life

-

v.

MENTARY, SCIENCVATTIfUDES
,

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Cfades K-3

1. The learner will develop a
positive attitude toward.the
need for conservation, pre-
servation, .and wise use of
natural resources

2. The learner wil .enjoy
learning activities related to
concepts of science

...3....The learner will- develop a
poSitive attitude tbward the
.use of scientific inquiry as
a way of thinking and eval-
uatin, all human activily

,,. PRFORMANCE INDICATORS
.tadh indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance. .

Others may be Used if theyare-more a ropriate for the learner.
,

,

.1'.01 Tell why lightS and water should be"turned" off when not
needed

.11.
S.

2.14 Enjoy the challenge of formulating theories to explain obser- .
vationS when cofronted with -a challenge or problem (K-3)

2.02 Display enthusidsm, interest, persistente, and cüriosity
when participating in "hands-on ' science,-related ac4vities a (K-3)

Suggested
Grade
Level(a)

3.01 Make interpretations of oblervations and 'data obtained, in
experiments when asked to do so

3.02. Demonstrate critical thinking and the use of- scientifk in-
quiry when given a scientific problem.

,

183
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ELEMENTARY SWENCE/PROCESS SKILLS
h

COMPETENCY COAL(S)._ _

Grades K-3
1 The learner will demon-

strate the ability to ob-
serve

(Observing ,involp. es. using one
ar more of ihe senses in- per-
ceiving properties or similari-
ties 'and differences in objects
and events. Observations can
be made 'directly with the
senses or indirectly through
the use of .sim.p.le or .complex
instruments. Observations are
influenced by the previous ex-
perience .4 the observer.)

2. The learner will d'eMon-
strate/e ability.to classify

(Classifying involves the sort-,
nig or ordering of objects or
events according to their prop-
erties or similarities and dif-
ferences. Classification is
based on observational rela-
tionshij3s which exist between
objects.or events.)

3. The . learner will demon-
, orate the ability to use

numbers

(Using umbers' is a means of
,,quanti ying measurements or

comp isons. Numbers are
neftie to manipulate mea-

. suremen , to order, and classi-
fy objects.)

4. The learner pill' demon-
strate the ablgrty
municate

(Communicating involves the
transmirsion of observable
data. Exarnples of communi-
cation media are spOken or
t;oritten words, graphs, draw
ings, diagrams' maps., and
mathematival equations. Spch',
skills as,.aSking questioni,
Cussing, explaining,' report -'

and iiuthning- can aid thee
develormient of communica,

...-Hon' skills.)
,

*
.

I. vit'07 ,s; it 4

Science,

PERFORMANCE INDICATMS
indicato pre of many which can astieis-a Widen t's per or:mance,

Others ay be usid if they are more appropriate for the learner.

1.01 Identify properties of an object, i.e., shape, color, size; tex-
ture

,

4

"014)

J

2.01 group objectS according to a given property such as shape,
cdlor, size, texture, or others

3.01 Count objects when given groups of objectfk

Suggested
Grade

Level(s).

(K-3)

a ,

4.01 Use words, simple drawkngsdiagrams, or charts toirensmit .1r.
information learned from a science experience (K-.3)°

,

4

4



5, The learner will 'clemon
, strate the ability to me

sure 1

(Measuring io the ordering of
things itty magnitude such as
length, area, mans, and vols.

MeitiUring helps .quanti-
1y observations, The process
.can involve the use of instru-
ments and the skills needed to
effectively use them.)

6. The learner will demon-
state ,the ability to predict,

-. (Predicting involves suggest-
ing what will occur in the fu-
ture. Predictilhs are based on
observations, measurements,
and inferenc0 about relation2
ships betweetl or among ob-
served variables. Prediction is
speculation of what will hap-
pen based on past experi-'
ences. Accuracy of a predic-
tion is closely affected by the
'accuracy of the observation.)

7. The learner will demon-
strate the ability to use
space/time relations

(Using space/time nrelations
means describing the spatial

_relationships of objects and
their change ,with time. Exam-,
ples of this process skill. are
motion, direction and spatial
arrangement, symmetry, and
shapes.)

,.:.

8. The learner will demon-
, strate the ability to infer

_

(Inferring involves ale use of
logic to make conclulions from
observations. Inferring sug-1
gests,explanations, reasons, or
causes for events. Inferences
fire based ohndotent and are

-.1

, nq't always
0
vtilid.)

. . .
9. The learner will demon-

striate the ability to in-
terpret data.

(Interpreting data is a' com-
plex skilt.i volving many .of
the ott ;eto` iss skills. It in
volves 4

,
ing predictions, in-

ferences, and hypotheses from
a set of data. Interpretations
may need revision when addi-

. tional data are obtained.)

. Science

5.01 Measure an 40.jectle dimension such as kngth when-given-an
object and,an appropriate Measuzlng instrument

6.01 Predict beyond the range of observed data when given A
histogram (bar graph) sixolting a linear trend

.

7.01 Describe an object's position (above,.below, beside, etc.) in
relation to other Objects when given a situation ipvolving
poOtions of objects

if.',0i;;Iilfer one or more propenties of an object based on ob-
'servations through senses other than sight when given a con-
cealed object

.Suga.elete'd

Level(s)

(K-3)

(K73)

(2-3)

9.01 Interpret the information wheri given a simple histi)gram
(bar graph)

A

185

411

(2-3)
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1:9..The learner will demon-
-. stratp-the ability to control

variables

(Controlling variables is the
Managing of the conditions or
factors in an experiment. Urt-
less the variables of an experi-'
ment can be carefully- regu-
lated, the results of the experi-
ment are trot reliable.)

11. The learner will demon-
strate the abilfty to define
operationally

.(Defining operationally is
stating definitions ik working
terms. Such definans limit
the meaning of a term to "what
is done" and "what is ob-
served." Example of a work-
ing definition: A dry cell,
when properly connected with
two wires and a light bulb, will
cause the bulb to glow.)

12. The learner will demon-
strate the ability to for-
mulate hypotheses a,

(Formulating hypotheses in-
volvq forming a generaliza,
tion question based on obser-
vations. The hypothesis is a
problem to be solved through
using other-process skills, es-
pecially experimenting. QUes-
tions, inferences, and predic-
tions can lead to the formation
of a hypothesis, The hypothe-
sis must be tested if its credi-
bility is to be established.)

13. The learn will demon-
strate the ability to. ex-''
periment

(Experime ng involves'test-
ing hyp thesis under con-,

trolled conditions in which
variables are limited. Expfri-
menting is basic to the total sci-
entific process anti taw; all of
the othd process skills'.)

,1

IA61 Identay variables such as water or light in an experiment on
growing plants

\

.1

g

Suggested
Grade

( 3 )

11.01 .State their working definitions based upon past experiences
when given a, list of terms such as heat, cold, car, or light (2-3)

12.01 Develop a hypothesis to account for the observations when
given a series of observations or a simple problem

13.01 Design and conduct an experiment involving one i ble
when given appropriate materials and a simple pro lem
(VAriable a factor which is subject to change-sych as the
amount of water to.be usetl in a plant eXperimeni.)

-1-

1 86

( 3 )

(2-3)

a



Science

14. The learner will demon-
strate the ability to formu-

,

late models

.(Formulating models is a use-
ful way of describing and.ex-,
plaining inter,relaiionships of
ideas. A model tan be a men-
tal, physical, or verbal repre-
sentation of an idea. Models

.what we know-about
an idea or concept and are con.?
staatly changing as new° data'
are obtained.)

EL

14.01 Explain a phenomenon by developing models when given an
unexplained observation such as dropping two simi ar balls
whith bounce at different heights

ENTARY SCIENCE/MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can Asess a student's performance.

Others may be used if they are morelppropriate for the learner.
COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

Suggested
Grade

( 3 )

Grades K-12

1. The learner wiJl demonl
&trate skill in the use of
instruments

2. The learner will demon-
strate skill in how to care
for instruments

3. The learner will develop-
skill in constructing sim-
ple equipment

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE

1.01 Demonstrate the proper Use of a laboratory instrurne
apropriate for the student's grade level or course

0.

2.01 Demonstrate proper care of laboratory instruments when
ing and storing them

3.01 Construct simple, equipment, models, and exhibits
materials and supplies appropriate for' the student's grade
level or course

Suggested
Grade

Level(s)

(2-3)

(2-3)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
*.

af

Grades 4-6
Introduction cience

. .

1. The learner will under-
stand that science is a way

Aitinding out. through ob-
stilhation nd 'eXperimen-
tation

2. ,The lea'rner will under-
'stand that scientific dis-

04overies haJp us live better
lives

The learner will k ow that
science is econom im-
portant

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of mdny Which can assess a student's performance.

Others may be used y they are more arpropriate for the learner.

1.01 Suggest ways of finding a solution(s) of a fiven science
problem by using a'scientific method'

Suggested
Grade.

Level(s)

(4-6)

2.01\List several ways scientIsts' discoveries have improved living
'conditions for people (4-6)

3.01 List ways that science is important to our economy:
8.02 Explain the importance of science to people

187



i* K

4, Suggested
, Grade .

Levens)

4, The learner will under .
stand. that . science is sys-
emaiiqfl y divided into

: various branches

5. The learner will 'recognize 1,
that science is built upon
discoveries and contri-

.butions made by people

Living Things
_

1. The learner will under-
stand the characteristics of
life .

2. The learner will under-
stand that human body
systems are made of many
part's, each having dif-

. ferent functions

3. The learner will under-
stand the basic charac-
teristics of plants

4. The learner will under-
Stand the basic charac-
teristicsof animals

5. The learner will under-
stand that the simplest
animals are composed of

one cell

6. !The leainer Will have ..an
,understanding of the im-
portance of caring for. the'
body through proper nu-

/
trition, health,, and sani-
lary practices

7. The learner will have an
understandingwof ecology

Matter an4 piergy

1. The learner will tinder-
. stand, that the metric sys2

tem is The preferred meas-
uring system in science

4,01 Name and identify four Major branches of'science (i.e., bio-
logy, geology, astronomy, meterology, chemistry, physics,
etc.)

5.01 Add names of scientists and their contributions on a time-line
, of scientific discoveries

1.01 Discriminate between liting and nonliving 'things

2,01 Identify the function of major body parts
2.02. Identify four major body systems such as digestive, circu-

latory, respiratory, and muscular

4

3.01 Identify different plant groups (algae, fungi, mosses, ferns,
seed plants, etc.)

3.02 List the basic characteristics' of plants
3.03 Identify the major par,ts and functions of plants such as

leaVes, stems, roots, and flowers

4.01 List the basic character' ics of animals
4.02 Identify different animal groups such as fish, amphibians,

insects
4.03 Identify animals' basic needs such as food, protection, air,

etc.

5.01 Identify the cell as the basic unit of living things
5.02 List some;of the siMplest (one-celled) animals such as the

amoeba and sparameaum

6.01 Discriminate between good and bad health practices
6.02 .Restribe how disease-causing organisms enter the body such

a; entry through water, food, air, and skin
6.03 Identify from aliit of foods a mtnu which includes tfle four.

basic od groups

7.01 Give a description of the immediate environment
7.02 Identify the sun as the initial soUree of energy i,n an eco-

system 4.1

7.03 Classify animals and/of plants according' to habitats
7.04. Identify examples Of' riaturakresources
7.05 Define recycling

1.06 Identify one or..more of the ways people have harmed the
.environment

7.07 Identify one or thoxe.ways in w,hkh individual citizens can
help:protect the environment

1.01. Make simple) measurements in units of length, mass, and
volume using the metric system units of measuretnent

1.02 State two advantages .of the Jnetric system such as being
based upon ten and easy conversion within a given:aspect of

4 measurement such as length

188
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(4-6)

(4-6)
(4-6)
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(4-6)
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(4-6)
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(4-6)
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(4-6)
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4

2. The learner will under-
stand that there are .dif-
.ferent kinds of matter

3. The learner will under-
stand that different kirtds
of matter have charac-
teristic. properties

4. The -learner will under-
.. stand that matter exists' in

three states: liquids, solids,
gases

5. The learner will have an
understanding of solutiong'

6. the learner will under-
stand that some solids are
compos'ed of: crystalline't
structures

7. The learner will under-
stand the atomic structure
of matter

(rg. The learner will have an
. understanding of. most ,

common elements

9. The learner will have a
. general understanding of

the structure of molecules
' and atome

10. ,The learner wilLunder-;
stand the difference be-
tween potential and kinetic
energy

The learner will under-
stand that energy exists in
several forms

12. The learner will be familiar
with several uses of ener-
gy.

13. ,The learner will be familiar
with several' sourceS of
energy

11.

14. The learner will have a
general understanding of
the. rtlationship between
matter'an0,energy .

15.'The learner will under-
stand that changes in mat-

t ter 'may be physical or
chemical

2.0 Give characteristics of differeil kinds of matter Such' as
wood, glass,'metal, and cloth aft a laboratory' exercise deal-

,,ing win) a variety of. materials .
(4-6),

4

3.01 Describe properties such as color, shape,. weight, and tex-
ture of 'given objects (4-6)

p.

Suggested
Grade

Level(s)

6
4.01 State that th bject such as a piece of ice in the process of -t ,

. melting is got from the solid statezto a liquid state ' (4-6)

4.02 State that boiling water is going from a liquid to the gaseous
,. state .:. (4-6)

4.03 Classify a given sOstance according to *its present state of ,

matter, (4-),

,,.

5.01 Make and describe a solution frctni given ingredients (i.e.,
.salt and water) ;,.' .8 (4-.6).

6.01 Distinguish between examples of crystalline and non-
substances (4-6)

4

7.01 Describe .an 'atom
7.02 Draw a simple atom showing its components ,

GiVe the propertied of some common elements
t,

9.01 Distinguish between an atom and a mo
9.02 Construct mo'clels of a simple atom

materials such as Styrofoam balls and
struction paper

10.01 Identify the type of energf imated in
and in a Moving object 1 I

4.

cule
or molecule using
toothpicks or con-

(4-6)
./

stationary object"-

,",
A

11.01, List forins of eneigy involved (chemical, electOcal, heat,
light) wherecinteraction'isloccurringsuch as a "switched-on"
flashlight and a burning candler,

.

12.01 ;5taie.at least 'five uses of energy such as heating homes, run-
ning maFhinety, and transportation .

(4-6)
,, .

;
,..-

, i ,

13,01 In'dicate that the primary source of energy is the sun after,
studying energy sources ; . , (4-6-)

. f .
13.02 List several common sotirces of energy 'such as petroleum;. .,

° procrulst, wood, and wihd . \ '
, v ,

.

(426).

i i 4 It I
i

I \
--i': I.14.01 Describe,:how, energy can ize obtained from mutter sucn .4s ,,, 0'

the bil4-ning of ?,wood and dlgesticm of fq9d ,.
, '

1 ,. 4 1,
it,

e
' ,

' 1, I .11 i4
1$

OP

15.01 Distingbish between chemical and physicil chdnpsy'such as
the melting of ice ancLburnihg of la match . (476)

. :-,, . , ,
, ,, ,..

. .
4 4t

. k t

4

,

..109.



16. The learner will have .

general understanding that
when substances interact,
the results nra'y be a mix-
ture or compound .

'17: The learner will under-
stand that elements . and
compounds may be repre-
sented with symbolsond
Formulas

18. The learner will untler-
<'stantl simple 4nd chemical
equations

19. The . learner . will under-
stand that there are various

" sources or heat

20. The learner will have a
general understanding of
the motecular theory of
heat

21. The learner will under- .

.stand that temperarure is a
measure of the intensity of
heat in a material at a giyen
time

22. The learner MIl u'nder-
stand how homes are heat-
ed and cooled

0

23. The learner will under-
stand the general prih-
ciples of heat engines

24. The leariier will. alder-
. stand the imp,ortance of

conserving 'energy in. the
home, school, and indus-
try.

25. The learner will have a
genera underAtanding of
vJave. energy

126: the learner will have an
understanding of, light

'

,

":4127-. The learn0..' untter-
:. , stand sound'

2.
Is

.The.'leartifir wi<11; 'Wye efil
". .under?tanding ofilwOrk.ad

nachnT
. :

\
'1

Tcji A

r 5 4

1
A

0

41

16.01 .DistingUish between mixtures and coMPounds
Identify substances which are mixtures and compounds

I

Suggested
Grade_
Le've1(s)

17.01 List the symbols and formulas for at least five elements and
f'we compounds

18.0.1 Wrkte equations fdr iimpk rektions

-19.01 List severaksources of heat such as the sun, friction, wood,
and gas

20,01 Conclude that heat is.the result of molecular Motion after ex-
. perimenting with heat and heating (4-6) '

4

(45.)

( 6 )

(41-6)

1

21.01 Record the' temperatA of three' or four different liquids,
each being at a different temPerature over a period of time,
using a thermovr to see if- teniperature changes have oc-
curred

\ 22.01 List sources of heat for home hearing
22.02 List ways to save on home heating
.22.03'.Exp1ain how homes may be kept comfortable (cooler) durinR

. hot seasons t\firough air conditioning 'artd/or the use of insu-
lation materials and storrn doors and windowl§.,

23.01 List uses of steam engines and gasoline engines
23.02 Give a general description of how the engine w%ks when -

, given a model or diagram of. a heat engine

.24.01 De'scribe methOds of conAerving energy such aS insulating,
adjusting thermostats and wearing more,clothes in winter

25.01 Identify properties of wave energy stich akreflection anid re-
fraction

26.01 Deserihe light as that aspect of radiant enexgy /hich per-
rnits ono to see ito

26.02'Demonstiate how white light is broken into the various
colors:utilizing a prism :. ,'N

. 27.01 Identify sound as produced by vibration of obkcts

28.01 GiVe a simple descripti¢n of work
28.02 List several simple Machines such As the jever

.28.03 bescrite how 'some simple machines .are used in
life

.18.04..ldentify,a compound 'machine aS two or more machine.
werking together

.4..

and inclined

everyday

190
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(4-6)
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S.000

29. The learner will have an
-4 understanding of the me-

. -chanies of fluids

30. The learnet will have an
undertanding of electrical-
Olergy

.

Earth and ,5pace ,
. .

The...learner will have 'a
geneial undostaniiing of
The h,,istory Of the earth.- ,

,
.,

The learner MI! under-
stend that forces 'Changing
the earth afect land for-

-- Mation and the. fformatIOn P.

; of bodies:6f 'water
3. 'the learner !will under-

stand That the e`arth is made
of' d crugt, and various.
layers

The learner will under-
/ stand the earth is rhadetof

rock anclibminerals'

5. The learner will under;
stand the relationship- be-

.tween soil and waPer
.

6: The learnew will under-
stand that tcte earth pro-
&ices useful natural re.
sources, °

7. The learner will .have a'
generfil understanding of
the composition of airs;and
properties of air. --

. ,t-..
8. The learner wiR haVe ati

understanding of Weather
.

, and-clim
,

ate

i"

9. The learner will under- 4
stand that the solar system
includes idle ''strn and its
planets

to ,

10. The learner will hiivetn
understanding of nvikets
and comets

,

; .
#

i Grade
t ) Suggested '.

' 4 Level(s)-
* ,

29.01. Explain why pressure within ,a liquid increaks with depth Q1-6)

.29,02 List uses of fluid mechanics such as hiidrauliC b.rtke4 and. ,

. , . ( ;...,

,
, *
30.01 Distinguish ktween magnetie and 'nonmagnetic sUbstances ., (4;4)
30.02 DernonstratMhat 'magnetic 'forces 'can act through' some

, . 4 . . . A

materials using magnets and various ,objects such as glass, ,

. wood, and c6htainers of watlf .' . , . -°: " (4'15) .. .
.30,93 Demonstrate that electric urren-t produces magnetism whn,

. ,
..,given a .oattery, wireilancl Inagnetic....compas.

30 04 Dentnstrate the prOduction of static electricity Wheh giveseira
... co'rnb aild bits' of PapIpt

'30.05 Define current-olectricity, ' ,. i '
0

30,06 Test differea,mAterials.. to ?etermine if:they are conauctors
D ct r noncoMuctors of eiectr city-,

. ...... , .,.., ,i
.'...t,' , , . ,

1 03.',Devetop a scte 0Etimeline to represent Ine.various stages of..,. 'geological de elopMent . ." .. ., ,

0

(4-6)
,

(4-6)

(4-6)

f' 2.01 Desciibe flow Jnptintains, valleys, and oceans afe formed 7: (4-6.) '

2.02 Tell ways the earth has changed through hatufal pracesses
Such a climate, weathering, earthqttakes, And voldandes , (.4-6)

,

3.01 ,,Label the crust knd the varipus layers ofa-model of the crOss
sectiqn. of the ,earth

4i.01 D'e'scribe the three basic rock"typ'es foundin the earth: sedi-
. ,

mentary, metamorpitic,4and,igneous_
4.62- DiMingtttsh-.-between rocks.'and minerals

44 ,
5.01 Explain how water is an agent of soil formation suctv as the :

i ,

breakiog of rocks .. .

-5.02' 1)crecribe,how ikiter causes soil erosion .

r.
.9- 0. . ,

6.01 List at- least three natUrat resources such.as.
.
fo'ssil fuel,

,

uranium, alt,':water, metal ores, and gems
.o.62. List ways natural resodrces can be confervecl

7, \ .
,

4*

(4-6

(4-6) ,

(4'-6)

'OA))'trate that aif has weight and 'occupies space
The compon'ents of air stich as nitrogeh,,oxygen, car-, (

anck water vapor. (4-6)
. .

k.

6

8.01, Identifymne or more fadors such as teinperatute, moisture,
and atm6Spheric pre'ssure, whicrh are important for weather
predictioll : '

" 8.022 Explain how factors Rich as temperaiute; water, land fea-
,_ tures, and' wind aftect cmatk
8\03 Distinguish between the different types of clouds

9.01 lixplain,that the sun is &star at1c1 that it suppliettenergy to its

v
, ' rjanets

9.:02- evise a straight line 'scale model to re,'Present the distances
. of -each planet4,rorn the. Sun; '.

of4,03 Narne and giva one'cliatacteristic of -cavil the:nine planets,t
.

' 1001 Distinguish kbetwe0 if 410bor and meteorite
t

.1 o.og DesCribe a comet . , 0.
, c 0

r
.

/.

.191 1'011t.7,c
.

A

(4-6)

(4-64

(4-6)
(4-6)'1.4
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'

. .

a The learner will have,. a
,general understanding of,
the upiArse '

12. The. learner will have an
understanding di space
tlavel '

13. The learneflwill under-
., --Itand some 06 tkr benefits ,f

:.6b tained from the space
program

P

EtEMENTAR.Y 'SCIENCE

,Suggested '
Grade

tevel(s)
11.01 State One or Inore theories of the origin of the universe (4-6)
11.02 Describe the major structures found in the universe such as

stars:and galaxies (4-6)

12.01 Explain why rockets are needed for space travel (4.1:10

13.01 State at least two byproducts obtained from the space pro-
.4e twr gram .which are Ise,neficiaPto humans

/ATTITUDES

44-6)

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

N
Grades .4-6

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Eaeh indicidor is one of many which can assess a student's performance.

Othprs inky be used if they are.more approOriate for the learner.

1.. The learner will develop a
positive attitude toward the
contributions of ;trience
Ad technology in shaping
theworldir-- adverse as well
4s beneficial effects

2. The learner will develbp
positive attitude toward the
role of science, in helping
people meet their respon-
sibilities to society

3. The learner will develop a
positive attitude toward the
need for conservation, pre-
servation, and wise use of
natural resources

4. The learner will enjoy sci-
entific activity

5. The learner will develop a
positive attitude tot/4rd the
use of sciefic inquiry as
a way of thking and eval-

l4 uating all human activity

§. The learner will accept that
uhcertainties underlie
many of the so-called.laws
of science

.4. 7. The/learner will develop
appreciation hit the his-
torical, batkground of
science

-1.01 Examine a variety Dr viowpoints on controversial issues
related to science and technology and form ind express opin-
iona about them

1.02 Display an open and analytical mind in examining and'dis-
cussing issues whfch invite a variety of opinions

Suggeste4
Grade.;

Level(s)s"

(4-6)

(46)

2.01 Express a realization that scientific knowledge is essential to -
the welfare of our society which is complex and dependent
yon science (4-6)

(4-6)

2.02 isplay an awareness that science is a process inyented by
:....people to solve human problems

3.01 Show, by action and thought, the need for people to con-
serve, preserve, and make wise use of natty! 'resources

3.02 Answer questions' more positively than negatively when
given a survey questionnaire related to conservation, preser-
vation, end,wise use of natural resources

I A

'4.01 Enjoy the challepas of formulatingtheories, to explainjob-
servationsL . .

4.02 Display enth'usiasm, interest, persistence, and curiosity
when participating in "handsion science-related activities

5.01 Make interpretations of observations and data ca,b,tained from
experiments

5.02 Demonstrate critical thinkih* and the use of scientific in-
quiry when given.a scfêntific probkrh

sir

6.01 Accept, through action and ve4bal expression, the fact that
the so-called,laws of science are not absolute

6.02 Express empathy for the tincertaintir associatt with the so-
'called lavis of sctence through discussion,i de ates,.and ex,

.. perimentation , .
L )

6v

(4-6)

(4-6)

(4-6)

7.01 9how apprecikri for the value.of iinderstanding' the his-
torical background of science

7.02 Demonstrate an appreciation for the historical background
of sciente. Appreclalion will be evitlent Vihen the learner iO'in
or ouisidd the claesrorf through hiVhor habiti apd quo-
dons asked '

.

-.192 lit/3
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Sclenett'

7.01 Display appreciation for die historical baelcgrourtcl.of science
ver when studyitig about the contributions Made to the field of

science, by seientists of the past, and present

ELEMENTARY SCIENCE/PROCESS SKILLS

Suggested
Grade

Irevel(s)

(4-6)

A

.
.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS, .

COMPETENCY GdeiL(S) 4 , Each indicatOr irons of many whickcan assess a student's performance.
iOtrs may be used if they are more appropriate for the learner.:

r 1.41' itt - ) t f

Grades 4-6
',.. - ,., Sueeste -.:,.

rade '

Level(s
1.0j Identify at least three, properties common to")ile group 'when

given a group of objects that are related
1. The learner will demon-

strate the ability to, 'o13-
serve

(Observing involves using ne
or nibre of tke senses in qr-
ceiving properties or similai-
ties and differences in objects
and events. Observations can
be Tade directly with the
senses or indirectly through
the use of simple or complex
instruments. Observations are
influenced by the.previous ex-
perience of the observer.)

2. The learnel will demon-
strate the ability to classify

(Classifying involves the sort-
. ing or ordering of objects or

events according to their prop-
erties or similarities and dif-
ferences. .Classification is
based on observational 'via-

. tionships which exist between
pbjects or events.) t
The, learner will demon-
strate the ability to use

-- numbers

(Using numbers is a totals of
quantifying measurements dr
compaNsons. Numbers are .

,netiyed' to 'manipulate mea-
surements, to brder, and classi-
fy objects.) .

4.4:he learti?r will demon-
strate the :ability to com-
municate

(Cotnmunkating involves the
transmission of observable ,
data; Examples of communi-
gation media are spoken ,or

.,, written wor,ds, graphs, &Inv,
sings, diagrams, ,maPk, and
mathtmatical equations, Such
ekills as asking questions', die-

, cussing, explaining, eport,
ing, and outlining can al the
development of communica-
lion skills.).

;

t

2.01 Identify at leaS1 two properties of a jgiven group of objects
/:02 Sort a given group of objects according to their propertie

(4-6) ic

, . I

,0

(4-6)
(4-6)

3,01 Demonstrate the ability to.cuse.the four basic mathematical,
operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication, and divi,
sion) ' (4-6)

.4

,

4.01 Urie words, drawings, or charts to transmit the information
learned from a given science experience

I f).'

e ,0

I.

193
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A

5. The learnei will 'demon-
' strate the ability to Measure 4

(Measuring O./the ordering of
things by, magnitude such as
iength, area, mase dad, vol-
unie. Measuring helps qualti-
fy observations, The process
can involve the use of instru-
ments andattpsokills-needed to

..,

q.
A

0. The learner Will demon-
sträte.the ability to predict

(Predicting inVol;es suggest-
ing what wilVoccur in the fu.!*
ture. Predictions are based on
observations,-7 measureMents,
and 'inferences about relation-
ships ett.'oeen oramong ob-
served variables. Prediction is
speculation of what will hap-
pen based on past experienc-
es. Accuracy of a (redictiqrf is
closely affected by the accura-
cy1a.f the observation.) ,

7. T e learner will _demon-
strate the ability to use
space/time relatiohs-

.

,,(Uping space/time relations
rnvans descrihing the spatial
relationships of objects and'
their change with time. Exam-
ples of this process skill are
motion, direction and spatial
arrangement, symmetry, and
shapes.)

8. The learner will demon-
strate the ability to infef

(Inferring involves the use of
logic to make conclu0Ons from
observatious. I n ferring sug-

,gests. explanations, reasons, or
causgs for Gents. Inferences
itre'based on judgtrutht and'aare
not.always

9. The learner will, demon-
st'rate the ability to'inter-
pret data

. ,

(Interpreting data is a com-
plex skill involVittg: many of
,the other process Skills. It in-

making Predictions, in-
ferences, and hypotheses from

,a-sittT of data. IniterpretatWmi
maY need revision when addi-
.tional data are,obtained.).

w

10. The le.rrier1 wJJ .demon-
Strate the 'abilitY-to
varia6les

Sqe,nre

5.01. Measure volume,.mass, weight, temperature, area, length,
and time using appropriate units.and appropriate measuring
instruments

Sumeste'd
. Grade
Level(s)

A

6,01 Make predittions that go beyood the observed data when
given in the form of a bar graph

;

Pr

(44)

7.01 Describe spatiol relationships and their change Ivith time
(shapes, direction,.spatial arrangements, motion *id speed,
symmetry, and rate of change) when confronted with situh-

. tions involving Oositions of oblects (4-6)

8.01 Infer what the results of an investigation mean (4-6)
8.02 Infer what the weather is like when given observations on

weather conditions such aS temperature, moisture, and Wind (4-6)
#

9. Interpret data fronn.a bar graph or histogram (4-6)

S.

. r. / .

1001 Identify variables and use ,proper controls when given ap-
.

. ,... "pmptiate nuitgriak. .
.. .

194 )



1

(Controlling varlabfaa I. the
managing of the conditions or
facto' in an experiment. Un-
less the variables of an.experi-

-, mint can 'be carefully reguk
ed, the results of thg ,experi-

. ment are. not reliable.)

9 4

.11.. The learner, will demon-.
strate the ability to define
operationally

.(Defining operationally';
stating definitions in tvorkine,1
terms. Such definitions, limit
the meaning ofa term to "what

done",and "what is, ob-
'served." Example of a work-
ing definition: A dry cell,
when properly connected with
two wires and a bulb, will
cause the bulb to glow.)

12. The learner will demori-
stra,te the ability to formur .
late hypotheses

(Formulating hypotheses in-
volves forming a generaliza-
tion question based on obser-
vattons, The hypothesis is a
problem to be solved through .'
using other process skills, es-
pecially experimenting. Ques-
tions, inferences, and predic-
tions cap lead to the forniation
of a hypothesis. The hypothe-
sis must be tested if its credi-
bility is to be established.).

1$. The learner will deinonl
strate the ability to ex-
periment

(Experimenting involves te t-
ing a hypothesis under c -
trolled conditions in whi
variables are limited. Exper
menting is basic to the tot)tl sci-
entific process and uses all of

other process s'kills.)

14;, The 4earner will demo
'itrate the ability, to for
late models

(Formulating modeli i. a use-
ful way of describin and eX-
plOining interrelatio ships of
fel A model ca e a merk-
tal, Thy verbal ripre
sent Non of an idea. Models
repr sent wilat We know about
an idea or concept and are con=
titan* changingiaa new 'data

er.$

lore obtained.)

vls

11,01 State Worting definitions based On past experiences for' a
given list of terms such as heat, cold, care orlight

11.02 110escribe a given simple g.adget or toy which has moving or.
.

working parts in terms of what It is, how it is used, or how it .

Wo-rk s

12.01 Develop a hypotliesis to account for a given series of obser4
vations or a simple i?roblem . .

1202. Make two or three:hypotheses why the bulb is not burning .

when given a diagram of an open circuit consisting of a bulb, .,

battery, and wire . .
. 1 .

41

(4-6) 7

(4-6)

4301 Identify variables and perform an experiment to determine
the effects of each variable when given appropriate problems (4-6)

...

19-

t4/01henomenon of4 unexplained event in.one or
. .

rinotlels)

sft

-

(4-6)



. , Science
t

IfEMENTARY SCIENCENANIPULTIVE 'SKILLS

COMPETENCY GOAI(S)
' PERFORMANCE INbICATORS

, Each indicator icone of many which con mese a *Went's performance.
. .

Qthere may be used if they are more appropriate:for the learner,. i
. 1 -

:.t,
' Suggested,_

Grade
Level(s)

t.01 Demon4trate tlfe.proper use Of a laboratdry iinsiriiment ap-
'propriate for the student's 'grade level or course ?,,,. (4-6)

Grades K-12 .

/ 1. The learner will demon-
strate ikill ih the use of
instruments

2. The learner' Will demon-
strate skill in how tO care
for instruments

3. The learner will develop
skill in constructing sim-

,. ple equipment

I .
LIFE SCIENCE

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

,

2.01 'vemonstrate proper care of laboratory instruments vihen us-
ing and'storing them

3.01
,

Construct simple equipment, models?

level or course - .

0.

materials and supplies appripriate f r,
and exhibits nting
the student'slOade

rs
4. (4-6)

(4-6)

Grade 7
Intr,oduction and Overview

1. The learner will know thr
major components ot life
science

0/
2: The learner \will have an

understanding- pf how sci-
entists obtain knowledge

,

1 The learner will have an
understanding of the need
to study life science

4. The feainer will under-
stand the difference be-
tween living and non-

& Animal Communities

1. The lea,rner will under- *.
stand that a, community is
made ,uQ of interactingi
populaticrns

b

2. The learner will under .
stand that all communitieS
havc common characteris-
tics

3. Yhe 4earner will under-.
And that a coMmunity
must, have an energy
source

PERFORMANCE ,INDICATORS-
gao Wieci.to(is one of frony.which can assess a student's perftirnianceA

Otheri may be used.if thePeinore appropriate, fof. the leaotier.;;t:.:

1

1.01 -State that life science is the study of living things.
-1.02, List major components of life science such as zoology, bota\nye, ge'neticg', .

. bacteriology
41.1

--, 2.01. Demonstrate and identify the scientific processes involved in a 'simple ex-
periment such as.observing, measuring, predicting, communicatinf,

, preting data, controlling variables, and formulating hypotheses;

-3.01 List four reasons why the study of ,life science is important
3.02 List ten careers that are related to ife science
3.03 Recognize that all biological proble s are not solved

4.01 Give several 'differences, between living 'and nonliving thingsr-

I

1.01 Describe a population
1.02 Identify three interactions that occur Within a 5ommunity When giVen a

photograph or slide of a community
1.0J Classify organisms 'ac*Cording to the role they play in efornmunitiés

producers, consumers, decomposers when &wen a phbfographiOvslidg
of a community )

Identify producers, consumers, and decomposers in each cOmmtmity when

fiven
p description,of at least two cdthmunities such as freshwater and

and
,

2:02,;Selec( an prganigm from ai)icture or slide of a commui4y. and OentifPY its
rol4 '
Describe (by photsynthesis) how energy from is capttioby
producers (green plants),

3.02 Show The proper sequence of tke flow of energy;frotn prodnceri to con-
, sumeiy to decomposars, (food chatn or web) wher) given a list.of gt,ganisms

,t

or a kture of a,community

196 1:9'?
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learnet. will. 'under-
stand that.carnrriunities arti
affected by ling. factor", :

'

5.. The .*.ktt.;:1014e.ri
stand..that.a.:.CoMripriftfirit.
teractirig',w4k, irs.-,011siest

enVIrannient. Makes. it)? an
ecosystem.,

under-
" . stand basic cycles that oc-,

cUriri'ati ecosystem

plediid t)ie Environment'
4 !The- learner will under-

stand. that peOple interact
with 'the environment and
produce change

Science .5

". ..

4.01,r:State that limiting factors such as Watet',Iight, temperature, and Oxygeniet
i'' 'limits .forliving things

. i .

tt .i
%

u I ,t

".. 5:0 t Define an ecoSystem , t
4 .

5.42 'Ideritify the'maimPhysical components a toirmunity'needs for surviVal
,-,.., water, heat, light, minerals, etc. . . . '
' I

6,01.*ADescribé cycles within an ecosystem such as carbon, nitrogen, and water

, /Adaptation

1, The learner will 'under-
stand- that all life comes
from life reproduction

2. The learner will under-
stand thdt the basic unit oP
tegherit-ance is DNA

r .

1.01_ List ways that people and the enviionment have changed
1.02 List and describe different factors that disrupt qcos'ystems uch as over-

3. The learner will ,under-
stand asexual and sexual
reprod4tion and how they
differ

'4. The learner will under-
stand that each organism
has special structures by
which it adapts to its sur-
roundings

5. The learner will under-
,stand that alLorganistns ex-
hibit behavior (response to
stimuli)

. 6. The learner will under-
. stand that. mos t .,origenisms

have undergone changes
thrdugh time

People and.the'ir Adaptation

'.:y1..The4earner will' under-
stand that the human body .

ts composed of various
sYstems with specific-struc-
tures arid functions

population and pollution
1.03 Give methods of conserving natural resources

1.01 Explain what is meant by the term "life'comes from life"

Z.01 State the role of DNA in heredity
2.02 Describe genetic mutation when given examples
2.03 List arleast three factors that cause mutations such as radiation, chemicals,,

ultraviolet light
2.04 Describe how genes vary in organisms

301 Distinguish between examples of asexual and sexual reproduction
3.02 Classify pictures of asexual organisms according to _their types of asexual.

reproduction such as budding and sporulation
3.03 Describe the process and importance of meiosis

4.01 Predict the cilances of sur,vival of organisms such as albino rabbits in dif- .

ferent.environments
4.02 Identify' majof adaptations of organisms which enable them to survive

-,

. 2 The' learner will under-
Stand that human beings
exhibit a perOd of :rOwth
typmlrifancy 'to:adult,

:3: -The learner will ander-
stand that Wbat is Aortyfill,

. covers ,a wide.range

5.01 Describe basic plant behavior such as phototropism, geotropism, and
chemotropism

5.02 Desdibe loasic animal behavior such as courtship, aggressiveness, warn-
ing,, and offspring identification

6.01 Identify or state the dominant plant type or animal type for each major era
. or period when given a geological chart

6.02 Describe how some animals- have changed through the ages such .as the'
horse

A

4.01. Name and describe the major structures and functions of all the main body
systems: Skeletal, muscular, integumentary. (skin), digestive, respiratory,
nervous, excretory, reproductive, circulatory, and endocrine

,

2:01 lantify the tyjor groWth.peqods such as infancy an's:I.-puberty

- S

43,01 Recogni that'factors such' as heredity ant) nutrition affect gidwtb
maturatioRof persons r %

"0 It'

I.
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r.

:

The' Organization of
I

Living Things

1, ;the learner will '.under-
IIPand 'that . our ptresent
AnOwledge of the cell has
beek accumulated over. a

. ,periOd,of hundreds of years
4

2. The, learner will under-
. stand that the basic' unit of

life, is:the cell

3. .The learner will under-
stand the hiearchial design
of orginisMs, cellS, tissues, -

, organs, and systems
, .

The Variety of 'Living Organisms

4.
. ,

The leatner,will. under- .

stand that there ate many
. types Of' fiving 'things

2. The' learner 'will under-
stand that:,living things
may be grouped ,from the
simplest t'o theirmist com-
plex

. 3. The learner .Wilt;under.
stand that plants,Pand ar),i-
mals hive basic..aaeacter-.istics

5.1

4. The, learner wi0e familiar
with the kirtgdom;Orotista

1.01 Discuss and explain the contributions o iologists such as Hooke,
Schleiden, Swann, Watson, and Crick to the knowledge about the tell

,

LIFE SCIENCE/ATTITUDES'

2.01 Identify cells in a variety of organisms plants and animals when given
pictures, microscope shdes, other, visuals, and/orliving materials .

2.02 Identify components of cells such, as nucleus, cytoplasm, cell membrane,
astd c ell wall.and explain 'their function when given sliks, pictures,other
visuals, and/or living materials .

_

2.03 Compare plant and animal cells
.

2.04 Identify at least four one-cell 9rganisms such as paramecium, bacteria,
euglena, and .am ba . , . . . en

, < .

3.01 Examine and des ribe various tissues suchas epithelial and muscle when
given slides a microscope-

3.02 Identify the organs of a particular system such as .the digestive system ,-
._

1.01 Classify-agrOup ofliving,things inr th.e'categoriJs of.plantg., animals.,. or
protists

2.01 Order a. list of ten organismis ranging from single-cell organisms to the
human in proper sequence from simple to-complex

3.01 Distinguish between plant and animal charactelistics
I

.

4.01 List and describe members of the kingdompotista
4.02 Compare protists with plants and animals

iF

°

COMPETENCY GCYAMS)..

Grades 742,
1, The learner WiWdevelOp a '

positive, attitude iowara the
coneributions 'of :soience

td technology in ,shaping
e world. adverse.ascwelr ,

as', beneficial effects. ,,

so, 2. The learner will devel4 a
, positive attitude tOward the

role of science in; helping
people ine0 their respon-.

sibilities ti societY ,

3.. The learner will Clievelop a
positive attitude t4w4rd the .

need for -conseiN'/iation,
preserNation, and ;Wise use
of natUtat resoutca4 ., .

.
Each indicator is on-e of many which can cisess a-student's performance..

Others may be.used if they ar'e more appropriate for the learner.

PERFOROMICE INDICATORS

1.01 Examine a variety of viewpoints on controverpitssUes (related to science
and technology) and form and express opiniOng' a ut them when given op-
portuniele4 through discussion, special assignments, "independent study,
ete,. eof

1.62 Display an o'pen and analytical mind in examining 'and discussing-issues
which invite a variety of opinions

,

2.0i Express a realization that scientific knowledgt is essential to the welfare of
our sOciety which is. so compleii and dependent upon science.

: 2.02 -Display an awareness that science is,a process inventeil by people to solve
human problems

3.01 Show, by action andlhought, the need for people to conserve, preserve, and
vnake wise use of natural resources

3.02 Answer questions more positively than negatively when given a survey
questionnaire related to conservation, preservaticin, and;witte,use of natural
resources t. .

'198 19.9



4.. The learner will enjoy
sciOntific 'actiyity

5. The learner will develop a
pbsitive attitude toward the
use bf Scientific inquiry as a
way of thinking and eval-
uatinti all human activity

6. The, learner will accept that
uncertainties underlie
many Of the so-called olaws
of science

7. The Jearner will develop
. appreciation for the his-

torical background of sci-
ence

. Science '

4.01 Enjoy the challenge ff formulating theories to explain observations
. 4.02 Show enthusiasm and interest when put into raboratory situptions

4.03 Display enthustasm for 4iolving problems using experimental- methods
., ' . 1 ., / . .1 e" , +

5.01 Wake interpretatiOns of observations and,data obtained from expeiiments
5.02 Demonstrate critical thinking and the use,of scientific inquiry when'giyen a

scientific problem, 4. -. . . .

...

,

6.01 tit-rept, through action and. verbal expression., the fact that -the so-called
.- laws of science re not absolute

6.02 Expre errpatJ1y for the uncertairities associated with the so-calleil laws of
science hrougb discussion, debates, and. experimentation /

7.01 Show appreciation for tile valtte of understanding the historical back-
ground of science .

.
.

7.02 Demonstrate an appreciation for.the' historical background of sdence. Ap-
preciation will be evident when the learner is in or outside the classroom
through his/her habits and questions.asked . .

7.03 Display appreOation for the Iiistoric4I background of science when study-
ing about the contributions made to:the field of science by scientists oOt he
past and, present. ,

SC1ENUM1ME5S WILLS

COMpETINCY cO.AI:(S)

Grades 7-9

..
:-

Y,
f

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many Which can assess a student's perforMance.

Others rnay be 'Used, if they are more appropriate for the leat:ne'r.
c,

1. The learner will demon-
strate the abilify to Observe

(Observing involves using one
or more of the senses ii per-
ceiving properties or similari-
lies and differences in objects
and events. Observations can
be made directly wiih the

i'senses or indirectly through ihe
use: of simple Of cpmplex in-
struments. Observations are in-
fluenced tr so. the previous .ex-
perience of the observer.)

2.. The learnei will demon-
strate the ability to classify

(Classifying involves the sort-
ing or ordering of abiects or
events according tO their prop-
erties or similarities and differ-
ences. ClasSilication is based on
observarlonal relationships
which eiist between objects.or
events.)

3.. Thb learner, will demon-
s`trate the ability to use
nurnbers

...(Using numbers is a mewls of
' quantifying measurements or
comparisons. Numbers are
needed to manipulate mea- ,
surements, tp.order, and classi-
fy- olihrto.)

. e

1.01 Identify. the. similarities and/or differences, using the senses, when given a
collection of objects or concep,ts

1

s.

11,'
2.01 Classify a group of object or concepts according to theirVarious proper-

ties

1,

, .3.01 Perform compUtations involving whole numbers and common and deciloal
fractions when given a problem

"1 199 201)
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Science

4. The learner will, delpon .
straw the ability .(tEl com-
mbnicate)

" 1

s.
;

(Communicoting irsOlvps the
transmaision of ilobsel.vable.
data. Examples of ellitimkg.ica-

01. lion mediq deeo,polcen or writ-
ten Words,'1grapho..Vrawinso,

. diagrams, maps, and. vi)le- )
matical equations; 5uch skills
as asking qugptions,' discuss-
ing, explaining, reporting, and
outlining cariaid the develop,

*ment of- communitation

5. The learner will demon,-
straw 'the akility to measure

.

t

(Measuring is the ordering of
'things bY ra nitude such' as
area, length,v wile, and mass.
Measuring hel quantify ob....
servations. The process can In-. , .

..,,;%Oolve the yse .01inqtruments
ands theskillS needed; to effec-
tjvely use .them,)

,
6. The learner will kjenton-

strate the ability top predict
. .

(Predicting sinvolves suggest-
ing what will occur' fra the fu-
ture; PrediCtioni are based on
observations; measurements,
andi inferences about relation-
ships between or among ob-
served vdriables. Prediction is
specniatton of what will hap-
pen based onipast experiences.
Accuracy of a prediction is
:closely affected by the accu-
racy of' ibe observation.)

7. The learner will demon:
strate the ability to use
space/time relations .

(Using t *pace/time relations
means describing the st5atifil
lationshipt of objects and:their
change with time. Examples .of
this Firocess skill are motion,
.direction and spatial qronge-

. men4, fymmetry, and shapes.)

8. The :learner will demon-
strate' tile ability to.

(infetilng involvqs the use of..
logicto,make corrclusionS fronv,.

'.observations.. Inferring sug.:
geits explanatiOns, reasons, or.
cause for eVents.,Inferences tire
based on judgment and ar t! not
always, Valid):

.
".4.01 .Record observed information fromesciente experiences in simple, cleat

, tabular form

5.01 Measure within a given degree of
measurement instruments

accuracy Wife& given appropriate0

6,01 Make predictions based on collected data

7.01 Describe spatial 'relatianships and their change With time (shapes, di-
rection, spatial arrangements, motion and speed, s'ymmetry, and rate of
change) when confronted with situations involving position.of, objects

.1).4;.,

8,01 inter what .the results of an investigation mean

Arl



' 9., The learner' wilf demon-
ovate the 11,ility to in-
term data

(enterpreting data is a coin-
plex 'skill invOlving many of
the other process' skills. It .in-
volves m'aktng predictions, in-..
ferences, and hypotheses from
a, set of data. InterpretatiOns
may nPea revkion when addi-
tional data are obtained.)

10, The learner will . dvmon-
strate. the ability to 'control
variables

(Controlling variables is 'the,
managing of the condition* or
factors Wan experiment. Un-
less the variables of an experi-
ment can be carefully regulat-
ed, the results of the experi-

. .ment are,not.tieliable.)
.

11. The learnen will demon-.
strAte the ability to define
operationally

.
(Defining operoionally is stat-
ing definitions in working
terms. Such defhtions limit
the meaning of 4erm to "what'
is done! and "what is ob-
served.:' Example of a work-
ing definition: A dry cell, when
properly' connerted with two
wites arid a light bulb, will
cause the bulb .to 11*

12. The learner will °demon-
strate the ability, to formu-
late hypotheses

t-(Formulating hypotheses in-.
volves lorming a generaliza-
tion question based on obSer:-
vations. The ' hypothesis is: a
problem to be 'solved through
Using other process skills, es-
pecially experimenting. Quei-
tions, inferenCes, and predic-r
tions ean lead to the forrhation
of a hypothesis. The 'hyrio.
thesis must; be tested if its.
jredibility is to be established.)

13, The learner 'will demon4
strate the ability .to ex-
periment

(Experimenting involves test-
ing a hypotheéis under con-
tolled condiadni in which

-variables are limited. Experi-
menting is basic to ttie total sci-
ent(fic plocess pd" useti .of-
the other proceis skills.)

. 'Scleire

9,01 State lo4ical.coitclu.sions when ibien a collection of datit,

,
r . ,

10,01 Identify variables and.use
.
próper controls when given appropriate materials.

. and an experiment .
I. .

1r01 State working depnitions of scientific expressions SUch as gravity, heat, an
temperature based upon past,learning:exPerienCes

12.01 Formulate one or more hypotheses to explain, experimental data

13.01 Design and carry out a scientific investigation using a scientific problem.
and appropriate materials

p.
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#
14. The lesinsr derytoh7.

strate the ability to formu-
late. models : /

. .

(Formulating Modele is a use=
ful upy of describing 'antrex-.
plaining Interrelationships of
ideas. A *lode,/ can be a men-.
tat, physlcal, or verbat repre-

sentation of an idea. Models
represent what we knoio about
an'idea or concept and are con-.
stantly changing as new data
are obtained,)

7%

,

'Science

14.01 Formulates mentil Qr physkal model to help explain certain concepts, prin..'
. ciples, or ideas quch asa solar eclipse or 'geologic time

4

-

LIFE SCIPrE/MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

COMPETENCY COAL(S)
PERFORMANCE1NDICA1ORS

Pach indicator is one of rtfany whickian aisess a student's performance.

thrqs may be used (f they are,nlore appropriate for the learner.

'744
1. The'learn& will demon-

strate skill in the use of
instruments

2. the learner will demon-
strate.skill in how ,to care-
for ,ins truments

34 The learner will develop
skill in constructin4simple
equipment .

EARTH SCIENcE

1,01 .Demonstrate the proper use,Of a laboratorYinstrument a.pprOpriate for the'
student's grade Jevet or course

2.01 Demonstrate proper.care of laiporatory instrumentg when uSipg and storing
them

3:01 Cohstruct simple equipm.ent, models and gxhibits Using nhateriAlsinii sup-
pliestlipprOpriate for the student's grade level or courk

C6MPETEN6Y GOALIS)
PERFORMANE INDICATORS

each indicator is One aftnany lohich Can assess a student's per for:mance:
Others may be i'.ised if they,are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 8-10 .

warodirction to Earth Science

1, The learner will understand
tb.at earth scie4e is, a varigd
group. of ,seig_s_ employ-
in4 many techniqu6s to in-
vegitigate the earth

;2.. The learner,will knoW that :

the earth is'a body moving-
through sP.ace

3. The learder will know,th'at
the system o4 location and
the mapping of the planet's

vstkrface is made possible by
the earth's shape, rotation,
'and foices gravity and
magnetffin)

.1

,

.

g.jt.,

.
1.01 Explain the nature Of studies in astronom)h, geokigy, meterology, clima-

tology, and oceanography
1.0Z Explain how the various branches of the ,earth sciences relate to' one

another whelt given their descriptions,
.

2.01 Provide evidence that the earth is essentially a sphere using such tech-
ttiquh as satellite photographs, earth's shadow on the moon, ele.

2.02 ShOw that the ea'rth is in motion in space using examples such as the 4p:
parertt motions of, the staro, moon, or planets

2.03 lJse a model to demonstratethe earth's rOtation on its axis and explain how
day and 9isht result from that motion '

2.04 Demonstrate 'how seasons result' from the motion of the earth about the
sun ,

A/
. .

3,01 Demonstrate the effects of the fortes of gravity and magnetism .

3.02 Explain how the earth's motion is used to establish the system of lalitude
and longitude using a globe or sphere -

3.03* Show how time.is d,eteranined using the earth',s rotation ..

3.04 Show hova maps serve as graphic models of the .earth by reading at least
two 'basic 'types of maps (road, topographic, weather, etc.) . ..

2(13. i
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Scitlice ./.

The. Abnosphere,

1; The learnerrwill know that
aa atmosphere surroundS'

. the earthts surface

2. The reamer will know that
energy frpm the svn is re-
gponsible for most of the
processes an earth

1 The learner will under-
stand the relationship be-'.
tween energy aDd atmos-,
pheoic tirculatioft

,$

4, The le,arner will, have a fair
understanding of cloiiji
formation and the pro-
duction of precipitatioit.

5, The fearner will under=
stand the behavior of cy-
clones and anticyclones

1

6. The learner will 'under-,
stand basic techniques in-
yolved,.in forecasting wea-
ther

he learner *will undfr-
S

stand. the nature of clIrate
t

2. The learner will' know threco,,,
physical. factors affeet
mate'

13-.-The learner will know that
differrit climafes exIst in
various places on the earth

4. The learner will under;
stand microclimate Jar-
mation .

0

i , ,. . . .
.1,01 Describe the atmolsphere's,strudture induding the' troposphere;strato,' o.....

sphere, and' ionosphere, a
. . . . -

1.02 bcplain the various cycles suit as the carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and hYdro4
c)reZycles that function infthe atrnowhere while Ong apprOpriate dia-
grams .

#

., £ r- .-; lot . .

2.01.. Explain ow .4ht energY icConvetted into heat .enegy in the atmosphere
.2.02 ,L.l se a 'diagram to explain ho air. temperature is related to light eneigy and

clokd cover
c:,..cl

,

3.01
3.02,

/,
Demonstrate that air movexent is catised by heating and cooling.

1/4

1

4

4

Explain how Unequal dist utaon of Solar eneigy produce4 general. cir-
Culation in the atmosphere

3..03 Show. 'how the, earth's rotation 'modifies basic aimospheric. ciktilation
producing wind belts. while using a model .such,at a turntable

3.04 Show how wind belts mave air masses from-ate-place to another ahd ex-
plain how tho'se.air masses affect localeither conditions using 'a gtandard .

,

weather map
.Explain the .

- 4.01

4.02

4.03

'

Sho.w how Clouds are formed by the cooling 9f air and relite' the type of,
cloud td circulation conclitiOns in the atmosphere . .

Explain how clouds am! preclipitatiop-draplets form by the condensation of
watervapor about various types of particles
Use a chart to. show 'that different' types of precipitation form under dif-
ferent temperature conclitians . .

\ , .. .

5.01 Demonstrate how a'Storm system (cycloneffor s when two dissimilpr air
masses (anticyclones) meet using, ba map . .

5.02 Trace the life cytle of a typical cyclone acra s the Untted States using
standard weather maps tend symbols , . .

5.03 ,Destri,he ihe weather that ocCurs when dissimilar aii.ma§ses collide form-
ing fronts or occlusions .

. ,,, ....r. .
5.04 Describe thi origin, life-cycle, and behavior of thunderstormstornadoes,

and, hurricanes
5.05 Dekribe the safety preclaufions'to be taken with violent storms in+ding a

r.

lightning . 4. , , .
, -,. -il, .

6.01 Explain how-the atinosphere follows natural laws and can, therefore, be
edicted t

.
,

6.02 gemonstrate how common atmosphericoiroperties are measured usilig
. .

simpleirptrumehts suchtas therrinometerhydrvzter, ananometer, 'rain_N.

gaup, etc.
6.03 Demonstrate how weather infoimation is.use`a to predict weather whileus-

ing maps.

4. ...
VI '1 .

,,
* ,

, , .
11.01, E.xplain the difference' between weather and clirinate
t.02 GiVe examples of weather phenomena that are repeated'periodically form.-

ing a climatic zone
..

4 , ,

2.01 'Give egarnples of climates that ire alter by. geography

3.01 Describe the ical majot cliinates.occurring in the United tates
3.02 pemonstrate ow seasonal changes cause clfinatic.changes in the south-

eastern Unite States ,. , . ,."
4.01, Define several

(

hticroclimates in terms of pkt'sicak f,actors and biological
. ....

, .

" factors !
.

/ ) t i f. .
. At. 41.4 4
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01
5. '1"le learner will ,know the
..basic causes and ,efkcte.b.f

air pollution'
dl )

d

The 0

*

1

.,,

Science ' '
, ., .,, .

, ..
5.01 Explain:tat "air is pollutlid y chernical.,ad physical substances

.

.'. ,'. troduced:.both by 'peorll'e And by natural processes 0;
. .

., .

. '"5:02 List, the most commOn t pes of. air pollutants #1

5.03 Explain .how several .co mon atmoapheric pbllutants -such aS industrial
,

. fumeerand atitomobile, aust affect plants, .an'imals ,. and the PhysicOleh-'.
. viropplent \ . *

e c5.04 D*ribe several wAys ,p .1.04 fhe level Of air pollution in thelodal area

1. Th?Tearner will know that .

ocartography .employs °t,
virious sc,ientifico disci-
plines' in the study of
oceans .(

2.. The learner will under-
stah0 the basic causes and
patterns of oce,an circula.
tion

, I

;

,

.

,

8-43' 3. ihe learner will know that.t
. the topopaphy 9f the

ocean basins is as, rugged.
ands varied as pat of the
continents.

4. I"he learner will know that
shorelinekare changing en-'
vironmenft

'Geology

. 1. The learner will know that -
. earth materials behave ac-

couling to basic natural'
laws

2. The . learner will under-
., ' stand hoW the, structure, ,

texture, and composition of
rocs reflect their origin
and history

3. The learner will know that
minerals an& rocks, r&-
ipond to exposure, to the
earth's surface 'environ-

, merit aiNd are *changed by a
process called weathering

F.

r

4. The learner will know that '
if 'weathered rsIck remains
in place long, enough, a
matpte soil will develop

"., !?.
,

1:0,1 Describe how seVeecif different wientific disciplines (geology, biology; qt.)
are apphed tci the saidy octans

L02 Describe someof the topics' typically stialied by oceanooraphens
,

2.01 Identify. seveial thajosi ()dean currents such a the Gulf trebrin acid the
Labrador Current,

2.01 Explain several poSsible driving forces for major and minorocean currents 1

such as pranetar); rotation, prevailingwkids, graViey,.etc.
2.03 Explain seyliral effects 'of Ocean currents dn both land arld water cliinate

and esosTstems - 4 ,

2.04 Explain/i1luser4teshow. the relationship' betweenlAe earth and the moon,:
.

.

creates Aides using a model or diagram
I

3.01 hlentiNesevieral Pf .the world's major o ans - .
3.02 .Identify the major embayments Isounds g the North. Carolina coast
3.03 identity and describe the major tytpes of p iographic feetures'found in

..the.ocea asins such 'as ridges, trenches, continental shelve's, etc.
3.04 Identify describe the pripal physiographic features of the< western, ',, .

. ,Atlantic Ocean basin off he smitheaetern United States ° , ',"

4.01 Explain how coastal landscapes are changed bY waves, tides, currents,
winds, and tectonic action ,

4.02 Give examples of several efforts to control shorelines/such as sea walls*ankd

tit
jetties showing how natural systems have rdponded

4,03 Explain how water waves are g erated, travel, and break, transferring
energy to shdrelines 7

4.04 Describe the general landform farác.téristicsôF. neutral;submergent, and
emergent shorelines ,

Lai Explain how general properties of -earth imaterials are determined by t e
. kind and arrangement pf the atoms Comprisingthe materials,'
1.02 Describe seyeral basirproperties-of minerals

Identify/decribe several common rock-forming mate4if
.1. .01. Recognize several common types of igneous rock

.
.

... '
4.02 Describe the processes which form igneoos rocks and give examples of the

i_gneous rock types which form as a result.
.

2.03 Describe the principal landforms resulting from igneous processes
,- 2.04 Explain the theory of uniformitarianism .,

, 1 ,0.,.3.01 Explain the difference between physical and chemical Weitthering.
3.02 Explain 4hat weathering takes place at the interface between'the rock and

the surroundinvn.vironment .
E , ..

,.

3.03 .Explain the principal procesSes that cause physical weathering and describe
their results_

-3,04 Describe several common chemical <weathering reactions And explain how
he resulting products differ from the original minerdl '`.

4.01 Define a mature soil and explain its formation as exhibited by various
horizons

4.02 Demonstrate some of the chemical and physical properties of soil
4.03 Describe several ways that peoNe's activities accelers4 soil erosion

,

I.
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5. helearner w IkknoW that
weer moves ihrOugh as .
well qui' oVer the kaptli- as.
Dart of the hidrqlogic gyele

)11,

s.

6..The learner will kno 'w!Nclt

gravity ifioves weatheied
material to 'lower eleva-
tions and ultimately, to 'sea
level throug,h the media-of

. water, wind, and icec,

A

7...The. learner will obtain a .

underStanding of the
thkeof,yof. plate tectonies

8. The learner will knowthat
metamorphic rocks are
.prOdUced by tectonisc and
igneous processeS .

9,, The learner will know that
Aandforins are the, result of ,

geologic 'processes acting
over long periods of' time.

10. ,The learner will know that
-our present understanding

, of.geologic history is based,
' in Tart, on the theoty 'of

Unitormitarianism-

4

.

le

%clOnc01.,, . .1
.

541 Discribe the, baStc strticture'of water' tables and related features such as
sPringsJakei, 'and swampi .

.'5.62 how Water moVair drrougb theeIrth and d'escrteihe basic'concopt
.uf permeability, ' .

5.01-txplain.the resUlts of pumPing and overpurlping an ordInary.water welt
5,04' Explain.h.ow.ordinary and,blirrier island artesian systems oPerate.(Bauler
. Island artesian iYitems deVelop on th Outer Banks .,pf North Carplink

where the freshwater table is surrounded by salt, Water.) .

,

6.01 Giveseveral Oivimples of.s.ravily moving.material dloWnhill A

6.02,.D*Frlbe ways in Which limning Watei moVes Material downhill'
6.03 Dtscribe and illusfrate Stream features and erosion 1:rocesses in youthful,

., mature, Rld age and rejoyinated Streams ,
.;.6.04 Describe severareatures and'processes'related tO"wind erosion,
6,Q5 Describe seVeral features and processeil relaredlo glacial eroiion
6.06. Explain hos,V depositeof material refleolhe conditions under which they'

were depo,sited
6.07 Dektibe how sedimentary rocks are foimed by compaction'andxementa.

4 tion of sediMent . . .

6,08 Explain yam! give examples of, sjveral landforms formed by depositional'.
it processes . -1.

6.99 Recognize several common types of 'sidimentarottock
6.10 Explain several processes by Which foasils.are preserved in sediments or ,

. sedimentary rocks
6,11 Relate a Koup of fossils to tlie ancient gommunitY enVironnient it

-
represents

7A1 Explaiii the ptrincipal evidence 'for tectonics
7.02 Describe-several ways in which. rocks, responds to deformational forces
7.03 ShoW that. moticin along .faults produces earthquaker an4Apaliain the

earthquakes' effect .on people's activities ;
7.04 Describe at least two types of folkis (anticlines and synclines) ;nd explain

ow rockwsspond tp streas4bY folding
7,05 Describe the characteristics of landforms cr,eated, by tectonic activity

.te

ev0i 4eco.gnize ?everal common types of metamorPhic rocks'
8.02 Explain the basic changes that take.place during metamorphism of a'rock

arWtliStingUish between contactand regional processes.
B.03 Explain how the procegs ormetamOrphism fits into the rockcycle

9,01 pplain ihe"generttl difference between youthful, inatur%i) and old age land-
forms . ,

9.02 Vescribe several cornition landforms-caused by various geologic processes
9.03 Oescribe some Ways in which people's activities are affected by landforrns

10.01 Explain that geologic tiMe isineasured by means of events *,

10.02. Explain the basic rules dn whkhAlie'relative ordering of geologic events is
.based

, ,

10.03 Explain,ln simpletiiirs;*# radioactiVte dec4."Can be used to deterMine
. .. .,.

the age of roeks
19.04 aplain- him a geolOgic time scale is developed using relative and absolute,

-:ordering of events 40
. ,

I% !

e earner wi
and fossil

retords reflect an orderly..
sequence of geological land'
biological eventS in eatth,
history , a.

Astronomy. .,
1. 'The learner will be farniliar

with the major bodies 'of
the solar. system

2. The learner will under-
stand that the shin is the
center of the solar system .

eastern United States
.11.02 Desscribe general evidence for the orderly development of life forms in the

gedlagic record ror

Ti.ti3,,aplain how people are Yretent. and perhaps; temporary figures In earth'
h'iitory

,

ologic---history_. of _the.

1.01 Naos the major bodies of the solar system
1.q2 List,similarities dn'd differences among the planets

Identify the earth:s ,position among the planets

2.01 Dra r construct a model of .the solar system
.2.02! Diagrèjn. the basic structure of the sun

(1.

.
6

. .
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'3. The learner will haVe a
basic understanaing, of
stars *0 galaiies

Space fXploratiort

1. The learner will knOW. the
principal events in the
history of' space explora-,
tion

z. The learner will know the
basic principles on which'
lockets operate

31 The learner will' know that
Certain physical potinciples
control ekape from the ,

earth into .space,

4. The 'learner kill know that
satellites can be applied to
various uses for our bene-
fits

5. The learner wilt know that
deep space, probes can.send
information about planets
nd other bodies back to

I

rner will know the
,problems and

ernents involved in
ed expleation

. 44"

dos 'Resources
arid Envirorrrnent

A

I

1. The learner will know that
the earth is a closed system
in 'space with irnited re-
sources1

,
*

2. The learner will know, that
the .earth's environment is
fragile and easily damaged

*3.101
'3.02
3.03

,

Explain ikw stars are located on'the celestial. sphere-
,

Explain how energy is produced in slam. (fusion) 4

State characteristics of the 'various types of galaxii's
Make h diagram or construct a model of the Milky W4y galaxii showing
.thqk lgcatiors of our solar system

,

.

. ,

. . .
1.01' Describe several m* afor. events in tht history of space travel
1.02 Explain seloral Airoblems encountered in space exploration aid tell hoW

they were iolved

'2.01
2.02

Describe the operation of the physical laws under which rockets furtction
Exlainsimilrities and differences between solid and liquid fueled rockets

3.61 Explain how escape welocity is related to the iturth's gravity
3.02 .Explain how a satellite "falls:' around the earth in- an orbit

4

4.Q1 Explain several ways ih which satellites nay'lpe applied.to the studY of the
earth, including weather and, land resousces ,
Explain -how satellites may be used for communication

5.01 Exprain several advantages and disadvantages of. sp.ace probes as opposed
to Manned exploration

5.02" Recount §eVeral historical space probes arid their accomplishments

6.01 Describe the maje,r events in manned space' exploration
6.02 Explain the problems invoked in,supporting life in space
6.03 Recount several of the discoveries rnade during the manned exploration.of'

the moon
6.04 Describe some uf the'.problems being investigated in manned- orbital

laboratories -

s I

1.01 Explain smile of the problems invol d in population groWth on tilt earth
1.02 Describe several effects of the overuse of the earth's renewable and non-. .

renewable resources
1.03 Describe several ways that people can minimize the depletion of the earth's

resourCes

2.01 Describe the environment in terins of interrelated earth, air, and water
.systems

2,02 Desceibe several environmental Pioblems and suggest possible solutions

3. The learner will know that 3,01 Describe several problems which. co'Uld destroy the earth as an environ-,-the hrth as a-h6me forpeo- ment for people
' ple depends on their actions ;3.02 Describe several changes in. people's behavior whith could improve life's

. ,

,EART,14 SCIENCE/ATTITUDES
chances forssurvival in the.future

, .

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
s,

Qrades 7-12
.s1

,

1. The learner will de,yelop 'a
. positive attitude.toward the

contribtiti'ons of science
and teChnology in shapiris
the world adversey; well

beneficial.effects
f°, r

t

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
fach indicator is one of many which ran assess a student's periormance.

Others may be used. if they are more arpropriatti forthe learner.
.

- ,-1.

.,.
. ,1.01Examine a variety oF viewpoints on controversial issues (relatedlto scienCe

and technology) and_fortn and expresS opinions about them when given op-
portunities through dicussion, special assigntnents, independent study,

, ,,..

1.02 Displo an open and analytical m ind in exattiAning' and discussing issues,"
which invite a variety of opinions . . . \

p. .206 ,2 0 ;;,/,



'..Scienca

2. The learner will develop's
positive attitude toward the'
.role of science helping
people" ineet their - respon-

. sibilities- to society

3. The learner will develop,a
positive attitude toward the
need for cirsertration;
preservation; and wise use
of natural resources

4. The learner will enjoy scir,
erttific activity

5. Thejeainer will desifelop a
positive attitude toward the
use of scientific inquiiy as a
.way of thinking and eval-
uating all human -activity

-

b. The learner will accept that
uncertainties underlie
many of the 'so-called laws
of science

7. The learner will ditelop
appreciation for the his-
torical background of sd-
ehce

101 txpress a realization that scientific knowledge is'essential lo the welfare'ot
our society which i.so Complex and dependent upon science

2.02 Display an awareness that science is a process invented by people to solve
human problems

3.01 Show, by action and thought, the need for peopA to conserve, preserve; and
make wise use of ,natuiaJ reSouToes

'3.02 Answer qtiestions more positively than negatively when given a Survey

questionnaire related' to conservation, preservation, and wise use of-natural

resources

4.01, Enjoy the challenge of formulating tileories to explain observations
, 4.02 Show enthusiasm and interest when put into laboratory situations

. 4.03 D4ley enthusiasm Mr solving problems using experimental methods

5.01 Make interpretations of observations and data obtained from rkperiments
5.02e Wmonstrate critical thinking and the use of scientific inquiry when given a

scientific problem

6,01 Accept, through action and verbal expression, the fact that
.

the so-citled

laws of science are not absolute
6,02 Express empathy for the uncertainties associated with the so-called-lawi of

science through discussion, debates, and experimentation
. ,

7:01 Show appreciation for the value of understanding the historical back-
-ground of science *

7.02 D.emonstrate an appreciation for the historical background of science. Ap- -

preciation will be evident when 'the learner in oe outside the classroom-
through his/her habits and questions asked . ,

7.03 Display appreciation for the historical background of science when study-

ing about the contributions made.to thifield orscience by scientists of the

past and pre;ent -
r

,

EARTH SCIENCE/PROCESS 'SKILLS

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
ft

PERFORMANCE INIAJATORS
Each indicator is one of many which ran assess a student'S performance.

Others may be.used if they are more app.iopriate for the learner'.

Grades 7-9
1. The, learner will demon-

strate the ability to observe

6 (observing involbes using one
or more of .the' senSes in per-
ceining .propPrties or similari-
ties. and differences in objects
and events,/ (Mservations can
be inade, Airectly with the
senses or'indirectly through the
use or simple or complex in:-
straments. Obsertigtions are in-
fluenced by the previous ex-
perience of the observer.)

2. The irarner will demon-
strete the ability to classify

,

atisilyhit invotvég the soft-
inx or ordering of objects or
events according to their i'iropip
er4es 'or nitpilarities and differ-
ences. ClasSification is based on
observational relationships
which exist between' oPkas of
events.)

. 1.01 Ideotify the similarities and/or differences, using the senses, when given a
collection of objects or concepts

.
2.01 Classify a group of. objects or concepts according to their various proper-

: ties .
, . ; .

111-.
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;4

I.

Vhe .leirder will :denvcir,
strete the ability ,to use
'nittnbers

(I./sing nurabers is a means of . .

quantifying meaeurements or
Amparisons, Numbers are
neede d to .manipulate *OW

. suNtnents!lo. order, and classi-
fy objects.)

4. The learner Will, demon-
strate the ,ability to corn-

' municate

'- (Communicating involves the
transmission of observable
data.,Examples Of communica-
tion media are spoken or writ-
ten' ;Words; ; graphs, draWings; ,

:; diagrams, maps, and mat he7 4
matical vitiations. Such skills'.
as asking questions, discuss-
ing,.explaining, reporting, and,
outlining Can 'aid the develop-
.ment: of communication skills.)

5. The learnqr will demon; .

strate the ability tomeasure .
(M(suring is the ordering. 4.
things by Magnittide such as
area, length, volume, and,m-ass.
Measuring- helps quantify ob-
servations. The process can.in-
volve the use of instruments
and the skills needed to effec-
tively use them.)

6. The 'learner will 'demon-
strate th e. ability to predicta-
.(PLedkting ilfvolve s. suggest-

.. inrwhat will occur in the fu-
.11 ture, Predictions are based on

observations, measuremegts,
and inferences about relation-

. ships boween or among ob-
served variables. Prediction is
speculation of what will hap, '"
pen,based on past experieitces.
Accuracy of a prediction is
closWy ahfect;c1 by the accu-
vary or't e obbervateOrt)

7. _The learner win demon-
".strate,the ability eto use

swe/time relations

(thing space/time relatioiii
means describing the'spatial re-
lationShips of objects and their
change with cimel Examples of,
this priwees Skill 'are motion,
directiOn and spatial-arrange-
ment, symmetry, an4 shqpes.)

111'
1

Science:

;1.01 Perform computations Iniolvin wildle,mtbers and common and decimikt .

,

.

'fractiono when Etiven a proWem\ ' '. .-, , " ,'
. ,',

, 1
$.4,01 ecord observed information from science experiences in sim'ple, clear .

. abular, form
4

, . ,

5.01 Measure withi,n a given degree of accuracy when given appropriate.- ,. ,measurerhent instruments , t . ,

q

6.0,1 Make predictions based on collected data

445,

701' Describe . spatial relationships .,and .their change with time (shapes, Ch-
rectiory spatial arrangemehts, motion Aid apeed1 symmetry, and rate of
chahge) when confronted with.pituations 'involving position of objects
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'The earner will dvmp,,
strate the abtlIty to .infer

t.- f

(InForIng involves the use of
clogic to make conclusions frOm

set:tuitions. Inferring sug .
gests exPlanations, reasons, or

. cause for evil/its. In fereFes are
.based on judgment andarvot
altvays

9: The learner will de on...
strate the abilitj? ,to
terpret.data

. (Interpreting .data is a c'om-
nlevi.kill inVolving many of
the other process 'skills. It in-
volves making predictions, in-
ferencqs, and hypotheses from
'a set of data, Interpretations
may need revision wilen addi-
tional,data are obtained.)

;Science

,01 infer what.the'.results of an investigation mean

.0,1State' logicakonclusions when given a 5,efllection of data

10.. The learner will demon-
strate the ability io control
variables

(COntrolling variables is the
managing of the conditions or
factors in an experiment. Un-
less the variaMes of an expert-
menkcan t)é" carefully regulat-
ed, the results of the experi-
ment are not reliqble:)

1.

11 The ltrier dern6n-
strate the ability to'ilefine
operationally

(Defining operationally is stat-
iu definitions .in working
terms. Such definitions limit
the meaning of ti territ to "what
is done" and "what is ob-
served," Example of a work.:
ing definition: A dry cell, thhen
properly connected with -.two
wires and atqight bulb,. ionl
cause the bulb to glow.)

A

10.01 ,Identify ygrIabfes and use proper controls:when given appropriate materials-
and an everiment.

..

11.01 State working definitions of scientific expreisions au
temperature Need upon past learning expsriences

,

as gravity, heat, and:

strate thg ability to farm-.
late hypotheses , .

,,(Formulating hypotheses .
volves forming a generaliza-
tion question based oe.obser-
'tuitions. The hypothesis 10,0
problem to bi solve" through
using other prows skills, es-
.pecially experimenting. Qua-
tions, inferences, and predic-
tions can lead to the formatiori
of a hypothesis. The hypo-
thesis must bi tested...if its
4'redibilitris to be istablished,)

"Forin

,i



13. The learnet will dernon7::.
strata the ability to ex-;
periment

. 1,3.014, Deargn a4c1 carry. out a ;Ncientific inVestigatlo0' üsig n1fic tproblern
.and..appropriete Materials. , ." t.

, .

(Experimenting involvea test-
ing o hypothesis under con-,,,
trolled canditions in which
variable. are limited. Experi-:
menting.is basic to the total sci-
entific process and uses all of
the other process skills.)

.14. The learner' will denion-
strate the ability- to formu-
late models

.4 SO
11

A a

14 .01 Formulate a mental or _Rhysi,ca.l.,Mpdel toAtpi;)exrplain 'certain concepts,.
principles, or ideas( stiCh as a.'folar getilosic time

' rf ' , ' ' 0. r

(Forinulkiting modeb a use-
Val Way of describing and cx- 0

plain,ing interielationshifis
...ideas. A model can be a men-
*tdl physical, or verbal repre-
ientation of fan idea. Models,
represert what we know about
an idea Or concept and are 'con-.
stantly changing aanew Nata
are obtained.)

1

r )

EARTI,I SCIENCE/MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

.COMPETE*Y GOAL(S).

Grades K-12.-

.-
'PERFORMANCE INPI, TORS

EaCh indicator is one of many which cal n.iieSess'astudent's performance.
Othets may be Uired if theY are mOcatappropriat for the learner:

f I 4

1. The 'learner will demon-
strate skill in the use of
instruments'.

2. The .learner will demon-
strate skill in how to care
for jnstruments

3. The learner will develop
skill in constructing simple
equipment

PHYSICAL SCIENCE

Demonstrate.the pro_per use of aletiOrellorytinstrtiment appropriate far,thw,
ptudent's grade level or' course....."

2.01 Demonstrate proper care of laboratory instruments when using and stor-
.' t

. ,
irig them

3.01 Construct simple equipment, models '',. and exhibits using mate,rials arid
supplies, appropriate for the student's grade4evel or course

.

comPETE4C-Y-GOAL(5)--

Gr4deti 84; *,

1ntroductioft to Phyekcal Stience

i. The learner will under-._

stand thatselence Can be
defined in Many', ways

2, The learner, will under-
stand that science, can be
subdMded.into many arees

3. 1$6 learner Will under-
etand the iMportance cif Us-
ing a scientific method as'it
why of solvieg many
,everyday problems

PERFORMANCtlAbICATORS .

Each indicator isbne-of many which can aseMy ayudent's performance.
Others may be used if they are more apprOtiate for the learner.

" +At "
.

';)
.1 'WI' 41 '

. L-"'1

yOl 15efine science in more than one'W,ay 1.

i

2.01 1.1st and define' sometof the brOac(areae.of.science. ,

3.01. List majdt steps of a 'scientific method
3,02 Demegistrate the abiliry to apply,i., scientific method

perimental problem '
;

210

in aolying an 'ex-



.
4, learner will under-

stand that ecienee depends'
on accurate.measurement,

. ;

The Atom
e

1

The learner under-
. Stand that all matter, is
comPosed of basic units

. called atomst which can be
described by theif. proper-
ties

2. The: learner vilJ under-
stand the general' atomic
'structure of matter

iv

3. "The learner, will und4- ,
stand that each element citi
hlve forms that differ only
by atomic weight (These

jorms are called iscitopes,)

4. (The learner will under-
stand that some elements
which are radioactive .un-
dergo spontaneOus break-
ing up of their atoms

5. The learner will under-
stand the process'es of nu-
clear fission and-fusion

,i !..;

.6. The learner win under-
stand that nuclear reactor'

. can produce useful energy

7. The learner will under-..,.
stand usefurapPlications.of
radioaetiye isotopes

8. The learner will-,,pnderl,
stand the necessity for.,pro- .
tectIon*ainst radiation ,

'inorganic Ch4nistry

1. The learner will under-4
'stand that the periodiC
chari of 'elements is based

's ::on. properties that periodi-
cally occur- throughout the
sequence of elements

.. The leainer will under-
stand that chemical proper-

. ties of "an element are de-
terinitted by. the electron,
configuration of its atoms

3.',The'leartier wilr under,
stand that the .cheniical ac:-
tivity of an element de-
pends On Its ability to lose,
gain, or share elections

1'
4,0i Demonstrate a knowledge of the basic unita kf ieggth, mass; volume, And

temperature in the 'SI metric fiyateT when given measurement problems
4,02 Demonatrate an understanding of instrumpt sensitivity, parallag,;iind

' judgment errors which. can isesuli in, inaccurate measurement when giyen.a
ruler and a MeasureMent prpblem

r

1,01 Describe properties of each statetof matte and inclicate how they Are
' interrelatecl

1:02qXplain the law of conservation of-matter i writing and give specific ex-
amples -

,
,

103 'Demonstrate that all matter occupies space d .has weight

',. .

2.01 Draw ot construh models of elements shilii4ing:electron,:prOlon, and neu-
, tron pcksitions And give names of 'some common elements ,

2.02 Compare the prop,erties of common elpments when given several example's

3.011DraW a modei illusbating differences bet-ween the'coMmon atom of an ele-
.
.. ment and its isotope(s) w-hentiven the name of a common element And ap.

propriate data. .

4.01 Explain three wayS radiation is detected lionization, scintillatiOn, 'and
photography) ,

5.01 Compare and contrast :the concepts of n,uclear fission and fasion

-
6.01.bijcuss the general principles and components of a nuclear
6,Q2 pebatelhe pros and cons of nuclear-power

7.01 List useful applications of radioactive isotopes in areas such
medicine, and agriculture

reactor

as industry,

8.01 1-ist three factors in protecting oneself. Ham exposure to radiation (i.e.,
time, distance, intensity)

1.01 Correctly identify the major characteristics of selected elements when
given a periodic chart

1.02 [Describe the general 'arrangement of the periodic table such as families, t

periOds, and, activity

2,01 Draw atoms withcirOper electron copfigurations;when giyen a list of,cdrpr
mmoelements an a periodic chart

3,01 Indicate elements which will displace other elements involved in a chemical\
reaction when giyen the electrochernical series

tx,

2 t
.4.
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4: The leatnit,' will wider-
stand that .ccin'tpounds con-

. sist, o tWo,',dr" more ele- t.
nients ch 'Ically united ..

.. ,.v,s./hde ,mix 'tea are two or
mOve su t#nces that 'are
note chemkally united ,

.1,. .

.The
.

leitrutiv.f.`041l under-
, ,

,stanct that cfrernital re-
,ia,ctions 'occtir vyhen two or
mor4. eleine0,ts or com-
pounds interaCt and form
one. ,or,:liapi* nett ,sub- ,

standes.,i,.'
,. . .,,

./ ,

The learneer '141 undei-
Al`slan i(d , valence is the

combininCCaphiCity of_ ari
atom and ts.detert-Ained by "
the numbet Of'ilectrons it
sains, loseS; dr...shares in a
chemicalyeattiOn

, ,

The learner Ifl under-
stand thatChe0Cal sym-

formulas,.. and equi-
tions-afe shdet-hatid meth-
ods or representing ele-
mente and cor464nds'and
theit

8. The'. learner. will .under-
-41-tand that chethk al. com-

pouhds are cias,sified into
groups according.t'Oicertain
properties., .

9. The leacner' with under.:
stand that cheMitial re-
actions involVe...the loss,
gain,. or, shari4,.
trons'1)yhelemerlis

10: The learner
stand that chernieal, re:
ductiomis an impOrtant re-
action inurifyihg,nietals

11. The learher will .under-
stand how solutions, differ
from .nonso1ution0:.".
'

Organic Chemistry

L The leather will!iiinder-
f

stand tharOrganic
try is bOicallythe 'study of
carbon iar0.1tS Compounds

1 4.
2. The: le...viffte't' VviiP'utideer'-

'.' stand thit the major source
hy rocarhon ,com-

pouncls'Is. the regiains Of ,

.prehistork plants!,,and ani-
mals

I.' X.'

Silence n't

; .

4,01 Identify, compounds, Mixtures; and*elements'when given a list incluclin

4.

,

some offall
4.02 Ltst two ways eompotwds slifferfrotn mixtures

fr

8.01 Mite several examples of chemical reactions

6.01 Determine, the valenCe(i) dl ea4i elem'eht When given the periodic chart
ahd aiist of commbn elements r :

7.01 List-correct symbols and/or iorintilas when given name's of commtin
merits and 'compounds

7.02 Mite simple chemical reactions using symbols and formulas

104

8.01 List' basic characteristics of acidS, bases, and salts, and give examples'of
eacti group

9.01 Define cherhical Oxidation amd reduction and illustrate the process using a
simple reaction equation

10,01 Give examples of how reduction is used in purifying metals

11.01 List the charatteristics xit f a solution and a nonsolution
11.04 Explain how to .0esilar a test for dremining a true solution from a \

6 -- r

1.01 List examples of common organic compounds,:

'
,

Destribehow coal, petrokum, bnci natural gas are believed to haVekrine

212.
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1

3. 'the leainer.' will under-
rand that. naturally dc-,
ciarting organic cOm-t
pounds 'can. be altered to
fOrn# afferent and new
'compounds .

4..The learner will' uneler-
stand that rubber is.,an or-
ganic compound *ard. can
be synthesized

.5. The learner will under-
stand that fiberS con be
eynthesized (Made) froim
organic' hompouticis

,

.6. The 'learner will under-
stand the importance of
plastics ourionodern.
society

.1

7. The learner will- .under:-
..

'stand that life processes in-
,volve complex chen\ical

reactions L.
Mechanics #

1 The learner, will under-
stand that the study of
mec nics requires some
kno ledge of measbre-
m t

. Science
. pb-

3,01 Identify the processes
metihtion .as ways of

,2. The learner wit under-
. stand that quantities can

have both magnittkle and

r. 3.- The learner will under-
stand that work ;is per
formed when a force is ex-
erted through a distance

.

4. The learner will-la-14r-
, stand that energy is the

ability to do work
'"

S.

5. Tfie leainer-

of hydrogenation cracking, al Ylation, ansii poly,
altering organic. compounds .

,

4.01 Describe how natural.letex rAly Tubber) can beicoaOlated and vulcanieed

.

3

5.01 Describe how' fibers can be Madelthrough the process of polymerization
. .

1

6.01 List the basic source pf raw materialefor making plastics
6.02 -List ways plastics are) ortant to 'our society

7,01:Describe the general:.process Of photosyrithesis
7.02.1Dekribe the general chemical process of .food-digestion in animals

tt .

1.01 , Identi four basic units of the metric system of.measurement

2.01 Identify vector and scalar quantities when. gh'ten a listiof boll, vectors and
scalars

2.02 'Solve problems with interacting yectors .4 using the graphing method
, .

3.01 Identify work and, nonwork situations when given a list of examples

.

4.01. Distinguish between potential and kinetic energy ,
4.02 List different kinds of energy 9uch as chemical, heat, electrical, mechahical;

etc., ivith examples of each
4.03: Demonstrate knowledge of energy sources, their !imitations (finiteness),

.and how'individuals can conserve Tergy #.1

a simplem1tc4na12
Demonstrate how the rate of work may 'Yary in a giv simpie5paratusstandathat power is the rate

at which work is done

6. The learner Will under-.
stand that maChines art de-
vices that assist in. joing
work

7.. The learner will under-,
'stand that motion ut an ob-
jectsan be described by .its
velocity 'anpl/or accelera-
tion

,

6.01 Drawlix,simple machines
. 6,02 4Demonstrate how simple machines do work

6.0. Calculate the*echenical 'advantage when given 'Machine problems'

7.01 Calciliate the velocity of a moving object when,given a simple word prob.;
lem

7.02 Determine die acceleration cif an object when given a simple word problem
7.03 Ufa common examples of Newton s three laws of niotion

213
-"fm.
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4.

. 8. The learner'TviII under-
stand that gravitational ,

force is a function, Of' the
mass of objects andfthe dis-
tance between -them

.9. The learner will under,
stand that centripetal force
acts on objects moving ig a,

? circle
, ,

10, The learner: Will -under-
stand 'that fluids have
weight and exert pressure

1 'The. learner will under-'I stana 'tnat pressure ap-
plied on a confined liquid is
transmitted equally and in
every direction .

12. The learner will under-
stand that density and
specific gravity are- based
On disCoyeries of Archi-
medes-

13. The learner will under-_.
stand that Bernoulli's prin;
tip e eXp a s ow.... t
provided to awaiiplane

Electricity und Magnetism'

1.- The learner will under--
stand that static electricity
'results from an,.act,
cumulation of excess elec-
Irons or prOtons on a non-.
conductor

2. The learner will"uficler-
stand that magnetism' is
cause& by similar orienta-
tion Of 'atoms within cer-

.tain metallic elements

3. The learner will under-
_stand that electric motors
and generators are-baaed_on

.-discoveries, by Oersted and
Faraday

4. The learner will underL
stand that measuring elec-
trital current involves the

, 7units of presSure, current,
and resistance ,

5 The learner- will 'under-
stand that 'Ohm's lavci is a
mathematical statement of
the relationship between
pressure, resistance,. and.
current-

.1 I

4,01-

8.03

Selence
, ....,..., .

-Describe the,contributiOns that Galileo. and Newton, made.tothe.tander-; .,

standing of .gravity - . .
..

Describelhe changes ingravitationalforceacting on tWoobjecti as-the dia.-
tance,hetWeen them iS changed . .. .

, .

Descrilie the ,chan'ges in gravitational 'forceacting..on twrobjects As the.
mass 'of one,object..increases, wAtt.distance'between them remaining the

. .

same : -..

9.01 Demonitrate. centripetal force -when given appropriate materials

.
10.01 Describe fluid pressure
10.02 Identify instruments which are used to measure pressurewhen.given a list

, of instruments

11.01 Define Pascal'6 law .
11.02 State practical uSes of Pascal's law" ta

4

12.01 Determinelhe density-of akommon objecewnen given'a balance, weights,
" and appr.opriete ineaSuring instruMents

.A

13.01 Demonstrate how lift,is produced on an airfoil when given a model air-
Plane or ea diagram of an airplane

,00!

A.

.. .

1.01'
.
I dentify the interaction of two oppositely charged objects With respect to ".
attracrion or repulsion ., , i .

1.02 Identify conductors and in.s,ulators.,(nonconcluctors) when given a list of,
common objects

A

t,
- .

2.01 Demonstrate the pattern Of magnetic lines 9f force when given a bar mag
net and iron filings .

.

1.02. Div.; a model showing the correct orientation'of atoms in a magnet

4

3.01 Demonstrate that a wire carrying an electric current produces a magnetic
field when given wire, batteyy, and a coMpass . .

3.02 Demonstrate that_a_curtentis_produced in_a conductor_passing thrpitg
magnetic field when given a bar magnet; 'wire, ana_ a compass .

,

tt

4.01 'Explain, in writing or with diagrams, how increasing the voltage in.a,cir-
. curt.will affect the amperage

4.02 IdentifY the circuit with the .lowest current flow when given diagrams of
four circuits With only the resistance varying ,, A

5.01 Solve for any one variable using Ohm's law when given a word problern
with variables of voltage, ohms, and amperage

9
,t)

'4
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6 The feigner .Will'.4nde
. stand 'that the total circu t

. voltage, of sevioal con-
nec ted cells depends. on
Whether they atejoined in
series or parallel

1. The learner will u er-
.thett electrical

tdtits can be contr011ed an
, altered ..witk diffedentille:

vices-

8: The leArner will under-
stated that Chemical 'ret
actiofis can produce elec- $
tricity and vice versa-

9. The learner will under- i
'Stand ,ttiat 'electric powir is
the rate at which electrical
energy is consumed

, .

10. Ihe learner will under- '
. stand that electrical energy

can be converted Into heat
andlight

11. The -learner will under-
stAPd that" fuelq 'are

t. finite and energy conserva-

,;.134ence .

.

6,01,,COmputewthe voltage when cells are connected in parallt or in series when
given wire, three dry cells, and a Voltmeter.

-:

7,01 Name and explain the function of three devices used to gontrol and alter
electri,ity such as rectifiers, transformers,-.etc.

.

,

8.01 Qive a simPle explanatiortof a voltaic cell .

8.02 Demonstrate which solutions will Conduct electricity-when given solutions.
of elktrolytes and nonelectrolytes and a conducting apparatus

8.03 Identify practical uses of chefnkal reactions which occur in such devices as
the dry cell, car battery, etc.

9.01 Determine the number of kilowatt-hours consumed when given adiagram
of .the dial(s) on an electric meter .

9.02. Calculate the cott-of electrical.energy,when given the kilowatt-hOur rates .

and electric Ineter readings at the first of two consecutive months .-

1

19.01 List common electrical devices that convertelectrical energy intaleat and
light energy

'List five ways of conserving electrical and heat energy in a home,,business;
r s hool c,

tion is essential

Wave,Phenornena:
. .

The learner . will 'under-,.
stand that energy.is trans--
mined by means of wave

. motion

2. The leamer will under-
stand that Sound waves are
ptoduced by vibrating mat-
ter and must travel through

. some phsjsical medium \
3. The learner will 'under-

stand that light .exhibits
both wave and particle
proper ties

.

Heat

1. The learner. will under-
stand the nature of heat

The learner will ilunder-
. stand that heat energy. con

be nieasureit

3. The learner will 'under-
stand thst heat. can be
transferred from one ob-
Oct to another by . three
.processes

1.01 List the characteristiCs of transverse and longitudinal waves
1,0Z Describe the electromagnetic spectrum and its components

.

2.01 State how sound waves are produced and list their bask characteristics
,

J.

3.01. Describe light reflection and refraction
. 3,0.2 .Illustrate, with diagrams Or iihysjcal models, the effects cOniave and con-,

vex lenses have on light
3.03 List an example of light acting as a wave ot.. a particle

-

.1.01 Describe heat as k form of energy.4whiCh can be harnessed to do useful work
1.02 Describe in writing the difference betrken heat anti. teniperature

2.01 Define a calone and use it in calculating simple heat problems
2.02 Determine the amount cif heat involved when given a measured'amount of

-. warm water and a thermometer

3.01 Identify conduction, convection, or radiation when given a list cdhtaining
examples of heat transfer

t 4.

c)

",



4. The Varner will, under-
stand that 'when matter
changes from one state to
another, energy .is trans-,
fefred

5. The learner will twder-
stand and be able to work
specific heat .problems,

The learneN Will 'under-
stind that exfmnsion and
contraction of an object de-.
pend upon the amount of
heat. added or taken away
and the type and state of
'the object

iier

7. The learner will under-
stand that the yolume of%
given gas is a function of .

temperature and presfure

8. The learner will pnder-
stand that matter has some

. unusual properties when
its temperature is near ab-
solute zerb

9. The learner will unde
.stand that heat engines
con vert=hea-tenergy i n to
mechanical energy

Sdire

pefinelevaporetion, and condensatia'a and indicate 'if energy l absorbed or-
given off for each process' '

O Definr heat of aporizatioh and heat cit fusion,P S

*

5.01 Determine the heat required to increase the temperature of an object by a
gAn number of degrees.when given the sPecific heat and masa of .an ob-

. ject .

. .

'6.01 List major variables in determining linear expansion of an object'sucKas an
aluminum rod

-7.01 State the effects of increasing the pressure. on the. volume of. a gas
7.02 State' the effects of increasing the temperature' on the volume of' a gas

8.01 Describe, in writing, the behavioi of mellecules near absolute .ternpeyature.

9.01 List examples of modern heat engines used in transportation and describe
relative efficiencies of each ,

PHYSICAL SCINCE/ATTITUDES

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

k.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
-Each indicator is one df many tvhich can assess a student's performance.

Others may be usedif they are more appropriate for the learner.

Grades 7-12 ,

1., The learner will develop a
positive attituditoward the

.contributi6ns of science
s. and technology in shaping

the world adverse as well
as beneficial, effec6

e earner wi eve op a
positive attitude toward the ,

role of science -in helping
people meet their respon-
sibilities to society

3. The learner will develop a
positive attitude toward the
need for conservation,
preServation, and wise use'
of natural resourceS

4. The learner will enjoy
scientific aCtivity

1.01 Examine a variety of.viewpoints on controversial issues (related to science
and technology) and form and express opiniohs abbut them when givefl
opportunities through discussion, special assignments, independent study,
etc.

1.0-2 Display-an open ar;c1 analytical mind in examining and,clisctissing Issues
which invite a variety of opinions

2.01 hxpress a realizaiiori-tb-at sdenti kc knowledge is essential to `the welfare of
our,society which is so complex and dependent upon science

2.0,2 Display an awareness that science.is a process invented by people tb solv.e
human problems .

. .

3.01 Show, by action and tought, the n"lilee for people to conserve, preserv61
,

,

and make wise use of atural resources,
3.02 .Answer -questions moà,positiyely tham.negatively when giveg a survey

questionnaire related to clonseryation, preservation, and wise use of natural
resources .. ..

- ... _
.

4.01 Enjoy the challenge otf formulating theories to explain observations
4.02 Show enthusiasm and interest ,when put into laboratory situations
4.03 Display enthusiasm for solving problems using experimental pethods, ,

11 ,
,



- ktc.,

T.

-5.. The 'limner will develop.,a
'po4itive attitude'toward the.
use' of scientific inquity as,

way ,'of thinking and
yaluaring 4C, human ac-

. ,
6. The learner Will accept that

'uncertainties underlie
many of the so-lcalled laws'i

, of' science

.7. The learner will develop
appreciatidn tfor the his-fr

. torical. background 'of sci-
ence . 16,

..

1314,YSICAL -SCIENCE/PROcESS 'SKILLS

. Science- . I, ..
,_.? , , ..

5.01 Mike interpretatiorWof observ. ations and data obtainid frorh experiments
5.02 DeMonstrate crifIrcal thinking andlho,use of .sCieniific inquiry'when Oven

. a. scientifig groblem` . . .

r. . .4
. .i '

- %. 1.

6.01 Acce0t, throtigh_action and Verbal e*pression, Ihe fqct 11Yai the sefritálled
laws of science are not absolute .

6.02 EXpressenipathy for the uncertaircties asaskciated with the so%:c'alledlaws'of
0 scieiice through discussion, debates; and- experimentation 1 -,

, ( .,.. -

t=i .
r

to

, 7.01 Show wpreciMion for ,the,....itfrOf understanding the. .historical
' '-background a science

pemonstrate an appredation for thellistorical backgrollnd of science. Ap,
- predation will, be eyident when the learner is in or outside the classroom

through his/her habits and.cisestions asked
7.03 Display ahpreciation for the historical background of science when studt

ing about the cpritributions. made fo-,the field of science by scientists of t e. .

past and:present

(OMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of rnany which can assess a student's performance.
OthersAnay b.e usedAthey a're more aPprOpri'ate for th f leptner.

'GrAdes
1. Tire learner : will demon-

straie-c'the ability to .ob..
serve

.(Observing involves Using One
or more of the sAses
ceiving .properties o,r
ties and differences in objects

' and epents. Obiervations can
be made directly with the
senses or indirectly thrugh
the use of simple or complex
instruments. ObServations, are
influenced by the spretdous ex-
perience. of the observer.)

2.,.The learner will demon-.
istrate the ability .to classify

(Classifying involves-the sort-
ing or ordering of,objects or
eVents according to their prop-
vrties or similarities., and Wit.,
ferences. 41assification is
'based on 'observational-tells,:
tionships which exiirbetween
Objects or even ts)...

3...The learner :Will demon-0
4 strate the. ability tco Usti

numbers ,
0.

(Using numbers. is a means of
quantifying measurments or

.cornparisonS. ..Numbers re
neetied' to rnantiulate,,m
lurementii, to order, dnd
fy objects.).

.n.'

'1

,

1.01 IdentifYthe similarities and/or differences,.using the sensee,.when given a
collection of objectsoc, concep.ts

4,

\
.

2..q3 Classify a group or opjects or:.,concepts according to their various proper:,
.

e, ties. 1 i . ' ci:

,

3.0. Perform computations involving whole riUmbers and common anddecimil
fractions when 'given a -problem ,

.'

t> 5%

.

,;

re
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,.Tbe Aearner will ',demon-,
strat#' the ability.. to !cop.'
municate*.

(Communicating. involves the t,
transoitsion of observable,
data. xatitples of communi-
cationbytedia are 'spoken or '

written lp.ords, graphs, draw-.

ings cl agrams, man, :and
'mathematisal equatiOnit. Such
skills ati asking auestiorts, dis-4 .

cussing, explaining, report:
ing, ;and outfining-can, alit The,
development 'of cotnmunica-
.tion skills.)

4.01' Record obseryed itaformation from science expetiencei simple
tabular form

4:

4.

5. ,The lear-ner will demon-
strate the' ability to measure

(Measurittg is the Ord(ring of
things by magnitude such as
area, length-I volume, aild°'
mass, Measuring., helps- qurin-
tify observations. The prdcess
xan involve the, ae.,of instru-
ments artd the 'skills.needed tit
effectively use thern.) .

.

.°.tft:''The learner will. deman-.
itrate the Ai* to .piredict

-
(Predkting involves suggest-
ing whdt.will occu'p in the fu-
titre.. Prediction, dre based on
observtions nteasurements,
dnd inferenies abOut relation-
:ships...between or

Partidt;
ob-

speculattbn of what will ap-
served variables. redict is

pen based olt past experi- .
, eves. Aatcracy of a predic.
. tion iaolosely.affected by,the
Accuracy of the obiervation.).

-V, The' learner will demon- ,

. strate 'the ability . to use
space/tiine relations

..,
. (Using space/time relations

means describing the spatial
relationships, of object's. and
their change with time. 'Exam-
ples Of this process skill are
Inotion, direction and tspatial
'arrangement,. syrnetry, .and
shapes.) .,

.

8. The learner will* demon-
: :. r'strate the Ability to infer

(Inferring 'inTWhies ths wie of
logic to make hrwhisions from
bbseevatiorti: Infer'ring 'sag-
gettts eiplanations, reasons, or
cause Pr'eventcln ferences are
'based on judgment and are not
always valid:),

Ay.

.

,

5 01 Measure within a givAlegree of accur, acy.,
measurement instrumaats A

en given approprih

6.01 Make,Predictions,based on collected Adt.a
qt.

a

4.

4.

.

we

Destribe spatial rt latiqnships and their chanKe with time (shape, di-
. . . , ,

. rection, spatial arbengements, motion and speed, symmetry; ana Tate or,
change) when confronted' with.gituations involVing position of objects q

A.

1.0

8.01 Infer Am t'he results of an investigation ,rneary

I.

A

or
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Stienie

.9: The letirnO. will demon- . 9,01 State loaical,.aihcluatond 'when sheen oPdata
. ,

grate p. ability .to, Inter- '
pret data i

-I .1

(Interpreting data ii a, corn-
plex skilt involving many of
the, other process skills. It in-
vo4vps. Takin( predictionii, in-
ferences, and hypotheses from

. a .pet of data. Interpretations I
may need'revArion When addi- .
tionalaiata are obtained.) -

J.
10. The learner

.
will deni0A-

t strafe the ability to control
variables .:

, ..! .

(Controlling variables is the
manaiing the conditions or
factors in an experiment. LIA:.
.less theirariablis of an experi-, . . ,,.

ment can be carefully règulat-
ed, the results of thc experi- .

ment ail not reliable.)
< ,,, ,. ,- ,. .

11. The learner will demon- 11.01 State working definitions of scientific expressions such. as gravity'. heat,... . .
strate the ,ability to :define and temperature based upon( post learning experiences

10.01 identify variables and' usk proper controls- w14
materials and an experiment

,

/.

given appropriate

Operationally

- (Defining operatioolly is
stating definitioniin working
tenni'. Such definitions Iirnit
the meaning-Of a term to "what
is don< and "what is ob-
served.," Example of a work- .

ing definition; A dry .ce .
when groperly Connected with ,

.two wires and altg46 bulb, will
cause the bulb. to glow.)

12, The learner -will demon,:
#tiati the ability to fotmu-
late hypotheses

ft.,.ormuliting hypotheses in-,

volves forming a generaliza-..

tion question Aised< on Obser-
vattons." The hypothesis is a
problem to be solved through
using other process skills; es-
pecially experimenting. (Via-
thins, inferences, and predic-
tions can.lead to The formalion
of a hypothesis. The hypothe-
sis must be tested if its credi-
bilky is to be estatisked.). t

1). The ler/finer' will< -dem'on-
'straw the ability to 'ex-,
periment

(Experimenting involves test-s
ing a hypothesis under con-

, 'trolled conditions in which
variables are limited. Experi-

' meriting is basic to the total sci-s.
Ontifk process and uses all,of.
the other process skills I

12.01 Foimuldte one'or ntore hypotheses to explain experimental data

o

13.01 Design a nd carry out a scientific invutigation pair* a scientific problem
and appmpriate materiali

14
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14,..Th% le ,,arner- wilt demon: !

.'
stride. the ability' to formu-
lve models

(FormulatMg models is 4 use-
ful way of 'describing and ex-
plaining -interrelationships of
ideas. A model can I,e a men-
tal, physical, or verbal repre-
aentatjon of an idea. Models

0. represent what we know about
an idea or concept and are con-
stantly changing ad' new data

. are oPtairTed.)

PHYSICAL SCIENCE/MANIPULATIVE SKILLS

. '.0
1' Fotmulate a mental or phYsical ,model to help explain certain concepts,

principles, or ideas' suchtas a solar eclipse'or ge gic time . *

.

7

A

,

PERRAMANCEINDICATORS,
Competency goal(s) Euch indicator is one of many which can anus a student's. peiforinance.

\ Otheresmay be Used if they are more appropriat4or the learner:

Grades K-12
1. The learner will demon-

strate skill inkthe use of '
instruments

2. The learner Will demon-
strate skill in hpw to Care
for instruments

3. The learner, will develop
skill in constructing sim-
ple iquipment

,

t

4 BiaLocy

1.01 Demonstrate the proper use of a laboratory instrument appropriate for the
student's grade lever or course

2,01 Demonstrate proper care of laboratory instruments when using and,stimz
ing them ' 4

3.01 Construct simple equipment, models, and exhibits using minerials and
supplies appropriate for the student's trade level or course

COMPETENCY GOALM)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each. indicator is one of many which ca. n assess a stu-4nt's performance.
Othersonay be Used if they are more appropriate for t,he leorner.v

. Grades 10-42
The Scientific Backgroand

1. The "learner will have an
understanding of scientific
methods -

2. The learner wiAl have . an
understanding of the limi-
tátions of scienCe

,

1.01 Relate how scientific, methods of problem solving have been'used to ad-
vance scientific knowledge

1,02 Perforin laboratory e3cercises. according to scientific rnthods

2.04 Explain the limits of time, of experience, add of society on 'scientific
problem solving .when given an example of a -problem facing past genera-

; tions
2,02 Explain the limits of solving a proj)lem facing people of the past and pm-'

etit when given an example of. a/probleni
2.03 Discuss the benefits and drawbacks of society'sdependence on icience and

technology after a study of the limitations of science

The Noture of Life . .

1. ' he learuer will utker-
tand the ,components of
iology

2. The learner will under-,
stand the difference be-
tween living and non-

living things

116

e"-

1.01 Define biology as the, science of life
1.02 Name and define the major divisions of biology such as botany, zoology,

genetics, and bacteriology

2.01 List and discuss the characteristics of living and nonliving things

.
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,

3. Thit leairkr will unatr-
stand that life ts a chemi- ,

cal protead

;.4. .The learner will under:.
. Stand that the basic. unit of

living things is the cell .

,

The Continuity of Life'

1. The learner will under-
stand that living things re-
ceive charac*ristics from
the parent organism(s) `-

2..The learner will under-
stand that genes composed
of DNA are responsible for
inherited characteristics

3. The learner will under-
stand that organic variation
is significant

; 4. The learner will have an
understanding of the di-
versity of living things

Microbiology

1. The learner will have a
general understanding .of
'viruses and bacteria .

2. Th learner will under-
stanU the nature 'of proto-

, zoans

3. The learner will under-
stand the nature of fungi

4. The learner will under-
stand.the nature of algae

l

Multicejlular Plants

14. The learner will under,
41.# stand 4ehiIre of mostes

, and: fern&

2. The learner, will 'under-
. ttand the name of seed

Plants '

3. The learner will uhder-
stand the physiology of
plants

4. The learner will under-
Stand how plantskgrow and
reproduce

gelenca 0-.....,

3.01. plain majol cell processes tacit aa respiration, protein synthitsia; photo.-
synthesis,.ett. ".', .

.

teal' .4

4.01 Identify the 'basic unit (cell) Of which living things are composed
..

4.02 List common strqttures founa in all cells .
. 1 . . 1

4.03 Explain that cele ry in size, structure, and function .

4.04 Diagram ctIls 0 se ved in the laboratory (i.e., cheik, .onion, dodo,
..-

1401 Support the statement that living things receive their characteristics from*

II

the parent organism(s)

1.01 Recognizeihat chromosomes contain DNA
!2,02 State that each parent contributes \half of the chromosomes in sexual re-

Production when given enlaaged visuals of- the chromosomes,.sperm cells,
g cells, and bodY cells

2.03 Bliacusa why -offspring- are similar to or dissimilar from their penults

3.1 Explain the variances and their importance within a population \when
given an example of a population oise study

3,132 -Describe organic variation in relation to ,mutations

4.01 Devise several cliesification systems based on,similar characteristics when
gi'ven a list of well-known animals

4.

v.1.01 Label the major components of a virus and explain how the cornponents
funCtion

1.02 -Classify different types of bacteria by shaiae
1.03 Identify from a likt of familiar diseases those caused by viruses or bacteria
1.04 Explain several ways 'viruses and bacteria are used in industry and re-

search

2.01 Label.and describe the function of the major organelles of a typical proto-
zoan

2.02 Construct a food chain to show the important role of protozoans

. 3.03, List differences between fungi and green plants
3,02 Identify the specific roles of fungi such as mutualism, parasitism, and

commenkalism when given examples of types of fungi anci how they liVe
3,03 Explain that fungi are both helpful and harmful to people when given ex-

amples of hoW fungi affect people's lives

4.01 Explain that algaeare the most abundant (orm Of aquatic vegetation when
given the different kinds of algae and where they are found

4.02 List ways 'that algae are imp rtant to people

1.01 .Describe alternation of genetatios. when giventhe life cycle of mosses and
ferns-

1.02 Explain the imriortance of mosses and ferns to people

2.01 Identify, in typical seed plants, the major iltructures and their function
2.02 Describe the role and structure of a 'seed
2.03 Classify leaf and flower samples as monocots or dicots

3.01 List the various factors which affect conduction in a plant
3,0Z Explain the process and importance of photosynthesis

4.01 List ways that plants reproduce
4,02. Deso(ibe hoiv plants grow

.44;4
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'Invertebratest.

1,4The. learner wi under-
- stand the role,a re of

sponges

2, The learner Will 'undo.
stand tkie role and nature of;
rachates

,

3, ',The learner Will under-
stand the rple.and nature of
early foitins of bilateral

-symmetry.

4. The learner will under-
stand the role and natue 9f
molluiks

. 5. The learner will undetu
stand the role and' nature of

'annelids'

'6. The learner will under-
stand the role and nature of
arthropods .

7, The learner will under-
stand the role and nature of
echinoderms

Verfebrateo

1. The learner will under-
stand .the general' charac-
teristics of vertebrates

2. The learner will undek
stand the characteristiel
and .t nvironment of the
primitive vertebrates

,3. The learner will under-
stand the nature of fishes

4, The learner will under.
stand the nature of am-

5. The learner will under-
4; stand the nature of reptiles

0. The learner Will under .
stand the nature 'of birds

,

7, The learner will under-
. stand the. nature of' mam-

mals

/' 44.4.
L .

1.01' EXplain why sOonges are considered the simplest .of. the invertebrates
1.02 List the iMportance of sponges to people

SI

1r

2.01 Describe, the unique characteristics of coelenterates
42.02 List ways coelerierates affect people ,

3.01 List advantages of bilateral symmetry to specific organisms
3.02 Lisrways that flatworms and roundworms affect peogle

4.01 Identify mollusks when giVen it list of animals
4, 4.02 List ways` that mollusks' affect people

5.0 Label and explain the function of the ma or organs when gixen a diagram /
of the internal parts of an annelid such as the earthworm

5.02 List advantages of body sesmentation
5,03 List ways that annelidraffect people Op .

.p.01 Group arthroPods into five classes when given examples
6.02 Listeways that arthropods affect. people

51-,01 List Advantages and' disadvantages of radial symmetry
7.02 List ways that echinoderms affect people

;,

1.01 Identify characteristics unique to vertebrates from a list of general animal
characteristics

"f1.02 explain.the advanceoe9it of body 'systems as higher classes of vertebrates
are studied

2.01 Explain the relationship between the "common.cha'racteristics of primitive
vertebrates and their environment '

3.01 Cabel and list 4he function of the major, external and internal features of a
fish

3.02 Explain how fish are adapted for life rn water
3.034, Explain how fish affect peoPle

4.1:11' Identify amphibian characteristics when given examples of vertebrate
characteristics

4.02 List reasons why amphibjens are considered transitionaf'animals between
water and land.

4.03 Explain how amphibians affect people

5.01 Identify reptile
,

characteristics when given examples of vertebrate charac-
teristics

5.02 Explain how reptiles affect people ,

5.03 Identify from pictures, poisonous snakes found in North Carolina

6.01 Identify characteristics common to birds when given a list of v4rtebrate
characteristics

6.02 Explain how, birds affect pectple 4

6..03 List special adaptations of birds which en4le them to fly when given picX,
tur'es r specimens of birds to observe

7.01 Identify mammal characteristics from a list of vertebrate characteristics
7.02 Explain how mammals affect people
7,03 Identify people as mammals when given a list of mammal t haracteristics
7.04 Croup mammals into orders when given a list of common mammals
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8. The. learner will tinder-
.stand similarities and dif-
ferences in the ahatomy of

, vertebrates
3

'Biology of Humans

1. The. learner will under-
stand the naturvof human
origin and cleyelopment ,

2. The learner will under-
stand human anatomy

3. The learner will have, an
understanding of human
physiology

4. The learner will under-
stand the implications of
pocial/ethical biology.

Ecology.

1. The learner will under-
stand the nature of popu-
lations'

The learner will under-
stand the nature of com-
munities

3. The learner will under=
stand the nature of ,eco-.
systems

2.

4. The .learner wills under-
stand' the implications of
humans in their environ-
ment

BIOLOGY/ATTITUDES

Science
/

ios8.01. List structural similarities and differences when given specitiens of Various ,

vertebrates j

1.01 State theories related to the.oiigin and developnient of latimans
1.02 Defend a specific theory of origin and development with supporting .

dence ,

2.OULabel and describk the major organs of each tnajor system of the human
' body

3.01 List the major functions of the organs com-posing the major human body
aystems

3.02 Explain how the human body is.regulated when given a list 9f organs or
glands

3.03 Discups the effects of diseases (nutritional, pathogenic, tic).upan
Physiology of the human body

I
. Dfbateitontrmporary issues such as abortion,

.

birth co trol, venereal dis-
ease, and 'genetic engineering

4.02 List the consequences of the use of .alcohol, narcotics, and tobacco

Al

r

1.01 Identify thedifferent populations when given a picture of an' ecosystem

2.01. Describe the interactions'of mernbers of thebiotic community whengiven
a sample ecosystem

3.,01 Identify'rhe biotic and abiotic parts when given sample ecosystem
3.02 .Trace the energy flovvwithin a sample ecosyeten0
3.03 Identify patterns of interaction within a sample ecosystem
3.04 Identify various cycles within a balanced ecosysterkand how they operate

4.01 Describe effects people have had and are having on. the environment
4..02 Debate moral and ethical issues jual as world hunger, population control,

. alternate energy sourCes, pollution contra 'world resource allocation, and
endangered species

COMPEiENCY.GOAL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS .

Each indicator is one of many Which can assess a student's.performance,
Others way be used if they are more appropriate for the learn6.

,Giadeg 7-12
1.. The learner.Will develop a

'positiVe attitude toward the
contributions . of science

, and technology in shaPing
tile world adverse as well
as beneficial effects ,

2. The learner will.develop a
positive attitude toward the
role of science in helping
peopl t. meet their respon-
sibilities to societY.

1. The learner will develop a
poSitive attitude toward the
need for conservation,
pree,ervition, and Wise use
of natural resources

r

1.01 beamine a variety of viewpoints on controversial isSuis (related to science
ancL technology) and' form and, express opinions about them when given
opportunities through discussion, special assignments, independent study,
etc.

1,02 Display an 4en :and analytical mind in examining and discussing issues
which invite ,a variety of opinions

2.01 Express &realization that scientific knowledge Cs esiential to the welfare of'
our society which is to coMplex and dependent upon science

2.02 Diiplay an aWareness that science is a.processinvented brpeople to solve
hitman problems

. ,

3.01 Show:by action and thought, the need for people to conserve, preserve,
and make wise use of natural resources

3..02 Answer questions more positively than negatively when given a survey '
questionnaire related to conservAtion, preservation, and wise use of natural,
resources

223
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4, .The learner will enjoy scl- .

entific activity .

5. -The learner will develop a
positive attitude toward the
use of -scientifkLinquiry as
a way of,thinking andevil-

uating all .human activity

,

6. The learner will accept that,
uncertainties underlie

. many of the so-called laws
of science

7. The learner will develop
Appreciation for the his-
torical background of sci-
ence

-
o

" BIOLOGY/TOCESS SKiLLS

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)

4.01 Enjoy ,the challenge of formulAti4 theories to explain' observationi
4.02 Show enthusiasm,and interest,when.pUt into laboratory situations
4.03 Display enthusiasm for solving. priblems 'using experidental methqs

1

5.01 Make interpretations of observations-and data obtained from experiments
5.02 Demonstrate critical thinking and the Useof sdentific inquiry whengiven

a scientific problem a

6.01 AcCept, through action and verbal expression, the fact that the so-called
laws of science are not absolute

6.02 Express empathy _for the uncertainties associated tvith the so-called lawsof
scien'te through )liscuesion, debaies,'and experimentation

7,01 Show appreciation for the 'value of uncterstanding the historical back-
ground of. science .

7.02 Demonstrate an appreciation ,for the historical background of science. Ap-
preciation willbe evident when the learner is in or outSide the classroom
through his/her'habits anci guestions 'asked t

7.03 Display appreciation for the.hietorical backgrolnd of science when study-
ing about the'cOntributions,rade,to the field of science by scientists of the
past and preeent , ; '. ':

. lit1,A i i

PERT ORMANCEINDIC ATORS
Each indicator is one of hianY 'which can aisess a sthdent's performance.

Othes May be ustii they ore more appropriate for the learner.
, ,u

Grades 1042
IN 1 The learner will demon-

strate the ability to ob-
serve

(Observing involves usitig one
or More of the'venses in per-
ceiving properties or simi-
larities and differences in ob-
jects and events. Observations
can be made directly with the
senses or indirectly thr.ough
the use of simple or gomplex
instruments. Obgervations are
influenced by the previous ex-
perience of the observer.),

2. The learner will demon-
strate the ability to classify,

(Classifying involves the sort-
ing or ordering of objects. or

.... events according ta their prop-
erties or sitnilarities and dif-
ferencgs. Classification is
based on observotional rela-

lionships which -.exist between
objects or .events.)

I 3, The learner will demon-
strete the ability to use'
numbers

(Using 'limbers ig ü meand'of
quarittifying measurements' ok
comparisons. Numbers are
needed to manipulate measure-
mrts, to order, and Flqiisify
objects.)

,

/

1.01 Identify' the siMilarities and/or differencesi using the senses, among a
collection of objects or concepts

2.01 Classify, a/grotip of sObjects or concepts according to their various proper-
ties ;.;

3.01 Llee numbers'in solving a scientific problem with an unknown quantity

.;;!' .:1

..

,;'
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4. The. learoar Amon-
strate the ability' to cord
munieatit

(Communicating inbolves the
-transonission of observable

, data. Examples of communl-,..
catlan media* are spoken or
written words, graphs, draw-
irigs, diagrams, maps, and
mathematical equations. Such
skills as askihs question9 dis-
cussing, explaining, retiort-
ing, and outgning can oid the
development of comtnhnica-
tion .

5.1 The .,learner will demon-
, .strate the ability to measmre

(Measuring is the ordering of .1
things bY magnitude such. as
area, tength, ;volume, and
mass. Measuring helps imanti-
fy observations. .The process
can involve the use bf. instru-,
ments and th e. skills heeded to
effectively use them,)

6. The learner will denion
.strate.the ability to predict

f(Predicting involves.. sug-
.gesting..what will occur in. the
future. Predictions :are ,based
on observation,s, measure-
ments; and inferences about
relationships between or
among observed variables,. Pre-
diction is speculation of what
will happen based on past ex-
peri6nces. Accuracy of .a ,prt
diction is closely affected g
the* .a1Curacy of the observa-
tion.)

7, 1'he learner will derrion-'..
striae the ability to use
space/time relations

(tieing space/time relations
means describing the spatial
relationships of objects *aid
their change with time. Exam-
ples of 'this process skill are
motion, direction 'and spatial
arrangeinent, symmetry, and
shapes.)

The lparner will demon-
'', strate the.ability to infer

{Inferring involves the use of'
logic to rnake conclusions from
observations. Inferring .

gesti explanations, reasons, or
cause for events. Inferences are
based on judgment,and are npt
always valid)/

4.01 Record pbsetked inforOtion from ,Kience'.exttliviences in simple, clear
tabular form

5.01 Make nilasurements within a given.degree of accuracy using ilppropriate,
. measurement instruments

6.01 Ii4ake predtctions based on collected data

4

,

7.01 Describe spatial relatiOnships arid their change with time (shapes, direc-
tion, spatial arrangements, motion and speed, symmetry, and rate of
change) when confirted with situations involving position of objects

8.01 Infer what the-reults of-an investigaiion mean_
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.

, ,demon-
'effete the.. Oility, to

.

terpret date:

(interpreting deka is a com-;
plex skill htväking Many of
the-Other proceys; skills. it in-
volves makingsprédictions, in-.
.ferencsi, and hyfpathsses from .

a let; Of data.' lilterpretations
may,need reyiscon When. ad-.
ditional data are CAbtaind.)

,
10. Tne "learner.' Mil agmon-

, strate the ihil0to- control,
.variables' .

(Cointrolling variables is. the' .

mati4itii$ pf ths;,geMditions
factors m an eicPeriment. Urv.
lese the 'pal:gables Of an ex-
perimeit(Can'be orefully regu-
lated. the'. resaltS.' if the ex-:
perimentwe

. .

11. The learne'r ..
strate the abilicto define
opetationallY

(Defining operationally is
.7 stating ,definitiaris.in: working .

tirMs.' Such definitiims limit
the meaning df q term to "what
is done" and "what is ob-
served." Example' of a work-
ing definition Atry cell; . .

when properly.cdnpected with
two wires and a lighttrulb, will
cause the bulb to gloth.)

12. The learner wilr demon- .

strate the abiliiy to fop:
mulate hypotheses

(Formulating hypoheses in-
volves forming a gtMeraliza'-
tiOn question _based.' vn ob-
servations, The hYpOthesis is a
problem to be, solved ,through
using other process, Skills, es- .

.pecially exPerimenting,i-Ques-
. tions, inferences,(:*141 pre-

diCtions Can lead to Ott' forma-
HOE' of, a hypothesis. The .

hYpothhis must be Oared if its .

credibility is to be esta,blished.)

The learner 4II demon-
strate the ability to ex-

(ExpetiMenting, irlpOlvei test-
ing a 'hypothesis ,urlder co'n-
trolled Coriditipris ,ln which

'Ex2'
periMenting.,kbaiic to the total ;
spienti& pOcèà ind uses all
of. thpi oiher '0.`iicess skills.) "

.

9.01 State*ical toncluslons which are based on a col4ctio

-17.7'-7-'`-.77"."."77.77."77717,77:7.1 777-'7 -7717..
. , .

Science.

10,01 klentify viriables and use proper 'controls when 'given approptiate
. materials old an experiment

11.01 State working definitions of scientific .expressions such as gravity, heat,
and temperature based Upon past 'learning txperiences

.

12.01 Formulate Onti-or morehypotheses to explain experimental data
-

1 \

13.01 Design and carry out a. scientific investigation using a scientific problem
. .and appropriate materials
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'it 4.

4. the learner will
strate 'the ablIWI to fore.
rnulate 4.

(Formulating models i; tad-.
. ful waY of lescribing and ex-

interrelationehips of
ideas. A riwdel can be a menial,
physieal, or verbal represen-
tation of a idea. Models
represent what' we knourabOut
.on idea or concept and are
constanily chansing as neW.
data are obtained.)

BIOLOGY/MANIPULATIVE SKILCS

Scien4

. '7,777 7. 77-V' 7- 7.71t. P. "Fr 77

o
°I

14.01 Formulate tfrinental or ,Aysical modal to
,

help'explain certain concepts, \
PrIPOPles, orldeas such as a solar eclipse or geologic tipie. .

. . . .

'

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many which can asiess a student's performance.
Others riwy be used if thee are more appropriate for the learner.

.,.

1.01 Demonstrate the proeer usePof a laboratory instrumentfp'propriate for. the
'student's grade leve or course .

411-,

2.b1 Demonstrate proper care Of laboratory instruments When uSing and stor-
ing them

Grades,K-12 .

1. The learner will .demon-
Strate skill in the use of

»inslruments.

2. The learner will demon-
strate skill in how to care.

.for inatrurnients

, 3. The learner will' develop
skill in coilstructing sim-
ple equiPment

CHEMISTRY

, ,
3.01 'Construct simple equipment, moue's,' ana exninits using materials and

suppheg appropriate for the student's grade lel or course.

COMPETENCY GOAL(S) .
. PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Each indicator is one of many Tojiich can assess a student's performance.
OtOrs may bi used if they are more appropriate for the Worrier.

GradeS10-12
The Science 'of Chernigtry

1. The leirnef will recognize
chrnistry ag an experi-
mental Science

2. The learner4vill ust the
scientific method in both'
laboratory work and prob-
lem. solving

3, The learner will be aware
, of the concepts and proper-

ties of matter and energy

4. the lfrner will be familiar
, with e concept df conser-

vation of matter and ener-
gy '

S.

c.

c."

1001 ,Recognize experimentation as a key to successfullylearning chemistry

2.01 Olan eRperiments (purpose and procedure)/carrithem out safely (follow
conduct and 'safety rules), interpret results (think and consult reference
books)'.and communicate the results Vables, graphs, precise language)

.

3.01 Explain the concepts of density and specific gravity after performing a
/ density experiment with various rhatetials.

'3.02 Describe the physical properties df mattin such as linear dimensions,
voldme, weight, mass, freezing point, boiling point, malleability, shape,.
etc., through observation and experimentation

3.03 Observe and identify three forms of energy: heat, light, and sound, after
berforrnin_g the test for hydrogen

3.04 Describe forms of. energy such as mechanical, electrical, nuclear, chemical,

r

4.01 Delhibe the law of conservation of niatter when given an experiment in
'r which the reattants are maseed`before and" after the experiment
4402 Recognize that in any ordinary chemical reaction, neither energy nor mat-

,: fer is .created or destroyed _ '
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A

Measuring an4 Computing

4. The learner Ivi 11 develop
the ability to measure ac-
curately length, area, vol-
utile, mass, weight, 'tem-
perature, ana timei and re.
cord the measurements as
precisely as the measuring
devices permit

.*

s

2. The. !learner will Under-
'stand and know when ..to
use scientific, notation

3.. The 'learner.. will demon-
., strate a working know-

ledge of ratio arid pr,opor-
tiop

Matter Composition
and Changes

1. the learner will recognize
various classes of matter

2. The learner will become ,.
familiar with the laws of
definite proportions and

t multiple-proportions
,

i_ The lea . ner will be fAmil-
iar with hysical . changes
such as p ase changes and

.. the characteristics of these
,

changes ,, ..
,... .

...II. The learner Will be familiar '

With the evidence of chem-
ical change

5. The learner will be. aware
of various types of nuclear'
changes

Atomic Theory,

1. Th,e learner will be aware
of the history of the de-
velopment of the scientific
model of the atomic theory

2. The learner will dei'non-
strate a general under-
standing Of the atomic
theory

.3. The leaener will under,
stand the relationships ex-

. pressed by the gas laws
. ,

1.01 Mass objects and record the,mass Properly, within the precision Of the ..
equipment, using a balance .,

1.02 Meastire liquid volumes, withittghe precision of each container, using
flasks, cylinders, and beakers

1.03 Determine temperatures accurately and precisely using thermometers with .

various scales. Describe 'the relationship be ykeen or among various tem'.
perature scales t, . ..

1.04 Choose appropriate units--ior measuring area, length, volumt mass,

1.05
weight, temperature, heat, and time
Determine! (a) linear dimensions, (b) surface area, and (c) volume of cthe
pbject when given a textbook or similar object and a metric ruler,

. .

2.01, Write large numbers and very small numbers using scientific notation (Ex-,amples: .000003 = 3' x 10.6. 5,000,000 6 5 x 106) ,
2.92 Write in regular arabic form large numbers and very i small numbers which

are written in scientific notation (Examples**-4.76-x 107 = 47,600,000; 4.2 x
10-6' = .900090042; 1"-= 1,000,000,000,000,000) '

3.01 Compute the ratio for the atoms ln a compound-when given the weights of
the various elements in the compOund arid determine the simple whcile
number ratio of atoms in the compound, i.e., the empirical formula

3'92 Compute the simplest integral ratio of the elements in a compound when` ,

- given the weight percent of each element in the compouhd
3.03 Recognize the mole ratios, the atomic weight ratio's, the volume ratios, and

make calculations based on these ratios using a balanced, equition

J.01 Classif'y samples of
. metallic; (3) colored,

2.01 Perform expiiriments
demonstrate the law

matter as: (1) solid, tteluid, gas; (2) meiallic, non-
colorless; (4) shiny,

to determine the formulas of compounds in order to e
of definite propertions

3,;01 Determine the melting point of a chemical in the laboratory by graphing
and interpreting the temperature-time data .

3.02 Bod ,water and/or ether liquids and graph and ititerpret ihe temperature
ci. time data ..k

(
4.01 Recognize and explain sekcted chemical changes that occur during selected

reactions
4.02 Describe changes such as endothermic and exothermic reactions, kindling

temperature, spontaneous b,urning, and cohditions necessary for
combustion/oxidation

ft

5.01 Use' and describe such ter'nls as alpha and-beta decay, fission, fusion, and
chain reactions

1.01 Summarize the experiments and 'contributions of each person when given a.
list of people who contributed to tht development of the atomic theory

2.01 DeveloPs4irrently-accepted models of the atom such as the Bohr and
quantum .ifiechank models

3.01, Demonstrate and describe the laws invojving gases And the relationtfAips
expressed by Boyle's law, Charles' law, Dalton s law of partial pressures,
Gay-Lussac S law; Graham's.law, and the Ideal gas law

2228 , 9
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Science '

4.01 Classify:stiniolts. of 'Matter is elethents,,compountisi or Thames
r s.
4..; The idearner. Will, .under- ,

$ stand the classification of
matter ,

. .

,,5, The fearher will under-
stand te use of &onkel
symbols, -formulas, and
equations

11

.5:01 Write the symbols for a.,,list.:fiithe most, common,elements ''.
,

5.02 Name .the elements represent n a list of syMbols
5.03 Write jormulas kir the names of 'given corivourids and:vice versa Using the-

valence numi?ers' of ions and radicals ,.. . .

5.04 Write balanced equations for common comptSsition, decomposition, ,.
. replacement, and ionic chemicarreactions by using formulas for all react-
ants and 'prodUcts . .

,

Chemical Reactions

1. The learner will have a
. general understanding of
the relationShip between-
'matter and .energy for-both
chemical and physical
charuzis ,

."2. The:learner will be familiar
with factors affecting, the

. deo rate of' a reaction .

3. The learner Will under-
stand .the concept 9f dy-
namic equilibrium

4. iThe learner -will develop
the ability to identifr the
oxidation ',and 'reduction'
cpmponents of chemical re-
actiOns and balance select-

',ed redox equoions

the Pericjic Table

. 1 . The learner wil under- .

stand the arrange ent of-
, data .in the periodic table

. .

1,01 Discover the net energy effects ('exothermic/eaothermic) of various' eeaCa
tic:ins such assombustiOn, acid-base neutralization, reaction ota ratal with

- 'an Kid, and decomposition through a series of suitable experimints
.1.02 Deinonstrate and destribe the uwqf Ionic and covalent, bonding

;

r 4 ,

2,01 observe and explain 'the effects. of 'temperature; surface area, catalysis, and
other, factors:affecting reaction rates when given a laboratory sitUation

3.01 Demonitrate and eXplain 'the effect that-changes in temperature, conCeri-
tration,. 'and' pressure have on thei extent' and. direction . of A ChepliCal

'reaCtion .

4,01 Determine the oxidation .numbers of- the elements in simple
4.02 Determine the electron transfer among atoms in selected chemical reaatons
403 Balance a set cif unbalanced equations using the electron transfer .(oxida-

tion number) method .

The learner will devekip
working knowledge of the
periodic law

1.01 Give reasons for and/or explain ,the arrangement of fhe elements in the
periodic table

1.02 Identify.the main groups of the representative elements and. family charac-
teristics in a periodic table

.1.03 -COmpare properties of elements using a periodic table and a designated list
of elements

2.01 Identify and explain, when appllcable,:the following items using: (a) Cows,
(b) columns, (c) families, (d) periods, metals, (f) nonmetals, (g)
metalloids, (h) general -reactiveness, (i), electronic:. configuration, and 0)

- A .
I. relative atomic a4d ion size

d4cids, Bases, ancValts

1. the learner will recognize,
the importance of acids,
bases, and salts in in-
dustry and. in the home.

2, . The learn-el. will .know the
names and formulas of
many acids, bases, and salts

3, The learner will under-,
stand physiCal charac-
teristics and diemical prop-
erties of acids, baids, and
salts ,

1 identify waYs each of a list of common acids",'Usek ind salts may be used
either in the home or in industry -

2.01 Wri't chemical formula foreach of a vi,riety of 'simple acids; bases, and
salts \

2.02 Identify 'the formulas of simple acids, bases, and, salts, each by name

3.01 Determirie erimentally the PH, the effeCt on litmus paper, and other
Physical chara'c,erIstics of icids, bases, and 'salts

102 State definitions f adcht and bases according to the theOries of Arrhenius,
. Bronsted-Lowry, d Lewis

r.
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Scleiice

Orgarlic ,Cherrastry. '

1. The learner Will be
with the ato_mic

struiture ond bonding be,
havTor of carbon

. Z. The -learner Will Under-
.

stand the major divisionS"
of, the hydrocarbons

3. Thte learner Will develop a
q: 'general understanding of

. how various ,hydrocarbon

. Substitution 'products are
:formed

;1spects of Oiochernistry .

r. The- learner :will ..become .

aWare of vafieus aspects of'
biochemistry

.CHEMISTRY/ATTITUDES

1.01' Eluild and sketcli as Many isomeri3 as posSible'fot each forrhulc when given
. .

a set bf balls and,stick,components and several simple molecular formulas
. of carbon compounds- r 't

2.01 'Build and sketch the simplest Members of, th'ealkanes, alkeneir, alkyries
and ring compounds that comprise the .hydrocarbonsl using a modei
building set

3.01. Identify, name, and Lige various sulitution (functional) .groups to gro- ,

, d .. .,

duce formulas of common hydrocarbon 'derivatives -
3:02 Sketch, build. (using 4nodels), avid recognize 'the coMposition of seVeral -\.

functional 5i.oups such as, simple organic ,acids, alcohols, aldehydes,
ketones, ethers, 4cetates, vinyls, and 'phenols ,.. `.,

,

1.01 List groups of sieriple biochemical compo rids 'sdch 'as fats,'Proteins, and

1.02 Describe major biothemical reactions which occur in living things sUch as
digestipn and cellular metabblism'

. .

carbohydrates
1

'
COMPETENCY GOAUS)

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
-Each indicator- is one of many tyhich can assess a student's Orforrndnce.

- Other's may be use4if they are more approPriate for the learnir:

Grades 7-12
1. The learner will develop a

positive attitude toward the
contributions of science
4nd technology in shaping
the. world adverse as well
as beneficial effects

, 2. The learner Wilt develop a
-positive anitude toward the
. tole of science in helping
people meet their respon-
sibilities to society

3. The leaAer will develop a
positive attitude toward the
need fox conservation,
preservation, and wise use
of natural resources

4. The learner will enjoy sci-
entific activity

,..

The learner will develop a
,...prisitive attitude towardlhe

use:of scientific inquiry as
a way of thinking and eval-
uating all human activity

6. The learner will accept that
uncertainties underlie
many of the. so-calted laws

4 of science

7. The learper will develop
appreciation for the his-
torical background of sci-
ence

.

4

. .
1.01 txamine a variety of viewpoints on controversial issues (related to science

and teChnology) and-form arid express opiniops about them 'When &Nen.,
opportunities through discussion, special assignments, independent éThdy,
etc. r'

1.02 Display an open and analytical mind in examining and .discussing issues
Which invite a variety of opiniOns , .

.,

Z.01 Express a realization that scientific knbwledge is essential to the-welfare.of
our. society which is so complex and dependent upon science .

2.02 Display an awareness that science is a process invented by people to solve
human problems .

3.01 Show, 'by action and thought, the.need.for people to consepve,- pre:serve:
and make wise Use of natural resources - s

.

3.02 Answer questions more pdsitively' than, negatively °when given .i survey
quekionnaire related to conservation, preservation, and wise use of natural
resources , , . , ,.

4.01 Enjoy the challenge Of formulating thepries to explatn observations
4.02 Show enthusiasm arid interest when put into laboratay situariops
4.03 Display enthusiasm for solving problems us'ing experithental method's,

5.01'Make interpretations of obs'ervations and data obtained trom experiments
5.02 Demonstrate critical thinking and the userof scientific inquiry when given.

. 'a scientific problem
'

-

7. 6.01 Accept, through action and verbal expression, the 'fact that the so-kalied
laws oF)tokence areonot absolute

6.02 Express ern a hy fbr the uncertainties associated with the so,Called laws of
9clence thrdu discussion, debates, and 'experimentation

7.01 Show appreciation for the value of. Understpding 'the historical ,likkL
ground of science

7.02 Demonstrate an appreciation for the histotical background of scienc*.
,preciation will be evident when the learner is in or outside the classrOom
through his/her habits and questions;asked

%,
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'Science'.

7.03; Display apPreciahort fOr the historical background'of science when stuAy.
ing about the contributions made to the field Of sciericeby pcientists of the
past arid -Newt

gIEMISTRY/PROCESS SKILLS:

:COMPETENCY. GQAL(S)
.

.Gradsi
1. The. learner 'will .demon-

strate .the. .ability to ob-
serye. .

;

(Observing inuolws using one .5

or more of 'the senses, in per-
CeiVing 'properties or ,similari-
ties and differenCes in objecte
arid:eventer. Observations can
bflt made directly 'With the

. senses.. or indirectly through
the use of Sienple or complex
-inetruMents. Observations ore
influenced by the previous ex- '
.pefience of the. observee.)

2... The learner, will demon-
)) strate the ability to classify

a

6

VERFORMANCE INDICATORS -

.EaFh indicator is.bhe of many which can assessa student's performance.
Otherirnay be use4 if they are en ppropriatiNr the learnek,

(Classifying involbes the sort-
.ordeeing 'of objecte or

,.-'evertts according tb their-prop-
; erties or siMilari(ies and dif-

.

fere'nce.s. Classificanon is
based on oVservational
tionships which exisrbetween

,objecte or evente,)

.3. The 'learner will demons
strate tbe. .ability to, use
numbers ,

(Using numbers is a means:of
quantifying rneasuremfdfts or

. cornparison. Nurribers are
. needed to manipulate.miasure-

ments, to Ordef, :and classify
-:objects.)

4. The learner. Will demOna'
slate the ability to com-

..inunicate

(Communicating involves the.
transmission. of: obserVable.
441.5 Examples of cOmmuni-
cation media are spo'ken or,

written worde, graphs, cleaw-
inge, diagram's, triaps, and
mathematical equations'. Such
skills as.asking questions, dis

expla.ining,, rePort-
. lug, and outlining can aid the

s ,..developrnent"of town:ono-
lion skills.)

.

1.01 IdeNify. the similaritiles and/or differences, using the senses, among a
collection of , objects or concepts

V;

,

2.01 Classigy a group ofkobjects or concepts .according to their various
properties (

4,

. . ,

3.01 ,.Use numbers in solving a scientift.- problem witk,an unknOwn quantity

*

, ,

4.01 Record observed information from science experiences in simple, clear
, tabular form. . 0

e

t

.
'

,;

4.
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.5. 'The learner will 'tiencion-'
-*Mote the ability tck tntasure.,

(Measuring is the.orderingof
things by 'magnitude sush:as
area, length, volume,: and.

Ic_9asuriptifelpi'atianti-
)y oboservations. 'The process. .
.can involve the use of instru-. .

.ments and'thf skills heeded:to .typ
effectively:usepthetnd

6, Tht learner will 'demon-
:or* the abilitytto predict

(Prediciting involves sag-
.' , gesti'lig,What will.occur ini the

,iptpre, Predictioni are based
on eibseiVationf, -theasure-

and inferences qkout
relationdhiks between or
among obiervedvariables, 119e-
diction is.speculation of What .

uiill'happen bailed on past ix;
pertincei. Accuracy of a pre-
diction is Closely affected by
the .accuracy of the 'Observa-
tion.) ' ..

7. iThe. learnet will derrion-
strge the.ability to.,,,ubk

.,spacettime relations:
.:.

. , (Using space/time reiationa
' meana describing the .spatial

.. relationships of objects. and
...tWir clutnge with time. Exani7:

plea of this 'Arocel; skill ate
, 1." 'ti motion, direcesn, hnd 41atial

\arrangemen , 'symmetry,- and
, shdpes.) . a

'!
".1: The. learner will demon- .
."%itrate the ability.to infer

(Inferring involves' the use of
: . ft:make conclusions from\

I

j.b observations. Inferring sug-
gestsexplimations, reasons,. ,

cause for events.lnferences are
based on judgment and are not_
alway; :

I

- 9. The lear'ner 'demók.
stpate the ability to inter-,.
pret data,;.

..(Interpreting data is a,' corn-
olex' skill inAiiiving 'tirnP of
the other procvs skills. It in-
volves makingiPrediNions, in-
ferences,and hypotheses from 1

, .

a ser oi aara. threrprerarms,,
.% may need..revision,thhen addi-

ithIal are obtained.).

-0..1

qcience

7,7s77""".777-17-2-17-7777.7,"7"7717-777:7
. 0

'.101

5,01 Make MeasurementsowithiAlgi!en degreeof accuracy.using.appropriate
' 'measurement ipstrumenta

a.,

4!)

'

6.01 Make.predIctiQns based on collected data

- .

7.01 DesCribe spatial' felationships and their change vtith time (shapes, ai_
'rection, 'spatial arrangements, motion and speed, s mmetry, an4 rate o('
change) when confronted .with i4atiOns p'SitIon 'of objects

if

8.01 Infer what -the fgsults of an inYvestigation mean
'1

.

S. ,

9.01. State conclusions. which ar e based on0a "colle'Ction -off data
t,

4.

'a
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Th,e learner will demon-
strate The ability to control
variables *.

(Controlling variables is the
, managing of the conditione or
factora in an experiment: Un-
less the variables pf an experi-
ment can bucarefully regulat-

. ed, the results of the e,xperi-
merit are not reliible.)

11, 'The learner will demon:
strate the 'ability to define
irrationally

(Defining operationally is
stating1definition D in working

- term uch definitions limit
thediiganing of a term to'"what

done" arid "what is. ob-
served." Example of a working
definition: A dry cell, when
'properly, connected with two
toires and a light bulb, ufill
cause the bulb to glow.) .

12. 'The learner will demon-
strate the ability to formu:
late pypoth.eses .

.(Forthulating hypotheses in-
9 volves forming .,a' generaliza-.

tion question based on ob-
servations. the hypothesis is a
problem to he solved through
using other ipxocess kills, es-+

pecially expetimentin$. Ques-'
tions, inferenres, and predic-
tionp can lead to the formation
of Ahypothesis: .The hypothe-
sis must be tested if its credi-
bilitY is to be.established.)

3. The learner' will-demon
'. .strate -the ability to ex-

periment .

(Experimenting' involves test4.
ing a hypothesis under con-
trolled conditions in which
variables 'are. !kited. Experi.
mentineis basic to the Total sci-
entific process 0and uses ail of
the other process' skills.)

14.*The learner will demon-
strateathe ability to Inrrnu-
late modals.

(Foimulating models is a use-
. fut. way .of eatribing and ex-

, plaining in relathviships of
. Ideas. 4 mode an be a mental,

'physical, or verbal represen-
tation ,0 f an idea. Models rep-

*, resent what we know about an
idea or coneept re con-
stantly. acme as new data
are obtained.)

. r

,

177 71-74777:77777,17.7.

oclente
.

14.01. Identify variables and Use proper, Controls when -given a propriate
materials and .an weriment

11.0i State working' definitions of scientific expressions such as gravity, heat, .

and temperature based upon vast lsarning eicperisnces

12.01 Formulate, one br moire Jiypotheses to explain experimental data
,

13.01 Design and carry out a scientifi.C; iniestigation using a scientifie problem
and appropriate materials .1

V

14.01 Formulate a mentJ or physical model to help explain tertain concepts,
principles, or ide uch, as: a iolat eclipse or geOlogic time "

40,
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CHEMISTRY/NiANIPULATIVE SKILLS

COMItfENCY GOAI.,(S)

Grades K-12
..1. The learner will demon-

strate skill in the use of
. instruments

2. The learner will demon-
... strate skill in how to care

for instruments4.
3, The learner will develop

skill in constructing simple'
equipment

PHYSICS

COMPETENCY GOAL(Sj

PERFCIZMANCI INDICATaS
Eacft indicalor ie one'of many which can alums a student's pet ormance. ,

Otherfmay he used if theyure more appropriate for the learler.

I

1 ..01 Demonstrate the proper use bf a laboratory instrument appropriate for the
student's grade .level or course 1.

2.01 Demonstrate proper care of laboratory instruments when using 'and stor-
,.ing them

3.01 Construct simple equipment, models, an4 exhibits using materials and
"supplies appropriate for the studenes.grade level or course

PERFORMANtE INDICATORS
Each'indicator is one of many which can assess a student's per formwe.

Others may be used if they are mbee appropriate for the learniti

Gra'des 10-12
Matter and Energy'.

"lo. The learner will under-
- stand. the toncept of mat-

ter

'VC

2. The learner will underL
stand the concept of energy

3. The learner will under-
stand the need for energy
conservation .

Measuremetg

-1, The lea'rner will know the
history of measurementS

2.%The rearner ,will be lam&
jar with the . use of metric
units, .

.4.3. The lii.arner will know how
to use elasuring devices

1. The lernx will iinder:
"4 stand the importance of ac-'

curacy and precision in
5;cientific work

5. !The learner will devdop
paficiency in estimating'
ansWers

6. 'flu, leilTner 'Will .un4r-
stmid and develop sit*. in
using scientific notation

lecular components
matd

p rt
tter

1.02 E

1.03 L st and deScribe the states of matter (solid, liquid, gas, plasma)
..

2.01 State several form of energy such,as Reat, light, sound, electrical, piclear,
chemical, etc., afid describe each Torm

'i2.02 Explain the raw 'of consevation of Matterland energy and in a geveral (ay
explain ,the formula E = mca

3.01 Give reasons and discuss why energy conseiytion is needed
302 Lkt several ways by which energy can be conserved in industry, trSrispor=

tation, school, and in homes 1

1

. .

1.01 Relate the history of the I)istom4f.y and metric (SI) systems of measure-,'
ment ),

a...

201 Use the metric sys,ftth 'in appropriale situations
qr .

3.01 Use,vario

4.01 Demonstrale
doing laborau

4.02 Sdect appropi
ment probJem

r
11-

easuring instruments in lakoratory situatiOns..
.

ccuracy and precision in computing and measuring when
y experithents.
ate measuring instruments when working with.. measure-

,

5.01 'Liitimate an9wII bled on significant figures using a problem
mathematical figures

0,01 Codvert large-and...Very small nUmbers to Scientific notation

, .(.)

234
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7, 'The learner will"know how
to grarih

Foice and Moiian ,

.1. .will know the
basic law of force and
motion'.

2. The learner Will under-
ftand vectors and their uses

3. The "learner will upder-
*stand the principle and im-
plications of friction

4. The learner have a
general undergtanding of
gravity

5. The learper will under-
stand Velocity and its re-
lated equation

The learner Will under-
stand the laws of momen-
tum

7. The learner will under-
stand and recognize vari-
.9us types of acceleration

8.-The learner will under-
stand 'the general prin-

.. -ciples Of the pendulum.

? The learner will -under-
stand Centripetal force

10The learner will under-
/ 'stand the inechanics of
' fluids

4

4
4

Work, 'Energy, and Power

Tke learner will under-.
stand. .that work, knergy,
and power Are related con-

--cepts

2,, The learner will under-.
stand -energy. transfer

.3. The -learner will learn to
mathemaric.ally,

. -problems linvolving work,*.
energy, and power .

, Eicctricity oud Magn0s,m

1. The 'learner. will under-
stand thi%atomic, theory of
malter

1
)

1111'

-r-, 4=-47 474"-- ^- -4"4"4- --7-7TV, r

7V1 Graph, anil interpret data ftorn a labovatory eicercise or problem

et

1.01 Relate varib s force.and motion.probl (3 to the cdrre la
1.02 Describe the otion of an object a&eerfrom within a fCrettce frarne or

from outside a frathe of reference

1.

2,01 Resolve a series 9f vectors- into a 'single vector by the addition of vectors
' (head-tail method)

A

3.01 Demonstrate that friction is the result of surface,conract and attraction be-
tween two objects using various objects

3,02 Write,several ways in which friction is useful" haimful,, or wasteful

4.01 Define gravity
4,02 Explain the term "center of gravity-
4.,03 State the universal law of gravitational attraction
4.04 Explain the role of gravity as.,it relates to oui solar system
4.05 Determine, experimentally,. acceleration due to gravity
4.06 Solve problems using the universal gravitational law ,

5.01 Use proper equations to find velocity under normal conditions using',,
, laboratory exercises and problems

6.01 Define momentum mathematically when given a dcri,tjn of a situation
. 6.02 "ProVe" thd Jaw of momentum using examples of co ions in both one

and two dimensions .
, .

. .

7.01 Derive tiie relationship between acceleration, time, and d tance using an
inclined plane and a ball or other devices . .

7..02 Calculate acceleration given ,problem data
,

8.01 Demonstrate and explain the general principles of the pendulum using
equipment for a pendulum setup

9.01 14easu re centripetal for using a string nut, glass tube, and spring
balance,.or other devices

10.01 Verify the basic laws of fluids using a hydraulictkkIcir diagram of one
10.02 Solve for unknown variables such as pressure, forde, area, and depth using

problem' data

4
1.01 Distinguish between potential and kinetic energy
1.02 Relate the c!Erects,definitions (equations) to each of..the following: work,

powerp -and4Sfergy.

2.0,1 Trace the floor of energy (energy ka(n) using a series of energy transfer
problems

3,01 Solve for, unknomi variable's 1116; prioblems about 'work, energy, and
power

Dempnstrate, an ,tinde tanding_of the'atomk. tory when w. rking.
problems dealing With lectricity and magnetism .

Relate the properhe ol'onatterto, elktricity and magnetism in various
situations

.

n
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2. The learner will under-.
stand the bask properties .

of electricity anci magne-
tism

3. The learner will under-
stand the "relationship of
electricity and magnetism

4: The learner will be famil-
iar with the theory of
electrochemical 'relation-
ships

5. The learner will under-
stan4 basic circuitry and
the irhpoitance Of elec-
tronics to our society

Optics and Waves

1. The learner will Under-
stand how light behaves

2. The., learner will under-
stand how reflections pro,

jduce images

3. The learner will under-
stand refraction

4. The learner will under-
stand the wave thObries of
light

5. The learner will, under-
stand the mechaniCs of
sound and sound 'waves

Heat

-1. The learner will under-i
stand heat energy

2. The learnt will have a
-tneral u derstanding 'of

t ermodynamics

3. The learilers will be.familiar
with the gils laws. and the
kinetic the6ry

4. The learner will have an
understanding of low tem-
perature phenomena

Nuclear Physic's

1. The learner will under-
stand nuclear reactions

Science

,
2.01. Demonstrate and explain general properties ot electricity and onagnetism

using a glass rod, wool, silk, fur, magnets, and/or other devices
2,02. A'pply the 'laws of electriCity and magnetism when solving. appropriate

problems

3.0,1 Demonstrate the concept of interrelationship' between electricity and
magnetism when, siven a coil of wire, giilvanometer, bar magnets,.and iron

, filings
. tr

4,01 Demonstrate an Understanding of the electroplating process according to.
the requirements' of Faraday's law using a galvanic cell, battery, or other
electrochemical deviCe

5,01 Explain the use of th\e`tomponents of a circuit
5,02 TLace the developiment of electronics from the past to the present and relate

Ihe ihiportance of electronics to our, society

C

1.01 Demonstrate and explain the wave characteristics of light and how it dif-
fers from the particle chadcteristics using'a ripple tank or other device(s)

. .-

2.01 Show how reflections from a plane mirror,,a concave mirror, and a convex-
mirror produce images '

2.02 Solve for unlcnowns such as foCal length and image distance using lens
problems ^,

3,01 Demonstrate and verify Snell's, law using.a light source, beaker of water,
glass block, and concave and convex lenses

3.02 Calculate the index of refractkm of several Inaterials

4.01 Demonstrate the wave theory of light with respect to reflection, refraction,
image formation, interference, .diffraction, and' resolution using lab ac-
tivities and class exercises .

4.02 Explain and di4cuss the particle`theory of light

5.01 Demonstrate the characteristics of sound and sound waves using a slinky,
soft ipring, rope, ripple tank, or othersdevices

5.02 Demonstrate resonance using a metal rod and some rosin

1.01 Define an me.a's'ute temperature using problems and lab. situationsvef
1.02 Use-the- aw of heat exctiange to determine the amount of heat lost or

gained by an object usjng a calorimeter
.1.03 Di tinguish between heat and temperature

, 1.04 E plain phase changes in liquids, solids., arid gases based on temperature
. d ta , I'

I

2.01 Apply the laws of thermodynamics to-apprdpriateTroblems

3.01 Relate the pripcirls Of the kinetR theory hi the gas
laws

3.02 Solve for unknown vadables such as volume, tempeiature, and pressure
, using gas law problems .

4,01 Describe the characteristics of objec'ts at Ir temperatures (near absolute
Aemperature) .

4
1.01 List the reactions occurring in the nucleus when given examples o

active decay;
1.024 Tra& the historical development' ir inodels of the .atoms

.1.03' Calculate the hall-life of selected radioactive substances

2.3(e3

*radio-
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to,
2; ,The learner will 'under-

stand the practiality of
'nuclear energy as an alter-
native source of energy

Particle,Physics4,

.. The learner will. unTler-;
stand the composition of

, the atom

Z. The learner will under- .
stand simple concepts of,
particle physic's

id-State Physics

1. The learner will 'know the
basics of solid-state physics

PHYSICS/ATT1TUDES

'klence
i

;if)2.01 Express opi on on pros and c9ns of nOcieat ftttergy as an, alt native
,- source of.e ergy ,

:. .
t .

1.01 Give a desCription of the roles tiutt some particles play in the atom based On
facts known'to date

r
2,01 ExhibiLa knowle4ge of how to syolve particle physic? problems
2.02 Explain' the Colnptton effect

4111

1.01 Demonstrate knowledge of solid-state phySics by reports (written dr oral),
charts, class projects, or problem solving

1.02 Rejate several applications of solid-state physics in iridustry and., in,the
production of items commonly used by people such as calculators, telvi-
sion sets, and radios

COMPETENCY GOAL(S)
PERFPRMANCE INPICATORS

Each itidicator is .one Omani/ which can assess a student's perfe rmance. .

Others may be used if they are more appropriate for the leaner.

Grades 7-1 2
The learner will Flevelop a

' positive attitude toward the
contributions of science
and technology in shaping
the world --adverse as well
as beneficial effect;

2. 'the learner will develop a
positive attitude toward the
role cif kience in helping
people Meet their responsi-
bilities td society

6

3. The learner will deVelop a
positive attitude toward the
need for .conservationi-
preservation, and wise use
of natural tesources

4. The learner will enjoy
scientific activity

*5. The learner wiU develop a
ppsitive attitude toward the
Ule of scientific inquiry as
a way of thlnkingind eval.
uating all human activity

_ 1.,

6. The learner waaccept that
uncertainties 'underlie
.many of the so.:called, laws
of science

1.01 Examine a'variety of viewpoints on controversial issues (related to science
and technology) and form and express opinions about them when given
opportunities through discussion, special assignments,. independent study,etc..

L.02 Displayan open and analytical mind in examining and discupsing issues
which invite a variety of opinions

2.01 Epress a realization.that scientific knowledge is essential to the welfare of
o r society which is so complex -and dependent upon sCience

2.02 D splay an awareness that sciend is a process invented by people to solve
h1nan probletns

A

3.01 SlioW,.by action arid thought, the need for people to genserye, preserve,
and make Wise use Of natural resources

3.02 Answer questions more positively than, negatively when given h survey
ctuestionnaire related to conservation, preservation, and'wise use of natur

4 resources

4.01 Enjoy the challenge of formulating theories to explain observations
- 4.02 Show ebthusiasm and interest when put into laboratory situations

.03 pisplayenthusiasm for:solVing problems using experimental methods

&, Make interpretations of obseryatibris and,data obtained from experents;
, 5.02 ,Demonstrate critical thinking and the use of scientific inquiry When given .

twientific problein

/
6.01 Accept, throuAh actioti -and ve'rbal expresSion,

t the f act that the so-called
laws of science are not absolute . ,

6.02. Express empathy for the uncertainties associated with'the so-called laws ot `
. science through discussion, debates, and experimentation

, ,.
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7, The learner will ,develop ,.. 7,.,01 Shoyv appreciation for the value of understanding the historical 'back-
. appreciation for the his-, , ground of science

toricial background of sci- , . . 7,02 Demonstrate an appreciation for the historical background of science. Ap-
ence ,..

,

. . predation wil6be evident when the learner is in or outside the clasorooni
through his/her habits and questions asked

... 7.03 Display andreciation for the historical baqkground of science when studyJ
,

'; ? ing about the coritributions made to the field of science by scientists of Ihe
,

. past and present
4' . I. ' / ' . .

PFIYIsIcs/Priocts *ILLS

PERFORMANCE INL5ICATORS
:COMPETENC\idbAIA) Each indicator is one of many which can assess a student's performance. .

Others may be used if they aremwe appropeiate fpr the learner.,

r

Grades. 1042.
1. The

,

learner will 'Clemon-
strate 'the ability to ob-
serve,

,-
Obsery,iiig involves using one
or more, of ..the senses in per--

sq,
,reivirrg prorerfies. or simi-.

liteities differences m ob-
40, jectsjind-events. Observations

; can be made directly With the
". senses.. or indirectly through

%, .the use Pf siPnPle or complex
tiStruments. Observations are
influeneed by the previous ex--

. peruaice of the observer.)

The learner will demon-
, strate the ability to classify

(Classifying involpes the _sort-
ing or vrdering of o4jects or
.events according tb their prop-

.. .erties 'or similarities and dif-
ferenco. Classification is-

based on' 'observational vela-
tionships 'which exist between
objects or events.)

3. the learner Will demon-
strate the- ability to use
nuMbers

,
(Using numbers is a meals of
quantifying measioemenfs or
comparisons,- Numbers are
needed to pianipulat;.'f measure-
ments, to order, and. classify

,.objects-.)

4. The Rwner 'derliOn-
strate the ability to om-
muriicate

(Communic4ling involves the
transsmission of., observable
data. ExathPles pf communi-
titan! .int4ia are spoken sir

written toords, ,graphs, draw-
ings; diagrams, maps, and
mathematical equatiop, Such
skills as asking quesAns, dis
cussing, explaining, reporting,
and outliningAcan aid the de-

, veb)pmerst of communication

4

1.01 Identify the sithilarities and/or differences, using the senses, amon
. collection of objects or concepts

tt.

2.01 Classify a group of objects or concepts according to their various
properties

3.01 Use numbers in ,solving a scientific problem With an nknown quantity

7

4.01 Recorli observed information from science experiences in simple,- clear
tabular ftirm

.

t.
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5. The:learner' wilt' Stoin.
strate the abiltty to measure .

.. (Measuring is the orderin,g of
thirigs by magnitude such as
arra, 'length, volume, and .
mass. Measuring.helpis quanti-
fy obiervations. , the process
can involve the use of instliu-
ments and the skills 'needed to
effectively use them.)

o. The learner will 'demon-
strati the ability to ,predict

(Predicting involves sug-
gesting .what will occur in the
future. Predictions are based
on observations, rniasure-
mental and inferences about
relationship's between or .

among observed variables. Pre-
diction isipeculatiorr of what
will happen based on 'past ex-
periences, Accuracy of a pre-
diction. is closely affected by
the accur'acy oc the aserva-
tion),

7: The learner wirmecm-
strate the abili to use .

space/tiqte relations
..,

(Using space/time relations
means 4escribing the spatial
relationships of objects and
their change with time. Exam-
pies of this process skill ..ate

. .- motion, direction and spatibl
arrangement-, symmetry, and

. ' stiaplh,)
:,.

. 8. The learner will demon-
.1trate the ability tO infer

(Inierring involves the use of i
logic to make conclusions from .:

.observations. Inferring sug- ..

gests explanations, reasons, or
causd for events. In f ereneeil are
based on judgment arid are not
always' valid.)

9.' The learner will demon.h
stiate the 'ability to inter- ;
,pret data. .

. ,..

(Interpreting data is a corn-,
plex skill involving many ,91'

, the'other procesikskills. It in-
volves making predictions, in-
fereves, and hypotheses from.
a set of data. Interpretations
may need revision. When addi- ,

Nona?. ciata are obtairrt)

; Science .'

'13.01. Make Measurehaents 'within a. ship degree of. accuracy using aPpropriite
measurement i nstrumentsi.

0.01 Make predictions b

.1.

7.01 ,Describe spatial relationslAips arid theW)change 4ith time (shapes, direc-
t. (ion, spatial arrangements, motion and speed, symmetry, and rate of .

change) when confronted with situations involving-position of objects

AO

8.01. Infer what the.reseilts of 'an 'investigation .in6I1
I.

9.01 State logical conclusions which are basea on a collection of data

230
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'The 'lean:ter will dernalt.
4tiate the..ability to, footrot
yariables

4Controlling variables is the'
..ntanaging of the .conditions or

factors.in av experiment. 1417.
' leis the variables of an experi-

inenf can be' carefully regulat- I
id, the mutts of the experi-
ment arenot rel(able.)

. .

.11. The learner will demon- 11.01, State working definitions.olecientific eXpression Such as gravity', hist, end
.strate the ability' to define temperature baSect upon past learning .exreriences
oferationally

(Deiining opera onally is
stating definitions i .working
terms. 'Such definiP1os ,limit
the meaning.of a terp to "what
is done" and -"what is ob-
'served." Example of a working
definitibm A dry cell, When

. proPerly connected .with two
wires and a light bulb, will
'cause the bulb to glow.) .

12. The learner will demon- 12.01 Forthulate One or more hypotheses to explaill experimental data ",..
strate the ability to forml
late hYpotheSeS .

(Formtdpting hypotheses in-
volves forming a ,generaliza:

. tion question baied on obserf-
vations. The hypothesis is a .

problem to be solved:through
using bther process skills, es-t

Tecially experimeriting: Ques- a

-bons,: in ferences; and apredic-
tions carr lead to the fogration
Of a hyOthesis.- The hypothe-I
sis must be tested if its credi-,

"- bility is to be established.)

13, tthe,'learne will demon-. 3.01 Design and carry out a scientific investigation using a scientific problem
strate the ability to ex- 9rid Appropriate materials .

.

perirnent

(Experimenting involves test-
ing a hypothesis under con-
trolled conditions in 'which
12aria1,les are limited. ExperiL
menting i9 basic to Me total sci-
entific process and uses all of
the other process .

14.' The- learner will denion- '14.01 FOrmillate a mental or physical inodel to help explain certain concepts,'
'straw the ability' to ..for- ° or ideas such as a solav.eclipse'or,geologic time, mutate models

(Formulating models is a use-
ful way of describing. and ex .

plaining ointerrelatiAships cif
ideas. A model rein be a mental,
physical, or verbal representa-
tionpf an idea. Models repre-
sent what we know aboirt an
idea or ,concept.and, are con-
!Wan fly Aanging,as 'noir data
are' obtained.)

'-!

Science
*

0.01Identify' v,ailables and use proper. .controls when g1y .apPyopriate.
materials and'an expt!rIment '

,

I.

't
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PHYSICS/MAN1q/LATIVE SKILS

COMPET, GOAL(S)

Science

Each i
0

,PERfORPIANCE INIDICATORS
dicator to one of many Which can assess a stu4ent'e performance.
firs may be used if they are more approimate ior the learner.

.Grades. K-12
i.The learner will demon-

. orate skill in the use
instruments

2. The learner will tiemon-
.

strate skill in how to care
. for instruments

3. The learner will develop
skill in constructing Omple
'equipment

I.

1.01 'Demonstrate the proper use of a laboratory instrument appropriate for the
student'S grade level occourse

2.01 Demonstrate proper care of labbratory instruments when iising and stor-.
ing them .1 4,

f+,

3.01 Construct simple equipment, models, and exhibits ustng matexials and
supplies 'appropriate for the student's grade level or'course

0

c.

0

C.

a
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Social Studies
.The 8pcial studies including history, geagranhy, economitsy government,

sociology, and anthropology , 4,

These competency goals and perfOrmance indicators in' the area' of social Studies were
developed using the social studies section of the' Standard Course of StUdx for North Carolina
Schools and the state ctirriculum ,guide A Focus on Peo,ple; Culture, and Change as the basic doCu-

, .inents: They were considered and revised in the going of 1978 by two committees: 25 teachers of
grades K-7: and 2.5 teachers of grades 8-12. Between OctOber 1978 and February1.979, they Were
reviewed, used and criticized by teachers in nine school systems Initial drafts and 'final revisions'.
were prepared by staff members in fheDivision of Social .Studies. : .,

4

.. This is not an all-i,nclusive document, nor is it a listing of miniMum com vtencies.: It is intend-/ hope that it will: be' considered 'carefully as teachers .and social studies ,departments plan the
ed as a guide for currkulum planning, not as a staitement of potential test i ems for students. We

emphases,knd activities of their social studies programs, adding to this docuilient other iMportant or .

interesting locialtstudies topics, 'deleting those topks whith are unsuited to the students they tiach. ...

The skills component of this document is 4b be-used in conjunction with the' knowledge corn-
ponent, skills being:introduced, practiced, and refined as learners deal with the goals arid perfoi-
mance indicators for 'knowledge. Because skills are developed over a king peribd of time, the skill's
goals and indicators are organized K-3,4-7, and 8-9. Though all skills are intrOduced and developed .,
in the K-:9 years, secondary teachers should careftilly plan to reinforce and maintain them,: ',...

Competency goals and indicators in the krowledge component- are content.:Specific,
corresponding to the content sequence for sodal studies in the Standard'Coursq. of Study. 'Should
content be sequenced differently in a local social studies program, curriculum planners must ensure
that at soine tim in grades 4-7, for example, learners are exposed .to instruction about North
Carolina,. North and South Atnerica, Europe and, the Soviet Union, and Africa', ASia, and Pacific
cultures. By the same token, teachers of history and United States studies in grades 8-12, for in-
stance, should examine goals fol. all &Ras dealiing with th&United States as they plan their courses,
using and emphasizing those which relate to! the speci(ic courses theyjeach. Teachers of .World
cultures, studies, or history should.similatly exam* sections felati4 to World,Studies;GOecn-
ment, and Economics.

.

Competency goals and indicators:dealing' specifically and exclusively with such, courses as
ciology or psychology were not developect for thiS publication. These arid others may well be
developed later and might profitably Be developed .at the local level, :



SKILLS'.
d

I

OZDAPETENCY GOAL(S)

dal Stu
.

PERfORMANCEINDICAtOR
' Each ihdieator:is One of many,which can assess aitudent's perforinance,"

Otheryniai be used If they are,rnore appropriate ihe learner.

.6.ades Km3 (

1: The learner will identify.
and define problems and

.. suggest ways of solving
them ,"

,-2. .The learner will locate
needed ilformation e.:,..

3. The learner will gather in-
. formation

.

\
4. The learner . will evaluate

inform,ation

5, The learner will organize ,
, and analyze ' information

and Orr ozinchisions

4. The learner will use maps
and globes

r

1'

Define tietiris in an
aI

ppropriately staled and pertinent problem
Set up 044teiitative'hypOthesiErfor dealing with the probleM :
Suggest Possible coneeeluences of various courses of:action,

,
,

. ,2 01 Choose appropriate reference books and sources:
t. a.. priMary dictionaries,.glosseries ,

b, primary encyClOpedias ,.
c. .age-appropriate newspapers and magoines .

d, age-appropriate atlases' : '''

. I

_

ii
2.02 Usethe card cataloguet6 locate books and other materials rel'ated to a topic .

for Whkh itiformatron.is needed . .
. s, .

.
7,

2.03 Locate inforMation by Using the. index, in books
2.04 Locate:information 111 using the table of 'Contents in books

,
,. .

3,01 Collect infOrmation through-field trips.and interviews:
a. .identify .the purPose Of the activity v .:- ...,
.b. plan proCedures, rules of behavior, onestione tos.beasked,:things.to look ,. .

.,\ .tor. ,,0,, .., i .

c. use .simple.AMpling techniClues, develop.questiOnnaires, condtiCt'sur-
veys , ,

d. record information gained during the field lilt; or interyivw , '
3.02 Cain information by reading, listening'and viewing pictures and films:.

a. read, listen, and,view for main ideas. ,.
,,b. read, listen, and'.view for supporting details . :

,,

4.01 .DistingUish 'between fact and fiction
:

,

4,02 Distinguigh between relevant and.irreievant informakionlabout '.+4 liven

-sub)ect or topic

5.01 Organize information:
-a. identify similarities and differences in.data *
b. classify dr categorize' data, , , , -

c. identify cause-rand-effect relationships within a.,given body 'of-data
. d. place.ideas in order

t 5.02 Analyze in'formation:
a.construct and interpret pictographs

, b, Constrdct and interpret s,imple, line andbar graphs
P,4, c. apply, previously, learned eoncepts..and generalizatiOns to new data

5.03. Draw conclusions:
..a. Summarizg data which has been,analyzed

b. test the original hypothesis against data which has been gathered and.'
analyzed

c. generalize an' the basis O'f the tested hypotheses
t.

6.01 Identify;given examples, maps,globes, aerial photographs, pictures; and
models ci

6.02.Select`the.mat appropriate froin among definitions of inaps,and gloirs
6.03 Orient the map and note directions: .4',

, a. distingAish left-right arid updoWn
statethat north is toward the NOrth Pole,and south is toward the'South-
Pole DI\ any Mdp projection

:

c. locate4the other cardinal directions given the location north
d. 'locate the intermediate directions. .

6.04 LoCate.plices on maps and globes': .

a. distinguish between land masses and water areas
b. locate and identiry-continents and 'Oceans, .

,

c, locate the home state and city (neares't large town) on a map ortne unitz
ed States and on a globe
locate thi-tquatoi.and Oblar circles on a world map or globe

7e. construcWa sPirtple non-symbolic map (i;e:, a "tieasure map")
construct simple sketch maps of familiar areas .



pute distances ,..) ,..

cts Jo' represerti, laKge ones (Le. blocks .i...R uses; .a
pletograph-o .4 giVen areaia that mak model. of an,area or o ject17,,,,

. that :arert or object) .; 'J.'',

6,06.Interkiet mfsymbols: -
:. a,.:..relate 'a atograph and a Map with the-same'PersPective throu gh the.,

.. , use of 'simple symbols on the map : '

b..lotate the legend on a given map '
c. recognize map symbols' for, loads, railroads, riVers, ciiies, arid other

. .

lommon:features . -
, : : ,

7.01 Demonstrate an understanding of the time' system ond ,the caledar:
a. tell time by the clock

,

4 13.. name in.order. the &sirs of *the week I C

c. name in order, the months of the year
. d. locate the dates Of special eVents .on a Calendar

.e. associate accurater, months with, seasons of' the year '

f. use accurately' such indefinite timeconcepts as future, long ago, before,
after .

e.'7.0. Demonstrate an understanding of the chronological sequence of events
. a. arrange in chronological order a series of personal experiences

b. 'express Order or sequence in:terms of first; .second, third,.etc.
c: construct a simple time line using pertinent information

4

7. The learner twill have a
sense of thno and chronol-

.

.ogy

8, The learner will demon-
strafe growth in self-man-

, agement skills

o
. .

R

8.01' Decrease,' given age-apprdpriate experiences, egocntric (self-centered)
perspectives - . f:

a. identify examples of physical pçtpective .
b.. identify examples of social or cult -ral perspective
c. distingvish, given examples 'of each, between physical and social or

cultural perspective
d. identify's/given a story, pictore, or:film depicting different ways of liv-

ing, differences and siniildities between his/her own perspective and.
those depicted . ,

e. grOW in the capacity,to act in response, to the interests a"nd welfare of,
bothers , -

80:z' DeCrease; giv.en Agg-apprOpriate ,experiences, in ethnocentriq, perceptions,
(the view that one s own group is the center of everything)

;,, a: recognize inaccuracies given both accurate and inaccurate statements
about his/her own and other groups, . .

,

. b. modify inaccurate statements about groups.of people to make them'
more nearly accurate. - ,,,

.
, ..

,..

8;03 Pecrease,. given age-apprOmiate experiences, in stereotypic perceptionS
(using "closed", dogmatic;"blanker generalizationk)
a. ehoose horn among alternative descriptions of groups those which are

least steremyped
8,04 Increase, siven age-appropriate experienceS, in the rrapacity to empathize

(to "step.into another's" shoes" or to understand that oihers may :'ISO
thingsdifferently"), ''
a. demonstrate growing capacity, to.describe accuratelyihe thoughts and. ;

' - feelings of others . t
b. roje-play characters in social contexts inereaSinglY reniote from 01hi"ei.,.,

own ,

8.05 Increase, given age...appropriate experiences;in the abilitY'tOPaccept,diver
sity increasingly as natural and irlevitable
a: ascribe many phyeical differences to heredity

, b. ascribe many ioehavioral differences to training or aOringin
8.0,6 Develop, siven age-approptiat6 experiences, incrO4h8IY cOriOr,4-

titude; toward change .- , -, ..,
. ..z.

a. identity eNaMples of phySical, tihonge . : 7i....
,

b. select, from ariptIgalternatIC-i$.z e$(4n1PleS _of, natUrallo-nd/or lfiekitO ,\\

Change, ' '.. s ,,,: ;',,-' - , ' .' ,,..,, . \` '. ,'
C. recognize the results ot',hange
a. predkil the 'results °FA' proposeai.ch4n4e, : - ....' . ..' ::.'

,

8.07 Accept, giVert age-appraptiate exp'erleinisi.c.linflici - is: irly,4oble ; aii ,
, ISotentially-,manageOle : ..-;., 7: '..,...-, -;-:'; , 1-:, " .,-- ,,, .,-.-",,

, .

a. iaentify human;situations Whi'ch coti,tain'i:onflitt :,:...::.,,.:: .,, :
b. suggest reasotitifoi,-.6'givOn-,i:onflict 'rathgr.than "ascribillg WaMe
c. suggest ways a:gwen c'Snt.l.i0t,inighhrive been :ai.oideik .- 1'4 ..

d. propose ways of' Setiling a iiyen curitlict ''' -;,:.. .i...., .

' .
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$oclat Mirdlett. .

8,60 In the tiipacity;olcecOgnize the moral complexity inherent in
Say, 'change, and conflict smd ee'W solUtioniffor suCh moral dilemmas

.. a. identiiy the:dilernma in an appropiiiliely chirisen, stOry or other vehide
; containing a Moral dilemma
,b.. describe ihe different points of .view represented.in' the dilemmp
c fiuggest alternatives9lutions to the dilemma.
d. etiggget possible consequence's of the alternative sOlutions, to .the

dilemma c`"
'choose the, most 'humane solution to 'the dilemma

-
9.01 Participfiti in appropriate. group discussion :and. planning

a. initiate.ideas
b4. listen to the -i eas of othgrs' .

ci suggest vslays resolying 'group differences
.9.02 Engage in decisiOn-mak.ing

a; :follow ernocratic proredures in helping to make group decisions

- c. anticipat possible consequences of`group decisions
d. suggest .means of group. evaluation

9.03 Act upon group decisions
,a. assume responsibility, for carrying out assigned tasks
b, aCcept responSibility for group actions' taken as a result of dentocritiC

,group planning 'andiaecision-making

9.. The .letrner ywill pprkjei-
pate In growactivities

SKILLS

COMPETPICY 00AL(S)
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS -

Each i icator is one of manywhich can assess a student's erformance.
Others may be used if they are more appropriate for tik korner.'

,-.:-Grde`g 47 .

- 'lnrner will identify
rid define problems and .
sugge st,. ways of. solving
.them

2. The learner will locate
needed inforMation

CI

3. The learner, . will evaluate .

infoimation
it ".

,

4. The learner will organize
'and analyze infprmation
and dra1/47. conclusions

fib

et .

. A
1.01 Recogoize, given an appropriately stated 'and pertinent body of informa-.

.tion, tflaf a problem exists'
1.02 Identify the basic assumptions (vjcwpoints) of parties to the, pro
1.03 Identify the value conflicts inherent in the problem ,

' 1.04 Determine, after'settling upon- an hypothesis fOr,dealing with the probl
uean appropriate tec i esting the' hypothesis'

2.01 ChooSe appropri* reference
mation
a. dictionafies, glossaries
b. encyclopedias 4

c. age-appropti,ate newiPapers and magazines

ooks and sources to, locate needed infor-
.°

d: atlases i' .. .. .

402 Use the card catalogue to locate books and other nu.iterials related to a topic,.

for which informatitin is needed
2.03 'Use the iridex in books y

2.04, Use th table of 'contents in-bookS , li. ,

.

/.
, .

3.01 Chetk new -44ata against a background of facts, given soucces of inforMa-
tion on a subject or topic

3.02 Identify emotional wbrcis
3,03 Identify evidences of propaganda
3.04 Detect inconsistencies in the data
Z,.O5 Determine the completeness of data
3.06 identify, given a body of data and generalizations drawn from it, generali-

zations based' on insufficient evidence , .

s ,

sae.

.4.01 'Organize information
a. take .notes on Einformation gathered,

.15. 'construct an outline, placing ideas in order
c. define the pertinent topic , ..

, d; write a summary of the ideas in his/her own words
4.02 Analyze information -

,

a,. construct circle graphs
U. 'draw inferences from data

II N
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4.03 Praw conclusions
a. feViee ieneralizations irt:lhe light of. rjeMdato
b. ptesen't conflicting Tata
c. summarite,data which Ilas,been analyzed
d. examine data for inconsist(ericies and/or limitations
e. evaluatelas/her owirriasoning against bask principleatof.logic

.'c4.04 SOect a rational coursekofeaction based on conclusions
a.4 list alternative courses of,action

list arguMents for and against eaCh alternative .

c. select.the course of' action molt likely to achieve goals

5,01 Oilent mar Mid note directions

;

.5. The learner will. use maps. ,
and globes

:

4

6. The learner will have a

o
n se gyof 'time and chro-

(

7. The learner will &Mon-
shate growth in self-man-,
agement skills

,

4

a. orient esk outline, textbook, and atlas maps correctly to fill north
b.,use parallels and meridians' in determining direction'correctly
c, Nenstruct simple maps which' are. properly oriented as to directio

5.02 Locate place's on maps and globes
, a. lOcate_the tropics ori,a world map or sl'obe .

b. relate low latitudes to!the equator and. igh latlfudes to the pojir areas
c, use the number and key system tb locate places on highW maps
d. use latitude and longitude to locate places on a map ,

.03 Use 'scale and compute dIstances
a. determine the distAnce between two points usiing a scale of miles/

kiloMeters ,
b. state, given maps of different scale, that smaller scale must bia used Ito,,

map larger areas ,

c. compute distance between two points on maps of different, scale
Interpret.marsymbols
a. recognize symbols for political boundaries
b. identify the elevation of a gimen point on a color, contour and raised

relief map 0 ,
. .

. c. Use correctly legends on maps appropriate to the intermediate gade
level

d. identify time zones .
e. rotate the globe to correspond to time zones
f. state the reason for the International Date. Line

5.05 Compare maps and draw inferences from them .

a. suggest, given a map and a city on that map, geographic factors which
contributed to the development of the city

b. compare two maps of the same area, combine the data on them, and
make accurate inferences about the area

c. choose, giv,en a question and a variety of maps, thy map which will best
answer the question

d. suggest economic activity .14nd ways of living in a given area, given
physical detail and latitude Ain' a map -, .

e. identify the significance of relative location for- national' policies
f. -identify c omrnonly used map projections and recognize their distortions
g. identify, geo raphic factors influencing a given Iiistorical'or eurrent

event :

5.04

,
6.01 Demonstrate an understanding of the time system and the calendar.

a. use correctly 'such definite time concepts. As second: minute, deCader,
century , )

b. cOmptite time problems using the Christian system of chronology
B.C. and A.D. .

c. associate months with seasons of the year, in both'nOrthern and
sou thern hemisphe'res . f

d. translate dates into centuries
.

6.02 Demonstrate an understanding of the chrOnological sequence of ev,. ents.
. ,a. compute the length of time between two given dates

Li. construCt a time line TepreSenting a series of historical events
c.. identify the relationship or lack of relationship among given events oc-

wiring at about the same tiine in different places
.

,,
.

7.01 Decrease, given age-appropriate experiences, in. egocentric (self-centered)
-perspectives

. , ., .

a. anticipate the fellings of.a person with a life style different from his/her
own

. .

b. _accept as legitimate the dissimilar views of people diffetent from him-
self/herself

,..
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. .
.< 7.02. Detrease,givilp ar!appropriate.experiences, in ethnocentric perceptions

.,:. ,(the .tiiew" that one a own group is the center of everything) '.
a. imply that no one set ol stendards applies tO all groUps ,
b. analyze the behavior Of other groups usingstatementarthich db not use

:his/her own group as the standard 1
c, act in resporide to the needs of other groups as Voell as his/her awn

7.03 Qecrease, given age-appropriate 'experiences, In Stereotypic per,ceptions"
..(Osing "closed", +dogmatic, "blanket" generalizations)
.. a. revise stereotYped statentents to make them -More.qualified ,

. b. use- qualified ("some', "many") rather than stereotyped ("AL",
"every") descriptions of- groups; b lids, orativents . N, .

c, state diet descriptions pr opinions.o hencunena may change as he/she
: >. .:or the phenomena- change ,. .*- ,...; . . ,: ..

. . .

7.04 Increase) gtven age-apprOpriate experiences, in the capacity to emphathite-
("to step into anOthees shots" <or tO understand ,that others may "see ' .

.thir4ts differently"f
al compose accurate diary entries w letters -for hypothetical persOns in ,

remote times, pikes 4

'<b. avoid disparaging eXplanationa of unfamiliar behaviors
. c.. offer logical-, non-judgmental explewitions of why peoplc 'think, feel; or r..... . 4,

.
act in ways different hot* hisilier oWn .

7, <

.? .

1 7.495 .Accept; given age-appropriate experiencee,, diversity increasingly as
' natural'and inevitable,

a. identify examples of behavioral diversity
'.4 b. identify examples of cultural diversity ," ',

c. . use non-judgmentai terms to 'describe examplesd'of behavioral and.
cultural divesity . . ,

." 7.06 Pevelop, given age-appropriate experiepces, increasingly constructive at-
,titudes toward change a' .

a. recognize the side-effects (ramifiotions) of change
: b. evaluate the positive and negativejeffects.of change-in terms of the well-

< 'being of the comMunity <. :

7.07 Accept:conflict AS inevitable and potentially manageable
. a. identify the .particular interest of each party- in a conflict

, 7.08 Increase.iil the. capacity to deal with uncertainty . .

a. accept the best-answer availablefknowing it triay not be the final ansWer.
b. Thange opinions and actions. when presenPd with new evidence

, c. continue to work on a problem in the hope of reaching a better solution
. - ,

. 4,,

St

SKILLS

.CoMPETENCY OAL(S) Each i

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
licator i one of many which can assesia student's performance.

ers may be used if they are mOre appropriate for the'learner.

Cracies 8-9
1. The learner will evaluate

informatiun

2. The learner will have a
sense of time and chro-
nology

.1.01 Distinguish, given a body of data, among facts., inferences, and varue jud
ments

1.02 Identify, given a boct of data, assumptions contained in the data
A '

Defnonstrate an understanding 'of the time system
a. distinguish between prehistork and geologiCal ilme.

2.02 Demonstrate an understandin of the chronological sequence of events
a. state, given an appropriate is4ue or problem, its historical antecedents
b. state reasons for the varying durations of sveral histOrical periods, .

KNOWLEDGE (History, Economics, GIveroment, Geography, Sociology/Anthr?pology)
er

41g04PETENCY cOAL(S)

t
Grades K-1 ,

1. The learner will, know that
people and their homes and
schools change over time
(history)

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which cati Osess a student's pie pf ormance.

Others may be wed if t mhr are ore upproprtate for-tthe earful'.-
.01 Describe changes in self and family (growth,,birth, etc.)
1.02 Identify, given appropriate examples of 0440 jseries of photographs,

etc.); those things whi& have changqd ,

249
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1. The learner wig know coht-
monly acceptiol symbols

' and' obser.vances of the
'American heritage (his-

tory,:government)

3. The-learner will know fa-
mous people 'of history
(history, government) ,

4.-
4, :The learner will knbw that

unlimited wants and limit-
ed resources create scorci-
ty. (economics)

The leirner willInoW that.
all families produce and
consume goods and ser-
vices (economics)
:

6: The learner will know that
there is a division of labor
in home and s'Chool (ec
nomies)

8.

The tearner will know that .

peOple living in groups
need rules and' laws (gov-
ernment, sociologyfan;-
thropology)

The learner.xwill know that
rules and laws are part of
community life (govern-
ment, sociology/anthro-
pology)

9. The learner will know the
" effects of c4iate on

people live (gPography, so
ciology/anthro0,19gy)

.

IQ/ The_ learner will 'know *that
people and their environ-
ments are inkerdependent
(geography, history, gov-
ernment)

11. The learner, will know that
maps 6,nd globes are repre,-
sentations of the earth's
surfaces (geography)

I.

Itlentify_
N

flom Itmong alternatives"
a. 'the tional Antrim ....
b. the American Flag'
Iqterpret orally or artistically tItsYmbols' -and,/o'r importance 0-f special

- days as they are, celebrated
a. Columbus Day '

b. Thanksgiving Day
Lincoln's Birthday

d. Washington's Birthday.
e. Memorial"Pay .

f. Independence Day

A A

3.01 Know
a:That George Washington was the first President of the Utkited States .

b. t5e present President of the United States,

4.01 Distinguish betWeen wants and resources given an appropriate listing of"
both" . .

-4.02 Distinguish between scarce and plentiful resources given an appropriate.
. ". listing , b'l 0

0 .

5)A Distinguish, given pertinent examples, between goods antlrAvices
5.02 'Identify, given an appropriate description of a family, those family mem-

bers' who are ,

o a, -producers 1
b. conktuners 1:. ,

, 0

c.. bOth.producers and consumers .

.5.03 ,State 'that facnilies earn their money by producing goods or services.
,

6'.01 Identify jobs performed by various family members when provided wqh
,. tan approptiate wrIlien, oral, or visual description of a family .

6.02 Predict, after hearing, reading, or seeing a description of a hypothetical .

faitily with an inefficient division of labor, pOssible consequences of such
., inefficiency , i

6.03 Name and describe, following a trip around the school and/or interviewa
with school workers, the jobs performed by the various categories of
school workers ... . ,

6,04 Identify and state, given descriptions of jobs.performed by school workers,
the relationships between such work and the well-being bf the school
community

7.01 Suggest the need for rules or laws when presented With a situation il,
lustrating ,dangers or confusions eaused by the absence of rules or laws

7.02 Suggest appropriate rules for a game when confronted with a childhood
game without rules or with confusing or .inapproeriate rules

8.01 'Identify rules of family ltving when given a story or illustration depicting a
family living it\one's own or another culture

9.01 State, given descriptions of changing seasons, what clothing is suitable for
wear in different seasons -a/

9.02 Identify ,garnes, rtcreational acfivities, and holidays associated with, dif-
ferent seasons

10.01 Identify, given- pertinent and appropriate information, the interdepen-
.dence of people and their environments

10.02 Suggest, k;iven appropriate examples of environmental change, alterations
that such change might cause in the living styles of people

11.01 Distinguish between maps and globes and describe aperopriate uses of
each , ,

11.02 'Construct and, locate places on simple maps of ....
a. the home
b. the classroom rj ..
c. the school 4, ti 0



12...The learner.. will know the
phi/Weal feetures of: ihv
earth (geography),"

.

Secial Sttulies..r

1)18011g:04h between land and, water prk.on primary mape and globes
12,02 Identify 'the continents, ald Oceane of theIWOrIcl

;
,

3.. The '16,prner, Will know that
indiViduAle ahd famillevare
'both. alike and different
(sociology/anthropology)

14-1he lear,ner will know that. .

individuals occupy multi-
,ple roles in families and
:schools (sociology/anithr9-

0W

Distinguish,' given apptopriste experienees,,,likeneseee Old altferences,

t mong families in terMs of
size .

. b., comppsition /
" e. WaYs of. livihg

Gtade4 2 3 .

# ,

.14.01 Distinguish aMong the social roles one occupies (child,grandchild, sibling,
learner, teacher) .

14.02 Identify, given an appropriate description of a hild, the groups of whielt
the child is a Member (e.g., family,. school, rel ious,Tplay, community)

I: The learner will_know.that
neiglitborhOods and co
munities change (wet' ti e

.(his.tory)

Z..The learner will know com-
monly acceRted symbols
and ,. observances of the
American heritage (his-
tory, governm'ent)

v

3. The ka-rner will know fa-
mous people of history
(history,' government)

4. The learner will know that
unlimited Wants and limit- .
ed resources t:reate scarci-.,
ty (economics)

i

5. The learner 'II know that
there is a diviipn of labor
(specialization) in 'neigh-
b9rhoods 'and. communi-
ties (economics)

v. The lear er,will know that
mobey is emeans of eco-
nomic exchange (econom-
ics)

7. The learner will knOw that
taxes. are' collected from all.

. citizens to finance. com-
munity services (econom-
ifs, government)

"ti. The learner will know that
, economic red'ources exist in

every cOmmunity (econom-
geograph*

#

'Identify chartes which. have. oCcured when presented with appropriate
maps, pictures, or descriptions of change in a given neighborhood or Com-
munity

1.02 Px.edict logical future changes when given.aA incomplete set of pictures or'
an unfinished Lam or story v e

2.01 Repeat the Pledge of Allegiance to the nag
2.02 Ideniify from amorig alternatives the.Flag of North Carolina -"

2.03 Interpret orally or artistically the symbols and/or importance of special
days as they are celebrated.
a. Labor Day
b. Veteran,s Day
c. Martin Luther King's Birthday.

3.01 Know that Abraham Lincoln was PreSident 'during,the Civil War
3.02 Know the Present governor of North Carolina

'

4.01 Conclude, given n a propriate problem of scarcity (i.e., not enough pen,-
cils, paper, or scilss s for every ptipii;.not enough money to buy all th6
toys one wants), tt at one must make choices about how sear.ce resources]
are to be used

402 Identify economics aiIN the proc'tss of making decisions about the use
(allocatidin) of scarce resources

5.or Identify jobs performed in neighborhood/community businesses and in-
dustries follooing a field trip to such businesses or industries

5.02 Describe, following an appropriate field trip or other similar experience,
specialized jobs in neighborhood/comMunity businesses and industries

5.03 State theinterrelationships of specialized jobs in a neighborhood/corn-
munity business or industry '

6.01- Distinguish betweenSmoney and barter (or trading, swappinC)
6.02:Identify incidences of money being exchanged for goods or the perfor-

mance of services . .
6.03 Describe, followingra visit to a batik or a classroom banking simulation,-

the function a bank perform's in a community

.7.01 Distinguish, given appropriate examples,,,between publicly and priva
funded community services

. 7.02 Distinguish.between examples and non-examples of taxes
7.03 Choose the most persuasive (fairest or most' civic minded) from a list of

d .

.reasons fot paying ,taXes for comm4mity serViCes

8,01 Wine the terM "'economic resource" anti identify, from iampng.'alter-
natives, economic resourCeS

/8.02 IdentifY, folloWing a commugity tour, a community's economic resourceS
N8.03 Identify, i.ollowing a study oikommunity different from one's own, that

community's economic resoUrcM

251 1
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9; The learner* will know that
different cbmmunitles-may
use their economic re-
sOtirces,. in different ways
(economics, geography)

,

1 ti-The lamer will knt)w. that
peOple living and .working.,
in groups need- rules and
laws . (government,' sociol-
ogy/anth regpology)

. 1.7The learnerthilt
rules and laws 'aye a part of
community life. (govern-
ment, sociology/an thro-
pology)

A

r--
12. The learner will know that

'the local comrnun'ty Makes'
laws to ,govern self and
that . adults elect en and
Oomen from e commu-
nity ,to operate the local'
gov.etntnenr(governinent)

.13. The learner will 'know that
cornmantty go'/ernmertis
provide some neces,sary
services to.their communi-
ties bnd that indiViduals
pay for -these services with
taxes. "(government, eco-
mimics)

14. The learnetiwill .know that
peciple and 'their govern-

--ment s!. depend on. each
other.(gOverninent) 3

15. The learner will know -the
effects of Opiate. on. how.
eleople live (geography,
sociology/anthropology)

16. The learner will know that
4,1I people live-within mul-

, tiple environments ii,Aov-
'eminent, ecoriomios, geo-
graphy; sociology/anthro-
pology).

17..The.learner will knoW;that
people and. their environ-,,
ments are nterdep ent
(geography, ry, 'eco-
nontics,'gov lent)

,,

9.01 State,'given knowledge of economic' resources in ones own cbmnlunity,
how,thede resources are Used

9.02 ;Describe,' given a knoskledge of the economic resources of a corn/nullity
different from one's own, the uses of. those resources by the community

0.03 Describe the chAnging mks. of a Community'S econornk resources, given a
pertinent and appropriate description of that cornrnun4 changing over
tirene ,

.

10 01 Suggest, given a situation in which rulesor aws are not obeyed, the conse-*
quences of such non-obedience

10.02 Suggest practical and. workable rules for classroom and school behayior
and 'justify the need for such rules 0

.-11.01._Distinguish-botween-e*amples--and-rterrt-ixamples-of rules and claws
11.02 Suggest appropriateples when confrontect with a Situation in which the

absence of rules causes conf,usion
11.03 Identify, given a pertinent clegcription of a communitY different from one's

own, some rukis and laws of that community
11194 Conclude, given examples of the laws Of one s osnin and a different corn-

munity, that both communities haves rules and laws

12.01 Idenfify governmental bodies from examples of both goverrimiental and
,

non-governmental bodies . .

12.02 Describe the basic charoiteristics of governmental bodies in one's mil
vommunity (i.e., elected by the people or appointed by the people:s elected,
representatives)

12.03
..

Identify electe community officials, given examples and non-examples of
such officials from one'S1 own community

12.04 Distinguish between:rules and laws when given examples of both
12.05 Identify examples of the elective process on the community level, given ex-

amples from 04's own community
A

13.01 Identify examples of comMunity services paid for by taxes when gban
amples and non-examplos of such services

13.02 Distinguish betweeh public servants ("commutity helpers-) and
privately-paid service workers, stating that citizens pay for public servunts
with their taxes

13.03 111 tistinguish between exampleS and non-examples Of taxes 'being paid
13.04 Kink in order, from necessary to desirable, the options before a real or

' hypothetical local governing body as.it decides how to spend tax monies

14.01 Describe how individuals and families depend on given examples 01 essen-
tial government senikes

14.02 State, given appropriate and pertinent examples of government at work,
how local governing bodies depend on people to help them do their work

15.91 Describe orally or artistically ways of living .in a 'climate clifferent from
one's owir .

15.02 State hoCk, ways of tying might differ in differing climates
15.03 Cite likenesses and differences in.the ways of living of people whose living

styles are largely dictated by Climate and those who have largely overcome
the effects of climate

15.0f: Identify smile Practices and inventions which enable pedple -to-overcome
,;t, the effects' of climate

16.01 Distinguish, given apprepriate examples, between physical and cultult0
4- environments

16.02, Distinguish, given pertinent examples of cultural environments, among
'political, economic, and social environments

17.01 Suggest, given examples of environinental cltange, modifications such
change; might make in ways of living

17.02 Suggest some jmssible results of common environmental att.i'utes
'17.03' Suggest. logical alternatives.-to given examples of -environmental abuse

252
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,
17.04 SUggest the sol don to a given 'problem of" environmental abmse

a. identify the problem ,
A

b. idehtify the viewpoints.of Farad' to the.problem
c. offer flossible solutions .

d. predict the 'consequences of flternative solutions to the problem

18.01 'COnstruct simple, thapi? of ope's Own neighbOrhood/cornmud and locate
,places on them

8.02 Cohstruct simple maps' of commupities studied and Ideate. p la c es. gn thein
18.03 Identify and use map symliols represeht. .

a; 'streets, roAds, hithways
b . dyers, oceans, la es
c. structures of' vagious kinds Thridges; various buildings)
4. land areas

10,04 --Use correctly $uch physical geOgraphic 'terms as hemisphere,_equator,
! specific landforms (mountain, plain, island, penisula, etc.), mid climates
18.05 Locate on an atpropriate map one's 94n c4y, counfy, state:, and nation and

corectly usft these political/geographic tgrrns

18. The learrikr will know that
map9 and globes a're repre--
'sentations the earth and
will iise basic geograp.hic
terminology (geography)

19, The learner will know how
individuals, familiespnd
communities are alikelmd
different ,

(sociology/anthropology,
geography, government)

rner will know that
als occupy multi-

es in families, neigh-
oods, and communi-

es (sociology/anthropol-
ogy)

21. The learner will know that
human groups maintain
norms of behavior (sociol-
ogy/anthropology)

Crade 4
1. The learner will know that

'Ways of living change over
time and how and why

. these .changes occuir
tory)

Z. The will know that'
chang ffect

.

s the lives of
people (history, sociology/
'anthropology

3.. Jr he learner will Oiow ma-
jor events in the hi4tory of'
I\Jorth .Carolina (history,
government)

I

19:01 Distinguish likenesses and differentesamOng carefully described in-
dividuals and families in terms .of
.a. physical attributes.
b. IDehavior
c. human needs

19.02 Distinguish similarities mid. difference.S belvveen twd. garefullytdescribed
communities in terms of
a. climate/physical enviroriment
b. econornic acti'vity .

c., werntnent
d. ow these communities satisfy the basic needs of their citizens .

t

20.01 Identify t multiple, roles occupied by familiar adults
2.0.02 Identify fro description of an unfamiliar adult the multiple roles he/slie

occupies

21.01 Identify, from a careful description of familiar groups,
a. group rules (customs)
b.- how group rules (customs) are learned
c. how group rules (customs) bre enforced timaintained)

21.02 Sugges,t, given examples of familiar groups, behaviors appropriate within
the group n

6 .

.

1.01 Identify changes which have occurred when given an appropriate series of
photographs depicting changes i.n ways of living (dress, housing, work,
transportation, entertainment, etc.) in North Carolina and the Southeast

.1.02 Identify from among given alternatives the effects ol results of changes.
which hsve occurred in North Carolina and the Southeast

1.03 gXplain accurately the reasons for carefully selected examplesta change in
North Carolina and the Southeast

1.04 Place in chronological order appropriately chosen examples of change in
North Carolina and the Southeast

-

2.01 Predict logical effects on the lives/ of people of a given change inNorth
Carolina and/or the Southeast

- 2.02 Select from &list of possible results of a given change in North Carolina
and/or -the.Southeast, the most logical result(s). of the change

2.03 Categorite as political, social, ecorlomic, geographic (or any' combination'
of these) given examples of change in North Carolina and/or the Southeast

3.01 Order chronologically a gfven se'Oes of major events in the history of
North Carolina

411,

'3.02 Identify, giVen a description of a key event in North Carolina history, the
location in which the event occurred

253
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,

. 4.' The Learner will know that
the past of North Carolina
affects the lives of its citi-
zens toda9 (history, go.v-
ernment, economics, so-
ciology/aNthropology)

5. The learner will know the
location and use of ecb-
nomic resoqicts in North
Carolina dind the South-

. east leconomics, geogra-.
.PhY)

a
b. 'The [carder will know that

many economic activities in
Norfh Carolina -.and the'

° Southeast are interdepen-
dent,(economics)

7, The learner'will know that
laws.are made by all levels
of government. (govern-
ment)

8. The learner will know that
in democracies citizens
must communicate their
wishes to their elected gov-
ernments (government)

9.. The learner will know the
process of a democratic

. election (government)

-10. The learner will know thig
local, state, and natiosfal
governments often assist
one another in meeting the
needs of people (govern-
riNt)

11. The learner will know that
there are traditional sym-
bols of citizenship (gov-
ernment, history)

12. The learner will know that
governments get their mo-
ney from people (econoni-
ks, government)

13. The learner will know that
physical geography is a
factor in determining
where and how people live
(geography)

Sold Studies

4,01 Identify the influence olan important event in NoVh Qitrolina's past.on,
present ways of living in thi,statd

4.02 Categorize the influence of an event in North Cafolina's past as 'political,
, economiC, social, or any combination, of these'

4.03 Identify pertinent causes (or antecedents) ion the past of a significaaand
appropriate North. Cardlina phetromenop or event

4,04 Order chronologically the causes, the evlint itself, and effecis of a signifi,
cant North Carolina phenoMenon

. ,

5.01 Categorize a well-constructed list of 'fesource§ of North Carolina and/or
the Southeast 4 human, natural, iiapital, and technolOgiCal

5.02 Identify froni.a general hat of economic resilurces those present in large,
quantity inNorth Carolina 11Aci/or the 'Southeast I

SLiggest the use beingmade or not being made of specified natural.
, resources of North Carcdina and/or_ the Southeast .

5.04 Suggest accurate relationships from maps shoWing the location of' earth
materials, labor supply, production plants, and transportation facilities in
North 'Carolina and the Southeast

...

6.01 Choose examples from among specific examples and non-examples of
'efonomic interdependence in North Carolina and the Southeast

6.02 Cite all valid examples of interdependence-with other businbsses or. in-
dustries, given a description of the activities and workings' of a familiar
business or industry . .

l
.

.

7.01 ' Distinguish, from pertinent descriptions of eacti, among local, state, ana
national

7.02 Itlentify the co ition of law-making bodies at local,, state, and national
. l vels giveri concise infOrmation about these bodies e

e 8.01 identify, from given examples and non--examples, means by which citizens
can influence their elected governMents , / ,

8.02 'Choose from among specific alternatives the means which citizens will find
are most useful in influencing local governing bodies .

. 9.01 Define, given appropriate experiences, the following terms associated with
the electoral process
a. candidate
b. campaign
c:. political party
d. general election

10.01 Distinguish, frornir given list of problems, those which are local:, state, and
national, as well as- those which apply to more than one level of

4 government f.

11.01 Identify from ,among alternatives
a. the Governor of North Carolina .

b. the capitals 4 North Carolina artdipte United States
c. the flag of North Carolina ,

d. the North Carolina State Seal
e. the State Song ,

12.0'1 Distinguish between examples and non-examples of taxes
12.02 Distinguish between local and state taxes .

12.03 'Cite, given specifk,lamiliar examples of taxes and governmental_services-,
all applicable relationships between them

13.01 Identify changes in the extent to which physical geography infltiences the
lives of people when gKen three Or more examples of ways of living at dif-
ferent periods of time in North Carolina and/or the Southeast

13.02 State defensible reasOns for those changes.

J
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14.. The learner will' know that
there is an Unequal distri.
bution of natural resourc-

. esqgeography, econornicS)

lt*

-15TThe lëatnerTwiflknóv thaT
resources may be con:.
sunied, 'conserved, pollut-
ed, 'destroyed. an,d re-
newed Jgeogr'aphy, eco-
nomics)

16. The.learrier will know the
influence of ideas and in-
ventions in changing ways
of living (sociology/an-
thropology, history, eco-
nomic's)

Grade 5 4

1. The learner will know that
ways oflivilig change over
time and why and how
these changes occur .(his-

.. tory)

.a

2. The learner will know that
hange affects the lives of

people (history, sociology/
anthropology)

3. .The, learner will knoW ma-
jor events in the history of
the United States, Canada,

4 and nations of Latin Amer-
ica (history)

. The learner will know that
the histories of the United
States, Canada, and Latin
American nations affect'
the lives of their citizens to-
day (hi4tory, government,
econovi(s)

So,cial Studies

* .4
1401 LOcate on a physicalfresourcemap of North .Carolirib and the Southeast,

,a. areas best suited for agricultUre :

b. aFeas,best suited for the location'ol basic Indusltry
14;02 Locate, givta an appropriate map of North Carolina and the Southeast,.

major land:erns and bodies of water
14.03 .Locate ori an apploOriAte map of North Carolinia and the SoUtheas) inajoi*

quatitities of .\ :

a. forest. resources
b. oil
c, natural gas
d. precious metals
e. mineral resources
E. coal

' 15.01 Predict the--consequences of-overconsumption, given at apprornitte local
case study of the overconsumption of non-renwable sourcet

15.02 Suggest 'causes and effects-oft as well as alternatives to, the pollution of
resources in response to a carefully chosen case study
a.' state reasons why the pollution occurred

.
.

.b. suggest alternative uses of the 'resources: -

c. suggest ways of renewing or recycling the polluted resoufcés

16.01 Describe the climes made in, ways of living io North Carolina and the
Southeast by such significant ihventions os automobiles, television, etc. ,.

16.02 Describe and cite reasons for resistance to kese changes
16.03 Cite both positive 'and' negative effects of the changes

....... . .

.

1.01 Identify changes which have occUrred when given an appropriate series of
photographs depicting changes in ways of living (dress, housing, work,
transportation, entertainment, etc.) in the United States, Canada, and Latin
America

1.02 Identify from among alternatives the effects or 'results of important
changes which have occurred in the United States, 'Canada, and Latin
America

i.03 Explain accur tely the reasons for carefully selected exampleS of change in
the' United St tes, Canada, and Latin Arneriea

1.04 Place io chronological order appropriately chosen examples of change in
the United States, Canada, or Latin America

2,01 Select from a list of possible results of a given change in the United States,
Canada, or -Latin America, the most logical result(s) of the change

2.02 Predict logical effects on the lives of people of given significant change.oc-
curritng in the United States, Canada, or Latin America

2,03 Categorize as political, social; economic (or any combination of these)
given examples of change in the United States, Canada, and/or Latin
America

3..01 Order chronologicalka given series of_major events inthe 'history of the
ited StaWs, Canada, or nations of,Latin America .

3.02 atch the event with the nation, given appropriately sekcted lists oT
veots and nations (the United States, Canada, selected Latin American na-

tions)
3.03 Identify, given a key event in United States history, the location in which

the- event occtutied

4.01 Analyze the influence. of an event in tJnited States, Canadian, or Latin
Amerkan history on present ways of living in the nation

4.02 Categorize the influence(s) of an important event in United States, Cana,
dian, 'or Latin .American history As economic, social, 'political, or any com-
bination of theSe

4.03 Identily pertinent causes (or antecedents) from the past of a signifieet
current pltenomenon In Canada, Latin America, or the Vnited States

4.04 Order chronologically the causes, the event itself, and effects of a
pherunnenon or event in t of the United States, Canada, or Latin
America
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Social Studleii

5, The learner, will know the
location alicl use .of eco-
nornic resources in the-
United States, Canada, and
Latin America.7(economics;
.geography)

. .

(:) The learner Will knOi* the
characteristics of econom-
ic in Canada, the( .

United States, and Latin

7. The learner will know the
bask attributes of the eco-
nomic system of the United.
States (economics, gov-
ernment)

Jet

8. The learner will know 'the
difference between devel-
oped and developing eco,
nomic regions- (economics,
geography)

9. The learner wilt know the
economic problems of de-
veloping regiOns in the
Western Hemisphere (eco-
nomics) .

10, The learner will know that
the economies of Canada,
the United States, and Lat-
in America are interdepen-

--4 dent (economics)

11,. 'The -learner will-knoW that
laws are made by local,

state, and .national govern-
. ments (government)

12. Tht: learner will know that
in democracies, citizens
must commuhicate their
wishes to their elected gov-
ernments (government)

5.01 Categorize giVen resourCes of the United States, Canada, ar Latin-America
as human, natural, capital and technological. .

,5:02 Identify, frvm a giveh genOral list of economic TeSources, those presgnt,liy.
rarge quanfity in Canada, the United 'States, Or Latin America

5.03 Suggest the use being made or not being made of specified natural
resourceg of Latin America, Canada, or the United States

5,04 Supest accurate economic relationships giVen map(S) shoWing the loci,
tion of earth materials, labor supply, production plants, and transportation
facilities in the United States, C.anada, and/or Latin America

.6.01 Identify varying econoMies of' the United. States, Canada,., and Latin
America, given descripiions of them, as
a. Subsistence
b. barter

m
_

c. oney
-

d. pre-industrial
e. industrial

7.01 State the importance of consumer demand in deciding what goods and ser-
vices are 'produced, given ba'Sic and pertinent descriptions of the market
economy of the United StateS- at 4./ork

.7.02 Describe the interaction :of the following elements in the prOduction of a
familiar product .

a. natural resources ,
b. capital ,

.,
c. labor
d. transportation

,.,.. e, . consumer demand

o

8.01 Define and state at least three characteristics of these economies:
a. developed
b. developing

8.02 Locate on a map of the Vkiestern Hemisphere develdped and cteveloping
economic regions

8.03 Determine from a careful description of an eConomic region of North or
'South America whether it is developed or deveroping

9.01 Cl-tocise, from a general list .of economic problems,. thbse common to -.

developing regions
9.02 List, from a desviption of. a developing.economic region in the Western

Hemisphere, problems that regionvill likely faoe
. .

9.03 Propose logical alternative , sorutions to the problems of 4 real or
hypothetical developing eConomic region

10.01 Choose examples, 'given: examples and non-examples, of interdependence
within and among the economies. of Canada, the tinned States, and Latin
Amerita _ \

10.02 Cite allthalid examples .of intejpendence with other businesses 'or in-
dustries when given a .description of the activities and workings of a
familiar United States, Canadian, or Latin American business on industry

10.03 Identify those which-show inter-regional economic dependeric, given ap-
propriate Canadian, United States, and .LatiNAmerican examples

. . ,

1.1.01 Ditinguish among local, state, and national governments from descrip-.
tions of all three .

,11.02 Identify legislative, executive, and judicial functions of local,, state.' or
national governments giyen adequate .descriptions of 'these functions"

12.01 Identify examples, given examples and non-examples,,. of means by.which .

citizens can influence:their governments
12.02 Suggest means that citizens might use to influente government policy

given an example of governmental apathy on an issue of popular concern
12.03 'Suggest some consequences of the failure of citizens to communicate their

wiShes to their elected governments
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13. The learner. will :know the ,

process Of a' 'demtkratic :

election (government)

, . 5.2yl, Stud* , .
.

,13.01 Define, given appropriate expert-owes, the following, terms asso'clated With
the electoral proc s
a .registration -
b'. voting
c. candidate

campaign,
. primary election

f. ,political party, /
g. party conVention(
h: general election .

,

13.02 -Place in chronological order the/steps in a democratic electirin
. . .

,
. ..,

11,01 Predict the manna bywhich leaders ere selected and changed, given perk-
, nent illustrations of the characteristics 9f selected governments in Canada,

the United States, arid 'Latin America .

14.- The learner,will know that
diifereht forins of gover
'Onerft. have different .w
of choosing and changing
leaders .(government)

.

16. The learner will know that
diffierent societies have dif-
ferent attitudes tOward the
rights of 'citizens as against
the aUthority of the state
(government)

16. The learner will know that
there are different forms of
government and 'that these'
forms may .change over
lime (government, his.-
tory)

14.02 Order correctly the steps of choosing chief exeoutives (presidents, prime
,ministers) in the United States and in pailiamentary 'democracies like.
Canada

,Distinguish democratic from non-democratic relationships, giVen eXatii-
ples of relationships between citizens and their govertments in the
Western Hemisphere

15.02 Identify, the rights of citizens in the UnitedStates, given a listing of possi-
ble rights of in iViduals

17. The learner will know that
local, state, 'and national
governnents often assist
one ano her in meeting the
needs f people (govern-
ment),

18. The learner will know that
problems of common con-,
cern often elicit interna-
tional cooperation and con
flict (government)

The learner' will know that
there are traditional sym-
bols of citizenship (goy-
ernihent, history)

20. The learner will know that
governments are support-
ed. by taxes paid bp? citi-
tens (government, eco-

.nomicp)

21. The learner will know that
physical loography is a
factor in determining how
and where people live (geo-
graphy)

10.

,,
, .

1.15.01.. Identify from appropriately slated descriptions the dominant governmen-.
tal forms' of the 1Nestern Flediisphere ' .

1.6.02 Identify, from a' change in government over time,
s a. the reasons for the change .

. . ,b, the xestilts of the Change in terms of, the rights of individuals
1

17.01 Identify eXamples of cooperation/assistanJe among/ local, state, and
national. governments, given bOth examples and nontxampies

1.7.02 Identify probleaas as being largely local, state, and/or nabonal from a given
list of .problenis`

1801 Identify Western HemiSphere problems which cr ss national boundaries
when cOnfronted with a list of common proble

18.02 Distinguish between . examples ,Of internatiOnal cooperation and inter-
. national conflict, given descriptions of relations among the governments of'

Canada, the United States, and Latin American' nations

19.01 klentifyand distinguish betWeen the Declaratiihn of independence and the
.Constitution Orthe United States

19.04 Identify, national flags and other 1mportant. synthols. of citizenship of
Canada and Latin American nations studie

20.01 Distinguish between examples and non-
20.02 Cite relationships between tax payment

amples of taxes
nd government services

21.01 Identify instances in which physical geography is a signific nt factor in
determining how/where people live, given examples of ways f° living in
Canada, the United States, and Latin America

21.02 Identify technology as a means of overcoming the effects of physical
-geography from selected descriptions of ways of living in Latin America,
Canada, and tht United States

21.03 Identify changes in the Lixtent to which physical getaphy illiluences the
lives of. people given three or more examples of ways of living at different,
time periods in Canada, the United States, or Latin Arnetrca

21.04 Offer defensible reasons for these changes



22. The learner, will knqyv that
'there is an unequal distri-.
butiory of materie,al re-
sources (geography, eco-
nomics)

SOcial Studies.
I.

22.01..Locate on a physical/restource mOp of Canada; the Unite,d, States, and/or
Latin. America
A. areas best Suited .for,agricultUre
13: areas.best suitedloi/extragtion industries (mining, forestry, etc.)
c. areas best suited for the location of basic industry

22.02 Locate, given an appropriate map of the Western Hemisphere, major
landformS and bodies of water

22.03 LocateOn an appiopriate map of the Western Henlisphere maiorisources of,,
the following:
az forests ,

b, petroleuni
g. coal .

c1. precious inetais
22.04 Suggest the effects

ftviii
"and

4,

23. The learner will know tha1/4
1 resources may be

co nserved, poi-
nd re-

newed (geogr eco-
, nomics)

24, The learn& will know that
While eaeh individual is
unique, similarities among
peoples are greater than
differences (sociology/an-.
thropology)

25. The learner will know the
roles of persons and groups
in.the United States, Can-
ada, and nations of Latin
America (sociology/an-'
thropology)

26. The learner will know the
basic social institutions an&
how thes institutions
serve the societies of Can-
ada, the United States, and
Latin America (sociol-
ogy/anthropology)

27, The leapter will know the
influence of ideas and in-
ventions in changing ways

, of .living (sociology/an-
thropology, history, eco-
nomics)

Geade 6
1. The learner will know that

ways of living change over
time and how and why
these changes occur (his-
tory)

et

unequal distribution of nattiral resourCes on ways of..-iptions of two geographic Leg' .

-or Latin America having"unequal distribution of resources ,
.

. ..

23.01 Predict the consequettces of overconsumption given on appropriate ca, se
i study of the overconsumption of non-renewable resources in Canada, the

United States, or Latin America
23.02 Suggest causes and effects of; as well as alternatives to, thepollution of

resources in response to a carefully stated case study drawn from Canada,
the United States, or Latin America
a. vete reasons why the pollution occurred
sb. suggest alternatives to the pollution 'of the resources
c. suggest ways of renewing the resources or substituting for them

. ,

24.01 Distinguis likenesses and differences among selected peOples of Canada,
the United States, and Latin America in terms of physical,attributes and
ways of living

24.02 Distinguish likenesses and differences among peoples of at least two
societies of Canada, the United States; and Latin America

24.03 Distinguish likenesses and differences hetween two distinct cultures.,of
Canada or Latin America .

.

25.01 State the roles of persons In groups, the purposes of grouping, and norms
of behavior in given distinctive groups in Canada, the United States, and
nations of Latin America , ...tit

25.02 Acientify religious, ethnic, and eac'al groups and their relative stalus:given
a concise and relevant descripti of Canadian, United States, or Latin'
American.' societtp

26.01 Identify, given descriptions of the societies of Canada, thelJnited States,
and Latin America, the basic soci l institutions of each .

26.02 Match the institution With the senjces it performs, given a*basic social in-
stitution and a description of way f living in Canada, the United Stat6,
or Latin America

27.01 Describe changes made in ways of ivingin Canada, the United. States, or
Latin America by such 'significant iventions 'as the automobile, air traxel,
television,-etc. , .

a. describe and air reasons for refistance to changes
b..cite bath positive and negativqeffects:orchariges

27:02 Evaluate ,examples .of interdependence and/or inflUence. among the
cultures OP the Western Flemisphere ,

a. cite' reasons for such interdependence or Influence .

b. cite.both positive and negative effects yf such interdependence or, in-
fluence on all parties- affected

,1.01 Identify changes which have occurred when given an appropriate series of.
photographs -depicting changes in 'ways of living (dress, housing, work,
transportation, entertainment, 'etc.) in Europe. and/or the Soviet Union

1.92 Identify from among alternatives the effects of iniportant changes, which
have occurred in 'Europe or the Soviet Union

1.03 Explain accurately tht reasons for carefully selected examples of change in.
Europe or the Soviet Union

1.04 Place-in chronological 'order appropriately chosen exaMples of change in
Europe.or the SoViet Union
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Tht. learner will know that
change affects the lives of
people . (history, spciol;
o'gy/anthroPology)

3. The leaener will,know-mar
jor events in the history of
Europe and the ,Soviet
Union (history)

The learner will know that
the histories of the SoViet
Union- and- nations of Eu-
rope affect the lives of their.
ritizens (history, goSiern-
ment, economics)

Social. Stodles'

241 Select from a hst of possible results of a giVen change in Europe.or the
. Soviet Unio, the most logical result(s) a the change
2,02 Predid logical effects on the lfv.es Of people of a stated'change occuOing in

Europe -or the Soviet'Unidn
2:03 Citegorize as economic,: social, or poli,tical (orany combination of these)

given examples ;of .change in:Europe and/of the Soviet Union

.3..01 Order 'chronologically a given series of major events in the histpry of
Europe and/or, the Soviet,Pnion

3.02 Identify, givan a key 'eVent in the history of Europti4r the Soviet Union;
: the lootion where the event occurred

4.01 Analyze the influence'pf an impoetant event In the history of theSoviet
Ution or it European nation ofi the lives, of its citizen% today

41,02,:gat4orize the influence(s) pf a significant event,in the history of Europe
and/or, the Soviet Union-as econonitc, social.pPolitical, or any combination
of these,.: .

;
-4.03 Identify pertiiiient Causes (or antecedents) from the past of a significaM

current phenomenon in Europe or ,the Soviet UniOn
4.04 Order chronologically thecauses, tth:e event itself, and the effects of an imr

portant phenomenon or eyent in the history of Ettrope and/or the Soviet
'

5.'01 Cateprize giVen ecor'itivic resources of Europe and.thetSoviet Union.as
human, natural, capital, fict 'technological

5.02 Select from a genpial list dfecônomic resmirces-Ihos.v present ih the Soviet
Union, and Europe ,

\t

,
5.03 Suggest,the use being made

1

not bein made of specified majbi natur'al
resources of"Europe and/or th Soviet nion

5. The learner will know the
location and use of eco-
nomir resources in Europe
and the Soviet Union (eco-
nomics., geography)

.04..Suggest accurate economic relatiSnships given a map or maps showing the
location of earth materials,. labor siipply, production plants; and transpor-
tation'facilities, in Europe anO/or the Soviet UniOn.

6.01 Ideraify specifically described economies of. Europe ana the oyiet 'Union
as '

6. The learner will know the .

major characteristics of the
economic' systems of Eu-
rope and the Soviet Union
(economics)

7. The learner will know that"
economies are interdePen-
dent in Europe and in the
Soviet Union (economits,
government)

8. The leariler will know that
different forms ,of govern-
ment have different ways
of choosing and changing
leaders (government)

1 9. The learner will know that
different societies have dif-
ferent attitudes towgd the

, rights of citizens as. against
the authority of- the state'
(governmeng,

. iq. The learner will know that
there are different forms Of

4 government and that these
forms may change over'
time (government, his-
tory)

a. pre-indUstrial
c b. industri`al ,

6.02 DistinguislVamong command:mixed,' and market economies, given precise'
descriptions of each 4

7.01 Choose examples, given exam les and,non-examples, of interdependence
in the economies of Western European nations and of eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union

7.02 Identify examples of 'international econpmic interdependence given ap-
propriate descriptions of E ropean and Soviet economic activities

8.01 Predict the ways of selecting and changing leaders givenyertinent illustra-
tions of the characteristics of selected governments of Europe and' the
Soviet Union

8.02 Order correctly the steps of choosing chief executives in the Soviet Union
and in a parliamentary democracy. like Britain or France

8.0 Distinguish between the roles of the political party and the formal govern-
ment in choosing leaders of the Soviet Union

9.01 Distinguish democratic from undemocratic relationships given examples
of relationships between citizens and their governments in Europe and the
'SoViet Union

10;01. Identify, given European and Sovie4 examples (either historic of contem-4'
.. porary) the following governmental forms .

a! monarchy .
.

h. oligarchy.
. .c. dictatorship

d. republic. ,

10.02 Identify, givtm careful descriptions of each, the forms of government of
. major Luropeart natioos t`

1,
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'10.03Adentify, frotn a change goverttritentA
a, the reasons for the change .
b, th'e results'of the change in ternis ot theitghts.pinaiW

114,04 Distinguisit, citing pertinent, exampleS friini.:goverpnientS of Eurojie an
the Sov(et Union 'thajpridifferences: btw*e.tf,,reVolcitic?,nit ,,tand

.evolutionary ,changes in goy trInlent :

11,, The !miler will .know that
'iprOblerns of cornmon con-
.sern often elicit ,interna-..
tional cooperation and con.
flict g6vernment)

12. The learOt! Will know that
there are traditipnal

fhols of citizenship and/Or
..nationality (history, gov-
,.ernment)

13. The learner will 6ow tkot
gowernrnents,are. sup.PCfrt-
ed .by taxes paid by citi-
,zeos (government, eto-
nomics)

44. The learner.will know that-.
physical )6eography is a
factor-in deterMining how
and where., people live and
hoe-lived .(geOgraphy, his-

. tory)... ,

0144.

15. The learner will know that
ith.ere s an unequal distri-

bution of natural resourc-
es (geography, economics)

1. The learner will knOw that
naitral resources may be
consumed, conserved, pol-
luted, 'destroyed,. and re-
newed (geography, eco-.
notnics)

;

17. The karner .:know the
basic social institutions and
how thescy iKstitutions
serve the sdcieties of Eu-
rope and .the Soviet linion

11,61 Identify problems Which crostthotindaries within and,a'rnong atropeanp,o-
tions and the Soviet,Mnion, given a list of gommon probfemi

11.Q2 Distinguish bitWeeti examples of internatiOnal !cooperption and' inter -
national conflict given descriptions of relations' arriong governrnentk of
Europe and the Soviet Uri4on

27-
, 12;01 Identify national flags, leaders, or :other Symbols of- 'eitiFenship. or

_,nationatity,.in'.Eurcopean natioris.studied And in the ;Soviet UniOn:

''?

. .
. t .13.01 Cite applkable relationships between tax payment and goverrunent ser-

',. viees in Europe and the firei'/iet Union i
.

.
.

1302 Distinguish between welfare states and"others in tormsf theAumber and
scope of government services. to citizens and in terms of taxes. paid 'by ,

--, ',citizens .
. .

. , -, .
.

.

14.01 Identif.y instances in which phySical geography is or has leen.a significant
,-, factor in deterinining how/where people live'or have lived'in Europe and

theSovlet Uniorv
14,02 -Identify technology as A 'meanS,of overcdming the effects .of PhysicaLe

,

. geography when presented with appropriate descriptions-of ways-Of-living 11..
. in 'Europe anti the oviet'Union. -.

14.Q Evaluate Oranges in the extent to which physical geography influences the
lives of people given three .or more descriptions oflife in Europe,,and the
Soviet Union.,at different 'time' periods.

. .

15.01 Locate on a. physical/resource.map Of Europegind/or the SoViet Union .'
a. areas best suited for agrict ..iltune.

,
.

b, areas best Suited for extractive industry (miRing, rorestry, etc.) ,

15.02 Locate, Ifiven an appropriate map AA Europe and the SoViet Union; niajor
..tandforrns' and 'bodies of water

15,03 .Locate on an..appropriate map_of .Europe and the Soviet Union major
sources of .;,
a. i( i.)il e4

c...ifidtdtrial minerals (iron ore, etc.).,.... . .

15,04 SuggeP. the effects'of unegual distribution,of natural resources on ways. of
' llVing from pertinent .desdriptions of at least, tw6 regions of. EuraPe or the.
Soviet Union having an lequal distribution of resources

, ...
. . . .

16.01, Predict the conseqUences Of overconsUmption fOven an appropriate Cas .,

study 6f The overconsuinptiori of non-reneWable resources in Europe and
the.Soviet Union

. - , . . ,

10.02 Suggest causes and effects of, acs oi...ell as alternatives to, the- pollution Of...
resources in response to a carefully constrated case study drawn from

vv- Europe or the .5oviet Union .

'. a. state reas6ns why the-pollution occtirrM
b. suggest alternatives to pollution of the resources
cs -suggest ways -Of renewing the pqlluted resources ...:

17.01 'Identify, givien desCriptions or ,the societie.s of!"Europe and the Soviet
Union, their basic social .institutions * ..

..17.02 Matcli"the institution with the services it perr6rrrth, given a basic social in-
stitution and a description,of waysf living in societies of Europe and/or
the Soviet U.nion .. . .

.

17.03 Suggest, given statements of beliefs *common tr.; the people,of European na-
tions 'and -of the Soviet Union, how these beliefs Might affect,the basic
social institutions of the societies ,,',
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8. The learner ,will know the,' ,,g8,.,0:, ettribe changes Tade in Ways Of living iii.turope:and the Soviet Uniorr
inftuencelof 'Ideas and in.; ', ''''',','11( k Sr such iiignificanfiinVeritions as steam power, air traxel, etc.
ventions in changing waya ';'.,;//:'.',," A. describe and vile reasons for the change and for resistance to it
of liV1 (sociology an- , ',317' ,ib, -tite both positive.and negative, effectgoof change '
thro ogy, history, Fo-y4 pA.." Evaluate examples of interdependence.andieir iff4ience among cultures of.,

Imo ics) 14 ' "11
. o 4.

1

, Europe and the Soviet Union '

,,,,k4.. ti , , ar' Cite reasons for the influence and/o. interdppentiericeof certain ideas
, and/or inVentions .... , b.

b. cite bOth positive and. negative effec& of Such .interderiendefice or

Social Studies 4

,

".,

'Grade . /

t. 41 fearner will k
..W 4.$..,of cll. r' 0

time anal
.these Changes" sritiik:.!(fs-'.'
tory) _,,. ..

N

r

.1;
; I.

2.. The lernerTwill know tfut
cirange affects the lives .of

people (hif(orry, ,sociol-
ogyfanthropolbe.y). :

3. Th'e learner will know nv-
" jor events in tice 1-iikory of

Africa and- Asia (history)

P

e learnet ow 04at
the histories Of regi and
nations of Af,rica a &Asia

, affect the lives of The peo-,
' ple -(history, overn ent,

economics)

influence'
'"

.

4 . 4.4;:,.

(
.2.01 Select frors4 lisrbf possible results ot a given chane in Africa.or Asia the

most logical result(s) of the change
2.02 Predict logical 9fficts on the lives of people of a stated change occiirrtnOn

Africa or 444, ti:f 4 6 04.

2.03 ,Categorize as ee
given ex

_

,

rdentify.thanges which have,occurred when.givri an!appropsiate series of
photographs depic4ing chang.ys in ways bf living (hatsing, oansportation,
work; etc.) in *socipties 'Of,Africa and/br :Asia. , .' -*A ' '. '
Identify from among alternatives the effects.of Important. . Which
have occurred in Africa and Asia ' . . 4 \ ,

Explain accurately the reasons for carefully seleetectexalinples drip in.societies.Of. Afrita, Asia, and Picifjc cultureS
1.04' Place in chronologiCal orderoproperiate examples`of ch'ange in societies of .,

' Africa and.Asio v d
,

Change inAfr a and/or Asia"
inicoothl, Apolitical (or.any combination oT these)-

;3.01 Qrder chron ogically a given series of major events in the.historlr of"na,:'
dons jtr reithis of Africa and Asia .

3.02 Id ify, swan a keiy event in 'the history of Afrkan or.Asian nations, the
ocation where the event occurred'

. gmor, .

'Analyzq* influence of an important event or phenomenon in the history
of .an,.Mrican'or Asian nation on the lives of its citizens today

4.02 Categorite .the infiuence of a significant event or phenomenon in the
history of -pn African or Asian nation as economic, socia1 ,. political, or any
c'ombinatiA f these

4.03 _Identify pertin'ent causes (or antecedento) in the past ota significant current
phenomenon -in Africa, Asia, and/or Pacific ultures

.

: 4

5. The lettner wiH know the 4

location,. and .use of eco-
.nomic resource iii Africa
and AM-a (,econdmics, geo-
'gr'aphY)0

6. ,The learner .will know -the ..
major charatteristics of Iliet
economic 5S/stems- of .Afri-

ok .

- .. ca and Asia (econ,oinics) ,
.- n,

7.1,711e learner will know dif,
ferences between .devel
oped 'and developing. e'con-
olnies (e.exinoriiics) .

4.. ' ,

4.4:k4 Order chraiologically the causes, rhe event itself, and the_effects of an im-
rtant kvent in the history of nations or regions cirAfrica and/or Asia

5.014 Categorize enecon'oietre'sourceS of Africa and Asia q'human, natural, /'.
capital, 'and teNOnologic"a14

5.02. Stlectirom a general lig,t.z.f economic 146ot:ill:es those present in Africa and
Asia

, .

5.d3 Suglest accurate b.,economic selationships givennv or.more maps skiuwint
the ocation of earth materials, labor gipplres, prgclation plants, an
transportation facilities in Africa and/or Asia

described economfes,..of. Africa, eksia,.' and NCific.6.01 Id,entify Opecifically
societies as .

a. siatisitenee
b. barter
c. money
d, pre-industrial

. e. industrial .

_6.02 Distinguish in Abe Africim2A-slan context aMOg conmiand; mixed,- and
, market econokres, giving examples of .eich'"

. . .

-7.01 Derin4 and sta'te at least .threecharacteristics of .these economies. in Africa,.
_Asia- and Pacific .societies-$' ,

or

o

,

.
,

.developed
b. dekveloping b

,
a

7.02 ,Late on a map of Africa' rl.fi Aiiia.: develope6c d and developing ecOnOntic
, regions . 4 %to,'" ,..,..

.

7.03 Determine from a. carefUl. description of an eCon'ocnic region .0(.Africa or
.

'Asia whether it BNeVelopire or delielopecl -- ''' -/'''-' -7- 7,1

i. .'" .. 2 ex .,
. or- i ,'i 1;

.

"



a

8.. The learner will' know the
*economic problems of' de- .
veltiping regions of. Asia
and Africa (ecovmics)

4.

9..The learner will know that
economies are interdepen-
dent (economics).

10. The learner Will'know that
different forms of govern-
ment have, different ways
of choosing and changing
leaders (government).

11. The learner will know that
different societies have dif-
ferent attitudes.toward the
rights of individuals as
against ths....Luthority of the
state (goverment.)

12. The learner will-.know that
there are different forms of
government and that these

!forms may change -nver
time.- (government, his-
tory)

9

13. The learner will .know that
probleins of common cori-,i
cein often elicit interna-t.
tional cooperation or
flict .(governmen t)

14. The learner will k oW that
there are symbo of citi-
zenship and/or ationality
(history, govertfment) 4

15." The learner MI1 knOw that
'physical, g,epAraphy is, a
factor in , dertennining how
and wlwre-penak litte and
hav liVed (geography, his-

)iiry)

0. Thelearner will knowthat
there . is an unequal distrist

. Abution of naturol resourc
, es (geography, ecOnornics)

. *

I

5pcial Studies
Itk

8.01. Choose, from a general list of écononnit. problems, those common to. '
developing regions of Africa and Asia," ' ./ 8.02 'List, from a desc,ription'of a deve.10ieconornic region. or'. nation of

0Africa or Asia, probleMS' that region .Wffilkely.,face ,

8.03 Pnipose justifiable. alternative solutions tO the problems of- a .real or
.

, hyPothetibl developing economic region of .Africa or Asia

9.91,1ChoOse examples, giVen examples and nOn-examples, of interdependenCe
in the economies'olf Africa and'A'sia

9.02 Cite examples of interdependence between African. and 4an ecdribmies'
anc( the economies of Europe and the Western Hernisphere

10.01 fored,ict the Tanner of choosing and changing leaders given pertinent
t-characteristics of selected governments. of Africa and/or Asia

10.02 Distinguish between the roles of traditional governments and formal.
,

,national governments in given societieS of.Africa

11.01 Distinguish democratic froM undem rade relaktionships sivtn examples
of the relationships between individifals.and governments'in' Africa 'and
Asia

.

11.02 State reasons in the rast or in the..beliefs of specified African of Asian:
governments for these differenes. .

.
. .

1., I .. , .

.. ..
., . Ik

12.01 Identify,
.

giving his togc or !curpeni..African and Asian examples, the. 4folkiying goiernment!..form .. .4

monarchy ,
.

B.' dictatorghip
c. republic
d... traditional
e. colonial .

12.02 Identify, given careful ascriptions of each, the 'forms of government in
major African and.Asian notions N. \.12.03 State, from a.change, in -government fait of''a ftinaon o

.
-a or Asia,

a. reasons .for the-change
b. residts of the change in terms of the rights .of 'individuals-

.

1Z.04..1)istingtiish, citing pertinen't examples from governments or. Asia and
. .

Africa, macor differences between revolutionary and evolutionary changes
in government , .,

.
..

13.01 Identify problems of 'Africa and-Asia which cross international boundaries
. .

.13.02 Cite examples tilinternational cooperation as well as examples of conMict
given descriptions Of relations aMong nations of Africa and, Asia

14.01 Identify national Hass, leaders, or other symbols of citizenship or
nationality in African ind Asian nations studied

,

.' 15.01 Identify instances in which physical geography was or is a factor in deter.-
mining flow and where people live at)d- have li'ved:in Africa arld Asia

.,V(12 Identify exam'ples in Africa and ASid cif adaptation'to.Physical gography
c in w4s of living . .

, 15.03 Identify technology as a means of overcoming physical geography given
appropriate descriptions of Ways of living in Africa and Asia

.. 15.04 Evaluate changes in thq extent to which physical geography influetces the
Jives of people, given triree or inor.e. descriptions of life in Asia or Africa at
different .titne periods,

15.05' Assign specific reasons for those changes

16.01 Locate on a physit'al/resource map of Africa and/or Asia
a. areas best sinted VoCagticultute, .lob. areas best suited fok extractive industry (mining, etc.)
c, areas best' suited -for the location of basic industry

10.0? 1L9vale, given Appropriate maps of Africa and Asia, major landforms and
.

odies of water,
. .

4 .).4., ,

- l Vt4
.

r ' 0,

.

4

,
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, 17. The 'learner will k.now that
natural resources may be
consumed, conserved,. poi;
kited, .Ind renewed (gep-
graphy,itconomics)

0
18. The learner will-know that,

while each indfv,idual is
unique, ..s.imilarities among
people aire greater than dif-
fefences (sociology/an-
thropology)

19. The learner will know the
roles of persons and groups
in African and ASian sd-
cieties (sociology/anthro-
pology).

. 20. .;1The learner will know the
basic social institutions and
how these institutions
servetheir 4ocieties in Af-
rica and Asia (soCiology'/. .

anthropologyl

21. The' learner will know the
influence of ideas and in-
ventions in changing ways
of Ii vi n (sociology/an
thropology, history, eco-
nomics)

44 40'

.

4
social Studies

t

4103 Locate on apprOpriate maps of Africa and Asia, major sources of
' a..oil . .

b, industrial minerals (icon ore, copper, etc.) .

c. precious vials thid minerals .1 , 41

Y6.04 Suggest the effects of Unequal distribution of resources on ways of living
. from'pertinent descriptions of at lear two regions of Africa and/or Asia

having such unequal distribution ir

9

'

1701. Predict the cohsequences ot overconsumptioft given an appropriate case
,

study of the overconSurnption of resources in Africa or Asia
17.02 Suggest causes and effeCts of, as well as alternatives to, the pollution of

resources in response to a carefully constructed coe study .drawn from
Africa or Asia ..

1 II
ri,; state reasons why the pPllution acurreo
b. suggest logical alternatives to the pollution
c. suggest ways of renewing the polluted resources

. .
18.01 Distingush likenesses and 'differences among selected people of Africa

and/or Asia in terms of physkal attributes ancl, ways of living .
16.02 Distinguish likenesses and diffeliences in ways of living between.peoples

of two diverse societies of Africa and/or Asia

19.01 State the roles of persons in groups, the purposes of grouping, and norms
of behavior in given distinctive groups in Africa and/or Asia

19.02 Identify religious, ethnic, and racial groups 'and theirrelative status, givert
a concise and relevant descriptiqp of a society in Africa or Asia

19.03 ErialUate changes in the.status ofitme or mOre signifieant religious, ethnic,
racial, or sOciakroups in'societies of Africa 'and/or Asia. . ,

a. identify changes in the statu5 of the group relative to .the society as.a
, whole ,. .1 ae

.

41

b.. cite reasons for such 'change.
c. specify resistanc4 to the change
d. assesstffects of the change for,the-grou.p in question and for the society

'aS .a whole.
... , .

. . .

20.01 Identify, giveh descriptions of' divenZe traditional and modern societies of
Africa and Asia, their,basic social institutions and the functions they per-
form -

.....'
20.02 Cite similarities -arid differences ibetWeen the social institutions of two or

more diverse societies of Africa and ,Asia .

20.03 Suggest, given stateinents of beliefs common to people of ah African or
Asian society, .how these beliefs affect the basic social institutions of the
society . 11

4

21.01 Describe changes made in ways of living in Afr.ka, Asia, -and PacifiC
cultures,.by suCh ideas as independenceor nationalism and by inventi6V
such as 'air travel, television, etc, .

a. describe and cite reiisons 'for the change and for resistance to it
b.. cite both positive and negative effects of the change for the parties in-

volved .. . .

21 .02 Tvaluake examples of interdependence and/or influence among cultUres of
Africa and Asia ...._ .

.
cl. cite reasons for the influen, ce of certain ideas' or in\NtiortB
b. cite both positive and negative effect's of., such influence

NORTH yROLINA ,AND .UNITED STATES HISTORY

-PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
broAdicator ji oMiltf.ingily what tan assess a stinlent:s performance.COMPETENCY COAL(5)

..
Crack 8 'and 9(

1.. The learner Will know im
por tan( d-evelopment Ui

American history from the
ore-( olumbian .ovriod of )
exploration ,and dist oyery.

Others 'nay be ttseti if thry-we frnore appropriate for the learner.

1.01 Locate major pre9Columbian' cultures on an appropriate map, of the
Western 1 leinisphere

1.02 Identify major artistic, scientific, or nlathematical contributions of pre-
ColumHim cultutes ...... ,

1.03 Describe reasot.0 for Luropeat-voyages of discoverY, in the 151,11 'and loth
centuries .

9 IA
4 0 il
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0

a,

1.4

2. The learner will know that
European nations differed
in their Methods of Colo--
nizing the Americas.

3. irlw learner will knOw im-
portant aspects of life in

. colonialS America

--ec4o. .

4. The learner will know
caws and effects, major
events, and major person,
alities of the. Revolution-
ary War

q.

5. The.leariwr will know how
the government...of the
United States was creekted
and estabhshed

Social Studies

1 04 Locate on.an outline Map of theArnericas,areas of European influence as of
1700

1.05 Describe and explain -differences between Native Americans and Euro-
peans in attitudes tpward 'land oWnerships

1,06 Desdibe how geographic features both encouraged and discotiraged Euro-
pean exploration, particularly of North-Carolina'

2.01 Describe .and distinguish among Spanitjh, French, and.Briti&h methods of
colonial control., -

2.02 Locate. on an-. appropriate map arall Controlled lby the British and tlui
French in 1750... or..

2.03 Analyze rgasops. for British' and Fren.ch conflicts in North America
2:04 Compare and trontrast British arid French plonies in terms of location .and

major ecOnomic activity
2.0 Select thaw ocCurrences or conditions aPplicable to the colonial settlement

of North Carolina froM descriptions of the 'settlement of British North
AMerican Colonies

2.06 St'ate reasons why. geography influenced or did, not influence colonizatiOn

3:01 Distitish among New England, Middle, and Southern colonies in terins
of t conômic activities

3.02 Locate major Colonial tOwns on a map of North Carolina
3.03. Identify, such major colonial figures as

a. John Winthrop
b. WilliaM.Penn
c. Roger Williams
d. Anne Hutchinson

3.04 Compare and contrast social life aria rworeational activities in New England,:
Mktdle, and Southern colonies

?..05 Distinguish between indentured servitude and slavery .

3.06 Identify examples of British and French conflict in Nwth 'America during
the colonial period

3.07 Assess the influence of physical geography on colonial' economic activitiee.

4.01 Disthiguish'between immediate' and long-term reasons for the American ,-

Revolution
.4.02 Place in correct chronological order a series of major Revolutionary War era

events in North Carolina and the United States
4.63 Identify and indicate the inyortance of each in the Revolutionary War era

a. Benjamin. Franklin
b. George Washington
C. Cornelius Harnett
d. Thomas Jefferson
e. Thomas Paine

4.04 Indicate the relationship between the-Halifax Resolves and the Decloation
of Independence

.

4.05 identify, from a list of faceors contributing to the defeat of the the
Revolutionary War, those which were Most important

4.06 Assess the effects of the American Revoluticin on
a. Tories
b. the economy of North Carolina
c. the French. Revolution

5 c

4.07 Prove or .disprove ihe statement that "the maP defeated the british" in the
American Revolution

5.01 Identify from a general list of problems those faced by the new nation after
independence was won

5.02 Explain the influence of each in creatin-g the Coitution
a. James Madison
b. the 3/5 Ctnnpromise
c. Benjamin l:tanklin

5.03 Explain why the Constitution provided for
a. a checks and balances system
b. two houses of Congress
c, the separation of powers
d, the Electoral College
e. a federal ,fiystent pl government

5.04 State reasOnfs why North Carolina initially ref used to sign the Constitution
5.05 Identify, from a general list of rights, those tom anteed by the Bill of Rights

;VO Identif y, given political issues of the period, those on whVli the Federalists
and An ti,Federalists

)
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o. The learner will !row ma- '

. jdr trends., events,. -and
prohlemb of the "new na-
tion''

Social. Stess ...

5.07 Ideniify reasons why the .Fkleraliat anil Republican Tarties .develope
5..08 Identify. anck'assess tkierimportance of

a. the Lang( Ordinanaeof 1785
b, the Nort4tat. Orclinanett.(1787)

.6.(M., On an outline 'Map the learner.will identify states in.the\Uniowas of 1789,
18.00, and 1815

0.02. ,Describe, relatinnships wilh Britain and France, r789-1815
6.03 Asess tile iMportance of these problems facihs the new nation, defkcribing

how they were solved .or left unsolVed .

Ia.. the rise of political pafties
b. relations with Indians
c. establishing, the power of the United States government

6.04. State reason4 for ahd effects of .the War-of 18T2 in, terms of
. a. .gaining ''respect" from.luropean na.tions
' b.. relations with Indians

c: freedom of the seas .

6.05 Identify ittkd describe the importance of each of 'these in the period 17,89-
.. 1015 .

a. The Louisiana Vurchase
b. the "War Hawks"
c. Alexander Hamilton
d. Aaron Burr .

e. the Adams:family

7.01 Define and give several examples of the terms
. a. nationalism

0
, A

b. sectionalism . .

7.02 Locate On an outline map states in the Union as of 1815, 1850
the importanceOf the Westward Movement in the period 1815-1.850

a. cite ,r,easons for he Movement west
b. describe the role of government and private businesses in promoting

westward expansion ,

r. identify major immigrant groups important in settling the West
d. describe some of the effectsor the Westward Movement on national
. politics

. 7.04 Describe how eath of the following contributed to the growth of
nationalism and/or sectionalism in the period 1815-1840
a. internal improvements (roads, canals, etc.)
b. a high tariff
c. industrial development in the Northeast
d. the invention of 'the cotton gin
v. the institution of slavery

7.05. Identify and state the significance of each of these on either riationalism or
sectionalism in the period 1815-1850
a. Horace Marw

. b. Dorothea Dix' S.

c Nat turner
d. Andrew Jackson
e. John C. Calhoun
F. Henry Clay
g. Archibald 'M urphey
h. James K. folk

7.06 Compare '. and contrast th olitical veints or actions in terms of their in-
fluence on nationalism and/o nalism )
a. major decisions of the Supreme Court under Chief JuAice John Marshall
b. the Missouri Compromise
c. the Nullification Controversy
d. the Compromise of 1850
e. the. Monroe Doctrine

7.07 Evaluate the extent to w'hich North Carolina and North Carolinians par-
ticipated in and/or supported such national phenomenii as .

a. internal improvements
b. the Westward Movern'ent

.c. Indian removal

8.04, Identify, on a map of the Un ted States
a. states admitted to the Union, 1850-1800
b,. '.'slave" states and "free" states as of I800
. .

7, The learner orill,know.that
the period of 1615-1850
was a time of both nation-

. alisrn and seakinalism

8. The learner will know that
sectionalism overcanw -na-
tionalism and resulted In
the Civil War; .

I.

e
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9. 'the learner will know that
:The Civil War and the Re-
Construction of the Union

. affirmed the power of the
national government

s

Social $ttidies.

6.02 Place in correct chrbnological ordef a given list .of important political
events or criket; leading 'to the secesdion or the Confederate States of
Ainerica

8.03 Oescribe how a Ativen list of international involvements contributed to
a. the addition of new territories to the United States 6 .

b. nationalism and/or sectionalism
8.04 Describe how the Phenomenon of Manifest Destiny was reflected in.
. . a. the building of railroads

b, the Mexican War
c. interest in Oregon

d.. attitudes toward and treatmen 6f Native Americans
e. the Gold Rlish

8.05 Describe the' influence of sitvery k an issue in
a. the Mexican Wav
.0: the. Compromise (1:l'850,
C.' theiKansas-Nebraska 'Act
d. tht building of the:trans-continental railroads

. the admission of Western'slates to the Union
8.06 Identify and state the imPktance of each in.the years just before the Civil

War
a. Harriet Tubman
b, the Underground RAIroad
c. John Brown
d. the Dred Scott deci,s,han
e; William Lloyd Garri'sbn-and "the.Liberator"
f. Hinton Rowan Helper ,,

g. the Lincoln-Douglas Debates
h. the RePublican'Party

I .

-9,01 Locate.on.a rnap Union, Ooederata; and florder states
9.02 DesCribe various attitudes'Of 'Noah:Carolinians on the eve of thp CivirWar":
9.03 CharacteriLe each of a given list olCauses of the Civil War as immedi,ate or

long-term : . t
.

g,04 Compare and contrast Telative strenthsg'. 'of the Union and the Cortf\
, s

federaCy, given a chart or map shoWing.railrbad,Mileage, numbers bf lac-'
tories, population, and:acreage.under cultivation ..,

9.05 Indicate from'a given list.of reasons for seceding'fro&I'lhe Union those
which wore applicable to North Carolina

9.0o Identify and assess the political/militarY importance Of
a. the election of Abraham .Lincoln in 1860 .

b. the firing on Fort Sumter..
c. the blockade of Confederate ports
d. the ironclads
e. the Emancipation Proclamation
f.- the New York draft riots

9.07 DernonRtrate knowledge of a list ot mAjor Civil War battles/campaigns
.

a. indicate whether.each was fought on Union or Confederate soil
h. indicate whether' each was a Uniory or Confederate victory
c. place them in correct chronological order
d. identify those fought in North, Carolina

9.08 Evaluate, the effects 'of Civil War fighting on
a. productive capacities of Union and Confederacy
b.. civilian populations of Union and Confederacy

9.09 Evaluate: the i'mportance of British.eothmerciat/pulitical influence on th
outcome.Of the Civil War

.9.10 Distinguish similarities and differences bCtween Presidential-and Con.
. .

gressional plans for reconstructing the Onion> as they relate to:
a. former slaves
h, readmission of former Confederate states to the Union
c..punishing the former Confederacy for having waged WO oh the United

States
d. preserving the power of the Republican party

"4.9..11 Evaluate tlw effects of Reconstruction on
a. race relations' in the South
h. Southerners' attitudes .toward'ilw Republican party
c. the people of North Carolina :0

. .
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10. The learner will know ma-
jot late 19th century in-
cluStrial and business der.
Velopments

11. ThY learner will know
causes and events of the
settlement of th'e "last
West"'

42,, The.. learner will know that
the late 19th century was a
time.of gteat social, politi-
cal, and economic change
and unrest

I.

Social Studies,

10,01 Identify a Carefully described huffiness organization as
a. single proprietorship

. b. partnership
C. corporation
d. monopoly (trust)

0

11102 Order chronologically and assessithe importance of a list of technological
advances

10.03 IdentiFy, :giVen, descriptioNs of-an American 'city in 1820 and 1900 ,

°,a: cbartitt9'hiiiiii5114 about by industrialism
:b. cilianges broughl about by immigration *

10.04 Locate on a'rriap oF,th0ited States major late 19th century industrial
' cen ters

+-

.10.05 Identifji,aild state tbelmportance Of ch.industrialists arid abusiness
'leaders. as
a. John D. Rockefeller
b, Andiew Carpegie
C. J. P. Morgan
d. Ames 0, IDuke .

11.01 Identify the importance of railrbads in the settlement of the West .
11.02 Describe conditionS farm families faced as they settled the West
11.03 Evaluate 'the Settlernent of theMest in termS of:the lives of American In-,

diAns
11.04 laentify and describe the importanceof each in'the settlement of the "last

West"
a. the invention of barbed wire
b. 'sod houses.

.^c. cattle drives'
d. 'cowboys

Geronirno .

f. the Battle bf Little.Big Horn..("Custer'sLaSt Stand")
g. physicargeograPhy

12.01..-Evaluate relattonships between gOvernment and business in the late 19,th
century, identifying laws ok government polides which encouraged.the

, development of large corporations .-

12.02 Assess the important results of late 10th centbry.immigration-
a. state Major national sources of immigration
b, state major reasons for the "flood",of imrnigrants
c, describe and give reasons for various American responses, o irn,-

migration
):20,3 Evaluate the causes, events, and effects of^ the agrarian revolt

, a. identify and giire reasons for farmers' grievances .
b. c:Ompare and .contrast efforts of farmers to improve their kit (Grangers,

Populists, etc,) in terms of methods, successes, and .failures
c. evalu.ate the importance of physical geograpbic conditions as a factor in

the agrarian. revolt .

1204. Evaluate the importance of .efforts of ,laboring people .to organize into
.unionfr
a. describe conditions of work,, citing specifics such as ton hours, low

pay, child labor, ete.
U. state reasons why laborers tried to organize labor .unions.
u. state reasons wh9 industrial and business leaders opposed-labor Unions
d. describe-11r reaction of government (state and national) to the labor

union. mov'ement
12.05 Describe'and give reasons for the extent to which Mirth Carolinians par4,

1111k

ticipated in movements and events characteristic of the period 1

.06 y, valuate the influence of the Progressive Mofement
a. identify leaders of the movement
b. state reasons why the intvemegt occurred

.

c. desuribe progros and reforms of the.. movement
d. prove or disprOve the statement that Progressivism was a nsponse to

the eConomic excesses and political-corruption (if the late 19th century

it

t. \
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3. The learner will know ma'.
. jor causes and events of

American foreign policy,
1865-1920

14. The learner will know that
the "tiine .between wars"
(19204940) was a time of
isolation' and disillusion-
ment with iriternational in-
volvemehts, of rapid social
change, and of both ,eco-
nomic ptosperity and' des-
pair

Social Studies

13,01 Define imPerialism and describe its,role in'
a. the Spanish-American War
b. the partition of Afrka
c.. the creation of European alliance,ystems

13.02 Locate On a map_ showing the-world in 1910, general areas held In colonial
control by_ the United States

13.03 Evaluate United States conduct as an imperial power
a. give reasons why the United States took colonies during this period
b. state arguments for and against this practice
c. distinguish between the government of these territorieb and that of

earlier territories which became states .
distinguish between the rights of inhabitants of these territories and of
United States'citizens

13.04 State reasons why the Un ed States proposed to remain neutral during
World War I

13.05 Describe reasons Whj, the United States. eftered World War I
13.06 Evaluate the effects of World War I on

a. civilian populations
b. Progressivism
c. Americans' attitudes toward Europe
d. the rise f Communism in Russia
e. the eco omic stability of Europe.

13.07 Give rea ns for Americans' retreat into isolation and evaluate that retreat
in terms of
a. the success/failure of the League of Nations
b. the rise of dictatorships in Europe.

14.01 Indicate the extent to which each of the following:groups participated in the
general prosperity of the early 1920's
a. farmers
b. laborers
c. Blacks
cl. Native Americans

14,02 Assess and put in order of relative importance each of the following In
creating economic.conditions which led to the Great Depression:
a. "buying on the margin"
b. installment buying
c. assembly line production'
d. farm prices
e. advertising
f. talking motion pictures
g. European economic condition4

14.03 Describe the participation of each of the following in either contributing or
reacting to freedom of expression in the 1920's
a. music
b. dancing
c. clothing
d. writers of books
e: motion pictures
F. automobiles 1.

g. advertising
14.04 Categorize a listing of important New Deal activities as

'a. telief effotts
b. recovery efforts
c. reform efforts

14.05 Categorize a list of brief! described New Deal reforms as
a. bankin -

labot g
agricultural'

d. social welfare
14.06 5tate whether each of the folloWing would generall1/ suppat or not support

I0osevelt's policies as of 1936,' 1940, all 1944
a. Blacks
h. women
c. farmers
d.. induStrial workm
e: small business owners
C. bankets .
14. stockholdeis in large corpor ions
h. older pt:opk
i. Native Americans

I.
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.15: The learner will know ma-' jor causes, events, and re-
sults Of World War II

A

16. The learner will know the
major events, their causes
and effects, in the foreign
policy of the United States,
1945-present

"

Soda! StudieR

1

, 7-

14.67 Evaluatethet.effeçts of New. Deal legislation on efforts to organize workers
14.08 Evaluate the lasting influence otNew Deal policies on .

a. Blacks . .

, b. labor unions
c: farmers
d. banks.
e.. older .people
1, the.stock market
g, the size and power of the federal government, ,
h. the people and loverRment of North Carolina

15.01 State the.effects of World War I. on the French, german, British,. and RAO,
sians in terms of their -

a. casualty rates
b. trankportation systems
c. industries
.d. unemployment
e. political stability

15.02Auggest reasons° for Adolf Hitler s rise to political power
15,03 Mcate on a map of Europe

a. areas controlled by totalitarian governments as of 1935
b. areas controlled by totalitarian governments as of-summer, 1939

15.04 Place in correct shronolOgical order a ligt of acts, leading to the outbreak of
World War II ingurope

15.05 Indicate on a world map areas controlled.by Germanty, Italy, and Japan as of
1942.

15.06 Place ih.chronologIcal order a listing of steps which preceded United Statet
entry into World War II

15.07 State changes which World War II brought in the lives,of
a. Blacks
b. farmers
c. women workers
d. North Carolinians

15.08 Identify, place in chronological order, and state the military.importance Øf
a. the Battle of Britain
b. the Battle of Stalingrad
c. the Battle of Midway
d. the Japanese ,attack on Pearl Harbor
e. D-Litay
f. the atomic bombing of Hiroshima,and Nagasaki
g. the death of Roosevelt .

h. the Atlantic Charter
15,09 Compare the League of Nations and the United Nations in terms of

a. aims
b. membership "1
c. United States support
d. pbility to prevent or limit war

16.01 Indicate on appropriate maps
a. areas under contiol of the Soviet Urtion by,1950
b. areas under control of communist/soeialist governments as of 1960
c. areas which gained their freedom from colonial control after 1945

16.02 State the importance of and place in chronological order the following
.a. Berlin plockade
b. Marshall Plan
c. Bay of Pigs Invasion
d. Communist viciory in China
e. the Korean War
f: the Vietnam War
g. the French defeat in Indo-China

16.03 Suggest foreign policy dilemmas faced by the United States in its need for
oil

16.04 Evaluate the importance to the United States and other,nations involved of
6 the following is*4. NATO

b. the Berlin Wall
c. the Panama Cana
d. OPEC

4,
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17. The learner will know that
th.e years sine; 1945 have
been a time offgreat social,
economic, and political
change

UNITED STATES STUDIES

Social Studies

17.01, Evaluate a list of important social changes affecting the' people of.North
Carolina and the United States during the period since 1945.
a. Jpdicate which change(s) affected all the people direCtly-
b. indicate which change(s) affected veryi.:few Teople directly
c. create a diagram or time lineshowing how, one change led to another
d. indicate, for eaCh change, its'effect on the lives of the people.of.North

Carolina
e. indicate, fur each change, whether the change was planned or uniDlanned
f. indicate, far each change, whether the change has been compltted or still

continues ,

17.02 Assess a list or description of problems of urban areas
a. indicate which of these problems is present in North Caplina's urban

areas
indicate which of the Problems is a concern of rural well as urban
areas .-

c. suggest alternative solutions for dealing with these problems a'nd pre
the possible consequences of each proposed solution.

17.03 Evaluate the importance of technological inftpvations.(je( airplanes, c
puters, for example) of the last 30 years -
a. place the.,innovations chronological order
b. suggest the economic reasons for and results of such innovation
c. suggest possible political consequences of these changes
d. suggest social alterations caused by these changes
e. state the, effects of these changes on the economy 'and living styles of

people in North Carolina
17.04 Evaluate a list of the major political changes and events of the last 30 years.

a. place them in chronological order
b. categorize each as Basically a state, sectional, national, or international
- phenomenon

c. assess the.impact of each on the lives of
, the aging

women
-- Blacks

Native Americans
other minorities
young people

17.05 Identify and state the importance of
a. the assassinations of John and Robert Kennedy
b. the assassination of Martin Luther King
c. Watergate
d. Senator Joseph MoCaohy -

COMPETENCY GOAL(p)

1. The learner will krIc. mi sig-
nificant domestic &velop-
ments which have influ-
enced the history of the
United States in the twen-
tieth century

PERFORMANCE INPICATORS
Each itidicator is OW of maily which cm, assess a student's per (ordure.

Others may be used if they are more approttriati fyr tbglearme,L...,

1.01 Identify specific and pertinent examples of governmental reform-ktivities
associated with
a. Progressivism
b. the New Freedom
C. the New Deal

1.02 Identify specific and pertinent examples of 913cial and economic reforms
associated with
a. Progressivism
U. tHe New Freedom
c. the New Deal .

Li. the Great Smiety
1.03 Evaluate the importance of expanding voting.rightt on

a. traditional politkal party strength
b. changing election campaign techniques or strategies
c. the political participation.of young people and 'minorities

1:04 Evalua te. the influence of important twentieth century 'technological in..-
novations On
a. the industry in which the innovatift occurred or was used
b. the physical environment
c. the lives of "average" AinoriccuIN
d. the growth of government serviCes or regulation

270



r ,
The learntr will know and',
be 'able to apply basic in-
formation about how pri-
vate enterprise functions in
the United States .1

3. The learner Will know ma-
jor characteristics, activi-
ties, and problems of the
American political/gov-
ernmental sYstem

fl

.e

4. The learner will know that
American society has un-
dergone significant chang-
es in 'the twentieth century

1.1

IN

Social Studies

1.05 Evaluate the extent and effectiveness of governmental intervention in the
economic life of the United S,tates.in the tWentieth century .
a. identify serious problems which such intkvgition soueit to alleviate
b. describe, in genepl terms,.laws,phted tofregulate the economy
c. compare advantages and disadvantages bf govuttment regulation for

business; and other important groups (i:e.,..banking,,laboc)

2.01 Identify examples and.non-examples of privately ownedbusinesses
United States

he

.2.02 Recognize given examples of hoW buSinesses raise ,rnone0o produce (or :
expand the production pf) good's aticriervices

2.03 Evaluate a pertinent, example of conflict Izetween,Private'enterpriseNincl
government regulation . ; 7' ,

a. state reasons for the conflict . ,

b. describe the points of view.of, parties toTthe confliCt
2.04 Suggest Means by vvhicif a Particular .economic' problem might be solved.'

a. describe reasons for' the problerp

.4

-----d: stiggest a defensible cours6f .action for solv,ing. the probleM, us'

b. state measures private business might take to solVe the problem :

c. state ways, government might, solve the problem ',

,
,

private and/or government means e
di IN, ,

e. pr'ediCt the possible consequences of.:the
goyernment-and fOr private Ate r*,,,,,

.; 2.05 Distinguish between specif,Koo .. ;:

lo ,, .4.'41Market (private enterprise) aild, c'q, i.,' e --',;-f) ..,-, '.-.

....,
.- b. state, giyen .a. c'OnSumer ecorl ..itifoRb..lern: ,... logi41 and::,,pfActical

"i',.. $.).!.,:t:e.:714:,,,02.06 Evaluate the role,dktmso .r#:.irx'
a. identifyi.given'an'eCpner i*ase O. .0 4*fan -Or'',.

preferdnce in deciOivig!'what is' t ..,
..o.,:f

avenues::of.Conlumer redressi..;;;,:-
.;1..ise I.

.., . .;c1

..- '' i! %

AS,

::,.:.t..,11:,..;::.';1.:It44.4.:6;;P.i.;

^rtVZI C;',q:,,,

t

'101.. Indicate Constitutional:bases:6T careft4fychosen exarOles of. oVhe
government Of thejinited Siateskr- ,'

3.02. Desciibe how governmental deeisidns ae affecte.iby the 'S'Warstli'O'k' oi
powers and'rheckS and bala4es systerns. WithM the federal. governiv*nt

3.03 Suggest means Of solving a cifrrent governmental probleM
a. identify the basiC problem and statikreasOns for j't
b. describe point's of vie'W of, parties to.the problert,..

.

c...suggest ,agericies or procedures for dealing With t problem',
, d.:pprrpedbiLtmthe posilble eonseguepc.0 of dealing ornot cleali4with the

.
3104 bigtingtlish among local', state, and federal government actiVities horn a

general listing of activities of government in the United States
3:05, IDistitiguish between the activities of political parties and government

iven a cogent description of a campaign .and election': .F

3,00 friclicate th,ose which are specific legal responsibilities from -a list of
generally' agreed-upon responsibilities of citizenship

3,07 Suggest,'given a common citizen's problem the agency(ies) of local, state,
or .national government which, should help with,the problem

4.01 Assess thg imp*tance of changes in family size and composition in the
twentieth century
a. iden4y major changes which haye occurred
b.. cite r sons for the changes
c. analyz positive and neptivt, e ects of tilte changes on family mem-

bers, fafifles, and society as a hole
4.02 Describe the alSimilation/advance eht of a racial, ethnic, or other

generally recogniied minority group during the twentieth century
4.03 Evaluate changes in the'role and status of women in the twentieth century

a, identify changes in the It gal; economic, political and 'social status of
women

b... cite xeaso s fOr these changes
c. deschlie t

social i
d. predict .orne futu consequences of these changes

4.04 Cite theinfluence of mass entertainment/communication (televisiorvradio,
motion pictures, etc.) on'
.a. -ways of dress
b, recreational activitits
c. lanouage

e 'effects of these changes.for women, family life', and basic
itutigns in our ociety '
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:-,..A. 110, learner will know that
. . .iin'the tWentieth century the
'., '"Uvilt.erl,'States has assumed

. a cr4iel ancl.increasing role

,: 6,
' :Nn ititernatitftial affair

,
s

- . ;, :"..'

0. t ; P.110.,, s',.
.113 't :ry:,,

0.414, 4,

Ia.:

-1.

e...t.The lea( er iviir k.now
Wises and predictable con-
sequenc0 o1 _persistent
public problerns .4nd 'is-
sues of the twentieth- cenL.
wry

4

WORLD.'STUDIES

4.05 Prove or sprove with logical arguments the statement that adolescenceis
phoo non,created. by highly Industrialized societies like the United

States
41!

5.01 Statereasons for, extent of, and results of Unbiod States involvement in a
given international conflict of the twentieth century.

5.02 Evaluate the importance of anti-colonial mevements of the 'twentieth cen-'
tiny

cite reaons for 4nd resiptanCe to the movements
3. suggest possiblerlimmediate and long-term-consequences of the move-

ments for the parties involved and for the people of the.United StateS
5.03 Suggest the importance of each .of the following for United States foreign

of the victory of Communism in Russia, 1917
, b. the rise of Nazism and fascism in Europe

c. Communist victory in China
d. the "tion of Israel
e. anti4critinialism in Africa
f. the invention of the A-Bomb and the H-Bomb
g. the Vietnam War

5.04 Suggest reasons for changes in the balance of trade since 1945 and conse-
quences of these changes for the United States eConomy

6.01 Evaluate the significance of population changes in the twentieth century. . .

when provided.with graphic or other informatiorfabout these changes
a. s'tate reasons' for the growth and decline of cities
b. state reasons for the rise of suburbs
c! describe the economic problems of cities
d. predict the economic and political consequences.of urbanpopulation

Achanges, for the cities, the suburbs, add for society as a whole
6.02iiite reasons for and suggest consequonces of changes in agricultural

methods and farm ownership
a. for "family. farms" .

b. for consumers
6.03 Evaluate the,possibilities of solving persistent twentieth century proklems...

when given a .list of problems the AmeriCan peopleqace,of haye.faced
a, distinguish between short-term _and long-range prolyler:ns
b: distinguish between problems which can be solV'ed ;krtpan*

those which rec r .

.

distinguish bet een problems which hA;0 beeh..solved!.'4iid th&
with us-
distinguish air-long problems faced:by afew...peOple, inany-people,..aiid all
people \

C.

d.

so

COMPETENCY GVAL(S)

Thelearner will know ma-
jor historical concepts
which help to explain the
past of nations and socie-,
ties

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Each indicator is one of many which can assess &student's performance\ .

Other:S.may be used if they are mot/ appropriate for the learner.
9-

,

1.01 Conclude, given information about the past 0) f a nation or society 'that
historical eventt are characterized hy multiple causes and effgcts

1.02 ConclUde, givehinfortnation about the inOitutions of a culture at different
time periods, that theee institutions change over time, provide logical ex- -
planations! for thichangeS, and suggest the effects of the changes ori the
instifutiont and on the society they serve

1.03 Analyze 'the extent to which two given, cultures influence each other
a, describe cultural influence or the lack of it

assign, reasons for the cultural influence or lack_ of it
1.04 Asgign reaSons for thogreat reVolutions of history (agricultukal, indUstrial,

French, Russian, etc.). and assess their effects on the course of, history ".

. 1.0,5 Compare and contrast given, examples df revolutionary and evolutionary
changes in a given society in terms of -their immediate and long-range ef-
fects on the society .4

f)r- ,
P
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. Z. The learner will know the
histOrie ,deleloprnent. of
econoinIeeviiWnd. will com-
pare and cOntr t confem;
.porary eConom systems-.
in terms of the efficien-, cy, the eConomic freedom
of citizens, and the degree
to which they are con-

. trolled .14y. governments 'or
'small.' groups

Or

tk

4

3. 'The learner wi4 know that
governments differ in
termS 'of leadershiit the
rights of citizens, and the
organizationi functioning,
n d performance of goy-

ernment1al bodies _

:h.

'4. The learner will knoct the
'varied effects of ge(*ra-

,, phy on human settlement
'and_hugnans' Ichanging at-
t\titudes Aowardl u se and con-
seitkation oe'earth resouitc-

5., The learner will know that
all cultures possess basic
social institutions (family,
.religion, education, etc..)
though the characteristics
of these institutions 'may
differ and change over time

'

Social %tulles ,

Z.01 Describe the Means Of itIcating,And usifig.economic respurces -within a.
4

.

'given culture .

2.02 Plice in correct order the' stages of economic development of a ctilture,
. en a description of the historical development of its eco my ..v
2.03 State accurately :the characteristics'.of particular stages. 4f eConomic ,

development (hunting and gath ring,,a riculturel, manorial, aissez-fake;'
descri ing A particular stageof ecOnomic

. .

Interdependence on gi ()defies .

collective, etc.) when given a ter
6 developlpent
Zs.04 Evaluate the effects of economic

a. cite examples, of economic int rdepenclence
b.-describe reasons foi the interdependence ,
c. assess the, costs and benefits.of, the interdependence to all parties in-

volved '
. 2.05 Comp,re and contrast historic- and conteniporarreconomic systems ,in

terms of decisiem-making, efficiency, the economic freedom and oppor-.
tunity they offer citizens, and their provision fol. the unfortunate

2.06. Distinguish between dernRcrafic-and.totalitariap economic practices when,
given example6 of each'

2.07. EvaluaR, flieItriNirtante of science'and technology 1t ihe devlopMent of
pconbiffit. Systems .

.-

3.01 Compare and Contrast the rights of citizens in various given governmental
forms

3-.02 Assess various means governments have for changing leadership
a. describe various ways of changing governmental leaders
b. evaluate the'costs ancl benefits of each in terms of stability, andthe

rights of citizens
3.03 Describe the organization and- functioning of various forms of govern-

ment, given descriptions of each ;

3.04 Compare and confrast various forms of government in terms of their ef-
ficient performance and tile rights of their citizens

3,05 Evaluate the effectivenesb of historic .and, contemporary international:
governmental organizations
a. state reasons for and major participants in each .

.

b., compare and contrast them in terms of how well they achieve(d) the
goals for which they were founded

3.06 Identify democratic and undemocratic practices from descriptions of the
governmental practices of widely differing societies

.4.01 Evaluate the role of technology in enabling people toovercome the effeCts
of geography on their lives
aiiientifyi,tistoric'or contemporary soc ties whose econ(linic development

Avas/is by geographic factor
b. identify\ ies,of technology whic

gfa.hlct i. .4j.., .

e 8'14 O. s.and benefits a technology in both economic and social

4.02 .6 Aye and contrast the attitudes of developed and developing societies
toWa 8:the uses of basic earth resources (water, soils, forestsoninerals, etc.)

4:03 De lie .-clianging and/or conflicting attitudes toward the conServation and
, .

'use 'a given earth resource
4.04 Draw conclusions, given a description of the physical geography of,seyeral

world areas, as to how. geographic factors can affect rates of economic
development

4.05 Support or disprove a given statement of geographic determinism, given
specific examples 'from past end/or present societies

la

might overcome these geo-
.

,

.5.01 Identify basic social institutions of both trallitional thicl modern soCieties,
given brief but pertinent de,scriptions of edch

5.02, State differences in the 'charaderistics of the basic social institutions of
both traditional grid modern "societies

5.03 Describe similarities in the functions of the basic social instiiiitions of both
traditional and modern:societies.

6.04 AssesS changes in a society's basic sodal institutiinS over time
a. identify changes;, given an appropriate desCription of.them
b. explein reasons for the changes
.c. analyze the effects of the (changes on the institution and on the society

.as a whole

27t
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5oclal Atudies
C

5.05 Conclude;froM an appropriate 'case sttiFly.thfo'rel
, often provide the vahle. base foi...pther, so4la1 inø

5.400 Select exaMplei of catutel'.diffuliii)R144erffrepen
and non-examples-.

*ECONOMICS%'

ion. or systems, of belief
tutions
ea with both examples

4

COMP,ETENCY GOAL(S) ,

1. The learner will khow.,bes-
ic 'economic -ioncepts and'
*Possess the vocabulary 'to,
express them

.

2. The learner. Will know the
theory and practice of the
private enterprise.,system
of economics 9

./1

4

3. The learner, will know and
apply basic *information

,About basic relationships
betyieen government and
theteconomy in theUnited

, Sta tes

, .

4. The learner' will know bas-
, ic rights and responsibili-

ies of consumers -

,

5. The learner will.ionder-.
stand contemporary 'ecb-
notnic ..issths and prob-.

. lems 4- .

PERFORMANCEINDICATOR5-f .

Each indicator is'one o many thhich crnartes. a studint'oper,formance.-::-.*
Others may be toid,if they ari more appropriate far thelearner.

. : . . .

1.01 Define and use correctly basic economic terms (i,e., opportunity Cost,
capital, scardty, supply and dernand, 'etc.) . 41.02 State, given a pertinWit clescription of economic aCtivity, the bask ;
economic principle(s) to expain or describe that activity; .. :

1.03 'Associate appropriately chosen statements of economic goals .with the
economic systems to which they correspond

. N..

.1.04 Compare and corVrast economic systems (i.e., subsistence,. command;
Market, mixed) in tetms of.efficie cyproductivity, stability,'and the role*
of consumers '4 .

1.05 Identify examples of how busineises obtain money to provide'. fryr or ex-
,

pand the ,production of 'goods and services

.2.01 State the the:try of. the free enteiprise system, given an tinderstandingoy
economic -theory .

2.02 Identify from 4escriptions Of ecOnomies example of the private enterpr.ise. ,
system .. F

.

2.03 Identify examples of command, marketTaid mixed .eConomies.
2,0,4 Identify the roles of capital investment the profit motive; and the market .1,!-

frdm a pertinent example of the private enterpriSe' system in operatiOn
2.05 Identify from an appropriate case Study the relationship, between con- .

.sumer demand and market response
, 2.06 Select; from examples and non-examples, examples Of business Organ4a..-

, tions in a private entetprise'system
.2.07 DesAbe the elements of risk in each from selected case itudies of the

oimrations.of private businesses
.

2.08 Suggest the importance of .ccinsumer choice in the operatiOn 51 tlie private
enterprise system

.

3.01 Identify examples of government intervention.(national, State, and local)
from selected case studies of the United States economic system at Work

3.02 Suggest reasons for and poSsible,,consequences for all involved from. a
'given example of government intervention in the United {States economic,

. system
, 1.,

3.03 Suggest priVate and/or government policies which might alleviate a.give.n.
economic probiem in the United States.,

3.04 ReCognize example,s of gouernment taxing power at work; given local;
state, and national examples

305 State reasOhs for the conflict as well as points of view of parties affected in
c a given conflict between private business and government regulation

4.01 State one's own rights and resVonsibilities,in a given consumer loan agree-
,

ment or other consumer contract ...:,
.

4.02 Identify from case studies expples of unw;se consumer behavior an
state reasons why the behavior is unwise

.

4.03 Identify ligencies,,polkies, and/or regulations protecting those.who con- 4
sole spe,cifled gdocis and services ' -

4.Q4 Suggest a Vocal, 4tate, or national agency which might provide help' with a
' specific' consumer pEcd:Plem or complaint . .

4.05 Identjfy sokrces of information/advice which will enable a person contemA.,21.
431a,ting.a major consumer purchase to make a wise choice

e . i '

5.01 Describe
,

points of view of All parties involved it a particular ecOnomic 7%
issue, given a careful descrirtion of the issue 4, \

5.02; Evaluate a current economk problem . ,.
h . state reasons 'why the problem exists
b. 'stale 'whether the problem is of long or,short duration
1:. suggest private and/or goveinrnental ssolutiOns for the problem
d. pregict the possi Arsequences of, the Solutions suggclited

, f 1 , f

, ,t
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IV(

The learadwill know simi,
larities and .diffirences
"among economic systems

0C

11/4

".
.

o

7. The learner All know' the
historic dev,elopment of

, economies and. will corn-
p and.otiiittaSt contew-
p ary .oconomic ,systeffs

..terins of their 'effen
cy, the con,opic freedom

o of citizens, and the dekree
to Which they are con-

. trolled gOvernments or
groupii

GOVERNMt.NT.

00

.
' 11Vr-

1

Cr

0

.,1;te1al Stu-die:5
t's

4

,
l, 4

5.03 Compare and cVntrasit strategies or policies private.ente:pfise' and goverrir...
n't rAight,ifse to sulCle an egoninnic probler4.suellas irtil.a0n, vnemplor'

'144" ' ent, ,,e i e t. ***, . b * ...4: I . ;

'5:04 Consideek,iist'of ceirrent economic pkiblemsi .

4a.o1xlisfinguish between old and neptoblems
, b. state whichproblems cankbe wive ipermaneettly. ind which will rKur

'c. state which problems can_ 6e solved by private aç4onandwhich,rquire
goxtrnrant action as well

d. distinguish between those *which are
. nature ,

nationa and internatippal- ts

,
6,011dentily given descrittions 'of ectsnomic actiyity as lng those a cdrt-

mand, mixed, or mariZet economies
6.02 Compare and contrast marketAnixed, and cinnirn.and egon les 4414 ofI.

a..the economic goals of each',
,., !b., the role 'of government

c.' the role of consumerAernand in dIet what is t 41se prs,

d. ,risk , , : ,, e.,A .
se. the profit motiVe s

6.03 State how a given economic problem mAgli t be solVed by-a marl*, mixed,
or command economy .,...

6.04 .1DiOnguish between economic' decision4 made by .comriland ansf parket
- ; economies, giVen'examples of both .. .

. - . f. ...
.

0 ..

41'

r .
.

,. . . .

7.0, Describe the means ofsallocating and using economic. resources, witilin a ..

. given Culture . ,. S.
..$4 . .e

7.02 Plact M cortect order the stages of economic 4kevelopment of a cuiltdre,.
, . 40 .

given a desctiptiOn of the historical development 'of its ecohomy 04
'7.03". Sta teacCurately the characteristic's of particular staOs of econpmic d velop:? , .'°

ment (hunting and. pothering, agriculfural, manorial, laissez-faire; otlec- * :.

.
Hire, etc),;when giVeri a term describing a particular stage of ec non*?

. dtvelopment ,

7.04 Evaluate the-effects of economic InterSiirce on given societies
. a. cite examplekof econornic interdepe

.

,
"b describe reasOns for-the inteidepen ence .

.., .

t < c.1 issess the 40.its and bent4its-of the'interdependence to. atrnarties in-
Volved. , ... .. , P. -, . .:

7.05 Compare .anct contriistf histori anecontenrpOrary.economic systems in
terms a:decision-making, ef ency, tile economic freedom Aipd opRor-

I .

(unity they Oiler citizens and- 'eir piovision for the unfditunote '

7.06 'Distinguish between democratic and.totafitarian economic practices when .
. given examples of each
7,07 Evaluate the intrtance of scienCe and technology in the development 61

econoTic,,systems . .

' 6

.. . 4 .

-'4. ir'',. VERFORMAN(I,INDIC"ATORS. ?
Each ituttcraidts'otie-of manY whick.can asselig a studenrq per fortnatux,

4 00thetiravy0 used if they arernore approgriate toy the learner.
'

4. *
0

Vire nirpinekh;contributions to*he political theories expreosed in the Cón--
stitutionAgNemanundostanding of the political thOught the knlighten-

'h ment ;'. ' .

. . 1.02 Cite reakons fpr shared and enumerated power4, giveNanuhderstanding of '
the fedtrai sys,twa outlined in the Constitutitn .

100,3 State 4efensiblmeaAons,why theframers 4. the (amstitutiim made it dif-
. fica. to emend : -so , .. .

1.04 ,Surlport or disprove the contention Ahat ."Itfie Constitution is what the
liuvreme Collfil"Selyfi ltk," citing relevant Supreme:Court. ttecisions as well

' as other sources .. . . - s,
1.05 Distinguish .13etwten. ':formar.(Constitutiortal) action4 of .gove iment and

thOse joertnit ed by"-implied" poWers 61" the Conataulion
.1.0. ?)..Indicale C stitutimal bases forrthe actions of, the United Sta 'govern-

peptogiv aimptiate ,examples of actions 91 the federal government

e ,

COMPETEI1CY GOAL()

Li. The learner Will know the
"f basic foundations Of the

, American political system
and liow- the system has
changed overfime,

4

.4 0

14L4

.2'754,

.

4,
, A

,
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1.

2.' The learilerwill liOW the
basic structlites
tioning of mericah gdv-.
.ernment oil local, state, and
national levels

1!...
`.

44 . .

41)

I _

-,

'3. The learner Oill know the
'role of political parttes-in
the American political 'prb-
ctss .

11

4. TI learnerw4ill know ac-
tions individuals or ivdtips
Might take to- infitience the
political process

.

1
I

V'
.4

. ,/
5. The learper wilrknow bas-

ic concylpts and practices of'
the American system Of
justice

14,
6. leaner wIll`knoo, has-

.. lc .riels and irelponsibili-
ties of citizetithip '1"!

4

rit`)

9

16

01

a.

14461111 *diet

^

2.0.1 Choose, ifoin exAniples. and .non-eXamplea, exaMples of the following in,
. .. .7 operatiinfion statC(where -applicable) and naikinal levele

a. separation of pdmits ,
b. checks and balances
c.,,, legislative actipp

.
d. executiv'e action , s. .

e. judicial action . . ,
110111i. 2.02 State similarities add differencesapiong localistate,.and national govern-

ents, given des riptions Of the function o ,government at each !evil.) 4 .
/'ilt r dentify tile level of goverwent 'Most 4e y to deaJfth .severil -given

g eraliy agreed pon government probleMs
,

.04 Suggest poss,ible nterrelatiOnihips of locat, state, and federal govegnments .

in ealing with' gtatecl problem affeciins, many pepple ,

- 2.05Describe hoW carefully chosen.exlimplekof governitent detitionif art affee:
--:----tea 1?y the separation:of poWers and Checks and'balancet Systintof the

i ,
. , national governmept .,, if :. 4 ., .

. 2.06 Distinguisk,,frmalisting of adivities.of government in the United States,
, whict activities are generally local, stale, or national

.

.. 2.07 DisiingirM among:the enforcemeqt powers .of local state,, and nitional
governme4ts, given information about these' powers

2.081dentify legisktlive, executive, and judicial". activities froni a concise, 'ap-
proprii.ocase study 'Cif governmeift iii action . -4

409-Indicate, giVqn a whtiiictequdiciaUranch has made a deci-
sion, that the enforce ent powser 'lies 'within' ti,lecu.tive branch

,
, . ,. .. , .

3.01

3,02

3.63'

3.04

. .
Distinguigh betweetisovernment and 1,,loliticaJ. party activities in a descrip-
tion of a political election .

Sugsest reasons why-two parties Rave dominated American politics, given
ihformaiion on and Understanding of the history bf 'American politics
Evaluate the. influence of third -or. minor parties in American political
tiistorY a /

.
State.reasons fdt politiCal apathy,and low voter turnout, given information
on various political dlections ancl,ori percentages* registere'd voters failing
to ,mote .4

e 'r

14.01 State, given a. list of prominent pressure groups (lobbies) and a pieCe of
legislation Pending before Congreo or & state lelgislature, which groups' have an intere41 in the proposed legislatign and howlhese interests might
conflict . 4

4.02' .Suggest means'SGitizert might &ell:, influence political decision-Makers on,
4 an issue of public concern .

4.03 Evaluate the "kossilile,effectiveness of these tans . .'
,

4.04 DistinguiskatnOng legal, ethical, and practica .techniques, given descrip-
a , tions of lobbying techniques , -

4.05 Present well-rpasoned arguments' for and agai,n6+ tne statement that lob- .i
hists and interest gjoups are positive features of the American Political . 1

'system - , .

5.01 List the legal'righis possessed by. a potton accused of a criine.
50 ,,Distinguislrbetween it.Uoistions of civil law and'Criminal law, oiling e*arn-

' ..' ples of each ,. N
.

5.0 Uvaluate the seriousnest ,of egiven Pfobleln in the American system of .
justice (i.e., rising crime rates, indeterminate sentencing, legal aid for the
poor, juvenile crime, etc.) - .

a. cite reaeons for ihe problem . tie.
b. suggest'alternative solutions for tile probl m .. 1

..-. ,c. predict the posible consequences of sugg ted sol'utions
', 5.04 Cite legal pia yices which gupport the presumpt on of innocence, given the

, concept that a.per*son acrfused of a crime is*innocent until proved guilty
5.05 Describe the legal process. from arrest (or arraignment) to appeali. .

4

,J. f S.
,, .

6.01 Choose, from a' genetal list of the rights Alimerica itizens, those which,
are guaranteed in the COnstitution and itilnynd . .

6.02 Indicate which 'are legal responsibilities from! 11' ally agreed-upon
responsibilities of citizenship 4

6%03, Evaluitte ways citizens can,inform themselves.,abfft 'and can affect the solu-
0 , tion of issues of ilublic concern"- S.

.,, . . ' .
a, list ways citizens can infbrm themsekes about the isolie

1 b. suggest means a citizen can use to initiate actkin on the issup
C. suggestvneansa 'citizen Can use to.influence the,actkint of, others

i
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7 The learner II knpw the
voCabulaiy and practice of
American politics

8. ;The learner will knowothat
gOvernments ttiffer in
terms of leadership, the
rights of citizens, and the
organization, functioningi
arid perftrmance,of goy-
erninentaf bodieg

Social Studies 4

7.01 Identify, from a description of politkal activity,.exardAes of the épedal Yo-
-cabillary of -Politics (1,-erhorseffattitiV-Entub, gerrymander, filibuster,
etc)

7.02 Define correctly commoh terrns from the yocabulary of politici'
7.03 Present well-reasoned arguments to prove 9r disprove the statement that

"potitics is the art'of persuasion and comprOrnise'
7.04 State the role cif.compromise in the passage of legislation given a pertinent

case study oE th'e passage of an important .piece of legislatibn

8,01 . Compare and contrast the rigiits of citizens in )tirious given governmental . .

forms
,

8.02 Asse%s various meanii governments hav.e fo'r chahging leadership
. aP describe various ways of changing governmental leaders .

.. ' 'lb. evaluiiii.the coati atinenefirt oreach in rettiirorstability.ohttheTrigtvvv-----
of citizens . ' .

8.03 Describl the organiiatiOn and functioning of various forms of .governmiht,
. even descriptiona of each A

8.04 Compare and contrast various forms of government in terms of their 'ef-
- '.. ficient.performance and...the 'Fights of their citizens ,

8.05 'Eialoate the effectiveness ot 31Mo-tic . and contemporary, international
. . .

: governmental organizations , t.' .. .

a. state the reasons for and major. participants in each
b. compare and 'contrast them in tecos of how' well, they achieve(d) the

. goals for which they were founded ... e.

8,06 Identify democratic and undemocratic. practices from descriptions of the
.goyernmental practices of widelY differing societies ;

4

. ..."...
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Exceptioxial :Chil4ren
Competency goals and performance indkators for exceptional children (emotionally hancticap- t.

ped, health impaired, hearing impaired, mentally handicapped, multihandicapped, orthopedically
impaired, specific learning disabled-, speech-language impaired, visually impaired,,gifted)will differ
from pupil to pupil. For many eXceptidhal children the same competency goals and performance
dicators developed for pupils ih. general education will be appropriate, It may be that some excel,-
tional children will meet the same competency goals, bloat a different dine and in a different man-
ner than pupils in general education. Competency goali and p,erformance indicators foe pupils who/.
are more severely handicApped). such as the severely/profoundly retarded and the deaf-blind, will
be substantially 'different from tile competency goall) and performance indicators developed 'NO
Other pupils: . 7

The Individualized Education Program should be used to determine the competency 'goals and'
performance indicators for exceptionalcchildren. The Individualized Education Program, mandated
by State and federal legislation, must- include (1) a* statement of the pupil's present levels of )
educational performance, (2) a statenierit of annual goals, (3) a statement of short-term instuctional
objectives, (4) a statement oispecific education and related services to be provided to the pupil, (5) a
description'of the extent.to whicht.the pupil will participate in regular educatidniprograms and a
description`of the program to Ve provided, (6) the projected dates for initiation Of likvices and the
duratio51 of services and (7) objective criteria, evaluatioh procgdures;.and schedules for determin-
ing, on at leasl an annual basis;"whether or not .the short-term instructional objectives are being
achieved. Some of the competency goals and performance indicators in this publication will beap;
propriate to include in the Individualized Education Programs .for' some exceptional children.

The Individualized Education ',Program is to be developed by a committee composed of a
representative of the local education agency other than the pupil's teacher, teacher(s) of the pupil
who will beresponsible for implementing the Individualized Education Program, the parent(s) or
guardian(s) of the pupil, the pupil wlien appropriate, and other individuals at the discretion of the
parent(s) or the local education agency.
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